HOME MOVIES

January . 1942

Annual Beginner's Number
Keep 'em Laughing!

highlight your home movie shows with these professional Hollywood fun films . . . !

There's Tons of Laughter in

WATER BUGS
Starring Billy Dooley

Dooley, a sailor in the Navy, goes on shore leave and is "shanghaied" by a gang of hardboiled seamen. A mutiny and the captain's daughter provide both action and romance for the sailor. Order by number—487-B.

200 ft. 16 mm. . . . . . . $5.00
100 ft. 8 mm. . . . . . . 2.00

"Ask Your Dealer to Screen It"

FAIRYLAND EXPRESS features Oswald Rabbit. It's a lively cartoon film chuck full of laughs for young and old and depicting the antics of Oswald and others in a Fairyland where all is free. Ask for No. 11-A.

100 ft. 16 mm. . . . . . . $3.00
50 ft. 8 mm. . . . . . . 1.50

THE NURSEMAID
Starring Mickey Mouse. Left in charge of an infant, Mickey and Pluto get into many laugh-provoking situations. A laugh a minute! Order by number—1506-A.

100 ft. 16 mm. . . . . . . $3.00
50 ft. 8 mm. . . . . . . 1.50

WRITE for Latest Catalogs of 8 mm and 16 mm Films—They're FREE!

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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GEARMASTER

for Movie Tripods

$17.50

Enables you to make real professional panoram or tilt shots with any movie camera. Eliminates the use of a long handle and is geared for panning and tilting. It's revolutionary in design.

AMERICAN BOLEX WINDERS

For 8 MM and 16 MM Reels

With the American Bolex Tension Control Winders you can spin your film in rewinding just as fast as you want to. An adjustable drag, controlled by a touch of the finger, gives you the desired tension.

$12.00 per Pair
Mail Orders Filled

Willoughbys
32nd St. near 6th Ave., N.Y.
World's Largest Camera Store
Built on Square Dealing
Established 1899

It's NEW to me . . . !

By CINEBUG SHOPPER

Automatic Screen

The amateur who wants to give his movies the sharper, more brilliant projection they deserve, will find the new Radiant Automatic projection screen a wise choice, according to the manufacturer. Here is a screen designed especially for home movies and said to possess distinctive features tending for ease of operation as well as higher reflective quality.

A tripod model screen of quick collapsible type, the new Radiant Automatic features square, instead of round, metal tube construction in the upright column and double wall tripod legs which prevent twisting or swaying of the screen while in use.

There are no set screws, spring plungers, or other hand-operated locking devices to come loose. The special positive-locking feature assures perfect alignment. A slight pressure on a convenient lever opens the tripod legs. A simple turn of the screen case automatically places it in a horizontal locked position. Then an almost effortless pull lifts and automatically locks the brilliantly glass-beaded surface of the screen into viewing position.

Radiant's exclusive "Hy-Flect" glass-beaded screen surface is noted for the great brilliance and clarity it lends to the projected image, whether black and white or color. Glass beads are anchored in to stay — according to the manufacturer, who further assures they will not peel or otherwise come off the climate-proofed flexible screen base.

The new Automatic, like other Radiant models, is said to always remain perfectly flat when opened for use and will not curl at the edges. A rigid steel tubing at the top prevents sag and wrinkles for the life of the screen.

The Radiant Automatic is now being demonstrated by leading photo supply dealers everywhere. Additional details and prices may be had by writing to Radiant Manufacturing Co., 1140 West Superior St., Chicago, Ill.

Castle's 16th War Movie

Right on the heels of America's formal entrance into war comes a flash announcement from Castle Films of a special news release in January under the title, "Japs Bomb U.S.A.!", for owners of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors.

As has been true throughout the history of Castle news releases in the past, home movie collectors are promised in this new picture every foot of vital and pertinent film as it becomes available for the nation's projector owners. Subjects only to military regulation, "Japs Bomb U.S.A.!", will consist of all news camera coverage of today's world-shattering occurrences near both shores of the Pacific; on the broad expanse of the ocean itself and on the islands that dot its surface.

This new movie brings the number of Castle war movies to sixteen, comprising an unprecedented and invaluable motion picture chronicle from the very inception of hostilities five years ago when Japan first invaded China down through each tragic chapter of the dark years that followed. As in the instance of its fifteen predecessors, "Japs Bomb U.S.A.!", is announced as prompt, accurate and complete camera reporting of history of the day, shot at
JAPS BOMB U.S.A!

HAWAII! The most treacherous blow ever struck... recorded on film for every projector owner to possess! A page of history written in bursting bombs and the answering roar of defiant shells! The beginning of the most tremendous struggle of our day! A mighty nation aroused to wrath! The film every projector owner must have! Don't wait! Get Castle Films' "JAPS BOMB U.S.A."

AT YOUR PHOTO DEALER'S OR SEND HANDY ORDER FORM TO YOUR PHOTO DEALER TODAY! NOW!

Please send Castle Films' "JAPS BOMB U.S.A." in the size and edition checked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 mm.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Feet</td>
<td>100 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 mm.</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Feet</td>
<td>360 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350 Feet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name: 
Address: 
City: 
State: 

RCA Building New York
Field Building Chicago
Russ Building San Francisco
It's NEW

the scene of activity, a permanent record of destiny on the march. It will be distributed through photographic dealers everywhere in the course of January, in five sizes and lengths, and the announcement adds that the usual low Castle prices will obtain for this special news feature.

Revere's 500 Watt

Outstanding improvements are claimed by the Revere Camera Company in its latest Revere "80" Projector for 8 mm. films.

Of 500-watt capacity with double-blower cooling system, the model comes equipped with 300-foot reels, automatic film rewind with enclosed gear and chain drive, heavy-duty AC-DC motor, 15-tooth sprockets with safety-roller guides for film protection, and removable aperture shoe for quick cleaning without removing film.

Other features are said to include an improved gate assembly with self-adjusting film guides which is declared to eliminate unsteadiness usually caused by film width variations and splices. A fully recessed tension shoe and aperture are said to prevent scratching of film.

Prices and additional information of this and other models is available from Revere Camera Company, Chicago, III.

8mm Windback

Lap dissolves and other professional movie effects which require backwinding of film in the camera can now be made with Filmo 8 mm. equipment, the Bell & Howell Company reports.

The lap dissolve rewind attachment recently introduced by the company can be installed on any Filmo Double Eight camera, either before or after purchase. A feature of this rewind attachment is that it counts frames one by one as they are rewound in the camera, the announcement stated.

Latest price information for this attachment will be given by Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

Official's New Films


The first reel released December 20th, 1941, contains incidents pertaining to and leading up to the declaration by the Congress of the United States that a state of war exists between ourselves and the Japanese Empire. Subsequent pictures will be released from time to time, as and when events occur to make up this historic series of motion pictures. When these releases are finished, they will contain a complete history of the most important era in American life since the Declaration of Independence; this will be an invaluable series for Americans everywhere, in homes, schools and colleges and in truth will be a historical recording, not in cold type but in live, vivid moving pictures. The sound versions will have lip synchronization sequences of all speeches made by world famous men and women.

Official Films will accumulate whatever material is possibly available from both professional and private sources, from cameramen all over the world. Hundreds of thousands of feet of film will be cut and edited into compact, concise reels. This will be the first time that history will be so recorded for the 16 mm. projectors, both sound and silent, and 8 mm. silent projectors.

Official Films will release these films at their usual low prices of $8.75 for 16 mm. silent and $17.50 for sound and $5.50 for 8 mm. silent. Silent versions will be fully titled. Where not obtainable from dealers, write direct to Official Films, Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York City.
Home Movies
MAGAZINE

Subscription
Order Form
I can give my family and friends outstanding entertainment — with full-color or black-and-white pictures that are as beautiful, sharp and steady as theatre movies. The Revere 8 mm Camera, with its fine lens and precision mechanism, takes marvelous movies. It is easy to load and use and has many advanced features, including automatic film-loop sprocket, 5 speeds, parallax-corrected view finder with large eyepiece, and strong five-foot spring motor.

The Revere 8 mm Projector is today's best buy, because it leads in features that assure easier and better projection and full protection for film.

Revere "80" PROJECTOR
- Excels in screen brilliancy and profession-like smooth projection.
- Heavy Duty AC-DC Motor
- Double Blower Cooling System for lamp and motor
- High-ratio Duplex Shuttle Film Movement
- Enclosed Precision Mechanism (no belts)
- Fast Power Rewind Manual Cloth for "Stills"
- Radio Interference Eliminator
- Complete with lamp-life 500-watt lamp, F 1.6 and one 300-foot reel
- $75.00

Revere "88" PROJECTOR
- Same as "80" plus Micro-Tilt, Dual-Shield Light Diffuser, Beam Threading Light and Carrying Case, $89.50.

Revere "99" Turret Camera
- Has a rotating turret head which permits instant change of lens equipment. It holds three screw-type lenses and has an extra view finder for use with telephoto lenses. Complete with one Wollensak F 2.5 lens.
- $77.50

Revere Model "88" CAMERA
- Uses economical 8 mm film for an average scene.
- Automatic film-loop sprocket... Eastman-licensed sprocket and splicer, 5 speeds, 6, 12, 16, 24, and 32 frames per second. Focal plane 150 degree rotary disc shutter. Positive speed governor control. Precision mechanism with helically cut bronze and steel gears. Complete with Wollensak F 3.5 lens.
- $38.50

Revere Quality 8% Equipment
It's NEW

Enlarger Switch

New this month is the Solar Mercury Tri-Switch, a three position mercury contact switch for use with double contact socket and twin-filament bulbs to provide selective light intensities for still photography enlargers. This accessory is of special interest to movie amateurs who use standard enlargers for blowing up frames of 8 mm. or 16 mm. film.

Light intensities of 50, 100 or 150 watts are instantly secured by manipulation of the switch. This enables the operator to regulate the intensity of the light passing through the enlarger to the density of the negative. Control of the light intensity is not secured by a rheostat to cut the voltage—as that would affect the color of the light. Each filament burns at full recommended temperature to provide a white light of proper printing quality.

This new switch is designed for table top operation. It is of the single throw, double pole type with levers operating the mercury contacts for silent, sparkless operation. The liquid-like operation of the levers require practically no effort, thus eliminating the possibility of setting up vibration in the enlarger.

It will be available from your local dealer, including switch, cords and socket for $5.50. Write Burke & James, Inc., 223 W. Madison St., Chicago, for full details.

Free Service

The Jack Schiff Camera Exchange of 55 Vesey Street, New York City, has extended use of its darkrooms free of charge or obligation to the photographic public. These darkrooms are said to be fully equipped with trays, sinks with hot and cold running water, enlarger, and all necessary equipment for developing, enlarging and printing.

New Tilter

One of the newest accessories offered by the Bell & Howell Company is the 16 mm. Filmo Tilter, which will fit Filmo 141, 70, and 121 Cameras with out use of separate, loose adapters, the company announces.

Rigidity and compactness are said to characterize the new unit, and special mention is made of an arrangement which permits titles to be centered accurately through the viewfinder of each camera.

The titler consists of a camera carriage, a title-card carriage, and two swiveled reflectors, each unit sliding upon a connecting track and clamping firmly in any position, announcement declared.

Focusing is accomplished either by the camera lens itself or by a supplementary lens. Several standard focusing lenses with Bell & Howell cameras will focus down to one foot, and with these titling operation is said to be simple. For universal focus lenses, and for those which do not focus as close as one foot, the company reports a supplementary lens in adjustable mount is available.

The title-card holder is hinged to fold forward out of the way, so that small three-dimensional objects, such as flowers, butterflies, etc., may be filmed at close range.

For further particulars, write to Bell & Howell, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

Reflectors

War time restrictions have not affected output of Victor Photoflood reflectors, according to the manufacturer, James H. Smith & Sons Corp. The Victor line includes the popular clampon type reflectors and many intermediate models climaxd by their No. 520-S twin-reflector mounted on extension stand. Catalog and prices are available by writing the manufacturer at 121 Lake St., Griffith, Indiana.

Sunshades and Filters

Amateurs are said to be finding new ease and efficiency in working with the combination Imperial sunshade and filter discs marketed by Chess-United Company.

Imperial slip-on Sunshades are made of high grade duraluminum stock, designed to offer maximum efficiency at a minimum price, the company declares. Dead black felt finish inside the shade is said to absorb all stray rays of light. Six adjustable prongs affix the shade firmly to the camera lens or filter mount. New price of sizes from 27 mm. to 33 mm. is $1.10; 37 mm. to 42 mm., $1.25.

Imperial mounted filters to be used with the Imperial Sunshades are made of solid colored glass and are available in yellow, orange, red and green. New
**DA-LITE SCREENS**

*as shown by Sales Management’s Survey of Industrial Film Users*

In choosing a screen for your home movies or stills, consider the experience of leading users of industrial films. With thousands of dollars invested in their film productions, they are careful to select only screens that show their pictures at their best.

It is significant that the latest survey of these users reveals an overwhelming preference for Da-Lite Screens. The October 10th, 1941, issue of Sales Management magazine covering the leading business films of the year shows that of 29 companies which mentioned makes of screens used, 27 listed only Da-Lite.

In industry, homes, schools, churches, theatres—wherever the importance of brilliant, sharp pictures and utmost convenience is recognized, critical buyers choose Da-Lite Screens. The leader for 33 years and now more popular than ever. Your dealer has Da-Lite Screens in the style and size you want, from 82.00 up. Write for literature! Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc., Dept. 1 HM 2711 North Crawford Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

*Prices slightly higher on Pacific Coast.*

---

**THE DA-LITE CHALLENGER** is the only screen with square tubing in BOTH the center rod of tripod and extension support for perfect screen alignment and unequalled rigidity. It is the only screen that can be adjusted in height merely by releasing a spring latch and raising the extension rod. 12 sizes from 30” x 40” to 70” x 94”, from $12.50 up.

**PARTIAL LIST OF PROMINENT USERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Armour &amp; Co.</th>
<th>Great Northern Railway Co.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continental Oil Co.</td>
<td>Edison General Electric Appliance Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland Tractor Co.</td>
<td>The Pure Oil Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mercury Corp.</td>
<td>Youngstown Pressed Steel, Division of Mullins Mfg. Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion Oil Refining Co.</td>
<td>Plymouth Division, Chrysler Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Wallpaper Factories, Inc.</td>
<td>General Electric X-Ray Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Firestone Tire &amp; Rubber Co.</td>
<td>Deere &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Harvester Co.</td>
<td>Savings Bank Association of New Hampshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash Motors Division, Nash Kelvtnator Corp.</td>
<td>Kelvtnator Division, Nash Kelvtnator Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Mills, Inc.</td>
<td>Minneapolis-Moline Power Implement Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Central System</td>
<td>Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Sales Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>York Ice Machinery Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Toledo Steel Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Crosley Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Perfect Circle Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chrysler Division, Chrysler Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ford Motor Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. I. Case Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michigan State Board of Control for Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Todd Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles P. Cochran Co.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**A Guarantee That Means Something**

The beads on a Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Screen are guaranteed not to shatter off. The entire screen, including fabric and mounting, is guaranteed to be free from defects in materials and workmanship. The fabric is specially processed to stay white and pliable. Because dust and dirt accumulate on any screen over a period of years and destroy its original brilliance, Da-Lite does not guarantee permanent whiteness, for to do so would be meaningless. The reliability of Da-Lite Screens has been proved by thousands of users over a period of 33 years.
It's NEW

prices of mounted filters: 27 mm. and 29.4 mm., $2.25; 32 mm. and 33 mm., $2.50; 37 mm., $2.75; 42 mm., $3.00. Imperial filter discs are priced as follows: 25 mm., $1.25; 31.5 mm., $1.50; 39 mm., $1.75; 42 mm., $1.95.

More detailed information is available from Chess-United Company, Inc., Madison Avenue at 29th Street, New York City.

THE MARINES HAVE LANDED!

AN ACTION-PACKED HOME MOVIE

by OFFICIAL FILMS

8 MM. 16 MM.

A film made possible by the cooperation of the U. S. Marines! Shows you the whole career of a "Devil-Dog" from the first day of his induction to his participation in full-scale Invasion Maneuvers. Shows you how Marines march with the Army, sail with the Navy, and fly with the Air Corps! You see action, action, and more action! Once you own this film you'll know why the Marines are celebrated from "The Halls of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli!"

Less Than The Cost Of Raw Film!

8 MM.

SHORT app. 50 ft. $1.75
FEATURE app. 180 ft. $5.50

16 MM.

SHORT app. 100 ft. $2.75
FEATURE app. 360 ft. $9.75
SOUND app. 350 ft. $17.50

Please send me the following:

THE MARINES HAVE LANDED

Order these films from your dealer today.

Please send me the following:

"THE MARINES HAVE LANDED"

AMERICA'S FIGHT FOR FREEDOM—Vol. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send me the following:

AMERICA AT WAR!

HISTORIC HOME MOVIES

BY OFFICIAL FILMS

8 MM. 16 MM.

The Axis has struck at these United States. We are at war. What the following months will bring no one knows. But Official Films will do its utmost to bring you the record of America's most crucial time. Beginning now, Official Films offer a new series of one reel films (16 mm. Silent or Sound and 8 mm. Silent) a series to be known as "America's Fight For Freedom".

The first volume, dealing with the events leading to the treacherous attack by Japan and the Axis Powers is now ready. Additional volumes will be released with news-flash timeliness as events develop. Every American will want to own these vivid pictorial records of America's fight against the ruthless forces of the Axis. Order Volume One today from your photographic dealer and place an advance order with him for future volumes so you may be sure of prompt delivery. These films will all be released at Official Films' usual low prices:

8 MM.—SILENT $5.50

16 MM. SILENT $8.75

16 MM. SOUND $17.50

Send for FREE illustrated Catalogue of over 50 films

OFFICIAL FILMS

330 WEST 42nd STREET, N. Y. C.

Ampro's "Eight"

Full 16 mm. quality in an 8 mm. projector is offered for the first time by the Ampro Model A-8, according to claims of the manufacturer.

Priced at $115.00, the A-8 Model is declared to offer the following features: 500 Watt illumination, flickerless pictures, efficient cooling for forward or reverse projection, automatic reel locking device, operates on both AC or DC 100-125 volts, optical system engineered for maximum brilliance.

The company declares this model offers the same precision quality witnessed in its 16 mm. models, including unusual convenience in operation and brilliance of illumination.

Further information may be obtained from Ampro Corporation, 2839-51 North Western Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Critical Focuser

Owners of the Filmo 70-D movie camera may now obtain a critical focuser by which the amateur may look at the subject through the photographic lens and thus focus visually for pin-sharpness, the Bell & Howell Company announces.
From now on, you should work only with

GEARMASTER

THE UNIVERSAL, GEARED PAN-TILT TRIPOD HEAD

For all Cameras—Still or Movie!

Operating entirely through precision gears, the GEARMASTER has two controls, one for tilting, the other for panning. And, because of the exclusive mechanism, movie makers may tilt and pan at the same time, while "still" cameras may be more quickly positioned. There are no jerky pans with GEARMASTER . . . you may make a complete circular panorama by simply turning the panning handle. Equipped with spirit-level countersunk in base, the GEARMASTER has been designed to end tripod deficiencies and permit easier and quicker manipulation when setting up for picture. Heavily chrome plated, carefully engineered and constructed. Made to fit all tripods with head base up to 3½" in diameter. Unconditionally guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for 5 years. $17.50. Price includes excise tax.

1. Gearmaster is king of tripod heads
2. No handles to get in your way
3. Steady movie panoramas
4. Every tripod adjustment easily and quickly made.

YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'RE MISSING TILL YOU'VE USED

AMERICAN BOLEX WINDERS

Featuring the Exclusive TENSION CONTROL!

The most precise and most efficient movie film winders made for 8mm and 16mm film. It's a real pleasure to work with them! Film moves speedily, smoothly, beautifully — no more scratching, no more mutilation, no more film that "runs wild". The Tension Control permits you to spin film in rewinding just as fast as you want, yet still controls it so that you can take your hands off everything and film stays where it belongs. A "drag" may be put on either feed or take-up reels to control speed of winding. Scientificaly designed red cain handle. Lifetime, self-lubricating bearings. $6.00 each, $12.00 pair.

GET A BETTER LOOK AT YOUR FILM — AND MAKE FILM EDITING A TREAT WITH THE HANDY, DANDY Baia Viewer

You Get A Lot For A Little Money

One for 16mm film, and one for 8mm film. May be used under bright incandescent lights or even in bright sunlight without the destruction of the projected image which is viewed at the bottom of a perfect shadow box. Clear, bright and ample magnified frames, easy to view from any angle through the large magnifying lens because you use both eyes and don't have to squint. Makes film editing a treat. Button on top of viewer marks frame, or frames, for splicing. CRYSTALINE black with red plastic cutting button. Fitted with cord and plug.

$7.95

These American Bolex Products are available at your dealer, or they may be ordered direct.

American Bolex Company, Inc. 155 East 44th St., New York, N.Y.

Western Representative: Frank A. Emmet Co., 2707 W. Pico St., Los Angeles, California.
"FLIGHT," by Major M. J. Burelbach of Chattanooga, Tenn.
In the past year this prize winning photograph has hung in 50 National and International photo solons. Major Burelbach made this unusual enlargement from a portion of the 2¼" x 2¼" negative (shown at left) with a Wollensak 3-inch Enlarging Velostigmat. He writes: "For many years I have used Wollensak Lenses in taking and enlarging pictures. I recommend them for excellent results." Improve your photography with a Wollensak.

WOLLENSak OPTICAL Co., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
YOU are one of us . . !

We welcome all you new cine camera owners to our ever-growing, friendly fraternity of men and women who have discovered in amateur movies a source of infinite pleasure, an outlet for their creative abilities, and a hobby that pays lasting dividends in good home entertainment. Whether you travel or stay at home, you’ll open up new worlds for yourself through your movie camera.

Conscientiously handled, your camera can make motion pictures equaling in photographic quality those of the professional. It is a precision-made instrument requiring only careful operation to attain this success. As you explore its pleasurable possibilities, you may, as have others before you, aspire to serious production of motion picture films, or choose only to record in movies the activities of family and friends as they proceed along the pathway of life. Whichever your course, you may encounter problems and the need for guidance; wish for a prompt and understanding advisor.

Turn then to Home Movies and its staff of consultants. Present your problems freely. Keep for ready reference your copies of Home Movies in every issue of which will be found pertinent information and instruction in the many interesting phases of your new hobby—photography, editing, titling, and processing of home movie film.

Home Movies is ever dedicated to the hobby of the movie amateur, stands ready to help or advise him at all times.

Welcome to this vital, lively, entertaining hobby of ours—Home Movies. You are one of us!

HOME MOVIES
FIRST LESSON in making home movies

Thorough knowledge of camera and lens important

By STANLEY E. ANDREWS

WHEN a person embarks on the interesting hobby of making amateur movies, he is usually aware of certain fundamentals. He knows his camera must first be loaded with film; that there is a button or trigger that must be pressed to operate the camera and thus obtain an image on the film; and that he must focus his camera correctly at the object or scene to be filmed.

There are some important "musts" which the beginning amateur does not always appreciate with the result that his first few rolls of film suffer in photographic quality, not infrequently dampening his enthusiasm for the hobby. There is, for instance, that very important rule about a steady camera. Many beginners do not realize the full importance of holding a movie camera rock steady when making pictures. Any movement of the camera results in the picture moving around on the screen, and the slightest movement of the camera is magnified tremendously, several hundred times in fact, by the time the audience gets a look at it. It is important, therefore, to use a tripod whenever possible, or to rest the camera on or against something solid, such as a tree or fence.

The next thing to remember is to keep the camera motor spring wound up. It is good practice to wind the camera after every shot, otherwise sooner or later we will find our camera has quit us right in the middle of what might otherwise have been our best shot.

Check the stop settings and focus, in fact all adjustments the camera might contain, before every shot, and don't guess at the distance the subject is to the camera—learn to pace out distances up to about 15 feet. The closer the subject is to the camera the more necessary that it be accurately focused. And anything less than 10 feet should really be measured. When travelling, the lens stop should be set for prevailing light conditions, and focused at 25 feet, ready for anything that we might want to take in a hurry.

Panoraming, or panning as it is called, is the moving of the camera in an arc to photograph a scene which is too wide to be taken in entirely in one picture; or to follow action, such as a person walking, or a boat moving. The best advice for the beginner regarding panning, is "don't!" Film manufacturers have made a fortune out of film that beginners have ruined through

- Continued on Page 22
EVERY beginning amateur should know that shooting movies indoors is just as easy as filming out of doors in sunlight. With one possible exception, the film used may be the same and the procedure for focusing and setting exposure remains unchanged. The one and only difference is that special artificial lighting must be employed. But this presents no obstacle. All that is required for this special lighting the amateur can purchase for less than one dollar.

Regular house lighting lamps are not adequate in power for successful cine photography, and for this reason special lamps have been designed to supply the right quality of light in ample amount for photography indoors. The lamps are known as photofloods and today are available as readily as lamps for household use.

The photofloods designed especially for amateur photography are available in four sizes and are pictured on this page. There is the No. 1 which looks like an ordinary 60-watt globe but gives out light equivalent in volume to a 750-watt lamp. This photoflood sells for 15 cents and will give service for the equivalent of two hours.

The No. 2 photoflood looks like a standard 150-watt house lamp. It gives double the light volume of the No. 1; and has a rated life of six hours. This lamp sells for 30 cents.

The No. 4 photoflood is a giant lamp about the physical size of a 300-watt house lamp. It is photographically equal to 2500 watts of regular house lighting lamps and has a rated life of ten hours.

The R-3, pictured at the extreme right in the illustration, is a mushroom type bulb that is a combination photoflood and reflector. It is gaining wide favor with amateurs because it eliminates the necessity of purchasing reflectors. Interior of flared area of bulb is coated with an aluminum reflective material with an opaque base so that none of the light leaks through from the back. Rated life and power of this bulb is the same as the regular No. 2 photoflood used in a reflector.

The average beginner’s concern is with the No. 1, No. 2, and the No. R-2 photofloods.

The No. 4 is more adaptable to the requirements of advanced and professional cinematographers with large areas to light. With supersensitive film, one No. 1 photoflood in a regulation reflector, set up 8 to 12 feet from subject to be photographed, will enable the amateur to expose the scene at f/1.9. By adding another No. 1 photoflood in reflector, the scene could be shot at f/3.5. Moving the lights closer to subject, say to within 4½ feet, would enable one to

*Continued on Page 28*
TITLE MAKING FOR THE BEGINNING

It’s easy as shooting scenes and extends scope of your hobby

BY WARREN GARIN

The subject of titling is of interest to every movie amateur whether he intends to make his own or have his titles made by a commercial title maker. Any motion picture—to be considered complete—requires titles. First it needs a label to identify it—the lead or main title.

And it should be concluded with an “end” title. But these two titles are rarely enough. Almost every silent motion picture requires some explanation of the scenes or action it portrays, and that is the purpose of the sub-title—the explanatory captions intercut at intervals after the main title that explain what the action does not clearly reveal as the picture unfolds on the screen.

Certainly every beginning amateur, who appreciates the wealth of pleasure the amateur movie hobby holds for him, will be eager to make his own titles once he understands how relatively simple it is. Actually, no expensive equipment or accessories need be purchased. Nor must he be a proficient letterer to make his title cards. Nor that a good titier won’t help, but for the beginner, at least, good titles can be made with nothing more than the camera and tripod which are used for shooting pictures.

First of all, there must be a means for photographing with the camera at close range—at 10 inches to 30 inches, depending upon size of the title card to be photographed. This is accomplished by placing an auxiliary lens before the camera lens which immediately converts it to short focus, the distance of focus depending upon the dioptr measurement of the auxiliary lens. There are other methods, but this is the simplest.

Auxiliary lenses for this use are lacking a titier, titles may be tacked on wall and photographed. Method of centering title cards with camera is shown below, explained in article.
sometimes referred to as portrait attachments and are obtainable for most camera lenses from photographic supply houses. But just as effective for title making purposes are lenses from reading spectacles obtainable at dime-store counters. These are plainly marked to indicate diopter size, enabling the filmmaker to choose a pair of spectacles containing the lens he desires.

There is no need to go into lengthy explanation of the term diopter except to say that it is the initial unit of measurement of single magnifying lenses. One diopter represents a focusing distance of approximately 40 inches. Thus a one diopter lens, placed in front of the camera lens set at infinity, will bring into sharp focus a title set up 40 inches away. The focusing distances of auxiliary lenses of other diopter sizes follow:

- $1\frac{1}{2}$ Diopter . . 26 inches
- $1\frac{3}{4}$ Diopter . . 22 inches
- 2 Diopter . . 20 inches
- $2\frac{1}{4}$ Diopter . . 16 inches
- $2\frac{3}{4}$ Diopter . . 14 inches
- $3\frac{1}{4}$ Diopter . . 12 inches
- 4 Diopter . . 10 inches
- 5 Diopter . . 8 inches

The auxiliary lens is one of the important parts of any titler. It is usually held in accurate position by a mounting which is part of the titler. However, by attaching the auxiliary to the camera lens, the same results are accomplished, namely, bringing the title card into sharp focus.

We started to explain how the beginner could make titles without a titler, so we shall proceed by first relating how to affix the auxiliary lens to the camera. Centering the auxiliary over the camera lens is very important, so it’s best to prepare a cardboard mounting for the auxiliary which will make it possible to mount it as needed, always accurately centered. Cut a disc of cardboard the size of the auxiliary and cut a hole in the center the exact size of the camera lens barrel. Join the disc and

*Continued on Page 32*

Typewriter titlers, like Eastman model pictured below, are available for all cine cameras.
Guide for the beginner

in movie EDITING

Even if every scene is perfectly exposed, one or two may be overlong

BY RUSSELL DICKSON

BEFORE the amateur has progressed very far with his movie making, he will hear a great deal about editing his films as a means of improving them. Editing is essential to every motion picture including the beginner’s first roll. Few, indeed, are the amateur movies that do not require a little “brushing up” on their return from the processors.

We are concerned now with the problem of elementary editing—the polishing up of the average beginner’s roll of home movies taken on a Sunday afternoon. The more complex aspects of editing a scenarized picture will be left for a future issue. The scope of this elementary phase of editing ranges all the way from deleting, entirely, over- or under-exposed scenes to re-arranging scenes to obtain a flow of continuity.

Movie editing is hard work only when one attempts it with inadequate equipment. Properly outfitted, editing becomes one of the most engrossing and certainly one of the most remunerative features of our hobby. The equipment required, in addition to projector, is a viewing device, pair of re-winds, and a splicer. All are obtainable in prices ranging from a few dollars up to per unit. Complete editing outfits, including splicer, re-winds and viewer are available for the amateur where cost is no object.

The viewer is important. It enables one to examine individual frames of film for close cutting of action. A good splicer that will make a firm, permanent splice with a minimum of effort is essential. And the re-winds are an absolute necessity.

The first step in editing is to project the film to familiarize one’s self with its contents and quality. Have a pencil and pad of paper handy beside the projector so the spill light from film gate will fall upon it. Then as the film is projected, make notes of the scenes to be deleted or shortened as the case may be, and notations concerning any scenes to be re-arranged.

By way of illustration let us suppose we have, for editing, a roll of film exposed last Sunday on our ski trip. As the picture unfolds on the screen we make brief notes: First a reminder for the main title. The first shot shows our friends tying down skis and poles on the roof of the car. This is o.k. for the opening shot. Next is a shot from another angle of all entering the car, the start, and progress of the car down the street. But the shot is a little too long. There’s no need to keep the scene on the screen to show the car disappearing in the distance. So we’ll trim it about five or six frames beyond the point where the car starts to move.

Next is a series of shots taken from inside the automobile en route to the ski resort. Only one is at all steady, so we’ll throw out the others. The scene picturing our arrival is o.k.

Continued on Page 31
WHAT the cooperative efforts of a cine club can do towards making for more successful amateur motion pictures is exemplified in the picture, "Latitude 26," the January Movie of the Month. Here is a film that well might have come from any of Hollywood's studios. Indeed, it surpasses in plot, photography and editing, many of the comedy shorts of silent days.

Unlike the average amateur film, "Latitude 26" began much the same as any professional production. There were story conferences, location searches, and innumerable tests to complete the cast. And eventually there emerged, under the careful guidance of its producer-photographer-editor, Leo Caloia of Los Angeles, as fine a film as ever graced our roster of Movies of the Month.

But it's the professional way this picture opens on the screen that catches the eye. The fine main title is preceded by the producer's credit title. Other credit titles follow, and each is introduced in a cleverly executed iris-dissolve. Presently there appears an explanatory title that states in effect: "Eight thousand miles away, basking in the tropical sun, is the tiny island of Ah-h-h."

Then follows a series of quick cuts of tropical scenes—lofty palm trees shimmering against a dark sky, a canoe gliding on a tropical lagoon, and rolling surf—each shot enhanced by use of a filter. Then comes the first hint of comedy, a facetious title: "... but that's 8000 miles away!"

An excellent montage—probably the finest ever executed with an amateur camera—follows to introduce locale of the story, the big city, and leads to the time of the story—one Sunday morning. This montage was executed with the aid of a Bool Cine Fader, an apparatus that may be fitted before the lens for making fades, dissolves and other trick effects.

We then see our hero, a hen-pecked husband,

Continued on Page 37
ACCESSORIES pave the way to better filming

An accessory and gadget guide for the beginning amateur

by CURTIS RANDALL

“WHAT is the most important accessory I should buy next?”

This question is asked more frequently than any other by the movie amateur with a new cine camera. Assuming the novice cinefilmer possesses only his camera (and projector and screen, of course), many seasoned amateurs are agreed that the most important accessory for filming for the beginner are the following, listed in order of their importance:

Splicer
Exposure Meter
Tripod
Titler
Filters
Effect Devices

The splicer is the number one item because without it, successive rolls of films cannot be edited and spliced together; and without editing, amateur movies soon lose their appeal, and the amateur’s interest tends to wane.

Next in importance is the electric exposure meter. It is second in importance only because every cine camera has a built-in or attached exposure guide; also, exposure data is usually furnished by the manufacturer with each roll of film. It is in critical filming that the exposure meter becomes important—in shooting under adverse light conditions, indoors under artificial light, and exterior night shots—where more exacting readings are necessary.

Some may argue that the tripod should be the number one item, with no-panning and steady camera the beginning amateur’s first admonition. However, it is possible to shoot fairly steady pictures with a hand-held camera. The tripod is important where extensive filming is to be done and is the best insurance for professional-like steadiness of pictures on the screen.

Fourth item is a titler. Home movies do not commence to appeal until they are properly titled—at least with a main or introductory title. Unless the amateur shoots his own titles, he just never seems to get around to having the work done by someone else.

Filters are not a “must” item but important to improved filming, never-the-less. In shooting panchromatic film, yellow and orange filters darken the sky for cloud contrasts and otherwise provide an appealing tonal correction. A red filter provides a dark sky effect and is used most frequently by the amateur to gain vivid contrasts between clouds and sky. There are filters for Kodachrome, too, haze filters for outdoor filming and a special filter for use where Type A Kodachrome is to be used out-of-doors.

Effects devices are for those amateurs, having passed their “elementary exams,” who want to add fades, dissolves, wipe-offs and other professional-like effects in their picture and title filming.

Splicers are available in a wide range of...
WE DEVIATE somewhat this month to present, instead of the usual film reviews, reviews of a group of movies submitted in a club’s 50 foot 8 mm. uncut film contest. First, for the edification of many readers and the directorates of amateur clubs to whom this type of competition is new, let us point out that such contests are fast gaining recognition for their educational value among enterprising 8 mm. cine clubs. Nothing offers the serious cine-filmer the practice and guidance necessary to improve his movie making like the restrictions of getting a complete story pictured on a fifty foot roll of film.

The contestant is limited to the single roll of 8 mm. film on which he must shoot a complete story—complete in titling and continuity without benefit of editing. To be eligible, the film cannot be cut—must be in the same one continuous length it arrived from the processors. Only the splicing of the two 50 foot lengths of film is permitted.

Obviously the contestant must carefully anticipate his footage in advance of shooting—right down to the last frame; he must plan his continuity and time action carefully to make sure he will get in all of the scenes and titles required—in their regular order—and within the allotted footage. Just a single error—muffing just one scene—and the whole effort becomes ineligible.

The contest films which we shall review here were the runner-ups in a 50 foot uncut film contest sponsored by the Seattle 8 mm. Club. Carl Brazier, one of the club’s directors, saw in this type of contest, opportunity to balance the over-emphasis that had been placed upon the subjects of cutting and editing in club meetings. It was his contention that much of the editing of home movies could be done by careful planning in advance and shooting accordingly. Then, too, the club members who showed the most film were persons who did not have to worry about film cost, and as a result the impression was gained momentum that one could shoot anything anytime and anyway, and the resultant sins could be washed away with cement and splicer.

All of which was having a definite tendency to discourage new-comers to the club who had to figure the cost. The contest was conducted for the express purpose of placing proper emphasis on planned shooting as a means of maintaining economy in the hobby of amateur movies without imposing any restrictions on its pleasures. And it is surprising how much the amateur, once he puts his mind to it, can accomplish in the way of continuity, action,

continued on Page 26

REVIEWS of winners in uncut film contest

BY THE EDITORS

On this page are enlargements of 8 mm. frames from winning films in Seattle 8 mm. Club’s recent 50 foot uncut film contest. Top, left to right—scene from "December Wiles" and "A Christmas Dream." Below, left to right—scene from "His and Hers" and "Hooked Hooky."
THE EXPERIMENTAL

Car Camera Mount

The amateur who would shoot movies from his automobile while in motion would do well to rig up a sturdy camera mount for this purpose. Otherwise his pictures may appear quite "jumpy" on the screen due to movement of his body while holding camera.

Pictured here are two ideas that are easily adaptable. The first picture shows how a sunshade mounting within the car was adapted to hold a camera support. A metal rod, machined to fit the sunshade mounting, also takes tilting section of a tripod head which receives and holds the camera.

The second picture shows a special mounting bracket, made from strap iron and bolts, which is attached to car frame just above the windshield. The pictures are self-explanatory as to construction, and either idea will afford a substantial support for your camera, permitting its operation while driving.

—S. J. Bracy,
New Orleans, La.

Pre-focusing Idea

One of the drawbacks to more frequent home projection of home movies is the amount of time and trouble required in setting up projector, assembling screen, and finally checking up on sharp focus before starting the show.

To remedy this focusing problem, I have spliced three or four frames from an old title into the middle of each film leader, which enables me to check on focus in advancing of running the films. The film is threaded so that one of these frames rests in the film gate. With projector set for "still" projection, I flash the lamp long enough to adjust focus, then proceed with my show.

—D. W. Wilson,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Film Clamps

The small Eastman film splicer which is a part of KodakScope equipment, does not have facilities for holding the film firmly in place while splicing. This may be remedied by first mounting the splicer on a small wooden base; then affixing two spring clamps as shown in sketch.

Clamps may be made from an old clock spring or any other spring metal obtainable from the hardware store. Turn up the ends, as shown and apply a small piece of felt or rubber to each as a protective measure against scratching film. Bend other end of each piece sharply at right angle, drill small hole, and screw in place with protected tips in position on splicer over the film area.

—Harry Kemp,
Santa Monica, Calif.

Bottle Holder

If your splicer or editing board provides for the round cement and water bottles, these may be anchored to the board safely with two easily made metal clips, shown here.

From a piece of heavy sheet metal cut two strips about two inches in length. Drill hole at one end for screw, and cut out area at other end to fit bottle neck.
problems retaining R with factory shows K 0 P and grindstones out a only hardware Griodstone make at rewinds 1. The work must be carried on in total darkness unless orthochromatic film is used in which case a metal red safety light may be used at a safe distance for illumination.

Set up the projector so it will cast, on a board panel a short distance in front of projector, an image of the scene the size of the cut film. 4" x 5" cut film is about right for this purpose. Run projector until desired scene is found then throw lever for still projection and extinguish projector light. Affix sheet of cut film on board over spot where scene was projected.

Because it will be impossible to get a short enough exposure by simply switching projector light on and off quickly, it will be necessary to make a sort of focal plane shutter. This is merely a large piece of cardboard with a slot ½"

wide cut in it, with sufficient cardboard on all sides to protect film from light.

By holding the cardboard as close as possible to the film, as shown in Fig. A, and switching on projector light, then passing the slot quickly across the film, and switching off the light again before removing the cardboard, the proper exposure can be obtained. This, of course, will have to be determined by tests. The film is then developed and a print made.

A. E. Dawson, Miami, Fla.

Frame Enlargements

Frequently the amateur captures a shot with his movie camera that he would like to have enlarged on photographic paper. If your projector provides for single frame projection, you can make an enlargement by projecting the picture on a sheet of cut film, as shown in Fig. A. The work must be carried on in total darkness unless orthochromatic film is used in which case a metal red safety light may be used at a safe distance for illumination.

Take along a reel and select two grindstones with shafts that fit the reel spindle hole. Also make sure that the grinders turn smoothly without binding at any point in a single revolution.

For the least modification, remove only the outside nut and the stone. The reel may be put on the shaft in place of the stone and held in place by tightening the nut.

Where quick mounting and removal of reels is desired, cut out unneeded portion of shaft and slot it with a hack saw so that a retaining strip of metal, as shown in Fig. 2, may be fitted and riveted in place. This feature is found on many of the professional rewinders.

After the reel is mounted, the retainer is folded down, preventing reel from slipping off spindle.

Fig. 1 shows the rewind with the original screw clamps for mounting on edge of table or work bench. Fig. 2 shows upper segment of clamp removed and a screw-bolt inserted in place of the thumb screw for mounting on an editing board.

—J. K. Polk, Walla Walla, Wash.

Grindstone Rewinds

A pair of rewinds are essential equipment for every movie amateur. Without them, editing of full reels of film is almost impossible. For the beginner with a mechanical turn of mind, satisfactory rewinds may be made from two small grindstones—such as those inexpensively acquired at the five and ten cent store hardware counters.

Take along a reel and select two grindstones with shafts that fit the reel spindle hole. Also make sure that the grinders turn smoothly without binding at any point in a single revolution.

For the least modification, remove only the outside nut and the stone. The reel may be put on the shaft in place of the stone and held in place by tightening the nut.

Where quick mounting and removal of reels is desired, cut out unneeded portion of shaft and slot it with a hack saw so that a retaining strip of metal, as shown in Fig. 2, may be fitted and riveted in place. This feature is found on many of the professional rewinders.

After the reel is mounted, the retainer is folded down, preventing reel from slipping off spindle.

Fig. 1 shows the rewind with the original screw clamps for mounting on edge of table or work bench. Fig. 2 shows upper segment of clamp removed and a screw-bolt inserted in place of the thumb screw for mounting on an editing board.

—A. E. Dawson, Miami, Fla.

Film Viewer

Before the amateur can edit or even splice together his film comfortably and satisfactorily, an editing board that provides some kind of magnifying viewer is necessary. The beginner, not yet ready to purchase a factory built editing device, can easily construct an efficient viewer for either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film.

Accompanying sketch shows details of construction of simple editing board on which is mounted an illuminated viewing device in addition to rewinds and splicer. For the board ordinary plywood may be used. This should be elevated by the addition of wooden cleats attached at either end which permit installment of the small candelabra socket and 7-watt lamp beneath opening in board, as shown. This light provides illumination beneath the film for viewing.

THE CREAM OF THE CROP

of these gadget ideas are now available to you in book form—one compact, attractively bound volume of big-but-cost-little ideas on how to build simple gadgets that will enable you to gain greater pleasure from your movie hobby. Illustrated and fully described are gadgets for cameras, projectors, lenses, filters, tripods, tripods, home processing, etc., and completely indexed so that you can readily find description of a gadget to solve a problem when you need it most.

Mail a dollar bill to HOME MOVIES today and a copy of this glorified, helpful gadget volume will be in your hands a few days later.
First lesson in movie making...

Chasing their viewfinder all over the landscape.

It is better to take two shots, one of each part of the scene, rather than swing the camera around in order to get it all in one shot. There are cases, of course, when panning is permissible, and, in fact, useful and necessary, but not for the beginner. However, if one simply must pan, do it very slowly, and smoothly, and swing the camera from left to right, the direction in which the human eye is accustomed to travel while reading.

As far as exposure is concerned, if there is any sunshine at all, and the scene to be shot is not in the shade, the beginner is, generally speaking, usually safe in setting his lens opening at F.8 when using ordinary black and white film. Any errors in over or under exposing are corrected to a certain extent by the system of compensating processing which the film manufacturers use. For shots on a dull day or in the shade, F.3.5 should do the trick. These stop openings will not always be correct, but will serve very well as a starter while the beginner is learning.

For indoor shots, follow the instructions on the photo-flood lamp carton, but always remember it is the distance of the lights from the subject which determines correct lens opening, not distance of camera from the subject.

On the average movie camera without variable filming speeds, the lens aperture is the only means of controlling exposure inasmuch as the shutter opening, except on very, very high-priced cameras, cannot be changed. On most movie cameras the shutter speed is between one-thirtieth and one-fortieth of a second. On a camera with variable speeds it would be about one-fifteenth of a second at eight frames per second, one-sixtieth at thirty-two frames per second, and so on.

As already pointed out the lens opening safest to use in cases of doubt on anything but a dull day, or for indoor shots, is F.8, unless supersensitive film is used in the camera, in which case one or two stops smaller should be used. On a dull day F.3.5 is usually safe, and on a very dull day the widest stop. This is just speaking generally, of course.

Very light subjects, such as pictures of snow, and seascapes, with black and white film should be given one stop smaller than would be normal for an ordinary shot under the same light conditions.

Conversely, very dark subjects should be taken at one stop larger opening when using black and white film. This also applies to color film, when the main part of the subject to be photographed is dark, and there are few light areas in the scene.

The aperture also controls depth-of-focus. Depth-of-focus is the distance between the nearest and farthest point from the camera at which an object would be in sharp focus. The smaller the aperture the greater the distance would be between the nearest and farthest point in sharp focus.

A close-up of a person should be taken with as large a stop opening as the light conditions permit; this will shorten the depth of focus and throw the background out of focus so that the person will appear to stand out from the background.

If a lens only focuses down to say three feet, and it is wished to photograph an object at two feet, a small stop opening will bring this into focus, bearing in mind, of course, that when using a small stop opening, more light is necessary on the subject.

One stop smaller will require twice as much light on the subject, whereas one stop larger will require but half as much light, and so on. The stops on a camera lens are arranged so that each division admits just twice as much light through the lens as the next smaller one. Two stops larger lets through four times as much light, three stops admits eight times as much light, etc.

To be a little more accurate in finding the relative speed of lenses at certain stop openings, we merely multiply the lens aperture by themselves (i.e. square them), and then compare one with the other. For instance 3.6 x 3.6 equals 31.36; and 8 x 8 equals 64, which is just about double 31.36; therefore a stop opening of F.5.6 is just about twice as fast as F.8.

The movie amateur has no real need to concern himself with the highly technical measurements of a lens, or the intricacies of manufacture; this is the makers' job. To the cameraman, apart from the point of view of quality, the two important "features" of a lens are its speed, and the focal length.

The so-called speed of a lens is determined by the largest aperture at which it will produce clear pictures. That is to say, if a lens is rated at F.4.5, it will take clear pictures at any stop up to that point, but not at any larger stop opening were it possible to alter it to do so. On the other hand we can ad-
just any lens to a smaller stop opening than the "speed" at which it is rated, and retain, or in fact, increase, the clarity of the resulting pictures.

An F 1.9 lens operated at a stop of F 3.5 gives the same results for ordinary purposes as a regular F 3.5 lens operated at the F 3.5 opening. The super-critical may tell you that when shooting at a small lens opening it is better to use a slower lens than a fast one. However, all cannot afford to carry around a battery of lenses, and in any event the difference in results in such a case is practically unnoticeable.

A good F 1.5 or F 1.9 lens is a nice lens to have if one can afford it, as it increases the range of the camera considerably over one equipped with an F 3.5 lens, especially under adverse light conditions. An F 1.9 or faster lens, used wide open, allows room for a considerable margin of error in indoor lighting. It gives the filmer the advantage of being able to use ordinary orthochromatic film with confidence, instead of supersensitive film, and still have ample light on places fairly remote from the floodlights.

Although we can easily take pictures with the aid of Photofloods on orthochromatic film with an F 3.5 lens, and providing the surroundings are sufficiently light in color to reflect a fair amount of light, there are limitations to the area which can be photographed because the lights have to be placed closer to the subject. However, in order not to waste film, it is better to use supersensitive with an F 3.5 lens when shooting indoors with Photofloods.

An F 3.5 lens is by no means a slow lens, and with the assistance of modern high-speed film emulsions and the half-speed feature of some cameras, it can be used under conditions which at one time would have been adverse for even an F 1.5 lens.

In choosing a lens, speed is not everything to consider. There are certain technical standards to which a manufacturer builds his lenses, and these are not as high for some manufacturers as others; and, of course, prices vary accordingly. A prospective purchaser can only judge a lens by the reputation of the manufacturer and by the results obtained by another person who has used a similar lens of the same make. It is better to buy a good F 3.5 lens than a cheap ultra-fast lens, because although the range of the camera would be more limited, the results obtained at stops of F 3.5 and smaller would be better than with a cheap lens. After all, the majority of movie shots are taken at stop openings of F 3.5 and smaller.

Next month we shall present the second installment in this series of elementary instructions for the beginning amateur.
Quality Bulk Movie Film

8mm • 9½mm • 16mm • 35mm

SUPER PANCHRO REVERSAL—Scored

Speed 24-16—Anti-Halo Dubbing,
Double 8 $1.45 + $1.45
ingle 8 $3.75 + $3.75

SINGLE

illes 8 $1.50 + $1.50

6.96 mm. $1.50 + $1.50

10.35 mm. $2.25 + $2.25

16 mm. $3.50 + $3.50

SUPER CINÉPAN PLUS REVERSAL—Not Scored

Speed 44-40—Non-Halation Base,
Double 8 $1.40 + $1.40
Single 8 $3.80 + $3.80
6.96 mm. $1.80 + $1.80
10.35 mm. $2.50 + $2.50

16 mm. $3.00 + $3.00

SUPER CINÉPAN REVERSAL—Not Scored

Speed 24-16—Non-Halation Base,
Double 8 $1.25 + $1.25
Single 8 $3.25 + $3.25
6.96 mm. $1.75 + $1.75
10.35 mm. $2.50 + $2.50

16 mm. $3.00 + $3.00

CINECHROME SEMI-ORTHO REVERSAL

Speed 8–56—Non-Halation Base—Not scored,
Double 8 $1.85 + $1.85
Single 8 $4.80 + $4.80

6.96 mm. $2.50 + $2.50
10.35 mm. $3.25 + $3.25

16 mm. $3.80 + $3.80

CINE-KODAK POSITIVE TITLE FILM—Not scored

8mm $1.45 + $1.45

16mm $1.30 + $1.30

110 Film $1.10 + $1.10

Clear, Purple, Yellow, Red, Amber, Special Blue, Alice DuPont Lavender, Lipstick Amber.

Complete Neve Reversal and Title Instructions Free with Film Orders. Separately, 50 cents each. Check, cashier’s check or money order for full service. Delivered $1.00 extra with C. O. D. Orders. Special Delivery, 15¢; air mail $1.00 extra. Overpayments refunded or credited. No stamps, please.

CAMERA SPOOLS WITH CANS—Each

Keytone Dole, $8.35 Keystone Sgle. $8.35
Eastman Dole, $8.15 16 mm. $6.35
Univex Sgle. $15.16 mm. $10.65
EXTRA CANS. Double 8 and 16mm 8.35
100 ft. and 56 ft. 16 mm. size $0.85

Non-Handle. 100 ft. each 10 ft. 1.25

MISCELLANEOUS

BATA Precision All-Metal 8 mm. Blue $2.75

FOTOFADE DYE for removing 8mm, 16mm, 35mm FOTOFADE WIPED-OFF TAPE, per roll $0.40

CINETITE, 4 Colors and Instructions $0.35

DuPont VISCOSE SPONGES, each $0.35

HOME MOVIES, Bulk Issues, 1936-37-38.

Not all months in any year, 1940-41, each .30 TITLES DEVELOPER, 25 each, 15.31 NOTICE—All previous prices are obsolete due to revisions. See Oct. 1. New lists again in preparation and all who have written will receive them as soon as possible.

W. STUART BUSSEY FILM LAB.
17 E. ST. JOSEPH ST. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Information PLEASE

Fade-ins (E. R. Fenton, Hartford, Conn.)

Q. What is the simplest method for me to make fades?

A. Fades may be made in two ways: while shooting with the aid of a fading glass or other fading device, of which there is several on the market, or after using a process by which the area of the film to be faded is subjected gradually to the density of the FOTO-Fade dye.

Fading glasses are marketed by Harrison & Harrison, Hollywood, and this firm also recently perfected an improved fading device that fits in front of the lens known as "Roto-Fade." Other fading devices are the Wesco Fadette, the Cin-Transito by Baia, The Bool Cine Fader, and the Filmo Fader marketed by Bell & Howell.

Fixed Focus Lens (K. C. Kenny, Davenport, Iowa.)

Q. I have just purchased a 16 mm.

Emulsion Ratings for 8mm and 16mm Films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Scheiner</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGFA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Sup. Pan</td>
<td>29-27 100 80 125 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Super X Pan</td>
<td>26-24 32 24 48 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Safety</td>
<td>24-22 16 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Sound Pan</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan, Negative</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Super X Pan</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Kodachrome (8 and 16mm)</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Kodachrome 'A' (8 and 16mm)</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Scheiner</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EASTMAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Super XX Pan</td>
<td>29-27 100 80 125 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Super X Pan</td>
<td>26-24 32 24 48 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Safety</td>
<td>24-22 16 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Sound Pan</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan, Negative</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Super X Pan</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Kodachrome (8 and 16mm)</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Kodachrome 'A' (8 and 16mm)</td>
<td>23-21 24 16 32 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAFICHROME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm High Contrast</td>
<td>18-10 S 3 S 8 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Low Contrast</td>
<td>18-10 S 3 S 8 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Panchromatic</td>
<td>18-10 S 3 S 8 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Ortho</td>
<td>18-10 S 3 S 8 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Ortho 8mm</td>
<td>18-10 S 3 S 8 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Readers: This department is for your benefit. Send in your problems and our technical board of professional cameramen will answer your questions in these columns. If an answer by mail is desired, enclose addressed stamped envelope.

camera with an f/3.5 fixed focus lens.

Friends advise that I should have gotten a lens in focusing mount, especially as I shall want to shoot some ultra-closups. What is your opinion on this?

A. The fixed focus lens you mention will give you very good results. For one thing, assuming that you are a beginner, you will have less trouble with focus and get consistently good shots because you won't have to set your focus each time. Of course, where you want to make shots of subjects or objects at distances closer than three or four feet you will have to compensate for this by using an auxiliary lens. This also holds

---

Tight and backwind installations on 8 and 16mm. Lenses, binoculars repaired. Focusing mounts.

MACYAN MFG. CO.
3029 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego, Calif.

---

TITLE BACKGROUNDS
Available now are some of the lovely title backgrounds which appeared in earlier issues of HOME MOVIES. The pictures are available in black and white, or printed in colored ink on colored stock for Kodachrome. Pictures of 25 backgrounds, 50c postpaid. Specify No. 1 for black and white; No. 2 for Kodachrome. HOME MOVIES, 6066 Sunset Bulevar, Hollywood, Calif.

---

¹Ratings for last four DuPont films are for straight development. Ratings for reversal depend upon processing formulas and techniques employed.

*With filter.
true when you want to shoot titles or ultra closeups.

Lenses adaptable for this purpose may be had at small cost from most photo dealers. Also ordinary spectacle lenses, obtainable from five and ten cent stores, serve this purpose very well. It is necessary, of course, to select a lens to fit the requirement. Most such auxiliary lenses are marked according to diopter rating and their focal distance.

**Out of Focus** (Ben J. Morris, Philadelphia, Pa.)

Q. During projection, the screened image seems to move toward and away from the projector—sort of "breath" on the screen, or go in and out of focus at intervals. What causes this?

A. Three things seem to cause this. First, where the loaded camera has lain idle for some time, the upper film loop becomes fairly rigid causing it to push pressure plate of film gate open and allowing film to travel away from the established plane of travel. This condition usually causes a momentary waver of the scene to appear on the screen. As it generally occurs at the beginning of a scene, it is easily removed—clipped from the scene—without any noticeable effect on the action.

Another cause are the particles of film emulsion which frequently gather on edge of film gate, causing the film to pass the aperture off the true plane of travel.

Then there are poorly made splices which are the most frequent cause of "breathing" or waver effect on the screen. Using the minimum of cement on splices and care in preventing running-over of the cement to the adjacent film frames will eliminate the waving trouble.

**Shooting Indoors** (George Burns, Chicago, Ill.)

Q. Please tell me something about making movies indoors. Do I need special lights? If so how many and how much do they cost?

A. Whether your camera is fitted with a fast or slow lens, you will need special artificial illumination for good indoor movies. The source of this illumination is special Photoflood lamps that look just like regular 60 and 100 watt bulbs except that they are more powerful—give a more intense light. The smaller size retail for 15¢ and the larger, No. 2 size, for 30¢.

For best results Photoflood lamps always should be used in regular photographic reflectors which gather the rays of light and concentrate it on the scene. Good temporary reflectors made of paper especially for use with Photofloods are available from photo dealers.
Reviews of Contest Winners

- Continued from Page 19

titles and photography without laying a scissors to the film. And of particular note, too, is the fact that two of these finalists were not magazine-camera owners; the magazine boys, of course, have a distinct advantage in anything of this kind because of the wide latitude of operation afforded by their particular cameras.

Reviews of the contest films follow:

"A CHRISTMAS DREAM"
By Robert Leing

This is a delightful picture that combines animation with regular photography, and enhanced by good indoor lighting. The story concerns a small boy anticipating Christmas, who dreams about many of the fabulous characters of storyland.

In the opening scene, the boy is pointing to the "25th" of December on a large calendar. This is followed by a closeup of the figure 25 and the square containing it. Presently this square becomes a door, and through well-executed animation, it opens revealing an animated figure of a Snowman. The Snowman speaks and the words, "Meet some of my friends!" issue from it.

The animation sequence continues, revealing other storybook characters—including the cow who jumps over the moon. And as she does so, she winks slyly. Next to be introduced is Jack and the Beanstalk holding a bag of beans. He drops a few and the beanstalk sprouts up before him.

At this point there is a cut back to the little boy asleep in his crib, with his back to the camera—a wise choice of pose, inasmuch as it is difficult to get the average child to remain perfectly still in pretending to be asleep.

The little fellow awakes and remembering his dream, goes in search of the Snowman and his storybook friends. He looks under chairs, bed, and radiator without success. Closing scene is a shot in closeup of the Snowman with the words "The End" superimposed and with the little boy's hand pointing toward him.

This picture is notable for high achievement in camera-editing and very good photography plus plaudits for good animation technique.

"HIS AND HERS"
By E. L. Miller

Feet or hands or both have often been employed by cine photographers as sole actors in a photoplay. "His and Hers" is another movie of this kind, but successfully produced within the restrictions of the "uncut" film contest.

The picture opens with the actors' feet telling most of the story. A girl is standing at the curb evidently waiting for a bus. A man approaches and carelessly bumps into girl, causing her to drop her bundles. Two pairs of hands enter the scene to retrieve them. There's a hint a new friendship is in the making, and then we see two pairs of feet—the man's and the girl's—walking away. A lap dissolve at this point shows the couple in the park, then dancing, then the girl sitting on a couch reading.

At this point the man's feet again come into the picture showing him being admitted to the girl's home. He presents girl with a box of candy. Both pairs of hands take candy from the box. The couple hold hands. The scene switches to the exterior of a jewelry store. The man stops, looks in the store window. There's a cut to the couple walking in the park. They sit on a bench. Man opens box revealing ring, places it on girl's finger. Both stand up and embrace follows, emphasized by a closeup of the girl's feet as she stands on tip toe.

The next cut is to exterior of a church, then of a pair of feet walking towards it, and a fade-out. The following fade-in shows the couple coming out of the church after the ceremony. The final scene is that of a car moving away from camera with a sign across the back of it reading, "Just Married!"

All and all, this is a thoroughly told story that keeps moving at a consistent pace right up to the final scene.
watching them through a keyhole. But they make such a fuss, taking turns peeping, they arouse curiosity of parents who discover them and send them off to bed.

The youngsters scampers off to their chores as a means for making amends, and a cut back to the parents show them peeking through a crack in the door at the children and smiling at each other knowingly.

This picture represents a fine job of camera-editing as well as photography. There are one or two things that would have made it better. Especially would continuity have been bolstered if an exterior shot of the children, indoors, looking out to their parents, could have been cut in—pardon—filmed at the point where their parents arrived with the toys.

It is understandable, of course, why this was not done as it would have required shooting a few feet of the preceding scene with lights set up inside, then going outside for the suggested scene, and returning indoors again to continue filming where the last interior shot was interrupted. Especially commendable is the manner in which this filmer made frequent closeups.

"HOOKED HOOKEY"
By H. L. Thompson

This story concerns a small boy who decides to play hookey, only to be fright-
Indoor lighting for beginners

- Continued from Page 13

shoot the scene at 1/5.6. A complete exposure table for use with photoflood lamps will be found elsewhere in this issue which will serve as an accurate guide to the amateur interested in making indoor movies.

Effective results with photofloods requires that they be used in reflectors, that is a reflective surface in back of or surrounding the bulb in such a way as to gather and direct rays of the lamp toward the scene or subject. While many enterprising amateurs have fashioned their own reflectors from tin and aluminum cooking utensils, obtainable from dime store and hardware stores, the amateur about to embark on indoor photography for the first time can shortcut his efforts by using the inexpensive folding paper reflectors marketed by Eastman Kodak Company and Agfa. Set of two retails for about 20c and Agfa’s kit is said to include a 6-foot measuring rule and exposure calculator.

For more permanent reflectors where expenditure must be kept to a minimum, the clamp-on reflector pictured at the beginning of this article will be found most valuable. These are of spun aluminum and are fitted with a spring clamp which facilitates placing them readily about the scene by clamping them to back of chairs, bridge or floor lamp standards, picture frames, etc. Thus need for special tripods is eliminated—another saving for the pocketbook. Clamp-on reflectors may be had for as little as $1.60 each and from here the price ranges upward depending upon size and length of cord.

So much for equipment.

As for placement of lights about the scene or subject, this is comparatively simple. The thing to be remembered is that exposure will depend entirely upon the distance of the photoflood lamps from subject. The closer lights are to subject, the more intense the light and the smaller the stop that may be used. For example: placing one No. 1 photoflood in reflector 6 feet from subject would require shooting at 1/2.8 with a Weston 12 film; but moving this light in closer to the subject—say to within 3½ feet—would allow closing down the lens to 4/4.5.

Just as in filming out of doors, the greater the light, the smaller the stop that may be used, and consequently greater depth of focus will be obtained. Therefore it is advisable to use as many photofloods indoors as economy will al-
low. Not less than two separate lights should be employed on all scenes in order that some semblance of modeling may be achieved in the lighting. Usually the term “modeling” is thought of in terms of professional lighting; but the beginning amateur can employ modeling technique in placing his lights without any great study of the subject. Actually, modeling, in terms of lighting, is the direct opposite of flat lighting. A secondary light is employed to add tonal variety to the scene.

Here’s how it works: let us suppose the scene to be filmed consists of mother seated in a chair reading a story to a child held on her lap. Placing two photofloods, one on either side of the camera and directed toward the mother and child would, if set at the equal distances from the subjects, result in almost a total flat lighting effect—the light would come from one direction and throw deep shadows immediately back of the subjects.

Now by taking these same two lighting units and moving them about the scene—placing one to the left and about five feet from subjects and the other, to the right and within 3 feet of them two different intensities of light will strike them and the shadows created by the light farthest away (at the left) will be subdued to a certain extent by light coming from the closer unit at the right. Elevating one light and lowering the other will create still different and pleasing effects.

Backlighting with one additional photoflood in table lamp or floor fixture adds to the attractiveness of most scenes, but does not require any change in exposure. Such light is not playing upon the subject from the side viewed by the camera and therefore does not affect the film. Similarly, no allowance in exposure need be made if an extra light reflector is directed upon the background from one side in order to bring out detail which might be lost in the shadows.

Care should be exercised, experts suggest, to prevent direct beams of light from falling upon the camera lens. Avoid light reflections from window panes, pictures, glass doors or eye glasses. Study the finder images; everything seen there will be pictured on the film.

After lights have been arranged to give a pleasing effect to the eye, the final hurdle is to determine what camera setting is required to produce a well-exposed picture. Mention already has been made of the indoor exposure guide within this issue and which the amateur can use with perfect safety. Those possessing exposure meters will, of course, use them in calculating exposure, the same as for out-of-door photography.

The beginner is cautioned to remem-

Basic Model . . . . $9.95
Including Excise Tax

The Baia Motion Picture Engineering Co.
166 Victor Avenue
Highland Park, Mich.

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
CATERING TO THE PROFESSIONALS SINCE 1930
New A NEW 8-16 mm DEPT.
Where the Amateur meets the Professional!
729 - SEVENTH AVE. AT 49 ST.
NEW YORK, N.Y.

4 Friends
of the
BEGINNING AMATEUR

YOU'LL FIND them boon companions,
constantly. Every one of them vital neces-
sities when it comes to speeding to-
ward that touch of professional finesse.
Prized as they are, you cannot afford to
pass up this opportunity of ordering all
of them by next mail.

HOW TO USE A MOVIE CAMERA—
The perfect manual for beginners—color-
fully bound for only 50c.

HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM—
Which tells how to build home process-
ing equipment and gives all the formu-
ae for reversing, reducing and intensi-
fying—handsomely bound for only 50c.

HOW TO TITLE HOME MOVIES—Cov-
ering composition type, backgrounds,
tricks effects and animation—De Luxe
Edition at only $1.

HOME MOVIE GADGETS—and How
to Make Them—Guaranteed bloom of
ew thrills and a chance to treble your
fun—Heavy Three-Color Canvas-Backed
Cover at only $1.

THINK OF IT! $3 brings all of them
to you. Write your check now and get
it in the mail today. Simply address
HOM MOVIES, 6600 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

EXPOSURE TABLES FOR PHOTOFLOOD LAMPS

For Use with Good Reflectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photoflood Lamps</th>
<th>Distance in Feet</th>
<th>*Diaphragm opening for films with Weston Mazda speeds of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One No. 1 Lamp</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One No. 2 Lamp</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two No. 1's or</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One No. 2 and</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One No. R2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three No. 1's or</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One No. 2 and</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One No. 1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four No. 1's or</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two No. 2's or</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two No. R2's or</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One No. 2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and One No. 1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For Weston speeds of popular films refer to Exposure Meter Guide on another page. (See Table of Contents.)
This data based on interiors and subjects of medium color.
For light colored subjects and interiors close diaphragm one-half stop.
For dark colored subjects and interiors open diaphragm one-half stop.
ing the process to find out the coverage of the first reflector, then making changes if needed.

It is also important for the beginner to allow for brightness of walls and ceiling when filming in a small room. In a bathroom, for example, experienced filmers close down the aperture one-half to a full stop (f:2.8 instead of f:1.9, etc.) to offset the high reflecting qualities of tile and porcelain surfaces.

Photofloods are not normally harmful to eyes. Their brilliance is accentuated by adjustment of eyes to conditions of darkness. The trick in using these powerful lamps is to give subjects, especially children, a chance to adjust themselves to the brilliance before filming is started. A good tip is to turn the floodlights on a wall for a moment or two and then gradually bring them to play on the subjects.

To save photoflood bulbs and make it easier to judge good lighting in an unhurried manner, without the pressure of trying to save floodlights, many beginners use 50-watt house bulbs in place of the No. 1 photofloods, and 100-watt house lamps in place of No. 2 photofloods while arranging the set. These ordinary bulbs in reflectors give a fairly accurate indication of the effect to be obtained by the floodlights. Handling of the hot lamps in making the change to photofloods, or vice versa, can be facilitated by placing original corrugated container over the bulb before unscrewing it.

Once the amateur "breaks the ice"—makes his first attempt at making movies indoors—he opens up a complete new field of activity for his movie camera. Beside shooting the usual family scenes, there is title making and animation work—all calling for use of artificial light—affording movie making pleasure the year 'round.

Guide to editing...

* Continued from Page 16

But the next one, a panorama shot is bad—very bad. Too much panning action. This must go out, too.

A little too long is that closeup of Fred trying to buckle on his skis. Evidently he was having trouble. But instead of shortening this scene, we'll divide it into three sections and use it as a running gag—intercutting a section at intervals to indicate that all the while the others were enjoying their skiing, Fred was left behind, engrossed in fitting his skis.

Following this is a series of random shots of the group skiing. We'll cut them all apart—separate them, then join them together beginning with the.

WESTON Exposure Meters

Get VICTOR Lighting Equipment
For INDOOR MOVIES AND STILLS...

in 1942

VICTOR Fotoflood Units for home movies are available for all sizes of photoflood lamps. Thirty models to choose from.

VICTOR Fotoflash Units for all sizes of photoflash lamps are available for use with your still camera. Eleven items to choose from in addition to Fotoflood units suitable for flash lighting.

Among these you should be able to find whatever you need for indoor photographic work of all kinds—movies or stills.

Advertised prices are subject to change without notice.

See Your Nearest Camera Dealer, or Write for Literature.

James H. Smith & Sons Corp.
121 Lake St. Griffith Indiana

VICTOR Photographic Lights
New Harrison Duraline MOVIE FILTERS and KITS

Snappy new SCREW-IN TYPE MOUNTED FILTERS to fit all farm cameras barring Welkonics 1.9 and 3.5 lenses, including Keystone, Bell & Howell, Perko and Revere. 4 scale filters. $2.30 each—Kits containing Kodachrome haze and C-3 filter, Snap-in, Safety Guide, Booklet, $5.50.

AT ALL DEALERS—WHITE FOR FOLDER

HARRISON & HARRISON
Optical Engineers
8551 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, California

The Automatic Splice Marker and Brilliant Viewer

8 mm.
16 mm.

$8.50 Including Excise Tax

The Boia Motion Picture Engineering Co.
166 Victor Avenue
Highland Park, Mich.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

Radiant Automatic Movie Screen

Model D

A brilliant glass-head screen surface gives permanent unsurpassed brilliancy. It stays flat. With nea-CARD. Ejected instantly in three simple automatic movements. There is nothing like the new Radiant Automatic Screen. Nothing to adjust. $5.50

Size: 30 x 40
Price Screen: Only $15.25
Handy upper case, made of black water-proof simlated leather case extra

GEA MURPHY INC.
57 E. 9th Street
New York City

Photographic Products of Distinctive Merit...

HOME MOVIES FOR JANUARY

shot of the group starting at the summit, then following with the various shots, spliced together to give the illusion the camera picked them up at various points in their descent of the mountain. Nor will each scene be spliced back in its original footage. As action of the skiers progresses, the succeeding scenes will grow increasingly shorter to build for tempo and a climax. The climax will be the good shot made with the camera set at low angle picturing all but Fred reaching the end of the ski run, laughing, exhausted, but happy.

That shot we made of Fred, after he finally got his skis on and started his descent, we’ll cut in next to give the illusion he was just getting started as the rest of our party completed the run.

After we have edited the film, according to these notes, none will complain that the scenes are not in the order in which they were shot. If, by rearranging them, we have made a more interesting picture, we have accomplished exactly what we set out to do in the beginning—to make a lively, interesting document of our trip.

We must not overlook deleting any blank frames or sections of film logged due to careless threading or removal of film from the camera. Flashing momentarily on the screen, these present a jarring note, and are the real “musts” when it comes to trimming unwanted footage.

Home movie editing can be down-right fascinating if the amateur can provide a nook or workshop in which he can set up his equipment and leave it there at all times. Editing is something that should not be done hurriedly, and where facilities are such that the movie amateur can leave his film and equipment lie, while he responds to the call for dinner or until he returns home from work the following evening, the task, if such it may be termed under such circumstances, becomes highly enjoyable.

At the beginning of this article is pictured just such a workshop. Here the amateur has provided neat racks for holding all his films in order; a well, but not expensively equipped editing table; and a rack for holding scenes ready for splicing. The whole thing was designed and built by the amateur. The only accessories he was required to purchase were the renews and splicer. The viewing device he made himself, using the lens of an old toy projector for the viewing unit.

A great deal more could be written about editing home movies. But if the beginning amateur will proceed slowly—trim the poor scenes and the excess footage from his films, then arrange each scene according to its proper place in the continuity, his picture making will get off to a good start and his future effort will be the kind of movies he and his friends will want to see over and over again.

Title making for the beginner...

Continued from Page 15

Ordinarily few camera viewfinders will permit accurate centering of an object as close to the lens as 12 inches because of parallax—the difference between position of the axial centers of lens and viewfinder. Because of this, lining up or “centering” titles has been the source of considerable trouble to many movie amateurs.

Several months ago Home Movies prepared for its readers a series of title centering charts—one for each model of all the popular makes of both 8 mm. and 16 mm. cameras. These provided the simplest method for accurately centering the camera with title cards placed at any distance, and this method is suggested as the most practical for the easy titling method outlined here.

On the page on which this article begins will be found a sample title centering guide for the Model “E” Eastman Cine Kodak. The adjacent sketches illustrate how this small chart may be enlarged to guide placement of any size title card. First, in order to draw
the title centering guide for your camera, the exact dimensions of the offset between center of the camera lens and front element of the viewfinder must be known. With these two dimensions known, dots are placed on paper indicating centers of lens and viewfinder, and the full area taken in by both viewfinder and camera lens at a given distance is drawn with pencil and ruler.

This centering guide is tacked on the wall before the camera and the camera adjusted until the viewfinder area of the guide aligns accurately through the viewfinder. When this is accomplished, the titling area will be accurately centered with the camera lens and photographing of titles, placed over the space marked "title area," may begin.

Another factor that must be known is the exact field the camera fitted with regular lens (1 inch for 16 mm. cameras, ½ inch for 8 mm.) will take in at a given distance. The following table gives this data to match the focusing distances given in the diopter lens table which appears earlier in this article:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Title Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32&quot;</td>
<td>123½” x 9½&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>103½” x 7¾”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22&quot;</td>
<td>83½” x 6½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>8” x 6”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot;</td>
<td>63½” x 4¾”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>5½” x 4⅛”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>4⅜” x 3⅛”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>4” x 3”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>3⅛” x 2⅛”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next to the problem of title centering, the lettering of titles is, perhaps the average amateur's greatest obstacle. Few are capable of lettering by hand and those that do, hesitate when it comes to lettering a mere half-dozen title cards. Fortunately there are many ways of surmounting this lettering problem. Probably the one most easily adapted by the average amateur is that of lettering the titles by typewriter. Typewritten titles are very effective whether photographed with positive, panchromatic or Kodachrome film.

If keeping title expense down is important, another expedient is to use alphabet soup letters. These may be purchased at any grocer. The average package, which costs about 10 cents, contains enough soup letters to compose hundreds of titles. A sufficient number of each letter should be sorted from the package and arranged in order in a cardboard box prepared for the purpose. The title text then may be easily composed by placing the letters in order on a dark background or title card. They may be fixed to the title card with a little glue or rubber adhesive. For colored titles, alphabet soup letters may be painted with water colors, ink or show card colors.

Next are the cast plastic title letters such as those marketed by Mittens, Craig, American Boles, Knight, Quixet, Hewitt, and others and illustrated at the beginning of this article. Letters of this type are available in a number of sizes and in two types: those with pins for attaching to solid backgrounds, and the plain backs for vertical titler use or for affixing to title card with temporary rubber adhesive.

Those who want to use a regular titler can find many excellent ones on the market ranging from the low cost typewriter titler to the more versatile type like the Saymon-Brown that offers features for producing zoom and flip-over and other trick title effects.

The cinebug—the amateur who likes to make his own movie gadgets and accessories—will make his own titler. It would be impractical to attempt here to describe or provide complete plans for building the many types of titlers now in use by amateurs. However at the beginning of this article there are sketches to guide the amateur in building a simple titler for straight non-trick title making.

Unique feature is that camera lays flat on its side instead of being upright as with other titlers. This facilities quick and accurate alignment of camera with title card and also assures a more steady camera. Title card easel slides forward or backward on a skid, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Centering of title card on easel is accomplished by matching the guide lines on title card with those on easel as shown in Fig. 4.

For illumination, use regular photo-flashes in reflectors—one at either side of the title card. Correct exposure is best determined by test, especially when positive film is used, although careful calculation with an electric exposure meter will give dependable results.

Where panchromatic reversal film is to be used, lettering should be white on black title cards. Where positive film is to be used, title cards may be plain white and lettered in black. When the positive film is developed, values will be reversed; the lettering will be white over a dark background. For Kodachrome titles, dark blue or red backgrounds are best with light yellow or white letters.

The lettering of main titles should be large and the text brief. Pictorial or decorative backgrounds are acceptable for the main title but only plain backgrounds should be used for subtitles, the text of which should be kept to a maximum of three lines of not more than four or five words to the line. Ample margin should be allowed between the lettering and edges of title.

Succeeding pages of HOME MOVIES will feature additional articles on the advanced stages of making titles.
Wants Windback

If there is a Revere camera owner who has built a successful windback for his camera, reader Martin would like to contact him. So would Home Movies' editors.

Gentlemen: I have a model 99 Revere 8 mm. camera and desire to install a windback. I have gone through all the back issues that I have of Home Movies but am unable to find anything regarding a windback for my camera.

Any information that you may be able to give me regarding such a device or how I may build one will be greatly appreciated. I have a complete machine shop equipped to do any such work that may be required.

—Geo. W. Martin,
3360 Cherry Ave.,
Ft. Worth, Texas.

Focusing Trouble

The following summary from a reader that's been shooting home movies over twelve years seems to hit the nail on the head regarding that focusing trouble arising when color and black and white film is spliced together:

Gentlemen: I follow Mr. Cushman's Title Troubles very closely and see things just about eye to eye with him. I notice in the December issue that the question has come up again about the difficulty of splicing black and white or tinted titles in with Kodachrome and that Mr. Cushman is asking for readers' suggestions. May I say that I bumped into the difficulty some years ago using positive stock developed as negative, that is, not reversed, and I think that is what most of them do.

Well, I suspected the trouble was in the difference in thickness of the films, thinking the Kodachrome was probably thicker having three emulsions on it, but found on gauging it with a micrometer gauge that the positive film with its one emulsion was just a trifle thicker. I then discovered that the positive film bowed in one direction with respect to its width while the Kodachrome bowed just the opposite way and even though the emulsion in both cases was on the same side toward the lens. A very heavy pressure on the pressure plate of the projector helped some, but neither both would focus sharp with one setting.

I therefore concluded that the trouble was due to the combination of bow and thickness, so gave up and ever since used type A Kodachrome, which is the only satisfactory solution, so far as I am concerned.

—R. C. Denney,
Fresno, Calif.

Film Protection

Keeping exposed rolls of film separate from unexposed rolls is often a problem for those who go afield with a several-roll supply of film. Reader Geopfert's idea simplifies the matter—insures against sending an unexposed roll to the processors by mistake.

Dear Sirs: In the November issue of Home Movies there is described a method for keeping unexposed rolls of film separate from those exposed and ready for the processors.

I have, I believe, a simpler idea. This summer, I made a trip through the west and carried 12 rolls of Kodachrome. Before starting the trip I numbered each box from 1 to 12; addressed all the boxes to Eastman's Chicago processing station; then wrote in my address and put postage on each box.

As soon as I completed filming a roll, I placed the film in its respective carton, then sealed and mailed it at the very first opportunity. When I arrived home from my trip some weeks later, all of my films were waiting for me, having been processed and mailed to my home address.

Numbering the boxes from 1 to 12 also enabled me to readily splice the rolls of film together in chronological order for an initial screening.

—J. M. Geopfert,
Pontiac, Mich.

Sound Idea

This IS an idea, just waiting for some enterprising amateur to take hold and make something of it.

Gentlemen: Here's a suggestion for a new business—one much needed by many amateurs—which you should help to create or promote. We amateurs need someone to make recordings for us for our films, at moderate cost. If I knew of a reputable concern to which I could send my 200 foot reels of 8 mm. film and have them cut a record for me with spoken titles and appropriate background music, it would be worth a fair price.

Most of us amateurs can buy or borrow a home recorder, but few of us have access to a library of musical records ample for our needs. Also it re-
quires more than one person to make a satisfactory recording.

—O. W. Amador, El Paso, Texas.

New Cine Club

If you reside in vicinity of reader Lopus, why not get together with him in organizing a club?

Gentlemen: I am interested in forming a new amateur cine club here in San Francisco for 8 mm. and 16 mm. camera owners. Interested movie amateurs 16 to 35 years of age are invited to communicate with me.

—Donald Lopus, 198 Oak St., San Francisco, Calif.

Swappers

Perhaps you have just the footage wanted by cinebugs whose requests appear below; perhaps you can shoot the requested scenes and get needed footage in return:

Dear Editor: Would like to contact some movie amateur who can supply me with 25 to 35 feet of 8 mm. Kodachrome taken during the summer along the Skyline Drive, Virginia. Would also like some shots of tobacco harvesting in either North Carolina or Kentucky; the Peace Monument at Gettysburg; Moccasin Bend at Chattanooga, Tenn.—all in 8 mm. Kodachrome. I desire to buy this footage outright.

—Rev. A. J. Hauber, St. Mary's Rectory, Lone Tree, Iowa.

Dear Sirs: Would like to obtain some 8 mm. black and white footage on Victoria and Vancouver, British Columbia; the Canadian Rockies; Portal, North Dakota; and of Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago. I will pay cash or swap scenes of Mt. Shasta, Carlsbad Caverns, Niagara Falls, Nassau, B.W.I., miscellaneous views of Shanghai and Peking; and of mountain climbing in the Canadian Rockies.

—Robert F. Miller, 2426 East Erie Ave., Lorain, Ohio.

Dear Sirs: For my film on subject of commercial shark hunting, I desire to purchase 16 mm. black and white silent shots of live sharks in the sea—preferably closeup shots. As my quest for shark pictures has covered some years, I am not too optimistic; but perhaps this request will reach some amateur with the material I seek. Sharks photographed should be active, tethered only by the mouth, and definitely not dead or out of the sea. Sub-surface shots of live free-swimming sharks will be acceptable.

—Horace S. Mazet, Captain, USMCR, USNR Aviation Base, Long Beach, Calif.

Gentlemen: Wish to obtain 16 mm. Kodachrome scenic shots of Louisiana rice fields; bales of cotton; negroes at work in cotton fields; tobacco growing; tobacco casks ready for shipment; herd of Texas range cattle; shot of Lincoln’s birthplace; and of George Washington’s estate. Will pay reasonable price per foot or exchange equal footage taken on Pacific Coast.


Accessories . . .
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models and prices. In the low price range is the Seemann, featuring dry scraper or emulsion remover and novel pin arrangement for holding film secure on block while splicing. Craig’s Junior splicer is another with likeable, easy-to-use features. Fink-Roselieve has just brought out an efficient low-cost splicer which they claim assures quick, permanent splices. All three splicers are priced under $5.00.

Above this figure are the Franklin Photographic Industries’ splicer; Bolex’s Cinega Splicer, and those manufactured by both Eastman and Bell and Howell. These give the amateur a wide range to select from. All are adaptable for either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film. The higher the price the more refinements.

Selection of an exposure meter is an easy task. There are four leading meters—all good: General Electric, Weston, DeJur-Amsco, and Photrix. Prices range from $16.50 to $25.00 and selection depends entirely upon the amateur’s choice of refinements and calculating features.

As to tripods, those available to the amateur are many and varied. Accepted as standard equipment are such tripods of sturdy features and refinements as the Thalhammer, Royal, Bell & Howell, Eastman, Bass Camera Company’s “Sportsman,” and Pagliuso Company’s “Hollywood” model. Prices range from about $9.95 up.

Titlers are available for certain makes of cameras by the camera manufacturer. Notable are those specially made for Eastman, Bell and Howell, Victor, and Keystone cameras. Titlers are also made by other manufacturers which are adaptable to all makes of cine cameras—8 mm. or 16 mm. In this class are those marketed by American Bolex Company, the “Seemann,” by Wholesale Photo Supply Co., and the “4-Star” by Hollywood Cine Products Co. Simplest and easiest to use are the small “typewriter” titlers which take title cards lettered with a typewriter. Most of the larger, more pretentious titlers take title cards ranging in size.
from the typewriter size to 9”x12”.

Filters, fortunately, are now available to the cine amateur at a price within reach of his pocketbook, enabling him to readily acquire a complete set of three or four of the most important filters. Most manufacturers like Harrison & Harrison, Entico, and Rothco Products are marketing complete kits which include, beside a set of filters, the filter holder and sunshade.

Chief filters for panchromatic film are the Yellow, Orange, Yellow-Green, and Red. For Kodachrome a filter is required for use with Type A film when same is to be used out of doors. Then there is the special Haze filter for exterior filming at high altitudes. Also there is the special filter for use where regular Kodachrome is to be shot indoors under artificial light. Complete Kodachrome filter kits are supplied by Harrison & Harrison, Entico, Rothco Products, Fonder & Best, as well as Eastman Kodak Co.

Effects devices range from the simple fading glass for making fade-ins and fade-outs while shooting, to the multi-effect gadgets such as Baia’s Cine Transito, Jr., and the Boll Cine Fader, both marketed by American Bolex, and capable of making innumerable professional effects. Leo Caloia used these two devices to marked advantage on producing “Latitude 26,” this month’s Movie of the Month, described elsewhere in this issue.

It would be presumptuous for us to attempt to advise the amateur as to which make or model of accessory would best suit his purpose. Rather we suggest that the amateur go to his dealer who will demonstrate and explain the features of each. Only in this way can the amateur become fully acquainted with all the important accessories which are available to him, and arrive at a decision which best suits his purpose and his pocketbook.

Toward An Ideal

Right out of the blue, came a letter this month, containing what Home Movies believes to be an idea of great import to all Reel Fellows.

So much so, in fact, that not only will this publication see to it that the idea is carried out to a definite conclusion, but will offer a monthly reward of some sort for the inspiration of similarly helpful suggestions.

This one in particular comes from Austin E. White, 542 Brompton Ave., Chicago, III. His analysis and approach toward an ideal proves beyond a doubt that he did some very constructive thinking. Accordingly, quoting him makes for easier reading than could result from any attempt to paraphrase.

Says Reel Fellow Austin White:

“In the Reel Fellows club, I think you have sponsored an idea that is one of the finest things any publication could possibly do to best serve its potential followers. As far as I can see, you certainly have no axe to grind, other than to help the amateur cinematographer get more pleasure at less cost out of his hobby.

“It has been only six months since I sent in my dollar and received my pin, insignia for my camera and my credentials but, in that time, I know for a fact that I have saved over a hundred dollars by following through on Reel Fellow tip-offs—and undoubtedly much more value than that in my own community prestige.

“With all this acknowledgment and credit to Home Movies, however, may I presume to make a suggestion which I believe, if carried through to a conclusion, would prove of material assistance in furthering communicating contacts between fellow members, with invaluable benefits resulting to all concerned.

“I am not overlooking, and I am thoroughly grateful for, the manner in which you put me in touch with all the Reel Fellows of my own locality, but my idea has to do with making it possible for each member to get in direct touch with all those particular members of his own selection—no matter how far away their home-town may be.

“By ‘particular members’ I mean SPECIALISTS in certain branches of endeavor. Naturally enough, to find the answer to that, we will all need further help from Home Movies.”

At this point our Reel Fellow friend boils down his entire idea into one brief paragraph, as follows:

“By some means, issue a call to all Reel Fellows to ‘rank and file’ themselves, listing their preference in specialization work. Then, if you will publish those preferences or make each member acquainted with such data
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by mail, we will all be able to carry on
some highly constructive correspon-
dence with each other—dealing with that
particular phase of our hobby that we
like best."

White then goes on to qualify his
personal reasons for making this valu-
able suggestion. He gets to the proving-
up point forcefully by citing how not
only he, but all members, might profit
through such a procedure. Quoting
further:

"For example, I am especially keen
about hearing news events of all kinds,
so I would classify my preference and
qualify my specialist form of endeavor
as 'News Reel.'

"Now then, if there were a file of
News Reel specialists available, we
newshawks could all compare notes to
our heart's content—somewhat similar
to the manner of shortwave broad-
casters 'chewing the fat' over the ether.

"By the same token, there could be
selected groups of specialists in vacation
Pictures, Travelogs, Family Albums
and the like. And wouldn't it be swell
if one travelogist could galley mail with
every other travelogist in a nation of
Reel Fellows! I feel certain that a spe-
cialist of that type would far rather
talk to a scenic fan than to a fanatical
newshawk, such as I am."

White's closing paragraph asks: "So,
what do you think? Is there anything
worth while in this thought of mine, or
is it just a wild dream that has too
many impractical earmarks to make it
work?"

Well, Brother White, to get it into
print and on record so that all members
of the Reel Fellows across the nation
will know how Home Movies feels
about it, here's your answer:

Your entire idea is practically flaw-
less. It cannot fail to work out for all
who are interested. To check that inter-
est and to sponsor your idea to the best
of its ability, Home Movies proposes
to send out a questionnaire to each Reel
Fellow to get the very information you
suggest.

In addition to the classifications you
mention in your letter, two or three
may be added. In short, the "groupings"
on the questionnaires may read some-
thing like this:

**SCENARIO PICTURES**
(Fictionalized stories)

**TRAVEL PICTURES**
(Scenes and travelog)

**VACATION PICTURES**
(All shots enroute)

**NEWS REEL PICTURES**
(Events of all kinds)

**FAMILY ALBUM PICTURES**
(Family in all poses)

**DOCUMENTARY PICTURES**
(Commercial, flower, plant life)

It is the belief of this department that
your idea is too good to overlook a sin-
gle phase of its possibilities in building
it into something concrete—and of
serviceable value.

As quickly as possible, you will hear
the results. As quickly as feasible, every
Reel Fellow in the nation will be fur-
ished with the compiled information
regarding each member's particular
forte.

From that point on, it will be every-
body's job—and presumable pleasure—
to make the most of it.

Here's hoping that hundreds of other
Reel Fellows will benefit as you say you
will.

And here's a tip to you, Reel Fellow
White: In the mail, Home Movies is
sending you a full reel of film without
charge as a slight token of its gratitude
for constructive thinking—in behalf of
the gang.

**Movie of the Month . . .**

(Continued from Page 17)

groping to stifle the ring of an alarm
clock. He wants to lay longer abed, just
like we all do on Sunday morning! But
his domineering wife has other ideas
and hustles him out of bed in a hurry.

Reminiscent of the clever titles we
used to see in the old silent Mack Sen-
et and Christie Comedies, is that which
introduces the wife at this point: "The
wife—she wore both pairs of pants in
the family . . ." and again, the title in-
trouding the husband: "The Husband
—the sap of the family tree . . .".

"The husband does his slippers and
soon is joined by his wife at breakfast.
Here another hint is injected, pointing
to the tough life the husband leads
and designed to win sympathy early for him
(professional continuity technique):

he has but a small portion on the plate
before him while his wife eats heartily
from a well, if not selfishly admin-
istered serving of viands.

When it comes to drinking hot wa-
ter and lemon juice instead of a steam-
ing cup of coffee, the husband reneges,
and retires to slouch in his easy chair
in the living room. His relaxation is
not short, however, by the appearance
of his wife who hands him a list of
chores to perform, not the least of
which is the item "Polish Finance
Company's Car!"

While exacting item No. 1 (cutting
the lawn), he becomes thirsty; steals in
to the backporch and obtains a large
can of pineapple juice from the refrig-
erator. Over indulgence in this beverage
Film
LIBRARIES
Where to buy and rent home movie films

More amateurs are deriving greater pleasure from their home projectors by regularly
screening some of the fine 8mm. and 16mm. reductions of professionally produced
motion pictures. The swing toward “whole evening show” home movie programs is gain-
ing tremendous momentum with the result that important photo dealers everywhere
maintain extensive libraries of 8mm. and 16mm. film subjects which may be rented or
purchased outright.

To guide our readers in the selection of an evening's show, HOME MOVIES will
present here each month, suggested Movie Menus—well rounded programs of movies
suitable for every member of the family.

Listed, too, are some of the nation's im-
portant dealers who maintain film libraries
for their patrons’ convenience and who in-
vite you to consult with them regarding
your movie show needs.

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD
Edwards Camera Exchange
1609—19th St.

HOLLYWOOD
Morgan Camera Shop
5922 Sunset Blvd.

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Art Studio
1036 Chorro St.

KANSAS
WICHITA
Lewis Film Exchange
216 East 1st St.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St.

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
Swank's Motion Pictures
620 North Scobey Blvd.

NEW YORK
NEW YORK
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 West 45th St.
Mado Photo Supply
15 West 45th St.

OHIO
DAYTON
Dayton Film (R-10) Rental Libraries
2237 Hempurin Ave.

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South 4th St.

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE
Photograph House
844 North Plankinton Ave.

SUGGESTED MOVIE MENU FOR
JANUARY
Castle Films, "Japs Bomb U.S.A.
Official Films, "Sportifille of 1941"
Hollywood Films Enterprises, "Water Bugs" starring Billy Dooley, and
"Mickey the Nursemaid," an animated cartoon subject featuring Mickey
Mouse and Pluto the dog. Approximate running time, all four subjects, 40
minutes.

nets him a sudden attack of dizziness
and he falls into a faint during which
he dreams he’s transported to a tropical
island—of Los Angeles—where he

AWAKENING on the beach he finds be-
fore him a bewhiskered beachcomber.
Farther ashore is a sign announcing the
population of the island as, “1 beach-
comber, 8 females.” And then from
behind the thicket of tropical foliage ap-
pear the females, hesitant at first, and
then friendly. They perceive our hero’s
plight and two of the maidens rush to
his side to assist him.

Stopping only to indicate an increase
to one of the island’s population, which
he does by marking with charcoal on
the sign, the notation, “1 man,”
our hero trips along with the native
maidens to their village. Here he is
feted and feasted. A Ukulele strums
and one of the girls arises and dances
the hula. She takes a shine to our hero,
and he to her. After an exchange of
“come hither” looks, the girl runs off
into the hills with our hero playfully
in pursuit.

Presently he falls, exhausted. The
girl he pursued returns to his side.
Bending over him, she lavishes kiss-
es upon his lips while he, lying there
in a semi-comatose state, fondly strokes
her hair. But this illusion is presently
broken as he returns to consciousness
and finds his pet dog licking his face.

And as our hero slowly returns to
consciousness he sees, although dimly,
the form of his wife standing before him.
The camera pans from his dis-
mayed expression, down to the tapping
foot of his spouse, and the final shots
depict the wife yanking hubby to his
feet and trundling him back to his chore
—mowing the lawn.

There’s a swell running gag through
the picture, too, about a beachcomber who combs the beach
sands with a large comb and spends the
day digging for buried bottles of liquor.
What he eventually finds sends him
scampering wildly into the surf and
furnishes one of the big laughs in the
picture.

A more acceptable story for amateur
filming could not be found. Irene Tune,
who portrays the irate wife, collaborat-
ed with Leo Caloia in writing the story
and continuity. A selection of fine re-
cordings were submitted with the film
which do much to liven its presentation
on the screen.

Other interesting facts are contained
in Caloia’s letter which accompanied the
film, part of which follows here:

“ ‘Latitude 26’ is the result of efforts
and splendid activities of the ‘Snicker
Flicker’ amateur cine club of Glendale,
California, of which I am a member.
This club specializes in producing scen-
ario type pictures, and consists of a well
organized, professional-like producing
unit. Staff consists of director, assistant
director, location manager, camera man, head, property men and makeup artist.
Each member shoots his own scenes and
direct and titles his version of our pro-
ductions as he sees fit. ‘Latitude 26’ is
my version of our last production.

‘First we decide upon the type story
we want—one best suited to the pro-
ducing abilities of the majority of club
members. The story committee meets
and a general story conference is held,
not unlike those of Hollywood studios.
Out of this emerges a concrete plot, and
individual scenarios result from the ba-
cic story outline. From this point our
location manager goes into action; the
 cast is chosen; and soon initial shooting
begins.”

Even for those not privileged to a
screening of “Latitude 26” it is evident,
from the foregoing, that any movie pro-
duction undertaken by a member of Ca-
loia’s club is bound to succeed.

Caloia is to be especially commended
for the excellence of his photography
evidenced by the fine trick effects in
the early sequences of his picture, judicious
use of filters throughout, and the play-
ing of much of the story in vivid

closeups.

His camera is a 16 mm. Bolex equi-
pared with one inch f/1.4 and 15 mm.
lenses. Eastman panchromatic film was
used in the entire production except for
titles which were shot on positive.

Experimental Workshop . . .
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SPlicing TIP
In splicing Kodachrome, particular care
should be given to scraping every
particle of emulsion from the splicing
area. Emulsion left on this area will
become red when film cement is applied
and will show up noticeably on the
screen when projected.
These title cards, which are a regular feature of Home Movies each month, are designed especially for use with typewriter titlers or any home-made titler that will photograph at a distance of 8 inches. Save all of them for future use. Cut them out and paste on 3"x5" file cards, using rubber cement. You'd be surprised, too, how often one of these titles will suggest a filming idea.

By Edmund Turner
CLASSIFIED  ... ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
- **BASS SAYS:** A Happy New Year to you for 1943.

**USED CAMERAS**
- 8mm. Keystone, 10 lense, with case, $27.50.
- 8mm. Bell & Howell Sportster. Cooke F-2.5 lens, with case, $97.50.
- 8mm. Cinema King Model 90, 1 1/2 lense, $87.50.
- 16mm. Victor Model 3, 3 1/2 fixed focus lense, $42.50.
- 16mm. Filmo 70A. F-3.5 Cooke lens, case, $45.00.
- 16mm. Deluxe Movie Magazine. 1 lense, $15.50.
- 16mm. Victor S. black finish, 1 1/2 fixed focus 3.5, 1" Wollensak 1.5 focusing, 3" Wollensak Telephoto focusing, case, $197.50.
- 16mm. Filmo 70DA. F-6.0mm. Cooke wide angle F-3.5, 1" Focusing Cooke F-2.8, 1" Wollensak Telephoto, case, $270.00.
- 16mm. Master Auo Load turret model, complete case, $275.00.
- 16mm. Victor Model 16, 750 watt lamp and case, $195.00.
- 16mm. Victor Model 16, 750 watt lamp and case, $202.75.
- 16mm. Victor Model 16, 750 watt lamp and case, $257.50.
- 16mm. Victor Model 16, 750 watt lamp and case, $257.50.
- 16mm. Victor Model 16, 750 watt lamp and case, $257.50.
- 16mm. Victor Model 16, 750 watt lamp and case, $257.50.
- Be sure to write Bass before you trade or buy. Free on request: 68 page Bass Cine Bargain, trade middle, lists out of print and sound equipment.

**BASS CORP-UA COMPANY, Dept. HC, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.**

- **CAMERAS:** projectors, accessories, bulk 8mm., 16mm., Film-3720 West 68th St., Chicago, Ill.
- **AIRLINE PHOTO SUPPLY Co., Box 13739, Cleveland, Ohio.**
- **BOLEX Tilter, complete; also Ampro velocity microphone with stand, never used.** Best offer takes both. BERNARD BLOW. Heartland, N. Y.
- **MAKE your own 8-16mm. action-editor. Easy to construct. No shudder or moving parts. Film apparatus picture. Send $3 00 for plans and instructions. BUCKLEY BROS., 1180-Broadview Ave., 2-Columbus, Ohio.**
- **AURICON Recorder, gives excellent results; latest model, used few times. Must sell because of change in city. Call 71-5400, box 5-J, CINCINNATI MOVIE MAGAZINE.**

- **BOCA-CAMERAS—**in **light** and a **kit**, both a box, $15.00, complete with 1" 1/15 Wollensaks, $15.00, complete with 1" 1/15 Wollensaks, $5.00, reduced to $237.50 for both. Both cameras are 16mm. model, NEW. Box J-11, CINCINNATI MOVIE MAGAZINE.

- **PAWNER Brokers since 1925. Specializing in 8mm cameras and accessories used or new, in the United States. Free information and appraisal. H. STARKLA, 940-LA, New York, N. Y.**
- **750 WATT PROJECTOR manufactured by Standard. Has reined, new flickerless shutter, variable speed, tilting base, $335.00 on 10 day, money-back guarantee. Box J-12, CINCINNATI MOVIE MAGAZINE.**

- **FEDERAL Recorder, 16," set in mahogany floor cabinet. Equipped with Brush pickup, Presto Syntom, for making Tip-Ton recordings, talking pictures, 10" 16 aluminum discs, and records. Cost $790.00. Sell half. G. C., 205 Toso St., Palo Alto, Calif.**

WANTED
- **BELL & HOWELL 70-F camera fully equipped with 200 or 400 external magazine and all the accessories. For University use. For use without electric motor. Not a dealer. DAVID ISRAEL, 1148 Grinnell St., Detroit, Mich.**
- **8MM-16MM projector owners! Will buy any of your subject cameras or horse. Highest prices paid. Box 265, Broadway, N. Y.**
- **WANT used 16mm. sound on film projector. IRVING J. BRAUN, 125S. Lotus Ave., Chicago, Ill.**

MISCELLANEOUS
- **BACK ISSUES—**Home Movies Magazine for all months of year 1941, 25c copy postpaid. If you missed an important article or if you started your subscription since February 1st, here is your opportunity to secure important copies for your files. HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

- **FILM RELEASES**
  - **BMF FILMS! Castle releases, 50 ft. 180. New prints. Good use in trade.**
  - **SOUND and Silent Films exchanged, bought, sold, rented. Bargains always. NOW FREE LISTS. FRANK LANE & SONS, Little New York.**
  - **EXCHANGE your old 8mm, for brand new comedies, cartoons, full subjects. Reasonable. Send for FREE LISTS. ABBE FILMS, 1265 Broadway, N. Y.**
  - **HOLLYWOOD productions galore. Hundreds to choose from. Buy Film Bargain list of yours for the asking. ERIKINE'S CINE LABORATORIES, Alliance Bldg., N. Y.**
  - **8, 16MM, bought, sold, exchanged. Silent sound subjects, $2.00 up. Odd reels $1.50. Catalog Sample film. 16c INTER. NATIONAL, 2120 Strauss, Brooklyn, N. Y.**
  - **MOVIES for group, 8-16mm, (not art). List 100, 1 50. Subs. available JENKINS, 392, Elmira, N. Y. No need of answering.**
  - **PASSION PLAY, 8mm, complete, $2.94. Foreign sound edition, $3.00. Foreign language films, many exciting bargains. ART, CRAFT, HANDS, HOME MOVIES, INDIA.**
  - **ENTERTAINMENT Values: Low Priest Cram- bing, L. S. Pickford's, Castle's, Old Times. Specify 8mm, sound, sound, illustrated cata- log, MEG FILMS, 340 W 29th St., New York.**
  - **8-16mm: Free catalog, with sample film, 10c. FACILITY EXCHANGE for East, Fac- toryway, Brooklyn, N. Y.**
  - **NEW films for old! Different exchange plans. 16MM, 8MM full lengths, retail 100, EXCHANGES. Library subjects sold. GARY FILMS, 369 E 55th Bruno, New York.**
  - **YOURS for the asking! New mannam 40 page film rental catalog—silent sound, 8mm and silent, sound. Hitchcock, foreign, Western, foreign, and day, NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE, 69 Day St., N. Y. C.**
  - **BMM, 200 comedies cartoons, travels, 2.75, 30" 40" screens. $1.95. 16mm, sound silent, professional subjects. First class work. Free home exchange bulletin,ZENITH, 308 West 46th St., New York.**

**PROCESSING SERVICE**
- **MOTION picture processing, 1000" 16mm. 25c. 500" 16mm. 25c. 25" 8mm. 25c. 50" RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.**

**HOBBY BOOKS**
- Are you a "beginner" in the ranks of ama- teur movie makers? Would you like to know how to use your camera to the very best advan- tage, yet avoid the mistakes that mar the best film that so often results from lack of knowl- edge of fundamentals of cinema camera opera- tion? Order a copy of "How to Use a Movie Camera." Just 50c, and well worth it. Would you like to learn how to process your own movie film so that you can buy expen- sive film in bulk? Learn in "Process Home Movie Film," a book chock full of instructions and information. This book is complete, easy-to-understand plans for build- ing your own simple processing equipment. Send postpaid for 50c.

Would you like to learn how to make your own films?—what equipment is best suited for var- ious purposes—to use—all about auxiliary lenses—building a very simple home movie film tester? Then send for "How to Title Home Movies!—the latest and most authentic book ever written on the sub- ject. Price $1.00 per copy. We pay the postage. VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.**
AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR 'REEL FELLOWS' AND
PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS

FOR THE NEXT five months, HOME MOVIES plans to increase its special service to all Reel Fellows. The amazing growth of membership in this friendly fraternity of movie amateurs demands a broader scope of accomplishment. If you are not a member, do your joining quickly—but right NOW. The fun is on the fire. And the grand total charge is still only $1 to cover the actual cost of providing you with—

A HANDSOME GOLD pin (actual size reproduced herewith), the same emblem on an insignia for identifying your camera, six feet of leader bearing the animated copy, "Member of Reel Fellows," and your official Reel Fellows credential card. All these you get for one lonesome buck, but that's only the beginning.

THERE ARE SCORES of ways for HOME MOVIES to further reward you, and it wants to do just that. Turn to the Reel Fellows department in this issue and read what one member asked for. Does he get it? Well, rather—and a full roll of film, free—to boot! And, what's more, every one of you members benefit through his request.

THAT'S THE PRINCIPLE of the Big Thought. What's your idea of what can be done by the Reel Fellows Club to better serve its members and the cause of Reel Fellowship? Write your ideas short, or write them long, but send them in pronto. The best idea of the month gets you a free roll of film, too.

IF YOU'RE a member, it'll cost you only the postage stamp Uncle Sam demands for delivering your idea. If you are a prospective member, attach a dollar and get the works!

*Read the Story of Austin White in the Reel Fellows Column, This Issue, and You'll Get the Idea Quickly.*
Regular Kodachrome, for "Eight" and "Sixteen," makes full-color movies outdoors—of indoors when blue Daylight Photofloods supply the illumination.

Type A Kodachrome, especially color balanced for indoor Photoflood filming—may be adapted for outdoor filming at standard exposures by means of an inexpensive "Daylight" filter.

Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Prices
8-mm. rolls, $3.65; 8-mm. magazines, $4.16; 16-mm. 100-foot rolls, $8.55; 16-mm. magazines, $5.
All Prices Include Processing

Cine-Kodak Eight "Pan," for 8-mm. daylight movies—$2.15 per roll.
Cine-Kodak Eight Super-X, for outdoor or indoor 8-mm. movies—rolls, $2.40; magazines, $2.70.
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Super-X, for outdoor or indoor movies—100-ft. rolls, $6.40; magazines, $3.75.
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Super-XX, for poor-light movies indoors or outdoors—100-ft. rolls, $7.20; magazines, $4.30.
All Prices Include Processing

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
FIRST FLIGHT //...a timely film for your home movie library...

Pictures a cub flyer's maneuvers prior to his first solo hop. Replete with informative titles, this picture takes you into the air and shows how plane controls are used in take-offs, landings, and in flights. It's a "must" for air minded movie fans!

AVAILABLE 400 FEET
16mm SILENT ONLY
$12.00

NOW...more than ever—give 'em LAUGHS!
Screen an animated cartoon on your movie program

ADVENTURES in DREAMLAND
Features Oswald Rabbit in a nightmare in which household objects come to life in grotesque size to plague him. Highlight is Oswald's duel with tube of tooth paste. Order by number—12-A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 Ft. 16mm</th>
<th>100 Ft. 8mm</th>
<th>50 Ft. 16mm</th>
<th>50 Ft. 8mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RED HOT BULLETS
With Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse. Pursued by villainous Peg Leg Pete in an old saw mill, Donald and Mickey almost lose their lives before a whirling circular saw until the saw breaks loose and turns on Peg Leg. Order by number—1553-A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 Ft. 16mm</th>
<th>100 Ft. 8mm</th>
<th>50 Ft. 16mm</th>
<th>50 Ft. 8mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order from your local Photo Dealer or direct from

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Backwinding Magazines (Leslie Hayworth, Minneapolis, Minn.)
Q. I've been told that one of the outstanding features of Eastman's new magazine "eight" is the fact film can be wound back in camera without need for special backwind device. Is this true? How is backwinding accomplished?
A. The Cine Kodak model 90 can be made to backwind the film simply by taking out the magazine and reversing it, then running the camera with the lens capped until the desired frame of film is reached where shooting is to be resumed.

However, some amateurs who have followed this practice report that the film in the magazine may jam, because it loosens up on the takeup spool within the chamber. This can be overcome by winding up the film by hand. Insert a key or other object into the hole in side of magazine in which is located the film winding shaft. This will push the shaft through the other side far enough so it can be gripped with the fingers and turned to wind up loose film.

Blue Photofloods (J. H. Patois, Gadsden, Alabama)
Q. Currently advertised are new-photoflood lamps with a bluish color. What is their purpose—how and when should they be used?
A. Daylight (blue) Photofloods are especially adaptable to supplementing daylight in making indoor shots with Kodachrome. For example you might have a shot you want to make where subject and background are illuminated fairly well with sunlight coming through window, yet wish to gain added illumination on subject's face or on background objects. Ordinary photofloods, if used, would give a reddish cast to the scene. The newer blue photofloods supply light with correct color balance for regular Kodachrome under such conditions.

Also Daylight Photofloods are better for illuminating titles where same are to be filmed with positive film. Better contrast results when blue light is used with this film.

Where Daylight Photofloods are used to supplement daylight illumination in indoor filming, daylight film ratings should be used in calculating exposure.

Playing Records (Kent Dunham, Pawtucket, R. I.)
Q. I plan to purchase a recorder for cutting records to play sound, music, and dialogue with my 16 mm. movies. However, one company claims their recordings will play for a maximum of 12 minutes, while others state theirs will play fully 15 minutes. Please advise what is the correct playing time for a 16" record at 33 1/3 revolutions per minute.
A. The length of time a recording will play depends entirely upon how it was cut—the number of lines per inch. Some recorders can be adjusted to cut grooves or "lines" real close together, while others cut at a set number of lines to the inch. The more grooves or "lines" cut to the inch, the longer the record will play.

However, the closer the lines are cut, the greater the possibility that the pickup arm will vibrate out of its groove on high frequencies. Close cutting is usually employed only where the entire recording consists of voice commentary with little variation in tonal range of the sound.

Rear Projection (Stanley Reed, Salt Lake City, Utah.)
Q. In shooting titles with moving backgrounds projected on a translucent screen, I've encountered trouble in obtaining satisfactory exposures. I use an electric exposure meter consistently.
A. Continued on Page 71

*READERS: This department is for your benefit. Send in your problems and our technical board of professional cameramen will answer your question in these columns. If an answer by mail is desired, enclose addressed stamped envelope.

INCREASE YOUR FUN
by learning to process your own movie films. It's easy and productive of real enjoyment. "How to Reverse Movie Film," published by HOME MOVIES, is the leading textbook in this field for the amateur. It illustrates and describes how to build home processing equipment; gives all popular reversal formulas and tells how to intensify or reduce over-or under-developed films. Send 50 cents to HOME MOVIES today for this valuable addition to your hobby library.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Willoughbys
110 West 32nd Street, N. Y.
World's Largest Camera Store
Built on Square Dealing
Established 1898
THE THRILL OF A LIFETIME for every projector owner!

Actual pictures of unbelievably daring raids on Nazis' Norwegian strongholds! Sea and air forces advancing to attack! Flaming guns! Assault boats under fire! House to house fighting! Demolition squads at work! Huge explosions! Nazi planes shot down! Surrender of garrisons! Daringly filmed at close range! Every foot authentic! The most startling picture you've ever seen! Own it now for less than the cost of unexposed film!

All Castle 16 MM films are processed by YAP-O-RATE. All Castle 8 MM are also treated.

CASTLE FILMS
RCA BLDG. NEW YORK, FIELD BLDG. CHICAGO, RUSS BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

Please send me "BRITAIN'S COMMANDOS IN ACTION," in the size and edition checked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>8 mm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Headline $1.75 50 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Complete $5.50 160 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Headline $2.75 100 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Complete $8.75 360 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sound $17.50 350 Feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DON'T LET A DAY GO BY!
SEND THIS HANDY ORDER
FORM TO YOUR PHOTO DEALER NOW!
One Reel Movies

Strange New World

Believing that most home movie reels of babies failed to show the infant's reaction to the world, I decided to upset the normal procedure in taking pictures of our child during his first year of life.

So, in addition to the usual shots showing his development over the period of twelve months, I also filmed various amusing expressions of the baby to fit into a continuity I had in mind, to be called "This Strange New World."

Putting myself in the position of a newcomer on this planet, I soon began to think of many reactions to individuals and objects that a baby might have. How true they were, nobody, not even the baby, will ever know.

I chose several cooperative friends and relatives to portray various types of characters found in real life: the gushy old maid, the baby-talking widow of comfortable proportions, the grumpy old man, the embarrassed bachelor who can't think of any way to entertain a baby except to pinch him too hard in the cheek or elsewhere, and the like.

These I filmed from a low angle as if the camera lens were the eyes of the baby looking up at these strange persons. In the completed reel, after each such shot I cut in with an expression of the baby that seemed an appropriate reaction to the adult type portrayed. You may be sure that Mother and Dad were pictured in a flattering way and with a complimentary reaction from the baby!

Suitable subtitles carried out the theme and identified beyond doubt the various types and the thoughts of the baby as the film pictured him in some amusing expression.

—John Anderson, Detroit.

Time in Reverse

The problem of bringing order out of the chaos of my assorted sequences of baby Catherine in action during her first year finally was solved by a continuity that proved amusing to many people outside the direct family circle.

I titled the reel, "The Good Old Days" and started in with Catherine on her first birthday. I had happened to catch her in a pose that seemed to indicate she was haranguing a multitude, but this was simply luck and wasn't necessarily a requirement for the reel. "Listen, baby, you may think I have it soft now, but I liked it better in the good old days when I was younger."

In successive scenes, the movies took her back from her first birthday on down to the time she first arrived at our home. Each sequence was titled in such a way as to show how Catherine's life was so much easier than it was when she was one year old.

Some of these titles show how the scenes were treated: "I Didn't Have to Feed Myself," "I Didn't Have to Answer Questions," "Everybody Thought I Was Cute," "I Had Breakfast in Bed," "I Had the Crawl of the House," "I Knew Where My Next Meal Was Coming From," "I Had A Couple of Boy Friends," "I Didn't Wear So Many Clothes," etc.

—Roy Andrews, Indianapolis.

An Adopted Child

When we adopted a baby through a home-finding agency in our state, we made immediate preparations for a home movie reel that would tell our adopted son, when he was old enough to know, that his parents weren't his own flesh and blood.

We devised a scenario, in the filming of which we had the able assistance of a friend who took the pictures. The reel opens with a shot of my wife discussing with me the possibility of adopting a child. We finally decide to do so. Then the film shows us in exterior shots entering a hospital, several homes, and an orphanage, to look at babies. After each of these scenes, we cut in with sequences in which we are shown looking at babies, most of which were in the homes of friends and relatives.

As the camera takes us to these places and shows us looking at adoption prospects, in each case we both shake our heads in disapproval. Every baby is unsatisfactory and doesn't measure up to our standards, except the one we finally choose. After the build-up to this point our expression of hearty approval and "love-at-first-sight" when we see our future son is ample evidence of our discriminating choice. The film ends with our taking the baby home.

We are now hoping that when our boy is old enough to understand, he will get the idea he was chosen from many possible babies, instead of being one who arrived at our house without our being able to see him first.

—J. A. Allen, Baton Rouge, La.
For STEADY MOVIES
and Smooth Performance
Choose The Precision Built

REVERE "88" CAMERA

takes movies of which you will be truly proud. It has many advanced features, including Eastman-licensed sprocket and spindles.
Revere automatic film-loop sprocket, 5 speeds, built-in parallax-corrected view finder with large eye-piece, strong spring motor, positive speed control, stainless-steel aperture and gate plate, spring tension for film-width variance, and visible footage counter. Complete with Wollensak F 3.5 lens, $38.50. Other lenses also available.

REVERE "80" PROJECTOR
gives you precision construction at no extra cost. It leads in features essential to clear projection, dependability, and complete film protection.
• Heavy-duty AC-DC motor.
• High-ratio duplex shuttle film movement.
• Fully enclosed mechanism for drive and power rewind.
• Radio interference eliminator.
• Manual clutch for "stills."

Complete with proven long-life 500-watt lamp, fast F 1.6 lens, and one 300-foot reel, $75.00.

REVERE "85" PROJECTOR

Same as "80" plus
Micro - Tilt, Duo - Shield Light Diffuser, Beam Threading Light and Carrying Case, $89.50.

To have home movies that are absolutely steady, brilliant, and sharp, you need precision construction in both the camera and the projector.

The Revere 8mm Camera, embodying many advanced features, takes perfect movies because every step in its manufacture is checked with scientific accuracy. Parts must fit with watch-like precision. Tolerances of some parts are held to .00025 of an inch. The Revere's automatic film-loop sprocket contributes to steady movies by eliminating tugging on the film gate. The high-ratio duplex shuttle film movement and rotary disc shutter pull the film down in front of the lens and hold it firmly for exposure of each frame. Speed of operation is regulated by a positive governor control. Each of the 5 speeds is set by stroboscope.

The Revere 8mm Projector shows these more carefully made movies at their brightest and best. Because precision is scientifically checked, all parts of the Revere Projector function smoothly and assure flickerless movies, maximum screen brilliance, and quiet operation.

Revere Cameras and Projectors are easy to load and to use. They have simplified home movies still further and have made this fine hobby more popular than ever. Ask your dealer to show you precision-built Revere equipment. Write for literature. Revere Camera Company, Dept. 2 H.M., 320 East 21st Street, Chicago, Illinois.

REVERE "99" TURRET CAMERA

For those who want instant interchangeability of lens equipment, the Revere "99" Camera is the answer. Its rotating turret head holds 3 screw-type lenses. This camera also has an EXTRA VIEW FINDER for use with telephoto lenses. Complete with one Wollensak F 2.5 lens, $77.50.

All Revere Cameras are built with watch-like precision to insure smooth performance and thoroughly satisfactory results.

Revere Quality 8mm Equipment
Renew Your Old Screen with

"HY-FLECT"
Glass Beaded Fabric

Don't put up with old, inferior screens. As a special service we will replace your worn-out, damaged screen fabric with beautiful new Radiant "Hy-Flect" glass-beaded fabric. Guaranteed for permanent whiteness. Ask your dealer, or write us. No charge except for material.

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1140-6 W. Superior St. Chicago, Ill.

THE MARINES HAVE LANDED!

AN ACTION-PACKED MOVIE
Presented by OFFICIAL FILMS

Shows you how Marines march with the Army, sail with the Navy, and fly with the Air Corps! You see action, action, and more action! Now you'll know why the Marines are celebrated from "The Halls of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli".

Less Than the Cost of Raw Film! Send for FREE Catalog

ORDER TODAY!
FOTOSHOP, INC., Dept. HM-2
18 E. 42nd St., New York City
Please send me the following: "THE MARINES HAVE LANDED"

[ ] Feature, 16MM 40s...
[ ] Feature, 16MM 40s...
[ ] Feature, 16MM 40s...

NAME...
ADDRESS...

FOTOSHOP, INC.
18 E. 42nd St. - 36 W. 32nd St.
NEW YORK CITY

- TITLE TROUBLES -

By GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

If you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of Home Movies or his residence, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. Can colored base positive film, such as used for titles, be tinted or toned?—K. L. McClellan, Oklahoma City, Okla.

A. Colored base films can be toned—the base is already tinted. Since the base of such films is already colored, after exposure and development the light areas are colored and the dark areas remain black. By toning the film after development, a second color can be added to the film. For example, if the film is yellow, by toning the film with a blue toner a pleasing combination of blue and yellow will be obtained. Titles resembling Kodachrome can easily be made in this way at a fraction of the cost when color film is used.

Q. I have been shooting titles with my typewriter, using a single Photoflood lamp in a desk lamp as a source of illumination. This far I have been unable to obtain an even tone in the backgrounds. Friends tell me I should use two Photofloods. Would this help?—A. E. Clauson, Godsdon, Ala.

A. Yes. Two Photofloods in reflectors—one at either side of your camera—will give a more even lighting on your title card. Also, the additional light volume will enable you to shoot at a smaller stop, which will result in sharper focus and greater detail and contrast in the lettering of your titles.

Q. I am continually hearing that this or that amateur film lacked sufficient titles. Just how many titles are necessary to a film? Is there any set rule to follow?—Walter Peake, Boise, Idaho.

A. Aside from the main, and end titles, the number of additional explanatory or "sub-titles" must be determined by the individual, and this will depend upon just how much explanation is necessary for the subject matter filmed.

Every motion picture—amateur or professional—should begin with a main title which is the "label" of the film. Good practice dictates that, following the main title, there should be a credit title giving the names of the photographer and, if the picture be a photo-play, the names of assistants and those in the cast. Following the final scene should be an "end" title of appropriate length.

In the case of purely record pictures such as movies of travels, vacations, or of the family, explanatory titles should be cut in wherever an explanation seems necessary. Just where such titles should go can best be determined in a screening of the untitled picture before a small audience and noting at what point questions are asked. Your sub-titles, answering the questions, should be inserted at these points.

Q. Up to the present time, all my titles have been shot on either Kodachrome or Panchromatic reversal film. I'm told that titles can be made at far less cost by shooting them on positive film. However, this entails home developing and I'm not interested in this phase of title making. Are there film laboratories to whom I can send my positive film for developing?—Fred G. Archer, Cheyenne, Wyo.

A. Yes indeed. Just refer to the display and classified advertising columns of Home Movies for the names of such laboratories. Among them are: Hollywood Film Enterprises, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.; George W. Colburn Laboratory, 1197-A Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.; Corona Film Labs., 1028 N. Y. Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.; and Formader-Genera Co., Davenport, Iowa.

THE LAST WORD

in titling technique for home movies is given by George W. Cushman in his book, "How to Title Home Movies," available to readers of HOME MOVIES at $1 a copy. If you regularly have followed Mr. Cushman's advice in this department, you will want his exposition of basic titling technique, complete with illustrations on all phases of the subject. Send a dollar bill today for HOME MOVIES' complete textbook on this all important phase of movie making. It includes complete plans for building your own titler, too.
"Even our Scottie is thrilled when he sees movies of himself on a Da-Lite Screen," writes Mr. H. D. Fincher, of Cincinnati, Ohio, who took this picture. Mr. Fincher also says: "I am well pleased with my Da-Lite Challenger, not only for the brilliancy of the reflected image, but for its ease of handling and operation."

**THE DA-LITE CHALLENGER**

In the Challenger, the famous Da-Lite Glass-Beaded fabric is mounted in a metal case to which a tripod is permanently and pivotally attached. Size is adjustable in height by merely releasing a spring latch and raising the extension support. Sizes from 30" x 40" to 70" x 94" inclusive. From $12.50* up.

**DA-LITE JUNIOR**

Can be hung from the wall or upon a table. It has the same Glass-Beaded fabric as is used in the most expensive Da-Lite model. Sizes. From $2.00* up.

**DA-LITE REPLACEMENT FABRICS**

If your screen surface has become soiled or damaged, ask your dealer about Da-Lite replacement fabrics. For Da-Lite screens there is no additional charge for mounting. Make your screen new again with a Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Replacement Fabric. Available for all standard sizes of screen surfaces.

**DA-LITE MODEL "B"**

In this map type screen, the Da-Lite Glass-Beaded fabric is spring-roller, mounted in a metal case to protect it from dust. Ideal for game or projection room. Thirteen sizes, including square sizes from 22" x 30" up to 84" x 84". From $6.50 up.

EVERYONE "sits up and takes notice" when you start showing your home movies or color slides on a Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Screen. Its specially processed surface sharpens details and brings out, with full brilliance, the true color and tone values of your films. The beads are guaranteed not to shatter off. The fabric stays pliable and white. You have a choice of 9 mountings, including the Challenger, Junior and Model "B" screens, shown here. See Da-Lite Screens at your dealer's today. For better value and lasting satisfaction, insist on Da-Lite's time-proved advantages! Write for literature, Dept. 2 H.M., Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc., 2711 North Crawford Ave., Chicago, Ill.

*Prices slightly higher on Pacific Coast.
Aiding Defense

Reel Fellows Raymond Fosholdt, Mildred Caldwell, and Clarence Aldrich—all of Long Beach, California—are busily engaged in the production of the first of several Civilian Defense Instructional films sponsored by civic groups of that city.

Their progress in this effort will be reported in this department in subsequent issues and this should prove helpful to other Reel Fellows interested in similar work in their own communities.

R. F. Gold Pin Did It!

Here's rather double-barrel proof that the organization of Reel Fellows stands for real fellowship.

It spotlights the fact that the underlying friendly feeling born of the cinema bug is made potentially stronger by the fraternal feeling of coordination.

In this case, it eliminated a long-standing barrier for one member, and aided him in hurrying what he thought was "too high a stone wall."

On the other side of that wall, he found PROFIT.

To a second member's amazement, this particular Reel Fellows occasion brought him ECONOMY.

And to each of them came a real fellowship of constructive pleasure.

Both of these men hail from Detroit, but let Wesley Goodfellow, the first member, tell the story. Here are the quotes from his letter, just received:

"I thought you and the rest of the Reel Fellows might like to hear of a wonderful break that my membership brought me. And when I say 'break' I mean a piece of business profit, but it turned out to be much more than just that.

"My regular line is printing, and I had developed quite an array of merchandising layouts and selling aids which could be quickly adapted to almost any line of business or products.

"For a long time, I had been trying to crash the gates of a certain advertising agency exec, one E. R. Richstein, but he had built such a stone wall against printing salesmen that I was stymied. I was just about ready to give up.

"That was just before I had joined the Reel Fellows.

"Then I decided to make one more call before erasing Richstein's name from my list of prospects. I did, and the reception was the usual one—phlegmatic and cold. As I was about to be curtly dismissed, he suddenly leaned forward and saw the Reel Fellows pin I was wearing on my lapel.

"And then it happened!

"'I guess you know the rest of the story. He started with: 'To heck with this printing gab, what kind of a camera have you got, etc.' But before I left his office I had written one of the largest orders I ever received.

"The amazing part of it all was his admission that my accessories saved him a lot of money and his statement, 'I wonder why we never got together long ago?' Oh, well—that's that, and THAT was only the beginning of profit to both of us.

"'What's more, and just as important, 'Rick' and I are now fast friends and Reel Fellows 'under the skin'."

The moral of Goodfellow's experience can only point in one direction. Wear that pin of yours, the Reel Fellows emblem, and get acquainted with every other Reel Fellow in your community.

A friendly feeling always pays. A friendly, fraternal handshake means coordination with constructive profits for all concerned.

Charters

Groups of Reel Fellows who wish to organize amateur cine clubs composed exclusively of Reel Fellows will obtain the full support of the Secretary and of Home Movies magazine. Upon receipt of application signed by each of the
"End of the Trail" by Thomas H. Peterson, member of the El Paso Camera Club. This interesting photograph, made near an old abandoned Texas ranch house, tells its own story. Doesn't the enlargement exhibit detail you'd like in your own enlargements? Thomas Peterson writes, "This enlargement was made from a 2½ x 2½ negative with an f6.3 Wollensak Enlarging Velostigmat. In fact, a Wollensak is the only enlarging lens I use. I recommend it highly." Improve your photography with a Wollensak.

For Movies, Candid, Enlarging, Action, Stills

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
It's NEW to me . . .!

By Cinebug Shopper

• Castle's "Moth and the Flame"

Castle's February Releases

New 8mm and 16mm film releases announced ready for distribution in February by Castle Films are both interesting and timely. Filmed under fire was "Commandos In Action." Castle's thrilling account of the most daring exploits of Britain's super-man suicide troops. Presented are actual pictures of unbelievable daring raids on Nazi's Norwegian strongholds — daringly filmed at close range. Also ready is a series of Castle winter sports films: "Snow Thrills," "Ice Carnival" and "Ski Revels." These picture thrilling action in ice yachting, skiing, dog sled racing, and bobsledding.

No less interesting is the series of nine brand new animated cartoon subjects from the gifted pens of the famous "Terrytoon" artists. Packed with comedy situations which only the imagination of an animator can conceive, these films afford capital entertainment in any period both for young and old. In days such as these, their value is inestimable.

The nine new Castle Terrytoons, now in the hands of photo dealers, are: Tom, Tom the Piper's Son; The Moth and the Spider; Canine Comedy; Wild West Daze; The Mouse and the Lion; Streamlined Robinson Crusoe; Farmyard Whoppee; The Bee and the Butterfly; The Owl and the Pussycat. They are obtainable in five sizes and lengths, silent and sound, at the usual low Castle prices.

Castle Films also are distributing a series of sound films covering machine shop work which were produced under direction of the U. S. Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, for the express purpose of aiding vocational teachers in their instruction courses for potential and employed defense workers.

Further information plus catalogs and prices may be had from Castle Films, New York City.

Ben Turpin Comedy

Those who remember the laugh-provoking Keystone Comedies of the silent era will welcome news that some of the best of these films are being made available for 8mm projectors. "Step Forward" is title of first of series—a 375-foot 8mm comedy featuring Ben Turpin, Phyllis Haver, and others. Ben, as skipper of a one-man street car, has his ups and downs trying to win, then keep the affection of his sweetheart, Phyllis Haver. There are oodles of laughable chase scenes as only Mack Sennett could film them.

Cope Studio, 3720 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, is producer and distributor.

Ampro's Triple Claw

Interesting feature of models KD and YSA Ampro sound projectors is the exclusive triple-claw movement—three claws which engage three sprocket holes of the film simultaneously. This feature insures smooth passage of film, even where torn sprocket holes exist.

Other features of these projectors include simplified threading and Sound Loop Synchronizer that can be set without stopping projector, insuring perfect synchronization of picture and sound.

New Projection Lens

Following its announcement of the faster 3-inch projection lens of a few months ago, the Bell & Howell Company has introduced an improved 3½-inch 1:2.3 lens for Filmo 16mm projectors.

For very long throws, wherein it is physically impossible to place the projector close enough to the screen to obtain the right size picture with the standard lens, the new 3½-inch lens is said to be ideal. The manufacturer claims it transmits 37 per cent more light than its predecessor of the same length, without sacrificing definition or sharpness. It is said the 3½-inch lens will produce the same size picture at a distance of 64 feet that the standard 2-inch lens will at about 37 feet. For further information, write to Bell & Howell, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

Post Pictures Releases

Post Pictures Corp. has acquired exclusive world-wide distribution rights to Hal Roach pictures which are available for the first time on 16mm sound film and four of which will be released during the current season.

The pictures, all recent hits, are Fredric March and Virginia Bruce in "There Goes My Heart," fast-moving story of a reporter in search of a missing heiress; Roland Young and Constance Bennett in "Topper Takes a Trip," the much talked-about picture in which hats lift themselves in the air, cars drive themselves around and countless unusual camera tricks unfurl; Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon, Billie Burke, Jean Parker, and the Hall Johnson Choir in "Zenobia" (An Elephant Never Forgets); and Brian Aherne and Victor McLaglen in "Captain Fury," the story of Australia's Robin Hood who fought for the freedom of his people.

"There Goes My Heart" is available now. "Topper Takes a Trip" will be available February 1, 1942. "Zenobia" on May 1, 1942, and "Captain Fury" on June 1, 1942. For further information, write Post Pictures Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Teaching Film

"Vegetative Plant Propagation," a new teaching film designed for use in high school and agricultural school courses in biology and ornamental horticulture, has just been announced by the Teaching Films Division of the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Illustrating the techniques used in various types of vegetative plant propagation, and based throughout on scientific findings, the films bring out in revealing, full-screen close-ups the various steps in the processes being studied. The subject is treated in two 16mm reels (silent), priced at $24 each.

• Eastman's teaching film

Supplement

The Quarterly Supplement No. 10 to the Photo Lab Index is now ready for distribution, according to Morgan & Lester, publishers, New York City.
Simple to operate

That's Why Ampro Sound Projectors Are So Widely Used in Industrial and Educational Training

This illustration shows how simple it is to thread Ampro Projectors. This feature and many other exclusive advantages also explain why thousands of Ampro silent and sound projectors are in use in industry, education, home, U.S. Government Departments, U.S. Armed Forces—helping in the great battle to prepare this country for victory.

A Complete Line of Projectors

The Ampro line includes: 8mm. and 16mm. silent projectors, 16mm. sound-on-film projectors and silent projectors convertible to sound—in models adapted to a variety of needs. Send coupon for full details.

1. Simplified Threading.
   Film "threads" straight through projector at only three points, (two sprockets and film gate).

2. Triple Claw Movement.
   Affords Film Protection—The triple claw engages three sprocket holes simultaneously. Film with two adjacent torn holes can be successfully used.

3. Sound Loop Synchronizer.
   Permits perfect synchronization of picture and sound by the exact forming of sound loop. Can be set without stopping the show.

AMPRO
PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT
2839 N. Western Ave. • Chicago, Illinois

The Ampro Corporation, 2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III. (Dept. HM142)

Please send me new 1942 Ampro Catalog. I am particularly interested in:

[ ] New Amprosound 16mm. Projectors
[ ] Ampro 16mm. Silent and Convertible to Sound Projectors

Ampro is contributing to the National Defense Program in the home manufacture of Aerial Cameras.

Address
In 1842, Edward Anthony founded the company that is now Agfa Ansco. We're proud of our hundred years as an American institution, but we're prouder of the letters that have been coming in to us from photographers, both professional and amateur, saying: "Congratulations! We wish you success in your next hundred years!"

* * *

Even in the early 1840's, Edward Anthony was making daguerreotypes in Washington... using the rooms of the Committee On Military Affairs for his sittings!

That early association with the U. S. Government has continued down our hundred years. Today, Agfa Ansco is working harder than ever to supply the U. S. Fighting Forces.

We are proud of our many contributions to photography during the past century and we are confident of our ability to create many more new advancements in the art during our next hundred years. We hope to stay—as we have always been—young in heart.

Agfa Ansco
Binghamton, New York

FILMS • PAPERS
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100 Years of American Photography
ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine
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THE war presents a genuine opportunity for serious amateur filmers and cine club groups to do a much needed and important service for our country. Following war declarations, the surge of response among movie amateurs toward enlisting their hobby in the aid of defense was tremendous. These patriotic filmers knew there was a job they could do but did not know how to go about it, where to begin.

Unprepared as we were for such early entry into the war, the national council entrusted almost overnight with the task of coordinating civilian defense were, and still are, faced with an extraordinary task—that of educating and training civilians and civilian defense guards in the rudiments of home defense.

The instructions for unified procedure to be followed in blackouts, precautions to be followed during air raids, and instructions for extinguishing incendiary bombs, etc., all have been given wide publicity in newspapers from coast to coast, and additional instructions will continue to be published from time to time. But all that has been printed, all the helpful safety insuring precautions that have been devised by our government's defense counsellors, can be amplified—made more impressive—through motion pictures.

This is no new thought of course. Already government film producing agencies and professional studios working in cooperation with Washington are fast at work on just such films. But its going to take some time before their pictures hit the screens of the nation's theatres, bringing vivid pictorial instructions necessary to citizens for their personal safety during the war emergency.

Here is where the carefully produced amateur film becomes important. The substandard

*Continued on Page 72*
What beginners should know about LENSES

by STANLEY E. ANDREWS

In our initial lesson for the beginning amateur last month, we dwelt upon the functions of the camera lens in making pictures, and explained lens speeds and their importance with relation to good photographic results. In this article we continue with the subject and explain the difference between regular, wide angle, and telephoto lenses. But first a word about "focal length," a term which, once fully understood, will enable the movie amateur to better understand the capabilities of his camera lens.

When the lens is focused at infinity, the distance from the center of the iris diaphragm to the film represents the focal length of the lens. The focal length of standard lenses for cine cameras is 1 inch for 16 mm. and ½ inch for 8 mm., and these are the lenses with which all new cine cameras are equipped unless otherwise ordered.

Before the advent of amateur cinematography, extensive research established the regular lens as the most practical for general all-around use and so it has remained to this day. However, as the amateur progresses, he finds use for lenses of shorter or longer focal lengths, and for him the "wide angle" and "telephoto" lenses are available where his camera conveniently provides for interchange of lenses or a revolving lens turret.

In general terms, the wide angle lens takes in more of the scene from the same camera position than does the one inch lens. For this reason the wide angle lens is particularly useful in filming indoors where rooms are too small to permit moving the camera back far enough to take in the full area of the scene required. The nearest point to the camera at which an object is in sharp focus is also much closer and this often obviates the necessity of having the wide angle lens in focusing mount. With the average wide angle lens, all objects from six feet to infinity remain in sharp focus.

Because the wide angle lens changes, to some extent, the perspective of a picture, certain interesting effects are made possible with it. For example, a boat passing before the camera in any direction, except straight across horizontally, will appear much longer than normal. With the deep perspective possible through wide angle lenses, a backyard garden will appear larger. In the same way an object or person in the background will appear farther away from a person or object in the foreground.

Still another characteristic of the wide angle is its ability to lend increased speed to an object moving within a scene—toward or away from the camera—because the subject appears to have farther to travel in the same length of time as would be required were the shot made with a standard lens.

Continued on Page 78

*THIS is the second article in the series of 12 lessons in Making Amateur Movies prepared by Stanley E. Andrews, a former amateur who has come up in the ranks of cinefilers the hard way—by trial and error. Prepared especially for the beginning movie amateur, successive articles will appear each month. Don't miss a single one!

- Telephoto and wide angle lenses become important items of camera equipment only when the amateur knows the functions as well as limitations of each.
Some trick devices for
TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY

By George A. Gauld

Photography is still very much alive, and if by the recent practice of it, I can bring forward a few ideas which may be new to you, then my efforts will not have been wasted.

The optical printer by means of which most modern professional effects are carried out, is not generally to be found in the home cine workshop. But long before the advent of modern processes, dunning, travelling mattes and the like, the early movie amateurs achieved astonishing results by means of the camera alone. All the camera tricks are within reach of the cinebug who is prepared to take a little extra time and trouble over his shots. The simple cameras in general use were never designed for trick work and therefore.

Continued on Page 68

*Pictured on this page are gadgets produced by British movie amateurs to aid in trick cinematography. The author describes how to make them and how they are to be used.
MAKE THEM INTERESTING TO OTHERS!

The secret of successful movie making that keeps cameras busy the year 'round

By MABEL T. WATERS

Much has been written on "How to Make Good Movies" and "How to Make Good Movies Better," but little has been said for the struggling amateur whose first movies fill them with despair. "How to Make Bad Movies Do in a Pinch" is therefore much to the point in helping the beginner over the discouraging period of his first cinematic failures.

The cameras that produced winning movies didn't get that way by sitting on the shelf. Their owners worked them at every opportunity and under every conceivable condition, gaining valuable experience and knowledge with every film exposed.

In the meantime, before they had achieved the ability to produce movies of excellence even in their own eyes, the amateur used his films and his projector with immodest abandon. Were they good, bad or indifferent, his films were screened for the benefit of everyone whose face appeared in them. Thus the movie amateur learned his first big lesson in home movie making, to-wit: People never tire of seeing themselves, their own children or their kinfolk in action on the screen! As a substitute, they will look at a film wherein they are able to imagine themselves in the place of the actors. But physically or imaginatively, they must be there. This, then, becomes the No. 1 plank in the movie maker's platform—the essential in his formula for making interesting pictures.

I had my first inkling of this vital truth in the showing of my first completed movie short reel of my young son's Christmas party. Of all the aunts and uncles, mothers and fathers, etc., who sat patiently through the screening of the picture, waiting for the appearance of their own Jane or John, only one father was emotionally honest enough to voice an obviously universal sentiment.

"Isn't it a funny thing," he wise-cracked, "you can't seem to see anything but your own kid?"

That father expressed the thought in every individual's mind when he sees a movie in which he or someone dear to him appears. This aspect of human nature can be a source of vital inspiration to the beginning movie amateur. It guarantees an interested audience where there are people. Particularly assured of high audience appeal are the movies we make in which the lives of others and their children touch.

Continued on Page 76

A title background suitable for many types of home movies is the excellent night shot on opposite page by H. C. A. Von Schoenfeldt. Shoot at distance of thirty inches, using a 1 1/4 diopter auxiliary lens.
MIRAGES have caused many a thirsty frontiersman and trail driver to let loose with a blast of profanity that would turn the immediate air blue while crossing the plains of New Mexico.

A mirage, like the magician's hand, is sometimes quicker than the eye—and invariably quicker than the pursuer. Many an old-timer on New Mexico's frontier will confirm that, after a futile, tongue-lolling chase for a shimmering oasis in the distance.

But elusive as they are, mirages cannot escape the camera. Many a startling amateur movie has been taken on New Mexico's plains country, where mirages most often occur. And this is only one of the many strange wonders that the movie amateur may hope to "shoot" in the land of Enchantment.

The New Mexico State Tourist Bureau is urging visitors to bring along their cameras during the 1942 travel season. Anyone who likes to take pictures, from the children with their box cameras to the professional with his filters and exposure meter, will get a double pleasure out of travelling in New Mexico. And for the movie fan there is action and color galore.

Besides a wealth of photographic material, which we shall touch on in a moment, there is the New Mexico clarity of air and brilliance of sunshine that make photographic conditions perfect. The camera fan can expect to use an exposure time of 30 to 50 percent less than would be required on clear days in most parts of the country.

New Mexico's good climate, which is simply good weather, joins forces with the camera brigade. There is nearly always sunshine, and very seldom rain. This clarity of weather—which runs as high as 80 percent total possible sunshine the year around—not only aids the camera enthusiast, but provides those who would dabble in color photography ideal con-
As the movie amateur progresses and acquires an exposure meter for determining correct setting of his lens, he becomes immediately conscious of a factor known as film emulsion speed. A film's emulsion speed must be known before correct exposure can be determined with any meter. Motion picture film for amateur use is available in a number of different speeds ranging from the slow-speed positive, used by some in making titles, to the super speed panchromatic films. Regular Kodachrome, for example, is officially rated Weston 8 for daylight use, and Weston 3 for making pictures indoors under artificial light with recommended filter.

How are these ratings determined? Are they official? Dependable?

Film speed figures most frequently referred to in America are the Weston ratings. Few realize the extensive research by Weston engineers which stand behind the Weston emulsion figures. Behind these ratings is a corps of photometric engineers and the largest independent sensitometric laboratory in the country. Let's take a trip through this laboratory and see in action the machinery and organization which turn out these dependable film ratings.

The first thing that meets our eyes is a fully equipped studio for the exposure of motion picture film. In the center of the room we see a carefully calibrated motion picture camera whose exact shutter speed is known so that there will be no errors from a variable shutter. Gray scales, color charts and other exposure standards are neatly stored in one corner other than those in actual use. The cute little blonde seen in illustration above (a milliner's hat dummy) is affectionately known, for no apparent reason, as "Daisy." The studio has as lighting equipment standard photofloods, daylight fluorescent lamps, 3200° K lights, and other types of illumination which might be used by the amateur or professional filer.

Here the tungsten ratings for motion picture films are established. The test objects are carefully scanned by an exposure meter to find out their brightness values. Then varied exposures are given resulting from the use of a wide range of film speeds. After the film has been processed by its manufacturers, it is projected and that speed which has resulted in the best reproduction of the test objects is tentatively considered the correct one. Then several additional rolls are exposed at the tentative speed until the engineer in charge is completely satisfied that the correct speed has been assigned.

For the daylight ratings, the test objects are moved out of doors to a nearby park, and the same procedure is followed. By this means, accurate, practi-

*Continued on Page 78*
THE STORY
YOSEMITE
TELLS

MOVIE
of
the MONTH

BY J. H. SCHOPEN

If you were to ask for a filming guide to Yosemite National Park, we’d recommend unequivocally “The Story Yosemite Tells,” the February Movie of The Month. Here is an amateur film that embodies all a good vacation travel picture should and which well might serve as a standard pattern to be followed by the hundreds of movie amateurs who travel each year to this famed California National Park.

Yosemite is a mecca for cinefilers itching for an abundance of scenic wonders on which to train their camera lenses. Thousands of feet of home movie film are exposed annually on its indescribable beauty spots. Yet few amateurs have recorded a trip through Yosemite cinematically with the deftness and artistic approach of George L. Rankin, who filmed “The Story Yosemite Tells,” and then did an even more commendable job of titling and editing the scenes into a complete and entertaining document.

Running full 400 feet in 16 mm. Kodachrome, the picture begins with a neat main title followed by an informative foreword on the history of Yosemite. The first scene introduces the Rankin family as they are about to depart from their San Francisco home for Yosemite. Uncle Lou, who is to drive the family car and whose carelessness furnishes the running gag in the film, is searching for his keys. For a moment it appears the journey may have to be abandoned; then little daughter, who found the keys dropped earlier by Uncle Lou, surrenders them; but not before claiming, and getting, a small cash reward.

Uncle Lou is forever losing his keys throughout the picture, but they always turn up in the hands of the little girl; and when we see her, each time holding out her hand for a small reward before giving them up, we suspect the little lady is working something of a racket on her careless uncle.

Enroute to Yosemite, we are shown several interesting scenic shots and it becomes immediately apparent, from the manner in which Rankin has framed his opening shots, that a photographic gem is about to unfold on the screen before us. The Rankin car enters the portals of Camp Curry, bringing the vaca-

• Continued on Page 70
IN each of the three home movie reviews published this month, readers will find at least one significant idea for filming better pictures themselves.

In the interest of raising the standard of amateur films so that filers will achieve more fun and satisfaction from the hobby, this reviewing service is open to any reader of Home Movies. A detailed criticism with concrete suggestions for improvement is sent to the filmer. From films thought to contain material of general interest, the editors prepare brief reviews for the information of all readers, and these are published each month.

To encourage readers to improve their movie making through this service, all films reviewed are classified according to interest value, photography, editing and titling. On the basis of judgment by the editors, films are awarded an attractive animated leader, indicating one, two, or three star rating.

The following reviews will be of interest for the facts on general principles of movie shooting they contain:

"BUCKTHORN LODGE"
125 Ft. 8mm Kodachrome—by E. C. ★ ★ ★

This film made full use of a deer hunting party at a hunting lodge to produce an interesting continuity movie centered about individuals in the group.

Continuity: Picture opens with the arrival at Buckthorn Lodge of the gaily dressed "hero" in an automobile. He gets out, stumbles over two rifles and his overnight case, and generally plays the boog. He is greeted by the other hunters who all proceed to fortify themselves against a sudden drop in the temperature.

It develops that the hero, for some reason not made clear, is relegated to washing dishes instead of going out with the hunting party. "Nimrod," the master hunter, pins on the hero a large badge as "K. P." While bungling the job of dishwashing, the hero apparently hears a noise and the camera picks up the head of a deer appearing from behind a tree. Hero grabs his rifle and runs frantically up the hill. Exhausted at the exertion and unable to find the deer, he sits down to rest, only to see the deer head again appearing behind the tree.

Hero, trembling with excitement, picks up his gun and shoots, the recoil throwing him flat on his back. Nimrod comes to the rescue; Hero explains what he has seen but Nimrod won't believe it. The two sneak up on the tree but find nothing. A close-up then shows a deer poking Hero in the back, but it turns out to be a mounted head held by another hunter. All the rest of the hunters then appear from hiding places and join in the laugh at Hero's expense. Succeeding scenes show a real deer being brought in and tied on a car, while Hero's car is be-

Continued on Page 75
Lighting Fixture

Here is a versatile indoor lighting aid that supplants, in many instances, bulky tripod fixtures and offering less bulk.

It consists of two pieces of 1" pine material 18" long and 2" wide. These are joined together with a hinge so that the unit may be folded for easy carrying or storage. Attached to each section are two baseboard outlets (four in all) providing for plugging in clamp on reflectors, and these are connected to a generous length of rubber covered cord fitted with connecting plug.

At top of unit is a sturdy hook, making it possible to hook the fixture to wall molding, chandeliers, etc. Four clamp-on reflectors are clamped to the fixture as shown, and plugged in to the receptacles provided. The reflectors are then adjusted at various angles to suit lighting requirements of the set.

---

Splicing Tip

In splicing Kodachrome, particular care should be given to scraping every particle of emulsion from the splicing area. Emulsion left on this area will become red when film cement is applied and will show up noticeably on the screen when projected.

—Mal Mathison, Burbank, Calif.

For Centering Titles

A popular method for centering a camera with title card is that involving opening up the camera and reflecting a beam of light through the film gate, through the lens, and on to the title. The projected light beam indicates the area taken in by the lens and the title card is lined up accordingly.

An excellent light source for this system of title alignment is one of the new pocket flashlights with curved Lucite tip—such as recently sold in combination with Listerine, but also available wherever flashlights are sold.

The tip should be altered as shown in sketch—filed or sawed off at an angle as indicated by dotted line. This facilitates placing the tip flush against the film gate. The light from the flashlight bulb travels along the curved Lucite stem, projecting light beam through the camera lens and on to the title card.

After camera and title card are lined up, film is threaded in the camera, the camera closed, and filming may begin with full assurance that the title cards thus lined up are accurately centered.

—Frank O. Doak, Sacramento, Calif.

Film Fog Fixed

Film fog, a condition indicated by occasional (and sometimes frequent) flashes of light on picture margin on the screen, is most frequently caused while threading film in the camera. If the roll of film is handled carelessly in bright light during threading operations, light reaches down between the film and reel, causing fog. The fault is most frequent with 8mm film because of the necessity of reversing the roll after exposing the first 25 feet.

The trouble can be eliminated entirely by making a simple "fog preventer" from the cover of one of the metal boxes in which the film is packed by the manufacturer. With a pair of tin snips (metal-cutting shears) cut a slot in the side of the box cover as shown in sketch. Bend the edge out a little and rub down any rough spots with a file and finish with fine emery paper.

When removing roll of film from carton preparatory to threading camera, slip this slotted box top over the roll, drawing loose end of leader through the slot. Thus spool of film will be fully protected from light during threading operation. The protecting gadget is removed just before closing the camera for use.

—W. E. Cummins, Bell, Calif.

Exposure Guide Holder

Here's an idea for those cineamateurs owning other than Eastman Cine Kodaks who would like to use the recently improved Cine Kodak exposure guides that are packaged with each roll of Eastman film.

---

IF YOU have an idea for a gadget, trick or shortcut in filming, titling, editing or processing home movies, pass it on to your fellow cinebugs through these columns. If your idea is published you will receive two reels for your efforts. Extraordinary ideas will net you a roll of film.

Ideas not published will be held for future publication unless they duplicate ideas previously received. Endeavor also to send along photos or rough sketches illustrating your suggestions. There is no limit to number of suggestions you may submit.

Important: When submitting ideas, be sure to mention whether equipment you use is 8 mm. or 16 mm., enabling us to promptly forward awards adaptable to your use.
CINE WORKSHOP

Purchase one of the universal exposure guides, such as now come attached to all Cine Kodaks, from the Eastman Kodak Co. Mount same on a piece of metal or fiber cut in the shape of a large tag, as shown, and attach a small wrist or neck cord. Thus the guide will always be handy for use much the same as an electric exposure meter. The supplemental guides received with each roll of film may be inserted readily in the universal guide holder, affording the same accurate exposure data as when used on Cine Kodaks.

—Ricco Roberts, Corpus Christi, Texas.

Title Tinting

Here's a simple method for tinting black and white titles to be spliced with Kodachrome movies. Instead of tinting the entire roll of titles at one time, it is possible to tint each title individually without need of much equipment.

The very bottle in which you store your tinting formula may be used, making it unnecessary to get out trays, racks, etc. Simply snip the top off the roll of film and tie a piece of thread or string through the last sprocket hole in one end. Insert film in bottle of tinting solution, holding on to the string. Cap the bottle with string extending outside. (This provides an easy means for removing the film after tinting is completed.) Agitate bottle gently until film has been subjected to the tinting bath required length of time. Remove film, and wash in ordinary washtub of clear water. Strips may be hung up to dry by suspending from string attached to them.

—Carl J. Englund, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kodachrome. Then when I shoot a scene that I think will make a good title background for the picture, I make a shot of it with my 35 mm. still camera. I have Eastman Kodak Company make one of their Minicolor enlargements of this shot which just fits my typewriter titler. Title text is lettered on clear celluloid and placed in front of the Kodachrome enlargement.

The Minicolor enlargements are a recent innovation of Eastman's and provide for a full color reproduction 2¼" x 3½" from any Kodachrome transparency, cost but 75¢ each.

—Herman Roth, Portsmouth, Va.

Fading Device

One of the easiest methods for the owner of a new cine camera to make fade-ins and fade-outs is by means of the iris of the camera lens. By closing the lens iris beyond the established exposure point, the light is gradually diminished, creating a fade-out. Reversing this procedure — opening the lens from the smallest stop (usually f/16) to the established stop for making the picture, causes the scene gradually to fade in.

Such manipulation of the camera lens, of course, can be done only with camera mounted on a tripod which leaves one hand free to operate the lens iris.

To make this operation even easier and more accurate, a small lever, illustrated here, may be fashioned to slip over the iris ring of the lens, providing a "handle" to move the lens ring. This may be made of a narrow strip of metal bent to fit around the iris ring. Drilling two holes and adding a small bolt enables fitting the fading device securely to lens, and facilitate its easy removal when not in use. With some cameras, lever of this device can be made to extend over front element of viewfinder, thus providing a means for gauging, visual movement of lever required to make the fade.

—J. H. Hawkes, Seattle, Wash.

Animation Aid

Several months ago there appeared in Home Movies an article describing a method for making animated movies with jointed figures cut from bristol board. I noted particularly the suggestion to use short brass paper clips to join the arms, legs, etc., to body of the figure.

Such clips do not make for the smooth action required in animation. Here is a better idea: use dress snaps pictured below. Simply punch round holes in the members to be joined—such as arms, legs, head, etc., insert male clip through hole, then snap on top section of clip. Joints of animated figures so joined will operate smoothly.

—Alice Ravinsky, Los Angeles, Calif.

THE DEFENSE PROGRAM promises to put an increasingly greater premium on the ingenuity of movie amateurs. To help cinebugs in their effort to make some of their own gadgets and accessories during the coming pressure of defense needs, the best of the HOME MOVIES gadget workshop ideas have been collected into one compact volume, complete with illustrations and simple explanations of how to make the various items.

Mail a dollar bill to HOME MOVIES today and a copy of this helpful gadget book will be in your hands quickly. It's an insurance investment against equipment shortages yet to come!
Trick Devices for Photography

Continued from Page 59

some necessary but not elaborate equipment will have to be made to overcome the difficulties associated with such cameras.

Reverse motion, obtained by shooting with the camera upside down and inverting the resultant length of film when splicing it into the projection reel, is the simplest of all camera tricks. Animation is another, bringing to life drawings and inanimate objects by single frame exposure, moving the object or part of the drawing each time. But ninety per cent of camera trick work depends upon multiple exposure, both with and without fades. By this means, ghosts will appear and disappear; inanimate objects may be brought to life by single frame exposure and combined to play their part with real actors; the star meets his double.

There is no end to the effects which may be obtained if sufficient ingenuity and imagination is applied. But unfortunately, the simple camera rarely provides for back winding the film nor does it have an accurate frame counter without which, the accurate timing of multiple exposures is impossible. Some means of overcoming these difficulties must therefore be found. When masks are to be used, which are necessary for many effects associated with double exposure, the need for the ability to examine the image thrown on the film in the gate arises, or something equivalent. This is achieved by the use of a piece of apparatus combining this function with several others, which I shall describe in the next article in this series. Meanwhile, let us examine the other two points.

Modern substandard cameras may be divided into two broad classes: those using the original type of daylight loading spools, and those having the more recent and now very popular removable magazines which may be withdrawn from the camera and replaced at any time during the exposure of a reel. For the former type of camera, various forms of backwinders are available for all the popular models by firms who have specialized in this type of auxiliary equipment. If the reader does not possess such a backwinder, then the film must be rewound more laboriously by hand in the darkroom or inside a loading box. This is most conveniently done by reversing the spools and rewinding the film by running it through the camera; but more of that anon.

The task of the man with the magazine camera is easier. It does not require much ingenuity to adapt a magazine for a backwind by fitting a spindle to carry the feed spool and adding a detachable handle, by means of which the film may be wound from the magazine. In some cases, additional gadgets may have to be incorporated to hold the claws out of engagement and ensure that the film will backwind evenly. Alternatively, a jig may be made, having driving spindles suitably connected, to drive both claws and feed spool in the reverse direction; the feed becoming, of course, the take-up. As the film will pass through the gate opening in the magazine, the operation will have to be carried out in the dark, whatever method is used. After adaptation for rewinding, the magazine will not be acceptable to the manufacturer for processing. It should be retained by the cameraman for future work only, the film being wound into a standard magazine or onto an ordinary spool for dispatch to the processing station.

The problem of accurately exposing a predetermined length of film is not so easy. On some cameras which have a "One turn, one frame" cranking feature, a frame counter may be added. Another method, not requiring any alteration to the camera, is that of punching the film in one of two different ways.

In the first case, a film punch is made from sheet brass on the lines shown in Fig. 1. to punch a slot between two successive sprocket holes as shown in Fig. 2. These slots will pass over the feed sprocket, but the film will stop when slots reach the claws. This point is readily detected by the sudden change in the running noise of the camera, when it may be stopped by releasing the start button. The camera will probably stop in any case, as the take-up sprocket will continue to draw up the film until the bottom loop has gone. As the claws fail to engage, the film will pull tight and probably cause the camera motor to stop. This will not do any harm, but it is better to stop the camera with the start button when possible.

In using this method, the film is first punched at the commencement of the shot which is to be double exposed, and the slots located just beyond the take-up sprocket. On completion of the shot, the camera is opened in the dark, of course, if it is spool loading and the film again punched. The film may then be wound back, either on the jig, if it
is a magazine camera, or by reversing the spools in the older type. In either case, the film will automatically stop when the first slots are reached. The film is then replaced, again with the slots just past the take-up sprocket, that is to say, in exactly the same position as it was originally. The second exposure is then made, the film stopping automatically at the second set of slots at the end of the original exposure. Thus it has been possible to double expose a definite length of film to an accuracy of a frame or two. The process may be repeated for a third exposure, or, by easing the film so that the slots come past the take-up and the camera is ready again for another trick shot or straight forward work.

If this method is considered to be rather drastic, another form of indication may be obtained by punching a hole out of the side of the film as shown in Fig. 3. An electric contact, on the lines pictured in Fig. 4, is fitted in the vicinity of the film gate inside the camera, the continuity of the circuit being normally interrupted by the thickness of the celluloid film. As the slot passes through the contact, the circuit is momentarily closed. By the use of a small dry battery, the resultant current may be used to flash a small 2-volt lamp on and off to warn the cameraman to stop the camera.

Alternatively, if the operator is sufficiently ambitious, by the use of a relay and more powerful battery, a plunger and solenoid may be arranged to operate the start button direct and stop the camera automatically. In the rewinding operations in the dark, the hole punched in the side of the film will indicate the commencement of the shot and enable the operator to replace the film at its original point for the subsequent re-exposure, as before.

Either of these methods will be just as effective as results obtained with a frame counter, provided a little thought is given to the order in which the shots are taken. Most of the double exposure trick shots I shall describe in subsequent articles, combine living actors with inanimate backgrounds and model sets. If the real life shots are taken first, the action itself will determine the length of the shot. It is therefore only the second exposure which has a predetermined length. When action takes place in both exposures, then accurate timing is necessary. This calls for careful rehearsal of both shots, timed against, say, counted seconds. But even in this case, it is largely a matter of making the action of the second exposure fit the now predetermined length of the first shot.

Owing to the labour involved and the need for auxiliary apparatus, it

---

**SPEED gets ANIMATION**

The speed of a Graflex gives you easy command of all sorts of action—the finish of a race, a youngster’s fleeting expression, or the explosion of a snowball. And in those thin-sliced seconds animation is captured and held.

Of course, Graflex offers more than speed (local plane shutter speeds up to 1/1000). Direct, positive focusing on the hooded ground glass assures correct focus, aids composition. The standard Kodak Anastigmat lenses can be replaced with special purpose accessory telephotos. Ask your Kodak dealer to show you the new Graflexes. They rate your inspection.

Graflex and Graphic cameras are made by the Folmer Graflex Corp.

---

**WITH THIS AND EVERY RAVEN SCREEN YOU’LL ENJOY TRUE “Theatre” QUALITY PROJECTION**

Cinematographers who want the finest inevitably choose one of the many RAVEN SCREENS. For every screen requirement—no matter how varied—there’s a RAVEN SCREEN representing the best in screen values. Go to your dealer today. Select the screen best suited for your needs. Fine stores across the nation feature RAVEN.

**RAVEN REPLACEMENT SERVICE**

The same high quality in workmanship and materials that distinguishes all RAVEN SCREENS will be found in every replacement adjustment.

STANDARD TRIPOD MODEL

(Dotted lines show screen’s lowest point)

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

314-16 EAST 35th STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Quality Bulk Movie Film

8mm • 9½mm • 16mm • 35mm
SUPER PANCHO REVERSAL—Scored
Speed 24—5 Anti- Halo Backing.
Round 8 • $1.50 • $1.65
Single 4 • $2.18 • $2.88

SUPER CINEPAN PLUS REVERSAL—Not Scored
Speed 64—60 Non-Halation Base
Round 8 • $1.50 • $1.65
Single 4 • $2.18 • $2.88

SUPER CINEPAN REVERSAL—Not Scored
Speed 24—5 Anti-Halo Backing
Round 8 • $1.50 • $1.65
Single 4 • $2.18 • $2.88

CINCHROME SEMI-ORTH REVERSAL
Speed 8—2 Non-Halation Base—Not Scored
Round 8 • $1.50 • $1.65
Single 4 • $2.18 • $2.88

CINE-KODAK POSITIVE TITLE FILM—Not Scored
Round 24—18 • $1.50 • $1.65
Single 8 • $2.18 • $2.88

Clear, Purple, Yellow, Red, Amber, Special Blue, Aloe DuPont Lavender, Light Amber.

Camera Spools with Cans—Each
Keystone Deluxe. 8, 11½. $1.35
Eastman 8. 80, 14 mm, 50 sf. • 1.35

Baja Precision All-Metal 8 mm, Silver... $2.25
Baja Standard, Black Camera. 8 mm. $1.80
Baja Standard, White Camera. 8 mm. $1.80

HOME MOVIES, Back Issues, 1926-38, 15c
Not all months in any year, 1940-41, each 25c
Send check or money order. 

NOTICE—All previous prices are obsolete due to new tax effective Oct. 1. New lists again in prepar- ration and all prices will be necessary in copy as soon as possible.

W. STUART-SUSSEY FILM LAB.
17 E. ST. JOSEPH ST. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Movie of the Month

- Continued from Page 64

may be assumed that trick work will be carried out as far as possible in the vicinity of the cameraman’s home and that access to a darkroom will therefore be possible for rewinding, when a simple camera is used. Mention has, however, been made of a loading box for carrying out this operation on location. A portable form of such a box is shown in Fig. 5.

It is nothing more than a shallow box, the lid of which is held erect by four rule-join't-stays, drawing taut the cloth sides. Two sleeves are sewn into one of the sides. Into these, the opera- tor thrusts his hands, light being excluded by sewing elastic into the ends of the sleeves so that they grip tight round the wrists. An inner lid is fitted to the top of the box through which a camera or magazine may be dropped, to be opened inside the box in complete darkness. Needless to say, the box should not be used outdoors in full sunlight, but in the shade of a tree or building, so as to reduce the risk of fogging the film to the absolute minimum.

From the foregoing remarks, the reader who owns the simplest of cine cameras may realize that provided he is willing to take the trouble, trick work is by no means outside his reach. If the methods to be used are somewhat laborious, he will at least have the pleasure, when viewing the finished product on the screen, of having accomplished something comparable with the man owning a more expensive cam- era equipped with professional devices.

Movie of the Month

- Continued from Page 64
well framed by overhanging foliage, nearby trees, or interesting rock formations. Indeed, the photography of this picture hints of considerable study and indication that Rankin studiously put into practice much of what he has read in text books and in Home Movies on this phase of cine photography.

Another photographic highlight was the manner in which Rankin followed up a scene showing a couple viewing a distant peak through binoculars. Immediately following, he cut in a masked shot showing the scene as it appears through the twin apertures of the binoculars. (This shot is pictured in the center of the group of frame-enlargements illustrated at the beginning of this article).

It is interesting, professional-like camera touches like this that raises this picture above the ordinary — easily makes it the Movie of the Month. Admittedly simple in execution, few amateurs yet realize how much such cinematic innovations mean to an amateur film.

The picture proceeds to show other points of interest within the park—Tuolumne Meadows, Tioga Lake, summer snows, waterfalls, etc. But throughout the picture, members of the vacation party move about the scenes naturally, adding an additional note of interest to otherwise static shots that might, in the hands of one less capable, prove just another series of “still camera” compositions.

The picture concludes with a scene within one of the park cabins. Bright sunshine floods the room where the little girl sits at a table counting the coins which she accumulated retrieving Uncle Lou’s misplaced keys. Sitting nearby is her mother, also Uncle Lou, who seems a little disturbed when he realizes the great cost of his carelessness.

It occurred to us that Rankin missed a trick at this point by not continuing his gag — having Uncle Lou borrow back the money from the little girl in order to buy gasoline for the trip home.

Information please...

- Continued from Page 46

A. An exposure meter can be of little use to you in determining exposure for projected backgrounds because, for one reason, the light coming from projector in back of screen is intermittent. Best results will be obtained when several test shots are made in advance at different exposures.

Would You Spend 50c

for the best, most complete and authoritative book on processing home movie films? You bet you would; and that is all it costs. “How to Reverse Movie Film” tells how to do it, gives all popular formulas, and includes plans for building your own home reversal equipment. Send us 50¢ today. We'll mail your copy at once.

HOME MOVIES
6060 SUNSET HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Amateurs enlisting for defense...

- Continued from Page 57

HOME MOVIES AND DEFENSE

- Many 16mm filers are gearing their cinematic activities to the defense effort, offering filming and screening facilities where the need is urgent for instructing civilians in home defense.

Many letters are being received by the editors seeking advice as to how movie amateurs may best serve with their cameras and projectors, or requesting technical information pertinent to the production of creative defense films.

HOME MOVIES' consultants, through long association with leading technicians of Hollywood's studios, are able to furnish such information quickly and completely on every phase of motion picture production and are offering this service freely to all amateurs and amateur club groups.

Typical of letters received is the following from Jungkind Photo Supply, Little Rock, Arkansas:

Gentlemen:

One of our State departments is preparing to film a Citizen Defense picture and they intend using table top miniature sets for their bombing scenes.

Have you any descriptive matter that will aid them in staging shots of this nature? They need information of getting the right perspective to make such miniature scenes realistic. They are using a Cine Kodak Special. Will appreciate any information you can give us.

Sincerely yours,
Jungkind Photo Supply.

For the benefit of readers who may be interested in such information, we give here some of the data supplied in our reply to the above letter:

1. In construction of miniature sets, all objects must be built according to scale. If a miniature of a subject is to appear in the scene and the actual height of subject is six feet, by establishing a scale of 1 inch to 1 foot, the miniature subject should be six inches in height. The larger scale miniatures are built, the better.

2. Use a wide angle lens on miniature shots to gain greater depth of focus.

3. Be sure to set camera so that miniature set will be photographed at what would be equivalent to eye level. Otherwise scene will appear as though shot from top of building or other elevation.

4. Miniature shots containing action should be photographed in slow motion, preferably at a speed of 64 frames per second.

HOME MOVIES readers are invited to write the editors without obligation regarding any problem encountered in defense film production as well as regular home movie making.
3. The Housewife—how she can aid in the war effort, devoting 3 or 4 hours a day to Red Cross work.
4. The Husband—his duties as an air raid warden, or on the Auxiliary Police or Fire Force.
5. Salvaging of war materials—paper, rubber, scrap iron. Disposal through sale or donation to proper agencies.
7. How to combat Incendiary Bombs.
8. What to do in case of air raid.

Civilian Defense Councils are prepared to furnish instructions on all of the above subjects.

How to finance defense film productions, of course, must receive early consideration. Some amateur groups already active in filming such pictures have started out on their own funds contributed patriotically. A sound program of production entailing more than one picture, however, will require funds reaching into the hundreds of dollars. Here dependable sponsors should be sought from among business houses who might realize some advertising or publicity through screen credits.

One of the first amateur cine clubs to get into action on civilian defense film production is the Cinema Club of Long Beach, California. President Roosevelt’s request for a declaration of war had scarcely set the nation’s radio audience to rolling up its sleeves for the long pull ahead when Mildred Caldwell and Dr. Franz Buerger, directors of the club were fast at work on plans for the club’s first civilian defense instructional picture.

Three major oil companies were contacted by Mrs. Caldwell for the purpose of sponsoring the proposed films, and latest reports are that on the basis of the Long Beach Club’s outstanding 1941 efforts, more finances than may be required have already been offered the club.

With the financing problem out of the way, the next step was to prepare suitable scripts covering the most important immediate problems of civilian defense. Mrs. Caldwell and Dr. Buerger visited the chief Defense Counsellor in Los Angeles, told of their plan, and obtained warm acceptance of their club’s patriotic offer of assistance. Made immediately available to them was an important script writer from one of Hollywood’s studios, who at this writing is preparing the first shooting script.

The club’s initial defense film will picture the fight of a Red Cross war work, assistance of school teachers and...
The Amateur’s Vital Need for Making Professional Pictures. Basic Model...$9.95
Including Excise Tax

Bala CINÉ TRANSITO
WSP-Disc
VINC/TET-Disc
ADAPTERS FOR ALL LENSES
FILTER

The Bala Motion Picture Engineering Co.
160 Victor Avenue Highland Park, Mich.

NOW!!! Speed less to own and operate your movie camera—Load with

ONYX MOVIE FILM
ONYX ONYX ONYX
8 24 Hi Speed
100 feet 16 $2.25 $4.25 $4.75
25 feet 8/8 1.00 1.50 1.65
30 feet Un믹... $0.65 .95 1.10

RATINGS—8-24-50 for Daylight Reversal Processing Free of Charge.
Write for price list of other types of film and chemicals for home processing.

KENWOOD FILMS
818 E. 47th St. CHICAGO, ILL.

MAKE YOUR OWN TITLES

New magnetic, third-dimension, plastic letters adhere
firmly in any position to metal backgrounds through
paper, cloth, celluloid, etc. White, black, red, and blue metal

At Your Dealer or Order from
HAMILTON DWIGHT COMPANY
325 East 46th Street New York City

SPECIAL “BUY!”

4 PARK CINE HOLLYWOOD-TYPE Titles

Make your movies “Flash 10-lb.-1/4-y-w-o-o-o-d” with
these crisp professional titles ready to splice to your
your film! FAMILY ALBUM VACATION DAYS
2 styles of THE IND—years for only $1! Smart
lettering! Interesting backgrounds! Unique treat-
ments! Will up your film a not and ever
again! If you want these 4 unique titles, slip $1 bill, check or money order into an envelope with
your order today! Specify item or item. This
offer is for a limited time only, while the titles
in stock last. So hurry! Send $1 today.

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st St. New York City

SPECIAL RELEASE
CHICAGO’S WORLD FAIR, 1933-1934
GET-ACQUITTED OFFER:
A Complete Reel of the above film (8 or 16mm)
for $1.00

This will bring back memories
CROWN PRODUCTIONS
159 E. Chicago Ave. Chicago, Ill.

Emulsion Ratings for 8mm and 16mm Films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGFA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP Pan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supima Pan</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP Pan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EASTMAN</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super XX Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pan</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIVAEET</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHICHEM.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pan</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHICHEM.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANDERS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pan</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANDERS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*With filter.
decked with the mounted deer head. Editing: In the main was well done, although two improvements are indicated. When Hero first runs up the hill after the deer, he is shown returning immediately and then running back uphill. A rhymed subtitle does not adequately explain this double trip, therefore it would seem to be out of place. Again, Hero and Nimrod are shown in a long shot converging on the tree behind which the deer was supposed to be lurking. Just as they apparently arrive at the tree, scene cuts to a medium shot showing them again approaching the tree. It would have been better either to follow them in the long shot until they discovered there was no deer behind the tree and then cut to a medium shot showing their consternation, or to have cut the long shot sooner.

The supporting title was excellently done with large wide letters on an autumn leaf, doubtless from a buckthorn tree. The white letters of the main title flashed black and white much like a neon sign. Subtitles throughout were in rhyme, typed directly on leaves of varying shades. Hand-lettering on the leaves would probably have been more legible and technically more desirable. While subtitles were generally satisfactory, main criticism was that the rhymes did not carry thread of continuity. Amusing prose titles would have been much better for general audience appeal.

Photography: Near-perfect exposure in Kodachrome marked excellent camera work. All shots were outdoors, and the colorful red caps and hunting jackets of the hunters made striking contrasts against the blue sky. We would have liked to have seen more close-ups, but realize that the film was also a record for the hunting party and it was desirable to have all hunters pictured.

Remarks: While the plot idea was in the realm of pure imagination and possessed few qualities of realism, the whole thing was a lot of fun and ably demonstrated the fact that a little planning and continuity preparation will lift a commonplace subject out of the class of mere "record" pictures and place it among the ranks of the best amateur movies.

"EMBRYO SCIENTISTS" 125 Ft. 8mm—by M. M. * * *  
A series of pictures relating to the classroom, laboratory, and individual project activities of an Eastern high school physics class, this film was virtually a collection of scenes that could have been pictured just as effectively with a still camera.

Continuity: Film opens with general shot of laboratory and students studying a certain phase of physics. This was followed by a few scenes depicting a class excursion to the city water works. Then a series of shots was shown of individual students with their various projects made during the year.

Unfamiliar as we are with the normal procedure of a high school physics class, we nevertheless suggest a few ideas that would have brought continuity into this excellent record film. Open with the class coming into the laboratory and taking their regular desks. Choose a simple demonstration, typical perhaps of a classroom or laboratory session, and show the instructor with one or two students staging the demonstration with title: "Now the Embryo Scientists Do the Experiment Themselves," followed by the general shot of heads bent industriously over desk problems, or closeups with physics equipment. Instead of trying to take in the entire laboratory schedule for the year, this film would have improved his reel by limiting his continuity to a single phase, treating it carefully and completely with plenty of closeups. Then by breaking into the field trip sequence with another subtitle: "All Is Not Book Learning . . . We Study Physics in Action." A shot of the water works tower carrying the name on it would be sufficient to identify the locale without further title introduction to the excursion sequence. "We Translate Our Learning into Practice" would be a good title for pictures of project work, which should show in process of construction, each student actually working on his device.

Tilting: Absence of even the minimum number of subtitles to explain the various activity pictures in the film leaves the uninitiated viewer without much basis on which to recognize many of the scientific phases pictured. A few words of explanation would have enhanced each sequence and made the film of general interest. Unnecessary for class consumption, titles are essential to understanding for others who see the movies.

Photography: The film is to be commended on using a tripod and a good exposure meter. His films benefited thereby. Using a Keystone 8 with f:1.9 lens, he achieved generally excellent results, although in a few cases he failed to secure sharp focus.

Remarks: With a little more plan-
nning in advance for continuity, and more subtitles to explain the action, "Embryo Scientists" would be of considerably more value to audiences outside the classroom. Embracing activities of the entire class, the film was of undoubted worth to the students.

"THE DELLS OF THE WISCONSIN RIVER" 200 ft. 8mm Koda.—By A. M. ++ * * *

Marked by splendid photography and excellent titling, this picture nevertheless was lacking in the variety which would give it universal appeal in sustained interest throughout.

Continuity: Picture opens with scene at the ticket office and boat house of the excursion company which takes parties up this spectacular gorge of the Wisconsin river. Continuity was assured by following the itinerary of the excursion, noting the interesting historical and natural phenomena seen along the way and on short stops. Each stop and special point of interest was adequately explained by brief subtitles.

Editing: An excellent means was used by this filmmaker to return the party to the boat after each stop. He cut in a shot of water curling past the boat's prow. In general, it would be suggested that too much footage was included of the rather uninteresting parts of this 6-mile gorge, where nothing of interest was to be seen except blue water and green slopes. Only bad note was the great number of fogged frames which definitely should be deleted.

Titleing: Perfectly exposed and brilliantly phrased for succinct expression that stimulated the imagination, the titles composed of white Knight title letters on a blue background carried continuity and interest in exceptional fashion.

Photography: Exposure obviously was judged by meter, for every scene was well exposed. The filmmaker did an exceptional job of steady camera holding, considering limitations of space on the boat which prevented use of tripod. Introduced by a subtitle: "Millions of years of weathering have caused many weird rock formations," a series of silhouetted shots of these gigantic forms marked a highlight in good photography. One stop at a Winnebago Indian exhibit offered opportunity for colorful scenes of people wearing Indian head-dresses.

Remarks: In general, it would be suggested that a desirable improvement would have been shots of persons in the party and their reactions to sights of the trip. The filmmaker evidently was cramped for space on the boat, but it would have offered considerably appeal to cut back from a scene of rock formations to faces of persons on the boat to show their reaction.

Make 'em interesting...!
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those of our own sons and daughters' through school, Sunday school, Cub Scouts, Girl Reserves, and kindred activities. As we film subjects of this kind, our movie making skill increases and there comes a realization that our movie hobby is fulfilling a useful purpose.

If there is no competent or experienced cameraman available or willing to give the time and service to clubs or organizations, the beginning amateur has a valuable opportunity to improve his own skill and at the same time be of aid to a social unit of which he may be a part. For instance, the manner of staging a day camp can be made clear to a large number of earnest Cub Scout workers through filming such a camp in action. Timidity or modesty should not deter the beginner from attempting such a task. Just shoot, and the eyes of the potential audience will not be too critical.

Vast personal satisfaction is afforded in this use of the camera hobby. In the first place, the picture will produce results. No amount of cut-and-dried lecturing can get over the "togetherness" of Cub Scouting as forcefully as a cine fan's movie of, perhaps, two tallow-haired Cubs reaching together for the high notes in the opening of a song. No one has to diagram the spiritual fulfillment of a scene that tugs at the heartstrings—a shot of a son as he snaps to attention with his brother Cubs in a last salute to the Flag. This is but an inkling of the satisfaction that comes to the movie amateur whose circle of filming activity extends beyond the doings of his immediate family.

Nor is that all. Naturally in the making of this type of movie, our skill is going to increase. Our reels will progress from "bad" to "not-so-bad," and ultimately to the "excellent" class. And there is certain to come a day when some group will seek us out to do the photography on a project picture for which they will furnish the film.

When confronted with such a proposition, some amateurs may shy away with the feeling that it wouldn't be fair to attempt a venture in which they might spoil a lot of film. That feeling is usually unjustified by results. The group, of course, should be told frankly that the amateur is a beginner but they should also understand his usual
batting average is to produce a finished reel of the length they want.

After a complete understanding has been reached between both parties, the amateur wades into his assignment only to find that he is not spoiling film. The challenge of working with material brought by somebody else makes for careful planning and he just doesn’t take any pictures without exercising painstaking care with all factors that make for good films.

In order to come out even with the film, the cine fan will find advance planning essential. That eventually leads to script writing; working out in advance what is to be filmed when and where; and how many feet of film will be required for each sequence.

Then, almost inevitably, the picture assignment leads the filmmaker to recognize the value of a running comment to enhance the story. Out of this realization comes experimentation and success in making synchronized recordings to give the production a Hollywood polish.

Although it may sound difficult to the beginner, one step leads to another so easily and logically that the making of home movies becomes a type of hobby with relaxation within easy reach of every individual. In the days ahead, such an absorbing hobby will be of untold value in keeping personal morale on keel.

I am not talking from the heights of long years of experience with amateur movies. Five years ago my camera was shining new at the Christmas season. Yet in those five years it has been put through some exciting paces. Besides numerous neighborhood films, there have been Cub Scout films, a sequence for an act in the Varsity Revue when a neighbor boy appealed for help and numerous small reels. When members of an organization to which I belonged were seeking ways to make money, I filmed their children in the story of Cinderella. Another member told the story in poetry and through a recording we made it a “sound” movie.

I made shots of Willkie’s Phoenix appearance, which I sandwiched into a general Western American travel reel already completed, and showed it in each of the Spanish American precincts in Tucson during the last presidential election campaign. The political results were, of course, sour—but the personal ones were not.

Each summer for the past three years I have done the photography and editing on a 400-foot Kodachrome film recording some phase of rushing activities for the Theta Upsilon chapter of Delta Delta Delta sorority at University of Tulsa.

And if anybody had predicted, five years ago, the fun and creative satisfaction that was to come to me through use of my movie camera, I wouldn’t have believed it.

---

Movie of the Month

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it "The Movie of the Month." This movie is given a detailed review and a special award is given the maker.

This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for rejudging with those films submitted especially for the contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941

MARCH: "Home Town," produced by West W. Champion, Fresno, Calif. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length, with sound on disc recording.

APRIL: "Fledglings," produced by Dudley Porter, Beverly Hills, Calif. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 150 feet in length.


JULY: "Within These Hills," produced by J. Glenn Mitchell, Joplin, Missouri. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length, with sound on disc recording.

AUGUST: "Dedication," produced by Alex W. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

SEPTEMBER: "Through the Window Pane," produced by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.


DECEMBER: "Do It Again, Harry," produced by Herman Bartel, New Rochelle, New York. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length.

1942

JANUARY: "Latitude 26," produced by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.

What beginners should know...
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Short focal length lenses are not recommended for taking extreme or “ultra” closeup shots, inasmuch as the sharper perspective has a tendency to distort the image. Used in making titles, wide angle lenses can be employed successfully in making “zoom” shots without the necessity of running the camera so far up the track of the titling outfit, as would be required with use of a standard lens. This is because the title would enlarge more rapidly or at a greater ratio for every inch the camera moved away from or toward the title card. Still another interesting feature is the fact a wide angle lens will, because of the sharper perspective obtained, produce a deeper three dimensional effect in block titling letters.

Otherwise, the wide angle lens gives the effect secured by making the picture with a regular lens at a greater distance from the subject, but with somewhat different perspective.

Lenses of long focal length, i.e., those classified as telephotos, aid our camera just as we aid our eyes in using field glasses or binoculars — they give the effect of having made the shot from a point much nearer the subject. Angle of field is narrowed and less of the subject is included, but detail is larger. The greater the focal length of a telephoto lens, the greater the magnification of the picture. Therefore, the farther an object is from the camera, or the smaller it is, the greater the focal length of the telephoto lens required to bring that object to full size on the screen.

Telephotos are useful in filming such subjects as wild life, inaccessible detail in architecture, and sports events — subjects which cannot be approached close enough to film with a regular lens.

With the very long focal length telephoto lenses, such as the 6 inch (16 mm.) or 3 inch (8 mm.) the shortening up of an object such as an automobile going away from or towards the camera is so great as to be quite noticeable. Therefore it is best not to use a longer focal length telephoto lens than is necessary. The popular size is 3 inch (16 mm.) or 1½ inch (8 mm.), as this size gives a good degree of magnification without making the perspective of the picture unduly inaccurate.

A tripod or solid support should always be used with a telephoto lens, as any movement of the camera is magnified on the screen, just as the subject itself is magnified.

There are other purposes, too, for which a telephoto may be used. In a garden scene, flowers in the background will appear larger than usual and thus provide an interesting setting for a figure in the foreground, since the perspective of this lens is not so sharp as with shorter focal length lenses.

The telephoto is also useful in permitting the taking of a close-up immediately after a medium shot, all without moving the camera or subject position. This is particularly effective and simple when the camera is equipped with a lens turret, which permits quick change of lenses.

A telephoto lens tends to make objects appear closer together than does a standard lens, providing the objects are grouped and not strung across the picture scene. This may be studied to advantage by making a shot of a street lined with telephone poles. The poles will appear relatively close together, compared to the way they would appear if photographed with a standard or wide angle lens. This is interesting because there are times when this effect can prove useful.

While a telephoto lens is a valuable item of equipment, great care must be exercised in their purchase to insure getting one of good quality. Compared to the average one-inch or wide angle lens, it is said there is a greater tendency for telephotos to be inherently shy on reproduction quality.

Next month the third article of this series will dwell on the subjects of film and splicing.

Film speeds...
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cal film ratings can be published — accurate because the tests are performed under measurable conditions with scientific equipment and by experienced men.

These tests on motion picture films are repeated about three times a year for each film to make sure that the speed of the film is not changing. A further check is made by purchasing films from dealer stocks all over the country. These films are sent to the laboratory and sensitometric tests performed on each one. This enables Weston to determine the influences of age and geographical location on film speeds.

Next to the studio, we find several
dark rooms. Provision is made for both the exposure and development of still films under constant conditions. Let us examine the exposure room first. The main object which attracts our eye is a large, precisely shaped black box called an intensity scale densitometer. This instrument duplicates almost exactly the action of film in a camera. The sensitized material is exposed for 1/20th of a second in contact with a very carefully calibrated gray wedge. This exposure is very carefully controlled by use of synchronous motor, so that its actual value is known to several decimal places. The intensity of the light is measured by means of electrical instruments. It is a very ingenious device providing agitation in all three dimensions. Its action is exactly the same each time it is used, and hence the error which might be introduced through agitation technique is eliminated. The actual device is a thermos-like bottle into which the film is placed on a hanger and then, by merely pressing a button, the bottle is rotated and moved up and down in the horizontal plane.

Needless to say, the temperature at which the developing bath is operated, is very carefully controlled. As a matter of fact it is within a fraction of a degree of 20°C. The three samples are developed for different lengths of time in order to provide three different "gammas," or degrees of contrast.

It is a well known fact that excessive use of a fixing bath will tend to bleach a film or print. Therefore, the length of time the films are allowed to stay in the fixing bath is very carefully watched. After washing for a standard length of time in a wash water at 20°C, the films are hung up to dry in a dust free, air conditioned room. Each step of the gray wedge to which the films are exposed provides a corresponding step on the film sample. Therefore, the new gray wedge which was the initial sample of the film is measured by means of a transmission densitometer. This instrument measures the ability of a negative to let light pass through it.

Since the exposure can easily be determined by knowing the density values for the initial calibrated wedge, and the intensity and exposure time of the exposing light, two values for each step in the gray wedge are calculated; one, the exposure in terms of meter-candle-seconds, and the other, the density of the negative in density units. From this information a curve is plotted showing the characteristics of that particular film. This is called the H & D curve. Curves are plotted of all three samples of the film, and the result is a family of curves showing a given film developed to different degrees of contrast. From these characteristic curves and through the use of mathematics, Weston engineers are able to obtain their first value for the film rating. This test is repeated several times to be absolutely sure of the results and naturally is carried through for most daylight and tungsten light qualities.

Since film ratings are standards, the equipment, chemicals and procedures must be very carefully controlled. All the dark rooms are air conditioned so that the humidity and temperature are always the same. Even the electricity needed for the operation of the densitometer and densitometer is very carefully measured so that there will be a check on variations due to line fluctuation.

From our hosts, the Weston engineers, we learn a number of interesting things about film speeds. We are informed that a number of variables enter into the speed of film. The principal one is developing technique. If developers other than the ones recommended by the film manufacturer are used, or the films are developed for a shorter or longer length of time than recommended, the rating will be different from that listed. Since many photographers have their own pet developers and their own methods of using them, Weston ratings for still films are published in several ways.
There's a Coupon at the Bottom

of this column that will bring you added enjoyment in your movie making hobby. It's your bid to join a grand organization of movie amateurs, THE REEL FELLOWS

All sorts of advantages immediately become available to aid you on your glorious trip to more fun, friends, knowledge, economy, prestige and standing in the ranks of non-professional movie makers—when you join THE REEL FELLOWS

First you sign the coupon below and send it in to headquarters with one dollar. It is just as simple as that. Then you receive a gold pin, the emblem of the organization which introduces you to every other member on sight. Also an insignia for your camera which labels your equipment. Your membership card completes the credential package you receive just as soon as your application has been received by THE REEL FELLOWS

Yes, if you own a camera and have the slightest spark of enthusiasm in your blood, you owe it to yourself to join today. Then watch that spark explode and free those pent-up emotions of your being to do things—shooting for "The Movie of the Month" and the many other awards available to all members of THE REEL FELLOWS

---

What to film in New Mexico...
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group numbers showing the speed range through which a film can be used. For example, a group number of 100 would mean that the film could be used at 80, 100, and 125 depending upon the photographer's own technique.

Motion picture films have but a single speed and no group number because the usual amateur 16 mm and 8 mm films have their development controlled by the manufacturers. Therefore, the variables of processing are not present. The possible exception to this, we learn, is positive film when used for home reversal. The Weston engineers rate all standard positive 16 mm. stock at 10 daylight, 2.5 tungsten when the film is processed in D 11 developer and used for titles. When it is reversed, the rating will change and the movie maker will have to determine his own speed by testing the film at several speeds using 10 daylight-2.5 tungsten as a starting point.

Weston's engineers also have a word or two to say about the fancy fine-grain developers. Instead of increasing the speed as is often claimed, these solutions usually reduce film speed to 1/5 or 1/6 of the full rating. We are most earnestly assured that the age of miracles is past—there is no such thing as a fine-grain developer which increases film speeds!

In this hasty trip through the Weston sensitometric laboratory, we saw a lot of scientific equipment, and the evidences of much labor and research. The results are accurate, reliable film ratings that can be and are depended upon by everyone in the photographic world from the beginners to the professionals.

---

The Great White Sands, a national monument. Here is one of nature's strangest phenomena—even in New Mexico, land of the strange and unusual. The White Sands are almost one hundred percent pure gypsum, a thirty-mile desert white as snow.

The scant vegetation at the edges of the White Sands disappears on the interior, leaving an area as devoid of life as the Sahara itself. Even the field mouse wears a coat as white as ermine, and insects are of lighter hue. But rainfall produces strange lakes, sometimes crimson red.

The prevailing westerly wind has piled the sands into great dunes ranging from 10 to 60 feet in height. This gargantuan sandpile covers some 176,000 acres, and the National Park Service gives this tip to cinefilers: "Your movies will be better if you arrange to show the shadows, otherwise there will be little contrast." Sundown is the ideal time of day to "shoot" the dunes.

Among the other interesting National Monuments in New Mexico are Aztec Ruins, Bandelier, Chaco Canyon, Gila Cliff Dwellings—all of these being remnants of a pre-historic civilization believed to have reached its height between 900 and 1100 A.D. With the exception of the Gila, these National Monuments are accessible by car over good highways.

Some of these ruins are in an excellent state of preservation and excavation has restored them to at least the outline of their former glory. To the photographer who has a leaning toward archaeology, they offer an opportunity to make a first-hand study and to come
away with a permanent movie record of an Indian civilization unparalleled in the annals of history in North America.

If the movie fan would combine photographic research with pleasure, the Gila Cliff Dwellings offer a pack trip into the Gila Wilderness Area, where an unrivalled panorama of virgin scenery unfolds in one of the largest "wild" regions in the country.

In the sandstone cliffs of El Morro National Monument in western New Mexico are inscribed the records of the early intrepid Spanish explorers. The earliest inscription is dated 1605, and the latest 1774. Hundreds of other equally interesting carvings commemorate visits of explorers, emigrants, and other historical figures.

But El Morro, popularly known as Inscription Rock, was not only a haven for the early Spaniards. On the top of this fortress-like rock are the ruins of ancient pueblos, built about 1400 A.D. El Morro alone could provide a vacation full of interest for the movie amateur.

Capulin Mountain is a recently extinct volcano cone, almost perfect in symmetry. The cone rears up 1,500 feet from a base about 1½ miles in diameter. From the top the photographer may "shoot" into five states—Oklahoma, Colorado, Texas, Kansas, New Mexico. Sometimes Pike's Peak, 200 miles away is visible on an extremely clear sky.

About the time the Pilgrims were landing at Plymouth Rock, Spanish padres in New Mexico were constructing Gran Quivira Mission to serve the great pueblo of the Piro Indians, a tribe now extinct. The small older church is now in ruinous condition, but the "new" church, begun in 1649 and never completely finished, still lifts its massive walls to a 40-foot height in places.

This is the eighth National Monument in New Mexico.

Historians have called Gran Quivira "The City That Died of Fear," and this statement is essentially correct. The pueblo lay near the eastern extremity of the territory of the peaceful farming pueblos. About 1670, attacks by the fiercer plains and nomadic Indian tribes became so severe that the priests were forced to leave, never to return. Here again is an opportunity for the movie photographer to spend an interesting time to compile unusual shots of authentic historical record—and scenic beauty.

In the eighteen living Indian Pueblos in New Mexico, life flows along peacefully, little changed from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when the Spaniards first came into the Southwest. The Pueblos themselves, their adobe walls presenting an architectural picture unique in our modern United States, are worth photographic study.

But the most spectacular sight among the Indians are their dances and ceremonial. These strange rites, dating to a pagan origin lost in antiquity, are presented as supplications to the gods for favors. Some of the ceremonial are secret in nature, but others are open to the public. The cine photographer should make arrangements with the governor of the pueblo before taking pictures of any kind, however, and there is no set charge for shooting movies at the pueblos if permission is granted. Assessments may run from $1 upward, depending upon the number of Indians appearing in the scenes, and the type of action to be photographed.

Among the reservation Indians are the Mescalero and Jicarilla Apaches, the Southern Utes and the Navajos. The latter tribe is probably best known for its handicraft, which includes the famous Navajo rugs and hand-fashioned jewelry of silver. The Navajo hogan (dwelling) presents an interesting photographic subject. The scenery on the Navajo reservation is without equal.

Charges for making movies and still photos among the Navajos vary, depending upon the scene and the individuals concerned. Arrangements for shooting Navajo ceremonials should be made with the medicine men and clan leaders. Permission may or may not be granted for some ceremonials.

New Mexico's National Forests lie mostly in the high mountain areas. The highest range in the state is the Sangre de Cristo, where the peaks soar to 13,000 feet above sea level. Lumbering operations, cool, clear, trout streams, dude ranches, unexcelled hunting and fishing areas—all of these lie tucked away in the confines of the great tim-

**The Automatic Splice Marker and Brilliant Viewer**

The Baia Motion Picture Engineering Co.

166Victor Avenue

Highland Park, Mich.

8mm MOVIE TITLES Easy to Make! at Low Cost!

Snappy titles will put zip into your films. Get this titleer. Write, print or draw your titles on a card, and "shoo." Easy. No fuss or bother. When ordering state make of camera.

(6mm only) Resist. Resist Turret, Keystone, 13, 13, $1.50, Two-1, $1.00, Two-13, $3.00, $19.49

BULK MOVIE FILM Great money saver. Try it. Get bulk spools for your film dollars. 100 ft. $8.10, 500 ft. $41.75, 1000 ft. $81.50.

HINTS ON HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR OWN MOVIE FILM

It's easy! Just send $1.50 for illustrated instruction book, complete with formulas and tank films for building your own home processing works.

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS ADDRESS

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.

118 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

8mm FILM SLITTER

Slits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width. Die cast body, hardened steel cutting wheels. Will not scratch film. Precision built. Price $2.50

Ralph V. Haile & Associates

215 Walnut St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Write Us For Photo Equipment

MONOCOLOR double-8mm and single-8mm films for all cameras. In bulk, or spooled ready for use.

Our Latest Catalogue Mailed to You Promptly. Send Name and Address to ESO-S PICTURES

"One Stop Service" 3945 Central St. Kansas City, Mo.
Film LIBRARIES

Where to buy and rent home movie films

More amateurs are deriving greater pleasure from their home projectors by regularly screening some of the fine 8mm. and 16mm. reductions of professionally produced motion pictures. The swing toward "whole evening show" home movie programs is gaining tremendous momentum with the result that important photo dealers everywhere maintain extensive libraries of 8mm. and 16mm. film subjects which may be rented or purchased outright.

To guide our readers in the selection of an evening show, HOME MOVIES will present here each month, suggested Movie Menus—well rounded programs of movies suitable for every member of the family. Listed, too, are some of the nation's important dealers who maintain film libraries for their customers' convenience and who invite you to consult with them regarding your movie show needs.

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD
Edwards Camera Exchange
1269—15th St.

HOLLYWOOD
Metro Camera Shop
2303 Sunset Blvd.

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro St.

KANSAS
WICHITA
Lewis Film Exchange
216 East 1st St.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Eber's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
Swank's Motion Pictures
620 North Skinker Blvd.

BUFFALO
Movies for the Home
211 Main St.

NEW YORK
Walter O. Guthorn, Inc.
25 West 45th St.
Huber & Fink, Inc.
1824 Warren St.
M. E. Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.
National Cinema Service
69 Eyst.

OHIO
DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Heborn Ave.

Pennsylvania
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South 4th St.

Wisconsin
MILWAUKEE
Photobart House
844 North Plankinton Ave.

SUGGESTED MOVIE MENU FOR FEBRUARY


ber areas. Here again is the making of a photographic holiday.

When the Spanish padres came into New Mexico in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries they immediately began building great mission churches to serve the Indians. During the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 many of the massive structures were destroyed, only to be rebuilt within the next two decades. Some of the original missions were preserved, and they are to be seen in daily use today. Characteristic are the massive walls, heavily buttressed, and the shadowy interiors, sometimes richly decorated with santos and other religious relics.

The early churches of New Mexico as a whole, a century and a half older than the Missions of California, constitute a historical and religious record, and a monument to the faith and zeal of their builders, equal to anything in the New World. Sun and shadow join with the photographer to capture a picture both impressive and unique.

Among other historical spots worth investigation by the photographer is the old Palace of the Governors, which still stands on the plaza at Santa Fe, New Mexico, America's oldest capital city. The Palace of the Governors was built in 1610, and today serves as the New Mexico State Museum, where the archives are filled with historical records of this, the oldest section of the United States.

Such great man-made projects as Avalon Dam, Elephant Butte Dam, Alamogordo Dam, and Conchas Dam, where waters of the rivers have been harnessed to aid man in making the desert bloom with irrigation are worthy of camera study. There are also such natural wonders as lava flows, hot springs, ice caves, and many others.

Such remnants of modern history when the days of the Old West were being written with blazing six-shooters and Indian war whoops are still to be seen in New Mexico. The ruins of the old Santa Fe Trail still course over the prairies, and the ruins of Old Fort Union, once the greatest outpost in the west, lie mouldering in the sun and in the shadow of the Turley Mountains.

Tucked away in the rolling foothills of the northern Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico are tiny Spanish-American villages, where customs are little changed from the time of the first colonists in the seventeenth century. Fiestas mean gay times among these people, but even their everyday life presents an old world touch amid the hustle and bustle of a modern civilization.

Most Spanish-American fiestas welcome the public, but the photographer will avoid any misunderstanding by first explaining what he intends to shoot. Usually a village mayor-domo is the proper authority to speak to. In rare instances a charge for filming a fiesta may be made, but generally speaking the visitor is welcome as a guest during the celebration.

For sheer action and drama, the camera fan need look no further than New Mexico's colorful cattle country, where cowboys still ride the range as they did a century ago. The livestock industry is big business here, and the roundup, branding and shipping seasons provide an unlimited opportunity to capture the authentic flavor of this salty range activity.

Out of the cattle business has come the rodeo, and no more spectacular circuit is in operation than New Mexico's. From early spring until late fall, rodeos spell the common denominator of land and entertainment, even on the dude ranches. Thrills, chills, and spills are in store for the camera enthusiast in the dust of the rodeo arena.

The camera fan need be no finished artist to capture this color, this strange and enchanting picture that is New Mexico the year around. In summer the paths of adventure are endless over good roads. In autumn comes a glorious season throughout the state, crystal clear, with the landscape flooded with unbelievable color. In winter, the havens of summer visitors are alive with the squeak of skis, toboggans and sleds over the thrilling downhill drops, covered with crisp snow in the high country.

The movie amateur also may be interested to know that the cloud effects in New Mexico are without equal. A red or yellow filter will capture this added beauty, but even the bare camera lens cannot miss it all. Shoot for the clouds and the result will gladden the heart of the rankest of amateurs.

Reel Fellows...

- Continued from Page 52

group, an official Charter will be issued for a 100% Reel Fellows club. Reel Fellows Clubs are sprouting up everywhere. Many amateur cine clubs who formerly operated under another name have changed the name of their organization to Reel Fellows upon receipt of their charter.

Any Reel Fellow interested in Chapter organization is invited to write the secretary for further information.
These title cards, which are a regular feature of Home Movies each month, are designed especially for use with typewriter titles or any home-made titler that will photograph at a distance of 8 inches. Save all of them for future use. Cut them out and paste on 3"x5" file cards, using rubber cement.

By Edmund Turner
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

- **BASS SAYS:** Cine leadership displayed more than ever by magnificent choice of fine equipment.
  - USED CAMERAS
    - 8mm Bell & Howell Single 8, F.3.5 lens, with case, $22.50.
    - 8mm Keystone, F.2.7 lens, with case, $27.50.
    - 8mm Bell & Howell Sportster, Cooke F.2.5 lens, $37.50.
    - 16mm Bell & Howell 70A, Cooke 3.5 lens, $44.50.
    - 16mm Victor, 3, Dallmeyer F.2.9, $47.50.
    - 16mm Bell & Howell Magazine Model 141, $40.00.
    - 16mm Kodak Cine Magazine, F.1.9 lens, $92.00.
    - 16mm Simplex Magazine Pockets, Kodak, F.1.9 lens focusing mount, optical finder, with 3.5uho Meyer Telegraph interchangeable, $89.50.
    - 16mm Model Film Model 121, Cooke F.1 lens, case, $74.50.
    - 16mm Bell & Howell Autoload Master Turret outfit, 15mm, fixed focus F.2.7 wide angle, 1" F.2.9 focusing, 2" Acoula Telel F.2.8 focusing, $241.50.
    - 16mm Movikon, Sonnar F.4, coupled range finder, with case, $375.00.

- **USED PROJECTORS**
  - 16mm Bell & Howell Model 57A, reconditioned, $47.50.
  - 16mm Bell & Howell Model 57GC, 375 watt lamp, variable resistance and volt meter, case, $45.00.
  - 16mm Ampro Model NC, 750 watt lamp and case, $32.00.
  - 16mm Kodascope Model EE, 750 watt lamp, $50.00.

- **USED SOUND PROJECTORS**
  - Victor Anaphotophone Model 33, 750 watt lamp, 10 watt output, 1600 ft. with speaker and case, $217.50.
  - Victor Anaphotophone Model 40A, new condition, 750 watt lamp, 20 watt output, with case, $397.50.
  - RCA PC-260, 1600 ft. capacity, 500 watt, complete, $397.90.

Limited Number: Discontinued new model

- CAM and 1.0, animated, Editor, Splicer and Rewind. Regularly $31.50, our price, $23.65.
- In stock—all the hard to get cameras and projectors including Filmaspheres, Ampro KD's and Ampro 8's.

**JULY OUT-** CARPENTER's revised Cine price list covering largest assortment in the country including all the above equipment. BASS COMPANY, DEPT. NC, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.

- **8MM-16MM Sound and Silent Projectors.**
  - Ready. Will ship 3c each in trade for used, 50c 8mm projection reels. Ask for our catalogue. Ship prepaid. ESO-5, Chicago.

WANTED

- **WANTED—16mm, silent film, any subject, editor, 4'' film, $37.50.**
  - **AMPO or Bell & Howell film projector in good condition, F.1.6 lens, will pay up to $35.00 cash. Also, 15mm 1/5 1/50 Wollensak telephoto for Revere 8, $15.00.**
  - **JOE RICE, 5033 Inadale Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.**

- **FIDELYTONE dual turntable with three pick-up, prefer without amplifier, new or used, write full description and lowest cash price. A. A. HEBERT, 63 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.**

- **8MM 16MM projector owner! Will buy any of your subjects cash or exchange. Highest prices. ABBE FILMS, 1256 Broadway, N. Y. C.**

- **NOTICE! We're back 5c each in trade for used 50c 8mm projection reels. Ask for our catalogue. Ship prepaid. ESO-5, 3945 Central Kansas Ave., Missouri.**

FILMS

- **THE QUALITY of your movies depends mostly upon the processing and types of film used. If your film is dull, your film is getting positive film which was not manufactured for camera use. We have worked five years in perfecting our processing and we have killed the last bug. 100' 16mm, $2.50; 70mm, $1.00 including processing, daylight loading, CINE STUDIO, 3720 So. Figueroa, Los Angeles, Calif.**

- **8MM FILM, including processing, daylight loading, non-halation, 16mm, Weston, 12; 85c; Weston, 24-16, $1.25; Weston, 64-40, $1.50.**
  - **BUYER FILM SERVICE, 625 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.**

TITLING

- **TITLING LETTERS that give you professional results. Pin letter and sand letter back letters. Complete sets available $4.75 up. Write for descriptive literature. Ask about Santa Clara, Turkey and other little utilities. Big variety of large size and varied style letters can be purchased by the letter to fill all titling needs. MITTEN LETTER CO., Redlands, Calif.**

- **TITLING and close-up lens kit—six supplementary lenses of 16", 18", 20", 24", 32" and 40" focal lengths. Can be used on all titlers which provide for interchange of lenses. Also for general close-up photography. Complete kit, $300. Separate lenses, 60c each. Also available in 6", 8" and 12" focal lengths for ultracloseup shots. HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS CO., 3221 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif.**

SALES AGENTS


- **NEW COLOR TRANSCAPACITIES and motion pictures of Southwest Indian ceremonies and homes and life. Lectures. E. P. HUNT, Stanford University, Calif.**

- **8MM BEN TURPIN slapstick! If you like the old time slapstick comedies of 20 years ago, starring Ben, Jack, Buck, and Laurel, and others, join our Movie-A Month Club. This month the two reel Ben Turpin laugh riot titles. "Stop Fishing" directed on 35mm to 8 mm, so the quality is exception- able. Approximate price $3.25, or $40 per reel. Written money-back guar- antee with every order. No. C/O SONY CINEMA, 3720 So. Figueroa, Los Angeles.**

- **8MM FILMS! Castle releases, 50 ft., 160 ft. New prints. Good used prints, Sales, Exchanges, Trade-ins, RIEDEL FILMS, Dept. HM-242, 2221 W 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio.**

- **SOUND and Silent Films exchanged, bought, sold. Bargain always. New Free lists. FRANK LANE, 3 Little Big, Boston, Mass.**

- **HOLLYWOOD productions galore! Hundreds to choose from! Buy bulk. Bargain lists yours for the asking. ERWIN'S CINE LABOR-ATORIES, Ellentown, Pa.**

- **8, 16MM films bought, sold, exchanged. Silent-sound subjects, $2.00 up. ORES, Catalog, sample free. INTERNATIONAL, 2120 Strauss, Brooklyn, N. Y.**

- **NOW! Sensational new Kodachrome films, 8-16MM, including starting Walton Hula Girls. Also 140 BW subjects, 60 cents, up. Lists. STAPLE, JENKINS, 392, Elmwood, N. Y.**

- **PASSION PLAY, 8mm, complete, $2.94. 16MM sound edition, $32.94. In all languages, many exciting bargains. ART- CRAFT, Hammond Blvd., Hammond, Indiana.**

- **EXCHANGE your old 8mm for brand new cameras, carts, adhesives. Mail us your list. ABBE FILMS, 1265 Broadway, New York.**


- **8-16MM Films—FREE catalog with sample film, 10C. PARKWAY EXCHANGE, 961 East Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.**

- **YOURS for the asking? New mammals 40 page film rental catalogue—silent, sound, 8mm, and 16mm. Forward your name and address to NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE, 69 N. 3rd St., N. Y., C.**

PROCESSING SERVICE

- **MULTION PICTURE processing: 100' 16mm, 75c; 50' 16mm, 50c; 25' 8mm, 25c; 25' 16mm. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 625 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.**

HOBBY BOOKS

**Are you a "Beginner" in the ranks of ama- teur movie makers? Would you like to know how to use your camera to the very best ad- vantage, yet avoid the mistakes and wasted film that so often results from lack of know- edge of fundamentals of cine camera opera- tion? Then order a copy of "How to Use Your Camera." Just 50c postpaid.**

- **Would you like to learn how to process your own movies so that you can buy inexpen- sive film in bulk? Look into "Process Home Movie Film." A book chock full of instructions and advice, it is complete, easy-to-understand plans for build- ing your own simple processing equipment. Sent postpaid for 50c.**

- **Would you like to learn how to make your own home movies without wasting un- needed exposure to—all about auxiliary lenses—little bit of information about the simple lamp & screen movie? Then send for "How to Title Home Movies." Price $1.00 postpaid.**

- **VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.**
We’re pretty proud of this book

WE thought How to Make Good Movies was a good book when we first brought it out. And we’ve tried to keep it an equally good book throughout its several modest re­vises and substantial new printings.

Changes have been made in copy and illustrations from printing to printing whenever necessary. Yet the bulk of the material in the 230 pages is essentially as it was when the book was first brought out—almost 125,000 copies ago!

At the left, below, are a few of the comments of its many readers. These—if by chance you have yet to read the volume—should recommend it to you if its popularity has failed to. And if you do have a copy of the book, suggest How to Make Good Movies to friends who are beginners at movie making. Consider its value, too, as a movie missionary...as the answer to that familiar query, “Tell me—are movies really as easy as some people say they are?” For this book not only contains hundreds upon hundreds of ideas for the man who has a camera, but is likewise an entertainingly written and readily digestible outline of movie technic and movie possibilities.

Over 200 pages—600 illustrations—HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES is still priced at $2 per copy. At your Cine-Kodak dealer’s.
Can You Answer These Questions?

The Eskimo's life is so hard that he seldom smiles or jokes. True or false?

It was proved in 1941 that naval power is no longer important. True or false?

In bowling, fast balls always knock down more pins than slow balls. True or false?

FIND OUT THE "MOVIQUIZ" WAY!

Play MOVIQUIZ

...a fascinating new game
...entertaining and educational
...for children and adults

How much do you, your children, and your friends know about America? About our great National Parks and other scenic wonders? About the world and its peoples? About history, current events, sports, and bird life?

Here's a delightful new way to measure that knowledge and, more important, to increase it tremendously...while having a lot of fun and good fellowship. Play Moviquiz!

HOW TO PLAY MOVIQUIZ

Go to your Filmo dealer and rent or purchase one or more B&H Moviquiz Films. The Moviquiz kit, including rules, question sheets, and answers, will be supplied at a cost of only 25 cents for each film.

Before projecting a film, have each participant check what he or she thinks are the correct answers to the Quiz Sheet questions. Then show the film, and listen for the expressions of elation (or otherwise) as the film reveals the true answers. Afterward, the papers may be graded and, if you wish, prizes may be awarded.

Play Moviquiz once, and you'll make it a regular feature of all gatherings in your home! You'll be amazed at how Moviquiz deepens children's interest in informative films...at how much more they learn, this stimulating new way.

YOU PICK YOUR QUIZ SUBJECTS

It's a good quiz technique, of course, to select subjects suitable for the age level and knowledge of those who play the game. So that you may follow this good practice, Bell & Howell offers Moviquiz Films in wide diversity...offers a group of films, with more to follow, under each of these classifications:

See America First • Our Colorful World • North American Birds • History and Current Events • Sports • Handicrafts and Hobbies

Stage your first Moviquiz this week end. See your Filmo dealer today.

Get These New Film Catalogs

Not only the Moviquiz Films, but thousands of other fine films for home movie programs, are described in these three new Filmosound Library Catalogs. Free to 16mm. sound projector owners; 25c each to others. Mark coupon for catalogs wanted.

What "All-gear Drive" Means in Filmo Projectors

When we say that Filmo Master 8mm. and 16mm. Projectors have all-gear drive, we mean that all power transmission, visible and invisible, is done without spring or chain belts. B&H construction like that pictured here frees you from handling oily reel-spindle belts, eliminates chains which wear, jerk, and become noisy, and gives you positive, quiet drive, always.

During manufacture, assembly, and testing of Filmo Projectors, 250 inspections assure meeting B&H standards of precision. Filmo Master Projector, 16mm., $169.60; 8mm., $116.25.

Why B&H Lamps Give a Bigger Money's Worth

A projection lamp rating of 1000, 750, or 500 watts doesn't guarantee delivery of the indicated light to your screen. As much as 1/3 of the light can be lost if the lamp filament is not centered in the projector optical system. Filament location varies as much as 3/16-inch from the ideal! That's a tremendous variation, for the filament area is only 1/32-inch square.

B&H lamps are no better than others when we get them. But B&H inspection rejects all except the best. In the machine shown here, each accepted lamp is placed with its filament in the ideal location, and clamped there. Then the machine brazes the B&H pre-focusing ring to the lamp base. Thus each lamp is a custom job, "tailored" for your Filmo!

A lamp so prepared can't be put into a Filmo Projector in any but the one position where all its useful light will be available for the screen. That's why Filmo Projectors and B&H lamps give you the light you pay for!

Filmosound "Utility"

For showing sound films at home. Presents 16mm. silent films, too—a real, all-purpose projector. Ask your dealer for a demonstration, and for a trade-in allowance on your silent projector.

Bell & Howell Company
1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Please send complete details about: ( ) Moviquiz Films ( ) 8mm. projectors ( ) 16mm. silent projectors ( ) Filmosounds. Send catalogs of 16mm. films: ( ) educational: ( ) religious: ( ) sound: ( ) recreational: ( ) make. ( ) own: ( ) silent

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Send Coupon for Complete Information

HOME MOVIES

March • 1942

LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY AMATEUR MOVIE MAGAZINE!
VISIT TODAY'S BATTLEFRONTS!

A thrill for every Projector owner in these timely films!

CHINA AT THE FRONT

If you want to see in thrilling action the kind of an army that's held Japan at bay for four years, the army that's destined to turn the tide of war in the Pacific, it's vividly portrayed in authentic battle scenes in "China at the Front" available in 16mm only.

400 Ft. 16mm. ONLY - - $12.00
Specify No. 296-C When Ordering.

OLD MANILA

Scenes of Manila before the invasion by Japan is pictured in this timely film. Includes scenes of all Gen.麦克阿瑟 and his forces are fighting valiantly to recapture. A well photographed and highly informative motion picture.

400 Ft. 16mm. ONLY - - $12.00
Specify No. 499-C When Ordering.

Free Demonstration

Your dealer will gladly screen these Hollywood Home Movies for you and obtain on special order any of the films listed in our catalog. For FREE catalogs of latest 8 mm. and 16 mm. Hollywood Home Movies releases, send us your dealer's name and address and indicate films in which you're interested.

Never a Dull Moment...

When You Screen Donald Duck Cartoons!

They're the spice of any home movie program—entertaining for young and old. The following are just a few of the new series of Donald Duck cartoons made available for release in 8 mm. and 16 mm:

Donald the Auto Mechanic.........................913-A
Donald Duck in The Ham Actor.....................914-A
Donald Duck's Outing...........................1551-A
Donald Duck in Ducking Out......................1552-A
Donald Duck's Buzz Saw Battle...................1554-A
Donald Duck's Trained Seals.....................1557-A
Donald Duck in Off Balance......................1558-A

100-Foot — 16mm. — $3.00
50-Foot — 8mm. — 1.50

"Build A Library of Animated Cartoons"
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Information PLEASE

Exposure Meter (John T. Barlow, Colorado Springs, Colo.)

Q. Although my new cine camera seems to have a dependable exposure guide attached to it, I hear and read a great deal about electric exposure meters. What additional advantage is offered by these meters?

A. As you progress with your movie making, naturally you will learn of many gadgets and accessories designed to make your hobby more interesting and successful. Perhaps the most important is the electric exposure meter and its value becomes important just as soon as you begin to shoot indoor movies or scenes or subjects where the general exposure terms of your camera guide do not apply.

Your camera exposure guide is satisfactory for general outdoor filming, but when you make shots of subjects in shaded spots, or under adverse light conditions, the electric exposure meter will give a more correct reading, enabling you to achieve more consistent exposure in all of your shots.

Filter Facts (H. H. Mammick, Albuquerque, N. Mex.)

Q. I’m interested in using filters, but there seems to be so many different colors and they’re marked by seemingly meaningless symbols that I’m a little confused as to what filters to select and just what they will do for my movie photography.

A. Before you start to use filters, better get a book on the subject and read up on filters and their uses or refer to the several articles on the subject which have appeared in earlier issues of Home Movies. The filters you refer to, of course, are for use only with black and white panchromatic film—not Kodachrome—although there are filters to be used with Kodachrome, too, under specific conditions but not for the same reason as when used with panchromatic film.

Filters are used to obtain a correction in color values or to attain certain effects such as darkened skies, contrasty clouds, or to lend a warmth to the scene not obtainable without the use of a filter.

Filters designed for such use are yellow, orange, yellow-green, and red.

Several manufacturers are making complete kits available for movie cameras which include a combination lens shade and filter holder and two or three of the most commonly used filters. The effects you desire will govern your selection and use of filters.

Kodachrome Dupes (A.G. Blakesley, Amarillo, Tex.)

Q. I wish to make a duplicate print of a roll of Kodachrome, using my camera as a printer. How should the two films be threaded in the camera, which film should be nearest to the lens, and which sides of the film should be in contact as they pass through the film gate?

A. To make a duplicate print by using your camera for a printer the film to be duplicated should be nearest the lens so that the image, illuminated by the light coming through the lens, is registered on the raw film adjacent to it.

For sharpest prints, films should run through camera with emulsion sides in contact. This will result in duplicated print being reversed when projected—that is all objects in scenes will be reversed from left to right. Placing shiny side of raw Kodachrome stock next to emulsion side of print will give good results, the scenes in natural position, but a slightly diffused image.

Reticulation (George H. Warner, Scranton, Pa.)

Q. I’m new at home processing—have reversed but three rolls of film so far. My last roll particularly shows a crackle effect which also showed up in the preceding two rolls, but not so intense. I have consistently followed the procedure and formulas in your book, “How to Reverse Movie Film.” Can you throw any light on my trouble?

A. From your description, it appears your trouble is reticulation. Reticulation is that wrinkling effect in the emulsion that results when processing solutions are kept too warm or temperature of the room in which processing takes place is above normal.

All solutions should be kept below 70° F. and this also applies to room temperature. There are many ways of con-
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EXTRA!

BOTH IN ONE FILM!

CASTLE FILMS’ SCOOP...FIRST 8mm.–16mm. MOVIES!

“Bombing of PEARL HARBOR!”

BLAZING RECORD of a tragic page in U. S. history! Proud ships burning! U. S. Navy release of the beginning of America’s entry into the war! History filmed on the spot for every projector owner to possess for now and posterity!

“Burning of S.S. NORMANDIE!”

TRAGIC FATE of $60,000,000 luxury liner! On-the-spot filming of the fire as it ran its shocking course. Sailors, firemen, nurses at rescue work! Battling of flames! Escapes! Rescue of injured! Be the first to own and show this amazing film!

All Castle 16mm. films are processed by VAP-O-RATE. ALL Castle 8mm. films are also treated.

ON SALE AT YOUR PHOTO DEALER OR SEND THIS HANDY ORDER FORM TO HIM NOW!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 ft., 8mm.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 ft., 8mm.</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ft., 16mm.</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360 ft., 16 mm.</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 ft., 16mm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound-On-Film</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send Castle Films’ “BOMBING OF PEARL HARBOR and BURNING OF S.S. NORMANDIE” (both in one film) in size and length indicated.

RCA BLDG., NEW YORK • FIELD BLDG., CHICAGO • RUSS BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
Reel Ideal

Each day seems to add to the enthusiasm of Reel Fellows, an enthusiasm that is fast permeating the ranks of movie amateurs everywhere, bringing new members to the fold—imaginative members with many excellent ideas for expanding and improving the service of the Reel Fellows’ organization.

Published here is the letter of one new member who evinces vast possibilities in new friendships, mutual service, and generally increased fun in movie making through association with the Reel Fellows group. It’s an inspirational message for members and prospective members alike:

Reel Fellows Editor,
Home Movies Magazine:

Enclosed please find "one lonesome buck" as my initiation fee to the "Reel Fellows" Club. As I have been devoting all my spare time in teaching myself the fundamentals of cine-photography, I just haven’t gotten around to becoming a member, so with receipt of the above application, I now feel that I am privileged to speak up.

Last August, my husband and I took a western trip and purchased a very good movie camera, and without benefit of meter, tripod or any other accessory except a haze filter, we set out to conquer the "wide open spaces." Before leaving, I sat up diligently until two or three o’clock in the morning and snatched every spare moment I could get to teach myself the fundamentals necessary to making good movies. "Fellow Members, I got 'em!" I now boast 3500 feet of beautiful Kodachrome movies only since last August, and have every possible piece of equipment with the exception of a special lens that I have on order now, so maybe I am qualified to be accepted in your wonderful club.

The article written by Mr. Austin E. White, 342 Brompton Avenue, Chicago, Ill., prompted the writing of this letter to the Reel Fellows Club. Mr. White’s idea is the most constructive bit of thinking for the benefit of his fellow members I have yet read. It’s unselfish— it’s mutual—and it’s good sportsmanship. We are for his idea 100%. That get together idea of his and "hatching it out" is the answer to a cine-bug’s prayer.

But what is stopping this idea from going farther? Could it be that an idea of mine might be added to his to make this a "reel venture?"

Here goes . . .

Corresponding with fellow members from border to border, and coast to coast is just swell, but I’m selfish enough to want a little bit more than conversation out of it.

If someone hasn’t already beat me to the thought, I’m all for an exchange library. For instance, Helen Smith, living in San Francisco has six or eight feet of the San Francisco Bay Bridge. And supposing I am a bridge collector, I contact my erstwhile."Reel Fellow"—tell her of my need of the amount of footage I want of the bridge, whether in black or white, or Kodachrome and give her an idea of what sort of angles I’d like the picture taken from. Helen would send me the above footage "Free," and in return, maybe Helen would like six or eight feet of beautiful Maumee Valley, or the Zoo, or maybe fishing vessels on Sandusky Bay. I would forward her six or eight feet of the stipulated amount she wanted in the color specified. How could this be costly when you would be receiving footage for footage in return, and you wouldn’t have to go to the other ends of the earth to get it? If Mr. White’s plan is put into effect, you “Reel Fellows” can count us in on your idea, and we will do everything possible to work toward a "Reel Ideal" for all concerned.

I have already reserved a 400-ft. new reel and container for Kodachrome Film. If my idea is added as a trailer, this will be my first request—To Helen Smith.

Dear Helen: I would like six feet of San Francisco Bay Bridge in Kodachrome in exchange for anything you have desired.

Continued on Page 124
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Subscription
Order Form
"RUSSIA STOPS HITLER!"

STARTLING MOVIES FOR EVERY PROJECTOR OWNER!

FIRST! FILMED UNDER FIRE!

HITLER'S TIMETABLE UPSET by Russian fighting fury! Gripping battle movies of Russia's miracle winter blitz! See roaring tanks, blazing artillery and air attacks, blood-chilling bayonet charges by fearless Soviet troops! See shattered, shell-gutted Panzer divisions! Freezing Nazi prisoners captured! Own this astounding movie for now and posterity! Costs less than unexposed film!

All Castle 16 MM films are processed by VAP-O-RATE. All Castle 8 MM are also treated.

CASTLE FILMS

Please send me Castle Films' "RUSSIA STOPS HITLER" in the size and edition checked.

Name_________________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________
State_________HM 3-A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8 mm.</th>
<th>16 mm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headline $1.75</td>
<td>Headline $2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete $5.50</td>
<td>Complete $8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Feet</td>
<td>100 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Feet</td>
<td>360 Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound $17.50</td>
<td>Sound 350 Feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RCA BLDG. NEW YORK, FIELD BLDG. CHICAGO, RUSS BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO
If you have any questions concerning titles or title-making Mr. Cushman will be glad to help you. You may address him in care of this magazine or direct to his home address, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. Be sure to include all information such as type of equipment used, light source, kind of film, developer, etc. Don’t forget to include a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. I have been trying to film a title in which the pages of a book open, thus revealing the name of the film. However, I get a light reflection along the right edge of every page and I can’t seem to kill it. Have you any suggestions as to how this might be accomplished?

—N. L., Meridian, Miss.

A. The whole answer lies in correct placement of your lights, and perhaps in diffusing them a bit, also. If I read your diagram correctly, your lights are about as high as the camera lens and pointing down at the book. I suggest you lower the lights considerably. This should throw the reflection much lower on the page and perhaps eliminate the glare entirely. Diffusing the light with tracing cloth, sheeting, or even tissue paper should also help.

If these suggestions do not take care of the situation, then use four lights, each one pointing at the book from the four corners. This may give you a little difficulty with shadows as you turn the pages, but by trying the lights at various heights you should be able to eliminate the shadows entirely.

Q. The enclosed samples of home developed title film are, you will agree, a disappointment. Ordinarily, I have good luck, but these look as though light got into the lens from somewhere thereby fogging the film. What is your analysis?

—F. G. Y., Dubuque, Iowa.

A. Whenever stray light enters a lens, it usually forms an image on the film, the same as any other lighted object. Your film however is grey all over; not even, but spotty. It is grey even to the edges where the lens does not cover, thereby ruling out the light-entering-the-lens theory. If the grey fog were even, I would say it was caused by a safelight held too close to the film or by one that was not "safe" to begin with.

But the uneven greyness in your film suggests either old film or film that has been stored in a poor place. Old film loses speed, contrast, and develops grey after processing, the grey being uneven much as in this instance. Films stored near heat or in humid places also deteriorate and the results are quite similar to that of old film. I have also seen film which has been stored in raw metal containers become fogged in much the same way, although seldom to such an extent. It’s best to store film in painted metal cans, the film being wrapped in lintless, black paper, preferably the kind made for this purpose. Store raw film in a cool, dry place, but never store it any longer than necessary.

Q. Recently I read where some amateur consistently used his three inch lens in making titles in preference to his one inch lens, thus gaining better results. He didn’t say why, and it has puzzled me. Is this correct, and if so, why?


A. A good one-inch lens will give as good results as any other in title making or any other photographic purpose. I use one regularly in title making with perfect results. It is my opinion that the writer of the article to whom you refer possessed a poor grade one-inch lens but had a much better three-inch lens. It is no wonder, then, that his longer focal length lens gave much better results than the less expensive one-inch lens. A wide angle lens will sometimes "bend" or "curve" the field, but a normal lens, if of reputable make, should give excellent results. It also might be that the party referred to was using a cheap grade auxiliary lens with his one-inch lens which gave him inferior results; but since the auxiliary lens was not needed with the telephoto, results were better with the latter.

Q. In trying to make a map title recently, using an inexpensive brand of film, I found that the primary roads stand out very sharply whereas the other lines are quite dim. The primary roads, incidentally, were red while the other lines were blue. It doesn’t look at all as it does to the eye, and I am wondering if I am overexposing the blue lines or what?

—C. L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Much of the inexpensive reversal film now on the market is not sensitive to the red end of the spectrum, the sensitivity ending with the ultra violet and the blue. Blue photographs extremely light on this type of film.

Continued on page 123
REVERE MODEL 88
CAMERA

is preferred by experienced photographers who want movies of highest quality. A precision-built mechanism with positive speed governor control and high-ratio duplex shuttle film movement, a fast lens, a strong spring motor, an automatic film-loop sprocket, and other advanced features make the Revere "88" the outstanding value in the 8 mm. field. Eastman-licensed sprocket and spindles insure correct loading of double-eight film. 5 speeds. 8, 12, 16, 24, and 32 frames per second permit ultra-fast, normal or slow-motion movies, and add variety to your pictures. Complete with Wollensak F 3.5 lens $38.50

REVERE
8
CAMERA

The Precision Built
TAKES SUCH FINE MOVIES

The sharpness and steadiness of Revere-made 8 mm. movies are the result of advanced design, rigid maintenance of quality, and high standards of precision. Each lens and each lens seat in a Revere Camera is microscopically tested for accuracy, and the complete assembly is "custom-fitted" to the camera.

Revere 8 mm. Projectors reflect these same precision standards. Because of the economies of large-scale production, Revere Cameras and Projectors cost no more than equipment which lacks their modern features and fine workmanship. Sold by leading dealers everywhere. Write for literature. Revere Camera Company, Dept. 3 HM, 320 E. 21st St., Chicago, Illinois.

REVERE "80" PROJECTOR

Improve the quality of your home movies with this powerful, smooth-running, easily-threaded 8 mm. projector! Its many advanced features include heavy-duty AC-DC motor, fully enclosed precision mechanism with power rewind (no belts in the Revere), double blower cooling system, radio interference eliminator, and clutch for still projection. Complete with 500-watt lamp. F 1.6 lens and one 300-ft. reel $75.00

Revere "85" Projector

Same as model 80, plus micro-tilt, duo-shield light diffuser, beam threading light, and carrying case. Complete with 500-watt lamp, F 1.6 lens, one 300-ft. reel, and case $89.50

REVERE "99" Camera

has in addition to the basic features of the model 88, an extra optical view finder for telephoto lenses, and a rotating turret head for 3 screw-type lenses. Including telephoto. Complete with one Wollensak F 2.5 lens $77.50

Revere Quality 8 mm. Equipment

A Fine Lens and
Precision Setting

The mounting for the lens of each Revere Camera is especially designed to insure absolute rigidity and perfect alignment with the aperture of the film gate. This advanced design, plus Revere's automatic film-loop sprocket (which eliminates turning on the film gate) combine to give you perfect, sharply focused movies.
The Reader

You Bet We Will!

Reader Schoenberg’s letter arrived too late to enable us to grant his wish this month, but the letter be requests will appear in the April issue.

Gentlemen: May I suggest that your staff artist design a “Remember Pearl Harbor” title background especially for those of us here in the Islands who, in spite of seven days work each week, censoring, etc., still find time for human interest filming which is still permitted. Yours for a victorious ‘42!—

—E. V. Schoenberg, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Got Results

Reader McCracken got prompt response to his plea for plans of a wind-back for his camera. HOME MOVIES will endeavor to publish details of this gadget in a later issue.

Gentlemen: In the January issue you published my request for details of a home-made windback for the 8 mm. Filmo camera. Imagine my surprise when through the mail I received an answer in the form of a 50-foot reel of 8 mm. film, picturing and demonstrating the results of just such a gadget. Film was sent me by Gene Gorecki, St. Charles, Ill. Gorecki has promised to send plans and further details in writing. I’ll send it to you soon as received, should you care to pass it on to your readers.

—J. O. McCracken, Glendale, Calif.

Swapper

If you have some film to swap; need some scenes; here’s an opportunity to swap or buy what you need:

Gentlemen: I have some nice 8 mm. black and white of Niagara Falls, N. Y.; also of the Thousand Islands taken from the air; Buffalo, N. Y.; and Detroit, Mich. Also have scenes of the Thousand Islands and bridge in 8 mm. color, and 150 ft. of 8 mm. of Airplane training and operations. Would like to sell or swap.

—Russ Walling, Watertown, N. Y.

About Those Recordings

In the January issue we published O. W. Amador’s letter suggesting that someone—possibly an advanced amateur—provide recording service for amateurs who do not own recorders. The following is one of several interesting letters received by the editors as a result:

Dear Sir: I have read with some interest the letter of Mr. O. W. Amador of El Paso, Texas, regarding the need for someone to make recordings at a moderate cost.

Mr. Amador has touched off a long train of thought which possibly has not entered the minds of many who might appreciate such service. It is a debatable question as to what a moderate cost would be.

All we amateurs have much in common and I am sure each of us is willing to make his contributions toward the sum total of knowledge of all, but the human element of selfishness is bound to creep in when the factor of doing an extensive job for a comparative stranger is brought forth.

Some of us in this area have done considerable experimental work at no small expense in the field of sound-on-disc for amateur film, and I can assure you that to undertake the making of records for others involves some grave responsibilities.

To make recordings for 200 feet of 8 mm. film brings the first question of whether to make four 12-inch records to play at 78 r.p.m. or a 16-inch and a 10-inch to play at 33-1/3 r.p.m. We have found a satisfactory way to record 20 minutes of sound at 33-1/3 r.p.m. without need for two turntables or to stop to change the record.

Having determined the speed of the play-back we then must project the film repeatedly to determine the proper timing for music transitions and word titles as well as carefully indicating where the break-over from one record to the next shall come.

There is need for understanding that any appreciable difference in the speed of the projector or the turntable when it is played back can produce a result quite unsatisfactory to the producer of the film.

The amount of money tied up in really fine equipment for doing this work is considerable, as we have learned. We are all of us here engaged in business so must do this work at night; obviously we would be quite unwilling to devote much of our personal time and take the wear and tear on our equipment without some reasonable compensation.
Gaining altitude

To get movies that hit new highs in snap and sparkle; that breathe life into people, backgrounds, clouds, sky, start using Hypan Reversible now. This Agfa Ansco product comes in 8 or 16mm. — and it’s ideal for outdoor work. Hypan Reversible is fast, fine-grained and fully panchromatic. Its brilliant gradation assures you of a pleasing projection quality. 16mm. Hypan is supplied in 100 ft. rolls at $6.40; in 50 ft. rolls at $3.45. Twin-Eight Hypan is only $2.40 for double-width 25 ft. rolls. Prices include processing and return postage. Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, New York. 100 Years of American Photography.
THE last thing Uncle Sam wants amateurs to do is put their cameras away for the duration! This reminder comes at a time when movie makers, awed by the effects of priorities on the manufacturing industry and the rationing of tires and automobiles, look apprehensively toward the future, anticipating enforced restrictions on their freedom and therefore on the opportunities to film amateur movies.

Only two things could materially affect the making of amateur movies: a cessation in the manufacturing of film and a general governmental ban on taking pictures. The possibility that manufacture of raw film will be restricted, through diversion or lack of raw materials, is too remote to warrant further consideration. Raw film production is continuing, and at accelerated speed, to fill the needs of army and navy photographic staffs, not to mention that of Hollywood's studios who have been given the green light on production speed-up on the basis that motion pictures aid in maintaining public morale. And with civilian moral a prime factor in the nation's defense, it is obvious that recreations and hobbies will continue to be encouraged, unhampered by undue restrictions.

As to a general government ban on taking pictures, this also may be dismissed. A great deal of fear has been spread among movie amateurs that G men are lurking everywhere ready to pounce upon innocent cinecamerists found out in the open making movies. Naturally there are restriction against making pictures in and about harbor areas, airports, army and naval bases, and factories engaged in defense production, but this fact is so well known by everyone now, that the average picture maker avoids such areas in his filming expeditions.

There are still the wide open spaces of land and sea on which the amateur may train his camera without any restrictions whatever—city parks, mountain and seashore resorts, national parks, etc. Then there is one's own backyard and garden where many of the amateur's films were originally made and which still offer unexplored filming opportunities. We have only to recall the many notable amateur films that have been made with flowers or garden insects as the subject of interest. Then there is the limitless opportunities afforded in wild life filming as borne out by Richard Cassell whose article on filming birds appears elsewhere in this issue.

While tire rationing may tend to restrict extensive travel of tourists and vacationists this summer, it will have its good side, too, causing

---

**EVENING PROLOGUE**—is title of excellent sunset picture on opposite page, a camera classic by J. Wm. DuVall, Kansas City, Mo., selected by the editors for this month's title background.

---

**KEEP RIGHT ON SHOOTING!**

**BY CURTIS RANDALL**

Movie making is a diversified hobby offering a wealth of pleasure in the filming of small objects, trick filming, time-lapse photography, etc., should war time restrictions threaten our accustomed picture making routines.

*Continued on Page 124*
How to make your titles BLACK

BY GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

Of all the factors that go together to make successful titles, perhaps the least understood is that of lighting. The result has been under- or over-exposure and more frequently, unevenness in density of the background. Many an amateur has lettered his titles with white ink on carefully chosen black paper, exposed them on reversal film, and then upon examining the completed titles, was painfully disappointed in the results—washed-out grey backgrounds instead of the deep velvety black expected.

Fig. 1 shows the type of title resulting from improper placement of lights. Use of wrong paper for title cards also contributed to the result—vertical streaks of highlight at either side, plus overall lack of density in background. Fig. 2 shows result where the right title card stock was used and lights placed at right angle in order not to reflect light back into camera lens.

Obviously two factors, instead of one, affect results of good lighting of titles—the lights and the title card stock. Let us first discuss the lights, or more important, their arrangement before the title card. The diagram in Fig. 3 shows two photofloods in reflectors properly placed for maximum even illumination of title card with a minimum of reflection. Lights should be placed back far enough from the title so there is an even spread of light over the title and no "hot" spots which tend toward the result shown in Fig. 1. Such hot spots are almost impossible to detect with the eye unless a reflective type of paper is placed temporarily in the titler as a means for checking for this condition when positioning the lights preparatory to shooting.

A rule often employed is to place lights twice the distance from title as the title width. Thus if title is 12 inches wide, lights would be placed 24 inches away. If the resulting titles appear lighter on the sides than in the center, moving lights further away and increasing exposure proportionately should remedy the trouble.

Brightness at the sides may not always be caused by reflection. In Fig. 1 the lights may have been far enough away from the title but too near the center line (see X-Y, Fig. 3), causing title card to reflect the light back into the lens. By moving lights further away from the center line, the angle of reflection increases (denoted by dotted lines, Fig. 3) ultimately missing the lens altogether.

In short, the lights should be placed as far...

*Continued on Page 121

Fig. 5
THE honor of "The Movie of the Month" accorded my film, "Hummingbirds," in October 1939, gave impetus to my hobby—within-a-hobby, that of filming birds. Since that time I have become a confirmed cine-ornithologist specializing in the filming of 16 mm. Kodachrome movies of bird life native to Southern California.

I'm sure that many movie amateurs, at loss for incentive to keep their cameras busy, have overlooked this field of cinematography that is so rich in rewards and abundant with that vitalizing something filming afield brings to a man's soul and his health.

Birds of any species are always interesting screen fare because we seldom have opportunity to study them at close range. But the cine camera easily bridges the gap between casual observation and the thoroughly enjoyable study of birds on the movie screen. Successful filming of bird life will not come easy, if at all, to the movie amateur with an ordinary cine camera. This is one of several subjects which calls for use of good telephoto lenses—not one, but several. It means an additional expenditure for equipment probably exceeding original cost of the camera. But it will be well worth it once the cameraist appreciates the new frontiers thus opened to his camera and his movie making hobby.

Most people have hobbies and nearly all hobbies require expenditure of money. If we will but consider the expenses incurred in the activities of avid bowling enthusiasts, the skeet shooter, the yachtsman and golfer, we must concede that making movies—even exclusively with Kodachrome—is cheap by comparison. It is consoling, therefore, to those of us who invest in good camera equipment, to know that in the long run we really are farther ahead, get more for our money. And keep this point in mind should the lady of the house voice an objection when you propose an investment in telephoto lenses!

To the ornithologist, any motion picture of birds might be quite acceptable and received with enthusiasm. But home audiences are not always so easily pleased. Very often most of the people who view our films are semi-experts in photography but casual observers of birds. Their

FILMING BIRDS — a hobby within a hobby!

B Y R I C H A R D C A S S E L L

Continued on Page 144
How to build a stage for TRICK FILMING

By G. A. Gauld

If my remarks last month have whetted the reader’s appetite for tackling trick work with his ordinary cine camera, then he will not begrudge the labor involved in constructing the special piece of apparatus which will make these trick shots not only possible, but simple to carry out. For want of a better term, I shall call it "The Frame," for it is a framework which supports the camera and the gadgets which go with it for making the many types of trick shots I hope to describe in later articles. The reader will soon see that it is a most useful "Maid of All Work." It takes the place of the visual gate focussing to be found only on the most expensive cameras; it simplifies the making of masks, and functions as an effects box for using them; it provides a table-top on which to build foreground models and miniature sets; and when one tires of all this, it will always give good service as a titler.

Details of construction should be fairly obvious from the sketches and photographs. The dimensions given are for 16 mm. film and a one-inch focus lens in the camera, but as different makes vary slightly, exact sizes should be worked out for the reader’s own particular camera. All that is necessary is for the reader to check up on the field of view, using one of the many methods which have been described in these pages. The openings in the three stages of the "Frame" should be made slightly larger than the field of view at each point. Good, sound, straight grained wood should be used in the framing, and it is worth while making mortise and tenon joints, although there are a couple of dozen or so of them. The frame must be quite rigid and free from distortion.

The camera is mounted at one end by inserting a ¼", 20 thread bolt through a hole in the baseboard and into the tripod bushing. It is screwed home and the wing nut tightened up against the baseboard as shown in Fig. 2. Strips...

* Continued on Page 112
HAVING become familiar with our camera and its lens through the discussions which comprised lessons 1 and 2 (see January and February issues), we are now ready to take up the subject of film. The types of film for amateur use are negative, reversal, and positive. Both negative and black and white reversal film is available in a number of types, i.e., a variety of emulsions — orthochromatic, panchromatic, and super- (supersensitive) panchromatic.

In each instance the base of the film is the same—a ribbon of clear acetate film perforated to fit the sprocket holes of an 8 mm. or 16 mm. camera. It is the emulsion applied to this film by the manufacturer that determines the quality of photographic image it will produce and therefore the type of photography for which it is best suited. It is said of these emulsions that some are faster than the others, that is, one emulsion will record an image with much less exposure than another. Also, some emulsions have an inherent quality which enables them to record a wider range of color gradations. These emulsions are termed panchromatic.

Negative film, the first in the group mentioned above, is rarely used by the beginning amateur and not frequently by the advanced cinefilmer. The use of negative film involves added expense in that before a screenable picture is to be had, another film, positive, is necessary in order to obtain a print that may be projected. Negative film records pictures just as does a roll of negative film in a still camera.

It is developed in a similar manner and then prints are made of it. It is commonly used in commercial substandard film production where several copies of the production are desired.

The advantages of this negative-positive sys-
Above is a picturized review of "Snap Happy," the Movie of the Month. All enlargements are from original frames of 16mm. Kodachrome.

DID you ever send away for packages of needles, bluing, lotions or salves, then spend endless days in an effort to peddle them from house to house to neighbors in order to "win" an air rifle, a doll, or perhaps a camera? If you number such an experience among your childhood adventures, then you certainly would appreciate the plot of "Snap Happy," the Movie of the Month.

"Snap Happy" is a 700-foot 16mm. Kodachrome movie, the third pretentious production in little over a year by that prolific amateur movie maker, Ted Geurts of Salt Lake City. It is a genuine home movie. It not only has a swell plot, but it was conceived and filmed to include all members of the Geurts family, many neighbors and their kiddies, and shots of nearby picturesque spots that amateurs of much lesser ability might film and screen as straight scencics. Geurts wrote a story that would enable him to present all of the ordinary subjects of amateur filming in an original and unique manner, then gathered his family together for shooting sessions indoors and out that must have been more fun than a picnic—even those picnics they indulged when out on location, filming the sequences of scenic shots that are an unforgettable highlight of the picture.

The plot concerns a husband who, much to his wife's annoyance, is daffy over photography. Through a sly trick engineered by his wife, pictures made by their little daughter with a camera obtained as a premium for selling lotion from house to house, are made to appear better than those from her husband's expensive camera. This results in the husband disposing of all his fine equipment and then selling lotion to get a camera just like daughter's.

The picture begins with the little daughter starting out with several jars of "Lucky Lily" lotion and disposing of them to neighbors. Re-
New filming ideas for everyone in

THE "double value" of Home Movies' film reviewing service is a recognized source of new ideas and filming pitfalls to be avoided by the amateur. In the personal review sent to the filmer and the published critique in the magazine, readers of Home Movies gain the benefit of group experience as the editors sit in consultation on the picture sent in for review.

In addition to the detailed criticism sent by mail, the film is returned with a one-, two-, or three-star animated leader, awarded on the basis of the editors' evaluation of the production. Send in your film for review and gain the benefit of this free service, besides helping others who may read of your good ideas or avoidable mistakes.

Following are reviews of three of the many home movies reviewed during February:

"Bettas"  
200 Ft. 16 mm. Koda.  
By J. L.

A picture of breeding procedure with tropical fish, this subject was made to order for color movies. The male fish was a spectacular creature of blue and his mate was pink.

Continuity: Filmer set about to produce a technically correct document acceptable as well to the general public. He succeeded admirably. Picture opens with close-ups of preparation of the fish tank: cleaning gravel, adding plant life to clean water of correct temperature, etc. A sequence then explains that the fish, a tropical breed native to Siam, require water of slight acidity; chemicals for testing are shown. Succeeding sequences are close-ups of the piscatorial mates. At first the two are separated in the same tank by a piece of glass until they become accustomed to each other. Later, the male prepares a "bubble bed," gelatinous globules that cling together in a blanket on top of the water. Soon the male enircles the languorous, almost inert body of the female in the Betta mating act. As the female emits eggs, the male swings into action and herds the eggs up into the bubble bed. This goes on until the female has produced 200-500 eggs. In 40 hours the tiny fish are hatched and carry around a yolk sac until big enough to go it alone. The final shot shows a tankful of hungry, active pink and blue Bettas of the adolescent age.

Photography: Splendidly done to bring into sharp close-up the actions of the fish. Filmer used a 10" x 12" glass aquarium with two No. 2 photofloods placed at angles of 35 degrees and 12 inches away from tank. A 2½" Kodak lens, racked out beyond focusing scale, was utilized in a telephoto manner. Added interest would have been given by filming the mating act in slow motion, to permit full observation of the eggs and the male herding them up to the bubble bed. Three months were required to complete.

Continued on Page 120
THE EXPERIMENTAL

Film Collector

If you have a splicer of the average type, the film cuttings accumulate in a pile beneath the splicer and frequently are scattered on the floor where splicer is put away. To avoid this, mount splicer on a small panel of plywood. Bend a piece of light metal to form a shallow pan, as shown in photo. Cut an opening at one side of the plywood splicer base to take the pan.

Pan collects the film clippings and may be removed easily for emptying. Where splicer is mounted on editing board, the plywood base may still be installed to provide this film collecting feature.

—John J. Lloyd, Long Beach, Calif.

Developing Tank

Here's an idea for a film developing tank that won't be affected by priorities! I found that discarded fluorescents lighting tubes 4 feet in length make excellent developing tanks for home movie titles. Such tubes are to be had from electrical houses who supply and service fluorescent lighting. The tubes have an inside diameter of approximately 1 3/4" which is adequate for a strip of 16 mm. film plus the film support described here, and will hold 1-1/3 quarts of solution.

One end of the tube is cut off by scratching a deep line into the surface with a sharp three-cornered file, then tapping the end gently with the file or other object. Any unevenness of edge may be smoothed off on a grindstone.

As a support for the film, a piece of 3/4" wood dowling, 48" long is used. Film is attached at the bottom end with a thumb tack and at the top by threading a rubber band through a sprocket hole and hooking rubber band to a thumb tack thrust into top of the dowl. This assembly is inserted into the tube or other support and arranged so scroll title moves freely just as close to title card holder as possible. After starting the camera and holding it on first part of title as long as required, wheel is turned slowly and evenly to move title from bottom to top until last line of title text is within the title frame.

—Owen Wilson, Clinton, Mich.

Auxiliary Lens Holder

A simple auxiliary lens holder for titling and ultra-close-up work may be made in a jiffy with a small piece of wire. Wire is bent to fit snugly over camera lens barrel then turned at either end, as shown in sketch, to form clips which hold the auxiliary lens.

Care must be taken in forming clips to make sure they are of proper size to hold auxiliary exactly centered in front of camera lens. Any deviation from center beyond an eighth of an inch will throw the picture or title off center; filled with solution. The dowl, protruding a few inches from top of tube provides means for agitating film during the developing process. This arrangement will take care of a 3 1/2-foot length of either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film or a 7-foot length if the film is doubled and returned on opposite side of dowl.

More than one tube, of course, must be provided for the complete development or reversal process: one for developer, one for hypo or fixing bath, and one for wash or rinse.

—L. E. Rinker, Portland, Ore.

Scroll Titler

Scroll or continuous titles can be made with any typewriter titleer, and without an elaborate scroll device, by employing one of the front wheels of an automobile for moving the title back of the title card holder as illustrated.

Front wheel of car is jacked up and turned free of fender. Scroll title is glued at either end to tire and with extreme care to insure against wrinkling. The stouter the paper stock used for this the better.

Titler is then placed on a wooden box or other support and arranged so scroll title moves freely just as close to title card holder as possible. After starting the camera and holding it on first part of title as long as required, wheel is turned slowly and evenly to move title from bottom to top until last line of title text is within the title frame.

—Owen Wilson, Clinton, Mich.

Auxiliary Lens Holder

A simple auxiliary lens holder for titling and ultra-close-up photography may be made in a jiffy with a small piece of wire. Wire is bent to fit snugly over camera lens barrel then turned at either end, as shown in sketch, to form clips which hold the auxiliary lens.

Care must be taken in forming clips to make sure they are of proper size to hold auxiliary exactly centered in front of camera lens. Any deviation from center beyond an eighth of an inch will throw the picture or title off center; filled with solution. The dowl, protruding a few inches from top of tube provides means for agitating film during the developing process. This arrangement will take care of a 3 1/2-foot length of either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film or a 7-foot length if the film is doubled and returned on opposite side of dowl.

More than one tube, of course, must be provided for the complete development or reversal process: one for developer, one for hypo or fixing bath, and one for wash or rinse.

—L. E. Rinker, Portland, Ore.

Scroll Titler

Scroll or continuous titles can be made with any typewriter titleer, and without an elaborate scroll device, by employing one of the front wheels of an automobile for moving the title back of the title card holder as illustrated.

Front wheel of car is jacked up and turned free of fender. Scroll title is glued at either end to tire and with extreme care to insure against wrinkling. The stouter the paper stock used for this the better.

Titler is then placed on a wooden box or other support and arranged so scroll title moves freely just as close to title card holder as possible. After starting the camera and holding it on first part of title as long as required, wheel is turned slowly and evenly to move title from bottom to top until last line of title text is within the title frame.

—Owen Wilson, Clinton, Mich.

Auxiliary Lens Holder

A simple auxiliary lens holder for titling and ultra-close-up photography may be made in a jiffy with a small piece of wire. Wire is bent to fit snugly over camera lens barrel then turned at either end, as shown in sketch, to form clips which hold the auxiliary lens.

Care must be taken in forming clips to make sure they are of proper size to hold auxiliary exactly centered in front of camera lens. Any deviation from center beyond an eighth of an inch will throw the picture or title off center; filled with solution. The dowl, protruding a few inches from top of tube provides means for agitating film during the developing process. This arrangement will take care of a 3 1/2-foot length of either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film or a 7-foot length if the film is doubled and returned on opposite side of dowl.

More than one tube, of course, must be provided for the complete development or reversal process: one for developer, one for hypo or fixing bath, and one for wash or rinse.

—L. E. Rinker, Portland, Ore.

Scroll Titler

Scroll or continuous titles can be made with any typewriter titleer, and without an elaborate scroll device, by employing one of the front wheels of an automobile for moving the title back of the title card holder as illustrated.

Front wheel of car is jacked up and turned free of fender. Scroll title is glued at either end to tire and with extreme care to insure against wrinkling. The stouter the paper stock used for this the better.

Titler is then placed on a wooden box or other support and arranged so scroll title moves freely just as close to title card holder as possible. After starting the camera and holding it on first part of title as long as required, wheel is turned slowly and evenly to move title from bottom to top until last line of title text is within the title frame.

—Owen Wilson, Clinton, Mich.

Auxiliary Lens Holder

A simple auxiliary lens holder for titling and ultra-close-up photography may be made in a jiffy with a small piece of wire. Wire is bent to fit snugly over camera lens barrel then turned at either end, as shown in sketch, to form clips which hold the auxiliary lens.

Care must be taken in forming clips to make sure they are of proper size to hold auxiliary exactly centered in front of camera lens. Any deviation from center beyond an eighth of an inch will throw the picture or title off center; filled with solution. The dowl, protruding a few inches from top of tube provides means for agitating film during the developing process. This arrangement will take care of a 3 1/2-foot length of either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film or a 7-foot length if the film is doubled and returned on opposite side of dowl.

More than one tube, of course, must be provided for the complete development or reversal process: one for developer, one for hypo or fixing bath, and one for wash or rinse.

—L. E. Rinker, Portland, Ore.
Cine Workshop

Suitcase Light Unit

A handy indoor lighting unit, adaptable where lights must frequently be carried from one location to another, can be made from an ordinary suitcase, plus a few odds and ends usually to be had in one's garage junk pile.

The completed unit is illustrated and consists of the suitcase lined with aluminum foil or tin, with four light sockets affixed to inside frame, as shown. These are wired together and the wiring stapled to the frame, emerging from the case at the bottom and finished with connecting plug.

A small pipe flange is attached to bottom side of case to take a length of 5/16" pipe—really two sections joined together with a pipe union. For a base I used the base of an old birdcage stand and added it to take the 5/16" pipe. The entire unit—stand and all—can be taken apart and packed in the suitcase for easy carrying as shown.

Pins in hinges of suitcase lid have been replaced with removable pins so that lid may be completely detached when this suitcase reflector is assembled for use.

—P. F. McDonald, Chicago, Ill.

For Pre-focusing

A method for unobtrusively pre-focusing the projector lens so the first part of one's pictures will be sharply focused, involves making a special leader with a titleer.

In the upper right hand corner of a plain white title card I made a black dot about 1/4" in diameter. I exposed this card in my titleer using positive film. The developed film gave me a leader with a white dot in upper right hand corner in each frame. Spliced ahead of the opening title on my films, this pre-focusing leader enables me to start projector and set my focus by it. I found this much less disconcerting than when elaborately patterned focusing strips are used.

—Mark V. Ruda, Rochester, N. Y.

Needle Holder

During the construction of a set of turntables, a convenient dual receptacle for new and used phonograph needles was made from one of the small aluminum cans provided by Agfa for 35 mm. film strips, as pictured here.

A hole was drilled in bottom of the can large enough to allow used needles to pass through. A wooden plug was fitted into the opening which also fitted loosely into opening of top section, thus providing a divider separating the can into two sections—one holding used and the other unused needles.

The revamped can is inserted in inverted position into a hole drilled in turntable panel, with the used needle section at top. To get at new needle supply, top section is merely lifted and replaced again.

—A. T. Phillips, Mansfield, Ohio

Reel Retainer

I have owned several low-priced 8 mm. projectors and have found that the spring clips on reel spindles invariably weaken and fail to hold reels securely. After resorting to various remedial measures, I found a small rubber grommet, slipped over the spindle after mounting the reel, held the reel in place and was readily removable.

Such rubber grommets are available from electrical or radio supply stores in a number of sizes.

—D. J. Henninger, Tiffin, Ohio.

Added Speed

The Keystone 8 mm. camera provides for speeds of 12, 16, and 48 frames per second. I have found that by placing the indicator midway between 16 and 12, I obtain an additional speed—about 32 frames per second.


Pilot Light

An old discarded 6-L-6 metal radio tube can be utilized in making a compact pilot light for one's movie projector, as pictured here. Tube is cut with a hack saw, according to Fig. 1 and finished with a file. Hole is drilled at top.

Continued on Page 123
It's NEW to me . . .!

By Cinebug Shopper

New Kodascope

Boasting 10 outstanding features is Eastman's new model Sixteen-10 16mm. projector now being demonstrated by dealers and Eastman Kodak Stores from coast to coast. With retail price set in the neighborhood of $80.00, this attractive streamlined projector features a choice of five lenses; a novel pull-down claw arrangement that permits screening sound as well as silent films; new type lamphouse providing adequate ventilation regardless whether 400-watt or 1000-watt lamps are used; choice of four projection lamps: 400, 500, 750, and 1000 watts; reflecting mirror of coated metal; special improved lubrication system that provides but three points for oiling yet assures adequate oil to all vital moving parts. All major bearings are self-lubricating.

An improved safety shutter, automatic in operation moves into the light beam between film and lamp should projector speed slow down to point where blistering of film might otherwise result. Other improvements include improved film gate, framing and rewind control assembly, convenient motor speed control, lateral adjustment of projection lamp socket for alignment of filament, and centrally located tilting knob.

Lighting Data

Cinefilers interested in indoor lighting equipment will find valuable information in a new booklet now being distributed by the manufacturers of Victor photographic lighting equipment. Not only are all units of flood and spot light-
important feature is the dual-spirit levels mounted on each side of base, providing for instant check on tripod position.

Priced at approximately $135.00, Photoplane Swing Heads may be had from principle dealers or from the manufacturer, Ries Camera Co., 1334 Beachwood Dr., Hollywood, Calif.

17mm. Wide Angle Lens

To facilitate the fitting of the Wollensak Cine Velostigmat Wide Angle lens to 16mm. turret cameras, the manufacturer has decided to increase the focal length by 2mm. or, from 15mm. to 17mm. The narrow mechanical limitations of most turret cameras made the adaptation of the 15mm. focus f/2.7 Cine Velostigmat not only costly, but seriously retarded production. However, the popular speed of f/2.7 will still be maintained in the new longer focus lens.

The slight increase in focus of the new 17mm. f/2.7 Cine Velostigmat has reduced the angle but very little. On 16mm. cameras it affords an angle of view of 31° 24' or about 53% more coverage than a one-inch focus lens that is usually standard equipment. With the new 17mm. focus f/2.7 Velostigmat in either the fixed focus or micrometer mountings, the turret of the camera can now be turned freely without fear of injury to either the lens or mechanical parts of the camera.

The prices still remain to retail at $29.25 for the fixed focus mounting, $45.00 for the micrometer mounting—tax included.

Further data concerning Wollensak lenses may be had by writing Wollensak, Rochester, N. Y.

---

**The “Badge” of the Specialist**

Back a few years, the “badge” of the press photographer was his faithful Graflex. Today, the Graflex serves a far wider usefulness. But it is still chosen because its user wants to do some special kind of work, work which may be pictorial or documentary or... human interest. The special uses of Graflex are endless.

The appeal of Graflex to the specialist lies in its unique combination of features: right-side-up ground-glass focusing... focal plane shutter speeds up to 1/1000 second... immediate, visible means of checking focus, depth of field, and composition... excellent standard lenses (Kodak Anastigmats, f/4.5) interchangeable with accessory telephotos.

Inspect a Graflex at your Kodak dealer's, with your specialty in mind.

Graflex and Graphic cameras are made by the Folmer Graflex Corp.

---

**FOR THE NEW COLOR**

...YOU'RE LUCKY YOU OWN A WESTON

Load your camera, and shoot with the same assurance as though you were using black and white. For despite the narrower working latitude of color, the dependable accuracy built into your Weston Exposure Meter will enable you to take full advantage of this new color opportunity... assuring you faithful color prints each and every shot.

Weston Exposure Meters are sold through leading photo dealers everywhere. Literature gladly sent on request. Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 585 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.
LEADING the field of film producers this month with three new timely films for 8mm. and 16mm. home projectors is Castle Films who announce ready for distribution: "Britain's Commandos in Action," Bombing of Pearl Harbor—Burning of S. S. Normandie," and "Russia Stops Hitler." This array of last minute news pictures is evidence that Eugene Castle, Castle Films president, meant what he said recently when he promised to make available to home movie fans, news pictures of vital world events just as rapidly as they could be o.k'd for release by the censor. Each subject will be available from dealers at usual Castle prices in five sizes and lengths.

Commandos In Action

Much of the motion picture footage that has come out of the war arenas has left a lot to the imagination, due in part to legitimate censorship and partly also because of the fact that cameramen are working under fire with the worst lens problems that can be imagined.

Probably the most complete and the most expert motion picture filming of any single episode of all the wars is Castle's "Commandos In Action."

This latest release is devoted throughout to actual sequences of the daring, adventurous raids on Nazi-held Norwegian islands ... a war chapter that has captured the fancy and admiration of the whole world. Every foot of this picture is authentic ... filmed in the thick of the fight. For suspense, grim reality, action, genuine thrill, its equal will be hard to find or duplicate.

Tight-lipped fighting men are seen making ready for the surprise attack as their ships near the coast under cover of darkness. With split-second precision, British destroyers' guns bark, bombarding and silencing German batteries ashore. As dawn appears, silhouetted Commandos land from the famous assault boats, pave the way for their companions who follow in waves. Tons of German shipping are destroyed with supplies intended for the Russian front.

Jubilant Commandos celebrate their seven-hour victory as their ships steam homeward, leaving the two islands a mass of flames.

Pearl Harbor--Normandie

The U. S. Navy Department recently made available motion picture films of the surprise air and sea assault upon Pearl Harbor by Japanese forces December 7. Previously these graphic scenes had been withheld in the public interest. But their availability now makes it possible for Castle Films to include them in one reel for users of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors, the same reel presenting also dramatic filming of the destruction of the S. S. "Normandie."

Under the title "Bombing of Pearl Harbor—Burning of S. S. Normandie," this latest Castle release offers home movie collectors not only a single reel of continual action ... scenes of tremendous significance ... but also a picture the value of which will grow as time passes because of the historic nature of the subjects covered.

Russia Stops Hitler

Battle movies, never before seen, showing Russia's magnificent counter assaults driving the Nazi invaders back where they came from, have been received in this country and are now be-
ing released by Castle Films for owners of 8 and 16mm projectors under the title "Russia Stops Hitler." This is said to be the most realistic filming of actual large-scale battle action that has come out of the war. Soviet fighters are shown in furious bayonet charges against the enemy, and German divisions and their equipment are shattered by blazing artillery. The mechanized phases of the Russo-Nazi struggle are seen as tanks thunder into action and as planes strafe the retreating invaders. The biting winter and its effect upon ill-equipped Germans is seen as prisoners, many mere boys, shiver in captivity. Stalin gathers Russia's might in Red Square just before sending his armies into battle. A picture of great historic value.

Flash Gordon

Available on rental basis from Bell & Howell Film Libraries in principle cities is a 13-episode serial, Flash Gordon—each episode 2 reels in 16mm sound, running time approximately 23 minutes.

This new "Universal" serial is another classic modern fairy tale, so widely popularized by the "comic" strips. The scientific super-man of the future is able to ward off death-dealing planets populated by Lion Men, Hawkmen, Monkey Men, Shark Men, and by the weirdest aggregation of dragons and other animal life ever imagined. Actually, little-known living beasts from Mongolia, India and South America play several of these animal roles. Space ships reach cities suspended in air, "Hydrocycles" approach these that flourish beneath the sea, ray guns, rockets, atom furnaces, liquid fire, radio telescopes and many other wonders are featured.

Step Forward

"Step Forward" is title of the first of a series of two-reel Keystone Comedies now being released in 8mm. exclusively by Cope Studios, 1720 So. Figueroa, Los Angeles.

Many old Keystone Comedy stars, prime favorites in the silent days, highlight this rollicking slapstick fun film including Ben Turpin, Phyllis Haver, and others since forgotten by Hollywood.

In "Step Forward," Turpin is the

---

Craig Projecto-Editors

Action-Edit the Studio Way!

For careful inspection, slow motion if desired, of actual movement on a brilliant miniature screen. 8mm. model, illustrated above, with 8mm. Splicer, Jr. Rewinds and Cement mounted on hard wood board, $13.50, 8mm. unit alone, $9.50, 16mm. unit, with Sr. Splicer and Sr. Rewinds, $9.50, 16mm. unit with Sr. Splicer and 2000 ft. Deluxe Rewinds, $61.50.

Makes Editing a Pleasure!

Craig Senior Splicer

A professional type dry splicer. Its unique design, combined with precision machining and sturdy construction, makes it the outstanding splicer for the amateur. Only 4 easy operations to make perfect, straight splices—quickly...accurately...and without wasting film. For 16mm. Sound or Silent and 8mm. Film. $10.85

AT ALL DEALERS! WRITE FOR LITERATURE

---

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA • SEATTLE, WASHINGTON • SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

---

SAY G-E PHOTOFLOODS...

get the BEST BALANCE of picture-taking LIGHT, LAMP LIFE and color temperature

Lamp life, light and color temperature move together in balance. If you gain on one side you lose on the other. That's a fact checked by 60 years of lamp-making and research. So General Electric controls this balance of light, life and color to fit your needs best...and gives it to you uniformly, at low cost, in G-E MAZDA Photoflood lamps.

GENERAL & ELECTRIC
MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS
**Announcing!**

**Auricon**

**SOUND**

**CAMERA**

for 16 mm sound-on-film

**Simplified Threading**
**High Fidelity Sound**
**Self-contained in sound proof "blimp."**
**Minimum equipment; maximum portability. Camera and Amplifier, complete, weigh only thirty-seven pounds.**
**Kodachrome or black and white pictures with Auricon sound track will reproduce on any sound-film projector.**
**Synchronous electric motor driven.**
**Can be operated in the field from an Auricon Portable Power Supply.**
**Daylight loading spools with 200-foot film capacity.**
**Auricon Camera with type "C" lens mount (but without lens) and Amplifier complete with microphone, instructions, and cases $980.00**

**AURICON 16 mm RECORDER**

* Variable-area sound on film, for double system recording with a synchronous motor driven 16 mm. camera. Amplifier has background-noise reduction and mixers for combining speech and music. With dynamic microphone, instructions and cases for Recorder, Amplifier, Accessories... $950.00

Ask your Dealer, or write today for free descriptive booklet.

**AURICON Division**

E. M. BERNDT CORP.

5515 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

---

**How to build trick stage...**

* Continued from Page 102

**Emulsion Ratings for 8mm and 16mm Films**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Scheiner</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Twilight</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Twilight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFA</td>
<td>16mm SSS Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Hynan</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Panchromatic</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Supreme Pan, Negative</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Ipan, Negative</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Negative</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Twin-8 Hyan, Pan</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Film: Pan</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scheiner** | **Weston** | **G-E**
01 | 02 | 03 | 04 | 05 | 06 | 07 | 08 | 09 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 | 40 | 41 | 42 | 43 | 44 | 45 | 46 | 47 | 48 | 49 | 50 | 51 | 52 | 53 | 54 | 55 | 56 | 57 | 58 | 59 | 60 | 61 | 62 | 63 | 64 | 65 | 66 | 67 | 68 | 69 | 70 | 71 | 72 | 73 | 74 | 75 | 76 | 77 | 78 | 79 | 80 | 81 | 82 | 83 | 84 | 85 | 86 | 87 | 88 | 89 | 90 | 91 | 92 | 93 | 94 | 95 | 96 | 97 | 98 | 99 | 100

---

Jennifer was_writing_to_her_brother about the new film they had seen. She described the action vividly, using the words "totoles," etc. to convey the excitement. She said the film was "high fidelity sound," and she mentioned that it was shot with a "16mm sound camera." Jennifer was quite impressed by the film, as she had never seen such a high-quality film before.

This release available in 8mm. only, may be had from photo dealers or direct from Copco Studios. The subject runs two reels in length and is priced at $8.00. Running time approximately 24 minutes.

Next comes the hood, attached to Stage A. At the end next the camera lens a circular hole "X" is cut out, concentric with the lens. A "sight" is made from a cardboard tube and cross wires fitted as shown in Fig. 2; this may be inserted in the hole after the camera has been removed, and so arranged that the sight will coincide with the center of the lens.

An auxiliary eyepiece, "Y," is made from another length of tube, and fitted to the top of the hood as shown in Fig. 1. Slots are cut in each side of the hood through which a small mirror may be inserted, set at an angle of 45 degrees to the line of sight. This should be lined up by direct observation in order to insure that the view limited by the opening in Stage C is precisely the same from both eyepieces.

This auxiliary eyepiece replaces the visual focussing tube found on the professional camera, by means of which the gate image may be examined. Although the image cannot be seen in the simple camera in use, the exact field of view may be inspected through the eyepiece, without removing the camera from its position on the baseboard. This is a matter of paramount importance when precise alignment for masking and double exposure is required. (Note: The auxiliary eyepiece is not shown in the photographs as it was added after they were taken.)

Stage A carries a mask holder on the underside. The masks are cut from thin skippers of a one-man street car. Phyllis Haver is his sweetheart and his troubles begin when male passengers insist on flirting with Phyllis. There's much fun and suspense in the typical Keystone chase scenes of the street car running down the street with no one at the controls, etc.
card or “tin” and should be a tight sliding fit in the U-shaped holder.

Stage B has a similar type of holder, but larger, on the upper side to carry a rectangular sheet of plate glass. The function of this will be described in the next article. Four 60- or 100-watt tubular type electric lamps are fitted to the underside in suitable holders. These serve to illuminate any set-up on Stage C.

Stage C, which will be used mainly for carrying foreground model cutouts has simply a rectangular hole cut through the plywood covering. It also forms a support for the movable stage when the apparatus is used as a titler. This movable stage is cut from a sheet of 3-ply, the overall dimensions being the same as those of the frame, with the corners checked out, so that it is a neat sliding fit inside the legs of the frame.

Holes are drilled in the legs at 2” centers. These should be about 1/4” diameter to take the tapered pegs that serve as supports for the movable stage, which may be fixed at any required position. The holes also serve as supports for the wander lights, taking the dowel pins fixed in the base of the lights, and permitting them to be adjusted in a variety of positions. Two of these lights are shown in Fig. 3. The base is of wood, with a couple of dowel pins set at 2” centers and the reflector is cut from a suitable tin can. The bottom of the tin is left intact, a hole cut in the center and the reflector fitted to a batten type lampholder by means of the locking ring normally used for the lampshade.

The whole outfit should be finished in dull black with the exception of the underside of Stage B. This is painted white to reflect the light from the tubular lamps. A few plugs, lampholders, a switch or two and some flexible wire completes the job. How to use it will be the subject of later articles.

The only other item of essential equipment for the magic studio is a dead black backdrop. Any material is suitable, provided it is free from sheen and by sewing together suitable strips, it is an easy matter to make up a backcloth some four yards long by three yards wide. This is a handy size, but it is useful to have another available so to double the size when needed. If circumstances permit, it is an advantage to be able to stretch the cloth taut on a frame. Wrinkles which might show up are eliminated and if at the same time the screen is tilted forward at the top, light reflection is reduced to the minimum. Many trick shots depend on photographing part of the action against a dead background and superimposing the rest of the scene by double exposure.

Where the field of view required may

Every Hollywood Movie
Testifies to
B&H PRECISION!

Whenever you go to the movies, you see technical perfection which stems from the precision of Bell & Howell professional equipment. And if you could see Hollywood producers, directors, cinematographers, and stars at their personal movie making, you’d find that most of them use B&H Filmos. For Filmos best meet their studio-acquired standards of precision. Write for literature. Bell & Howell Company, 1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; New York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C.; London. Established 1907.

RAVEN SCREENS
UNSURPASSED “THEATRE QUALITY”

PROJECTION IN EVERY TYPE AND STYLE OF SCREEN OFFERS
THE FINEST IN QUALITY REPRODUCTION FOR EVERY KIND OF SCREENING!

RAVEN FABRICS
Haftone
Crystal Beaded
Polaroid Silver
White Opaque
Silvertone

RAVEN MOUNTINGS
DeLuxe Automatic Collapsible 22” x 30” to 70” x 70”
Standard Tripod 30” x 40” to 52” x 72”
Gear Operated Tripod 45” x 60” x 70” x 96”
Duplex 30” x 30” x 70” x 96”
Table 24” x 24” to 36” x 48”
Metal Case Hanging 30” x 30” to 12’ x 12’
Spring Roller and Back Board 70” x 70” to 12’ x 12’
Wood Roller and Batten 48” x 48” to 12’ x 12’
Thrusion 18” x 24” to 45” x 60”

444 distinctive Raven Screens — Haftone, Witelite and other exclusive fabrics as well as many standard fabrics, such as Glass Beaded — are yours to choose from. No matter how varied your needs, you’ll find a Raven Screen serves you best. In times like these your purchase of equipment must be more discriminating than ever before. Some of the nation’s foremost cinematographers as well as many theater chains use nothing but Raven Screens. You, too, will find them the finest values for your money. Leading dealers everywhere feature these outstanding screens. See them today or write for illustrated brochure.

Eastman Kodak selected Raven Screens, from among all others, for their gorgeous Cavalcade of Color at the World’s Fair.
Quality Bulk Movie Film

8mm • 9½mm • 16mm • 35mm

SUPER PANCHO REVERSAL—Stripped
Speed 24-18—Anti-Back Hacking
Double 8 $3.75 $1.35
Single 8 $2.00 .85

SUPER CINEPAN PLUS REVERSAL—Not Stripped
Speed 64–40—Non-Backlight Base
Double 8 $1.00 $1.00
Single 8 .50 .45

CINECHROME SEMI-ORTHO REVERSAL
Speed 8–2—Non-Backlight Base—Not Stripped
Double 8 $1.85 .80
Single 8 .70 .30

CINE-KODAK-POSITIVE TITLE FILM—Not Stripped
Double 8 $1.45 $.65
Single 8 .70 .45
16mm—1.10

CINELANDIANE

BAIA Precision All-Metal 8 mm. Sitter... $2.75
POPOFADY DTY for making Chamber Fader... 1.00
POPOFADY WEP-OF TAPE, per roll. ... 60
CINETYPE 6 Colors and Instructions... 5.00
DUPOINT VESCO SPOONGES, each... .50
HOME MOVIES, Back Issues, 1935–1940... 1.50
Title DEVELOPER, tubes, each... .15
NOPPER, each... .50

NEW! All titles are absolute, due to new tax effective Oct. 1. New lists again in prepration and all lists new will receive only as soon as possible.

W. STUART BUSSEY FILM LAB.
17 E. St. Joseph St. Indianapolis, Ind.

The Automatic Splice Marker and Brilliant Viewer

8 mm. . 16 mm.

$8.50

THE BAIA MOTION PICTURE ENGINEERING CO.
166 Victor Avenue Richland Park, Mich.

NOW

Gorgeous KODACHROME Film Subjects!
in both 8 mm. and 16 mm. full color.

W:AIKAI Hula Girls
Cairo (Egypt)
Surf Board Riding in Hawaii
Afriana Rider
Victoria Nile Falls
Friends of Norway
Gibraltar (First Day)
Panama (Canal, cities)
French West African Outposts (Including Dakar)
8mm, 50 ft. each... $5.50 16mm, 100 ft. each... $13.00

(Photos taken by photographers in person.)
(Prices are approximate)

Shipped prepaid C.0.S.A. upon receipt of money order.

Chokers.

Maximum Number.
Also 125 BW subjects including full length Dilmers.
Distributed by

HAROLD F. JENKINS CO.
Elmira, N. Y.

be limited, such as for a close-up, the smaller backdrop will serve. An ideal dead ground background may be obtained by hanging the backcloth a few feet back inside a building having large double doors, such as the garage attached to the house. In this way, the cloth, already black, is in shadow and will therefore have no appreciable effect on the film emulsion, while the action to be photographed can take place out in front in full sunlight.

Hobby of filming Birds . . . .

Ifimm.

ilk seldom realize the endless patience required to film, for example, a single scene of a nesting sequence. Unlike movies of other subjects, films of bird life must necessarily include certain types of shots that might otherwise be criticized for exposure, focus, composition or unsteadiness of camera. Obviously, bird films should not contain too much of this kind of footage, and they need not. Which brings us back to the subject of telephoto lenses.

In order to successfully photograph birds at a safe distance where one's presence or sound of camera will not prove disturbing, yet enable capturing action vividly enough to be discernable on the screen, a telephoto lens must be employed and the camera must be mounted on tripod or other sturdy support. I am a bit psychopathic on the subject of telephotos, I suppose. At present my pride and cinematic joy is a 30-inch Goertz-Dagor convertible to 60-inch focal length. This is a little extreme, of course, but I've found that the further away the wild life photographer stays from his subjects the more successful will be results and the happier and safer will be his "actors."

This cannot be stressed too strongly. Predatory animals have the peculiar faculty for following man-made trails in search of food; and many times I have returned to a scene the following day to resume filming a much-coved nest of eggs or young birds, only to find the birds or eggs devoured in my absence.

Without a doubt, the greatest menace to eggs and young birds is the blue jay (there are a number of species, all of which are predatory). He is a beautiful bird. His showy plumage photographs well, and he makes a fine subject. But don't let him find you probing about another bird's nest, or inevitably your subjects, whether eggs or young, will have vanished by the following day. The best policy I know, when a jay comes on the "set" while photographic operations are underway, is to shoot him down and forget about it. If you don't, an innocent bird will suffer.

This method may still be used for a longer shot, provided the action is limited to a portion of the picture area only. This area is masked off with a suitable mask set in the mask holder on Stage A, the scene viewed through the opening being covered by the black backdrop and the action taking place in front as before.

Next month we shall dwell on the subject of masks for multiple exposures, so essential in trick camera shots.

This is nearly always necessary to do some rearranging about the nest to make possible a good camera angle. In doing this, tie back the branches and foliage with coarse, black thread. Do not develop an "ax complex." After the day's filming, release the tied branches and in this way restore the natural concealment and safety that originally existed.

In filming small birds, such as the bush-tit and humming bird, the sound of the camera is one of the most disturbing elements. These birds pay little or no attention to the faint buzzing of the camera once it is started, but most all birds dart away in great fright the instant a noisy exposure button is pressed.

This, of course, spoils what might have been a rare scene. It often helps if there is a light wind blowing, in which case scat attention will be given to the camera noise by the birds, and natural sequences can be successfully filmed.

It is dangerous to be too persistent in filming nesting sequences. Once I attempted filming a feeding sequence at the nest of a Hoerman's Song Sparrow. I pressed the exposure button and instantly the parent bird darted away. I waited 30 minutes. The sparrow again approached her nest with a choice tid-bit and was about to feed her young. Again I pressed the button. Again she instantly sped away. I waited another half hour and again the same thing happened. My theory was that she would eventually get used to the idea and a decent feeding scene could be filmed. But after five hours of this I became a bit fatigued and discouraged with the whole set-up and decided to have a look into the nest and lay off for the rest of the day; but too late—the young were dead, victims of sunstroke and starvation.

There are two things about birds besides feathers that make them stand out in signal contrast to most other animals.
There is the fact that they lay eggs which are usually colored and, of course, their ability to fly.

There is much to be said regarding the photography of birds in flight, but we must not overlook the possibilities of al-so filming close-ups of their eggs in natural color.

I prefer doing this at home at night when I feel perfectly relaxed. It is a bit tedious, but not harmful to the egg if care is taken. Besides, the bird doesn't mind if you borrow an egg as long as you bring it back in a day or so un-harmed!

In this respect, I find use for a pint thermos bottle which has been washed thoroughly with water heated to about 110° F. Shake it vigorously to expel as much water as possible, then fill with warm cotton and plug in the stopper. In this "portable incubator" it is safe to carry about one or more half-hatched bird's eggs indefinitely with only an occasional reheating, and it can be replaced in the nest after being thoroughly "mugged."

Dark blue blotting paper makes a good background for such shots. It is contrasty and yet does not divert attention. There are some bird's eggs, especially those of the Catbird, which are very dark blue, in which case some other color or background should be used.

My favorite sequence in filming a bird's eggs is to first show a long shot of the habitat in which the nest was found, with special attention given to composition. Then dissolve to a medium close-up showing perfectly its form and coloration.

With this sequence, one establishes a familiarity with the type of country or locale in which the nest of a given spec-ies of bird may be found. It can show in detail the character of the nest—some are very beautiful—and size of the nest and eggs in relation to a familiar object, the human hand, for example. And lastly, it shows the colors and intricate markings and shape of the individual egg.

Another interesting sequence is to show either a close-up of the nest and its contents of unhatched eggs, or make an ultra close-up of one egg, being very careful about exposure. Then execute a slow, four- or five-second fade. Wind back this slow fade and put away the camera or magazine until the eggs hatch (substrfuge can be used here to great ad-vantage). Then, with the same film, make a slow three- or four-second fade-in of either the nest full of young birds, or an ultra close-up of one of them. The result will be a slow, magical transition from unhatched eggs to new-born babes. The effect is startling! The same routine

---

You no longer need "dream" about attaining professional char-acteristics in your home movie productions...with the BROWN TITLE MAKER you can easily and expertly "dress up" your films to provide the smooth finishing touches that they deserve. Whether you work in black-and-white or full color, the BROWN TITLE MAKER is your best bet, even though it may cost a few dollars more. Ask for a demonstration at your dealer's, or write for complete details.

Complete with Opal glass, clear glass and cork backgrounds, g"x2"...two reflectors with adjustable brackets...12-ft. extension cord...vertical pivot bearing...target-sight and supplementary lens holder...field chart for lens...and instructions.

AMERICAN BOLEX CO., Inc. • 155 East 44th St., New York, N. Y.

With the Money You Save by Using the BROWN PRECISION TITLER Save Again by Buying Defense Stamps.

$27.50 Complete, Nothing Else to Buy!
can be exercised through the various stages in the growth of a young bird, from a naked baby just out of the shell to an adult.

I find it nearly practicable to use 16 frames camera speed when filming birds in flight, but advocate at least twice normal speed or 32 frames. In this way all rapid motion is smoothed out, and yet the sensation of speed remains.

Extreme slow motion is always captivat- ing and serves as a study in motion analysis. Here, as in filtered shots, great dramatic appeal can be attained that is interesting to everyone. It is something to see the long flight feathers of the Turkey Vulture bend on the down beat as he laboriously lifts himself into the air. There is imparted a feeling of great weight and power.

At sixty-four frames or four times normal speed, it is only necessary to expose for two or three seconds. On the screen, this will be eight or twelve seconds in length—ample time for observation of the most interesting of wing shots. Slow motion will smooth out all unsteadiness and the extreme quality is excellent to splice in later where slow motion shots at various angles are advantageous.

It is a lasting joy indeed to capture successfully on film the charm and radiance of the humming bird; the majesty of the vulture in flight; the stateliness of the Great Blue Heron, or the regal form of the Osprey.

And you can take it from one who, not so long ago delighted in hunting birds and wild game with gun instead of a camera, that the latter furnishes far greater pleasure. Indeed, as already stated, I have become not only a home movie hobbyist, but an amateur ornithologist as well.

---

**What to know about film . . .**

- Continued from Page 103
Three Fine FILM CHESTS

- Manufactured of beautiful quarter-sawn sycamore with a natural glossy finish; lock corner construction.
- Brass plated hardware, consisting of handles, lock and key, hinges and lid-stay.
- Solid wood partitions to divide reel cans and felt pads on interior of front and back of chest to keep cans from rattling.

AVAILABLE IN THREE SIZES AS FOLLOWS:
- 8mm. 8 reel capacity 200'—$2.05
- 8mm. 8 reel capacity 300'—$2.50
- 16mm. 8 reel capacity 400'—$3.75

THE NEGA-FILE COMPANY
EASTON PENNSYLVANIA

CORONA BETTER BULK FILMS
SPECIAL ATTENTION—in the future Super-Pan will be known as CORONA-Pan. It is the same film under our Registered Trade Name. When ordering, mention CORONA-PAN.

SAME PRICE FOR 1MM. OR DOUBLE 8MM. ALL FILMS HAVE ANTI-HALO BACKINGS. PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE PROCESSING.

SPEED
CORONA-PAN...$3.15
ORTHOCRITICAL...12-4
ORTHOCRITICAL...12-4
MACHINE REVERSAL PROCESSING—Double 8 or 16mm—100 ft., 85c; 50 ft., 65c; 25 ft., 50c.

Special Delivery Service on All $2.00 Orders

All Orders Shipped Postpaid Except C.O.D.

FREE BOOKLET on home processing instructions, plans and formulas with orders. Single copies, 15c

CORONA FILM LABORATORIES
1028 NEW YORK AVE. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Make Your "Own TALKIES" with Filmgraph

Anyone can make an instantaneous recording of producing of sound on film with FILMGRAPH. Ideal for all types of recording and unusually adaptable for making sound tracks for home movies. Model AL, requiring an ampli- fier, speaker and microphone, will accommodate 500 feet of FILMGRAPH film for sound tracks to match up with pictures of like length—no gaps, no dups. Cost of recording extremely low, in fact, but a fraction of cost by any other method. Price $125.00. Limited special offering at $95.00. Ask for bulletin SI-9, better yet, rush order to avoid disappointment.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC.
Dept. HN, 812 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Panchromatic is also divided into several types according to emulsion speed characteristics, ranging up to the high-speed "Super-XXX" films.

Orthochromatic film is not sensitive to red. In other words, anything colored red photographs black, and any colors containing any degree of red photograph accordingly. "Ortho" film, as it is called, is extremely fine grain and will give very excellent results unless true color values are desired, and where high speed is not essential. There is no reason why Ortho should not be used for all ordinary outdoor filming. Most all filters can be used with ortho film, except red. If a red filter were used, the film would run through the camera and remain unexposed, and probably could be used over again.

One advantage of ortho film, for those that do their own processing, is that it can be handled under a red light, without the use of a desensitizer. Another advantage is that it is cheaper. Ortho film can be used satisfactorily under artificial light, except that a larger stop opening, or stronger lights, are necessary than when panchromatic film is used.

Panchromatic on the other hand is sensitive to all colors, including red, and gives approximately the same degree of brightness to each color as seen by the eye. Panchromatic film can be used with all filters, including red. Results when using a filter are more pronounced with panchromatic film, than with Ortho when using the same filter.

Panchromatic film cannot be handled under a red safe-light, but a special green safe-light made for the purpose may be used. This safe-light, however, is very faint, and is not a great deal of help. After exposure, panchromatic film may be desensitized before processing, following which it can be handled safely under a red light. The desensitizer is a solution through which the film can be passed the same as through any other photographic solution, such as developer, and it desensitizes the emulsion so it is not affected by the red light. It has no effect on the image already recorded on the film through exposure in the camera.

Supersensitive Panchromatic film (known as S.S. Pan), is similar to ordinary panchromatic, except that it is from one to two stops faster or four times as fast. It is better adapted for filming under artificial light or in poor light either early or late in the day, or on very dull days. Being a fast film it can be used with a slower lens than ordinary film, or with less powerful lights. All filters can be used with S. S. Pan.

In addition to the extra cost of this film, it has a larger grain and while this is not noticeable in close-ups or shots of

The MOVIE MAKER'S FAVORITE

The VICTOR "250-S"

This new 11-inch "Diffuser-Flector" for No. 2 floodlamps is highly effective, needs no diffusing screen. The strong spring clamp, swivel mount and 10-ft. rubber cord and plug from the push-switch socket completes this very portable unit. See it now at your dealer's or write for free instructive folder. Price, including excise tax, $4.15

JAMES H. SMITH & SONS CORP.
320 Lake St. Griffith, Indiana

WESTERN MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

Unconditionally Guaranteed. Send for Circular.

* Wesco's New "VICTORY" NO METAL REEL FILES
WILL SAFELY PRESERVE YOUR PRECIOUS FILMS!
HERE'S THE NEWEST, SMARTEST AND MOST CONVENIENT METHOD OF RECORDING AND STORING YOUR VALUABLE 8MM. FILM.

De Luxe Literature Series: of 5 volumes, safely holds 15—290 ft. all reels. Form- ally built in black or brown treated. Carrying case with spiral hinge front cover. Complete, with 18 plastic reels $16.75
Without reels $10.00
large objects, there are some shots, such as those of small objects, or distant scenery, which cannot be obtained with the same clarity as on slower film. However, S.S. Pan is best used, when it is a question of getting the picture with slightly increased grain, or not getting it at all. The same thing applies to S.S. Pan as to ordinary Panchromatic film, with regard to use of a desensitizer.

Kodachrome is also a reversal film, requiring a different and more or less secret processing procedure as compared to black and white reversal films. Nor does Kodachrome provide for the latitude of error in exposure as when black and white film is used. Therefore greater accuracy in judging exposure is necessary for best results.

Kodachrome is divided into two types: "Regular" for use out-of-doors, and "Type A" for use indoors under artificial light. To use Regular Kodachrome indoors under artificial light, a special filter must be used over the lens, and the same applies when Type A is used out of doors.

None of the filters that may be used with panchromatic films may be used with Kodachrome with any success ex-
Movie of the month . . . 

• Continued from Page 104

When talking a glimpse filter and a special polarized filter, called a Pola-Screen. The haze filter is beneficial in cutting through haze when shooting at high altitudes. The polarized filter comes in handy under a number of conditions. It will cut through haze and also subdue reflections and highlight bright objects.

From the foregoing, the beginning amateur may judge the type of film best

suited for his requirements. If they are other than those of plain every-day movie making, it is suggested he shoot a test roll of the particular film he thinks best suited to his purpose. In this way he will gain from actual experience more than could be written here about the inherent qualities and the results obtainable from any given film.

Turning for more, she attempts to make a sale to her daughter, who declines but promises to buy her a roll of color film if she succeeds in winning the camera.

Eventually all the lotions are sold and the little girl triumphantly mails the quarters she has collected for the camera. In due time the camera arrives, much to the consternation of Mrs. Geurts who, upon and there vows "to put an end to all this foolishness." When Mr. Geurts arrives home that evening he is shown the new camera and produces the roll of color film for it as promised.

An outing is planned for the purpose of making pictures and the entire family set out in their car for the country. At this point is introduced some of the most breath-taking scenic shots ever to be filmed in Kodachrome. The scenes were filmed in autumn when the foliage of trees and shrubbery in the Utah hills is a myriad of golden yellows, reds and purples backdropped by clear, deep blue skies. Mr. Geurts and daughter are shown busily snapping pictures while Mrs. Geurts and the other children take short hikes and collect bunches of gaily colored leaves.

The day's outing at an end, the happy family returns home and the rolls of color film are sent away for processing. In due time they are returned, and collected at the mail box by Mrs. Geurts she who vowed to "put a stop to all this foolishness." Remembering her vow, she senses opportunity to discourage her husband's further interest in photography. Opening the boxes in which the mounted Kodachrome transparencies have just arrived, she switches the tops so, that evening, when father and daughter are examining results of their photographic outing, daughter's pictures apparently surpass her father's!

With his photographic ego deflated at the thought that his daughter, with an inexpensive camera, could make better pictures than he with his "Rollie," exposure meter, tripod, and etc., Geurts decides to chuck the outfit—advertising it for sale in the classified columns.

But this is not the end of Mr. Geurts' interest in photography. He sends away for a supply of lotion, and goes forth to peddle it among the neighbors. At first he strides down the street with the air of a super salesman, vigorously ringing doorbells and taking the first few "no's" like a veteran; but when housewives, instead of showing interest in his wares, give back to him the jars of lotion purchased earlier from his daughter, he senses the futility of his efforts. No quitter, he continues his selling venture—clear through the dead of winter—trudging through the snow to ring doorbells mechanically and take the rebuffs of wives who earlier charitably purchased the worthless lotion from his little girl. But this could not go on forever, so Geurts gives up—chucks the remaining jars of lotion into the family medicine chest and mails a check to the manufacturer for the amount required to "win" the camera.

The final scenes picture papa Geurts joyously unwrapping his new camera, anticipating better picture-making day ahead.

As an original amateur screenplay, this story is entitled to special recognition and we do not hesitate to say it undoubtedly has definite professional possibilities. It is certain to be re-filmed and again by other amateurs.

Geurts' photography of this picture is excellent. Composition of the breathtaking scenic shots enhanced by brilliant autumn foliage is superb. Camera angles and camera-editing are other highlights. Editing is very well done and although there is some room for improvement, continuity flows quite smoothly on the screen. The climax—that of Geurts tramping through the snow in dogged persistence in his selling efforts—is laughable; and from this point the story moves logically and with good timing to the finale. Tighting of the picture is excellent. From the opening credits and main titles superimposed over a moving background scene to the final sub-title, good professional titling technique is evident.

And Geurts, as the "Snap Happy" camera addict is always natural, never over-playing his part. Nor for that mat-
the film. During the filming of the mating sequence, an electric fan was trained on the back of the aquarium to reduce heat from the photoflood lamps; otherwise the fish would have stopped breeding, according to the filmmaker.

Editing: Well done, with exception of first views of fish after the separating glass was removed. Jerky, disconnected movement of male indicated omission of segments of film.

Titling: Opening title and "The End" were professionally lettered over a colored illustration of the male and female Bettas. Subtitles were less pretentious but nevertheless good and well centered.

Remarks: A fascinating study of a biological subject, this film combined two hobbies for a documentary production of rare success. We would like to see the film expanded to greater length by more detailed explanation at the beginning and perhaps additional sequences on what happens to the baby fish when they mature, i.e., separation into other tanks, etc.

"Western Trip—1940" ★ ★
800 Ft. 8 mm. Koda.

A picture account of a 1400-mile, two-week motor trip through scenic places of the West, this film is a collection of well photographed pictorial shots.

Continuity: Opening abruptly with a sign, "U. S. Highway No. 8," the film takes the viewer through South Dakota, on to Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico and home by way of Oklahoma, Kansas and Ohio. All the national parks, national monuments and scenic points are pictured en route.

Photography: Many of the shots were taken in early morning or in late afternoon, but in the main exposure is consistently good. Too-frequent panning marks a major criticism, although this cine fan is to be commended for handling pan shots carefully and slowly. Some excellent telephoto shots of a rodeo, close-ups of a deer and a lamb in the arms of a young shepherd were outstanding.

Editions Without a continuity idea to carry this film along for general interest appeal, this filmmaker could cut his production in half without losing anything of value. Several under-exposed sequences of Indians dancing, Yellow-stone in late evening, etc., could be omitted to advantage. Overlong footage was given to many scenic shots. A 400-foot reel, half its present length, would easily include the highlights of this filmmaker's interesting trip. The material cut out could be saved for a miscellaneous reel for projection only to members of the family.

Titling: Subtitles were exclusively provided by highway markers and other signs. It would have been much better to have had a few explanatory titles included. As explained by the filmmaker, the picture is usually projected with supplementary remarks by the photographer.

Remarks: By reducing length of the present film and by taking a few new sequences to give the barest suggestion of starting the trip, and the return home, the photographer could add a wealth of general appeal. These could be taken anytime and spliced in along with more titles.

"Good Shots" ★ ★
175 Ft. 8 mm. Koda.

This cine fan apparently had a lot of odd shots of autumn colors in close-up and pictorial scenes that did not fit into other reels which he did not care to discard. "Good Shots" was his solution.

Photography: Camera work in this film was of an exceptional quality. Filmer handled all pictorial scenes from two or more camera viewpoints to achieve excellent variety of treatment. Close-ups of fruit and flowers were particularly fine.

Editing: In a collection of shots of autumn colorations such as this, the job of editing sometimes requires brutal slashing of footage to produce a completed reel that sustains interest. Cutting in this picture was well handled.

Titling: Beautifully done. Credit title was double exposed on a shot of flames in a fireplace. Main title was an archery target with arrows sticking out of it, and "Good Shots" lettered across the object. An autumn poem was double exposed in successive lines on a scenic shot to set the theme of the collection of "good shots."

Remarks: Film lacks element of human interest. Suggest taking additional pictures of persons looking at scenes and
splicing in at various places in reel. Or a running gag would be acceptable if done with finesse. How about an artist looking for a scene to paint? Film him always from the rear as he drags his easel and paints around from place to place; show him shaking his head each time to indicate that each scene fails to inspire him. By not showing the artists face and keeping the camera always behind him, attention will be kept centered on the scenes—the “good shots.”

Finally make a close-up of the artist, again from the rear, with camera focused over his shoulder as he paints a still life setup in an interior shot, possibly a vase and a banana. This shot might close the picture. However, unless this climax to the running gag is handled deftly, we would not suggest attempting it; otherwise the strictly pictorial quality of a good collection of color pictures would be spoiled for the average audience.

How to make titles black...

• Continued from Page 100

away from the lens-to-camera line (X-Y) as necessary to avoid reflections, and as near to the center of title card as possible without causing uneven illumination, as illustrated in diagram No. 3. The result, then, will be similar to that shown in Fig. 2.

After we are sure lights are correctly placed, our next concern is the paper stock on which titles are to be lettered. In this instance we are concerned only with titles lettered in white ink on a black title card and filmed with reversal film. Even with lights correctly placed, reflection and “grey” instead of black backgrounds can result. In most instances of this kind the trouble can readily be corrected by using a soft-surfaced black paper on which to letter the title text.

Amateurs who have strived unsuccessfully for the ultimate in black backgrounds, especially in making titles involving double exposure over picture or moving backgrounds, will be interested in experiments made with a variety of so-called black paper stocks. Many papers which appear black to the eye will not register true black to the camera. Many have a sheen which tends to reflect light of high intensity.

In order to show the reflective tendencies of some black papers commonly used by amateurs in title making, they were photographed by the author in a regulation titler with a still camera.

Movie of the Month

• Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it “The Movie of the Month.” This movie is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker.

This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for judging with those films submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941

AUGUST: “Dedication,” produced by Alex W. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

SEPTEMBER: “Through the Window Pane,” produced by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

OCTOBER: “Cock and Bull Stories,” produced by J. O. McCracken, Glendale, Calif. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 300 feet in length.


1942

JANUARY: “Latitude 26,” produced by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.


MARCH: “Snap Happy,” produced by Ted Geurs, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 700 feet in length.
Negatives were developed in a contrast formula and prints, reproduced here in Fig. 5, made on contrasty paper. Thus every effort was made to bring out all possible evidence of each paper's reflective qualities.

A sheet of each grade of black paper selected for the tests was wound around a cylinder approximately 3 inches in diameter which provided a variable surface for the lights to play upon. The photofloods were moved somewhat closer to the cylinder on which the papers were placed in order to intensify any possible light reflection. The results of these tests are pictured in Fig. 5. Each paper was given identical exposure, development and printing time.

A, the first paper tested is ordinary black show card stock. It appears quite black to the eye, but in this test its reflective qualities were brought out quite vividly. Example B was ordinary black art paper—the kind used by artists and in grade school art classes. It has been quite a favorite with title makers, probably because it is so readily procurable; but from the test it is obvious that it does not absorb much light. Test C was made on a sheet of black paper that comes packed between sheets of cut photographic film. To the eye, it appears equally as black as the others, yet the test reveals it to be more light absorbent, therefore less liable to reflect light. Test D appears to reveal the best material for title backgrounds. It photographed fully black with no evidence whatever of reflection. The paper used in this test was a sheet of sensitized photographic enlarging paper—Kodabromide V-2—exposed to light as it was developed. To accelerate the density a few grains of potassium bromide were added to a full strength M-Q developer. With the room lights on, development was carried out until the paper was as black as it was possible to develop it. It was then fixed and dried. This paper has a suede-like finish, and this feature coupled with the extreme black finish, makes an ideal title card material.

Of course not all amateurs will go to such measures to make a supply of title card stock, but it is a trick to remember should the ultimate in "blackness" be desired for a title making or double-exposure job. There are many black paper stocks to be had which were not involved in the tests described—papers usually difficult to find when one needs them most. There is one black paper stock introduced in recent years which may still be available direct from wholesale paper supply houses. It has a true suede finish, and while it is not adaptable to lettering with pen and white ink or by brush, it is ideal where titles are to be printed by letter press. The next best is a paper stock like the one used in test C, and photographed with the photofloods carefully positioned for minimum reflection.

All that has been mentioned here regarding placement of lights and reflective surfaces also applies to the use of light paper stocks in the making of titles by the direct-positive method, i.e., with positive film where the finished title comes out with the values reversed. Equal care should be exercised in the selection of paper as well as in placement of lights.

---

The reader speaks...

If there were sufficient volume of this work to justify our giving up other occupations and establishing proper laboratory room, naturally we would have to charge enough to make it worth our while.

It is therefore my considered judgment that Mr. Amador should organize a Cine Sound Club in El Paso, bringing into it a good man from the radio station, buy good recording equipment, and do the job themselves. There is a lot of fun to be had in making one's own sound and I wouldn't care to have someone deprive me of that fun any more than I would think of paying someone to make my titles or shoot my scenes.

—Arch B. Sanders, Marshfield, Ore.

---

More About Positive

About the discussion regarding positive film for Kodachrome titles, sees this reader has gotten down to business, made tests, and has some more to tell:

Gentlemen: Let me add my findings to the long discussed subject of using tinted direct positive titles spliced in with Kodachrome.

In the past I have had the usual difficulty—either title or picture out of focus. This I attributed to the fact pres-
sure plate on my projector operated against the shiny side of the film. For this reason, I abandoned use of positive stock for titles. Later I purchased a new projector of another make, found the pressure plate of this machine operated differently—against emulsion side of film. So running some of my older films through the machine, I found little or no variation in focus between the positive titles and the Kodakchrome scenes. I had discussed the problems of film thickness, emulsion variations, and curl of film with others and was still dissatisfied even with the improvement shown by new projector. The net improvement, I concluded, was due to fact pressure plate kept film base on a constant and uninterrupted plane of travel and, therefore, in sharp focus.

Then began a period of experimentation. In order to determine the effect of a particular background, I made my titles on positive stock, then dyed the film with Tintex dye. To my surprise, these titles projected in sharp focus with the Kodakchrome film to which they were spliced. My conclusions are that the dye not only tends to expand thickness of the film emulsion but induces a measure of film curl similar to that inherent in Kodakchrome.

—John D. Shields, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Title Troubles...

**Continued from Page 94**

If this is the type of film you used, then the red lines should appear quite black, since the film is not sensitive to red at all. The blue lines would be quite light and washed out.

The answer is to use a panchromatic film which is sensitive to all colors, one which will record both the red and the blue in truer proportions. By using a yellow filter you can lighten the red lines a bit while at the same time holding down the blue. An orange filter would probably make the red lines quite light and the blue lines quite dark, while a heavy red filter would cause the red lines not to register at all but make the blue as black as pitch. By controlling your light through the correct use of filters in this manner, you can exercise complete control over the relative degree of contrast in the colored lines.

Q. How are those titles made that appear to roll upward revealing additional lines of text?—John A. Ball, Austin, Texas.

A. Such titles are called "scroll" titles and are made by slowly moving the card or paper, on which the title text is lettered, upward as the camera records it. To attain absolute smoothness, some kind of mechanical apparatus is necessary. Some titlers are equipped with scroll devices which are simply rollers above and below the title card holder. These are slotted to take ends of the strip of paper on which title is lettered. After photographing the opening of the title, the upper roller is moved with a small crank, winding up the paper strip.

Editor's Note: The two new twenty-five cent booklets, "50 Ideas for Filming Children" and "50 Ideas for Vacation Movies," recently compiled by the Editors of Home Movies includes title drawings for a number of the suggested films.

Information Please...

**Continued from Page 90**

trolling temperature of solutions such as putting ice cubes in the trays, placing containers full of ice in the trays (the better way) or by running the solutions into the trays through rubber tubing covered with ice or iced water.

Buy a good darkroom thermometer and keep a check on your solutions and wash water and see if this doesn't end your trouble.

Second Developer (George A. Henry, Duluth, Minn.)

Q. In discussing home processing of film with other amateurs, I've frequently been told that the formula used in the second developer is highly important to best results in reversing film. Is this true and if so what is considered the best formula?

A. In the reversal process, since the "die is cast," so to speak, in the first development, it really doesn't matter much what formula is used in the second development. Any soft, metal-hydroquinone formula will give good results. Many workers use D-76 while others use D-72 diluted either 1 to 2, often as much as 1 to 4. Often the same solution is used for the second developer.

Experimental Workshop...

**Continued from Page 107**

of tube, providing opening for small switch. This may be a small toggle or midget rotary switch, mounted as shown in Fig. 2. Small 7-watt lamp is soldered to stout wire lead extending from switch.

Complete unit may be mounted to projector housing by means of extension strip provided when cutting tube housing. Lamp should be connected directly to projector wiring.

—D. H. Thomas, Martins Ferry, Ohio.

---

**MAKE TITLES IN 6 COLORS!**

On Photographic Backgrounds

**NEW INGENIOUS A-TO-Z COLOR TITLE OUTFIT**

**$6.50**

Everything you need to make thousands of titles. No special skill required. It's easy... it's fun.

Outfit includes: A-to-Z Title Maker; 30 Quartettes in Color; 12 sheets of 8x10" view-washable, acetate film; 8 bars of special color (Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, Black, White); 18 Photography 8x10" Backgrounds; Title Frame (72") area; Tracing Paper, Brush, Simple Instructions, etc.

**FREE—Sample Title Kit.** Write today for your sample kit. No obligation.

**MAKE YOUR OWN MOVIE ACCESSORIES**

(235 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.)

---

**8mm FILM SLITTER**

Blits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width. Die cast body, hardened steel cutting wheels. Will not scratch film. Precision built. Price $5.95.

At your dealers.

RALPH V. HAINLE & ASSOCIATES

315 WALNUT ST. - CINCINNATI, OHIO
Keep right on shooting . . .

- Continued from Page 99

people to explore regions of interest nearer home. It has long been one of those unexplained quirks of human nature why those on the Pacific Coast, for example, must travel across country to Chicago or New York, and the Easterner must stoutheart, in order to satisfy desire for a "change" or a vacation.

What the westerner travels east to see will now be examined more closely—and filmed—by the easterner who, up to now, failed to see the forest for the trees.

But more important—this sudden awakening to the probable effects of war on our hobby should center our interests more on its other phases. We might liken the hobby of home movies to that of woodworking, which so many have taken up in recent years. The woodworker finds fascination in the many things his lathe or jigsaw saw will do and is constantly led from one project to another by this fascination. Our movie cameras are equally diversified in that, in addition to producing motion pictures of ourselves, our family and friends, they can also be utilized in filming titles, trick photography, the filming of slow motion study of plants and flowers and of microscopic subjects—not to mention the projects these new fields lead to in the building of gadgets and accessories necessary to their exploration.

One has only to consider the vast amount of 8 mm. and 16 mm. footage still untitled to realize the potential fun that is being overlooked by all amateurs who have yet to set out working, lettering and filming titles for these pictures. In the past, many amateurs have been too eager to thread a roll of film into their camera and shoot scenery or the kiddies, show the film a couple of times to members of the family, then forget about it. Such films could have wider appeal, furnish much more fun to the amateur who could screen them with pride to his friends and neighbors—if they were titled.

Certainly plenty has been written within these pages every month to show how easy it is for any amateur to title his own films. Those who have not attempted titling thus far are passing up much of the fun their camera affords. As one amateur so aptly said, "Now that I've discovered what fascination there is in making titles, I should like to devote all my time to titling if only enough films could be made available to me for the purpose."

And how many amateurs owning cameras, providing for multiple speeds, have ever filmed with anything but the standard 16 frames per second speed? Have you yet to experience the fun of making trick shots in slow motion or ultraspeed?

For those who prefer to pass up the mechanical aspects of the hobby and stick strictly to filming, there is still the production of scenarized pictures to keep one busy endless days—and nights, too. Actually the real pleasure in producing a scenarized movie lies not so much in actual recording of scenes with the camera, but in the preparation of the play, the search for locations, making film tests of potential players and casting them for roles in the picture. Filming this type of picture is becoming more popular among individual cinefilers as well as club groups as evidenced by the number of amateur topolays entered in 1941 contests.

These are just some of the possibilities yet to be explored by movie amateurs. These are the hitherto lightly traveled highways of our fascinating hobby to be discovered by increasing numbers in the months to come. No, there's no reason whatever for slowing up in our filming activities, for when we cannot film, we can find subjects of equal interest to shoot within our homes and gardens, and fascinating projects for our movie workshops.

With the Reel Fellows . . .

- Continued from Page 92

from my city or its surroundings. I also would request of Helen a very good shot of herself. In introducing this grand person on the screen I would lead off with a picture of the bridge donated, then a fade-in of "Reel Fellow" Helen Smith of San Francisco, Calif. In that way, I would not only know them by correspondence, as Mr. White suggests, but by sight as well. Soon, we are sure, we would have a library of "Reel Fellows" that we could enjoy, because they would be living and breathing on the screen before us.

Maybe my idea won't be worth much, but to me, if the plan is ever really formulated, I will ask outright for film with an accompanying picture of its donor, and I will, in return, do my bit.

Thanking you for patiently bearing up under this, I remain,

Your New "Reel Fellow" Member,

Mrs. CARL ZANDER.
ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine
12 MONTHS FOR $2.00 IN U. S.
In Canada, $2.00; Foreign—$3.00

SPECIAL OFFER: 3 Years for $5.00 in the U. S. A.

Home Movies
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Hollywood, Calif.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
**One Reel Movies**

**Defense Garden**

Newfound interest in home gardens as a part of national defense offers a good opportunity for filming an interesting home movie. Here's the outline of a plot on this theme specifically written for a family cast consisting of Dad, Mother, two sons and daughter. It can be altered, of course, to fit the needs of larger or smaller family groups.

Open with a scene showing members of the family in the backyard with numerous packages of seeds. Father points out the area to be dug up for the garden and delegates the boys to start digging. Mother and daughter can be shown using rakes to break up the clods and level off the spaded earth. Dad will be very officious in directing the procedure and then he will retire to his comfortable lawn chair and presumably start to figure out costs and estimated yield of fresh vegetables. This is the beginning of a running gag which will poke fun at Dad as one who directs the show but does no work himself.

Cut in with close-up from a low camera angle showing the rest of the family digging and raking in the garden plot. Another shot will picture Dad seriously figuring while resting in the lawn chair.

When the earth has been prepared and furrows formed for the rows, the procedure of planting seeds can be shown in close-up. In this way you will be able to get interesting action shots of each member of the family except Dad, who by this time is quietly dozing in his chair, pencil and paper lying in his lap. A close-up of the paper reveals the following optimistic figures: "Family Garden—Seeds, $2.00; extra spade, hoe and additional hoe, $7.50; total cost, $9.50; total estimated yield from garden, $25.00."

A title at this point should introduce a shot of the garden plot one month later. It is now covered with a luxurious growth of weeds! In order to facilitate the shooting schedule, fake the garden location by filming a patch of weeds carefully cut out of a nearby vacant lot. Trim weeds around the plot to make it resemble in size the original garden plot and make the shot from a high camera angle in order to exclude the surroundings which might otherwise reveal the faked setting.

A long shot can show Dad directing his staff of gardeners in the business of pulling weeds, followed again by a series of closeups of each member of the family. Next scene can picture Dad's back as he walks away from the camera and sits down in his garden chair, feigning exhaustion. Fade out.

Fade in to actual garden plot several months later when plants are of good size. The gardeners are seen cultivating the plants. Dad is shown pulling a full-grown carrot; he wipes it off carefully on his pants and wands back to the chair to eat it while he does some more figuring. To the cost sheet, now frayed but legible, the following items: "Cultivating tools, $2.75; handle for shovel, $1; umbrella for lawn chair, $2.50." Another series of close-ups of family, working, wiping sweat from brow, drinking water, etc. Fade out.

Fade in to shot of garden about four months later. It has really "gone to pot." The daughter of the family can be shown trying to find an edible delicacy, finally pulling something out of the ground that proves to be a spindly, forlorn radish. A medium shot will take in the rest of the family. This time Mother will be sewing, the boys will be sitting in the shade and Dad again will be "resting" in the lawn chair putting the final touches to his profit and loss sheet. A close-up of the sheet can show that water cost of $3.00 has been added to the original estimate, several additional items have been included and total cost of garden is now over $25.00. Profit column itemizes such produce as 10 carrots, 5 cents; 14 radishes, 7 cents; 24 bunches of spinach, 54 cents, etc., to make a total of $4.65. The End.

—Kenneth Peters, Los Angeles.

---

**Short of Filming Ideas?**

JANUARY 1940

FEBRUARY 1940
Mistakes a Beginner Makes and How to Avoid Them—Amateur Movies "Click" in Theaters—Hints on Damaged Film—Six Things a Movie Needs to Give It "Oomph"—Simple, Quick, Simple Tricks to Amateurs—Filming of Snow and Snow—Novel Vignetting Effects Described—Tips on Tricks and Effects—How to Build a 16mm Continuous Projector—Natural Milling—Fadine Device, Extra Lens Holder, Arm, Reinforcements, Tripod, Centering, No-Glare Projector Shield.

MARCH 1940
Simple Guide to Better Composition—Adapted for Sixteen and Eight—Good Spectacular Trick Shots with Camera Carrying Case—Table-Top Movies with Hand Made Cine—of a Car—How to Make a Simple Animation of a CineFilm's "Wife"—"Oomph" Lightings for Small Groups—Simple Way to Use a Tripod—(Continued)—Positive Developing Kit Easily Built—(Continued)—How to Make Better Titles—How to Make" Articles on Photography and the Camera—Emerging Dark Room, Remote Control, Binocular Telescope, Complete Film Editor, Film Tension Control.

APRIL 1940
Practice Improves Home Reversal Results—Professional Standards for Made Public—Souleil's Litch the Way for Better Filming—The Mac-ic wand, a Full Screen Complete with Tripod—The 1940 "Dream Camera"—A New Device to Speak Your Titles—Tips on Filmig the Barnyard—Simple—Color Films by Toning—How to Make Your Camera Case, Centering Closures, Film Grips, Editing Case, Tab, Binocular Telescope, Home Line Bas, Film Faster, Reel Passer, Camera Covers.

MAY 1940
Showings for Sh bizins Gain Mo-mentum—"The Family Champ," a Rental Film, is a Hit—Simple Home Movie With Titles—Rare Adventure Awaits CineClubists Down Mexico Way—How to Build a Robot Cam-era Control—How to Pep Up Your Movies with New Title Tricks—Three Ways to Improve Exposure Quality—There's No Mystery About "Ft"—Hints on Making "How to Make" Articles on Centering Guides, Accurate Titler, Accurate Timer, Film Moisture, in-camera, Kiicks, Tripod, Mount, Rewind Retainer, De-vice for Tripod Shots.

JUNE 1940
Valuable ideas for Movie Amateurs are contained in every issue of HOME MOVIES, back issues of which are available in the library. This scan contains the articles published in this issue. If you need to access this issue or any other issue, please send your request to home movies@hollywoodcalifornia.city. We are happy to provide a summary of the contents for you.

JANUARY 1941
You Can Make Good Movies Right from the Footage of Your Movie Camera—How To Edit Your First Movie—"The Finishing Touch"—Moves of Children Can Be Improved—Some Ideas for Filming of Lighting for the Beginner—Shadows and Lighting Control—"The Glorified "Sixteen" Ban of Tricks—School's Sell Activities with 16mm. Movie—Makemore Ideas for Background Props, Moving Backgrounds, Backgrounds—Amateur Camera Film Viewer, Background for Movie Production, Astounding Board Tiitter, Editing Outfit.

FEBRUARY 1941
Now Available In Colors!

Titles appearing in HOME MOVIES each month are now available in colors for Kodachrome—printed in color on tinted stock. Color reproductions of titles appearing in the January, February and March issues are now ready—specially priced at 25c per set of eight titles, 5 sets for 50c. Remit with order to HOME MOVIES, Hollywood, Calif.


**EQUIPMENT FOR SALE**

- **BASS SAYS:** Cine equipment dealers displayed more than usual enthusiasm for the choice of fine equipment in these trying times: Used CAMERAS.
  - 8mm. Bell & Howell Biple 8. F.3.5 lens, case.
  - 8mm. Keystone. F.3.5 lens. $118.50.
  - 8mm. Revere. F.2.5 lens. case. $134.50.
  - 16mm. Bell & Howell Model T3. Cooke F.3.5 lens. $124.50.
  - Bell & Howell 70A. 3.5 Cooke. $144.50.
  - Bell & Howell 121 Magazine. 1" F.1.8 Cooke. $107.
  - Bell & Howell Cell. 16. 27.5 wide. wide angle. case, $172.50.
  - Victor 3. 1. F.7.5. $147.50.
  - Simex. simplex. 1" F.1.9 with optical finder. 3" F.4.5 Triplan Telephoto. case. $135.
  - Movicon. Sonnar F.1.4. coupled range finder. $135.
  - 3" F.1.5 Kino Plasmat. Fitted for C mount or coupled for Leica. $135.00.
  - 1" F.8. Dallmeyer. Type C mount or coupled for Leica. $185.00.

- **LENSES**
  - 3" F.1.5 Kino Plasmat. Fitted for C mount or coupled for Leica. $135.00.
  - 1" F.8. Dallmeyer. Type C mount. $110.00.

- **Kodascope EE Series II. 750 watt lamp.** $79.

- **Bell & Howell 37A, reconditioned. 400 foot.** $75.

- **Bell & Howell Model 5OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Cell. 16. 27.5 wide. wide angle. case, $135.00.**

- **USED SOUND PROJECTORS**

  - Victor Animatophone Model 33. 750 watt lamp. $100.
  - Model 38 film output. 1600. $25.50.
  - Cell. 16. F.2.5 lenses. $217.50.

- **Victor Animatophone Model 48A, new condition.** $250.

- **Bell & Howell Model 48F, new condition. Limited Number: Discontinued new model.** $250.

- **Bell & Howell Auditorium Projector. 1600.** $250.

- **Bell & Howell Model 100. 1600.** $250.

- **Bell & Howell Model 5OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Model 9OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Model 9OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Model 9OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **BASS CAMERA COMPANY.** Dept. 197. W Madison St. Chicago, Illinois.

- **FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED for your Model 28.** $350.

- **Elgin Mfg. Bell & Howell Model 16 camera:** for your Model B 16mm. projector on Bell-Howell Plasmat lenses or your Revere 3.5 on Revere Turret: For your Model 50 Kodascope on new Amore lens; for your A Bell & Howell 35mm. projector. Write for other liberal allowances. EQUIPMENT FOR SALES.

- **_Hollywood_ 16mm. Bell & Howell 37A, as new. $49.50. 500-watt Bell & Howell Model 27, as new. $125.00._**

- **Bell & Howell Plasmat lenses. 3." F.1.9 lens. condition. $150.00.**


- **Bell & Howell Model 3OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Model 9OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **BASS CAMERA COMPANY.** Dept. 197. W Madison St. Chicago, Illinois.

- **NEW RELEASES in a 40-page catalog.** $95.

- **BASS CAMERA COMPANY.** Dept. 197. W Madison St. Chicago, Illinois.

- **FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED for your Model 28.** $350.

- **Elgin Mfg. Bell & Howell Model 16 camera:** for your Model B 16mm. projector on Bell-Howell Plasmat lenses or your Revere 3.5 on Revere Turret: For your Model 50 Kodascope on new Amore lens; for your A Bell & Howell 35mm. projector. Write for other liberal allowances. EQUIPMENT FOR SALES.

- **_Hollywood_ 16mm. Bell & Howell 37A, as new. $49.50. 500-watt Bell & Howell Model 27, as new. $125.00._**

- **Bell & Howell Plasmat lenses. 3." F.1.9 lens. condition. $150.00.**


- **Bell & Howell Model 3OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Model 9OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **BASS CAMERA COMPANY.** Dept. 197. W Madison St. Chicago, Illinois.

- **FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED for your Model 28.** $350.

- **Elgin Mfg. Bell & Howell Model 16 camera:** for your Model B 16mm. projector on Bell-Howell Plasmat lenses or your Revere 3.5 on Revere Turret: For your Model 50 Kodascope on new Amore lens; for your A Bell & Howell 35mm. projector. Write for other liberal allowances. EQUIPMENT FOR SALES.

- **_Hollywood_ 16mm. Bell & Howell 37A, as new. $49.50. 500-watt Bell & Howell Model 27, as new. $125.00._**

- **Bell & Howell Plasmat lenses. 3." F.1.9 lens. condition. $150.00.**


- **Bell & Howell Model 3OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Model 9OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **BASS CAMERA COMPANY.** Dept. 197. W Madison St. Chicago, Illinois.

- **FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED for your Model 28.** $350.

- **Elgin Mfg. Bell & Howell Model 16 camera:** for your Model B 16mm. projector on Bell-Howell Plasmat lenses or your Revere 3.5 on Revere Turret: For your Model 50 Kodascope on new Amore lens; for your A Bell & Howell 35mm. projector. Write for other liberal allowances. EQUIPMENT FOR SALES.

- **_Hollywood_ 16mm. Bell & Howell 37A, as new. $49.50. 500-watt Bell & Howell Model 27, as new. $125.00._**

- **Bell & Howell Plasmat lenses. 3." F.1.9 lens. condition. $150.00.**


- **Bell & Howell Model 3OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **Bell & Howell Model 9OG. 375 watt lamp.** $95.

- **BASS CAMERA COMPANY.** Dept. 197. W Madison St. Chicago, Illinois.

- **FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED for your Model 28.** $350.

- **Elgin Mfg. Bell & Howell Model 16 camera:** for your Model B 16mm. projector on Bell-Howell Plasmat lenses or your Revere 3.5 on Revere Turret: For your Model 50 Kodascope on new Amore lens; for your A Bell & Howell 35mm. projector. Write for other liberal allowances. EQUIPMENT FOR SALES.

- **_Hollywood_ 16mm. Bell & Howell 37A, as new. $49.50. 500-watt Bell & Howell Model 27, as new. $125.00._**

- **Bell & Howell Plasmat lenses. 3." F.1.9 lens. condition. $150.00.**

Calling all Reel Fellows!

When you go shootin'
Your film on the run,
Here's how you all
Can double your fun!

Prepare yourself for a jolt of joy. We told you the fun was on the fire. Well, here it is! An amazing opportunity and offer which is open only to you registered members of The Reel Fellows.

A smash deal has just been made with the Home Movies Script Service, whereby every Reel Fellow may have his choice in a wide variety of professionally written scripts—in each case, an elaborate “shooting” screen-play, together with all necessary props and accessories—at actual printing and handling cost, plus postage. Here is what constitutes a complete filming outfit:

(1) A thoroughly professional continuity script, written similarly to those used in major Hollywood studios, ranging from 90 to 100 scenes or more, telling a fascinating story in long shots, close-ups, pans, and deft touches—all described in minute detail.

(2) Specific instructions for directing the filming of the story, either with an 8mm. or 16mm. camera, as well as the assembling, cutting and editing, titling and projecting of the finished production.

(3) Approximately 10 spoken title cards and a dozen subtitle cards, all printed and ready for home photographing.

(4) The Main title and special Ending title in actual film form, all ready to be spliced in.

(5) And, finally, even the required special props called for by the continuity.

Can you imagine anything like it... anything more novel... where you can be the director, and your family or friends the players? No offer has ever been made to match this amateur movie-making opportunity for fascinating fun. And all at a cost that is unbelievably low.

Only through a guarantee that each of you will want several of these complete shooting scripts, has such a proposition been made possible. Write TODAY. Don't delay in asking for the details and the list of subjects available. This offer is for Reel Fellow members only.

If you are not a Reel Fellow, send in your application so you can be registered. You still have a chance to become a member of this friendly fraternity of movie amateurs, whose highest ambition is to shoot for fun and help the other fellow.

Address requests to secretary...

The REEL FELLOWS
6060 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
THERE'S no time for retakes today. You want to know that your movies will be completely right. Every scene in every sequence. You want crispness and warmth and richness—and sensitiveness to every delicate shading. Probably you want color, too. You'll take your movies as carefully as you can, of course. Yet, if you err a little now and then, you want the assurance that your film will lend a helping hand.

All this is manifestly true. And equally true is the contention of seasoned cinamateurs that these vital specifications are particularly applicable to Ciné-Kodak Films. To full-color Kodachrome. To the ever-dependable Ciné-Kodak Panchromatic Film. To the faster, fine-grained Ciné-Kodak Super-X "Pan." To the ultra-fast Ciné-Kodak Super-XX "Pan." And even to the amazingly low-cost Ciné-Kodak "Safety Pan" for 100-foot 16-mm. cameras.

Whether your camera is notable for economy, or for versatility, use ever-dependable Ciné-Kodak Films for the good and satisfying movies any good camera should make.
"HAWAII"

A Cavalcade Of Our Pacific Outpost In 8mm And 16mm

Romantic Hawaii in all its peace-time glory is pictured in this finely produced picture replete with scenes of Honolulu, Waikiki, surf board riders, hula dancers, etc. A "must" for your personal film library! Specify No. 474-C when ordering.

400 Ft. 16mm............................................. $10.00
200 Ft. 8mm.............................................. 3.75

ALSO—"Highlights of Hawaii," No. 475-A, condensed version of "Hawaii," picturing interesting scenes from Waikiki to Mt. Pele..................100 Ft. 16mm, $2.00; 50 Ft. 8mm, $1.00

for your Easter Party . . .
Screen an Oswald Rabbit Cartoon!

A universal favorite among movie enthusiasts everywhere, Oswald offers fun and entertainment in a wide selection of 8mm. and 16mm. subjects. Listed are but a few:

SNIFFS AND SNIFFLES 10-A
ADVENTURES IN DREAMLAND 12-A
G-MAN OSWALD 15-A
OSWALD THE HUNTER 17-A
THE RADIO BUG 18-A
THE MAGIC WAND 21-A

100-Foot — 16mm — $3.00
50-Foot — 8mm — 1.50

Above films for sale only—not for rent.  * Also available from Dealers.

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD  •  HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Your Pets are even more interesting on the screen. Why not feature them in a movie?
Eights Out of Focus

Here's another angle on that "title-out-of-focus" problem:

Gentlemen: In your January issue, page 25, you give the answer for out-of-focus projection. True! True! For 16mm. perhaps. But with 8mm. film there is still another very important point that must be considered. In slitting double 8mm. film into two single 8mm. widths, some processing laboratories do not always perform this slitting operation accurately with the result that occasional bulges are created—i.e., the film is wider in some places than others—and will not run through the projectors with accurately machined film gates without buckling and causing temporary out-of-focus projection.

I discovered this while using a friend's projector which had a different type of film gate than that on mine. My film, which went out of focus on my machine, projected perfectly with his.

—G. T. Merrill, Alameda, Calif.

He'll Record for You!

In the January "Reader Speaks" department we published a letter from moviemaker O. W. Amador of Texas, who suggested that someone set up in business for the purpose of supplying amateurs with recordings of commentary for their home movies. The following is the first letter received offering such a service:

Dear Sirs: I should like to offer my services in preparing recorded musical and commentary recordings for amateurs as suggested by O. W. Amador in the January issue of your magazine. I have systematically experimented with all phases of 8mm. movie making during the past eight years and during the last three, have spent considerable time experimenting with home recordings for amateur films.

Movie amateurs must understand that perfect scene synchronization (as well as lip synchronization) is usually not possible due to unsteady speeds of moderate priced recording and play back turntables. This inaccuracy, coupled with the undisputable fact that most average movie projectors do not run consistently steady, could—and likely will—cause the recording to be as much as two or three seconds out of time with the scene.

The simplest, the ideal way is a turntable which the amateur can use to fade the required music in or out at the proper time; but of course this does not take care for the need for commentary speech.

Other points which the amateur should consider is that a 200-foot reel of 8mm. film, for example, will run about 16 minutes on the screen, while the average 10-inch reel, turning at 78 revolutions per minute, runs between 3 and 3 1/2 minutes. Recordings made—and played—at 33 1/3 R.P.M.'s, of course, will solve this problem—providing the amateur is equipped to play recordings at this speed.

I have many proven facts and ideas involving cables, stroboscopes, etc., that I'll be glad to discuss with any inquiring movie amateur. Also I'm in position to make sound recordings for amateur films as suggested by reader Amador. I am a script writer and attached to the dramatic staff of radio station KMBC in Kansas City which I feel qualifies me to do an acceptable job with these home movie recordings.

—Kenneth Carlson, 4210 1/2 Olive, Kansas City, Mo.

Saving His Tires!

Here's an idea—not new—but applicable to many amateurs whose filming activities might otherwise be hampered by the rubber situation:

Dear Editor: For some time we had been planning on spending a two weeks' vacation in Florida this spring; then along came war, and subsequently tire rationing which makes a long motor tour now out of the question.

However, since acquiring movies of Miami was one of the main reasons for planning our trip, the idea occurred to me that we could still enjoy such a trip by obtaining movies of Miami and points along the way and enjoy a synthetic vacation to Florida via our home movie projector.

The first thing I did was to communicate with the Miami Movie Makers Club and ask if they would make some 8mm. movies for me of important spots within their city. J. Mendelson, club director, replied, saying if I'd send along the necessary film, he'd shoot the scenes gladly.

While he was shooting for me, I thought I'd like to make the "vacation" picture complete by including scenes
CASTLE FILMS SCOOP!
FIRST 8mm-16mm. MOVIES
OF AMERICANS FIGHTING!

FIRST INSTALLMENT
IN REPAYMENT
FOR
PEARL HARBOR

"U.S. NAVY BLOTS
MARSHALL ISLANDS!"

Amazing, authentic record of our surprise blitz on the Marshall Islands! Filmed under fire! Grim, gripping action! Our ships, our planes, our straight-shooting big guns wage lightning war! Jap planes shot down! Jap ships sinking! Jap shore bases made useless! Here is the on-the-spot record for now and posterity! For every projector owner to possess! Costs less than unexposed film! Act to own this historic picture today!

CASTLE FILMS
RCA BLDG.
NEW YORK
FIELD BLDG.
CHICAGO
RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO

DON'T WAIT! DON'T DELAY!
SEND THIS HANDY
ORDER FORM TO YOUR
PHOTO DEALER NOW!


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 mm.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 mm.</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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If you have any questions concerning titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to help you. You may address him in care of this magazine or direct to his residence, 104 Stanton Ave., Ames, Iowa. Don’t forget to mention the kind of film used, light source, exposure, developer, etc. Send along a sample if possible, and don’t forget to enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope for your reply.

Q. I photographed a paragraph from a newspaper the other night by putting it in my titler and filming it as I would an ordinary title. However, the texture of the newspaper is too highly magnified when the shot is projected on the screen. Is there any way I can refilm the newspaper and eliminate this objectionable feature? I used a good exposure meter and my exposure seems perfect.—M. S., Lima, Ohio.

A. Your exposure no doubt was perfect—too perfect. Your meter gave you an average reading, but in this case it would have been better to disregard the reading and over-expose one or two stops, thereby obliterating the texture of the newspaper without materially affecting exposure on the lettering.

If you are using regular black and white reversal film for this shot and your newspaper copy is not printed any too well, it is possible that if you over-expose, as suggested above, the black lettering will show grey instead of deep black. Should this occur, shoot the newspaper shot on positive film, develop the film in a contrasty formula, then make a contrasty print for projection.

Q. I have read that filters have successfully been used with Kodachrome in filming titles composed of block letters, in order to lend color to the letters. However, the film manufacturer does not recommend use of filters, but I should like to try this stunt if you think it could be successful.—H. A. R., New London, Conn.

A. Use of a filter, when filming white title letters with Kodachrome, would cause the letters in the title to appear similar in color to that of the filter. Using filters in this way is an easy method of "painting" and "unpainting" white block title letters quickly. It is superior to using tinted base films since it provides a means for making lap-dissolves from one color to another.

A color filter may be used in front of the lens or in front of the light source—if a colored glass or gelatine can apply it may be termed a filter when used before the light source. Nevertheless, using the color before the light provides means for obtaining some spectacular effects in Kodachrome titles.

In titling with block letters, some amateurs place a filtered light of one color on one side of the title and another colored light on the opposite side, producing a two-colored shading in the title letters.

Another idea is to make up one or more "color wheels"—large discs with holes or squares covered with colored cellophane or gelatine sheets—place one of these in front of each titler light source and slowly rotate so the colors change slowly as they play on the title letters. Remember, however, to allow for diminished light and increase your exposure two or three stops.

But getting back to your original question: Yes, filters can successfully be used with Kodachrome film when shooting titles composed of white letters on dark backgrounds. However they are not recommended when filming title compositions in color or in regular color or photography.

Q. I have seen professional shots in which the camera travels in one continuous shot from a close-up of a letter to a medium shot of some object in a room or other scene. Do the professionals have special lenses which enable them to shoot a continuous scene from close-up to long shot all in sharp focus, or do they use a great amount of illumination, thus permitting stopping down the lens to the maximum to gain extreme depth of focus?—C. F., Montclair, N. J.

A. Yes, the professionals have special "zoom" lenses which are manually operated to change focus as the camera gradually swings from the closeup to the long-shot phase of the filming. However, if you have a focusing lens on your camera, you can achieve similar results, providing it will focus down to two feet. Start your camera with the lens focused on the closeup subject, then, as the camera is panned toward the distant object, gradually change focus of the lens to correspond with distance of object from camera.

This will require the assistance of another person to manipulate the lens, and
For SHARP 8 mm MOVIES Choose
The Camera With SPROCKET CONTROL

the scientifically designed

Revere 8

PROCKET CONTROL is a vital part of the finest 16 and 35mm. cameras, generally used by professional cameramen, including newsreel photographers who must get sharp pictures "as it happens." In the Revere 8mm. Camera, an exclusive reciprocating sprocket completely absorbs any variance of tension caused by the change in speed of the film as it winds on to the take-up spool. (No tugging on the 35m gate!) The Revere's sprocket also keeps the loop below the film gate constantly at the proper size to insure free movement at all times. For sharp, steady 8mm movies, ask your dealer for the Revere Camera, with sprocket film control! Write for literature! Revere Camera Company, Dept. 4HM, 50 E. 21st Street, Chicago, Illinois.

REVERE MODEL 88
Complete with F3.5 lens $38.50

REVERE "88" PROJECTOR
For sharp, brilliant movies, ease of threading and simplicity of operation, the Revere 8mm. Projector is today's outstanding value. It excels in features essential to perfect projection: smooth performance and complete film protection; powerful AC-DC motor, double blower cooling system for lamp and film; high-ratio duplex shuttle film movement; enclosed precision mechanism (no belts); fast rewind, radio interference eliminators. Complete with 500-watt lamp. F1.6 lens and one 300-foot reel, $75.00.

REVERE "85" PROJECTOR
has the same features as the "88" plus duo-shield light diffuser, micro-tilt, beam threading light and carrying case. Complete with 500-watt lamp, F1.6 lens and one 300-foot reel, $89.50.

REVERE "99" CAMERA
To the mechanical features of the "88" have been added in this model a turret head for three lenses and an extra optical view finder for use with telephoto lenses. By rotating the head, you can change instantly from regular 5/8" lens to 1" or 1 1/2" telephoto lens. Complete with one Wollensak F2.5 lens, $77.50.

SIMPLE TO LOAD AND TO OPERATE
As shown by the above illustration, you drop the reel of new film on to the take-up spindle, place the film in the gate so that it follows the white line for the loop and run it around the sprocket and on to the take-up reel. Then close the gate and door and you're ready to shoot.

REVERE "99" CAMERA takes movies of which you will be truly proud. Here are a few of its many advanced features: Eastman-licensed sprocket and spindles, precision-built mechanism. 5 speeds with positive speed governor control, built-in parallelax-corrected view-finder, and reciprocating sprocket film control. Complete with Wollensak F3.5 lens, $38.50.

Help Your Country and Yourself!
Buy United States Defense Savings Bonds and Stamps Now!
RAVEN SCREENS

OFFER UNSURPASSED "Theatre Quality"
PROJECTION IN EVERY TYPE
AND STYLE OF SCREEN FOR
THE FINEST QUALITY
REPRODUCTION FOR EVERY
KIND OF
Screening!

No matter what your needs you'll find a RAVEN SCREEN serves you best. For these are the screens selected from among all others by some of the nation's foremost cinematographers as well as movie chains and Eastman Kodak for their gorgeous Cavalcade of Color at the World's Fair.

RAVEN FABRICS
Haftone Witelite
Crystal Beaded White Opaque
Polaroid Silver Silvertone

RAVEN MOUNTINGS
DeLuxe Automatic Collapsible
22" x 30" to 70" x 70"
Standard Tripod
30" x 40" to 52" x 72"
Gear Operated Tripod
45" x 60" x 70" x 96"
Duplex
30" x 30" to 70" x 96"
Table
18" x 24" to 36" x 48"
Metal Case Hanging
22" x 30" to 12" x 12'
Spring Roller and Back Board
70" x 70" to 12" x 12'
Wood Roller and Batten
48" x 48" to 12" x 12'
Thruvision
18" x 24" to 45" x 60"

The mailbox is brimming over this month with countless interesting, enthusiastic letters from Reel Fellows from coast to coast. So we'll give space to a few of them here for the messages they contain for other members:

To the Secretary:
It was not until last June that I really became "hot" over amateur movies. I had been a still camera fan since early in 1925 when an f/4.5 lens was considered tops and the vest pocket Kodak was the smallest camera made. I went through the usual stages of evolution in amateur photography and am now in the "four camera class"—possessing a Contax II, Super Ikonta "B", Series D Graflex, and 4 by 5 and 5 by 7 view cameras.

Last June I saw my first copy of HOME MOVIES and immediately became interested in this field of amateur photography. I saw movies made by other amateurs with less experience than I had and so, on the spur of the moment, I bought a complete outfit from camera to projector.

Since that momentous day I have taken 2,000 feet of 8mm. movies, 750 feet of which are in Kodachrome. I have been buying HOME MOVIES regularly from our local photo shop and have made the reading of your magazine a "must" in our family. You see, my wife is also quite adept at handling our movi- cine camera and she has gained much valuable information from HOME MOVIES' pages.

I have had so much fun making movies that I cannot shoot enough film in a given time to be satisfied. Now that our country is at war, I am trying to record as many scenes around my neighborhood (without running afoul of forbidden areas) as I can, so that the life and tempo of our preparedness phase will be recorded; also, the many spots familiar to us which may change when the god of war gets his work in.

So, make way for a new subscriber and a new REEL FELLOW! Send me my pin, camera insignia, and all the rest — and keep sending us HOME MOVIES for the next twelve months.

Very truly yours,
—Anthony P. Formanek
New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
I own a Revere model 88 cine camera. I'm wondering if any brother Reel Fellow has made a turret for this model camera? If so would appreciate hearing from him.

I'm also interested in starting a local chapter of the Reel Fellows. Interested movie amateurs are invited to write me.
—G. Douglas True
Boston, Mass.

Dear Editor:
Here's a call to all Reel Fellows! An urgent appeal is pouring forth from this member for correspondence from other Reel Fellows on the subject of our mutual hobby. It is about time that we climbed off our shelf and got acquainted with some of the best all- around reel fellows this publication has made possible.

Some one has to make the first move and it might as well be me. My husband, also a Reel Fellow, would welcome corres- pondence from male members and I would like correspondence from femi- nine Reel Fellows. So far, several Reel Fellows have sent us bits of film to splice into our "Reel Fellow Real" we started only a few months ago. And something tells us this is to be one of our most prized possessions.

In a time of crisis, such as our beloved Country is now experiencing, many of us may not feel like corresponding when hearts are seared by trouble and anxiety; but to keep our heads high and our hopes realized, correspondence from brother movie hobbyists is the very pick-up we need.

My husband bet me $10.00 worth of film that I won't get a single letter in response to this appeal. I have taken the bet.

Looking forward to your letters, I remain,
Sincerely,
—Marie Zander
616 Stebbins St.,
Toledo, Ohio
IN analyzing the many technical advantages of Ampro projectors, you should not overlook their basic superiority of design in relation to ease of setting up. Ampro projectors can be unpacked and swung into action in a surprisingly short time—with minimum fuss and delay.

In addition, other Ampro features include: Triple claw movement • natural sound reproduction • tube operation approved by Radio Mfr’s Assn. • flexibly mounted motor • direct light to the photocell • Underwriters’ approval for 1000 watt lamps • all tubes convenient for quick replacement • non-overloading of amplifier tubes • standard lamps procurable everywhere at no extra cost • all electrical features built on one removable chassis for simplified service • fast automatic rewind • tubes carry oil to all points from centralized oil cup • Oilite Bearing and precision ground shafts employed throughout • convenient one hand tilting device • special threading light and pilot light.

Send for Complete Story

Although the demands of the U. S. War program may make it impossible to fill your requirements immediately—every person interested in better 16mm. projection should get full details of the Ampro story right now! Write today!

**TRAINING FOR VICTORY**
The U. S. Office of Education is sponsoring a huge sound film program for industrial training in connection with National Defense. Ampro educational dealers are fully informed regarding this comprehensive sound film program. Contact your nearest Ampro dealer or write us for free catalog describing each film.

AMPRO Precision Ciné Equipment

AMPRO CORPORATION
2851 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE (Dept. HM442) CHICAGO, ILL.
Family War Documentary

Why not a one-reel movie showing the family's activities during this second great World War? Today all of us are involved in the exacting demands of war which begin now to be felt in many intimate ways. Unlike those outside the movie amateur fraternity, cine enthusiasts have a unique opportunity to make a permanent record of the many ways in which the war program affects their lives. Such a film will be a priceless document of the war era for years to come.

Open your film with a re-creation of how you first heard the news of the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Perhaps you might be entering the driveway of your home after a Sunday outing on that day, when a neighbor leans over the fence and asks if you have heard the "news." You are amazed as he tells the tragic announcement he heard on the radio. You rush into the house to turn on your radio, or reach over and turn on the car radio to hear the latest bulletins.

Then perhaps you send Junior down to the drug store to get the latest newspaper in order to read a fuller account. Subsequent shots could be faked by showing a paper being thrown on the porch after Congress declared war next day. If you have saved the newspapers of those memorable days, or can buy them now, a good touch would be to show a medium shot of the front door and a paper flying into the scene and hitting the door. It comes in flat and the camera picks up the ominous headlines in close-up.

With the copies of front pages or headlines you have been able to save or buy from the newspaper office, construct your war documentary if possible in continuity as the various events really happened. On the other hand, it might be easier and almost as effective to film a collection of sequences showing various war activities of the family, without making an attempt to follow the time sequence of all events since opening of the war. More telling effect, for instance, can be made of the tire situation after it really begins to pinch the family car, now or a few months hence, instead of when the first tire "freezing" order went into operation.

The past few months have been loaded with headlines of events and government edicts, all of which are valuable as subtitles in your war picture. After the opening sequence of the family on December 7, the headline close-ups would introduce the edict relating to tires and retreads. Dad could be shown switching tires from wheel to wheel as a conserva-

- One Reel Movies -

If you have an idea for a short movie, something easy to film—send it to the editors for publication in this department. Ideas that are published will bring the contributors a 100 ft. 16mm or 50 ft. 8mm film subject selected from the catalogs of our advertisers. Address contributions to ONE REEL MOVIES, Home Movies Magazine, 6660 Sunset, Hollywood.

- Continued on Page 169
WHETHER your equipment is 8mm. or 16mm.—and no matter how long you have been shooting movies—you should enroll now and join that grand organization which incites a friendly and fraternal feeling between all amateur cinematographers. . . THE REEL FELLOWS

All sorts of advantages immediately become available to aid you on your glorious trip to more fun, friends, knowledge, economy, prestige and standing in the ranks of non-professional movie makers—when you join. . . THE REEL FELLOWS

First you sign the coupon above and send it in to headquarters with one dollar. It is just as simple as that. You then receive a gold pin, the emblem of the organization which introduces you to every other member on sight. Also an insignia for your camera which labels your equipment. Your membership card completes the credential package you receive just as soon as your application has been received. . . THE REEL FELLOWS

Upon request, the club will then forward to you a list of other members in your company so you may make friendly contact with all those amateur movie cameramen pledged to cooperate with you. According to the locality in which you live you may or may not find that there is already a charter branch of the organization. If not, help the others start one. In any case, boost with your fellow members for your own local club of. . . THE REEL FELLOWS

Give a helping hand wherever and whenever you can. You'll find the other members doing just that for you. That's the spirit of the finest bunch of movie amateurs that ever clicked a cine camera. You'll really begin to appreciate it when you join the question-and-answer correspondence phase of the club now being enjoyed by hundreds of members across country. Or when you go on your vacation and discover that wherever you go, you'll find. . . THE REEL FELLOWS

Yes, if you own a camera and have the slightest spark of enthusiasm in your blood, you owe it to yourself to join today. Then watch that spark explode and free those pent-up emotions of yours—to go places and do things—shooting for “The Movie of the Month” and the many other awards available to all members of. . . THE REEL FELLOWS

REEL FELLOWS
A Friendly Fraternity of Movie Amateurs
Before the days of priorities, Roy Smith, an Akron, Ohio, auto mechanic and avid cinebug, built himself a successful 16mm sound-on-film camera. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that Smith converted his old model 70 Filmo camera to a single-system sound job which, he states, gives commendable results considering the fact it is powered by an ordinary, non-synchronous electric motor.

All that remains of the original camera is part of the case, a right-angle gear, and the shutter mechanism. The original spring drive mechanism, sprockets, take-up spindles and gears have been removed and replaced with an electric motor drive, a galvanometer and optical recording system. 200 foot capacity magazines have been mounted on top of the camera in professional fashion. All these alterations and additions may be seen in the accompanying illustrations.

The original Filmo single-lens mount has been replaced with a two-lens turret which provides space for additional lenses when needed. A critical focuser was also built in as well as a masking device for producing split-stage and other trick cinematic effects.

Smith designed his own 200-foot film magazines and had them cast of aluminum (when defense priorities were unknown). He also constructed a 400-foot capacity magazine from sheet metal.

The galvanometer and optical system, which are essential to putting the sound track on film, he purchased as a complete unit and fitted it to his camera. In his early experiments, Smith used an old spring drive phonograph motor to turn the camera movement at the required 24 frames per second. And believe it or not, this unorthodox set-up turned the camera at fairly consistent speed, according to Smith.

This mechanical-minded movie amateur chose to build a single system recording camera in place of the multiple-unit double-system.

E. J. Eisenmeier made the beautiful floral shot on opposite page which affords a splendid title background for home movies of spring subjects.
What the beginner should know about EXPOSURE METERS

By STANLEY E. ANDREWS

THE logical sequel to our third lesson for the beginning movie amateur—which appeared in the March issue and dwelt on the subject of film characteristics—is the subject of exposure meters and their use in determining correct exposure under all light conditions.

The methods employed by photographers, experienced as well as novice, for calculating exposures are varied indeed. For the most part these methods may be numbered as four distinct "systems." Many photographers and cinematographers of the old school arrive at exposure from a knowledge of light values acquired through years of experience. Some seldom use a meter, depending upon their intuition and knowledge, to set exposure "right on the nose"—and they usually do.

The less accomplished, having yet to buy an exposure meter, consult the built-in exposure guide on their cameras and achieve fairly uniform results under average light conditions. The third method is that of employing an inexpensive "extinction" type meter—the kind you hold to the eye and sight on the object or scene and calculate exposure according to the darkest numbered or lettered segment of the meter's light density strip. The fourth is that of employing use of an electric or "photo-cell" exposure meter.

The first method needs no further discussion. Amateurs who would follow method No. 2 should first learn to appraise light conditions accurately and particularly to know the difference between a "light" and "dark" interior in calculating indoor exposures for artificial light. A room with light walls and light woodwork could not be considered altogether a "light" interior if drapes and other furnishings were preponderantly dark. Unless there is considerable reflection of light from walls of a room, unobstructed by dark furnishings, the room should be classified as "dark" and the exposure indicated by the built-in exposure guide followed. As a rule, one seldom sees an over-exposed interior shot in the average run of amateur movies, with the exception of some close-ups, and it would be well always to allow for slight over-exposure in calculating interior lens settings with aid of built-in exposure guides.

As for meters, many movie amateurs have been exposed to the so-called "light" and "dark" type meters, particularly the former, employed by the more experienced. They are usually built-in with the camera. Many amateurs can distinctly remember the day they acquired an exposure meter and how they felt about it. Excluding the use of an electric meter, these instruments can be employed by all who would like to go beyond the average in their film making and also by the seasoned amateur who desires to make a special study of exposure calculation.

Here is fine example of a carefully exposed shot. Note full detail of animals and other objects in the shadows in the background. Even with an electric exposure meter, allowance must be made for the preponderance of dark area in a scene like this. And in shooting an action shot such as this, it required quick mental calculation—something that comes with experience to all photographers.
THE most troublesome obstacle in the path of many amateurs who would film their own titles is the problem of accurately centering camera on the title card. Actually there are several very simple ways in which accurate alignment can be assured—six of them illustrated and described here. Choose the method that appeals most to you, set up your camera and shoot a short test strip. When you see how easy it really is, you'll surely get busy on one of the most fascinating phases of movie making—filming titles.

With All Types of Titlers—centering can be accomplished by placing a piece of newspaper on the title board, securing camera in place, and developing a short test strip of film at proper exposure. When developed, the area filmed may permanently be marked on the newspaper, the printed wording, etc., serving as a guide for tracing the outline. Where titler does not provide a dependable guide for securing camera in same place each time, the area seen through viewfinder should also be traced on the newspaper and the camera aligned with this area each time by sighting through viewfinder.

Centering By Projection is easily accomplished where camera film gate may be opened 45° or more. Insert a small mirror behind the film aperture (a dental mirror is excellent for this purpose). Direct beam of a pocket flashlight into mirror. Beam of light reaching title board will indicate exact title area and position that will be photographed by the camera. With home made title boards, outline this area with pencil. With typewriter titlers, adjust camera so projected beam is centered in card holder. It is important, too, to hold flashlight exactly at right angle to camera, and as close to mirror as possible.

No Titler Is Required for making titles if this simple plan is followed. After determining exact dimensions of horizontal and vertical offset between lens and viewfinder of your camera (A and B in illustration), mark the relative position of viewfinder center (C) and lens center (D) on a sheet of paper. With pencil and ruler draw rectangles the size of title cards to be used—one each for viewer and title areas as shown. Set up camera at required distance and focus viewfinder on viewer area. Title area will then be in alignment with lens. Next affix an auxiliary lens in front of camera lens and start filming.

Titles Can Be Centered with mirrors, and again a dental mirror is a handy tool for this. With camera in place on titler, but not threaded, insert a short piece of frosted film behind the film aperture. (You can "frost" it yourself with a piece of fine sandpaper). Turn on Photofloods, open lens wide, and image of title as seen by lens will be reflected onto frosted film, thence to mirror. If not perfectly centered, title or camera may be moved until alignment is accomplished and camera or title position permanently marked for future use. Thread film in camera and shoot.

A Common Yardstick or ruler may be used to center camera on title card as shown here. First measure distance from top of camera to line representing lens axis and place mark at both ends of camera indicated at A and B. Place yardstick against side of camera, as shown, and it will point to horizontal center line of title board. The vertical center line may then be determined by measuring distance between center of camera lens and side of yardstick, as shown at C, and this dimension marked on title card. For accuracy it is important to use a steady yardstick free of warping.

A Wire Frame like that pictured here can be used for centering camera on ultra close-ups as well as on titles. Actually it is a complete titler which any amateur easily can make, lacking only the title board. The wire frame, supported by the wooden collar which slips over lens barrel, extends the desired distance, guiding the camera to correct position before the title or object to be filmed. The necessary auxiliary lens is cemented in place on the wooden collar. The four wire supports extend from holes drilled in the collar and are bent to form the alignment frame.
It's easy to build this error-proof TITLER

BY GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

EVER since the titler pictured here appeared in the November 1941 issue, repeated inquiries have come in from amateurs everywhere requesting details of its construction. Adaptable to all makes and models of cine cameras, it is a versatile accessory lending itself equally to animation as to titling.

This titler affords one field size only—the popular 2"x3" area which takes typewritten title cards or those composed of alphabet soup letters. With the camera shooting down on the title card vertically, opportunity is afforded to make trick animated titles. Also, the glass panel feature, beneath which the title and title backgrounds are placed, hold the title composition absolutely flat and accurately in place—centered with the camera.

Actually this titler had its beginning with a regular Cine Kodak titler which was cut in two, as shown in Fig. 1. One might ask why cut up a good typewriter titler in order to make another? This is answered in the extra features afforded and described in the preceding paragraph. Also, this set-up provides a permanent arrangement of illumination with provision for burning the lamps at low voltage between shots—a practice which adds considerable to the life of photofloods.

The lights, being permanently located at a set distance from title board, eliminate all exposure guess work. For after initial tests have established the correct exposure, the exposure
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Masking methods for trick double EXPOSURES

BY GEORGE A. GAULD

As I pointed out in the preceding article in this series, ninety percent of camera trick shots depend upon multiple exposures—two or more shots made on the same length of film, combined in such a way as to achieve the required effect. In the majority of cases, some form of masking must be employed, so that only a certain selected portion of the picture area is exposed at the one time. An effects box in the form of a mount for the masks and a hood between the mask and camera lens to cut out extraneous light is required when using the camera for this type of trick shot.

The “Frame,” described last month provides for two types of masks. And incidentally, it would be well to refer to the illustratioin in that issue as you proceed with this article. The hood and mount fitted to Stage A forms an effects box for the use of “high diffusion masks;” that is to say, masks fixed only a few inches from the camera lens, giving a diffused line of demarcation on the film emulsion. Such masks are used when it is necessary to conceal the fact that they have been used at all.

An example of this is to be found in films showing an actor and his double, both parts being played by the same man. The camera is not moved during the two exposures and along the edge of the masks, the two exposures merge one into the other, and no trace of a “joint” is visible when the completed picture is thrown on the screen.

When a more clear cut edge is required, the mask is mounted further away from the camera on Stage B. Being further from the lens, the degree of diffusion is considerably less. In some cases, cardboard cutouts or model sets used on this Stage may automatically form masks in themselves. The actors may appear, for example, framed in the opening of an archway cut in a model set fixed up on Stage B. The shot is first taken with the whole frame covered in a black cloth and the model set in complete darkness. The set itself is photographed in a second exposure. Double exposure is utilized to overcome the difficulty of focusing sharply both the model set, a foot or two in front of the camera, and the actor who may be fifty feet away.

The “high diffusion” masks are comparatively small in size and must be cut to a high degree of accuracy. The Frame provides an easy means of doing this. A panel of plate glass, cut to fit snugly into the mount on Stage B, is made into a guide by dividing the edges into an equal number of parts and inscribing lines on the surface with a glass cutter, as shown in Fig 2.

A mask cutting guide is also required. This is made from a piece of sheet brass cut the same dimensions as the masks to be used, so that it is a good fit in the mount on Stage A. A rectangular opening is formed by drilling holes and filing to shape. In size, it should be equal to the field of view and at the same time be located in

Continued on Page 165
MOVIE of the MONTH

BY J. H. SCHOEIN

An argument and a bet were responsible for the making of "Rita of Rocky Ranch," the Movie of the Month. The argument, according to Roland Ray of Los Angeles, who produced the film, concerned the differences and merits of 16 mm. and 8 mm. cameras.

"Those on my side," Ray stated, "put their necks out by declaring we could make a western type movie with an 8 mm. camera that would equal the quality and fidelity of 16 mm. on the screen. Our opponents, in the friendly argument, were insistent that 8 mm. could not possibly have the scope and range for the production of an outdoor action drama."

The production that followed will amaze those fortunate to see it, for actually its photographic quality surpasses results of many 16 mm. cameras. This is the exception, of course, for those long experienced in amateur movies know that few 8 mm. films equal 16 mm. in sharpness of detail nor depth of focus. Ray's success lies equally in his knowledge of photography as in the quality of his camera equipment, for much of the shortcomings in 8 mm. photography is due to the camera's optical system. But "Rita of Rocky Ranch" definitely proves that a good 8 mm. camera equipped with a really good lens will record sharp pictures especially in the hands of an operator who understands how to shoot to obtain maximum depth of focus.

As the production "stills" on this page indicate, "Rita of Rocky Ranch" is a typical Hollywood "horse opera"—a term applied to movies laid in western settings and employing cowboys and horses in action scenes. Just in case the photos suggest that a company of "professional movie people" made this picture—and you must admit they look like the real thing—we'll disclose that the cast including the producer, is strictly amateur, made up of a radio writer, a movie extra, a real estate man, a housewife, and Roland Ray, whose amateur camera turned out a beautiful job of photography.

The story concerns Rita Larrabee, a young and pretty land-poor ranch owner who finds opportunity to show her property to an eastern prospect, named Brandon. Together with Buck, her hired man, she escorts the easterner around the ranch. The trio ride out from the corral and the camera follows them in some of the finest action and scenic shots seen by this reviewer in a long time—shots marked by excellent composition and back-
REVIEWS of three 3-star movies . . .

By the Editors

In this department every month appear many valuable ideas and practical criticism aimed at raising the level of amateur movie productions. To each film submitted for review is awarded an animated leader indicating a rating for the picture of one, two, or three stars, according to judgment of the editors as to success of the production. Along with this award goes critical comment on a special review form which is mailed to the filmer when the reel is returned.

Contained in the reviews of amateur productions this month are ideas for shooting a successful vacation picture, continuity for an amusing way to utilize the unfortunate results of your first movie shooting, and a cinematic treatment of a well-known children’s folk tale.

"Yellowstone Park"

650 Ft. 16mm. Kodachrome

By E.L.F.

Photography: A standout job of camera work, the photography was of the finest order. The filmer framed his scenic shots excellently and exposed them perfectly. Some of his camera angles are of unusual interest as evidenced by one shot reproduced at top of this page. For instance, when filming "Old Faithful" geyser, he first shot the crowd standing near the water spout and then he apparently climbed a hill in order to look down on the geyser and catch it fully without panning. His closeups of friendly chipmunks eating from the hands of tourists and his collection of bear pictures were extremely interesting. General criticism was that he failed to include persons moving about in scenes to lend human interest to pictorial shots.

Editing: This filmer made the common error of not being objective enough in cutting scenes to proper length. It’s pretty difficult to cut out sections of a well photographed scene, but un-
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- Below, from left to right, are frame enlargements of a well executed montage shot from "Home Movies" and of the main title of "Snow White and Rose Red.

- An outstanding shot is this fine low angle, well exposed composition from the 16mm. Kodachrome movie, "Yellowstone Park," a 3-star movie reviewed here.
Titler Improvement

The simple gadget described here enabled me to convert my Cine Kodak titler to a vertical titler permitting me to photograph a series of personally written signatures which I wanted for a family movie.

The titler is rigid enough to stand in vertical position. The problem was to set the camera upon it so that the writing action could be filmed right side up. This meant making a bracket that would permit attaching camera to titler upside down or just the reverse as when used for ordinary title making.

This bracket was formed of a piece of strap iron \( \frac{1}{8} \times 1\frac{1}{8} \) inch, bent according to dimensions shown in sketch. Holes were drilled, as shown to permit attaching bracket to titler and camera to bracket. Care must be exercised to make sure camera lens is accurately centered with titler auxiliary lens when mounted to bracket— a precaution that must be taken before drilling holes in bracket.

This arrangement also makes the Cine Kodak titler more versatile, enabling the filming of animated titles and other trick effects.

—W. T. Henwood, Boulder, Colo.

Stroboscopes

For those who depend upon stroboscopes for maintaining synchronization between recordings and projector, here is an idea for providing a permanent strob for each recording.

On a small panel of clear celluloid, draw a circle to correspond with size of your record labels. Draw another circle inside of this but \( \frac{3}{4} \)" smaller. Between the circles mark off \( 77 \) evenly spaced lines, using pen and India ink. Thus is provided a negative from which you can make an unlimited number of prints of the stroboscope. This may be done by contact printing, and if you are not equipped to make the prints and develop them, your local photo finisher can do this for you.

Make as many prints as there are recordings in accompanying projection of a picture. Then cut out the centers and trim the outside edge so that stroboscopes are now in the form of rings. Center the rings over the record labels and paste them down. Thus you will have a permanent stroboscope on each recording and one which does not cover up the record label.

—John L. Cole, California, Penna.

Editing Aid

A novel editing device for holding film strips ready for editing and splicing can readily be made from a strip of lumber and a piece of sponge rubber (if you can still get it!) A piece of pine, \( 1\frac{1}{4} \times 1\frac{1}{4} \times 18 \) inch is supported by a suitable base which will enable it to stand erect. To this is cemented a strip of sponge rubber approximately \( 1\frac{1}{4} \) inch in size. Incidentally this may be cut from a sponge rubber pad such as currently sold at the housewares counter of principal dime stores.

After cemented rubber strip is thoroughly dry, make deep cuts into the rubber, using a razor blade or sharp knife, and space the cuts about \( 1\frac{1}{4} \) apart. These provide the means for holding ends of film strips.

Numbers or letters of the alphabet may be placed on the wooden support opposite each cut as an identifying symbol for the film strips.

—J. G. Cambelland, Des Plains, Ill.

Protection

As most, if not all, processing laboratories project unidentified rolls of film with the hope of finding some clue to the identity of owner, this suggestion will insure against your film going astray should you omit your name and address on the carton.

After threading camera, and before making the first shot, expose a few frames at the very beginning on a suitable card bearing your name and address. In order to save film, make this exposure on the leader section.

Even though name and address of sender appears on the carton, cartons often arrive at laboratory with name and address obliterated or blurred where carton is exposed to rain or snow during its progress from mailbox to processing station.

—Kirk Lundwall, Salt Lake City, Utah

Light Deflector

Owners of Kodascopes and other makes of projectors can eliminate the glare of light issuing from top of lamp house by rigging up a simple deflector like that pictured here.

Take an empty can of suitable size and cut it in half. Solder one-half of the
CINE WORKSHOP

laid to the open end. By bending flaps, provided for in cutting the can (as shown at A in sketch), deflector will fit snugly in place over top of lamp house.

—L. C. Thompson, Medford, Mass.

Labor Saving

To facilitate the use of a fading glass or other device while shooting a scene, ability to control both camera and camera starting button with one hand is essential.

Pictured here is a gadget I made for my Keystone "8" which enables me to control starting and stopping of camera with same hand that controls pan and tilting action. I call it a remote control.

A small hinge is bolted at one end to the pan head. At the other end a small bolt is secured in place by two nuts and lock washers and the hinge bent so that bolt contacts the starting button of camera.

Extending from this hinge to a small lever attached to handle of pan head is a bicycle spoke. The lever is that of an old bicycle bell. Pressure of thumb on lever starts the camera and when released, camera button returns to normal "stop" position. No additional springs are necessary.

—Frank O. Douk, Sacramento, Calif.

Rewind Brakes

A feature, not yet generally built into all film rewinders now on the market, is a braking device for applying tension to one rewind during rewinding operations, thus leaving free one hand usually occupied in keeping film taut.

A braking device, which can be applied to nearly every make of rewind now marketed, may be made from a small piece of leather, a rubber band, and a small screw eye. The leather pieces, about ½" x ½" in size may be cut from an old leather glove or piece of heavy chamois. With pen knife or punch, make a small button hole at either end of the leather strips. Fold leather strip over shank of rewind spindle and loop a stout rubber band through holes in the two ends. Attach other end of band to screw-eye affixed at base of rewind. This supplies tension to leather strip thus providing braking power to rewind.

—P. J. Gillespie, Butte, Mont.

Film Spooling Aid

An aid to spooling positive film under a safe-light is to paint edge of slot in core of spool with white paint, also to paint a white line on side of spool opposite slot. The white lines are easy to see in glow of safelight, enable guiding end of film quickly into slot of spool.

—Roland Kreuser, Minneapolis, Minn.

A Woman's Idea

Sometime ago, HOME MOVIES featured a gadget for holding separate film scenes ready for splicing. It was a board with 20 or more recesses drilled to a generous size to hold the film sections. It was a grand idea for male cinebugs handy with saw and hammer, but a difficult job for most feminine amateurs.

I solved my problem by purchasing, at a dime store, a large cup cake tin with 20 deep recesses. It cost me but 20c. The tin is smooth, free of any rough edges, and each recess will hold a liberal strip of film.

Above each recess I stuck small pieces of ½" adhesive tape, numbering them from 1 to 20 as a means of identifying my scenes.

—Marie Zander, Toledo, Ohio

gadgets, tricks & shortcuts contributed by Cinebugs

Film Rewinds

Cinebugs who are also good base-ment-workshop mechanics can make their own rewinds with a few hours work and from materials still available in spite of priorities. Best source of materials, incidentally is an automobile wrecking yard. Required is a piece of sheet metal from which two rewind supports may be cut, and a short length of round iron rod ½" in diameter, plus a few metal washers and other small items usually available around the house.

From the sheet metal, cut two pieces as shown in Fig. 1. Drill necessary holes and bend to shape is indicated by dotted lines so that finished job will appear as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. One unit is to be a complete rewind with crank; the other, merely a stationary supply reel post. For the former, form the crank and shaft from the length of quarter round iron rod, insert in place and secure it with two small collars and set screws or washers soldered to the shaft. A wooden knob fitted to crank end of shaft completes the rewind unit.

The stationary unit needs only the addition of the spindle which is secured in place with solder. Rubber grommets may be used as retainers for keeping reels on spindles.

—David H. Thomas, Martins Ferry, Ohio
It's NEW to me . . .!

By Cinebug Shopper

New Mittens Letters

A new and improved professional movie title letter set, designed especially for amateur use, has been placed on the market by Mittens Letter Company. Outfit contains 2,463 dimensional letters, capitals and lower case, three-fourths of an inch in height. Priced to sell at $7.50, the Set is available either with pin or sanded back letters for use with or without the adhesive which is supplied. As may be noted in the accompanying illustration, the letters have a distinctive character which causes them to stand out exceptionally well no matter on what type of backing they are mounted.

The new sets are available from principal photo dealers or direct from Mittens Letter Co., Redlands, Calif.

Bullet Spot

A new chromium bullet-shaped spotlight has just been offered by Fosshop which features a special focusing control and a swivel-ball mounting which permits adjusting the light at any angle. A sharp condensing lens produces a concentrated spot for special cinematic effects such as highlighting, backlighting, etc.

The bullet spot is priced at $5.95 complete with generous extension cord and durable switch. Regular photo light source.

Further information may be had direct from Fosshop, Inc., 18 East 42nd St., New York City.

B & H's "Moviequiz"

From the Bell & Howell Filmosound library comes word that Moviequiz, the new test-your-knowledge film game, is steadily gaining in popularity. Moviequiz is played thus, says Bell & Howell: the participant—student at school or guest at a party—is given a printed sheet of questions, and is asked to indicate the answers in the spaces provided. A Filmosound library film is then shown, in which the correct answers are found, and from then on, the grading of papers, rewriting of answers, or paying of "forfeits," is up to the teacher or host, as the case may be. Bell & Howell has selected several series of new one-reel films as Moviequiz subjects, and for each film it has provided a "Moviequiz Kit" containing a set of question sheets, a master list of correct answers, and suggested methods of scoring. Films cover such diverse subjects as sports, geography, news of the day, handicrafts, and nature study.

An attractive, descriptive folder may be obtained simply by writing the Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

Portable Radiant Screen

A new radiant glass-beaded projection screen, designed specifically for use in schools, universities, auditoriums, churches, meeting halls, army camps, training centers, etc., has been developed and will be ready for delivery April 1st.

To fill present day requirements in the vast program of visual education military and industrial training, Radiant has developed this new unit which embodies minimum weight with maximum strength and rigidity.

The "auto-lock" a new Radiant development eliminates all set screws and other locking devices. An automatic clutch permits raising and lowering quickly and easily to any height on the tripod, which is constructed of extra strong square tubing on both upright and extension support.

This new Radiant product will be known as the "Institutional Model DS" and is made in 4 sizes: 52-in. x 52-in., 45-in. x 60-in., 60-in. x 60-in., and 52-in. x 72-in.

Further information and prices may be had by writing Radiant Mfg. Co., 1140 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ill.

Reel Cases

Two new reel cases are introduced this month by American Bolex Co., for carrying or storing 8 or 16 mm. films.
Movie of the Month

Hollywoodland Studios announce arrangements have been made with Leo Caloia, producer of "Latitude 26"—January Movie of the Month—to make and distribute 8 mm. and 16 mm. prints of this exceptional amateur production.

Those who have been privileged to see Caloia’s picture will appreciate the opportunity to acquire a print of same for their library. Many cine clubs have already reserved a print.

Two-hundred foot 8 mm. prints are available at $5.00 and 400 foot 16 mm. prints at $9.75. Orders should be sent direct to Hollywoodland Studios, Southgate, Calif.

Hand Book

Jackson J. Rose A.S.C., announces that the latest revised edition of his American Cinematographer Hand Book is now ready for distribution.

Containing such pertinent cinematic data as Filter Factors, Lens dimensions, depth of focus charts, exposure figures and scores of other charts for the professional and amateur cinematographer alike, it is probably the most valuable handbook available on motion picture camera technique today. It has long been a popular handbook for leading Hollywood cinematographers.

Listing for $3.50, postpaid, it is available directly from the author-publisher, Jackson J. Rose, 1165 N. Berendo St., Hollywood, Calif.

Reel Files

All metal has been eliminated in Western Movie Supply Company’s new series of 8 mm. "Victory" Reel Files. They are said to give films permanent protection while affording convenient means for recording and storing.

De Luxe Library series of three volumes, available in black or brown fabric cord holds eighteen 200-ft. 8 mm.

• Continued on Page 170
If you want a FILM to show . . .

... here’s news of timely subjects for home projectors

**Arc Welding Film**

Six one-reel, all-color sound motion pictures designed to help speed war efforts through the faster and better training of welding operators are now under way for the General Electric Company.

Because they will show for the first time just what actually goes on inside the arc the “Inside Arc Welding” pictures will be of great interest to the expert welder as well as the beginner. Through the application of new methods of lighting, the all-color pictures will show the electric arc in operation, revealing details of the arc and crater impossible to photograph previously.

Ingenious animated cartoons and actual welding shots will be combined to add punch to the treatment of the subject. Featured in the cartoons will be “Joe Magee, the Welder” a timid, but likeable character created by Hollywood, especially for the job.

Information as to how to obtain the pictures will be supplied by the Visual Instruction Section, Publicity Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., or the nearest General Electric office or arc welding distributor.

**The Yanks In Action**

The first 8 mm. and 16 mm. motion pictures, showing Americans actually in battle action against the Japanese, are now available for home projectors. “U. S. Navy Blasts Marshall Islands!” just released by Castle Films is a thrilling film of America’s surprise descent upon the Jap-mandated group of islands, a picture that has enough genuine action in it to make many films. It is war, real war with Uncle Sam giving back his first installment for Nippon’s treachery at Pearl Harbor.

Preparations for the assault are shown as the Eastern fleet ploughs the Pacific toward battle. Planes, bombs, guns, munitions, everything is made ready for the instant use that roars mightily as soon as position is reached within range. Salvo after salvo blazes from many batteries, and the deadly accurate gunnery of Yankee sailors is seen as great explosions occur on shore, oil tanks bursting and supply depots sending palls of smoke high into the skies.

An enemy cruiser and aircraft carrier are seen hit and sinking, and the filming of aerial combat has never been equaled. Several Jap planes are destroyed as anti-aircraft guns fill the air with puffing hot steel. One Jap pilot, his plane damaged, attempts to land on an American carrier, but he is met with a barrage of fire, and, a mass of flames, the plane swerves into the ocean. The precision, speed and coolness of American gunners in the thick of the fight is a delight and inspiration to watch. Some of the slight damage that was done to American vessels is shown, but the picture leaves no doubt that the bases from which Japan attacked Wake Island and a great many Jap ships and planes were utterly destroyed. U. S. Navy Blasts Marshall Islands!” is available from most photographic dealers in five sizes and lengths. If not available from your dealer, write Castle Films, New York City.

**Reel for Raid Wardens**

“Air Raid Warden,” reported the first American produced instructional film on a phase of the problem of air raid precautions, is now available from Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City. A full one-reel 16 mm. sound film, it is designed for use as an auxiliary teaching aid.

The film was produced in San Francisco in cooperation with local officials and industrial executives and presents the functions of a local air raid warden prior to and during a blackout in a calm, clear and reassuring manner.
In conclusion, the warden summarizes his duties, stresses necessity of gaining cooperation of the people in his block through courtesy and diplomacy so that when attack comes, we shall be prepared to demonstrate that America’s air raid wardens can act coolly and courageously under fire.

The picture runs 10 minutes and is for sale at $25.00 per copy. Rental rates are $2.50 per day and copies of the film are available directly from Brandon Films, Inc., the distributors, and from local educational film libraries.

Keystone Comedies

Some of the good old Keystone comedy favorites of the silent days are now being made available to 8 mm. projector owners by Cope Studios, 3720 S. Figuerosa, Los Angeles, Calif. Prints are optical reductions of good quality, according to Cope Studios and each subject consists of two reels or a total of approximately 400 feet.

First release announced in February is "Step Forward" featuring cross-eyed Ben Turpin, one of Mack Sennett’s top stars, also Phyllis Haver. The second release is "The Laurel Twins" in which Stan Laurel, of the now famous Laurel and Hardy comedy duo, plays a dual role of twin brothers.

A new release is planned each month and the films are available direct from Cope Studios at $8.00 per subject. Films are available for rental only from dealers.

There Goes My Heart

Movie Amateurs interested in screening feature sound pictures will find interest in this theatrical film consisting of nine reels with a running time of 85
minutes. A sparkling cast of players headed by Fredric March and Virginia Bruce highlight the story which concerns a hearse who takes advantage of her grandfather-guardian's unexpected call to London to free herself of the shackles of wealth and position in order to enjoy life. News of the escape reporter, pursues the heiress in search of a story, and falls in love with her; but only after many rebuffs and the assistance of friends.

"There Goes My Heart" is available for rental at $17.50 per day from Post Pictures Corp., 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

New Rental Library

Because of continuous demand from home movie fans, schools, dealers and other film users, Commonwealth Pictures announce a 16 mm. S. O. F. Rental Library. Up to this time, films might only be purchased from Commonwealth —now they also may be rented.

The Rental Library now includes many of Commonwealth's most outstanding hits.

The library also makes available original technicolor and black-and-white cartoons, short-subject musicals and Shirley Temple comedies.

Commonwealth has just issued its first Rental Library catalog and will be glad to send copies upon request. Write Commonwealth Pictures, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Aligiers

Remember "Aligiers" starring Heddy Lamarr and Charles Boyer? Well now its available in 16mm. sound from the rental library of Commonwealth Pictures Corp., 727 Seventh Ave., New York City. Write them for rental rates and Free library catalogs.

Patriotic Trailer

Particularly suited for home projection and for showing at assemblies in grammar schools, high schools and colleges, is a new 60 foot 16mm. sound trailer, "The Star Spangled Banner," offered by Official Films, Inc.

The words of The Star Spangled Banner are superimposed on a series of general scenes of American life culminating in a series of lap dissolves on George Washington and President Roosevelt.

Price of this timely trailer is $4.00 and is available from the producer, Official Films, Inc., 425 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.

Catalog

The Dayton Film Rental Libraries are out with a rental film catalog, listing 8mm. and 16mm. silent and 16mm. sound, from shorts to features, which include everything from cartoons to religious subjects. Movie equipment and accessories are also listed. You are invited to send to the Dayton Film Rental Libraries, 2279 Hepburn Avenue, Dayton, Ohio, for your copy of this catalog.

EMULSION RATINGS FOR 8MM AND 16MM FILMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Westen</th>
<th>G-K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGFA ANSCO</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Elite</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Ortho</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Technicolor</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Autochrome</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Kodachrome</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Kodascope</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUSON</strong></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan (1N.)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan (1N.)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAPHEAR</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAFICHEM</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DE LUXE BINDINGS for HOME MOVIES

Done in blue leatherette and embossed in gold, with solid grain wood backs and full instruction for insertion, these bindings are the last word in simplified films and recording.

$1.00

"Embosed in gold with your name.

HOM MOVIES

6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Use

Why Pay More?

Thifty THIRTY ORTHATYPE, for outdoor shooting, cens-halation, fine grain, per 100-ft. roll.

16mm. camera, rent up to twice that of other.

Film

California Film Buyers Include Sales Tax

THIRTY FILMS

Drawers, Watts Station, Los Angeles, Calif.

When You Buy BAIA

You Buy the Best

Precision Made: Guaranteed Perfect

$2.50

From Your Dealer or Direct

BAIA MOTION PICTURE ENG.

166 Vesta

Hickory Park, Michiean

EMULSION RATINGS FOR 8MM AND 16MM FILMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Westen</th>
<th>G-K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGFA ANSCO</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Elite</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Ortho</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Technicolor</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Autochrome</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Kodachrome</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Kodascope</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUSON</strong></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan (1N.)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan (1N.)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAPHEAR</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAFICHEM</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ratings for last four Duson films are for straight development. Ratings for reversal depend up on processing formulas and technique employed.**

*With filter.*
Amateur built sound camera

• Continued from Page 143

tem most universally used today. A "single-system" recording camera is one in which the sound and photographic images are put on one film simultaneously as it passes through the camera. The double-system sound camera merely records the photographic image on the film while it runs through the camera at sound speed, i.e., 24 frames per second. The sound track is recorded on a separate instrument interlocked with the camera so that speeds of both are constant.

The first step in remodeling the Filmo was to remove the spring-drive mechanism and all the gears except the right-angle gears which drive the shutter mechanism. Since a demountable film magazine was to be used in place of the usual method of spooling the film within the camera, the take-up spindles and gears were also removed. The top of the camera was cut off, as shown in illustrations, and finished off with an aluminum cap fitted with light traps for the film running from the magazine into the camera.

To accommodate the recording unit, it was necessary to remove a section of the back of the camera and form a new housing of metal in its place. We then encase the recorder. Fig. 1 shows the completely demounted camera with camera door removed, revealing the sound sprocket (1), monitor window (2), and the optical sound system (K). The sound sprocket, turning at 180 R.P.M., draws the unexposed film from the supply spool and feeds it to the shutter. A gear ratio of 8 to 1 was found necessary between the sound sprocket and the shutter movement. Thus while the shutter opens and closes 24 times per second, the sound sprocket makes three revolutions.

After the film passes the shutter, it returns to the sound sprocket which moves it to the recording unit where it passes between the recording lamp and the galvanometer. The take-up sprocket moves the film from recorder to film magazine where it is wound on the take-up spool. This spool is actuated through extension of the spindle through the...
Tonic for War-Nerves

Beautiful Color Movie of Washington prior to the War

Here's a soothing, exquisitely lovely color movie made of your Nation's Capital during Cherry Blossom Time. It shows the famous Cherry Blossoms in their natural, colorful glory, shots of President Roosevelt at the eeg-rolling on the White House lawn, shots of Vice President laying wreath on Unknown Soldier's Tomb and other famous events. Here's a movie that's historically famous as well as artistically perfect. Reserve yours now.

100 ft. $17.50
16mm..... $17.50
$8 mm..... $12.50

Send check or money order to
BYRON'S Inc.
625 15th St. N. W. Washington, D. C.

One of the leading motion picture producers in the East

what to know about meters

been misled to thinking that once they acquire an exposure meter, all their exposure troubles will be over; that determining correct exposure will be almost automatic. Unfortunately this is not the case. The extinction type of meter, although less costly than the photoelectric type, is nevertheless a very good accessory in the hands of one who takes the time to study and perfect its use. It requires, perhaps, more experience in using it in order to obtain good results because of thehuman element that enters into its use. The extinction type meter leaves much to the human eye in calculating exposure and as all eyes do not see light in the same degree of intensity, an incorrect exposure reading is possible. For this reason, one using this type meter should always use the same eye in sighting the instrument on a scene or object.

When looking through an extinction
type meter to take a reading, it should be sighted on all sections of the scene in order to establish a proper reading, as its angle of view is very narrow and only takes in a small section of the scene at one time. If it is required to accentuate just one part of the picture, then that is the only point at which it is necessary to take a reading. Otherwise, an average of all the readings should be taken.

There are times when this narrow angle of view has a distinct advantage over the electric meter, the angle of which is quite wide unless held close to the object, and although this wide angle will give good average readings, sometimes there are large masses of light areas, such as sky and water, which may bring the brightness average too high for our purpose. Similarly large masses of dark areas will make the average too low. This all has to be taken into consideration.

Most errors occurring with the use of an electric exposure meter are caused by the film's lack of understanding of the meter's function. Most errors are due to the user taking the reading shown by the meter without considering the over- or under-brightness range in the scene. For example where wide expanse of sky, water, sand or snow dominates a scene, the light reflected from these areas is greater than that reflected by dark objects within the scene, and unless allowance is made for this, the exposed scene will result in over-brilliant light areas with no detail, or complete opaqueness, in the dark objects.

In such instances it is essential to recognize over-bright areas and to know what details in the scene one wishes to obtain properly exposed. We have all seen Kodachrome movies—especially closeups of people filmed against the sky—where facial features were concealed in deep shadows. Had the filmmakers taken a reading with the meter held close to subject's face, normal exposure of subject would have been obtained without seriously affecting exposure of the sky or background.

On the other hand, similar errors can be made in taking a reading on distant landscapes. Let us assume there is a scene to be photographed with tree covered hills on either side and a snow capped mountain in the distance. Obviously to expose for the tree covered hills, the snow capped mountain would be washed out—merged with the sky. To expose for the distant mountain would result in a silhouette effect of the hills in the foreground.

Assuming that details of all objects are desired in the picture, it becomes necessary to calculate what proportion of the scene is in the bright range and

---

**GEARMASTER**

The Tripod Head that's Almost Human!

Professionals have used such a tripod head for years on end... now amateurs are given the very same opportunity, and if you don't snap it up immediately then you're missing the greatest efficiency and convenience you've ever experienced in tripod-head performance. Here's GEARMASTER... a tripod head without a handle to poke you in the wishbone; that doesn't interfere with the field of view; that doesn't dub a panorama but produces flawless pans mechanically. Here's GEARMASTER... a tripod head that operates smoothly and easily, panning and tilting, geared for every operation, staying locked where and when you want it locked, permitting quicker and easier manipulation. Movie camera owners, small "still" camera devotees who will marvel at the ease with which they can use their range and viewfinders, all picture fans will find GEARMASTER the most versatile and easiest to operate tripod head, for all types of photographic work. Unconditionally guaranteed against defects in material and workmanship. $17.50, including Excise Tax.

Manufactured and Distributed by

**AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, Inc.**

155 East 44th Street

New York, N.Y.

Western Representative: Frank A. Emmet Co., 2707 W. Pico St., Los Angeles, Calif.
what proportion is in the dark, and average the reading accordingly. Of course it is not possible to move up close to the distant hills to gain a reading of them, but one can take a reading of an object close at hand of similar density such as a bush, the ground, or a tree, which will give the desired result.

In taking a reading of people with an electric exposure meter, the best method is to hold the meter close to subject’s face for it is the facial features that is desired to photograph in true detail.

An electric exposure meter is, of course, the one dependable instrument for calculating exposures—even though it may not be cure-all for exposure troubles. The “intuitive” method and that employing use of an extinction exposure meter as well as the practice of following the built-in exposure guides on cine cameras, are all good and give good results under average light conditions. But when the movie amateur advances to critical filming under adverse light conditions, in shade, and indoors, then the electric exposure meter with its greater range of light readings, becomes the most dependable.

**Government wants foreign films in color**

Recognizing the wide distribution of HOME MOVIES in the amateur cine field, the War Department has asked us to publish a request in connection with their survey of 16mm. Kodachrome films made in foreign countries by amateurs in recent years.

A facsimile of the Department’s request appears below and every reader is urgently requested to read it. There can be much of value to the War Department in some of these films, and it is an urgent patriotic duty of those possessing such films to offer their use to the government.

Note especially the War Department asks that films not be sent to them—merely a complete description supplied of those films that can be made available.
lighting, shots that would do justice if not definitely enhance many western movies seen today.

Coming upon a particular spot on the ranch the trio stops as Rita points out the boundaries of the ranch to the visitor. Here Rita’s sombrero falls to the ground, and Mr. Brandon, the visitor, chivalrously dismounts to retrieve it for her. In picking up the sombrero he observes the ground is oil-soaked—presumes the land to be oil bearing.

Steve, a neighboring rancher, watches the trio from a distant knoll, perceives Brandon’s interest in soil. So when Rita, Buck and Brandon move on, Steve comes over and inspects the patch of oily ground. Hurrying away, he returns to his mountain cabin and to Maria and Gomez—two questionable inhabitants of his secluded hacienda. He relates what he has just seen and plots to buy the land ahead of Brandon.

Just as Rita, Buck and Brandon return from their tour of inspection, Steve puts in appearance and at once offers to buy the ranch, adding: “... and I’d like to take you with it.” Buck, the hired hand, apparently in love with Rita, rejects Steve’s flirtation and a fight is about to start between the two men when Rita intervenes. Brandon, however, out-bids Steve for the property and sets off to town for the cash.

Steve returns to his cabin, and orders Gomez to follow and capture Brandon before he can reach town. Gomez intercepts Brandon in a narrow pass and brings him off his horse with a quick throw of his lasso. Brandon’s horse escapes.

When the riderless horse returns to Rocky Ranch, Rita senses trouble, sends Buck off to investigate. Rita, hurriedly saddles her horse and follows. Meanwhile, Gomez brings Brandon to Steve who trusses him up to a tree. Gomez is ordered to be on the lookout for anyone who may approach in search of their prisoner, and while standing guard on a rocky point near the cabin, is challenged by Buck and a gun fight ensues. Buck eludes Gomez and reaches the cabin, finding only Maria there. Meanwhile, Rita has left her horse and is cautiously following the trail taken by Buck. Presently Buck is surprised by Steve as he comes around corner of the cabin and a fight ensues, the two punching it out in true western (movie) style.

During these climactic moments, things develop rapidly. Brandon frees himself of his bonds; Rita appears on the scene; all become engaged in hand
DEVELOP YOUR OWN MOVIES
Send for one of these low cost sets and develop your own movies! Courses of developing trays, safelites, and set of prepared developing powders. Simple step-bystep instructions insure good results first time. Ord-ers shipped promptly. Send your order today.

Simplified Developing Outfits including our Prepared Chemicals. Per 50 ft. Single 8, $1.30; Dbl. 8 & 16, $3.50 Instructions furnished. Free. Powders only: 5 gal. Set, $1.10; One Gallon, Net, $1.05.

16 M. GENERA MOVETONE 8 M.
Load Your Own Spools and Save Money A Fine Grain Reversible Outdoor Non-Stop Film, For use in Cine Kodak, Victor, Keystone, Re-vere, Ece, Etc. Developing instructions FREE. 100 ft. double 8, 8c, laboratory packing---$1.95 100 ft. straight 8, regular packing---$1.50 400 ft. double 8, laboratory packing---$5.95 400 ft. 16 mm. laboratory packing---$5.55 400 ft. 16 mm. in 400-ft reel container---$2.30 Write for Big Bargain Circulars, our processing prices Fromdamer Genera Co., Davenport, Ia.

MACK Wide Angle LENS
for 8mm. Cameras!
Doubles Width of Field Covered!
Screws in FRONT of Regular Lens Precise Focusing From 2 Ft. to Infinity! Ideally suited to color or black-and-white.
Models are available for most all regular 8mm. movie camera lenses.

PRICE, including excise tax......$22.00
MACK OPTICAL CO.
ENCINAS 8MM. AND 16MM. PRINTS OF
"LATITUDE 26"

JANUARY MOVIE OF THE MONTH!
First offering of outstanding amateur-produced screen hits, returns to follow.

ORDER NOW!
200 ft. 8mm., $5 400 ft. 16mm., $9.75

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS
SOUTHEAST CALIFORNIA

PB MOVIE KIT for COLORFILM $1.25 COMPLETE
1. PB Lens Shade and Polaroid Holder.
2. PB Haze Filter (for Kodachrome).
3. PB Conversion Filter (for converting Type A to daylight).
4. PB Pouch.
For All "Standard" makes of 8mm's.
POLLER & BEST
1013 So. Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Bass says:
Send for Supplemental Price List of my Cine Bargainsgram
Lists hundreds of attractive items: new prices on Movie Cameras, Lenses, Projectors, Sound equipment, Photo Cells, Tun-ntables, Projection Bulbs, etc. Every movie fan should have this important document.

Write Dept. HM.

Bass Camera Co.
179 W. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

To hand fighting; then, after Steve de-
livers a knockout blow to Buck, he re-
veals to Brandon that he is not the real
bad man of the plot after all, is really
a government agent sent to track down
Rita and Buck, notorious swindlers. The
oil-soaked land, you see, was really a
“plant” engineered by Rita in order to
speed sale of the property.

The story ends with Steve apologiz-
ing to Brandon for the rough treatment
accorded him, and with Gomez, per-
plexed at the outcome of the whole af-
fair, declaring: "Garamba! I do not un-
derstand! Villains are heroes and heroes
are villains. The West, she's no longer
a place for a good bad man!"

Summarizing briefly, the production
was excellently planned and produced.
The story by Virginia Cooke, who also
plays the part of Rita, is a commendable
effort. Photography is a work of art.
And editing and titling is as near pro-
fessional as would be possible to do it.

Acting on the part of the entire cast
is magnificent and, except for the ab-
sence of sound, it is not difficult to
imagine that one is viewing a Hollywood
western drama.

The photography was marked by fine
use of iris-fades, compelling camera an-
tages, and use of filters. Panchromatic
film was used throughout and no in-
terior scenes were employed. Sunlight
reflectors were judiciously used in all
closeups and many medium shots. There
are some highlights in the cutting, too,
especially in treating the action where
Gomez lassoes Brandon. On the screen
we see Brandon approaching, then Go-
mez swinging his lariat and tossing it
towards Brandon; and finally—from
another camera angle—Brandon, lasso
bound, falling as from his horse. This
cutting saved Brandon the painful task
of having to be actually pulled from his
horse, and stepped up tempo of the story
at this point through the rapid succes-
sion of quick, short cuts of the action
from various camera angles.

"We made this picture in black and
white," said producer Ray, "Mainly to
hold down costs. After all, the studios
still make 90% of their pictures in black
and white, so why can't we?"

Eastman Super-X was used throughout.
Our camera was an 8 mm Seimens
model C-8 with only one lens. Filters
used were K2-yellow, G-orange, A-light
red, and an N3-green, although we used
the A almost exclusively.

"Our chief locations were 30 miles
apart. This was necessary because no
horses were available where the rock and
community scenes were shot, and we,
therefore, had to shoot the action scenes
with the horses at locations nearer the
source of equine supply.

"Actual shooting time consisted of
six Sundays, but those were scattered
over a period of three months due to
weather conditions. We always took pic-
nic lunches along with us, so all in all,
we had a swell time and a lot of laughs
in making this 'epic'!"

And we think Roland Ray definitely
accomplished what he set out to do—
proved that it is possible to make 8 mm.
movies the equal of 16 mm. in screening
quality.

Easy to build this titler . . .

• Continued from Page 146

figure remains the same for all subse-
quent title making. Another advantage,
and an important one, is that since
the titler is extremely rigid, the title area
or field remains unchanged, always cen-
tered accurately with the camera.

There is nothing difficult about the
construction of this titler. Properly,
should be termed a titler support, for
the foundation of it is a typewriter
holder, altered as already described. Nor is
it designed chiefly for the Cine Kodak
Titler. Any make of small titler may be
used as long as it provides a substantial
holder for the auxiliary lens and pro-
viding, also, that the "B to C" cutaway
section is mounted so proper distance is
allowed between points "A" and "B," as
shown in Fig. 3.

After cutting the titler in two, the
end section to which the title card hold-
er is attached, may be discarded—but
not before its length has been carefully
measured, for unless this measurement is
retained (that from A to B, Fig. 3) you
may not succeed in placing the section
B to C (Fig. 1) at the proper distance
from the base to insure sharp focus.

Since all small metal titlers will vary
as to exact dimensions, it is not practical
to list them here, but from the pictures
and diagrams accompanying this article
it should not be difficult for any movie
amateur to construct the base and sup-
port correctly. These are both made of
1/4 inch 1-ply wood. The base should be
about 18"x20", depending on the size of
the metal titler. The upright board,
made of the same material, should be
as long as the original titler before it
was cut in two. This will be somewhere
near 15 inches. As shown by the picture
it should be as wide as the base.

Every amateur who has tried title
making knows the importance of a firm
camera support and tilt bar. For this
reason, the upright support is fastened
very firmly onto the base. In this titler
large screws were used, running from the underside of the baseboard into the upright. In addition to this two heavy metal shelf brackets were attached to the back of the upright as shown in Fig. 2, which insures a sturdy, unwavering support for the heaviest of cine cameras.

To facilitate handling copy, etc., for trick or animated titles, a "U" shaped opening should be cut in the upright support as shown in Fig. 3. Another opening cut at left of the camera will make it easier to crank or wind the camera spring.

In attaching the "B to C" section of the titler to the upright, it should be so placed that lens of camera will be exactly in center of the unit. Be doubly carefully in setting titler for final mounting to make sure the distance A to B will be exactly the same as when the original titler was in one piece. In other words, distance from the auxiliary lens to title card must be the same as it was in the original typewriter titler.

With this improved arrangement, the title cards lie flat upon the wooden base, covered with a panel of plate glass, as shown in the photo. This glass, approximately 8" square should have two holes drilled in it approximately 5 16" in diameter so that it will fit snugly over the two wooden pegs provided in the base. The pegs may be made from wooden dowel and rounded at the ends.

The next step is mounting the lights.

Two sockets, with fittings for metal parabola reflectors, should be mounted at a distance of 7 inches above the baseboard and 15 1/2 inches apart. In this position, bulbs will be about 9 1/2 inches from the title card, permitting shooting titles at an exposure of approximately f.63 with Kodachrome or Positive film. Parabola reflectors such as those obtainable for small "goose neck" desk lamps will accommodate No. 1 photofloods and are satisfactory for use with this titler.

Fig. 4 shows wiring diagram for the lights which provides, incidentally, for a two-way switching arrangement—first, the regular on and off switch, and second, a series-parallel switch which feeds but half the current to the lamps allowing for pre-heating before use as well as dimming them when not actually shooting. This serves to prolong life of the photofloods.

When completed, the field or title area must be determined and permanently marked on the baseboard. To do this, place a sheet of newspaper over the baseboard covering a wide area. With the camera and auxiliary lens in place, expose a few frames. Do not remove the paper but develop the film. When developed the exact portion of the newspaper photographed can be noted with a pencil.

With the "glorified" titler thus completed, the amateur may proceed with title making with full assurance that all his titles will be uniform in exposure and accurately centered.

**Movie of the Month**

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it "The Movie of the Month." This movie is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker.

This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for rejudging with those submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941


JULY: "Within These Hills," produced by J. Glenn Mitchell, Joplin, Missouri. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length, with sound on disc recording.

AUGUST: "Dedication," produced by Alex W. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

SEPTEMBER: "Through the Window Pane," produced by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.


DECEMBER: "Do It Again, Harry," produced by Herman Bartel, New Rochelle, New York. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length.

1942

JANUARY: "Latitude 26," produced by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.


MARCH: "Snap Happy," produced by Ted Geurt, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodachrome production, 700 feet in length.

APRIL: "Rita of Rocky Ranch," produced by Roland Ray, Los Angeles, Calif. An 8mm picture, 400 feet in length.
Reviews of 3-star movies...

Continued from Page 149

less the subject is live with movement, a static pictorial shot should be cut drastically if the film is to "click" with audiences who by now are quite accustomed to color.

Titling: Enlisting the cooperation of an artist, this filmmaker brought to his picture a set of tastefully designed titles. All were double exposed on colored stills and were uniformly excellent, except that occasionally the white lettering appeared over a light part of the background and was difficult to read. Perhaps dark lettering would have created the same problem.

Remarks: By a little more attention to continuity had by including persons in some sort of activity in most of the scenic shots, this filmmaker would have produced a film of "movie-of-the-month" caliber.

"Snow White and Rose Red" ★★★
400 Ft. 16mm. Koda. By R.F.

Continuity: An older girl is reading a fairy story to a group of smaller youngsters. Soon the picture launches into a scene in front of a story playhouse with the reader as mother and two little girls as Snow White and Rose Red sweeping the walk and washing the window. Darkness falls and the little family goes inside to prepare supper. In a kettle over the fireplace a stew is cooking. A bear that walks and acts like a man appears at the front door and knocks. Mother opens the door and the bear rushes inside to warm himself. The mother and girl are frightened but gradually make friends with the animal, and give him a jar of honey. The next day the two girls are out walking and find a dwarf caught by his long white beard in a split log. The dwarf's little satellites scurry into hiding when the girls appear. The dwarf, rescued from his predicament by one of the girls, is ungrateful and berates them for shortening his beard.

Another day finds the same little dwarf and his lesser companions fishing.

Again he gets his beard caught, this time in the fishing line. The little girls again rescue him and he scurries off. Some time later the girls come upon the dwarf in the woods counting his gold and jewels. Angered by the little girls' unexpected presence, he threatens to harm them. But the friendly bear appears just in time to kill the dwarf and rescue the little girls. Suddenly the bear is transformed to a handsome youth who tells the girls he is really the prince's son, and that he was bewitched and robbed by the dwarf and then transformed into a bear. The death of the bad dwarf, of course, ended his magic spell over the youth and enabled him to return to his original being.

Editing: Almost without exception, scenes are too long for the average audience unfamiliar with the actors. Opening sequence of children listening to story should be broken up and used as flashbacks in the main body of the picture. A title, "Once Upon a Time" should be moved up to be shown immediately after the group is discovered hearimg the story. Beard cutting scenes could be shortened by two-thirds for vast improvement, as could other shots in the story sequence. A general overall shortening by about a third is suggested.

Titling: After a professionally lettered opening title, nearly all subtitles were handled as excerpts from the fairy books, a single line standing out brilliantly from the main body of printing by means of masked lighting. The filmmaker erroneously assumed his audience would be familiar with the old story, a mistake that could easily be corrected by telling a little more of the plot at the beginning by means of additional subtitles.

Photography: While exposure, composition and variety of camera viewpoint marked this for an exceptional picture, it is nevertheless unusual to see an amateur filmmaker who does not make use of effects such as fades and wipes. Fades were called for in the flashback scene as also in the transition from story reading scene to the enactment continuity.

• All amateurs, whether subscribers to HOME MOVIES or not, are invited to submit their films to the editors for review and helpful criticism.

Reviewed films will be rated one, two, three, and four stars, and films qualifying for two or more stars will receive, free, an animated leader indicative of such award.

Exceptional films qualifying for the distinction of the "Movie of the Month" will be treated in detail in a feature-length article in a following issue of HOME MOVIES. In addition, a certificate evidencing the award of "Movie of the Month" and a special animated "Movie of the Month" leader will be returned with such films after review.

When submitting films for review or analysis, please advise make of camera, speed of lens, whether or not tripod was used, or if you used filters, exposure meter, or other accessories. While this information is not essential to obtain analysis of your film, we would like to pass it on for the benefit of other amateurs.
Remarks: A remarkable enterprise, this picture suffered by inadequate direction of the children and by too-long scenes. The stilted attitudes of the youngsters, together with generally wooden expression, kept this production from achieving greater distinction.

"Home Movies" 125 Ft. B&W 8mm. 

By F.E.

Continuity: "Joe Fumblebum" is seen opening a package, which contains a new movie camera and projector, birthday gifts from an uncle. Joe embraces his little son Joe in anticipatory delight for the fun he is going to have. Then follows an excellently produced montage, a frame of which is reproduced here. Joe is in the center with his camera in action, while at each corner of the frame is depicted some of the phases of cine activity: editing, projecting, etc. Next follows a scene showing Joe phoning his friends, inviting them to a screening of his movies.

Next sequence fades in on Saturday night, with Mrs. Joe carefully grooming herself for the party and Joe busily engaged in editing his films. To the wisely query as to his readiness for the movies, Joe replies that everything is "well in hand," and a close-up shows his hands involved in a hopeless tangle of film. The doorbell rings and the guests arrive. They are promptly seated in the home theater. Joe takes his place at the projector. A shot over guests' heads to the screen reveals the opening titles of the movie-within-a-movie: "Vacation Daze"—a Joe Fumblebum Production, Entirely Conceived and Executed by Joe Fumblebum."

The scenes that follow are typical of the first efforts of a cine amateur, including the ultra-fast pan shot, the picture of the little boy almost entirely obscured by another person in the foreground, and the shot of the family beach cottage, which is nothing more than a blur. Joey's first train ride is introduced by a train filmed upside down, followed by a brief sequence of pictures taken from a train window.

As these amateur efforts unfold on the screen, the audience is shown expressing boredom and disinterest. Two of the men sneak out in the darkness and are seen in the kitchen drinking beer; two women from the audience also sneak out to join the men.

As the Fumblebum production ends, a lone spectator, asleep, is discovered by Joe. Joe awakens him with a yell and the fellow, suddenly aroused begins to applaud. Joe looks for his film on the projector and finds it gone, but the leader is seen disappearing under a chair. On the other side, a kitten is completely entangled in the film. Joe discovering this, falls in a faint.

Photography: With the exception of the "Vacation Daze" sequence, all the scenes were interiors. All were uniformly well exposed. Particularly effective were the scenes in the darkened room before and during projection of the "movie-within-a-movie." Slightly underexposed, the close-ups of faces carried the illusion admirably. This filmier's transition from a shot of the screen taken from the back of the room, showing the heads of the spectators, to the actual screening of the "movie-within-a-movie" was smoothly handled. Technique for this sequence was described in September, 1941 issue of Home Movies.

Editing: Excellently done. Story carried along with deftness and variety. Filmer used subtle approach in many instances. To indicate the end of the show, the white leader was filmed coming through the projector on the take-up reel. Several intercut shots of the operating projector carried along the continuity.

Titles: Main titles were perfectly centered and were adequate in number to explain action. When Joe was telephoning to his friends, his spoken remarks were carried in staggered fashion on one background, with the telephone dial in the center of the frame. Titles of the "movie-within-a-movie" were of a crude style to fit the amateurishness of the pictures.

**Continued from Page 147**

such a way, that when in place in the mount, the edges of the opening will be in alignment with the outside lines on the glass panel, which also limit the field of view.

Probably the best way to determine the exact dimensions and position of the opening is by stretching four threads between each corner of the glass screen and the "sight" set in place at the end of the hood attached to Stage A. This should be clear from an examination of Fig. 2. The sides of the brass guide are then divided into equal parts corresponding to the divisions on the glass screen.

Thus it will be clear that any two corresponding lines, squares or points on the screen and on the frame will be optically in line with the "sight" or camera lens, as the case may be.

The making of a typical mask is shown in Fig. 1. The Frame is set up in the required position and the scene in-
New Harrison Duratime MOVIE FILTERS and KITS

New SCREW-IN TYPE MOUNTED FILTERS to fit all 8mm. cameras—Virginia Wollensak 1.9 and 3.5 lenses, including Keystone, Bell & Howell, Perflex and Brevete. Single filters, built-in Accessories Kits, containing two filters—Kodachrome Haze and C-4 (for use with type "A" Kodakorm in daylight)—Kodar-Swift in Black and Filter Fold Case at above list at $5.00.

AT ALL DEALERS—WRITE FOR FOLDER
HARRISON & HARRISON
Optical Engineers
3515 Santa Monica Boulevard—Hollywood—California

CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS

with BLACK AND WHITE fine grain Semi-Orthochromatic Reversible Film for finest results—lowest cost.

16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film 100-ft. Roll, only $1.98
Roling Schuler 18

8mm. Reversible Outdoor Film 25 ft. Double 8, only............. $9.8c
Same day processing included. Ask your dealer or send money direct.
Write for prices, prices of 8mm. and 16mm. films bought elsewhere.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION SUPPLY CORP.
3720 Broadway. Dept. 12
Brooklyn, N. Y.

IF IT'S 8 MM.

short subject films, spoiled or bulk raw films, accessories or laboratory services, you should have the 1942 Eso-S Catalog. Your inquiry will receive our prompt attention; catalog will follow by return mail. Ask about our MONOCOLOR films, our Type B and, film, and types Type F film.

OUR GUARANTEE TO YOU: If for any reason you are not pleased with our service or products you may demand our money back. We stand behind every item we sell! More than your money's worth—always.

ESO-S PICTURES
"Quality 8 mm. Service"
3945 CENTRAL STREET—KANSAS CITY, MO.

16 mm. AMBERTINT

100 feet ... $2.50

Guaranteed machine processing. Finest grain, wide latitude. Plenty of speed for outdoor filming under ordinary light. Tinted titles make it excellent for the titling of Kodachrome film.

HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
9230 California Ave. South Gate, Calif.

16mm SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNIE MAURER RECORDER
GEO. W. COBURN LABORATORY
1197-A Merchandise Mart
CHICAGO

FRAME COUNTING

Krystone ... $17.45 • Filmo ... $28.50
Eastman ... $23.50

Precision Ball-Bearing Timers for Every Need
Write Us Your Requirements
CUSTOM BUILT CAMERA ACCESSORIES CO.
3713 Cedar Springs • Dallas, Texas

spected by viewing it from the "sight" with the glass screen in position in the mount on Stage B. The effect will be that shown in the drawing, Fig. 1. The effect required calls for masking out the window and it will be noted that a cut along the lines X-Y will be satisfactory. The brass cutting guide is next placed on top of a piece of thin cardboard, previously cut to size to fit the mask mount. By means of a steel straight edge and sharp safety razor blade, the mask is cut out to the corresponding divisions. Two cards will, of course, be required to form a "positive" and a "negative" pair of masks, shown as A and B, Fig. 1. The glass panel is removed and the camera set in place on its mount. The two exposures may then be made with the knowledge that the masks will cover the areas, exactly as seen by direct inspection through the "sight" and glass panel.

This is typical of the method employed for cutting any form of "high diffusion" masks, for mounting on Stage A. When the more clear cut type of mask is required, for mounting on Stage B, the set up is similar; but in this case, the glass panel itself may be used as the cutting guide. Furthermore, the need for great accuracy is less and any small error will be covered by the slight diffusion given at this point.

Before describing the making of several varieties of trick shots with this apparatus, as I hope to do, in subsequent articles, its use as a titler for special effects is worthy of consideration. Straight forward titles may be made by setting up the Frame on end, the camera pointing downwards and the title set up on top of Stage B. By placing Photofloods in the sockets of the wander-lights and plunging them into the dollow holes at any convenient position on the legs of the Frame, titling may be carried out by artificial light. If Photofloods are not available, then the title may be set up on Stage C, the movable stage again being used to cover the opening, and sufficient illumination will be obtained from the stripites mounted on the underside of Stage B, provided the camera is run at half speed and a fairly fast film is used.

A variety of effects may be obtained, the scope being limited only by the ingenuity of the cameraman. Dissolving titles, for example, may be made in the following way. Having run off a length of title sufficient for reading, stop the camera and reduce lens opening, so that the exposure required will be, say, 16 seconds. Time exposures are then made on successive frames, reducing the exposure by one second each time. After the last exposure, duration of which was one second, the film is wound back to the last frame which was fully exposed.

In this case, it will mean a backwind of 16 frames. The next frame is given an exposure of one second on the new title, the next two seconds and so forth, increasing the exposure one second at a time until the full exposure of 16 seconds is reached. It will be clear that each frame in the transition has now had an exposure of 16 seconds and a perfect dissolve will have been obtained. The balance of the second title is then run off to complete the dissolve.

If now, instead of having a stationary title set up on the movable stage on top of Stage B or C, it is placed on Stage B for the first exposure, lifted two inches and supported on four dowel pins in the legs for the next, moved up again for the next, and so on, an excellent variation is produced. The second title is first placed in the top position, nearest the camera and the double exposure run off as before, increasing by one second each time. But whereas the movable stage was lifted between each exposure in the first run, the second title is dropped two inches on the dowel pins between each exposure on the second run, until it rests finally, on the top of Stage B and the remainder is run off in the same way. Not only will the titles dissolve, but they will advance and recede into each other at the same time, producing an effect which will give professional polish to your film, as it introduces itself on the screen.

Another variety of trick effect title is one I saw recently which was produced on this same effects frame we are discussing here. The title consisted of a white background carrying the word "CRISIS!" in block letters set at an angle. The foreground consisted of a silhouette of cannon and guns in black with the figures "1941" superimposed in white.

The block letters were cut of plywood and mounted on the white background on stage C of the frame. Only one of the tubular lamps was illuminated so as to cast a strong shadow from the letters to the background.

The silhouette foreground with "1938" superimposed was placed on Stage B and illuminated by wander-lights, set well up the frame legs. A small lens stop was used with time exposures of several seconds allowed for each frame. The exposure for the foreground was kept constant by switching on the wander-lights for the same number of seconds each time. But the exposure for the word "Crisis" was varied within wide limits by changing the duration of illumination from the strip-lute from a second or two to several seconds, from frame to frame. Such work must always be carried out in a relatively dark room, of course, otherwise the room lighting would add unwanted "effects."
The resulting title consisted of a flickering background, with occasional flashes; guns firing; shells bursting. There was the suggestion of War, and added emphasis was given to the meaning of the word "Crisis!"

As single frame time exposures are readily made, self spelling titles are as easily made by adding a letter to the word between each exposure. This effect can be overdone. Although it clearly savors of trickery, it can, occasionally, be used in a logical manner. For example, if the film is about Junior, this device may be used to call attention to his age or the year in which the film was made. The title—"James B. Cushbeck—Junior, known to his pals as Gyp," appears in the upper half of the screen, to be followed by the words "Aged Three," spelling themselves out in the lower portion of the picture.

A simple and effective introductory title can be made by setting up on the movable stage in the usual way, using loose letters. The title in this case, is placed upside down as viewed from the camera. After a suitable length has been run off, the underside of the movable stage is tapped so as to shake the loose letters, scattering them over the title board. On reversing the film for projection, a scattered heap of letters will jump about, finally forming themselves into the opening title. One such title in any one film will be quite enough; the trick title is easily overdone and constant repetition becomes tiresome.

Next month we shall tackle the fascinating problems connected with filming trick movies, describing how the effects Frame may be utilized for a wide variety of magic transitions and cinematic effects.

17 AWARDS

For the best amateur films of 1942

HOME MOVIES' 1941 Amateur Contest is now in full swing! Although contest does not close until September 30th, already many exceptionally fine entries have been filed.

Don't wait until closing months of contest to get started. Plan your story now. Develop that filming idea. Get your camera into action. Then you'll have more time for editing and titling—to put the "finishing" touches on your film that so often spells success for an entry.

The Lloyd Bacon Trophy is the big prize to shoot for. Then there are 16 other trophies—a total of 17 awards in all. So get busy. And remember, every amateur movie maker has a chance to win. HOME MOVIES' Annual Amateur Contest offers the beginner equal opportunity with the seasoned, advanced amateur.

Submit your entry as soon as ready. It will be reviewed and entered, and returned to you promptly, subject to recall for review at close of contest if necessary.

HOME MOVIES

6060 Sunset Blvd. • Hollywood, Calif.
HOW I KEEP MY CAMERA BUSY...

MOBLE MAKING IDEAS FROM READERS

Movie Diary

Nearly everyone at one time or another has kept a diary. My interest in a diary began when it occurred to me to make mine in motion pictures—of our children. To begin with, I made a shot of the cover of a diary, then opened the book to the date on which I had written, with india ink, "Joanne lost her first baby tooth..." and made a shot for the first title.

I followed this with a closeup of Joanne, showing the missing molar. This idea keeps my camera busy nearly every day in the year as there is always something happening which we would otherwise write in a regular diary. So we film it for our movie diary instead.

—Fred A. Hager, Akron, Ohio.

Finds Ideas Aplenty

I have always been fortunate in finding ample interesting material to keep my camera busy. In the fall, for example, I take many hikes into the hills and surrounding country and into the State parks, capturing the most unusual shots which prevail at that time of year.

I always carry my camera—an 8 mm. with an f 2.7 lens—on hunting, fishing, and picnic trips. Also, when attending vaudeville shows, my camera goes along, loaded with high speed film. Thus I have made interesting pictures of such celebrities as Jan Garber, Ted Lewis, Paul Whiteman, Del Courtneiy, Henry Busse, Eddy Duchin, and Clyde McCoy together with their orchestras. I believe that I am the only amateur filmmaker who has a motion picture of the late Hal Kemp taken just before his death.

Fairs and other outdoor events such as track meets, hockey, skating, etc., also furnish interesting movie material and I make it a point to be on hand with my camera when such events are staged in my vicinity. I have rare shots in color of Don Lash, and Greg Rice—America's two greatest track stars. Also I have shots of Lucky Teters and his daredevils jumping automobiles over busses, etc. All of this is easily within the reach of most movie amateurs.

—Homer Barge, Indianapolis, Ind.

Do you shoot a roll of film, then put your camera back on the shelf indefinitely, or do you keep active shooting movies all the time?

For the best letter received each month telling "How I Keep My Camera Busy" the editors will reward the contributor with a roll of panchromatic film; second best, copy of either "Home Movie Gadgets" or "How to Title Home Movies"—both valuable books for the movie amateur; and third best, two of the new "Steel-Flex" reels (8 mm. or 16 mm.) and containers.

Address letters to Editor, HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Ears Money

This is how I not only keep my camera busy, but by so doing I earn money to keep me supplied with film—the stuff that makes possible keeping my camera busy.

Whenever I have a few feet of film left in the camera, I canvass various people in town and make movies of them or of their children at play, coming or going to school, etc.—often making such shots unbeknown to them. After the film is processed, I make enlargements of the best frames and have no difficulty in disposing of them to interested parties—especially when a little hand coloring is added to the pictures.

—Paul P. Breyka, Syracuse, N. Y.

"Thru My Window"

Restricted to my bedroom by illness, champing at the bit because I could not keep my camera active, the monotonous pleasure of looking out the window palled upon me until I suddenly discovered my confinement was a blessing in disguise.

Pondering there one day, wishing and hoping, I suddenly was agreeably surprised to note the wealth of incidents, all worthy of being photographed, that passed before the window. Before I had the picture, I had the title—"Through My Window."

For instance: early morning, somehow, produced the batch of neighbors who loved to gossip. In groups of two or three and sometimes more, within
ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Hone Movies Magazine
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work out a little sequence of mother and the grocer as her food money or longer buys as much as it once did. Market advertisements might be filmed as cost of food rises. Nor should this war documentary neglect the little ones; they, too, have their paper drives, their saving of money for Defense Stamps and other war campaigns which center in the schools.

As the cine fan runs over in his mind the many changes in living that have already come about since the war began, and contemplates the inevitability of further demands yet to come, he will soon have a large collection of ideas for sequences in this family film. The important thing is to start at once, while many events and orders are still fresh. The more ways in which the war can be shown in its impact on the home, the more interesting will be the picture in years to come.

—S. James Bialou
St. Louis, Mo.

One Reel Movies

camera range, they all stood to start my day's cinematic activities. Came the children going to school, always doing something interesting and all good for a few shots. Neighbor Jones, out to mow his lawn, paused every now and then to look this way and that way, stooped to remove something from his path, lighted his pipe and rested as he looked over the mower. Followed the cavalcade of tradesmen—bakers, ice- men, the late milkman, the trash collectors, the white wagon with "Doggie's Dinner," and, of course, the Good Humor man with his merry jingling bells.

All drove along the street—all making and furnishing their share of picture-making material. So the day passed. The police squad car rolling by, the neighborhood dogs romping, the people going to and coming from market, the school kids homeward bound. Mothers out calling for wayward offspring. Fathers, sisters, brothers returning from work. The street lights coming on. Each a thing to picture and each occurring within camera range of my window.

As time passes and I complete my reel, "Through My Window" will become valuable to me. Old people whom I have pictured will pass along. New ones will take their places. They are the actors in the homey incidents that constitute life; none of which have I found too commonplace to photograph. They will become dearer to me and take an added significance with the passing of time and the change it effects as they keep my camera busy.

—W. C. Crump
Pasadena, Calif.
It's New to Me!

Continued from Page 133

reels. Model VCW, complete with 18 plastic reels and case is priced at $16.75. Model VCC, without reels is $10.00. Price of case only is $3.00. Individual files are available. Each holds six 200-ft. 8 mm. reels. Model VW, complete with 6 plastic reels is set to retail at $4.75. Price of individual files, without reels is $2.50.

Further information and literature is available from Western Movie Supply Co., 254 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif.

New 8mm. Film

Hollywoodland Studios announce a new line of 8 mm. film ready for distribution priced to include processing and return postage. The group includes "Ambertint" with a Westen rating of 8, and "Outdoor" with the same rating—both fine grain semi-ortho films. Next is the Hi-Speed Pan with a rating of W-40-52. For high speed indoor filming, there is the Hi-Speed (Red label) film rated at W-80-32 Mazda.

A feature of Hollywoodland's announcement is the offer to the first 5000 customers of 1 roll of "Ambertint" and 1 roll of "Outdoor" for only $2.00 when order is accompanied by ad appearing in this issue of Home Movies. Hollywoodland Studios is located at 9320 California Ave., South Gate, California.

Photo Booklets

N. Y. Institute of Photography has just issued a new free book on today's photo opportunities. Of interest to still and cine photographers alike, it is profusely illustrated and describes the various photographic study courses available from N. Y. Institute of Photography, 10 West 33rd St., N. Y. City.

A copy of this booklet will be sent free on request.

The Reader Speaks . . .

Continued from Page 134

that we might have filmed along the way en route from Akron to Miami. I wrote to the secretaries of other cine clubs whose cities situated along our now abandoned route of travel, and arranged for them to shoot a few scenes each. To complete my material, I clung to the running board of my car, while my wife drove me about our neighborhood, and filmed shots of the car wheels turning. These I planned to splice in be-

Title Troubles . . .

Continued from Page 136

task can be made easier if a lever of some sort is rigged up on the lens to facilitate a smooth movement of the iris adjustment ring. Suggested is a gadget such as used by many amateurs for creating fades. It consists of a metal ring which slips over the iris ring and held in place by a long thin bolt, tightened as required. The bolt serves as the lever with which to move the iris ring. Several test shots are suggested as a means of perfecting this technique.

U. S. WANTS IDLE SOUND PROJECTORS

Owners of 1939, 1940 and 1941 model 16 mm. sound projectors are being asked by the War Production Board to offer them for sale to the Government. These projectors are essential for the rapid teaching of the Armed Forces and defense workers. Due to the present aluminum shortage, production of new projectors, requiring aluminum castings and parts, is being curtailed.

Approximately 30,000 16 mm. sound projectors were manufactured in 1939, 1940 and 1941 and sold for various purposes. Many of the purchasers were large corporations—automobile manufacturers and distributors, for example—who used the machines for sales promotion.

Any private individual, business organization or school owning 16 mm. sound projectors that can be made available for Government use, are asked to write to the War Production Board, giving the year model and price asked for each machine. Letters should be addressed to M. D. Moore, Electrical Appliances and Consumer's Goods Branch, War Production Board, Washington, D. C.

The War Production Board will not itself buy the projectors but will transmit the information to the War and Navy or other Government departments who can then buy the projectors they need.

HOME MOVIES FOR APRIL
Now Available In Colors!

Titles appearing in HOME MOVIES each month are now available in colors for Kodachrome—printed in color on tinted stock. Color reproductions of titles appearing in the January, February and March issues are now ready—specially priced at 25c per set of eight titles, 3 sets for 50c. Remit with order to HOME MOVIES, Hollywood, Calif.
**FILM RELEASES**

**THE 8MM. MOVIE-A-MONTH Club is proud to announce its future program of 8mm. films.** Mask Sennett’s side-splitting specials, "Gymnasium Jim" is a laugh-a-minute without a doubt. Direct from 35mm. to 8mm. The oldsters will recognize the old time cast and settings, the youngsters will see slapstick action that they never knew existed. Complete with 10.75¢ per reel. Exchange monthly at $1.00 per reel. Used prints $10.00 per reel. 200 ft. reel, Member. Address, North C. Box 3720, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

**SILLY HUMOR LATEST RELEASES:** " Burning of S. S. Normandie—Bombing Pearl Harbor," "Russia Bops Hitler," "U. S Navy Blasts Marshall Islands." Many other old and new, silent and sound Bargains in cameras, silent-sound projectors. For additional information call or send illustrated catalog with sample, 10c.

**GARDEN, 317 50th St. N.Y. C.**

**YOURS for the askin'! Mammoth 40-page film rental catalog—silent, sound, 8mm. and 16mm. Forward your name and address today NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE, 69 Dey St., N. Y. C.

**1000 Subjects listed! New Catalog—8mm. comedies 200 ft. each, brand new, 14.50. Liberal exchanges for your old subjects. ABBE FILMS, 1256 Broadway, N. Y. City.

**BARGAINS in used—silent—subjects.** Please make selection. Send 5c for 8mm. film. CINE FILM MINT, 110 West 34th St., N. Y. C.

**8MM. FILMS! New Castle releases. Good used prints. Sales, exchanges, trade-ins. RIEDEL 5977, 53rd St., 64-40, 2221 W. 6th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

**8-16MM. Films bought, sold, exchanged. Silent—sound—reels. 11.50; 100 ft. reel, 35.00; 16mm. reel, 105.00. INTERNATIONAL 2120 Strauss, Brooklyn, N. Y.

**8-16MM. FILMS—Free catalog with sample reel. Address: CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, 4552 Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.


**FILMS**

**8MM. - 16MM. Film, including processing, day-light loading, non-bakulation. 25 ft. 8.50. Westen 12, 52c. Westen 24-16, 11.25; Westen 64-40, 15.50. Westen 100, 16.00; Westen 12, 9.15; Westen 24-16, 13.75; Westen 64-40, 8.40. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

**TITLING**

**TITLING and Close-up Lens Kit—Six supplementary lenses of 16", 18", 20", 24", 32", and 40" focal lengths. Can be used on all titles which provide for interchangeable lenses. Also contains a general purpose slide set. Film 10c. Use and title, kit 13.00. Separate lenses, 65c each. Also available in 1", 5", and 10" sets, for close-up work. HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS CO., 3221 So. Figueras St., Los Angeles.

**TITLE TITLES**

**Title-Titles. How to Title Home Movies.** Movies magazine, 1s., 8 for 1.00. 8 words 20c. ADDITIONAL word, 0. E. A. BAUGH, 1848 So. Holly, Salem, Oreon.

**PROCESSING SERVICE**

**PROCESSING service, processing 100", 15mc. 50" 16mm., 50c; 25" 8mm., 35c; 25" 8mm., 25c. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave. Oak Park, Ill.

**HOOBBY BOOKS**

**Save money in wasted film and increase your enjoyment of home movie making by having a complete textbook on how to use the equipment. Easy-to-understand, simple, easy-to-read book!" HOW TO PROCESS MOVIE FILM" is a money-saver at 50c, postpaid.

The basic handbook of home titling is another outstanding, "How to Title Home Movies." The volume tells all about title exposure, what equipment to use, all about auxiliary lenses, and how to make your own titler. Send 1.00 today for your copy of "How to Title Home Movies." VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Big News For Movie Amateurs!

2 New Booklets full of Filming Ideas!

New from cover to cover—they're packed with practical filming plots that are easy to shoot and certain to make your movies more entertaining. If your problem is lack of filming ideas these two booklets will supply what you need!

Only 25¢ COPY!

Anyone can make movies of kiddies, but how many start filming with any idea of interesting continuity? Here's a new book filled with filming ideas for children's movies, published at the request of thousands of HOME MOVIES' readers who recognize a need for such helpful service. Don't shoot another foot of film until you've read this book—gotten an idea that'll make your children's movies the talk of the town! Its complete, too, with several art main titles. Only 25c, postpaid.

If you're plotting a movie of this year's vacation, or want to heighten interest in last year's vacation film with a good running gag, this booklet offers 50 fresh professionally conceived filming ideas that any amateur can use. Replete with interesting and humorous continuity plots, ideas for running gags, plus several timely art Vacation titles, its a lot of value for only 25c.

Order NOW! ...use this coupon

HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find ...c for which please send postpaid, ... copies of "50 Ideas for Vacation Films" and ... copies of "50 Ideas for Filming Children."
Name
Address
City.......................... State..........................
FINE PROJECTION...
FULL FILM PROTECTION...
You get BOTH in 8mm. Filmos!

One of many reasons why Filmo Projectors show your movies at their brilliant best is the precise centering of the lamp filament on the optical system axis. Without this exclusive B&H construction, filament location can vary enough to cause uneven screen illumination and "Color fringing."

One of the many features by which Filmo 8mm. Projectors protect your often irreplaceable films from damage is the positive, jerk-free, all-gear drive to feed and take-up spindles. Gear drive also means no oily belts to handle.

The Ideal Films for Movie Parties!
It takes the right films to make movie parties successful. And you'll find just the films you need for any audience among Filmosound Library's thousands.

Do you want late Hollywood photoplays featuring your friends' favorite stars? Riotous short comedies? Whimsical cartoons, perhaps in full color? Vital newsreels of the moment? Travel and adventure films? Reels on almost any popular sport? Musicals and operatic subjects? Educational films? We have them all, in wide selections ... in fine physical condition ... at moderate rentals.

Three new catalogs, one each on recreational, educational, and religious films, contain objective reviews which make selection easy and sure. Catalogs are free to 16mm. sound projector owners, 25c each to others. Send the coupon for the ones you want.

Play the New Game...
MOVQUIZ!
Whether it's a family gathering, an evening with friends, a children's party, or an occasion at your church or club, everyone will have a wonderful time playing Movquiz. This fascinating and educational new game combines the popular appeal of two great forms of entertainment—the motion picture and the radio quiz program.

Staging a Movquiz party is easy. Simply rent or buy one or more Bell & Howell Movquiz Films from your Filmo dealer. Get the Movquiz Kit (25c) for each film. It contains rules, quiz sheets, and answers. Ask each player to indicate the correct answers to the quiz sheet questions. Then show the film, in which the answers will be found. Afterward, grade the papers and, if you wish, award prizes or require losers to entertain winners in amusing ways.

Movquiz Films cover a diversity of interesting subjects, some of which are listed here. For complete details, see your Filmo dealer or send the coupon.

FILMOSOUND "UTILITY." A superb, 16mm. sound-film projector, ideal for presenting modern "talkies" in your home, and with ample capacity to serve in your club, church, or school. Readily portable. Shows silent films, too. Ask your dealer for his trade-in allowance on your silent projector.

MOVQUIZ FILMS
A Partial List
See America First
Puerto Rico, America's High Spots.
Our Colorful World
Land of the Incas, Arctic Thrills.
History and Current Events
News Parade of 1941, Story of Our Flag.
Games and Sports
Bowling Aces, Ride 'Em, Cowboy,
Hobbies and Handicrafts
Lather Work, Clay Pottery,
North American Birds
Humming Bird, Marsh Birds.

Bell & Howell Company
Chicago; New York; Hollywood;
Washington, D. C.; London
Established 1907

Bell & Howell Company
1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send complete details about: ( ) 8mm. projectors; ( ) Filmosound films.
Send catalog on: ( ) recreational; ( ) educational; ( ) religious films. I own silent sound projector of ... make.

Name:
Address:
City... State...
LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY AMATEUR MOVIE MAGAZINE!
WINGS OVER THE NAVY
No. 625-C
An inspiring documentary of our nation’s naval air arm action. Replete with stirring scenes of flight formations, precision flying practice, pursuit fighters, dive bombing, climaxed with actual bombing shots.
Approx. 400 Ft. 16mm Silent.......................$12.00
Approx. 200 Ft. 8mm............................... 6.00
Special short editions of this subject are also available in both 8mm. and 16mm, as follows:
“NAVY FLYERS”—No. 627-B
Approx. 200 Ft. 16mm. Silent. $4.00
Approx. 100 Ft. 8mm. ......................... $3.00
“BOMBING THE ENEMY”—No. 635-A
Approx. 100 Ft. 16mm. Silent. $3.00
Approx. 50 Ft. 8mm. ......................... 1.50

“BOSKO”
Now available for the first time are the popular animated cartoons produced by Hugh Harmon and featuring the lovable “Bosko” and his pals. Be the first to see the first two releases in this special series of home movie films.
No. 1882-A—BOSKO’S PHOTO FINISH
Approx. 100 Ft. 16mm. $3.00
Approx. 50 Ft. 8mm. ......................... 1.50

NEW!
8mm and 16mm movies . . .

“PARACHUTE JUMPERS”
No. 626-C
Parachute Jumping, once a novelty act for country fairs, is now a vital tactic of our Air Force. This thrilling film is packed with scenes showing the jumper’s technique in leaving the plane, guiding himself to a safe landing; also shows mass parachute jumps and professional “spot jumpers” compiled and edited by Elmer Dyer, ace aeronautical photographer.
Approx. 400 Ft. 16mm. Silent—$12.00
Approx. 200 Ft. 8mm. ......................... 6.00
Special short version of this same subject also available as follows:
“PARACHUTE JUMPERS”—No. 629-A
Approx. 100 Ft. 16mm. Silent—$3.00
Approx. 50 Ft. 8mm. ......................... 1.50

2 NEW FILMS
featuring
DONALD DUCK
By special arrangement with Walt Disney, we are now able to present a complete new series of late Donald Duck animated cartoons. First two for May release feature Donald Duck as a Spanish troubador in love with Daisy Duck.
DONALD’S MEXICAN ROMANCE
No. 1157-B
Approx. 200 Ft. 16mm.—$5.00
Approx. 100 Ft. 8mm.— 3.00
DONALD’S SPANISH SERENADE
No. 1561-A
Approx. 100 Ft. 16mm.—$3.00
Approx. 50 Ft. 8mm.— 1.50
Watch for new Donald Duck releases next month!

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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HOLLYWOOD'S MAGAZINE FOR THE MOVIE AMATEUR
As yet, the government has not sought services of the amateur nor of amateur groups in producing Defense films. The opportunity to aid the government in producing amateur films on this topic exists, however, and the voluntary making of such films by capable movie amateurs is not discouraged by the government.

The government is well equipped to turn out the films necessary for instructing civilians in home defense. Their product may be somewhat slow in reaching the screen and for this reason, amateur produced pictures present real opportunity to get vital facts before the public now—before real danger is upon us. Whatever films may follow will not be superficial. On the contrary, they will drive home the information and procedure introduced in films which preceded them. In short, there cannot be too many authentic films on the subject of home and civilian defense.

The most important thing to be remembered is that before embarking upon the production of a defense film, yes even before planning one, the local Office of Civilian Defense should be consulted and their advice sought on the type of film most suitable for that respective area. No sane O. C. D. board will discourage any amateur defense filming project once they are assured the producers are capable.

But we do not believe there is any need to clutter up defense effort by the delaying action of filling out forms and enlisting with unauthorized agencies. Home Movies does not ask your enlistment. We freely encourage every capable filmer to go out in the production of authentic defense films, and will assist to the extent of our capabilities in advising amateurs so interested. We’re for cutting all red tape and the elimination of bottle necks in this vital defense movement.

New Developments

As we go to press, government Film Coordinator Lowell Mellett is in Hollywood to bring about closer cooperation between the motion picture industry and the government, with the object of stepping up production of defense films now under way there.

Before Mellett returns to Washington, it is likely he will also obtain a clearer picture of the vast possibilities that lie in the amateur motion picture as a means of aiding in the civilian defense program.

Current survey of available 16mm. sound projectors has revealed a vast, as yet untapped, educational medium waiting only for a steady flow of 16mm. defense films to make its force effective.

That the average serious 16mm. amateur filmer can produce highly satisfactory silent defense films has already been demonstrated by such groups of amateurs as the Long Beach Cinema Club, and the Linden (N. J.) Cinema Club whose recent film, "Air Raid" received plaudits of the Civilian Defense Council of that city.

The forte of the 16mm. film is its low cost and specialization. Films can be made and shown to small neighborhood audiences in the auditoriums of public schools and libraries. And, in the case of films produced locally with home talent, they frequently attract a wider audience than professionally produced films.

Amateurs may definitely look forward to important developments regarding amateur motion pictures as a civilian defense medium in the very near future.

Louisville Active

The Louisville (Ky.) Cine Club has received an assignment from their local defense council to produce a Civilian Defense film running 1600 feet in Kodachrome with the possible addition of narrative sound track. Also they have been requested to consider producing a number of shorts on the same subject.

The assignment has assumed such importance that Harold Rhodenbaugh, club president, is seeking Auricon equipment for the next production, plans to shoot all future films in sound.

Los Angeles

Recognizing the value of motion pictures as a means of educating the public on civilian defense, the Los Angeles City Defense Council, of which Mayor Fletcher Bowron is chairman, is organizing a 16mm. Film Bureau which will handle this phase of it’s public relations program.

Purpose of the 16mm. Film Bureau will be to act as a clearing house for motion pictures urgently needed by department.
HOME MOVIE EPIC!

"MACARTHUR
AMERICA'S FIRST SOLDIER"

AT LAST! You can own the inspiring story of General MacArthur! Show on your own home screen peak moments of his heroic career! See MacArthur decorated in France during the last war... sworn in as Chief of Staff... sent to France as observer! See him in Germany, observing the growing might of the Nazis! See him assume command in the Philippines! Then Australia! A movie record to treasure for a lifetime!

Both in one terrific timely new castle film-8mm.-16mm.

"MANILA BOMBED"

First movies from the Philippines! A grim, stark record of the callous Jap attack! Manila, declared an open city by General MacArthur. Then, Jap bombers in the sky! A holocaust of destruction! Buildings blown skywards! Fragile homes blasted to shreds! Fires! Explosions! Lawless war in all its barbaric cruelty! The picture that every American should own!

Send Castle Films' "MACARTHUR—AMERICA'S FIRST SOLDIER" and "MANILA BOMBED" (both in the same film) in the size and length checked.

ORDER FORM

50 ft., 8mm. $1.75
180 ft., 8mm. $5.50
100 ft., 16mm. $2.75
360 ft., 16mm. $8.75
350 ft., 16mm sound. $17.50

Remittance enclosed herewith 
Ship C. O. D. 
Name
Address
State
Zip. 1942 Castle Films
announcing!
Auricon
SOUND
CAMERA
for 16 mm sound-on-film

* Simplified Threading
* High Fidelity Sound
* Self-contained in sound proof "blimp."
* Minimum equipment: maximum portability. Camera and Amplifier, complete, weigh only thirty-seven pounds.
* Kodachrome or black and white pictures with Auricon sound track will reproduce on any sound-film projector.
* Synchronous electric motor driven.
* Can be operated in the field from an Auricon Portable Power Supply.
* Daylight loading spools with 200-foot film capacity.
* Auricon Camera with type "C" lens mount (but without lens) and Amplifier complete with microphone, instructions, and cases $680.00

AURICON 16 mm RECORDER
* Variable-area sound on film, for double system recording with a synchronous motor driven 16 mm. camera. Amplifier has background-noise reduction and mixers for combining speech and music. With dynamic microphone, instructions and cases for Recorder, Amplifier, Accessories . . . . $695.00

Ask your Dealer, or write today for free descriptive booklet.

AURICON Division,
E. M. BERNDT CORP.
5515 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

Information PLEASE

Patch Splice (C. A. Benson, Ludington, Mich.)

Q. I use a Keystone Deluxe patch splicer but find that when splices go through my projector, the image is temporarily out of focus. Is this common to all splices or just to the patch splice?

A. If you have regularly followed this column, you have noted other complaints from readers experiencing this trouble. In each instance different splicers were used in joining the film. The fault lies not with the splicer nor the type of splice but in the projector used in screening the film, or more specifically—the film gate in the projector.

Projectors may be divided into two classifications: those with film gates in which pressure against the film is toward the lens, and those in which pressure against film is toward the lamp house. With the latter, any curl in the film or a bulky splice tends to push the film momentarily away from its established plane of travel and toward the lens, as it passes through film gate. This causes the film to travel on a plane out of the sharp-focus range.

With the opposite type of film gate, curl, bulky splice, or other obstructions merely push the film gate open momentarily. The film is not disturbed from its established plane of travel before the lens and consequently remains in sharp focus.

We are not familiar with the splice made by the splicer you mention; but if the patch causes the film to move out and away from the lens as it passes through gate of your projector, then the splice is the root of your trouble.

Telephoto Shots (G. H. Santell, Milwaukee, Wisc.)

Q. In attempting to shoot birds and wildlife with a telephoto-equipped camera, I find it difficult to stick to the rule "always use a tripod for telephoto shots." When you get among trees and branches, a tripod is simply just so much excess baggage. What do you suggest as a substitute?

A. It is almost impossible to secure absolute "steady" shots with a telephoto lens unless camera is mounted on tripod or other sturdy support. Without your tripod, you might try holding camera securely against a tree or upon a rock or tree stump. Then there is a handy gadget called a Unipod—a one-legged collapsible tripod which offers a solution for this type of filming.

Fixed Focus (Dale Gregory, Ypsilanti, Mich.)

Q. How can I set my 3½" telephoto lens for fixed focus?

A. You can't. Focusing with a telephoto must be very critical. If you are having trouble estimating distance, why not purchase one of the popular priced range finders? This may be used either handheld or attached to camera and will give quick, accurate readings.

Fuse Blower (J. M. Randally, Littleton, Colo.)

Q. In shooting interiors with the aid of Photofloods, I'm forever blowing fuses. No doubt this is due to overload- ing of circuit, but how can I determine just how many Photofloods our house-wiring will stand?

A. One way to avoid blowing fuses is to keep all other house lights extinguished while the Photofloods are on. As a rule, as many as six No. 1 Photofloods may safely be used on one regular house-lighting circuit. Temporary heavier fusing of the particular circuit used will prevent fuse-blowing trouble in the middle of a scene; but such fuses should be removed and replaced with the regular plugs when shooting is over

Another tip is: always keep a few extra fuses on hand. Also, you can rig up a separate fuse block for your photofloods. Run your feed line into the block and plug in your extension cords. Thus, additional fuses will then operate ahead of your regular house fuses, checking any overload that may occur from Photofloods and without extinguishing lights in other rooms of your home.

Title Centering (M. J. Meredith, Hutchinson, Kansas.)

Q. I recently followed a suggestion for centering my camera with title by shooting straight down and lining up my camera lens by means of a plumb bob attached to the lens. However, my titles were decidedly off center. What caused this?

A. Using the plumb bob alone is not...
"Bill brought his Revere and we're going to take Movies!"

For Top Entertainment at Low Cost
Take Home Movies with a Revere Camera

With a Revere 8mm. Camera you can take movies of your good times in black-and-white or brilliant natural colors as easily as you now take snapshots. Action scenes (not posed stills) cost about 10¢ each—fully processed, ready to show. What finer way is there to record the visits of Service Men on leave, your children's birthday parties, and other happy events? And what a thrill you and your friends will get when they see these action movies.

The Revere Camera, with its 5 speeds, fast lens, exclusive reciprocating sprocket film control for steady, sharp movies and many other advantages, is so simple to use that even the beginner can get good movies with it. Ask your dealer about precision-built Revere 8mm. Cameras and Projectors. Write for literature. Revere Camera Company, Dept. 5HM, 320 E. 21st St., Chicago, Illinois.

Thrilling to Show with a Revere Projector

Next to the excitement and fun of taking movies is the thrill of seeing them projected on your home screen with a Revere Projector. This powerful equipment excels in features essential to brilliant pictures, smooth operation and dependable performance.

MODEL 80 (Illustrated below)

Heavy duty AC-DC motor. Double blower cooling system for lamp and film. Reciprocating precision mechanism (no belts). Fast power rewind. Manual clutch for stills. Radio interference eliminator. Complete with long-life 500 watt lamp, F 1.6 lens and 300-ft. reel... $75.00

MODEL 85

Has the same features as the "80" plus duo-shield light diffuser, micro-tilt, beam threading light and carrying case. Complete with 100-watt lamp, F 1.6 lens, one 300-ft. reel and case... $89.50

Revere Quality 8% Equipment
Wanted

If you have built or have plans for a windback for a model 4 Victor camera, this reader would like to hear from you.

Dear Editor: I am interested in building a windback for my model 4 Victor camera. If any readers of HOME MOVIES have been successful in designing or building such a gadget, I would appreciate hearing from them. In return for workable plans, I'll be glad to reciprocate by filming desired footage on any subject in and about New York City.

—Matty Friedman, 1936 Daily Alco, Bronx, N.Y.

Film vs. Focus

Ever since we published the first reader's letter on the subject of positive film titles for Kodachrome movies and the out-of-focus effects that often result where the two films are spliced together, considerable interest in this subject has been evinced by readers who have written the editors giving their version of or cure for the trouble. Here's an interesting letter with a totally different view on the matter:

Dear Sirs: I have been following, with considerable interest, the various discussions regarding the use of positive stock in making titles to be spliced in with Kodachrome film, and I'd like to add my findings on the subject.

The general opinion seems to be that the out-of-focus effect is due primarily to the difference in thickness of the emulsion on the positive stock as compared to the Kodachrome, while others blame the curl of the film for their woes.

I agree that newly processed positive stock may have a decided curl until it has been on the roll for a few days, but not after that. I do not agree that the difference in emulsion thicknesses is an important contributing factor, since I have never been able to detect more than a few thousandths of an inch difference between the two films. For this reason, I started off on a new angle a couple of years ago, and have solved the problem to my satisfaction, and no longer have this trouble.

A study of different colors of light reveals that each color has a different wavelength, and that each is affected to a greater or lesser degree by the glass in the lens. In other words, it is never possible to focus all colors sharply without the use of a lens which is completely corrected for all visible colors. Such a lens would be costly indeed for projectors, although they are available and are standard equipment on most high grade movie cameras of today.

I think that Mr. Shields, whose letter you published in the March issue, came the nearest to the real solution of the problem; but I believe that he will be even more successful if he will use regular toners instead of Tintex or dye for coloring his positive film stock. A Green toner used on amber base positive gives exceptionally pleasing results. It converts the film to two-color stock, providing duo-toned titles which are especially complimentary to Kodachrome scenes.

—James A. Whiteker, West Englewood, N. J.

Flower Data

This is the time of year many amateurs resume their interest in filming flowers in color. Interest is growing in making time-lapse movies of flowers in the process of bursting into bloom. This reader's letter lists a number of flowers affording excellent subjects for time-lapse photography:

Gentlemen: Thought you might like some information I've compiled regarding flowers suitable as subjects for time-lapse photography, which open "visibly" or fairly rapidly, affording opportunity to capture this phenomena on film with a camera controlled for periodic exposure by special mechanism easily built by any amateur:

All morning glories—including the moon flower, Bona Nox or Night Glory which opens only at night. The latter blooms in the summer time exuding a delightful perfume. They may be picked and brought into the house after 6 p.m. and one may watch them unfold while eating dinner.

The South African Gazanias and the Arctotis—both very attractive even closed.

The Ofalis—another sleepy flower. Does not even try to open on sunless days.

The Dimorphotacias—native of So. Africa and offer an abundance of color for Kodachrome filming.

Water Lilies—most all varieties close and "go to sleep" at night.

Four O'Clocks—get tired early. You'll have to work fast to catch them with your camera.

—Continued on Page 214
BETTER
ACT
NOW...

HOME MOVIES SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
GOING UP, BUT THERE'S STILL TIME

FOR THE FIRST time since its inception, Home Movies is forced to raise its subscription price—to $2.50. The rising costs of every publication element—from type metal to mixing inks—make the reason obvious. For your benefit, the increase has been forestalled until June 1. Until then, send in as many subscriptions as you like, for as long a term as you like—new or renewal—at the old rate of $2.00 a year. But do it this week, today, now! Merely state your wishes in accordance with your enclosed check—addressed to . . .

HOME MOVIES
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
How an amateur made sure of this Shot of a lifetime

A shot like this may come to an amateur photographer only once in a lifetime. This one popped up during a squall, when exposures are tricky. So this amateur made sure of his shot! Here's his story:

"Close-up exposure meter readings on the subject were next to impossible. But I hung on with one hand, while with the other I took readings with my G-E meter. I set my camera as the meter indicated—1/200 at F/8—and shot, one-handed.

"Maybe I was lucky; but I am sure that the G-E exposure meter, with its simple one-hand operation and narrow field of view, was largely responsible for my getting this picture."

Get the G-E exposure meter and get more out of your movies. See it at good photo dealers. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. $22.25

Federal tax included

The Reader SPEAKS

Wanted
If you have built or have plans for a windback for a model 4 Victor camera, this reader would like to hear from you.

Dear Editor: I am interested in building a windback for my model 4 Victor camera. If any readers of HOME MOVIES have been successful in designing or building such a gadget, I would appreciate hearing from them. In return for workable plans, I'll be glad to reciprocate by filming desired footage on any subject in and about New York City.

—Matty Friedman, 1936 Daly Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

Film vs. Focus
Ever since we published the first reader's letter on the subject of positive film titles for Kodachrome movies and the out-of-focus effects that often result where the two films are spliced together, considerable interest in this subject has been evinced by readers who have written the editors giving their version of or cure for the trouble. Here's an interesting letter with a totally different view on the matter:

Dear Sirs: I have been following, with considerable interest, the various discussions regarding the use of positive stock in making titles to be spliced in with Kodachrome film, and I'd like to add my findings on the subject.

The general opinion seems to be that the out-of-focus effect is due primarily to the difference in thickness of the emulsion on the positive stock as compared to the Kodachrome, while others blame the curse of the film for their woes. I agree that newly processed positive stock may have a decided curl until it has been on the roll for a few days, but not after that. I do not agree that the difference in emulsion thicknesses is an important contributing factor, since I have never been able to detect more than a few thousandths of an inch difference between the two films. For this reason, I started off on a new angle a couple of years ago, and have solved the problem to my satisfaction, and no longer have this trouble.

A study of different colors of light reveals that each color has a different wavelength, and that each is affected to a greater or lesser degree by the glass in the lens. In other words, it is never possible to focus all colors sharply without the use of a lens which is completely corrected for all visible colors. Such a lens would be costly indeed for projectors, although they are available and are standard equipment on most high grade movie cameras of today.

I think that Mr. Shields, whose letter you published in the March issue, came the nearest to the real solution of the problem; but I believe that he will be even more successful if he will use regular toners instead of Tintex or dye for coloring his positive film stock. A Green toner used on amber base positive gives exceptionally pleasing results. It converts the film to two-color stock, providing duotoned titles which are especially complimentary to Kodachrome scenes.

—James A. Whiteker, West Englewood, N. J.

Flower Data
This is the time of year many amateurs resume their interest in filming flowers in color. Interest is growing in making time-lapse movies of flowers in the process of bursting into bloom. This reader's letter lists a number of flowers affording excellent subjects for time-lapse photography:

Gentlemen: Thought you might like some information I've compiled regarding flowers suitable as subjects for time-lapse photography, flowers which open "visibly" or fairly rapidly, affording opportunity to capture this phenomena on film with a camera controlled for periodic exposure by special mechanism easily built by any amateur:

All morning-glories—including the moonflower, Bona Nox or Night Glory which opens only at night. The latter blooms in the summer time exuding a delightful perfume. They may be picked and brought into the house after 6 p.m. and one may watch them unfold while eating dinner.

The South African Gazanias and the Arctotis—both very attractive even closed.

The Ofalis—another sleepy flower. Does not even try to open on sunless days.

The Dimorphotecas—native of So. Africa and offer an abundance of color for Kodachrome filming.

Water Lilies—most all varieties close and "go to sleep" at night.

Four O'Clocks—get tired early. You'll have to work fast to catch them with your camera.
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When shooting a hunter

For general outdoor work with both 8 and 16mm. cameras, Agfa Ansco Panchromatic Reversible is not only an excellent choice but an exceptional value. Sensitive to all colors, Panchromatic Reversible gives you pleasing reproduction of color into monochrome. And it has adequate speed for a wide variety of subject material.

On projection, you will appreciate a carefully balanced gradation that produces a highly satisfying screen brilliance. Fine-grain characteristics and a highly effective anti-halation coating add assurance of fine results.

Both film sizes are economical. 16mm. Panchromatic Reversible costs only $4.80 in 100 ft. rolls or $2.95 in 50 ft. rolls. Twin-Eight Panchromatic Reversible is only $2.15 in 25 ft. (double-width) rolls. All prices include processing and return postage. Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, New York.
Filming of civilian defense pictures has awakened considerable interest in animation among amateurs. Many have found need for a brief sequence of animated drawings that could be inserted in a defense film to emphasize a point or explain an operation or some particular action that would not otherwise be clear when treated with straight photography.

We refer not to the animation of figures a la Walt Disney but to animation of simple objects, lines, maps, etc., an innovation particularly suitable to films of an instructional nature. For example there are instances come to our attention where the filmer plans to show the progressive action of a fallen incendiary bomb by this method; another will illustrate the proper locations about a house for placing buckets of sand, shovels, ladders, and hose with a drawing of a floor plan, and then indicating upon it the right and wrong locations for these important fire-fighting tools. And there are other examples, too numerous to outline here.

Most amateur defense film producers want to do this animation work themselves, want their pictures to represent 100% amateur effort. For some it is quite a task. For others, no trick at all. The difficulty lies not so much in the lack of ability with a drawing pen as with the lack of knowledge of the simple tools with which to do the work.

The first requisite is a cine camera capable of single-frame photography, that is, one that will expose one frame of film at a time. To attempt animation—or single-frame exposures—with any other camera will not be productive of good results.

Then there must be a "stage" on which the animation is to be arranged and photographed, and this should include a bracket for holding the camera firmly in place before the drawings or scenes to be photographed. A successful amateur-built animation stage is shown in Fig. 2. Included are all necessary details and dimensions for building same. It was designed for use with a 16mm camera, but can be altered to afford use of any 8mm or 16mm camera. The camera rests in vertical filming position, the only method suitable to animation, and the drawings or objects to be photographed are placed on the base or "cartoon board." Photofloods in reflectors mounted on adjustable arms, are positioned below the camera and at such an angle as will not cause any of...
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Fig. 2

16 mm ANIMATED CARTOON MACHINE OF 1/2 AND 3/4 PLYWOOD

ANIMATION BOARD.
DIFFUSION—what it is and when to use it

By George W. Cushman

A Cinematic effect not entirely abandoned by the professional and one particularly suited to amateur movies is diffusion. Its purpose is to soften the lines in a scene and impart a languard quality otherwise known as soft focus, to certain types of closeups and scenic shots.

A few years ago, diffusion was used in theatrical movies to a greater extent than now. The fact the practice has lessened is no condemnation; rather it is an indication of the inconsistency of Hollywood which is prone to overdo an effect, once proved successful, then abandon it almost abruptly in favor of some other newly-introduced device.

So there may be no misunderstanding among amateur cinefilmers as to just what a diffused scene is, perhaps a brief explanation is advisable at this point. Some erroneously believe that diffused effects in photography are created by throwing the scene out of focus. This is far from true. A diffused scene, on the contrary requires that it not only be sharply focused but that the depth of focus extend deeply into the scene. The diffusion effect is created by a device placed before the lens which breaks up or diffuses the rays of light reflected by the image or scene photographed.

True diffusion is graphically illustrated here in Fig. 1. Compare the effect with that of the same scene deliberately photographed out of focus as shown in Fig. 2. The same scene, photographed normally, appears in Fig. 3.

A truly diffused scene is one in which no harsh lines remain. Each line seems to melt into the other. The changes in detail are soft, not abrupt. As one authority so aptly put it, there are two images: one sharp, the other soft, the latter apparently super-imposed over the first.

A diffused scene isn't merely one that has been soft lighted. Cheesecloth over the floodlights will produce soft lighting, but won't give a diffused picture, for detail will still be wiry sharp. It is true that soft lighting is often used when a scene is to be diffused, since contrasty lighting is sometimes difficult to handle when diffusion is desired.

Most amateurs want their movies needle sharp, and this is just what they should be. Ordinary scenes are not improved by diffusion, and the effect should not be attempted unless the scene or sequence is strengthened by its use.

A diffused scene denotes a slow, dreamy atmosphere. Only when the tempo of a film is quite slow should it be attempted. In such cases the action, also, must be slow. A typical example would be a sequence of a stream slowly winding its way through swaying willows and beneath fleecy white clouds. There is no hurry, no fast action. After three or four scenes a pair of lovers move slowly into the scene, arm in arm. Medium shots and close-ups, however, are the type of shots most frequently treated with diffusion.

Now if the stream mentioned above were a babbling brook, diffusion would be entirely out of place, since the faster action would be unsuited to the mood created by diffusion. Wherever there is fast action and fast tempo, photography should continue sharp. It is never advisable to mix diffused scenes alternately with clear cut ones.

The use of diffused scenes is much like that of any other effect in that they are effective when used at the right time and in the right place, but when employed indiscriminately they are definitely harmful to the film. It is up to the filmmaker to decide when a sequence will be

• Offered for comparison is the diffused scene, Fig. 1, and the out-of-focus shot, Fig. 2.

• Here is the original, sharply focused scene. Note how all details are distinctly visible in the diffused shot (Fig. 1) above.

• Continued on Page 205
NEARLY every person who frequents the mountains and forests of America has witnessed the aftermath of a destructive forest fire. The disaster is usually considered only in terms of a closed vacation spot or a charred blot in an otherwise beautiful scenic panorama. Today, however, we must take a more realistic view of forest fires, for a conflagration gutting hundreds of acres of virgin timber deprives us of essential war materials, damages watersheds necessary to war production, and places in jeopardy vital communication and power lines.

Two aspects of America's war effort are involved in forest protection. It should be pointed out in the first place that America has 160 national forests. Much of the nation's industrial output depends largely upon resources obtained from these forests. Likewise civilian morale is greatly strengthened by forest outings. Therefore, destructive forest fires can imperil both the country's armament program and the high level of morale.

With these facts in mind and with the object of making them more vivid in the mind of every citizen, the United States Forest Service, through its supervisor of the Angelus National Forest in Southern California has asked Home Movies to sponsor a program of amateur-produced 8mm. and 16mm. films on forest protection.

Idea is for individual amateurs and cine club groups, planning spring and summer filming, to voluntarily undertake production of forest conservation films that will contribute directly to the war effort. Films would then be screened by the producers, or exhibitor staffs appointed by them, in schools, churches, clubs and among civic organizations. The project is for strictly voluntary workers, the government supplying no material nor film. But those who undertake such films will be more than paid for the expense involved. Moreover, no more film need be involved than the few rolls usually shot on an outing or vacation. But a better picture will result and the filmer will have the pride that comes with knowledge that through his hobby, he has contributed patriotically to the war effort.

Suggested theme, around which the amateur may build his picture is the "fag bag"—an innovation recently introduced by the U. S. Forest Department. Fag bags are small red muslin sacks fitted with a draw string into which motorists and campers, entering a national forest, place their cigarettes for the duration of their visit. Thus it becomes a check on the thoughtless smoker who otherwise might draw a cigarette from the open pack, light it up and throw away the possibly lighted match, without realizing the potential danger of his act. Dr. Robert A. Milli...
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What the beginner should know about CAMERAS SPEEDS

By STANLEY E. ANDREWS

Most all of us know that in order for action in a motion picture to appear normal on the screen, the film must be projected at the same speed it was photographed. Perhaps another way of saying this is, that if the action is to appear normal, then the picture must be photographed at normal projection speed which is 16 f.p.s. (16 frames per second) for silent motion pictures. If the picture was photographed at a greater or lesser speed, action on the screen would appear abnormal.

There are times when abnormal action is desired and for this reason certain scenes in a movie often are deliberately filmed at 8, 24, 32, 48, or 64 f.p.s. Use of fast and slow camera speeds came into prominence in the days of silent movies when they were utilized for comedy effects. And because slow motion and half-speed filming widens the scope of amateur movie making, most modern cine cameras provide more than one filming speed.

Look at the speed control of your camera. You'll find it may be adjusted to change the rate of travel of the film past the shutter from 16 f.p.s. to 8 f.p.s., or to two or more of the higher speeds mentioned above. Some cameras provide for all four ultra-speeds plus the half-speed.

Although the outstanding virtue of the 8 f.p.s. speed may be its ability to offset poor light conditions, and of the higher or "ultra" speeds to record objects in slow motion for more careful analysis, both can be used by the amateur for trick effects. A camera, running at the slower speed of 8 f.p.s. results in faster than normal action on the screen. In the camera the film travels at only 8 frames per second. In the projector it travels twice as fast or at the rate of 16 frames per second. Screen action therefore is twice as fast. Those who recall the old silent comedies will remember the chase scenes in which the patrol wagon, bearing Keystone cops, speeds crazily down the street in pursuit of the villain.

By speeding up camera action from 16 f.p.s. to 64 f.p.s. or less, slow motion on the screen is obtained. Most of us are familiar with comedy effects produced by high-speed filming, many having already made movies utilizing this effect. A subject in action, filmed at say 64 f.p.s., is screened at the normal 16 f.p.s. speed or 4 times slower than it was photographed. Action therefore is slowed accordingly.

There are two things which must be kept in mind when proceeding to shoot movies at above or below normal speed. First, a compensation in exposure is necessary. If, for example, a normally lighted scene is to be exposed at the slower speed of 8 f.p.s., the lens must be closed down to admit just half as much light. If the camera is speeded up to say 32 f.p.s.—twice normal speed—then exposure must be increased to admit twice as much light. As an example, say the scene to be shot at 8 f.p.s. calls for a normal exposure (at 16 f.p.s.) of f/11. To admit half as much light, the lens must be closed down one full stop to f/16. At 32 f.p.s. the lens would have to be opened up to f/8, and at 64 f.p.s., to f/5.6.

Second: The length of the exposure—that is, the time required for shooting a scene—should be varied according to the camera speed used, in order to provide the normal running time on the screen. For instance, when shooting at 8 f.p.s., the camera should be operated for twenty seconds in order to produce a scene that will screen for ten seconds.

- Eight frames-per-second half-speed enables cine cameras, loaded with supersensitive film, to capture striking night panoramas like this.
COULD you borrow a cat and a canary for a little filming fun next Sunday afternoon? Of course, if you already have these pets in your home, you’re all set to film this amusing comedy that’s just made to order for a man and wife, plus the pets mentioned. It’s a script that will, if carefully filmed, reflect your ability as a director and your actor’s personalities as individuals.

What makes this story doubly attractive is that it can be filmed with no outside assistance. The husband can double for himself and the tramp, allowing his wife to handle the camera for the shots in which these characters appear. In those scenes in which both husband and wife appear together, the camera can be locked in running position—the husband walking into the scene and this portion of the film deleted at the editing board.

Cast requirements are as follows: the wife, husband, tramp, the cat and the canary. Most of the opening scenes take place indoors and therefore, photofloods and reflectors will be needed to light up these interior settings. However, immediate lack of lighting equipment need not deter one from proceeding with this picture, for photoflood lamps and inexpensive, collapsible paper reflectors are available from any photo dealer. These, set up in floor lamps and lighting fixtures, will provide all the light needed for the interior scenes.

One should have a sunlight reflector for the exterior shots, too—especially for those of the tramp beneath the bridge. This may be fashioned from a piece of wallboard or plywood, about 3 feet square, painted with aluminum paint or chrome enamel. In the absence of this, a white card, sheet or other bright surface will make an acceptable reflector.

As an aid to editing the picture when shooting is done, number every scene. Write each scene number on a slate or a piece of board painted black and shoot three or four frames of it—no more—after the completion of each shot. At the editing board each scene may readily be identified by this number and quickly spliced into place after the necessary trimming.

For the benefit of the beginner, we shall take opportunity here to explain the terminology used throughout the script. A closeup is a shot of an object or of a person’s head, and sometimes shoulders, that almost fills the picture frame. A medium closeup takes in a person from the waist up. A medium shot is made with camera from eight to twelve feet from the subject or subjects, usually takes in the complete figure. A long shot is anything beyond that defined for a medium shot. A reverse shot is where the camera is set up to show the scene from the opposite angle of a previous shot.

To make the pan shots called for in scenes 7 and 45, the film should have a suitable tilt-pan head for his tripod.

Lacking this accessory, satisfactorily results can be achieved by holding the camera steady and panning slowly making sure body is well braced against sideways.

Scene 24 calls for the camera to “pull
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**SCENARIO for two people, a cat and canary**

**BY WALTER HOFFMAN**

**EXTRA**

**HOLLYWOOD PRESS**

**BODY MISSING IN MURDER MYSTERY!**

- This is copy for insert shot called for in scene 26. Merely cut it out and photograph it in your typewriter titler.
Now, let's try our first TRICK FILM!

BY GEORGE A. GAULD

For those readers who have taken the trouble to construct the "Frame" described in preceding articles and who have overcome the difficulties of backwind in the case of their own particular camera, the time has arrived when the first trick film may be tackled in earnest. We shall start with the technique known as the "Split Screen."

As is often the case, split screen work is effective because it is so simple. It consists essentially of dividing the picture area into two portions, and by means of the positive and negative type of masks described last month, the two portions are exposed one after the other, leaving no trace of the "joint" between the two, separately exposed sections of the complete picture. This technique is largely used for "double" effects, in which an actor and his double appear together in the same picture, both parts being played by the same person. Nothing could be more exciting than setting out to make a film of the family twins, father and mother included.

For such a film, the most obvious division to suggest itself is that of a cut along a vertical line down the center of the picture, the action being confined to either side; one half being exposed, then the other. But if the audience is to be kept guessing, then we must vary the technique, not only by ringing the changes on the position of the cut lines, but by the method of suggestion as well.

Cut lines are rendered less obvious when they are made to coincide with natural lines in the picture, such as the edge of a house wall, or the outline of a window frame. The cut line need not be straight; it can follow any path, such as round the back of a chair; it merely makes the cutting of the mask a little more difficult.

Although masks should be cut as accurately as possible, a high degree of precision is not required. The outline of split screen masks set up on Stage A of the frame will have a high degree of diffusion, and any slight errors made in the cutting will be covered up by this diffusion. Cutting along natural lines in the picture makes such errors quite unnoticeable. Furthermore, the inevitable slight "shake" between the two exposures, due to minute inaccuracies in film and camera mechanism, will be discernible only to the most critical and expert eye.

If the film were composed entirely of trick shots, it would not only be tiresome, but the deception would become obvious and the film would cease to have interest. The theme must be extended by suggestion. It is not necessary to show "twins" together in every shot. If such a shot is followed by two close-ups, one of each "twin" in his relative position, the audience will be quite satisfied that the shots are of two separate persons, not one and the same as they must be, in reality. Such variations increase the interest of the film and make it more plausible. The following sequence shows how this policy of "ringing the changes" is carried out in practice.

(1) The scene opens with a medium shot of the family automobile coming to rest outside the house. The shot takes in about half the windshield and the driver's door. Papa opens the door, gets out, and walks towards the camera, and out of the picture. (Cut two or three frames before he disappears completely.) The camera is stopped and care taken not to move it. Papa now gets back into the automobile, but this time, in the passenger seat next the driver.

(2) Pan slowly across the wind-
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HOW to make fade-ins and fade-outs

The fade has become an essential, if not an integral part of every motion picture—amateur as well as professional. A fadeout may be likened to the curtain falling at the close of an act. For fades, properly used, close one sequence in a picture and open another. Any amateur can make fade-outs and fade-ins as demonstrated in the illustrations described briefly below. High-priced gadgets are not essential, although they aid in making smoother fades and, in some instances, automatically.

Simplest method for making fades requires only closing or opening the lens iris when filming the beginning or end of a scene. This may be done by slowly turning iris control ring—the knurled ring by which you set the exposure. This requires that camera be securely mounted on tripod, leaving one hand free to manipulate lens for the fade. A gadget, easily made, will facilitate this operation. As pictured, it consists of a metal ring fitted with a long machine screw which fastens over the iris ring. Screw also serves as lever, insuring smoother opening or closing of iris. The gadget also is available commercially for 50c.

Best known gadget for making fades in home movies is the fading glass. It consists of a piece of optical glass, about 1/4" x 3/4", graduated from crystal clear to full opaque. This is drawn across the lens as the camera records the scene, gradually increasing or reducing light admitted to the lens, thus producing the fade. Such fading glasses are available commercially for a few dollars. Enterprising amateurs can make their own from a piece of flawless window or plate glass. This should be graduated to full opaque with the aid of candle smoke, then covered with a similar piece of clear glass, to protect the coating, and taped at top and bottom.

Chemical fades are not only simple to make but afford a means for inserting fades omitted during filming but required in the editing of a picture. Commercially available for just this purpose is Foto-Fade, a chemical compound which, when dissolved in water, provides an effective dye to which film may be subjected gradually to produce the fade. Film is merely lowered gradually into bottle containing the dye and withdrawn slowly. End of film, entering dye first and having remained in solution longer than the rest of the area, thus receives the dye in fullest density. The area submerged only an instant becomes the start of the fade.

Automatic fading devices are available which may be attached before the lens on the camera to produce smooth, effective fades, automatically. Among such devices are the Bool Cine Fader, the Baia Cine Transitro, Jr., and the Wesco Fadette. The Bool device not only produces fades but many other transition effects. Operation is by small spring motor, controlled by cable release. Baia's device is controlled and motivated solely by cable release which actuates a graduated disc to produce the fade. This gadget also makes wipeoffs. Wesco's Fadette produces a rectangular iris-like fade, is also cable release controlled and motivated.
Amateur "Orson Welles" films OLIVER TWIST

BY J. H. SCHEON

WHEN residents of Winnetka, Illinois, flocked to their Community House one evening last September for a gala "premiere" of an amateur movie production, they shortly found themselves admiring spectators to a full-length movie version of Charles Dickens' immortal story, "Oliver Twist." Entirely filmed in 16mm. by a youthful company headed by 20-year-old David Bradley, this remarkable amateur effort has won for Bradley the undisputable title of "Orson Welles of amateur movies." And HOME MOVIES happily contributes another honor, awarding this fine film the Movie of the Month certificate for May.

Producer, director, cameraman, editor and one of the principal actors of the impressive 97-minute production, young Bradley demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that even such a monumental book as "Oliver Twist" can be filmed with sustained interest and suspense by amateur movie equipment, coupled with enthusiastic initiative and a feel for cinematic story-telling.

No idle community boast is Bradley's well-deserved characterization as "Winnetka's answer to Orson Welles," for he has demonstrated a talent for movie production that transcends the average and approaches the promise of genius. Yet it must be remembered, if one is inclined to dismiss his achievement as a wholly unapproachable effort from the standpoint of expense and time, that he won success with the same tools available to every follower of the home movie hobby. That his father "angeled" the enterprise, supplying funds unstintingly for film, props, costumes, etc., is beside the point for young Bradley has shown the imagination that would have opened other ways to finance the project if a cooperative father had not been in a position to do so.

Just graduated from exclusive Lake Forest Academy, he had done a half-dozen amateur movies when he decided to attempt a picturization of "Oliver Twist." Enlisting the support of other young people in the community, he was soon roving the town with a calculating eye for casting the production, choosing a Nancy Sikes here and an Artful Dodger there. Those summoned quickly responded and thus it became a neighborhood project which consumed the interests of 23 members of the cast and production staff throughout the summer.

At the premiere, which was staged with all the show of a typical Hollywood opening, residents of the wealthy Chicago suburb saw many familiar faces among the cast, which ranged in age from 5 to 50. They also recognized some of the settings, inasmuch as Bradley and his assistants scoured the community for months to find "locations" that would be appropriate to the 19th century locale of the story. To his credit, viewers of the picture at the premiere and at subsequent showings were uniformly astounded that the smooth flowing action of the story made them lose sight of the fact that it had all been filmed within the limits of their own city. Publicity in Chicago newspapers later won the producer further critical acclaim as the 10-reel film was shown before many groups in the Chicago vicinity.

No small task it was to condense the lengthy book to scenario form suitable to filming by an amateur company. But the familiar and well-beloved story is all there—Young Oliver asking for a...
SOUND recording for home movies...

That "Music hath charms" is especially true when adapted as an accompaniment to amateur movies, as those who have tried it out will testify. The production of sound-on-film is too expensive for the average home movie maker, but sound-on-disc can be produced for less than the cost of the film used in making the picture, assuming, of course, that one already owns a radio-phonograph or other means of reproducing the sound.

A recorder is not an essential piece of equipment if one's acquaintance extends into a local radio station or to someone in the neighborhood who possesses a home recorder. However, the production of sound-on-disc may prove unsatisfactory if one attempts the job of recording with cheap equipment. Just as the cameraman takes pride in composition and exposure, and just as the film editor takes pride in making the film interesting, so must the sound man have pride in the fidelity of his recordings.

Perhaps my own experiences of the past will reveal some information that will be useful to others who are, for the first time about to undertake the use of home recorded sound-on-disc to provide sound for their home movies.

I had my first experience in the use of sound with home movies through the use of a borrowed dual turntable playing standard records, all of which was thrilling but unsatisfactory. I disliked the constant changing of records and the difficulty of making smooth transitions between the several musical selections. This led me into an uncontrollable desire for putting all the sound needed for a film on one record. This was accomplished by recording sound at 33 1/3 revolutions per minute on a 16-inch disc, thereby getting announcements and music sufficient for 200 feet of 8mm. or 400 feet of 16mm. at silent speed all on one record.

With only limited funds at hand the acquisition of proper turntable equipment became a realistic problem. This was solved by accumulating a good motor, a dual-speed turntable, a crystal pick-up and a used oscillator unit. These were assembled in a homemade plywood box, and the wiring was so arranged that I could play records through the home radio by wireless or could plug directly into an amplifier unit.

During the construction period many hours were spent with a friend who had a very broad knowledge of music. By the time the turntable was assembled and some short subject recordings made, we had developed an ambitious program, deciding to score the music for a 22-minute film; whereupon we immediately faced the fact that a 16-inch transcription could be cut to produce only 16 or 17 minutes of satisfactory sound.

Having spent all the money in my hobby budget on the play-back equipment a second turntable was immediately out of reach, but I conceived the idea of cutting approximately 14 minutes on a 16-inch disc to play from the center toward the rim, the remaining time to be cut on a 12-inch disc playing from the rim toward the center.

I had a vague notion that as the needle approached the rim of the 16-inch disc I could drop the 12-inch disc on top of it and at the proper time quickly shift the needle to the smaller disc. Our sound recording expert who had been brought into the group laughed at the idea but, believe it or not, it worked.

However, there are two things vital...

---
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**The Experimental**

flow of water will cause reel to revolve during washing process. Can may be fitted to support with bolt and thumb screw, as shown. This affords adjusting can forward or backward to obtain proper flow of water over reel.

I found this arrangement was best suited for use over a laundry tub where fresh water supply and drainage facilities already exist.

---

**Projector Aid**

The rise of the tilting device on my projector is limited; also, when projector is used on a small table, noise from vibration is amplified. I therefore built a single device to overcome both of these difficulties.

Pictured here, it consists of a pad of sponge rubber, obtainable from dime store counters. At one end is a two-step arrangement of wooden blocks cemented to the rubber. Front of projector rests on one of these steps when maximum extension of tilt device is not sufficient to elevate projection beam above heads of audience.

---

**Kaleidoscope**

Any amateur can make trick kaleidoscope effects in his movies and titles; also make the kaleidoscope for the purpose. All that is required is a 5" tube approximately 1½" in (inside) diameter, and three pieces of mirror cut to a size to fit inside, as shown in illustration.

For tube, an old discarded flashlight case may be used, or a section cut from a cardboard mailing tube. Cut the mirrors to required length and width and insert them in tube as shown, cementing them in place with glue or adhesive tape. Another method is to join mirrors together to form a triangle, binding them with adhesive tape, then insert into tube.

---

**Film Washer**

This simple device took the meanest job out of home processing for me. Frequent washing of film is a tiresome job, but this device does it automatically, leaving the processor free for other duties.

Gadget consists of a rectangular can and suitable wooden support as pictured. Can should be slightly wider than developing drum or reel. Three rows of holes are punched in bottom of can with an ice pick or a six-penny nail and about three-quarters of an inch apart.

At the top of one end of can a connection for a length of rubber hose, leading from fresh water supply, must be provided. Where can is provided with a small screw-top outlet, this may be used for hose connection. Also, a smaller hole must be punched at opposite top corner of can to provide for release of air and serve as overflow valve.

The wooden support should be constructed to fit the respective processing equipment so it will hold the can above the reel and slightly off center so that.

---

**Editing Aid**

New use for discarded 50-foot reels is editing aid pictured here. Solder five or six reels together at the rims and mount on a shaft and base. Attach a handle to the outside reel so all can be turned simultaneously.

In editing, place the scenes not in sequence on the different reels and write the number of the scene and reel on a sheet of paper, for example: "Scene 4—reel 1;" "Scene 7—reel 5;" etc. Scene 5 and 8 can be spliced on to 4 and 7 and so forth. Then beginning with the "End" title on a 200-foot reel, wind back, picking up the scenes in order and splicing in titles at same time.

When all scenes are spliced in order and wound back, put on the opening
CINE WORKSHOP

title and white leader and the film is ready for screening. Rubber erasers hold loose ends of film as the reels rotate, as shown in photo.

—John J. Lloyd,
Long Beach, Calif.

Wipe-off Gadget

A simple wipe-off device may be made from a section of cardboard mailing tube. Diameter of the tube will depend upon the camera and size of lens. The gadget illustrated required a section 3/4" in length from a 2 1/8" mailing tube.

Two small notched blocks of wood A and B were glued to either side to anchor the rubber band that extends around the camera and holds the gadget in place over the lens. Another wooden block C is glued at bottom of tube, as shown, to which is attached by means of a small screw or tack, a piece of stout cardboard cut to the size and shape as shown at D. This cardboard is the wipe-off blade and is moved across from left to right, and vice versa, to produce the wipe effect.

The entire gadget, including inside of the tube section, was painted flat black.

—V. D. Stevens
Hilldale, Mich.

Viewer Slide

Amateurs who use film viewing devices such as the Craig Project-O-Editor, will find their use greatly enhanced if the device is mounted on a sliding track, permitting moving viewer back for rapid rewinding of film, and forward for viewing purposes. Track may be constructed of three pieces of wood and attached to editing board.

—J. H. Romert
Altadena, Calif.

Titler Lens Turret

The most practical of home made titlers is that which provides for filming titles at several distances, i.e., 6, 8, 10, and 12 inches, etc., from the camera. This requires the use of several auxiliary lenses—one for each distance.

A method for making these lenses immediately available and in fixed position in a holder that will insure accurate centering of auxiliary in front of camera lens, is the lens turret pictured here. It may be adapted to any type of home titler, horizontal or vertical.

Turret is made from a circular piece of plywood into which holes are cut for the required number of auxiliary lenses. Detailed sketch shows method of mounting lenses. Turret wheel is mounted on a stand constructed of light pine and attached to titler base at required distance from camera. Extending from this base, as shown at A, is an indicator—made of a strip of metal or wood—sharpened at the end.

Around the edge of wheel, marks are painted to indicate when each lens is in alignment with camera lens and these marks should match up with the pointer.

Title board should be adjustable, as shown, so that it may be moved forward or backward to the corresponding distances photographed with each auxiliary lens.

—Earl C. Lens
Cicero, Ill.

Jug Processing

For an emergency job of processing or developing of reversal film, a bottle and a jug or pitcher may be used as pictured here. Jug or pitcher should be about a gallon in capacity which will accommodate an ordinary quart-size wine or beer bottle. The bottle becomes the "drum" on which the film is wound, and the jug or pitcher, the "developing tank."

To prevent slippage of film, a section of old inner tube may be fitted over the bottle, then stout string wound around the bottle in a spiral to form a track for the film.

Wind film around bottle, securing the ends with rubber bands, and insert bottle in jug containing about a pint of solution. Rotate bottle to agitate.

A metal container may be used in place of jug or pitcher, providing it is first adequately coated with acid-resistant paint.

—Stanley Jetson
Bombay, India

Remodeled Projector

Now that some types of late model projectors are difficult to get, owners of old model 16mm. projectors may be

—Continued on Page 214

gadgets, tricks & shortcuts contributed by Cinebugs

SECTION OF INNER TUBE

STRING

JUG OR PITCHER

MAILING TUBE

WOOD BLOCKS GLUED TO TUBE

CARDBOARD

DETAI OF WOOD BLOCKS 1/4 & 1/2

INDICATOR "A"

MOVEABLE TITLE BOARD

INDICATOR "B"

CEMENT AROUND LENS EDGE

1/8" PLYWOOD

AUXILIARY LENS

TITLE TURRET

JUG OR PITCHER
It's NEW to me . . . !

By Cinebug Shopper

Auricon Sound Camera

A self-blipped single-system Auricon sound camera makes its debut in time to be of service to serious 16mm. filmers planning or actively engaged in producing civilian defense and other educational films requiring sound track. Mechanism and film gate are said to be designed along best professional lines insuring rock-steady pictures.

A single "C" mount lens seat will take 16mm. Filmo, Bolex, or Victor camera lenses. Some Eastman lenses may be used with the usual "C" mount adaptor ring.

Camera is driven by built-in 110 volt, 60 cycle synchronous motor. 200-foot daylight loading film capacity together with the motor drive, provides for a maximum of 3/2 minutes continuous filming. Camera is equipped with recording galvanometer which produces a variable area sound track. Frequency response of the vibrating mirror sound recording unit is greater than the range of most sound film projectors in use today, according to the manufacturer.

This new Auricon Sound Camera is available with two kinds of amplifier equipment. Less lens, the price is $69.5. With standard amplifier, tubes, batteries, dynamic microphone, folding stand, mike cable—all contained in attractive leatherette carrying case, price is $880.00.

Additional data may be had by writing E. M. Berndt Corp., 5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

New Fine Grain Film

Visual Instruction Supply Co. offer a new fine grain Semi-Orthochromatic reversible film, called Black-White, available in 8mm. and 16mm. Weston 12 and Scheiner 18.

Black-White, mounted on daylight loading spools, with recommended emulation speed in daylight, is priced at 98 cents for 25 feet; $1.39 for 50 feet; $1.98 for 100 feet. Prices include processing (one-day service) and return by regular parcel post.

Visual Instruction also announces a 16mm. Duplicate Finishing Service, $3.00 for 75 to 100 feet per roll. Three cents additional 100 or more per foot. There is a $3.00 minimum charge for less than 75 feet.

For further information, write Visual Instruction Supply Co., 1757 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Renewal Service

With all photographic equipment becoming increasingly difficult to obtain, Bell & Howell has taken a wise step in making it easy and inexpensive for owners of Filmo equipment to take the best possible care of present cameras and projectors through a newly inaugurated low-cost, flat-rate service system. New flat-rate service charges apply to all models of Filmo 8mm. and 16mm. cameras and projectors, and to Filmosound, and by going to his dealer, the Filmo owner can determine in a minute just what service is going to cost him.

Bell & Howell states that "mass production" service, with its corollary lowering of prices, involves no lowering of the company's standards of precision and quality work. It has been inaugurated, says the company, as a timely and economical service to Filmo owners.

For further information, see your Filmo dealer or write to Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Centering Guides

Now available for all makes and models of 8mm. and 16mm. cine cameras are title centering guides, with which the amateur may quickly align his camera with a title, large or small, insuring accurate centering.

Guides, complete with illustrated instructions for use, are $10 each and may be had for the following cameras: 8mm. — Revere (all models); Cine Kodak Magazine Eight; Single Lens Filmo; Models 20, 25, and 60 Cine Existing; Filmo turret Eight; and Keystone. 16mm. — Magazine Cine Kodak; Model K Cine Kodak; Model E Cine Kodak: Filmo 141; Filmo 12 and Filmo Models 70.

Order direct from Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Revere Eights

Simplicity of film loading and operation is outstanding features claimed by manufacturer for the popular model "88" Revere 8mm. cine cameras. Simplicity of threading is a feature sought in cameras by experienced filmers. With the Revere, according to the maker, the spool of new film is merely slipped over the supply spindle, the leader placed in the film gate so it follows the loop design marked in white inside the case, run it around the single sprocket and on to the take-up reel and you’re ready to shoot.

The Revere "88" affords 5 speeds with a positive speed governor control, built-in parallax-corrected viewfinder, and reciprocating sprocket film control. Complete with Wollensak f 3.5 lens, it sells for $38.50.

Ampro S. O. F. Projectors

Attractive feature claimed for newest Ampro sound projectors is simple threading operation which assures minimum time lapse between reel changes. According to manufacturer, film threads straight through projector, an operation which has been simplified by employing only two sprockets.

It also is claimed that Ampro projectors can be unpacked and swung into action in a surprisingly short time, with minimum fuss and delay.

Although the demands of the U. S. war program may make it impossible to fill requirements immediately, every person interested in Ampro sound projectors are urged by the manufacturer to examine these machines and obtain a test screening from local Ampro representatives.

Literature and prices on all model Ampro projectors—sound and silent—are available from the manufacturer, the Ampro Corp., 2851 No. Western Ave., Chicago.

Versatile Spot

Of interest to amateur filmers is a 500-watt spotlight and its unique accessory, a "snoot" attachment for intensifying spotlight effects on small objects, offered by the Gold-E Manufacturing Co. Trade named the Gold-E
Bantam Super Spot and Gold-E attachment respectively, both items are still available in spite of dwindling metal supplies.

The spotlight, illustrated here, is adaptable to average spotlight requirements and especially provides a suitable holder for the "snoot" attachment.

The "snoot" attachment provides extra condensers which are inserted in place of the usual Fresnel lens. Four individual masks are furnished, each affording a different size light aperture. The housing, fitted with objective lens, completes the attachment.

Prices and additional information may be had from manufacturer whose address is 1218 West Madison St., Chicago.

Windbacks

All tricks which depend on ability to windback the film are now made possible for owners of the Filmo 70. Lap dissolves, titles on moving backgrounds, etc., are all based on the double exposure principle, and the hand crank permits the amateur to rewind the film and expose it a second time. Installation is made at the Chicago factory of Bell & Howell. For price and further data, write Bell & Howell, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

**Information Please . . .**

- Continued from Page 196

sufficient. You must also make sure your camera is in 100% vertical position; for even though it is tilted a mere fraction to the right or left, the plumb bob will still hang straight down. Best thing to do is first line up your camera with a small spirit level, then align the title card with lens by means of the plumb bob.

**Plastic Reels** (Homer Harrington, Burlingame, La.)

Q. Are the new projection reels of plastic as good as those of metal?

A. We find the plastic reels equally as durable, and besides are much lighter, making for lower postage where reels of home movie film are shipped by mail.

**Bomb Source** (J. H. Miltoner, Allen- town, Pa.)

Q. I'm planning the filming of a local defense film. Where can I obtain an incendiary bomb or a suitable substitute to be used in a scene?

A. See your local Civilian Defense Board or fire chief. The former should be consulted anyway, regarding your project, especially if your film is to be screened to the public.

**The Miniature (2 1/4 x 3 1/4) Speed Graphic** is small only in terms of inches and ounces. In terms of photographic capability, it is a big camera.

For sport or for still life, for use with flash or on "time," for studied compositions or for snatched opportunities, the Miniature Speed Graphic gives full play to your photographic abilities.

As illustrated here, it is equipped with the superb f/4.5 Kodak Ektar lens in Supermatic shutter; there's the Graphic focal-plane shutter, too, with its 24 speeds up to 1/1000. Ground-glass focusing is ready for use when you need it; a parallax-corrected tubular optical finder and a wire-frame finder guide your action shots.

Check the features of the Miniature Speed Graphic at your Kodak dealer's. It's an exciting camera.

Graflex and Graphic cameras are made by the Folmer Graflex Corporation.

**EASTMEN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.**

- **CAPE KIOWANADA**

"I owned my Master for some months before I became aware of the complete scope of its unique and very valuable exposure dial. I now find it a great aid in getting those many shots where close-up readings are impossible, and normal readings would be misleading," writes another Master enthusiast.

You, too, have the same exclusive exposure dial...if you're one of the fortunate Master owners. Be sure you make full use of it...especially the "A and C" and "U and O" positions. You'll then be able to master any photographic situation, regardless of light conditions.

Your dealer will be glad to give you full details on the Master; or, complete literature can be secured by writing to...Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 585 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

**WESTON Exposure Meters**
If you want a FILM to show . . .

. . . here’s news of timely subjects for home projectors

MacArthur and Manila

Said to be the timeliest movie to have come from the production staff of Castle Films in some time is announced for release May 1st. Title is “MacArthur—America’s First Soldier and Manila Bombed!” The film combines two closely related subjects in one reel that contains tremendous appeal to every red-blooded man, woman and child in the country. Without over-romanticizing General MacArthur, this film presents a screen symposium of his active career right up to scenes showing him in Manila after the planes of Japan had blasted futilely at his stalwart troops and before his sensational trek to Australia.

As a screen tribute to the man and an inspiration to all who see it, the movie is said to have unusual current importance and inestimable future historical value. On the same reel are scenes shot as Manila burned, only recently released by the U. S. Army. Oil tanks are shown exploding . . . buildings in the business section aflame . . . public structures and dwellings reduced to shambles by the terrific onslaught of wave of Jap bombers. For the first time, it enables Americans in the safety of the States to envision war’s devastation firsthand. This special Castle news release is available at photographic dealers in five sizes and lengths for 8mm. and 16mm. projectors.

Filmo 8mm. Library

In response to the demands of its film patrons, the Filmsound Library of the Bell & Howell Company announces, in their new 1942 edition of its catalog of Recreational films, the addition of an 8mm. film rental service. The initial listing includes 74 subjects consisting of features, cartoons, sport shorts, travel subjects, musicals and novelties. Both black-and-white and natural color subjects are available. Rental charges are 75¢ per reel on monochrome and $1.50 per reel on color subjects. For further information, communicate with your local Bell & Howell dealer.

Flicker Frolics

Raygram Corporation, New York City, is introducing a new series of home movies known as “Flicker Frolics.” “The Race for Life” is title of first of these comedy subjects, a hilarious Mack Sennett adaptation of an old “mellerdrama” in which the spurned villain ties the beautiful heroine to the railroad tracks. After much action and suspense, she is saved by the hero in the nick of time.

Featured are Mabel Normand, Mac Sennett, Ford Sterling, the Keystone Kops and Barney Oldfield himself in the thrilling rescue of the girl. This film is available in 8mm. in 180 foot lengths at $5.50.

National Anthem

A short motion picture trailer, long enough to accommodate the singing of the National Anthem, has been produced by Castle Films in both sound and silent versions for 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Super-imposed words of the song appear on all editions which include three; two in 16mm., sound and silent, and one in 8mm. A stirring pictorial procession, symbolic of patriotism, occupies the screen during the singing. Castle Films’ “The Star Spangled Banner” is in demand for cutting into existent film for use in homes, schools and in other places where community singing is in order. It is available at the usual Castle photographic dealers.

Bosko

Long a favorite among fans of animated cartoons, Bosko is to be made available for home movie projectors. Distribution rights to these popular Hugh Harmon subjects have been acquired by Hollywood Film Enterprises.
who also are exclusive distributors of Walt Disney and Walter Lantz animated cartoons in 8mm. and 16mm. versions.

First Bosko films now ready for release are "Bosko’s Photo Finish" and "Bosko’s Bear Escape" available in 100 feet 16mm. or 50 feet 8mm. 16mm. release will retail for $3.00 and the 8mm. for $1.50.

New catalog supplements descriptive of other films of the Bosko series may be had from photo dealers or by writing Hollywood Film Enterprises, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

Four Hits

Post Pictures, 723 7th Ave., N. Y. City, offer four new feature length "hit" pictures in 16mm. sound produced by leading Hollywood Studios. Complete catalog with full data and prices is available free by writing to above address.

News Thrills

News Thrills of 1942 is title of latest Official Films’ release in both 8mm. and 16mm. for home projectors. Film embraces all important war events from landing of British Commandos to the blasting of Japs in Marshall Islands by U. S. Navy. Additional volumes of News Thrills will be released in July and September.

"Spice" your Spring and Summer film productions with the

Bool CINE-FADER

MAKES 64 VARIETIES OF INTERESTING FADES AND DISSOLVES

Your movies will be far more interesting when the novel techniques at your disposal with the Bool are added. And, moreover, good scene and title transitions never-failingly add to the easy flow and story value of any film.

Discriminating amateurs have learned that they can make fades and lap dissolves "on the move" if a BOOL CINE-FADER is employed to make the transition. Fades, with this handy device, are made by two leaves moving simultaneously and automatically either to open or to close the aperture in front of the camera lens. The duration is so accurately timed by the clockwork mechanism that fades and dissolves are consistent in their timing.

You are limited only by your imagination when you work with the CINE-FADER — you can make as many as 64 different interesting transitions. With the special extension tube furnished, fades can be made with soft or sharp edges. And, as a note of additional versatility, the CINE-FADER also works effectively as a fader over the lens of any projector.

$18.75, including Extension Tube, Cable Release, and Instructions.

*Disolves can be made only when camera has backwinding mechanism.
Scenario for two . . .

• Continued from Page 189

back” or away from the scene, revealing more of it. Professionals term this a “dolly shot” and it is usually accomplished with the camera mounted on a four-wheeled camera car or “dolly.” The amateur can gain the same effect by mounting his camera and tripod on a child’s toy wagon and having an assistant pull vehicle slowly while the shot is being made.

The shooting script follows:

Cake, Cat and Canary

MAIN AND CREDIT TITLES: Time, fifteen seconds. Fade out—

SCENE 1. CLOSEUP. Fade in, cake being iced. Dissolve or truck back to—

2. MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Housewife icing cake and sprinkling small candy decorations on top. Bird cage above to right, suspended near kitchen window. Housewife talks to bird as she works.

3. MEDIUM SHOT. Housewife finishes icing cake, places it on adjoining table. Goes over to bird cage and as she opens cage door, cut to—

4. MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Housewife feeding canary, business of “tweeting” to bird, etc. Cage door remains open.

5. CLOSEUP. Cat, on floor, looking up (toward bird in cage).

6. MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Continuation of scene 4. Housewife, attracted by cat’s meow, looks down, sees cat.

7. MEDIUM SHOT. Same as scene 6, with camera farther back. Housewife picks up cat, and camera pans with her as she good naturedly carries cat to back door and puts it out. As she returns to the birdcage, cut to—

8. CLOSEUP. Telephone (ringing).


10. MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Housewife at telephone. (No need to show her coming into scene and picking up receiver). She settles down obviously for a lengthy conversation.

11. CLOSEUP. Birdcage. Door open. Bird inside. If possible try to get this shot with bird hopping up on open doorway, preparatory to flying out.

12. CLOSEUP. Open window, indoors. Cat hops up on ledge (from outside). Sits on ledge a second, then jumps down into room.

13. CLOSEUP. Back to scene 10.

**EMULSION RATINGS FOR 8MM AND 16MM FILMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM</th>
<th>16MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGFA ANSCO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm SSS Pan...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Hyper...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Panchromatic...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive Pan...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Paninchrome...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Twin-8 Hyper...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Filmpak...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Paninchrome...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Stretch...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONTINUED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM</th>
<th>16MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RKO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1...</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3 Gold Seal...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOLLYWOOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM</th>
<th>16MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S. B. Pan...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan...</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho...</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNIVERSAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM</th>
<th>16MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard...</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chroma...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAMMACROME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM</th>
<th>16MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular...</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superpanex No. 100...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superpanex No. 24...</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorama...</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GEVAERT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM</th>
<th>16MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Super Realcolor...</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchro...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EMULATION RATINGS FOR 8MM AND 16MM FILMS**

* Ratings for last four Dupont films are for straight development. Ratings for reversal depend upon processing formulas and technique employed.

*With filter.
Housewife hangs up receiver. Sits thoughtfully for a moment. Suddenly remembers canary, and exits abruptly.

14. MEDIUM SHOT. Same as scene 9. Housewife enters scene from behind camera and goes toward bird cage. Stops sharply as she discovers bird missing.

15. CLOSEUP. Empty bird cage.


17. CLOSEUP. Cat on floor licking paws, etc.

18. MEDIUM SHOT. From same angle as scene 16. Housewife picks up cat severely by scruff of neck.

19. CLOSEUP. Housewife, having picked up cat, is furious—scolding and shaking finger at it.


21. MEDIUM SHOT. Exterior of home. Fade-in. Family car in driveway near house. Housewife enters scene carrying gunnysack which evidently contains cat. She enters car, tosses bag in rear seat, starts car, and as car moves forward, cut to—


23. MEDIUM SHOT. Another camera angle. Part of car in foreground. Housewife, carrying sack, goes through farm gate, pouring in fence and down path.

24. CLOSEUP. Small camp fire with can of coffee simmering above it. Two hot dogs, on a stick thrust into ground near fire, are broiling nearby. Pull back camera (dolly shot) to—

25. MEDIUM SHOT of same scene—showing tramp beneath bridge, seated near camp fire beside a stream. He is reading a newspaper. Looks up casually to stir fire, then back to paper. As he turns page he spies screaming headline and reacts accordingly. Cut to—

26. CLOSEUP. Insert shot of newspaper, showing headline: "BODY STILL MISSING IN MURDER MYSTERY!"

27.7 LONG SHOT. Housewife walks very deliberately to bridge above tramp and up to rail.

28. MEDIUM SHOT—from below—as she looks down toward stream. She's holding sack on rail, as though ready to throw it in.

29. MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Same as scene 25. Tramp in middle of reaction to news headline. Is reading intently.

30. MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Same as scene 28. Housewife shuts eyes, then drops sack over rail.

31. CLOSEUP. Sack striking water and sinking—Quick cut to—

32. MEDIUM SHOT as scene 29. Tramp hears splash, drops paper as he sits up abruptly, and looks in direction of splash. His eyes bulge as he says:

TITHE: "The missing body!"

33. CLOSEUP. Continuing scene 31. Circles widening in water, etc.

34. CLOSEUP. Continuing scene 32. Tramp starts to rise cautiously.

35. LONG SHOT. Same as scene 23, but reverse camera position, showing housewife running down path toward fence, and on to car.

36 MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Housewife, having just entered car, nervously closes car door, presses starter button, and quickly drives out of scene.

37. MEDIUM SHOT. Same as scene 34. Tramp fishing for sack with long stick. Finally retrieves sack. Fade-out as he pulls it from water.

38. MEDIUM SHOT. Fade-in. Interior of hallway or parlor of home. Man (the husband) enters through door. As he removes his hat and coat casually, he calls to his wife. Hesitates a moment, and when he receives no answer he exits to—

39. MEDIUM SHOT. Husband coming into kitchen (same room as scene 14). He looks around room. Suddenly hears car coming into drive way and indicates this by suddenly looking up and toward window.

40. LONG SHOT. Exterior. Reverse of scene 21. Car enters driveway. Housewife gets out. Is obviously nervous, and as she moves toward entrance of home, she fumbles in pocket of house dress and brings forth handkerchief to stifle a sob as we cut to—

41. MEDIUM SHOT. Interior of kitchen looking toward door. Husband's figure partially in foreground. Wife enters, sees husband, and with anxious look, rushes toward him. Husband moves forward to take her in his arms.

42. MEDIUM CLOSEUP. Continuing same action as previous scene as husband takes wife in arms. Wife, sobbing, looks up at husband. Cut to—

43. CLOSEUP. Same as above—as wife, sobbing, looks up toward husband and speaks:

TITHE: "...and then I drowned him!"

44. CLOSEUP. Reverse shot of 43. Camera facing husband. He looks amused and laughs. Wife looks up, inquiringly. Husband nods toward—

45. CLOSEUP. Canary sitting on wife's freshly made cake, eating decorations from top of it. Camera pans down to show—

46. CLOSEUP. Wet cat on floor washing himself. Iris out.

THE END.

So that no detail of this movie may be difficult to achieve by the average amateur, we have previously explained the terminology used in the scenario and explained how certain shots, called for in the script, can be made. Also, that the insert shot of the newspaper
(scene 26) may present no insurmountable problem, it is already prepared and printed at the beginning of this article. It is especially reduced to size to facilitate shooting in a typewriter titler, being the same size as the titles appearing regularly each month in Home Movies. Merely cut it out and paste on stiff cardboard. Insert in titler, and shoot following the customary exposure for titles.

To conserve film and eliminate necessity for retakes, it is advisable to carefully rehearse and time each scene before actually shooting it. While it is disastrous not to shoot enough of a scene, still it is very easy to overshoot action, making for a "draggy," uninteresting picture.

Much of the success of continuities, like "Cake, Cat and Canary," depends upon deft cutting at the editing board. Care should be taken that none of the scenes runs longer on the screen than the action justifies. Keep the action moving and you will have a successful picture.

Films "Oliver Twist"...

- Continued from Page 192

second helping of mush in the workhouse, his slavery to the casket maker, his escape to London and his discovery by cruel Bill Sikes—all are admirably pictured. Sikes takes Oliver to Fagin, mentor of a gang of youthful thieves and pickpockets. The lad is used by house breakers to make entry into a wealthy home, but he is caught and befriended by the family. The sinister Monk runs through the picture as the villainous mirror of Oliver, always seeking to put him out of sight and menace to a legacy rightfully his, but claimed by Monk. The story is so well known it is not necessary to relate it fully here. Suffice it to say that Bradley retold the complicated narrative accurately with picture action and subtitles, of which there were a profusion throughout the production. In addition he chose recordings for a musical accompaniment that appropriately throughout fits the mood and tempo of the picture.

The players built eight sets for the movie and used a total of 48. Several members of the company helped with casting, while others were in charge of costuming and other technical details. Whatever a costumer or the North Shore Country Day School wardrobe

Movie of the Month...

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it "The Movie of the Month." This movie is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker.

This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for judging with those films submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941


JULY: "Within These Hills," produced by J. Glenn Mitchell, Joplin, Missouri. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length, sound on disc recording.

AUGUST: "Dedication," produced by Alex W. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

SEPTEMBER: "Through the Window Pane," produced by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.


DECEMBER: "Do It Again, Harry," produced by Herman Bartel, New Rochelle, New York. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length.

1942

JANUARY: "Latitude 26," produced by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.


MARCH: "Snap Happy," produced by Ted Geurtts, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodachrome production, 700 feet in length.

APRIL: "Rita of Rocky Ranch," produced by Roland Ray, Los Angeles, Calif. An 8mm picture, 400 feet in length.

MAY: "Oliver Twist," produced by David E. Bradley, Winnetka, Illinois. A 16mm picture approximately 400 feet in length.
room couldn’t provide, Bradley’s mother was prevailed upon to design and sew. Make-up was entirely handled by the amateurs.

Photography was handled by Bradley and two assistants, Dick Roth and Bill Benoist. At least half of the sequences were filmed under artificial light and were illuminated to sustain the mood suitable to the action. Few complicated photographic techniques were employed, emphasis being laid on a straight-forward approach without benefit of technical intricacies. Fades were made chemically and represented one of the few weaknesses of the picture, inasmuch as all were generally too long and in many cases slowed down the action. Serving also as editor, Bradley demonstrated a deftness of touch in cutting and editing that would do credit to professionals. His job, however, was much simplified by planning every shot and sequence in detail before the camera turned.

Many incidents which happened while the picture was in production now provide amusement as the players recall the fun of last summer, although some of the occurrences at the time were something less funny. On one occasion the cast walked into the wrong house and began dressing. Another time the assistant director had to go into a lake fully clothed three times to bring out the properties. Armed with lights, cameras, etc., on still another occasion, the technical staff inadvertently broke in on a wedding at a swank country club. At one time a girl fell off a low roof but luckily escaped without serious injury, although creating apprehension among the frightened onlookers. “In three successive episodes on one ‘quiet’ Sunday afternoon,” relates one of the cast, “we murdered Nancy Sikes, drowned the dog and hanged a man from the roof of our house. I don’t know when we’ve had a pleasanter Sabbath.”

From the standpoint of professional standards, the production naturally has shortcomings, but all are overshadowed by the over-all success of the enterprise which is without doubt the first amateur attempt to produce a multiple-reeled picturization of a novel. Of particular interest to the thousands of movie amateurs who “some day would like to film a real story,” Bradley’s “Oliver Twist” is a demonstration of the type of imagination and energy that triumphs over limitations. The experience he has gained has definitely equipped him for further successes in the field of motion pictures.

Forest conservation films...

*Continued from Page 187*

kan, head of the California Institute of Technology, has stated: “The use of fag bags as a means of reducing the forest fire hazard from careless smokers seems to me to be not only ingenious but psychologically sound.” Imaginative filmmakers will readily see the possibilities in the fag bag as the theme for a forest conservation movie.

The fact this amateur movie project arises from the Southern California division of the U. S. Forest Service in no way labels it a local movement to be engaged in solely by filmmakers in that area. As already stated, there are 160 national forests scattered the length and breadth of the United States, all contributing vital materials for defense. Movie amateurs in every part of the country are therefore in a position to enlist their time, film and equipment in the production and exhibition of forest conservation films.

The term “enlist” is used broadly here, for actually there is no requirement for any filmer, desiring to enter this filming project, to sign up with any one. All that is necessary is to make up one’s mind to produce the film, then proceed with filming, editing and titling the picture, and afterward, screening it before as many people as possible.

As sponsor of the National Forests Conservation Filming Project, Home Movies will afford every interested amateur filmer technical assistance and advice. First requirement of course is the scenario or shooting script. Home Movies has engaged a professional Hollywood screenwriter to prepare this, and the complete script will appear in the June issue with full scene by scene description of action, camera angles, etc.

In the mean time, interested movie amateurs may wish to do some research on the subject. To those, we suggest writing the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, addressing the Department either in his respective State or directly at Washington, D. C., and requesting a copy of the government booklet, “New Forest Frontiers.” This booklet will be mailed without charge and contains much inspiring data helpful to the amateur planning a conservation film.

Keeping in mind as the theme of your picture that over 90 per cent of forest fires are man-caused, and, therefore, preventable, here are some additional

---

When you want all the picture use the CINE EX TENAR

You'll get the full scene without having to move the camera back. Just fit the Cine-Extenar right over your regular lens—and shoot. It's American made with the same high standards of precision as finest camera lenses. Easy and simple to use—amplifies the performance of your regular 8mm. lens—gives you the same speed and definition PLUS your wide angle.

$27.50

Write for illustrated folder giving make and description of your present 8mm. lens.

Mail Orders Filled

Willoughbys

32nd St., near 6th Ave., N. Y.
World's Largest Camera Store
Built on Square Dealing
Established 1898
GET THIS FREE BOOK: Every Home Movie Fan Should Have It...Brand New...just out! Chuck full from cover to cover with the choicest brews ever you heard of...Including ESSCO double 8mm and 16mm HOME MOVIE FILM as low as $1.00 per Roll. Including Processing.
Also Bulk Film, processing rates, etc. Dozens of daily needed items and accessories, ranges, roosters, titlers, etc., including BIG NEW LIST of 166 FILM SUBJECTS: humour films, cartoons, westerns, historical, adventure and sports films for 8mm and 16mm projectors.
SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOK TODAY
Keep it for handy reference. Your name on a postage card brings it by return mail FREE!

4 GREAT HITS by Hal Roach

★ THERE GOES MY HEART
Freddie March, Virginia Bruce, Extra! Dashing reporter clashes with headstrong heiress! Does he get his story? Does she hold on to her heart?

★ TOPPER TAKES A TRIP
Constance Bennett, Roland Young. A beautiful "ectoplasma-girl" leads Topper a merry chase! Laughs! Unusual camera tricks.

★ ZENOBIA (An Elephant Never Forgets)
Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon, Billie Burke, Alice Brady, Hall Johnson Choir. Gay! Original! Hilarious! Has Zenobia a phobia?

★ CAPTAIN FURY (available June 1, 1942)

All feature lengths—in 16mm. Sound. New 1942 Catalogue sent on request. Write today!

POST PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Ave., Dept. 14, New York

Home sound recording . . .

- Continued from Page 193

importantly in order to accomplish this successfully. First, it is necessary to glue some thin felt pads on the back of the 12-inch disc to avoid damaging the face of the larger record. Second, the turntable motor must be powerful enough to carry the added load and not suffer loss of speed after the second record is dropped over the spindle.

Our edited film has a one-second fade-out and a corresponding fade-in between sequences, so we had only to time the recording to bring the needle shifting process during one of those fades. We likewise made a music transition at that point in our score and the narrator was silent.

Just as we were acclaiming ourselves a successful cine-sound club, we read Mr. Amador's letter in January "Home Movies" where he expressed a wish for someone to produce sound-on-disc for silent films at a moderate cost. We immediately set about figuring the cost of our own master production.

The play-back equipment represented a cash outlay of $28.40. This, of course, is capital investment and will serve our purpose for years. It is distinctly a home-made job but it gives sound fidelity equal to the best factory-built equipment used in our local radio station. The same motor, turntable and pick-up which I used are advertised by a reputable distributor, already assembled in a cabinet at $49.10. This, however, does not include the oscillator unit for playing through the radio by wireless, but it can be wired directly into any good radio.

The two platters or discs which we cut for this 22 minute job cost us $3.00 and we charged off $1.00 for electricity used in the repeated playing of records, rehearsing the film and script, and doing the recording.

We made no effort to evaluate the time spent on the job. We estimated that the entertainment value to all of us far exceeded any that might be placed on the time consumed. Neither do we list as liabilities the temporary loss of social prestige through alleged negligence of family and social obligations. And we are making no public statement regarding the cost of errors in our earlier productions nor of records that slipped off the table to oblivion.

It is my prediction that we shall soon hear of the organization of other "cine-sound" clubs. For the benefit of movie makers interested in such an organization I would suggest that the club include in its membership someone with a working knowledge of the technique involved in cutting records, as well as one or more persons who have sufficient music appreciation to readily distinguish between a largo and a tarantella. There is also a place in the membership for a few people who perhaps know nothing whatever about movie making, music, or sound recording but who have normal human reactions toward the finished production.

Referring to my notes I find the following thoughts:

Cuts, fades and overlaps are as much a part of sound recording technique as they are of good filming and editing. A careful scoring of music is of tremendous importance. A slow waltz or a tone poem has little place in a film with an abundance of fast action. Nor will "boogey woogey" music add anything to landscapes, beautiful flowers, or romantic sequences.
The double turntable operating at governed speeds of both 33-1/3 r.p.m. and 78 r.p.m. is worth while if you can afford it.

I bought the best crystal pick-up arm in the catalog and will never regret the cost; for it has a fidelity range considerably greater than most phonographs. One should be sure that the weight of the needle on the disc does not exceed 2 1/2 ounces, else the acetate disc used in recording will be cut to pieces in no time.

In selecting music try to stick to the 12-inch recordings that will play four to five minutes. If a selection is not available in a 12-inch record it's best to forget it.

A 12-inch transcription cut at 33-1/3 r.p.m. will provide up to ten minutes of sound.

If voice is to be recorded with musical background one should avoid dramatic overtures and orchestrations filled with frequent crescendos and diminuendos.

Using recordings by several different orchestras for the same film should be avoided. Best results will come from using music by the same composer and recorded by the same orchestra throughout the picture.

Diffusion—when to use it...

*Continued from Page 186*

Improved by the use of diffusion.

How is true diffusion secured? Well, today there are diffusion discs available which may be placed before the camera lens similar to a filter. These discs are of optical glass, the surface of which is treated by various methods to impart a degree of diffusion without distorting image.

But before diffusion discs were introduced, the professional cinematographer made his own soft focus devices of simple materials, a procedure recommended here for the exploring amateur filmmaker to follow. When diffusion was first introduced by Hollywood cameramen, they made their own diffusion mattes out of a piece of fine black gauze and of cardboard from which they fashioned the frame. Most amateurs are familiar with the term "matte box." This device served to hold the soft focus mattes and filters before the lenses of cameras of early day cinematographers.

Your soft focus or diffusion mattes can be easily made from the same materials. There are many kinds of gauze fabrics available, each of which will produce a different degree of soft focus effect. The coarser the thread in the gauze, the more pronounced the diffusion. A piece of sheer silk ladies hose may be used for one type of effect while a piece of ordinary cheesecloth will serve effectively for a more pronounced effect. The most ideal material for this purpose, however, is that selected by the professionals—black silk gauze. And you can obtain a small piece of this material—probably a remnant—from your local department store.

Next you must decide how you will affix the diffusion matte before the lens. If you have constructed a matte box and sunshade for your camera that will take 2"x2" square filters, then your diffusion matte may be designed accordingly. Simply cut a 2" square from a stout piece of cardboard; measure in 1/4" from each side and cut out the center. Apply an adhesive to one side of the frame and lay the piece of gauze over it, stretching the gauze all around and securing with thumb tacks until the adhesive becomes dry. Afterward, the surplus gauze may be trimmed and the matte thus made ready for use.

Another method is to cut a section from a cardboard tube of the size that will readily fit over the camera lens, and draw a piece of gauze taut over one end, securing it in place with adhesive tape.

The next thing to consider is the proper distance to place the gauze from the lens. Placing it close to the lens will produce little or no diffusion and setting it too far away will cause the lens to pick up a distinct pattern of the gauze. While it is true that the distance of the gauze from the lens determines the degree of diffusion, it has been found that placing it one inch before the front element of the camera lens will produce the ideal soft focus effect. At any rate, interested amateurs can use this as the starting point and conduct experiments.

As use of diffusion mattes reduces the amount of light reaching the film, it will be necessary to compensate for this by increasing exposure. Figure the normal exposure for the film you are using, then open the lens one full stop wider to compensate for the gauze.

Students of diffusion will recall the partially diffused effects seen in professional movies—scenes in which the center appears sharp and only the edges diffused. This is accomplished by cutting a hole in the exact center of the gauze matte—the size of which will depend entirely upon the diameter of your...
... "But Where's the Rest of It?"

Do they say that about YOUR pictures? Do you explain that you "just couldn't get the camera back far enough." Then, you need this new accessory lens. It gets all the subject right into YOUR picture—without having to move the camera back. It's the 3.5 CINE EXTERAR... that fits right over your regular taking lens and makes it a wide angle.

CINE EXTERAR

An American made, supplementary lens to the precision standards of the finest camera lenses. Simply screw it on and, PRESTO!—you have a wide angle lens of identical speed and definition. No special focus adjustment required with CINE EXTERAR...

$27.50

Write for illustrated folder giving make and description of your present 8mm. lens.

CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.

46 West 29th St.

New York

16 mm. AMBERTINT

100 feet... $2.50

Guaranteed machine processing. Fine grain, wide latitude. Plenty of speed for outdoor filming under ordinary light. Tinted base makes it excellent for the tiffing of Kodachrome films.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

9320 California Ave.

South Gate, Calif.

PB MOVIE KIT FOR COLORFILM

$4.75 COMPLETE

1 PB Lens Shade and Filter Holder.
1 PB Haze Filter (for Kodachrome).
1 PB Conversion Filter (for converting Type A to daylight).
1 PB Filter Pouch

For Standard Makers of 8mm's

POWDER & BEST

1015 So. Grand Ave.

Los Angeles, Calif.

When You Buy BAIA You Buy the Best

Precision Made: Guaranteed Perfect

$2.50

From Your Dealer or Direct

The smaller 6"x7" cell is suggested for amateur animation work for two reasons: first, it cuts down cost of the cells; second, the average amateur animation project does not require the larger sketching area used by the professional. Professional cells are standard, cut conveniently 6"x7" in size with the register pins set ½" apart, as shown in Fig. 3. Cell area, however, is something the amateur must decide for himself. But the details as to gauge of the celluloid register holes, method of applying inks and colors, the type pens to use, etc. given here will apply.

In order to make the necessary drawings and to trace or "ink in" the cells so that each will be in register with the others, a suitable drawing board must be constructed and fitted with register pins the same as on the shooting stage. A regulation drawing board for animation is shown in Fig. 3, and may be constructed by the average movie amateur. This board is practically the same as an ordinary drawing board except there's a window fitted into it and it's tilted conveniently with a light beneath. The glass fixed in the opening should be frosted. The pegs or registry pins can be made of metal and fitted to a metal ferrule or base which may be screwed to the board over the window, as shown. Wooden pegs or dowels are not recommended because wood swells and would frequently make it impossible to slip the cells over them. The cells, you see, must fit the registry pins snugly to insure accurate alignment of the drawings while being photographed.

The only real expense item in connection with animation is the cells. With priorities in effect, they may not be so readily available. But if celluloid is unobtainable at stationery stores, it can probably be had and in the correct gauge from the nearest branch of the Celluloid Corporation, whose offices are located in principal cities. The correct gauge is .005. Celluloid sheets lighter in weight may give trouble through buckling, thus reflecting light into the lens.

Regular waterproof inks should be used, applied with ball point pens. Use of pens of any other type will only scratch the cell surface, rendering it unusable a second time. The cells are a valuable investment that can be used over and over again if they are carefully handled. To opaque or fill in between lines, ordinary showcard colors may be used providing a good binding substance has been mixed with them. The binder is necessary to eliminate the hazard of chipping after the paint dries. This paint is applied by brush to the reverse side of the drawing traced on the cell, and it should be applied solidly, thereby assuring a consistency of tone in the succession of cells arranged and photographed.

Figure 1 shows how the professional goes about shooting cells for an animated cartoon. This picture, made in the Walter Lantz Studios in Hollywood, offers a closeup of the specially designed shooting stage and camera support. Before the photographer is the easel or animation stage on which the cells are placed to be photographed. The camera is overhead, out of the picture. Register pins are indicated at A, and it will be noted there are several at top and bottom of the stage which are required to hold lengthy background cells in place. Holes, punched in cells to fit register pins, are shown at B. One of the cells, D, is about to be placed over the background drawing E on the stage. In order to keep track of the action and to avoid shooting any one cell twice, the photographer places a thumb tack opposite description of the cell on the shooting script before he shoots it. Any or all of these details may be incorporated in amateur animation procedure.

The need for animation in defense films will doubtless encourage further exploration by the amateur. Vast possibilities for expanding the home movie hobby lie in this field, as yet only barely scratched. In addition to animating pen and ink drawings, figures, puppets and title letters may also be filmed by this method to form interesting sequences for home movie films.
 Shoot for Others

A project of interest to all Reel Fellows has come out of the mill of countless conferences and merges in the form of a booklet, "How To Make Movies for Money" now available to all members.

The basis of the project is the opportunity for Reel Fellows to make movies for others, charging enough for services to cover expenses and use of equipment. Thus, the member's filming activity expands, he gains more experience, and extends the enjoyment and use of his equipment.

Filming opportunities awaiting the Reel Fellow are dealt with more comprehensively in the booklet. He is shown how to exploit his activities through radio interviews, classified ads, newspaper publicity, etc.

Two complete filming continuities are presented—one for filming a child, and another for a child's birthday—as material for the Reel Fellow to work with in soliciting filming assignments among neighbors and friends. Then two additional continuities treat the subjects of Graduation and Weddings, events which always present opportunities for filming assignments from those not yet possessing cine cameras.

The matter of servicing parties, churches, schools, and club groups with exhibition of films, is dealt with in the closing chapters and a schedule of rates to be charged for use of equipment is given for those interested in expanding their activities to this phase of the project.

Copies of "How To Make Movies for Money" are now ready for distribution to all members of the Reel Fellows at 10c each, postage prepaid.

Sound

Reel Fellow J. Cantoni is interested in corresponding with brother Reel Fellows who have experimented with sound movies and amateur sound equipment. He is interested in acquiring recording apparatus and would like to visit with those in his vicinity who can aid him in assembling the necessary equipment. Cantoni resides at 294 Court St., North Plymouth, Mass.

Contest

First to inaugurate an exclusive Reel Fellows movie contest is the Motor City Chapter of Detroit, Mich. Prizes will be awarded for both 8mm. and 16mm. entries and the contest is divided into three divisions. Unlike most c'ine contests, awards will not be based upon a complete film but rather upon the best general scenic shot, best action shot, and best device shot within films submitted. Another feature is the manner of identifying entries. All films will be given a number and judges will make selections according to number, leaving the identity of the filmmaker anonymous until after awards are declared.

Defense Angle

Reel Fellow Jack Bond of Indianapolis, Indiana, has filmed a number of leaders incorporating the text: "Remember Pearl Harbor! Buy Defense Bonds!" which he splices immediately after the final scene of each of his films. Bond screens home movies regularly to large audiences of friends and neighbors and takes this means of boosting the sale of government Defense Bonds. It’s a patriotic gesture that well may be practiced by all movie amateurs.

Reel Fellows Leader

Also ready is the attractive animated Reel Fellows leader which every member will want for each of his films. Over a moving background the words "A Member Of" appear. Then just below, the words "Reel Fellows" move across the background into a semi-circular position. Below this is the Reel Fellows’ emblem with the words, "An American organization of movie amateurs" immediately beneath.

Leaders in 16mm. are available at 60c each; 8mm. leaders are 50c. Orders should be sent direct to the secretary.
Camera speeds for beginners
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seconds. On the other hand, a shot made at 32 f.p.s. should be photographed for five seconds. A scene filmed at 64 f.p.s. for a period of 2½ seconds would play for 10 seconds on the screen.

Now let us deal with the various speeds individually. Sixteen frames per second was established as the normal speed for silent motion pictures with due regard to the science of optics and economy of film. Naturally the slower film runs through the camera the lower the filming cost; but then there is a limit to how slow film can travel through a camera and still record good pictures. Science found that "persistence of vision" permits a satisfactory speed as low as 16 f.p.s. Only the technical limitations of sound made it necessary to increase this speed to 24 f.p.s. for sound films.

The 8 frame halfspeed offers several advantages. It can increase the range of a lens under adverse light conditions. When there is not sufficient light to give good results with the lens wide open, even with super-sensitive film, the scene can be shot at 8 f.p.s. which will increase exposure another full stop. A camera shutter speed of 1/30th second would be increased to 1/15th second. Ordinary street scenes and panoramas of lighted cities, like the one illustrated, can be shot at night. The most successful Kodachrome night scenes of the New York World's Fair and of the Golden Gate International Exposition were obtained in this manner.

Another use of the half speed is to accelerate action of an object in a scene as for example, a steamer slowly moving away from a pier or a moving object in the distance—provided, of course, there is no action in the immediate foreground which would also be speeded up and spoil the effect of the scene.

Comedy effects in home movies, similar to those seen in professional comedies, may be achieved by the amateur as for example, in scenes showing an irate wife chasing her spouse; a group of youngsters, having stolen a watermelon, being chased by a neighbor's dog; etc. Just to watch a person on the screen walking or running double-fast is a laugh in itself.

There are several things that must be considered in order to insure best results when filming at half-speed. The camera must be held absolutely steady otherwise any camera sway or jiggle will be accentuated on the screen. Use of tripod or other firm support is imperative. Any foreground movement in the scene should be towards the camera rather than straight across from left to right or vice versa. Panning should not be attempted. Nor should pictures be made at this speed from a moving automobile, train or other vehicle except for comedy effect.

Filming at 24 f.p.s. tends to slow up action on the screen, although but little, and tends to make the action smoother as well as reduce any visible evidence of a hand held camera. Some cinefilmmers deliberately use the 24 frame speed when holding the camera by hand.

The 32 frame speed might be termed the "semi-slow-motion" speed. It is the one to use in filming such subjects as divers in action, rolling surf, etc., where true slow motion is not desired but rather a slowing of the action to permit easier viewing of it on the screen.

The ultra speeds of 48 and 64 f.p.s. are camera speeds for slow motion photography. They are used in filming such subjects as football, diving, golfing, etc., for the purpose of study and analysis; or for slow motion comedy effects, and other tricks. The amateur can use ultra-speed to advantage to heighten the effect of a comedy dream sequence, slowing down the action of an individual in a nightmarish manner.

Then it is possible to combine both slow motion and half-speed filming in one picture for added comedy effect. For example, let us take a scene where a picnicker is being pursued by a friendly but terrifying cow. If the cow is filmed at half-speed to accentuate her action and the picnicker shot in slow motion to emphasize his impression of his flight from the onrushing animal, the comedy effect will be greatly increased.

There is a real place in home movies for the effects to be gained through use of various filming speeds. As for the trick effects, some insist that trick shot photography should be served sparingly. Obviously if an amateur insists upon cramming a movie with bits of cinematic legerdemain, his efforts are apt to prove more boring than amusing. But sparingly and judiciously used, such effects will add a definite interest to amateur movies and reflect the artistry of the filmer.
Let's try a trick film . . .
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shield to include the far door and part of the hood. Papa Two is seen getting out. He pauses by the hood, listens, then beckons to the camera.

(3) Shot from the automobile showing Papa One walking towards the house. He stops, looks around over his shoulder, turns and walks back towards the camera.

(4) By this time, Papa Two has the hood open and with a true split screen shot, taking a cut line up the edge of the radiator and along the top of the raised hood, Papa One appears, leaning over the radiator to watch Papa Two tinkering with the engine.

(5) Cut to the garage door which is just ajar. The smallest member of the family, John David, peeping out, sees the automobile and running forward, disappears out of the picture. Immediately, his “twin” appears from behind the door and repeats the performance, running out of view on the opposite side of the picture.

(6) A trick shot follows, showing the small “twins” running up, one each side of the picture, to the “twin” Papa, using a simple, vertical cut line.

Mary Anne is next discovered on the swing watched by her “twin.” (Vertical cut line on one of the posts.) Two close-ups follow; one of Mary Anne, taken from a low view point, passing to and fro across the screen; the other of her “twin”, watching, her head and eyes glancing from side to side, as she follows the movement of the swing.

Mummy is found at the window, winding a ball of wool and chatting with her “twin” who holds the skein. And so on. It will be seen that ingenuity and suggestion will do almost as much as the trick to convey the illusion. Variety of angle and method will keep the audience guessing; and that, after all, is your chief reason for making a trick film.

Another variation, using the split screen, is seen in the “King Kong” and “Tom Thumb” type of film. Here it is a case of combining the photographs of two sets of actors, taken at different distances from the camera, thus achieving the difference in size between the ordinary mortal and the giant or midget, as the case may be. One difficulty is added: the background. Either a nondescript background which will not give the show away must be chosen, or it must be deliberately faked in such a way as make it appear natural.

If an open foreground can be secured, with distant trees and shrubs, then with a low viewpoint for the camera the background will be mainly sky. If the picture cuts off at about “knee level,” a near and distant figure may be photographed simultaneously to give the required effect.

A better illusion is shown in Fig. 1, the small figure climbing out of the teapot, having been placed in the required position by observation through the “sight” in the Frame, which is set up for the purpose. If it can be arranged that he jumps down onto a box placed so that the top of the box and the top of the table are in line when viewed from the camera position, then he will appear to climb out of the teapot and jump down onto the table. A fairly small stop will be required to ensure that both the near objects and distant figure are equally in sharp focus.

Such shots will be sufficiently convincing if mixed with true trick shots, using the split screen as shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the open window section was masked out and after suitable rehearsal, a normal exposure made on the rest of the scene. After rewinding, the camera and Frame were set up with a black backdrop for a background. The reverse mask was put in place and the Frame arranged so that the bottom edge of the mask opening coincided with the top of a box placed in front of the black cloth. The little girl is made to climb up onto this box from behind, as the film is run through. In the finished picture, of course, she appears to climb up onto the window sill and converse with the normal sized woman outside.

As there is a change in camera position and of focus, it will be better to use a mask on Stage B, cutting just outside the line of the open window frame. Masks should only be used in Stage A when considerable diffusion is desirable, either for “dream” effects or when there is no change of camera position between exposures. The high degree of diffusion along the edges of the mask cause one exposure to fade into the other and conceal all evidence of a “jolt.”

By the use of foreground models and a few additional shots, using simple “properties” such as a giant matchbox built up from an old packing case and “matches” made from broom handles that can be manipulated by “Tom Thumb” in a medium close shot, the illusion can be extended and the essential variety introduced. Here again, quick cutting and a rapid changeover will baffle the audience. They will just begin to work out how you have made your
first trick shot when you puzzle them with another.

Another amusing variation on the simple, vertical mask is illustrated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. It is probably best introduced in the traditional comic chase, where the fat man disappears completely behind a very thin lamp post. In the example given, the children crawl behind the fence post and disappear. Next, one peeps out from one side, then the other from the other side of the post, the post being far too thin, of course, to hide even one of them completely.

The effect is achieved by double exposure with a simple mask cutting on a vertical line down the center of the fence post. The right hand side is first masked off and the children crawl behind the post. After winding the film back, the second exposure is made on the open scene, the left hand side, already exposed, being masked off. The next two phases are made in a similar way by exposing first one half, then the other, the action being carefully timed to suit.

This principle has limitless possibilities. A whole football team can be brought out from behind the shelter of a small automobile may be made to disgorge a dozen people (in one door and out at the other). Suitable masking permits camera to register only those coming out. The outer side of the picture is exposed on the empty scene, though moving persons may appear in the distance and so add realism. When filming, the springs of the automobile will have to be blocked up; otherwise, as the people pass through, the auto will bounce up and down and this may not match with the second exposure at all.

Once the principle of the split screen is understood, there is really no limit to its exploitation by the ingenious cameraman. It can always be turned to good account, either as part of a deliberate "trick" film or as an unexpected variation in an otherwise straightforward production. It has another use, too, in producing "montage" backgrounds for special title effects.
REVIEWS...

of Amateur films

BY J. H. SCHOEN

UNFORTUNATELY limited space does not permit setting down here the review of every amateur film submitted to HOME MOVIES' editors for criticism. Out of the scores of amateur films that come to us each month, three or four are selected for a detailed review because of filming ideas they contain for others. Not infrequently they afford an excuse—but a valued one, none-the-less—to drive home a point on the good or bad practices of editing, titling, or photography.

Among the pictures reviewed here this month, one stands out for its excellence in photographic composition. Another is a fine example of near-professional editing, while the other represents a commendable amateur effort in the animated cartooning field.

ontery Pennsylvania, running 200 feet in 8mm. Kodachrome, was produced by K. Lockwood of San Leandro, California, as a documentary-travologue on California's first capital, and presents some of the most spectacular 8mm. color photography ever screened by the editors. Some of the scenes in and about Fisherman's Wharf, looking out over the tied-up fishing boats, had qualities of rich painting. Wherever possible, Lockwood used ingenuity in securing various compositions and camera angles which provided him with a variety of eye-appealing material with which to assemble th's commendable movie at the editing board.

Lockwood was careful also to have people and activity in all his scenes, thereby adding greatly to the success of his film which could easily have been a collection of static scenic shots. This flair for good composition was enhanced by Lockwood's good foresight in filming interesting subjects, not in one single shot, but in brief sequences of long, medium, and closeup shots. For instance, a long shot shows a group of men hoisting a fishing net preparatory to mending it. Then camera moves in for a closer shot of one of the men and finally picks him up in a tight closeup to show, in intimate detail, the handwork he is doing.

Only shortcoming of this picture is lack of descriptive titles throughout which would make it more interesting to audiences unfamiliar with the locale. Nevertheless, good photography, and editing places this film in the three-star class.

A masterful job of editing is "Flying Feathers," a 200 foot 8mm. black and white film on the subject of archery, produced by Ray Patin of Burbank, California. The picture opens with a lengthy sequence depicting the manufacture of arrow birds and arrows. Proper camera handling makes interesting the method by which the bows and arrows are fashioned from wood and tested.

Finally the completed product is put to test in the field and we see the archer load his equipment into his car and proceed to the archery range. Here the remarkable accuracy of the archer is demonstrated. He hits the bullseye of the conventional target at ranges up to 100 yards, then rolling paper plates and other objects tossed into the air—all without employing any camera tricks.

Final exploit and the highlight of the picture is that of the archer shooting an apple from the head of a girl, William Tell fashion, and this, too, was an actual incident, filmed from an angle that convinces the observer no tricks were employed. Filmer Patin must have had plenty of confidence in the archer, for many of the most spectacular shots were made head on in front of the target, creating a realistic effect.

In the editing, Patin cut all of his scenes down to the most essential frames. As a result, his picture moves along swiftly in keeping with the subject. Of course it must be said that Patin, too, had the foresight to film the right kind of scenes—medium and closeup shots, as well as long shots— which provided material to form a more interesting and complete motion picture.

Titling of this picture was excellently done. Main and credit titles had shadows of arrows for decoration, very effective. Subtitles were adequate, well composed and were evidently handled by the filmer.

"Flying Feathers" also is a three-star picture and received an animated leader indicative of this honor.

"Ferdinand", a 50 foot 8mm. combination black and white and Kodachrome motion picture is commendable
ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION
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HOME MOVIES
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Hollywood, Calif.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
more for the sincere effort of Denny Plumlee, its producer, to follow professional techniques than for the actual results obtained. "Ferdinand" is Plumlee's first attempt at animated cartooning which he obviously found to be a task far greater than anticipated. This assumption is based on the fact that while animation in the opening cartoon sequences was accomplished with drawings, later the animating of cut-outs of the objects was resorted to.

But the picture has a pleasing opening and proceeds logically, if somewhat loosely, to the end. The story opens with a black and white sequence showing a boy and girl discussing Walt Disney's animated cartoons. The boy believes he can produce an acceptable animated cartoon of Ferdinand. The Bull and proceeds to show the girl how he can do so in spite of her efforts to discourage him. There's a closeup showing the boy at his drawing board sketching Ferdinand, then a quick cut introduces the cartoon in color.

While the effort was a commendable enterprise for a serious, though inexperienced, student of animation, the picture fails to adequately carry the thread of the story by reason of too few scenes in the animated sequence. Some of the animation is excellent, but the endless work of carrying through with all the necessary drawings was an almost impossible task for one person working only in his spare time on the project.

Plumlee was 16 years old when he started the picture, 18 when he finished. He relates he didn't even have a camera or projector when he started the production. No doubt Plumlee gained much in knowledge and experience in this initial cartooning venture, and based on the logic and technique displayed, should show remarkable improvement in his next production. The picture received a two star animated leader from HOME MOVIES.

- All amateurs, whether subscribers to HOME MOVIES or not, are invited to submit their films to the editors for review and helpful criticism.
- Reviewed films will be rated one, two, three, and four stars, and films qualifying for two or more stars will receive, free, an animated leader.
- Exceptional films qualifying for the distinction of the "Movie of the Month" will be treated in detail in a feature-length article in a following issue of HOME MOVIES. In addition, a certificate evidencing the award of "Movie of the Month" and a special animated "Movie of the Month" leader will be returned with such films after review.
- When submitting films for review or analysis, please advise how make of camera, speed of lens, whether or not tripod was used, or if you used filters, exposure meter, or other accessories.

Kodachrome
MAPS CHARTS FINE TITLES
GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing
1197A Merchandise Mart, Chicago

Distinctive TITLES
and expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional
6mm - 8mm
Black & White, Tinted and Kodachrome
Write for our new illustration catalog.
STAHLE EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 32nd Street
New York, N. Y.

TRI-LOK TRIPOD
ONLY TRIPOD THAT LOCKS IN ANY POSITION
Will not Slip or Collapse due to the Improved Feature of RIES PATENTED TRI-LOKS.
Tripod Heads for All Amateur, Professional and Commercial use.
SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG
RIES CAMERA CO.
1314 BEACHWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Write
Us
For
Photo Equipment

Wholesale Photo Supply Co.
27256 Beverly Blvd., Dept. HM-1, Hollywood, Calif.
Defense Filming...

- Continued from Page 178

Films for the instruction of air-raid wardens, auxiliary firemen and other units of the Citizens Defense Corps of Los Angeles will be obtained and presented before the thousands of volunteer members of these organizations.

Film sources of the bureau will be subjects already issued and being planned under official government sanction as well as others to be produced by advanced amateur volunteer groups and the motion picture industry.

The bureau will also arrange for projectors to show the films, operators to run them, and lecturers to explain them whenever necessary—all on a voluntary basis.

Long Beach

The Long Beach (Calif.) Cinema Club, whose defense filming activities were reported in HOME MOVIES for February, have completed their shooting schedule, and are now engaged in adding the narrative sound track.

The production, probably the first pretentious defense film produced by a voluntary amateur group, was filmed with the cooperation of the Long Beach Fire Department. The fire chief acted in advisory capacity on all incendiary bomb sequences of the picture.

Premier of the picture will be given in the Long Beach Municipal Auditorium, and then exhibited throughout the city and adjoining communities in school auditoriums which have been donated for the purpose.

The Reader Speaks...

- Continued from Page 182

Evening Primrose—awakens at dusk for full evening display.

All of the above are the most common flowers to be found in the average flower garden from coast to coast. By seeking them out and studying them—timing the interval required for opening or closing—the amateur will be able to plan his photography accordingly.

—James Kearney, Los Angeles, Calif.

Title As You Film

A novel way to title films as you shoot vacation and travel movies is to take along a set of adhesive title letters or plastic letters that may be used with liquid adhesive, and compose titles by placing letters on a window of your automobile and shooting the title through the glass.

Thus, titles will be in their proper place, no splicing will be required, and also, such titles will be enhanced by scenic or moving backgrounds filmed simultaneously with the title.

— Ward Denby, Long Beach, Calif.

Experimental Workshop...

- Continued from Page 195

Interested in remodeling their machines to accommodate 1600 foot reels. Accompanying photo shows how 16mm. Filmo projector was modernized to provide projection of reels greater than 400 feet.

In this instance, tripod for Da-Lite screen was used as support for projector. Regular reel arms were extended 7", using 1/2"x1 1/2" steel, and installing the reel spindles at end of extensions. Regular belt pulley on lower take-up spindle was replaced with a larger one. Additional parts required were: 1 Bell & Howell rewind belt for No. 129 projector, and 2 Bell & Howell feed belts for same.

— Henry Fisher, 1091 President St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
**TITLE troubles**

**By GEORGE W. CUSHMAN**

If you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of Home Movies or his residence, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. I have followed your advice in centering titles on my Home Movies’ titling stand, and although the titler is firm and rigid, the field varies, especially on the smaller sized titles. How can I standardize this area so that I can rely on its being the same at all times?—A. J. L., Bristol, Conn.

A. You did not say how your auxiliary lens is being held in front of the lens. If you are using adhesive tape or similar makeshift means, the lens is not being replaced in the same position in front of the camera lens each time. As a result the field is varying due to the slight displacement of the auxiliary lens.

This column has repeatedly emphasized the importance of all factors being constant so that consistent results may be expected each time a titler is used. The same holds true for the placement of the auxiliary lens. It should be placed in a holder of some kind that permits its return to the identical location before the camera each time. The variance of an inch will result in the title area being displaced greatly. And the greater the magnifying power of the auxiliary lens, the greater the displacement. For this reason you have more trouble with the smaller titles than with the larger. The smaller the area photographed, the stronger must be the diopter power of the extra lens.

Q. I have seen attractive spotlight effects in titles composed with block letters, but in trying for similar effects myself I get too much contrast and the title appears underexposed even though the letters are very white. Your help in the matter would be appreciated—N. L. F., Spartanburg, S. C.

A. Since you did not enclose a sample of your title film, I can only assume what you have in mind. From your description it would seem that you are using only a spotlight for illumination. This, of course, results in the portions not included by the spotlight being unlighted and, therefore, extremely black in the finished film.

The title should be evenly illuminated by Photofloods so that even the shadowed portions will have some detail and graduation. The spotlight is then added for the effect intended. If the spotlight does not cast sufficient shadow due to the brightness of the Photofloods, the latter should be moved away from the title until the effect desired is achieved. Although to the eye the spotlight effect may not appear to stand out, the effect will be more pronounced on the screen. A little experimenting will soon bring desired results.
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Experience
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FILM RELEASES

Have you Somedepend

times,
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thing to sell?

USED CAMERAS

'

16mm. DeVry. lOO ft. F:3.5 lens, $10.50.
lemm. B. & H. 70A. F:3.5 Cooke, $44.50.
16mm. B. & H. Model 121, Cooke F;2.7

.

Tnrn
lens,

it

into cash

Home Movies

with a

classi-

fied ad!

$57.50.

YOURS

16mm. Simplex Pockette Magazine. F:1.9 Kodak
Anastigmat. optical finder. $64.50.
16mm. Cine K. 100 ft., F:1.9 Kodak Anastigmat.
with case, $67.50.
16mm. B. & H. Model 121 Magazine, 1" F:1.8 focusing,

$77.50.

16mm. Cine Magazine Kodak,

F:1.9

with

lens,

BATES: Ten

cents per word; minimnm charee,
S2 cash with order. CloslnB date. 10th of precedins month. HOME MO\lES does not guarantee goods advertised. Send ad copy to 6O60 Sunset Bonlevard, Hollywood. California.

$92.50.

case.

16mm.

&

B.

H.

with case,

Autoload, F:1.5 lens,

• THE 8MM. "Movie-A-Month Club" presents
Blanche Sweet in "That Girl Montana," a fuU
length Western feature by Pathe in five reels
$4.00 per reel.
220 ft per reel). Running time
1'2 hrs. COPE STUDIO, 3720 South Figueroa,
Los Angeles, Calif.
•
film

N Y

finder, case, $295.00.

RARE CINE LENSES
78mm. Kodak Tele F:4.5 for Cine B, $32.50.
50mm. Meyer Plasmat F:2.7, focusing C mount,
$63.50.

25mm. Plasmat F:1.5. C mount, $67.50.
iW Meyer Trioplan F;2.8. focusing C mount.

used 8- 16mm. library subjects,
Films exchanged 75c. Large list. GARY
FILMS. 369 East 55. Brooklyn. N. Y.

LAUREL

NO.

Cooke F:3.3. focusing C mount. $87.50.
Cooke Tele. F:4.5. focusing C mount. $92.50
Cooke F:1.5 focusing C mount. $94.50.
Meyer Tele-Megor F:4. focusing C mount.

6"
1"
6'

$95.00.

USED PROJECTORS

case,

300 watt. $22.50.
500 watt, $35.00
complete with lenses and carrying

& H. 57A, 400 watt lamp
& H. 57G 250 watt, variable

$50.00.

and

case.

resistance
16mm. B.
and volt meter, and case. $57.50.
16mm. Kodascope EE. 750 watt lamp, with lens.
$62.50.

USED SOUND PROJECTORS
16mm. Victor Animatophone
10 watt
$217.50.

In stock
without

.

1600

output.

ft.

750 watt lamp.
and case.

33.

speaker

.

new Bolex 8mm. and 16mm-. now.

lenses,

Auricon

$191.50.

Recorders.

$695.00.

Limited number: Discontinued new model Craig
Jr. 16mm. animated Editor. Splicer and Rewind. Regularly $31.50: our price. $23.63.
For your files: Bass Supplementary Price List of
Cine Equipment up to the minute, free on

—

request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY.
Madison
•

St..

Chicago.

STEWART Warner

Dept. HC.

179

W.

•

CINE SPECIAL with

WANTED—used

•
request.

8mm., new B.

&

L.

F.3.

UAB

VICTOR model
body,

4.
News Special, natural
chrome trim, sprocket for

film, turret. 1-inch Dallmeyer f 2.9. f 3.5
telephoto lens. case, sacrifice $110.00. F. H.

sound

BOYD.

Ashton.

16MM. CAMERA BARGAINS
$79.00
Magazine Cine Kodak, f 1.9 lens
55.00
Keystone A-7. f 2.7 lens, latest
Victor 5. 1-in. f 1.5. 3-in. f 3.5. 15mm.
15mm. f 2.7 WoUensak lenses, case. ... 125.00
60.00
Bell & HoweU 70A. Cooke f 1.8
Ensign Auto Kinicam. f 2.6 Cinar. case... 45.00
Bolex.

Cine

f 1.4

Kodak

f 2.7.

6-in

magazine.

4th

So.

Bargain list on
St., AUentown.

WANTED— Used

16mm. camera and projecMust be A-1 condition. Advise price and
detaUs first letter. M. J. WERNER, Box 440.
WaUingford. Conn.
•

tor.

•

PRH'ATE

without

Hektor.
Special.

case

party wants: Filmo 70DA with or
Also Filmo 16mm. projector,
RAAB. Portage. Wash.

LLOYD

WANTED—Berndt

Auricon synchronous modrive, use with Eastman Cine Special and
Auricon recorder. Buy or trade. Wire offer. R.
R HUTCHISON. Pullman. Wash.
•
tor

—

• WANTED
Eastman Cine Special, f 1.9 lens,
with case.' telephoto lens, exta magazine if possible. Write lowest price. Must be A-1 condition. A. R. CARUCCI. 422 E. 4th St., Wilmington. Delaware.

WANTED— 16mm.
bathing

el,

rights.

Kodachrome
science,

girls,

Originals

returned.

HOME MOVaS.
• WANTED— Your

footage: trav-

with reproduction
Write BOX 50.

8mm. or 16mm. productions
having commercial value: comedies, news, dramas, etc.. wanted. Write fuU detaUs. H. MACY.
Melrose.

HoUywood.

& HOWELL

• BELL
or slightly used.

Cooke
Cine Kodak

f 1.9.

DAVTD ISRAEL.

KODACHROME FILM
«

projector, new
1148 Griswold.

lenses,

Special

case
H. STERN CO.. 872 Sixth Ave.,
Established 1858.

FILMS. 818
•

MOVIES

E. 47th Street. Chicago.

for grownups.

City.

• STANDARD 16mm. projector. 750 watt, with
motor rewind, improved shutter, and rheostat
speed control. WiU sell for $54.50. 10-day moneyWrite
BOX A-2. HOME
back guarantee.
MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd.. HoUywood.

La-.es:

W. 67th

St.,

Cleve-

films bought, sold, exchanged. Silentreels. $1.50. complete subjects $2.00

up. Catalog,

sample

cloth,

Many

in

8mm..

FILM RELEASES

SOUND

and Silent Filnis excr.ar.sed. bought,
5 Little Bldg..

INTERNATIONAL.

—Free

8-16MM. FILMS

•

film.

10c

I.

Cwith sample
961 Eastern

catalog

PARKWAY EXCHANGE,

Parkway. Brooklyn, N. Y.

FILMS
•

8MM.

;6MM

F"Jm. including processing, daylight loading, non-halation. 25 ft. 8 8mm. West-

$1.50. 100 ft. 16mm. Weston 12, $1.85: Weston
24-16. $3.75: Weston 64-40. $4.00. RITTER FILM
SERVICE. 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park. 111.

TITLING
TITLING and

•

Close-up Lens Kit

—

Six suppleof 16". 18", 20". 24", 32" and
40" focal lengths. Can be used on aU tillers
which provide for interchange of lenses. Also
ideal for general close-up photography. Complete
kit $3-00. Separate lenses. 60c each. Also avaUable in 6". 8" and 12" focal lengths for lUtracloseup work. HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS
CO.. 3221 So. Figueroa St.. Los Angeles, Calif.

mentary lenses

•

Ti l LING

al

results.

Complete

LETTERS

Pin
sets

descriptive

letter

that give you profession-

and sanded back

Uterature.

letters.

Write for
Ask about Santa Claus.

avaUable

$4.75

up.

Turkey and other title iUustros- Big variety of
large size and varied style letters can be purchased by the letter to fill aU titling needs.

MITTENS LETTER


PROCESSING SERVICE
MOTION

•
5 0'

picture processing. 100' 16mm.. 75c:

16inm -. 50c:

25'

8

8mm..

RITTER FILM SERVICE,
Park, m.

35c:

629

25'

Lyman

8mm..

25c.

Ave..

Oak

HOBBY BOOKS

111.

'Not Artsl.

film. 10c.

2120 Strauss. Brooklyn. N. Y.

re-

16mm. Lists, handy lens
dime. JENKINS. 392 Elmira, N. Y.

Kodachrome.

FRANK LANE.
450.00

• 8-16MM.
Sound odd

RELEASES

TRA\-EL FILMS.

now avaUable for distribution, in 8 and
16mm. A postcard will bring listings. KENWOOD

sold,

extra
Tripod.

New York

KODACHROME

leases

•

15mm

FILilS. Dept. HM-542. 2221

Calif.

"UtUity"


280.00

1-in.
f 4.5

• 8MM. FILMS! New Castle releases. Good used
prints.
Sales,
exchanges, trade-ins. RIEDKL

lenses.

m.

• VICTOR 3 16mm. camera, f 2.7 lens. case,
good condition. $50.00. Eastman model A camera, no lens, useful for printer, fair condition.
$7.50. ART FORD. 1114 HartzeU Ave.. Niles. O.

Calif.

1000 Subjects listed! New Catalog - 8mm. comedies 200 ft. each, brand new, $4.50. Liberal exchanges for your old subjects. ABBE FILMS, 1265
Broadway, N. Y. City.
•

WANTED

4621
•

equipment.

PETERS, 41-B

•
used 8mm. -16mm. films, cameras,
projectors. Spot cash for anything photographic.
seU, trade. BOBS, 154 East 47th St., New
York City.

•

CAMERA

aluminum

accessories. Also Taylor-

Hobson lenses for C mountings, wide-angle, telephoto and one-inch f, 2 7. PAUL BRADLEY.
3721 N. LaSaUe St.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Illinois.

$37.50: Latest Model Emel 8mm. Turret F 1.9.
W. A. Emel attachment.
$142.50:
Berthiot
$39.50: F 1.9 Hermagis lens. $39.50: Keystone
16mm. sound
L8. 500 watt. $31.50: Ampro
proj.:
guaranteed L. N.. $395.00. ALADDIN
EXCHANGE. 4 East 32nd St.. N. Y. C.

quality

latest

land. Ohio.

etc.
.

Calif.

We

$175.00.

16mm. B.

HoUywood.

Penna.

8mm. Keystone L-8.
Bolex 8-16.

A\'E..

WANTED

C mount,

F:1.5. focusing

$87.50.

3-i"

new 16mm. Bolex
f 1.5 WoUensak

lens. First check for $250.00 takes it. Write BOX
M-3. HOME MOVIES. 6060 Sunset Blvd., HoUywood, Calif.
• CINE Kodak Special reflex image extension
tube magnifier, like new. .*52.00. 6" E. K. Lens.

$85.00.

50mm. Meyer Plasmat

RENTALS— Exchanges—Sales:

HoUywood.

— practicaUy

camera complete with one inch

$45.00. 439

C.

cheap.

•

SACRAFICE

40-paee

8mm. -16mm. home movies avaUable now! Write
for free catalogs. BAILEY FILMS. 1651 Cosmo.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
•

Mammoth

asking!

—

SELLING our

•

$110.00.

16mm. Victor 3 Turret, Cooke F:3.5, 1' F:1.5
WoUensak, 3" Telephoto and case. $124.50.
16mm. B. & H. 70DA. 1' F:1.8 Cooke. 20mm.
F:3.5 Cooke and 3' F:4 WoUensak. case. $235.
16mjn. Movikon. Sonnar F:1.4. coupled range

the

for

rental catalog sUent, sound. 8mm. and
16mm. Forward your name and address today.
NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE. 69 Dey St..


• EMM. -16MM sound and silent films, projectors, and cameras—bought, sold and exchanged.
Trades or terms accepted. Free bargain buUetin. ZENITH. 308 West 44th. New York.

• 16MM
Exchanges, trade-ins: sUent films.
$1.00 reel: sound. $2.00. Bought^ sold. Castle.
Official latest releases in stock. BETTER FILMS.
742 New Lots Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

money

wasted film and increase your
enjoyment of home movie making by haviiie
a complete textbook on operation of the movie
camera. Lack of knowledge restilts in wasted
film and loss of enjoyment. If you're a beginner in cinematography you'U want a copy of
How to Use a Movie Camera." Just 50c and
well worth it.
There's fun and satisfaction in processing your
own film, besides enabling you to use inexpensive bulk film. Full of instructions and advice
by experts, plus complete, easy-to-undersland
• Save

in

'

plans for building your own processing equipment. "How to Prtxess Movie Film" is a money
saver at 50c. postapid.

The

basic textbook of

home

titline is

another

"must" for the amateur's library. This populavolume teUs all about title exposure, what
equipment to use. aU about auxUiary lenses, and
how to make your own titler. Send $1.00 today

"How to Title Home Movies."
VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS. 60S0 Sunset

for vour copy of

Blvd..

HoUywood.

Calif.


These "HOW TO DO IT BOOKS"
are essential amateur equipment!

Nothing like the right book to tell you HOW when you're stuck for the answer to an amateur movie problem. Each of these books belongs in every amateur's kit of movie making equipment. They not only supply answers to problems but offer incentive for expanding your hobby—pointing out the pleasures of titling your movies, home processing, and gadget and accessory building. All books will be shipped postpaid. Order today!

$1 HOW TO TITLE HOME MOVIES

Now in its second edition. Most popular book on the subject yet published. Gives all data and charts needed for every type of home movie titling; explains use of shims for ultra closeups; gives data on exposure with photofloods, title areas, field of view, auxiliary lenses, AND complete plans for building your own titler. Mailed prepaid for only $1.00.

50¢ HOW TO USE A MOVIE CAMERA

This is the book that takes up where your camera instruction book leaves off. Makes clear the functions and operation of all parts of your camera and lays the groundwork for good photography with your first roll of film. Points out mistakes to avoid which will save many times its price in film. It's a "must" for every beginner. Price 50¢, postpaid.

50¢ HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM

Processing home movie film is far more fascinating than developing snapshots. It's extremely simple too; and if you're a real amateur, eventually you'll want to process your movie films. Here's the book that tells you how; gives all formulas, plus plans for building your own processing equipment. It's a dependable advisor, and only 50¢.

$1 HOME MOVIE GADGETS

With priorities curtailing equipment and accessories, you'll have to build the gadgets you need. But it's a lot of fun and here's just the book that pictures and describes many helpful gadgets for lenses, filters, tripods, for fades and lap-dissolves, ultra-closeup filming, titling, etc.—approximately 100 pages of vital data and plans for only $1.00.

HOME MOVIES 6060 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
GOOD MOVIES are born of good movie-making ideas—of course. Yet two other factors are vitally necessary. Good equipment—in good operating condition.

New cameras are more scarce these days. But years treat "old" cameras kindly—if they are given the proper care. The first Ciné-Kodaks and Kodascopes, introduced over 15 years ago, are still giving "good-as-new" performance to those who have given thought to their maintenance.

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION...

Movie cameras and projectors, as is true of all other precision equipment, need periodic cleaning, adjustment, lubrication. Much of this you yourself can do by following the directions given in the manuals supplied with your equipment. In addition, your Ciné-Kodak dealer will gladly help out.

Periodically, however, servicing won't suffice. A complete overhaul is the wise and economical move.

... OR A POUND OF CURE

Authorized repair shops of the Eastman Kodak Company are ready to effect complete overhauls of all Ciné-Kodaks and Kodascopes. And "complete overhaul" means just that! All parts that need adjustment, and can be adjusted, are adjusted. Other parts are repaired. Still others replaced. The equipment is next given exactly the same tests and inspection which brand new Ciné-Kodaks and Kodascopes must undergo—and it is then returned to you, mechanically good as new, completely overhauled, and that overhaul backed by Eastman.

Repair and overhaul prices are available from your Ciné-Kodak dealer—or directly from Rochester, N. Y.
HOME MOVIES

June • 1942

LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY AMATEUR MOVIE MAGAZINE!
DONALD THE SKATER

NO. 1456-B

Featuring Donald Duck, Mickey, Minnie and Pluto in the newest Walt Disney animated cartoon release for home projectors. Donald and Pluto put on a show on skates that creates continuous laughter. There's a bang up finish, too, in the sensational rescue of Donald by Mickey Mouse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Roll Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200 Ft. 16mm</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Ft. 8mm</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOSKO

IN CANNIBAL CAPERS

The second release in the new series of cartoon films for home projectors which pictures Bosko in a comical encounter with a cannibal tribe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Roll Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 Ft. 16mm</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Ft. 8mm</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAVY FLYERS

NO. 627-B

A timely short subject of thrilling scenes of naval aircraft in maneuvers, bombing practice and precision flying edited from professional material photographed by ace aerial cameraman, Eimer Oyer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Roll Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200 Ft. 16mm</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Ft. 8mm</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IN THE AIR WITH THE R. A. F.

NO. 628-B

A compelling aviation documentary of British Royal Air Force flyers in action, showing various types of British craft, cadets' first attempt at formation flying, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Roll Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200 Ft. 16mm</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Ft. 8mm</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE! — LATEST CATALOGS . . .

Listing all newest animated cartoons and other subjects available from Hollywood Film Enterprises. Write for your copy today!

Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc.
6060 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Send my name and address to receive our latest catalogs. Please state which type film you desire:

NAME

ADDRESS

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.

Hollywood, California • 6060 Sunset Boulevard
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Ralph V. Haile, reporting on activities of the Cincinnati Citizens Defense Corps, of which he is educational director, states that several sound films for Civilian Defense are being planned, will probably be in production before April 10th.

"I early foresaw the tremendous part 16mm. films would play in civilian defense training," Haile stated, "and as a consequence, we are following a very definite plan here. First, location of all local 16mm. Sound projectors, individual as well as school-owned, are being listed and the owners invited to donate their use for exhibition of defense films. Location of available projectors are marked on a large wall map with numbered map-tacks for quick reference. Twenty-six public and parochial schools have offered use of their classrooms or auditoriums for screening the films.

"At present, most of the training films are available only from rental sources. But we are now actively engaged in an effort to hurry up the free films the O. C. D. is supposed to produce. We have arranged for some 1900 letters to be written by men now being trained as instructors. These letters are being sent to our senator, Robert Taft and congressmen, Hess and Elston. I have also written to Bell & Howell, suggesting they induce Boston, Dallas, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Chicago to take similar steps.

"The defense films we shall produce, I intend to donate to the defense effort. I'd be glad to hear of similar activities of West Coast groups."

Norfolk, Va.

Sidney Mason of the Norfolk (Va.) Amateur Movie Club has been appointed Director of the Educational and Instructional Division of the public relations department of Norfolk's Office of Civilian Defense. In this capacity, Mason will supervise the exhibition of civilian defense films and undertake a survey of all 16mm. sound projectors available in Norfolk for screening of defense instructional films. Mason's first screening was before group of nurses of Norfolk's General Hospital when the sound film, "How to Fight An Incendiary Bomb" was shown. Later, a demonstration was held at Foreman Field on the proper procedure for extinguishing incendiary bombs and the complete demonstration filmed by members of the Norfolk Amateur Movie Club.

Tulsa, Okla.

An interesting movement in connection with the war effort, while not directly allied with civilian defense, is that started by the Tulsa Am-Mo-Club, leading amateur movie group of that city. They announce members have offered their services and use of their cameras to film movies of families and sweethearts of men now in the service, such films to be sent to men in the armed forces away from home. Also, the service is available to enlisted men who may be stationed or visiting Tulsa who wish to have movies made of themselves to send home.

Pictures are made on either 8mm. or 16mm. film, in either Kodachrome or black and white, and the only cost to the men is for film used.

Toronto, Canada

Recently directors of the Toronto Movie Club offered the club's services to the Canadian Government to produce one or more films for the war effort. Their offer was immediately accepted and they were sent a script.

Planning A Defense Film?

Individual amateurs or amateur club groups who wish to assist in the war effort by producing a civilian film are offered the following suggestions:
1. First consult with your local office of Civilian Defense, offering your services, and inquire of the type of film needed most.
2. Seek advice and consultation of Civilian Defense officials in preparing your script.
3. Where films are to be made pertaining to incendiary bombs, you'll find your local fire department willing to assist and helpful in staging bomb fire scenes.
4. For films on subject of first aid, consult with your local Red Cross headquarters who will gladly cooperate with suggestions for your picture and help you stage first aid routines.
5. Do not hesitate to write editors of Home Movies for advice on any civilian defense filming problem. This advisory service is available to every movie amateur without obligation.
NOW! The Picture that took Months to Film!
"BRYCE-ZION-GRAND CANYON"

8 mm. 16 mm.

Own this awe-inspiring trip thru nature's mightiest creations!

- See on your own home screen the wonders that yearly draw millions of visitors! Sublime splendor! Magnificent vistas! See picturesque Navajo Lake! Pinnacled cities in stone! A great natural bridge of stone! Gaze on giant cathedral-like effects and Gothic towers. Gasp at the beauty of the Great White Throne! See Mount Majestic... The Watchman... marching mountains that lead you on to the supreme thrill of Grand Canyon's incomparable glory! Here is the picture that every projector owner should own. It's an epic of artistry! OWN IT TODAY FOR LESS THAN THE COST OF UNEXPOSED FILM!

All Castle 16 MM films are processed by VAP-O-RATE. All Castle 8 MM are also treated.

LOW COST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8mm</th>
<th>16mm</th>
<th>16mm Sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 ft.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ft.</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
<td>$11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 ft.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COLOR! This great picture is also available on special order in color. Ask your dealer or write for special lengths and prices.

DON'T WAIT! GET THIS SUPERB FILM AT YOUR PHOTO DEALER'S TODAY!

FREE!

New 1942 Castle Films Catalogue describing over a hundred thrilling home movies. Fill out coupon and send for it now!

CASTLE FILMS

RCA BLDG., NEW YORK
FIELD BLDG., CHICAGO
RUSS BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

Please send me Castle Films' New 1942 FREE Catalogue.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: _____________________________ State: ___________

CASTLE FILMS
RCA BLDG., NEW YORK
FIELD BLDG., CHICAGO
RUSS BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
Emulsion Ratings (W. A. Norgren, Jr., Riverdale, Md.)

Q. I am a new subscriber to Home Movies, also a beginner at making movies. I've noticed the table of film emulsion ratings which you publish regularly but I do not understand their meaning. Will you please explain?

A. Until you graduate from setting your exposures according to the exposure chart attached to your camera and begin to use an exposure meter, you need not worry about emulsion ratings. But when using an exposure meter, then you must know the "rating" of the film used in order to be able to read your meter correctly.

The emulsion ratings indicate the speed or sensitivity of the various films. Eastman 8mm. Regular Panchromatic for example, rates Weston 8 in daylight, whereas the faster, more sensitive, Eastman Super-X Panchromatic rates Weston 24. The latter is 1 1/2 times faster and would therefore require reducing exposure or closing down the lens 1 1/2 stops if used under identical light conditions.

In the chart referred to, ratings are indicated under headings of Scheiner, Weston, and G-E. These indicate the official ratings established by these sources. Scheiner was the original film rating guide. Then came Weston (by the makers of Weston exposure meters), and later, G-E—General Electric. The latter ratings apply only to use of G-E exposure meters. Weston ratings apply to the use of several popular make meters in addition to the Weston. Scheiner ratings are little used in amateur movie photography.

Lenses (Joseph C. Poley, Aldan, Pa.)

Q. I am considering buying an f 1.9 lens for my camera. Is it advisable to trade my present f 3.5 lens or would I find it necessary to have both?

A. For ordinary filming purposes, the f/1.9 lens will take care of your requirements, do everything your f/3.5 lens did plus giving you added speed and the ability to film under light conditions not possible with the f/3.5. Unless the f/3.5 possesses some exceptional qualities, you may not particularly need it after acquiring the f/1.9.

Smooth It Out (J. R. Samuel, Harvey, Ill.)

Q. I've selected a number of musical recordings to be played via dual turntables in accompaniment with projection of my 8mm. film. However, much of my film was shot "on the fly" and as my camera is not equipped with fading device, the jumps from scene to scene are much too abrupt for the musical accompaniment. If I had been able to make fades at the beginning and end of scenes, they would have provided the necessary interval for fading or changing from one record to another. What can I do to remedy this bad situation?

A. The remedy is quite simple. You can still add the necessary fades to your film chemically with the aid of Foto-Fade. Foto-Fade is a chemical dye formula that may be easily dissolved in water. Fades are produced by slowly immersing one end of film in solution, then slowly withdrawing it. Result is extreme end which remained in solution longest, receives heaviest amount of dye while rest of the area is dyed proportionately.

In your particular case, your scenes may not be long enough to permit adding a fade of the length desired to provide the required interval for the record changeover. Should this be the case, simply add on a short length of raw stock leader strip to the end of film to be faded. With the fade completed, the added strip will provide the additional frames of full opaque required.

Where you have ample film for fades, you need not cut your film apart to make the fades. Simply fold film double at splice between scenes, immerse it in the Foto-Fade solution, and thus produce fade-out on one scene and a fade-in on the other.

Enlargements (A. De Caprio, Brooklyn, N. Y.)

Q. I would like to enlarge some of the better frames of my 8mm. film. I'd like enlargements greater than the customary size—usually around 2"x2 1/2". Could I do this successfully by projecting the scene on my screen or wall, then photographing the projected image with a still camera?

A. Yes, you could photograph the scene as you suggest but the results would be anything but satisfactory. Best method is to enlarge the frame di-
S Procket control is a vital part of the finest 16 and 35mm. cameras, generally used by professional cameramen, including newsreel photographers who must get sharp pictures of action as it happens. In the Revere 8mm. Camera, an exclusive reciprocating sprocket completely absorbs any variance of film tension caused by the change in speed of the film as it winds on to the take-up spool. (No tugging on the film gate!) The Revere's sprocket also keeps the loop below the film gate constantly at the proper size to insure free movement at all times. For sharp, steady 8mm movies, ask your dealer for the Revere Camera, with sprocket film control! Write for literature! Revere Camera Company, Dept. 6HM, 320 E. 21st Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Revere 8

---the scientifically designed

Revere 8

Simple to load and to operate

As shown by the above illustration, you drop the reel of new film on to the take-up spindle, place the film in the gate so that it follows the white line for the loop and run it around the sprocket and on to the take-up reel. Then close the gate and door and you're ready to shoot.

Revere "88" Camera

Takes movies of which you will be truly proud. Here are a few of its many advanced features: Eastman-licensed sprock and spindles, precision-built mechanism. 5 speeds with positive speed governor control, built-in parallax-corrected view-finder, and reciprocating sprocket film control. Complete with Wollensak F 3.5 lens, $38.50.

Revere "80" Projector

For sharp, brilliant movies, ease of threading and simplicity of operation, the Revere 8mm. Projector is today's outstanding value. It excels in features essential to perfect projection, smooth performance and complete film protection: powerful AC-DC motor, double blower cooling system for lamp and film, high-ratio duplex shuttle film movement, enclosed precision mechanism (no belts), fast rewind, radio interference eliminator. Complete with 500-watt lamp. F 1.6 lens and one 300-ft. reel, $75.00.

Revere "85" Projector

Has the same features as the "80" plus duo-shield light diffuser, micro-tilt, beam threading light and carrying case. Complete with 500-watt lamp. F 1.6 lens and one 300-foot reel, $89.50.

Revere "99" Camera

To the mechanical features of the "88" have been added in this model a turret head for three lenses and an extra optical view finder for use with telephoto lenses. By rotating the head, you can change instantly from regular 1/2" lens to 1" or 1/4" telephoto lenses. Complete with one Wollensak F 2.5 lens, $77.50.

Help your country and yourself!

Buy United States Defense Savings Bonds and Stamps Now!
Reel Fellows Reel

In the March issue, we published a letter that accompanied the membership application of a new Reel Fellow, Mrs. Carl Zander of Toledo, Ohio. This letter suggested as a beneficial activity of Reel Fellows, the interchange of specially exposed film and the building up of Reel Fellows reels — reels composed of shots received from other Reel Fellows in exchange for shots made to their order. The response to Mrs. Zander's suggestion was tremendous. Reel Fellows and non-Reel Fellows wrote to her asking for more information. Each and every letter was promptly answered and to each of these answers Mrs. Zander received the enthusiastic reply: "Let's get started!"

Mrs. Zander's idea has definitely touched a responsive note among Reel Fellows everywhere and in order that all members may become familiar with the Reel Fellows Reel movement, we are printing a portion of Mrs. Zander's most recent letter which states the plan fully:

Reel Fellows Editor,
Home Movies Magazine:

... since rubber, gasoline and other vital commodities are now on the rationing list, travel soon will be at a minimum. Movie amateurs will more and more be confined to shooting within their own cities and towns. Ultimately, cinemaphiles may tire of shooting movies in their own back yards, but here is where the Reel Fellows Reel comes in to sustain our interest in movie making. Through this new activity, we'll be able to travel and enjoy our vacation by 'remote control.'

"The Reel Fellows Reel is started by members who write to other Reel Fellows in distant cities and states. An acquaintance develops, then suggestions follow as to what footage one member wishes another to shoot for him in exchange for equal footage in his locality. There is no cost involved other than the film used and this is offset by the equal footage received in exchange.

"If Smith, in Washington, D. C., requests Jones in San Francisco to shoot 12 feet of the Golden Gate Bridge, Smith will shoot 12 feet of some Washington scenery or object for Jones. Through correspondence, each will indicate the kind of footage they desire and state whether it's to be Kodachrome or black and white. The size, which is 8mm. or 16mm., will already be determined before correspondence is started.

When Smith and Jones have thus received the shots they want through this mutual exchange plan, they turn to other Reel Fellow members in other states for additional footage, thus building a complete reel of assorted, but not unrelated, shots, for good continuity certainly can be worked into a reel of this kind by careful planning. Moreover, by obtaining shots of the various Reel Fellows who do shoot the 'requests' footage, added interest is injected into the reel and a firmer friendship and acquaintance is built up with other Reel Fellows.

"The first few letters we received indicated some skepticism. But after these same skeptics started their reels, many wrote again stating the footage received excelled in quality that of their own! I don't think any Reel Fellow has to worry about the quality of the film he'll receive in return. Movie makers seem to put extra effort into any filming they do for another. All that is required is sharply focused, well-exposed shots. No trick effects are necessary.

"Reel Fellows members who read this letter and who are interested in traveling by 'remote control' this summer, getting fresh movie material for their personal film libraries, may contact the writer for an exchange of Reel Fellows' names — names of members who have indicated a desire to take part in this Reel Fellows Reel project. No strings are attached, no money involved.

"If, every Reel Fellow will go to bat for their respective states, they needn't worry about enforced curtailment of travel keeping their cameras idle. They'll find Reel Fellows in every other state ready to join in the movement."
"Generally Speaking, there's quite an improvement in the average home movie produced today compared to films of one or two years ago. This proves that amateurs not only study their own films and those of others, but they're profiting by what they read on the subject of their hobby.

To this end, HOME MOVIES is dedicated in helping the amateur better his movie making by pointing out errors or better methods for photographing, titling and editing in some of the pictures submitted to the editors for review.

Of the two films reviewed here this month one stands out as a fine example of Christmas continuity, and the other for its variety idea.

"This Man's Family" by Lorin and Patricia Smith of Long Beach, Calif., runs 200 feet in black and white 8mm. film. It differs from the ordinary Christmas record film in that it follows a light but definite continuity. Where others have simply recorded Christmas in a series of catch as catch can shots without any advance planning, the Smiths prepared their little story in advance, and carefully followed the shooting script to the final fadeout.

The opening scene shows the old folks—Dad and Mother—putting the final touches on trimming of the Christmas tree. Lights are extinguished and they retire for the night, the camera following them as they leave the room. A pleasing touch was that of Mother extinguishing various room lights in her exit, which had the effect of gradually fading out the scene.

On the following morning, the expected guests arrive—married sons and daughters and their kiddies. Entrance of each couple and their children was filmed separately. After the usual exchange of greetings and embraces, the guests proceed to a bedroom where they dispose of wraps and gifts. Another homey touch was that of having one daughter stlye snitch a piece of candy from a dish as she passed the dining table. We've all done that!

One of the sons is a cinebug and he trails through the house bringing camera, tripod and a host of lighting equipment in which Dad, on an inquisitive tour, becomes entangled and falls, bringing equipment down on top of himself. Balance of the picture consists of scenes of the family gathered at dinner, then unwrapping gifts beside the tree. Each incident was treated in continuity with proper long, medium and closeup shots wherever necessary.

While editing was generally good, occasionally there was a bad spot which easily may be corrected, such as where Mother, in the kitchen, hearing the doorbell, calls to Dad in the parlor to answer the door. This is indicated by a spoken title, followed by a cut back to Mother as she completes the speech. Then a cut to Dad follows. He remains seated for a moment, evidently not hearing Mother's call. Then he suddenly arises and exits, ostensibly to answer the door.

Obviously, this filmer meant to cut this last scene at the point where Dad rises from his chair. Better still would have been to have Dad look up, indicating he heard Mother's request, then rise promptly and exit. The cut back to mother after the title was unnecessary.

"Double Order of Fun" by George A. Valentine of Glenbrook, Conn., is a novelty reel of 8mm. film running but 150 feet in length. Its content is several short subjects designed especially for entertainment value. The first subject is titled "Zombie" and concerns a man who has just read a recipe for mixing a potent drink called a Zombie. The drink is mixed and consumed and the result is pictured in trick photography—mostly the disappearance and reappearance of objects in the room while the inebriate is under influence of the potent drink.

Continuity of this subject was not very tight and could be improved in its present form by closer cutting of scenes.

Second subject is a news reel composed of several comic items all of which demonstrated this filmer's flair for trick effects in cinematography. The finale and highlight of this film is a sunset, filmed in Kodachrome at half speed, or perhaps in stop motion, in which the full cycle of a colorful sunset is completed within a few minutes.

Photography, titling and editing indicate close study of cinematic techniques.
"Harriet" by Harvey Croze of Detroit, Michigan. This winsome pose has hung in fifteen international salons, was one of the twelve winners in the 21st Annual Competition of American Photography, and is part of the 1941 traveling show of the Photographic Society of America. Taken with a Wollensak Series 2 Velocigamt f/4.5. Enlarged with a Wollensak 3½-inch enlarging Velocigamt f/4.5. Mr. Croze writes, "I have used Wollensak lenses for many years. I recommend them highly." Improve your photography with a Wollensak.

Wollensak means Good Lenses

For Movies, Candid, Enlarging, Action, Stills

WOLLSENSAK OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Home Movies Magazine

Subscription Order Form
HUNDREDS of amateur movie makers responded enthusiastically to the announcement last month of HOME MOVIES’ sponsored campaign for the production of forestry conservation films. These same filmmakers and hundreds more will be delighted to hear that the Forest Department is offering a special plaque as an award for the best film produced during this campaign and submitted in HOME MOVIES’ 1942 Annual Amateur Contest.

You’ll remember, too, we promised a model scenario by one of Hollywood’s professional screenwriters. It’s all ready, waiting for you to start the cameras turning. There will probably be another next month. But time’s a wastin’! Summer’s here! If you are going to complete your film in time so it can be effectively screened as well as ready for the contest, you must get busy right away.

The scenario that follows has been kept as simple as possible to enable the greatest number of amateurs to undertake its production. Admittedly the more serious and experienced filmmakers will recognize opportunities to enlarge upon the script, adding their own personal treatment touches here and there. Others may simply get the germ of an idea from this script, then knock out one of their own. We expect it. They do it in Hollywood, too.

The author of this script tried to keep in mind that it should be workable to amateurs in every part of the United States. However, there are some shots called for in the script, like the ship scenes, that may be out of reach for some amateurs. In such cases, two alternatives present themselves: filming the shot from a photograph by using a titler or titler lens, or by requesting a brother cinebug in a distant state to make the shot for you. You can write to the secretary of a distant cine club or request publication of a notice in the “Swappers” column of HOME MOVIES.

There may be difficulties encountered, too, of obtaining some shots because of military restrictions. However, in most cases, if you will approach the proper authorities and explain your need for the particular scenes, you’ll probably not only receive an o.k. to shoot them but some assistance in doing so, once its understood scenes are for a worthy defense cause.

Last month, it was suggested that those interested in producing forest protection films communicate with the Chief of Forest Service in their respective areas. Herewith we present the names and addresses of these officials who have been notified of this filming project and are prepared to render information assistance to all amateurs who may request it.


*Continued on Page 252
TAKE YOUR CAMERA TO WORK . . .

Ernest Eroddy did and produced the Movie of the Month . . .

BY J. H. SCHOEN

NOW that tire and gasoline rationing makes it more necessary than ever to plot new courses in our movie making activities, amateurs will find interesting suggestions in the June Movie of the Month, a 200-foot 8mm. Kodachrome picture titled "A Day On the Western Front," produced by Ernest Eroddy, Denver, Colorado.

This picture is a movie record of one man's place of employment, his superiors and fellow employees. No hackneyed documentary of static shots, it boasts a clever continuity in which the factory is likened to a mighty fort and the men and women who work there to soldiers and officers.

Eroddy is employed by Western Electric Company's branch at Denver. The picture treats a day in the lives of the men and women who work in this western branch which explains its title. Every man and woman on the payroll at the time appears in some scene of the picture. Eroddy wanted a movie record of his many friends and fellow employees and cleverly arranged for each to appear in a scene depicting his customary activities. They were not lined up in groups in front of the camera, but filmed in informal scenes at their desks, workbench, forge or indulging sports during lunch hour.

Titles were frequent and necessarily so to introduce those appearing in the various scenes and they carried the military theme in wording and background arrangement. The titles were filmed on a miniature stage which consisted of a frame with two doors which swung inward. This may be seen in the top picture, second row, of accompanying illustrations. On the miniature stage was a company of miniature soldiers arranged in marching formation. The title, composed of block letters applied over a panel of glass, appeared in front of them. Each title was concluded with the closing of the doors.

The picture begins with a series of shots setting the locale including a long shot of the Western Electric Company's plant. This is followed by shots and sequences showing each of the executives in typical or characteristic manner. One of the early sub-titles states "General Argabrite in Command" and preceded a shot of the general manager at his desk. Seems this man is a typical westerner who "rolls his own" and has a penchant for starting small fires by inadvertently tossing lighted matches into his wastebasket after lighting a cigarette. At any rate, Eroddy pictures "General" Argabrite in just such incident. And this is typical of Eroddy's treatment of the whole picture. No scene is without its humorous touch which will be noted in descriptions of other scenes to follow.

The entire executive and office staffs are pictured first. Titles introducing the executives refer to them as captains, majors, corporals, etc. The day's activities are pictured in order and each event referred to in military terms. "Troops move to the front" precedes shots showing employees arriving by street car, automobile and motorcycle. "The Roll Call" introduces a number of employees punching the time clock. "Mechanical Units Go Into Action" opens a sequence of close-ups showing the various office appliances going into action—type-
A guide to filming

YELLOWSTONE PARK

BY CHARLES F. RUFC

I was standing near Old Faithful geyser one evening last summer waiting for it to erupt when another movie amateur, an elderly gentleman, attracted by my camera and tripod, walked over and opened conversation.

"I'm afraid you'll not get a good shot of the geyser anymore today," he said. "It's too dark."

It was quite late and the sun had almost set, but I explained that I already had many shots of Old Faithful under various light conditions and was now attempting a silhouette of it against the setting sun.

"H-m-m-. Might work at that," he said with an expression of interest, and he set about placing his camera and tripod alongside mine for a similar shot.

After the eruption and the shots were made, we fell into a discussion of filming the various points of interest in Yellowstone Park. Some three hours later, I was seated at a table in Hamilton's General Store still discussing exposure, filters, film, etc., with my new found acquaintance.

I thought nothing more of the incident until one morning about a month later, I received a letter from my friend giving a glowing account of the fine movies he had secured of Yellowstone and thanking me graciously for the information I had contributed that made his good movies possible.

I'm sure there are many others like this old gentleman who approach filming in National Parks with some uncertainty. There is so much to see and so many vantage points from which to see it, one easily becomes confused. Scenes are filmed in a hurry when with a little patience and study of composition under light conditions existing at various times of the day, more captivating shots may be secured. These facts only amplify what so many movie amateurs have already said many, many times: "There should be some dependable guide for the filer who wants to shoot movies in Yellowstone and all other National Parks—a guide that will assist him in shooting from the best vantage point for composition, lighting, etc.; that will indicate best time of day to shoot; best exposures to follow for Kodachrome or black and white film.

I learned all of these things the hard way—through trial and error shooting. Continued on Page 244
What beginners should know about Filters

By Stanley E. Andrews

In spite of increasingly wider use of color film, there is still much cinefilming done with black and white. Indeed filmers are legion who prefer panchromatic over color film and the reason for this choice is the dramatic results obtainable with black and white film when filters are employed.

Because of the tremendous appeal of color and the fact that many who have taken up the hobby of home movies during the past two years started film-

ing with Kodachrome, most movie amateurs have yet to experience the fine pictorial results to be obtained in filtered cinematography.

Invariably one's interest in filters is aroused upon witnessing the screening of some outdoor film in which fleecy white clouds have been made to stand out vividly against a dark sky. But filters can do more than this. They generally improve all black and white outdoor photography.

In order to understand the function of filters, it is necessary first to understand the characteristics of each type of black and white film. This was explained at length in the third article of this series appearing in the March issue and if convenient, it should be reviewed again at this time.

For a long time there was but one type of film available for motion pictures. This was orthochromatic, insensitive or "blind" to all but a few colors in the blue-violet region of the spectrum. Later development resulted in orthochromatic materials of higher sensitivity. About 1900, it was discovered that certain dyes, when added to film emulsions during preparation, altered their sensitivity. Thus was developed the emulsions we know now as panchromatic and whose sensitivity covers about the same range as the human eye. In other words, panchromatic film "sees" natural colors in approximately the same tonal range as does the eye. Through the addition of dyes in the emulsion formula, panchromatic emulsions are made to register with marked tonal fidelity, colors of orange and red—at the other end of the spectrum— not "visible" to orthochromatic film.

Thus by producing a film which is sensitive to colors, it became possible to intensify or correct certain color values by filtering the light reaching the film. Science tells us that white light actually is formed by a mixture of colored light. This being true, it follows that colored light may be formed by breaking the white light into its component parts.

Thus if a green filter is placed in the path of a ray of white light, only green light passes through the filter and the red and violet-blue colors are absorbed. If a red filter is used, only red light is transmitted and the remaining colors in the spectrum are absorbed in an action that is better understood as selective light transmission.

It becomes understandable, then, why a red filter placed over the lens of a camera loaded with panchromatic film will accent white clouds in a clear blue sky. The red light in the clouds—and

* Continued on page 244

* This is the kind of beauty filters impart to movie scenes. Here a red filter was employed with panchromatic film to gain the effect of moonlight.
You can film these

TRICK EFFECTS . . .

By George A. Gauld

We must all have suffered those exasperating moments when we have sighed for the resources of the modern movie studio. Perhaps the shot of the smugglers' cave in our vacation film has gone wrong and cannot be replaced; or we may long to indulge in flights of fancy and build wonderful sets of the Giant's Castle or the Fairy Queen's Palace. To those who have followed previous articles in this series and who have taken the trouble to make up the special gadgets I have described, such ambitions are not entirely beyond reach. By the use of foreground models, cardboard cutouts and model sets combined with normal human actors, an almost infinite range of professional-like special effects may be obtained.

The simplest use of the foreground model or cutout is shown in Fig. 1. The jagged outline of the "cave" is cut from cardboard and set up on Stage C. (See Fig. 1, Page 102, March issue). Unwanted light is kept out by draping the whole frame in a black cloth. The frame is set up on the scene, a low elevation being chosen to cut down the foreground to a minimum. The scene and the actors can be examined through the "sight" and matters so arranged that the actors may move right up to the camera without having their heads "cut off" by the top of the mask. If the apparatus can be set up alongside a wall or screen as well, so that when the actors approach to within about fifteen feet from the camera, they pass into shadow, the effect on the screen will be that they appear to run inside the cave.

The same principle is elaborated in Fig. 2. A silhouette mask of "reeds" and "tropical" undergrowth is cut out of cardboard and set up on Stage B, unwanted light being excluded as before with a black cloth. "Palm Tree" cutouts are added to Stage C. These are allowed to receive a slight degree of illumination; there is, in consequence, a difference of tone between the various cutouts, giving an appearance of depth to the scene. A low camera position gives a sky background and the "sea" is simply a roll of brown wrapping paper stretched horizontally across the "set" some fifteen feet from the camera. The action takes place in front of it and care must be taken that no shadow falls on the brown paper in consequence. This would ruin the effect.

To convert the South Sea Island scene into date palms on the fringe of the

* Continued on Page 230
THOSE who were fortunate to see Herman Bartel's 1941 prize winning film, "Singing Shadows" will remember it for its remarkably smooth lap-dissolves. The picture was filmed with a Cine Special and, as many know, not every Cine Special operator succeeds in executing smooth, professional-like lap-dissolves with this camera in spite of the excellent adjustable shutter built into it for this purpose.

The difficulty encountered by many is in developing the required sense of touch necessary to bring the fading lever slowly to a close at the end of the fade. The usual result is a lap dissolve that ends with the first fade terminating too abruptly.

Bartel's initial fades and dissolves with this camera were like this, too. And as "Singing Shadows" required a great many smooth lap-dissolves to accent mood of the picture, he set about to create a gadget that would control the camera fading lever smoother and better than it could be done by hand. Of course, even with this gadget, the fades are manually controlled by hand crank, but the manual action is "geared down" and thus any tendency toward jerky or inconsistent finger control of the fading lever is absorbed or "damped."

Bartel calls his gadget a fader control. The complete unit detached from the camera is shown in Fig. 3. Figs 1 and 2 show two views of the camera with the fader control attached. To make a fade with this device, the hand crank shown at rear of camera is merely turned, while camera is running, until the shutter is opened or closed, as required.

There's nothing complicated about its construction. Bartel contends any amateur, mechanically inclined, could duplicate it. Outside of the gears, which are standard Boston gears, the rest of materials required are a few small nuts and bolts, a narrow strip of flat aluminum to form the arm, a piece of bakelite, a circular metal disc, short metal shaft, and a handle.

The secret for successful operation of the fader control lies primarily in the metal arm which is motivated by the main gear. Bartel found aluminum best for this because of the peculiar flexibility of this metal compared to any other. Since the fading lever of the Cine Special moves straight up and down and in a slight arc, it is important that the arm of the fader control have sufficient resiliency to compensate for the very slight difference in dimension that takes place as the lever moves from one end of the arc to the other. There must be sufficient flexibility in the arm so too much pressure will not be exerted on the fading lever at any one point. This will be more understandable, of course, to those familiar with this camera.

It can be seen that the fader control attaches to the camera by the old familiar expedient of anchoring it between camera base and top of tripod head. By drilling a hole through the bakelite base to accommodate tripod screw, the unit may be locked firmly in place. Extending from the base is an upright piece also of bakelite, to which is anchored most of the mechanism—the circular disc, the gears, and etc. As can be seen from photos, the heart of this gadget is a simple worm gear combination operated by the hand crank. The bakelite piece attached to the arm extending to the fading lever is merely for dress. Fig. 5 shows how the arm is attached to the fading lever of camera and, according

* Continued on Page 245

* Pictured at right is amateur-designed fader control for the Eastman Cine Special, a compact unit easily constructed that insures smoother lap-dissolves. Photos at top show gadget mounted on camera.
HOW to film ultra-closeups . . .

If you are jaded with ordinary movie making subjects, turn to the filming of little things at close range. New thrills are in store for the movie amateur who films flowers, insects, small animals and tiny models in vivid, frame-filling closeups. Ultra closeups may be photographed with almost any cine camera fitted with proper attachments. The technique of filming such closeup shots involves three factors which, if afforded by your camera and equipment, insure certain success almost from the start. First is necessity of obtaining sharp focus at a distance less than permitted by regular camera lens. Next, there must be a means for determining exact camera field. And, finally, there must be a means for checking lens focus. Illustrated below are four methods for photographing small objects at close range.

An auxiliary lens, placed before camera lens as in title making, shortens focus for small object filming, too. Size of field depends upon focusing distance of auxiliary lens. One can film as close as 3" to an object using a 1/3 diopter lens which covers a field of 1-1/2"x7/16"! Size of field depends upon size of object. Select auxiliary lens accordingly. Mount auxiliary lens before lens, using either of two methods shown—simple wire clip, or lens holder made of laminated cardboard which slips over camera lens. Auxiliary lenses are obtainable from optical houses. Lenses from inexpensive dime-store reading glasses also may be used. They come labeled showing focusing power or diopter size. Camera should then be mounted on simple frame fitted with wire field-area guide.

Shimming out the lens will enable camera to focus closer than limitations indicated on focusing ring. By moving lens out, close objects are brought into sharp focus. Shims are thin rings cut from metal of various thicknesses. Lens is unscrewed from camera, the shim placed over the threads, and the lens again mounted on camera. Shim holds lens firmly extended to prescribed distance. Lens shims may be purchased or made by the filer. To determine thickness of shim use following formula.

\[
\frac{D \times F}{D - F} = S
\]

D: distance from lens; F: focal length of lens; S: Shim thickness. This applies to regular camera lenses only—1" 16mm. and 1/4" 8mm.

Extension tubes function same as shims, are actually "giant" shims by which camera lens is brought closer to object to be filmed and held firmly in place. Ready made extension tubes are available for Eastman Ciné Kodaks and for other makes of cameras by some accessory manufacturers. Use of extension tubes, as with shims, requires that same system for full field visual focusing be employed, as camera viewfinder does not function in ultra closeup filming. With magazine cameras, the visual focuser provided by the manufacturer may be used for this purpose. Use of extension tubes with any demountable cine camera lens will enable one to secure microscopic closeups with fidelity not possible otherwise except with expensive equipment.

Any telephoto lens may be employed for closeup filming, provided field size must not be too small. Average 3" telephoto, for example will focus down to only six feet. At this point, the field is approximately 9 1/2" x 7 1/2". However, shims and extension tubes may be coupled with telephoto, same as with one-inch lenses, to obtain sharp focus on a smaller field. Here again, some means must be provided for full field visual focusing. Also auxiliary lenses may be used with telephoto lenses for ultra-closeups. For example, a 5 diopter auxiliary lens before a 3" telephoto would enable the lens to film an object sharply in a field but 3/8" x 1/2" in size! When auxiliary lenses are used, camera lens is set at infinity.
You can’t miss with this movie CLUB PLAN

BY W. EMMERSON CLYMA

What it takes to make a cine club successful has been the subject of countless round-table discussions. My long membership with the Detroit Society of Cinematographers has enabled me to study every phase of club activity at close range and, I believe, qualifies me to offer some suggestions for the benefit of other amateur groups that will aid in building a worthwhile and successful club.

It was with pride in accomplishment that I, together with other officers watched our club grow from a comparatively small organization of about 40 members to a membership more than ten times as great. Like a child who outgrows its clothes, we were obliged almost constantly to find new quarters to fit our growing organization. During this "growing" stage, we encountered many problems and made some mistakes which embryo club groups may easily avoid.

All of us are familiar with the old story of the man who tried to swing the bear by its tail and ultimately found himself, instead, being swung by the bear. The same moral holds true with many amateur movie clubs in regard to membership. Before striving to build a club to a large membership, consideration should be given to the disadvantages of too many members.

Large meeting places are expensive to rent and oftentimes unavailable; in a large room, all except those in the front rows are handicapped because of distance from the stage or platform; large groups must necessarily have such a diversified range of desired programs that it is almost impossible to satisfy more than a few; the neighborly feeling is lost in large groups and even the officers can know only a limited number of members by name; outdoor activities are handicapped because of the large number present and subsequent difficulty in handling so many persons; individuals or firms who are likely to cooperate with smaller groups are reluctant to grant favors to large groups for obvious reasons. There are other disadvantages, too. Of course, there are a few advantages, such as the grouping of persons according to experience and desires, but these are outweighed, I believe, by the disadvantages.

Where a club has an enthusiastic membership, be it ever so small, they are in a position to develop into a throbbing, important factor in their community. Members are banded together because they have a common hobby—amateur movies. So long as they are furnished with talks, demonstrations, films, outdoor projects, contests, and a genuine feeling that this is their club, there need be no fear of

• "Gadget Night," during which accessories constructed by members are demonstrated, has proved a highly entertaining and educational feature of movie club programs.

• Continued on Page 242
Why scenes should be planned, filmed and edited for SEQUENCE

IN the words of one famous authority on amateur movies, “one of the principle shortcomings of ambitious amateur films is lack of sequence.” Every amateur has heard of sequence before. Some as yet do not understand it. Webster’s defines the word sequence as it applies to motion pictures thus: “A section of a film story showing an uninterrupted episode without time lapses, titles, or breaks in the action.” In more succinct language, a sequence in motion pictures consists of two or more scenes relating to the same action.

When the quoted amateur movie critic complained of lack of sequence in home movies, he had in mind the many films made up of countless unrelated shots even though they be of the same subject or theme. “Post card” movies we term them because actually such reels consist of a series of individual unrelated scenes.

Sequence shooting consumes no more film than would ordinarily be required, because by cutting sharply from a long or medium shot to a closeup, the initial scene is lessened in footage and the film thus saved used for the succeeding shot. Thus, instead of a single long shot of the baby romping on the lawn, we make the subject doubly interesting by filming him in two or three successive shots, moving in for a closeup in the final shot of the sequence to bring our subject up large and more intimately on the screen.

Opposed to this type of filming we have the movie that begins with a shot of the baby, then jumps to a shot of the family dog followed by a street scene, back to the garden showing other members of the family grouped and staring at the camera and so on, ad infinitum. This is “post card” filming.

Keeping to the subject of family filming, let’s see how an amateur should proceed to film a movie of his three-year-old son—a picture depicting the events and activities occurring in the boy’s everyday life. Following the main and credit titles, the picture opens with a medium long shot of the boy’s bedroom. Following this will be a short close-up of a clock indicating time the little fellow arises. From here the camera moves in closer to the crib to pick up the lad, just awakened, twisting, turning, yawning and blinking his eyes. A tight close-up here reveals only the boy’s head as he registers a big yawn and chubby fingers gently erase tell-tale traces of the sandman’s visit during the night. Such scenes give a more realistic touch and imparts per-

*Continued on Page 247*

---

*Pictured here is good example of a well-filmed sequence. The series is obviously intended as record of sister and little brother and might have ended with the first shot of sister rocking little brother to sleep. However filer continued with the action, showing sister putting brother in his crib, and, in the third shot, brought the two into intimate closeup in action showing sister patting brother’s head in a good night gesture.*

—Pictures by Earl Thrilen.
CONVERSION

Photo shows how I converted my 8mm, Keystone L-8 projector to take 400 foot reels, and yet fit the original projector carrying case. Necessary materials for this job consisted of one aluminum bar 6 1/2” wide and 3/4” thick; two 3/4” bolts with wing nuts and lock washers; and four 1/2” bolts and nuts. Tools required were hack saw, drill, pliers and a screwdriver.

Others who own this model projector may easily add this improvement as follows: Remove projector handle and use frame where handle was connected to take its place. Cut both reel arms at the mid-way point, then cut aluminum bar so as to have two pieces, one measuring 2 1/2” long for the upper arm and the other 3 1/2” in length for the lower or take-up arm.

File corners of one end of each bar in a semi-circular shape to allow free play when folding out of place. Drill three holes in each bar: one on the rounded end for the bolt and wing nut and two holes at the opposite end to match similar holes drilled in the cut-off sections of the reel arms. File a groove in center of each aluminum bar section to match impression on reel arms. This serves to keep bar in rigid position when locked in place.

Replace take-up belt with a longer one. The original upper belt may be used with the extended arms but the belt retainer must be bent out about 1/2” and a small piece of metal soldered to it.

Only a slight change in the carrying case is necessary to accommodate the re-vamped projector. Remove supporting block attached to door and replace it at a point about 3 1/2" from bottom of case and 1 1/2” away from right hand side. Drill another hole in case door and use 1/4” bolt with wing nut to hold 400-ft. projection reel.

The hinge shown attached to lamp-house acts as shield against stray light emitted from film aperture. It may be folded back to permit threading, then returned to position after projector is started.

—Robert L. Cantillo, Bronx, N.Y.

Cement Applicator

An improvement over the customary brush applicator for film cement is a "speedball" lettering pen which applies cement evenly and in just the right amount to make a clean film splice, free from slopped-over cement. "Speedball" lettering pens are used by show-card writers and are available in two types—round and square point. Use the square point pen for applying cement. These pens are available for a few cents from any stationary or artists’ supply store.

—Russell A. Meyer, Oakland, Calif.

Range Finder

Photograph below shows Eastman Magazine Cine Kodak fitted with a Kodak Service Range Finder. Attachment was facilitated by purchasing regular finder Clip (Eastman’s No. 76268) and fitting it to camera by removing one of the screws in the camera viewfinder housing and then attaching clip at this point with one of the screws furnished with it. With the clip thus secured with but one screw, it has a tendency to turn. To overcome this, a flat piece of steel, 1/4” thick, was attached to back of rangefinder in such a manner as to prevent any movement; the piece of steel resting firmly against camera case.

—Charles J. Czech, North Troy, New York

THE EXPERIMENTAL

If you have an idea for a gadget, trick or shortcut in filming, titling, editing or processing home movies, pass it on to your fellow cinebugs through these columns. If your idea is published you will receive two reels for your efforts. Extraordinary ideas will net you a roll of film.

Ideas not published will be held for future publications unless they duplicate ideas previously received. Endeavor also to send along photos or rough sketches illustrating your suggestions. There is no limit to number of suggestions you may submit.

IMPORTANT: When submitting ideas, be sure to mention whether equipment you use is 8 mm. or 16 mm., enabling us to promptly forward awards adaptable to your use.
CINE WORKSHOP

gadgets, tricks & shortcuts contributed by Cinebugs

Film Storage

Photos show a method I use for storing odd shots and scenes for possible future use. I purchased a quantity of round cardboard pill boxes 2 3/8" in diameter and 1" in height. On panels of rigid corrugated board 16 5/8"x14" I cemented the boxes in rows, 30 to a panel. Each box is numbered and in a card file I have 3"x8" cards with corresponding numbers on which is written a description of the contents of films placed in the boxes.

I have found these pill boxes keep the film in very good condition and have some pieces that have been so stored for eight years. Left photo shows how boxes are arranged on corrugated board and photo at right shows method of storing the panels, stacked one upon the other in numerical order.

—W. J. Mitchell, Ithaca, N. Y.

Stop-Motion Fades

Shown here is a means for improving the Baia Transito, Jr. fading device to facilitate making smooth fades in single frame or stop-motion sequences where fades are made by diminishing exposure for each frame exposed.

A paper strip 3/4" wide and 10" long is cemented to the rim of the fader, as shown. After inking in the calibrations and numbering same, the strip is then covered with a strip of transparent celophane tape. The circumference being exactly 10" will divide into 80 1/8" divisions — numbered from 1 to 40 twice. Forty divisions were chosen because there are 40 frames to a single foot of 16mm. film which is the maximum length of a slow fade.

The pointer A is made to slip-fit the fader hub so that it may be removed during the interval between 34 and 6, when it would be directly in line with the lens. But beyond these points, it may be left in place.

To make the fade, the pointer is set at one of the divisions and then moved one or two points at a time, depending upon length of fade required, the frame exposed, and the procedure repeated until the full cycle of the fade is completed.

—G. Hanson, Los Angeles, Calif.

Reflectors

Sunlight reflectors are essential for best results in outdoor photography. They’re simple and easy for any amateur to make, too. Required is a piece of wallboard or plywood, 24"x36". The surface is covered with tin foil squares from discarded cigarette wrappers. Lacking these, other materials may be used such as sheet aluminum or tin foil where still be procurable, or a coating of aluminum or chrome enamel. The latter is best as it has a higher lustre than aluminum paint.

Where wallboard is used, cut through panel at the center from the back, as shown, bend double, and apply a strip of wide adhesive tape on the uncoated side. This provides a hinge; permits folding reflector to facilitate carrying.

Carrying handles may be formed of short lengths of rope inserted in holes at either end.

—Wm. H. Dietz, Reading, Penna.

Lens Cap

A good substitute for a rubber lens cap is an ordinary cork trimmed to fit snugly inside rim of the lens. In many instances corks may be found that will fit a lens without any trimming except for length. Corks, being cut tapered, afford a variation of diameters.

A cork lens caps also acts as a buffer — safeguarding lens from damage should one accidentally bump camera against a rock or other hard surface when filming in the mountains or abroad.

—Edgar Robyn, San Diego, Calif.

Cable Attachment

Many devices have been designed to permit use of a cable release for operating starting button of the Filmo eight. Mine provides for two positions for the cable release, as shown in accompanying photo—one for continuous running and one for single frame exposure.

* Continued on Page 254
If you want a FILM to show . . .

. . . here's news of timely subjects for home projectors

Canyon Trilogy

Timely as Summer itself is Castle Films' latest travel reel, Bryce-Zion Grand Canyon. Many thousands of feet of film were exposed by an expert camera crew to produce this scenic marvel of three of America's most startlingly beautiful spectacles. The mighty gorge of the Colorado River is pictured in all its splendor, together with the less well known but equally fascinating peaks and marvels of erosion to be found in nearby Bryce and Zion Canyons.

For the millions of Americans who have made the pilgrimage to nature's most awe-inspiring sight, as well as the millions who hope to make it some day, this picture is a must. If you have already made the trip, this Castle release will provide you with many breathtaking shots which can be spliced into your own version of the Canyons. Available in black-and-white at photo dealers in 8mm. and 16mm. sizes at the usual Castle prices.

The Real Hawaii

Three other industries come ahead of the tourist trade in Hawaii. First—defense! Battalions and soldiers, then sugar and pineapples. This film deals in detail with all four, and also covers population composition and inter-relationships, food supply, natural wonders, and life of original native people. Timely, new, beautiful, instructive. Sound, 10 minutes. Sale: Color $60, monochrome $36; rental: color $3, monochrome $1.50. Available from Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, or its many branches.

Captain Fury

"Captain Fury," the fourth of a series of Great Hits by Hal Roach now being made available in 16mm. Sound by Post Pictures Corp., 723 Seventh Avenue, New York City, will be released for non-theatrical showings June 1st. This is a full length production featuring Brian Aherne and Victor McLaglen in the true adventure story based on the life of the Australian Robin Hood and his fight for freedom 'Down Under' a century ago.

Other Hal Roach productions in the series now being distributed by Post Pictures are: "There Goes My Heart," co-starring Fredric March and Virginia Bruce, and "Topper Takes a Trip".

Fighting Chinese

A remarkable and thrilling insight into the stuffy Chinese warriors are made of is to be had in a screening of "China At The Front," released in 16 mm. silent (only) by Hollywood Film Enterprises, Hollywood. This film, produced several years ago, brings you right behind the guns of China's gallant soldiers, shows their remarkable calm under fire while comrades are dropping from enemy bullets all around them.

A daringly filmed war document, it is adaptable to all types of audiences. Prints may be obtained through dealers or direct from the producer, Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc., Wm. Horsley Bldg., 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

CALIFORNIA

BEVERLY HILLS
Beverly Hills Camera Shop
417 No. Beverly Drive

GLENDALE
Kirk's Camera Exchange
1225 So. Brand Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
Baas Film Service
941 So. La Brea Ave.
Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
716 N. La Brea Ave.
Morgan Camera Shop
6262 Sunset Blvd.

LONG BEACH
Westhead Bros., Inc.
241 Pine

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

SAN FRANCISCO
Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
Photo M. & Sound, Inc.
153 Kearny St.

SANTA MONICA
Street Photo Company
1257 Third Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
1221 G St., N. W.

ILLINOIS

BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
4906 W. Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street
General Camera Company
2308 West Devon Avenue

MASON CITY
Dobers Bros.
209 No. Federal Ave.

KANSAS

WICHITA
Jeff's Camera Shop
139 N. Broadway
Lewis Film Exchange
216 East 1St. St.

BOSTON
Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St. Dept. HM
Frank Lane and Company
5 Little Building

MASSACHUSETTS

DETROIT
Detroite Camera Shop
325 State Street

MICHIGAN

NEW YORK

ALBANY
Albany Camera Shop Rental Library
204 Washington Ave.

KENMORE
Nixon Camera & Photo Supply Co.
2811 Delaware Ave.

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Films, Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter C. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 West 45th St.
Haber & Fink, Inc.
1214 Warren St.
Medio Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

OREGON

PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PHILADELPHIA
Husting Motion Pictures
1319 Vine Street

PENNSYLVANIA

DALLAS
National-Ideal Pictures, Inc.
2024 Main St.

TEXAS

CINCINNATI
Ralph V. Hall & Assoc.

OHIO

DAYTON
South Park Photograp
107 Brown Street
Dayton Film (B-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hubbert Ave.
The new 1942 Catalogue detailing the complete list of full length features now being offered on 16mm. Sound through Post Pictures Corp., may be had on request in writing to the company.

Fresh Water Fishing

This reel is of particular interest to enthusiasts who are overhauling their tackle already for the vacation days ahead. It captures for permanent record the swirl of a speckled trout in a vine shaded rushing brook . . . a sporty fight to the "kill" of a threshing salmon. The ultimate in flycasting technique is portrayed by experts, in a setting of fisherman's paradise. For the outdoor fan who is not a real fishing "bug" the sequences showing shining silver monsters storming the rapids to reach their spawning grounds provide a never-ending source of entertainment.

Fresh water fishing, in 8mm. and 16mm. silent and 16mm. sound on film is offered for sale at photographic dealers by Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.

Aluminum

Presenting the story of a vitally important metal, Eastman Kodak Company announces a new 16mm. silent film titled "Aluminum." Shown are underground and open pit mining methods, and preliminary processing at the ore mill. The production of aluminum oxide. Reduction of the oxide by the electrolytic method. Casting. Fabrication of aluminum wire and cable. The rolling mill and the manufacture of kitchen utensils by stamping and spinning. Forging an airplane propeller blade. Various uses of aluminum in industry and home. "Aluminum" (one-reel, 400ft.) is immediately available from Teaching Films Division, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

...great pictures are ahead for you, too with your MASTEr!

This summer season . . . and throughout the seasons to come . . . there are great pictures ahead for you if you're a fortunate Master owner.

For your Master provides the unusual combination of precision and ruggedness . . . to assure you consistently "on-the-dot" exposures throughout the years.

It's the same combination that has kept Weston instruments the universal leaders . . . in scientific laboratories, in engineering schools, and throughout industry generally . . . wherever precise measurement is vital.

With your Master, you, too, are the lucky owner of a truly precision instrument. One which never grows old with use . . . only with misuse. Take good care of it, and it will take good care of your picture needs for the duration and beyond. Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 585 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N.J.

WESTON Exposure Meters

For Satisfying Results Try DU PONT 16 mm Films

When you use du Pont 16 mm films you enjoy the multiple advantages of speed — economy — wide exposure latitude — permanence.

SUPERIOR PAN (high speed reversal) — With this extremely sensitive film you can make movies under the most adverse of lighting conditions, indoors or outdoors. Long scale gradation of the emulsion retains the detail in both highlight and shadow. Try a roll next time you make a home movie. $6.40 a hundred feet, with processing. (Weston—100 day—60 max.)

REGULAR PAN (standard speed reversal) — The all-purpose du Pont economy film for outdoor use. Wide latitude makes it easy to use. Its brilliant gradation adds sparkle to your movies. $4.80 per hundred feet, with processing. (Weston 12-8)

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.) Photo Products Department • Wilmington, Delaware
movie club plan...

members deserting because of 'stale' programs.

All parliamentary proceedings should be dispensed with at regular meetings. If there must be a business session, it should be held before or after (or at a different time than) the entertainment program. The members attend meetings primarily to learn more about their hobby—not to listen to stereotyped 'I move this' and 'I second the motion'.

My own club, the Detroit Society of Cinematographers, (we adopted this high-sounding title when the membership was small and we needed more members) solved the problem by electing a Board of Directors composed of several members who serve for two years. Elections to this Board are staggered so that a couple of new Board members are elected each year, thereby bringing new blood into the governing body. This Board and the officers meet two weeks before the monthly entertainment meeting and put the finishing touches on the impending program. All administrative matters are transacted at Board meetings. Persons who evince a real interest in the activities of the club are good officer and Board member material, and they usually find themselves in one of these positions after their faithfulness has been demonstrated.

Any club, movie or otherwise, must have publicity. We obtain ours through four sources, principally: Home Movies' directory of Cine Clubs, the hobby pages of the Detroit newspapers, meeting notice cards on dealers' counters, and word-of-mouth gossip of the members. Clerks in stores and photo departments have told me they receive many inquiries concerning local movie groups and are pleased to direct such persons to our organization.

As we must have publicity, likewise we must have funds. We do not believe, although we once did, that yearly or season dues are practical. We collect our dues in the form of a twenty-five cent dues charge at each meeting attended. Hence, a member pays for exactly what he gets and he feels pretty good about it—so good, in fact, that we have never had cause to worry about our finances. Others who may adopt this idea should make sure to charge dues, not admission, or Uncle Sam's revenue collectors will also visit the meetings.

We believe we have solved the problem of the "darkroom widow" by encouraging wives to attend meetings gratis, with their husbands. Thus, her attendance does not involve additional expense in the family movie budget, and it gives her an opportunity to acquaint herself with her husband's hobby. Ladies unaccompanied by gentlemen are required to pay the dues charge. At the present time, a large percentage of our members are ladies and they thoroughly enjoy the meetings. Of course, where a club operating budget requires that all ladies pay the dues charge, they should assess all persons attending the meetings.

Postcard notices are mailed to members a few days before each meeting. The list of names is furnished by the members themselves, who sign a card when paying the dues charge upon entering the auditorium. If a person does not attend four consecutive meetings, we assume he has moved out of the Detroit area or is no longer interested. His name is then removed from the notice list.

Since about half of our members are interested in 8mm, work, we arrange the programs so that their interests, as well as those of 16mm. fans, are considered. We have learned that it pays to give worthwhile prizes in contests. In addition to this, we present winners with merit leaders for their films. I won one of these leaders several years ago, and my chest still inflates when I see it on the screen.

Nor do we slight the ladies in our programs. We not only prepare the attractions with them in mind, but we encourage them to take part in the programs. An example of this was a meeting at which we photographed in Kodachrome four ladies from the audience: a blonde, a brunette, anauburn-tressed lass and a raven-haired beauty. Needless to say, it was a riot. The following meeting, at which the film was screened, looked like ladies' day at a big league ball game.

Outside activities are essential, too. The filming of a short script in summer, winter skating activities and film excursions, picnics, outdoor barbecues, movie treasure hunts and games are only a few of the many outdoor possibilities.

A few years ago, we tried an experiment that did not work out so well. It was believed that the formation of small groups interested in special subjects would be a progressive step. We knew that some persons preferred microscopic work, others home reversing and still others some other phase of our hobby, so we organized groups for each
class. For some unexplainable reason, the individual groups did not function well and the plan was discontinued.

Someone once asked, “Just what does a large club like yours offer its members in the line of program entertainment, when some are beginners, some are advanced amateurs, some like only screening of films, and others demonstrations and talks?”

The answer was that, as far as possible, we try to make every meeting interesting to every class. Occasionally, the beginner must sit through a talk or demonstration that is way over his head, or vice-versa with the advanced amateur, but this does not happen very often. A few of our meeting activities are: talks by members on interesting subjects such as lighting, composition, home-reversing, title-making, maintenance of equipment, home-made gadgets, making darkrooms and home projection rooms, travel filming, etc; talks by invited representatives of manufacturers of equipment; tourist railroad representatives with travel films; demonstrations of various phases of amateur movie-making, filming of short scripts, quiz contests with prizes, gadget nights, unwanted equipment night at which the members sell unwanted equipment to other members, screening of members films with constructive comment if desired, screening of contest films with presentation of prizes, reviews at each meeting of the new equipment available to amateurs, and screening of films produced by members on assignment from the Board of Directors.

It must be borne in mind that some members wish to be entertained while others wish to do the entertaining. By balancing club programs, so that those members who desire to do so may present a portion of the program, there is never lack for material. With a little coaxing, the feminine members will be glad to participate in meeting programs. At the present time, one of our most active Board members is a woman, a well-known Detroit high-school educator incidentally, and all of us respect her judgment and progressive ideas. In fact, we’d be lost without her on our Board.

A movie club is only as successful as its meetings. It is not enough that one or two members become outstanding filmers leaving the rest to look on. That only develops inferiority complexes which discourages and disintegrates a club membership.

Keep your club active and interesting. Keep it small enough to maintain that chummy, personal feeling of intimacy and it can’t fail.

For the First Time

For the First Time

ACTUAL PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS MADE FROM 8MM OR 16MM MOVIE FILM

Sparkling Album Sized Prints

8MM ENLARGED—TO 2½ x 4½

16MM ENLARGED—TO 2 x 3½

Share treasured movie "shots" with your family and friends.

Now . . . for the first time! . . . Superior offers genuine ENLARGO-PRINTS of your 8mm or 16mm movie frames, black and white or color. These are gorgeous album-sized pictures. Any 8mm or 16mm frame can be made into clear prints. ENLARGO-PRINTS are natural . . . unposed likenesses . . . which cannot be obtained with a still camera.

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD

Cut out at least 6 inches of the scene from which you want ENLARGO-PRINTS made. Place in an ordinary envelope with your name and address. Mention the number of prints desired and enclose remittance with order. We determine best frame for making ENLARGO-PRINTS with our special High Fidelity Reproducer. Your strip of film, or films, will be returned to you postpaid and undamaged. Order your first ENLARGO-PRINTS today.

FREE literature sent on request.

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.

A-6, 188 W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

At Your Request . . .

we are making available

TITLE CENTERING GUIDES

for all popular makes of 8mm. and 16mm. cameras

IN PAMPHLET FORM . . . 10c EACH

Now ready for the following cameras:
Revere 8mm. (All models)—8mm. Magazine Cine Kodak—Single-lens 8mm. Filmo—8mm. Turret Filmo—8mm. Cine Kodaks 20, 25 and 60—8mm. Keystone—16mm. Cine Kodak K—16mm. Model 70 Films—121 Filmo—141 Filmo—Cine Kodak E—Cine Kodak K.

Be sure to specify Make and Model and Camera When Ordering.

HOME MOVIES MAGAZINE

6060 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood, California

Save 50% with . . .

ESO-B

A New FINE GRAIN 8mm. Emulsion for all double lens cameras. Prices include spooling and processing with additional charge. Shipped in the single film, width, ready for projection. For those stores home movies in the popular Monocolor used in many Hollywood productions, see ESO-C, ESO-D and ESO-G.

ESO-A—Fine grain, contrast semi-orthochromatic film with anti-halo base. Recommended for exteriors only. $1.20 per spool. $5.00 per three spools.

ESO-B—Semi-orthochromatic film, full anti-halo protection for use on exteriors and interiors. Over twice as "fast" as ESO-A. $1.35 per spool. $5.65 per three spools.

ESO-C—Sapsa ortho film, with full anti-halo base. Excellent for use in darkrooms. Recommended for exterior only. $1.75 per spool. $7.00 per three spools.

ESO-D—Violet ortho film, anti-halo base. Excellent for splicing into your Kodachrome movies. $1.50 per spool. $6.00 per three spools.

ESO-E—Dumont super speed bichromatic film, for dark exteriors and interior photography. Four times as "fast" as ESO-B. $2.15 per spool. $8.00 per three spools.

ESO-F—Dumont super-speed bichromatic film, for dark exteriors and interior photography. Over twice as "fast" as ESO-E. $2.20 per spool. $8.70 per three spools.

ESO-G—A true semi-orthochromatic film with full anti-halo base. Recommended for exterior only. Projects a pleasant colorful picture—ideal as an emulsion for Kodachrome movies. $1.35 per spool. $5.00 per three spools.

NOTE: You may purchase all these fine 8mm. emulsions at your local dealer's. If he is unable to supply you, please send us his name and address. You may forward your first order direct from this ad.

These emulsions available for single-run 8mm. Unybrid cameras also. Write for prices.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-B PICTURES unconditionally guarantees all these 8mm. Films. You MUST be satisfied that you are getting your money's worth! ESO-B PICTURES authorize your dealer to replace any film purchased, or refund the full purchase price on demand if you are not fully pleased with your results.

ORDER AT TODAY'S LOW PRICES!

ESO-B PICTURES

"Quality 8mm. Service"

3045 Central Street

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Your Best Subjects are at Home

Use your movie camera indoors; your best loved subjects are there. Buy VICTOR Lighting Units as recommended by your VICTOR Dealer, and have ample light for filming in black-and-white or color.

SEND POSTCARD for FREE FOLDER

JAMES H. SMITH & SONS CORP.

320 Lake Street

Griffith, Indiana
What to know about filters

its there even though not visible to the eye—is allowed to pass to the film, while the blue light of the sky is absorbed by the filter causing the sky area to photograph dark.

Filters are employed in all branches of photography. But to the movie amateur they are valuable for producing unusual or striking contrasts, for dramatizing some scene or object which would otherwise attract no attention at all. Filters accomplish these results by simply straining out part of the light which would ordinarily reach the film.

Photographic filters are available in two forms: in small gelatine sheets which may be cut to fit a suitable holder and placed before the lens, and glass discs colored or tinted the established filter tones. Some have the colors ground into the glass while others are in laminated form—two discs of optical glass with the color substance sandwiched in between and hermetically sealed. Color filters for cinefilming may be catalogued into four groups: the yellow series, green series, orange series and red series. Usually there are two or more densities of color in each series.

Filters in the yellow series may be used with both orthochromatic and normal panchromatic emulsions. A yellow filter, depending upon its density, will produce pronounced cloud effects, better contrast between land or sea and sky, and a more natural reproduction of tonal graduation as seen by the eye.

Orange series filters produce a greater degree of contrast when used with orthochromatic films. This filter will give practically the same effect with ortho emulsions as is obtainable with a red filter and pan films. Orange filters are also very fine corrective and contrast filters when used with any panchromatic film.

Red filters are used only with panchromatic emulsions to produce pronounced contrast or exaggerated effects. Skies will appear very dark and any clouds in the picture will appear to be fleecy white. The degree of contrast will vary with the density of the filter used and amount of exposure given. Moonlight effects may be obtained with a red filter by shooting directly into the sun screened by clouds, but a sunshade also must be used over the lens.

The green series of filters should be used only with panchromatic films. A green filter is particularly helpful in shooting outdoor scenes where green grass, trees or generally wooded landscapes make up the picture. It will bring out any clouds in the sky and also tone down green foliage to make it appear in more natural rendition.

In addition to the color filters just described, there are other filters that may be employed with black and white films for specific purposes. One is the haze filter which is a colorless filter that absorbs invisible ultra violet light and cuts through the haze of high altitudes to bring out a clearer definition of distant landscapes. The other is the neutral density filter which is employed mainly by professional cinematographers for cutting down light volume when shooting under extreme bright light conditions such as exist in deserts, at the beach or in snow covered country.

To gain the expected result with filters it is necessary to compensate exposure according to the degree of light absorbed by them. In other words, when placing a filter before the camera lens, intensity of light reaching the film is reduced. Therefore it becomes necessary to compensate for this by opening the lens one or more stops which is readily determined according to the "factor" of the lens.

We could dwell at length upon the explanation of the term "filter factor." But a knowledge of how factors are arrived at are not of importance to the amateur so long as he knows what to do with the factor of a filter once he knows what it is. Therefore, accompanying this article is a chart of filter factors for most of the popular types of filters as they relate to the various types of popular cine films. While the chart is complete with factors for both indoor and outdoor photography, the reader need be concerned for the present only with those factors designated for "daylight."

With the factor of a certain filter known it then becomes necessary to translate this factor into terms of increased exposure, for as we have already stated, use of a filter requires an increase in exposure. Accompanying the filter factor chart is also a filter factor compensator table which shows at a glance the increased exposure required for each filter factor. Suppose for example we wish to use a K-2 medium yellow filter with Agfa 16mm. Hypan film. Under the "K2" column of the filter factor chart we find the factor for this combination to be 2. Next we determine the normal exposure for the scene according to the film being used and find it to be, we'll say, f/8. Referring to the "2" column in the filter
factor compensator table we find on the line opposite f/8 the exposure f/5.6 which is the lens setting that would be required with the K-2 filter in use.

For those who are interested in extending their filming experience to the use of filters, it is suggested that tests be made with filters of various colors in order to more fully understand the remarkable life they add to a scene. A test of this kind should be made on one roll of film and, where possible, the same scene or camera setup should be used for each filter test shot. Your photo-dealer will undoubtedly be glad to loan a complete set of filters for your camera for such an experiment with the understanding that you are to pay only for those you decide to keep upon completion of the test. Filters are not expensive, ranging as low as 75c each. But considering the "oomph" they give black and white movies, they're cheap at any price.

### FILTER FACTORS FOR POPULAR 8MM. AND 16MM. REVERSAL CINE FILMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILM</th>
<th>Filter Description</th>
<th>K-1 Light</th>
<th>K-2 Medium</th>
<th>K-3 Dark</th>
<th>Aero 1 Yellow-Green</th>
<th>Aero 2 Yellow-Green</th>
<th>G Orange</th>
<th>23-A Light</th>
<th>Red</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;8&quot;</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;8&quot; Super X</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;8&quot; Roth Safety</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;8&quot; Super X</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;8&quot; Super XX</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agfa 16mm. Plenalrome</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agfa 16mm. Panchromatic</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agfa 16mm. Triple &quot;S&quot; Pan</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agfa 16mm. Hyan</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agfa 16mm. Twin-8 Hyan</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gevaert Panchro Super</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gevaert Panchro-Microgram</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gevaert Orthochromatic</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dupont Regular Pan</td>
<td>Daylight Mada</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** All figures are approximate. Figures such as 2.2 may be considered as 2, and 1.55 as 1.5 (or 1 1/4), and etc.

### FILTER FACTOR COMPENSATOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Exposure Without Filter</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f: 2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.32</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXPOSURE WITH FILTER

**FILTER FACTOR NUMBERS**

1003 PENNSYLVANIA AVE. N.W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

- **Make Editing a Pleasure**
- **EDIT THE CRAIG WAY!**

Craig Projecto-Editors

Action-edit your movies in the professional Hollywood manner with a CRAIG Projecto-Editor. This versatile outfit permits careful inspection, slow-motion if desired, of actual smoothly-animated motion on its brilliant miniature screen. Use it to transform random "shots" into smooth-running sequences that everyone will enjoy seeing.

- 8mm. model, as illustrated above, complete with Junior Splicer, Rewinds and film cement. **$37.50**
- 8mm. Projecto-Editor alone. **$29.50**
- 16mm. model with Senior Splicer and Rewinds **$50.00**

**Craig 8 & 16mm. Senior Splicer**

Makes perfect, straight, professional-like dry splices...quickly, accurately, and without wetting film. Only four simple operations required. For Sound or Silent, **$10.95**.

- **AT ALL DEALERS**

Write for Illustrated Folder

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
1053 SOUTH OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

16mm SOUND on Film

Recording Studio and Editing Facilities

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
1197-A Merchandise Mart
CHICAGO

**Write Us For Photo Equipment**

- Capitol Camera Exchange
- Largest stock of cameras and equipment in the South.
- Phantom Speed Graphic cameras
- Winners in Speed Graphic contests
- The latest in flash, accessories
- Dealers in all parts of United States
- Home of the Speed Graphic camera.
Cine Special fader control

- Continued from Page 214

to Bartel, fitting the arm at this point involves some patience and cautious procedure. This is because of the series of notches in the slot in which the camera fading lever moves. The arm must be adjusted accurately so that at all times the camera fading lever moves freely within this slot without catching in any of the notches.

Those familiar with the Special will observe at once that with this fader control in place, it will be impossible to crank or wind the camera spring. But since the Special will film the equivalent of about ten ordinary scenes at one winding, this difficulty is surmounted by fully winding the camera before attaching the fader control.

The procedure to be followed in making fades and dissolves with this apparatus is basically the same as when the fader control is not attached. To make a fade, the camera is started with the camera fading lever in normal position — that is, at the point marked "open." Position of the fading lever is now directed by cranking the fader control, which moves the lever up or down between the "open" and "closed" positions as required.

Pressing the camera starting button into the locked position, the camera is allowed to run until the necessary footage for the scene is exposed. At the point where the fadeout is to begin, crank of the fader control is turned clockwise until fading lever on camera reaches the "closed" position. The camera then stops automatically with the fadeout completed.

To fadein, the procedure is reversed. Starting camera with fading lever in closed position, the camera starting button is depressed into locked position with the left hand while with the right, crank of fader control is turned counterclockwise to bring the fading lever to "open" position. As soon as crank of fader control is felt resisting the cranking action, fading lever has reached the "open" position and cranking is stopped. The camera is allowed to run as long as required to complete the scene.

The speed or duration of the fade is, of course, controlled by the cranking tempo of the operator. And so delicate and sensitive is the control of this device that it will accomplish more than the normal tasks of making fades and dissolves, according to Bartel who em-

Movie of the Month

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it "The Movie of the Month." This movie is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker.

This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for rejudging with those films submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941
JULY: "Within These Hills," produced by J. Glenn Mitchell, Jolipin, Missouri. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length, with sound on disc recording.
AUGUST: "Dedication," produced by Alex W. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.
SEPTEMBER: "Through the Window Pane," produced by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

NOVEMBER—No award.
DECEMBER: "Do It Again, Harry," produced by Herman Bartel, New Rochelle, New York. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length.

1942
JANUARY: "Latitude 26," produced by Leo Calio, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.
MARCH: "Snap Happy," produced by Ted Geurts, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodachrome production, 700 feet in length.
APRIL: "Rita of Rocky Ranch," produced by Roland Ray, Los Angeles, Calif. An 8mm picture, 400 feet in length.
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ployed it in making a breath-taking scene portraying daybreak.

The conventional amateur method for producing this illusion in motion pictures is to make a series of sunrise shots progressively higher and higher in key or by a more hackneyed trick of filming a rising sun frame by frame. With the fading lever of the Cine Special set at the "1/4 open" or "1/2 open" position and with the fader control attached, filming of the sunrise scene was accomplished by Bartel more convincingly by slowly changing the shutter opening of camera to increase exposure while the camera was running. This is possible, however, only with the Cine Special which has an adjustable shutter.

The result was truly remarkable. Daybreak is depicted in one continuous shot. Extended over a period of 10 or 12 seconds, the fade increased exposure so slowly and smoothly that one is hardly aware of it on the screen. The projected image, as it becomes more luminous, does not have the usual characteristics of a fadein. It appears more life-like, more nearly natural.

Unfortunately use of this device is restricted to those who comprise the lucky legion of Cine Special owners. But it's something to keep in mind for future development should other makes of cameras be improved with automatic or dissolving shutters — when normal production is again resumed.

Filming for sequence . . .

sonality to the shot not possible in a single long shot.

The camera moves back for a medium shot as the little fellow climbs out of bed and the camera changes position or angle once or twice in recording glimpses of him dressing, washing, getting his hair combed, etc. Thus ends the first sequence of our movie, and as the action as well as locale moves from bedroom to breakfast table, the camera prepares to record the second sequence.

Some filmmakers would begin this second sequence abruptly with a shot of the lad at the breakfast table. Modern moviemaking technique demands that this second sequence, which obviously follows a lapse of time not already depicted by the camera, follow smoothly in some form of transition such as lap-dissolve or a double fade — fading out the last shot of the boy combing his hair and fading in on the next shot of the boy seated at the breakfast table. Where facilities are lacking for executing satisfactory fades or dissolves, a transition shot may be employed to bridge the two sequences. Such a transition in this case might be a single shot of the boy descending a stairway or, lacking the stairs, of the boy closing his dressing room door and exiting toward the breakfast room. The next shot should show him coming into the breakfast room and climbing into his chair and succeeding scenes follow from this point. By following the action in sequence as outlined here, continuity has been strengthened if not actually injected into the picture.

A frequent question from movie amateurs is "where should consideration to sequence be given — when shooting or at the time of editing the film?" Sequences are completed — given the final polish — at the editing board, but they have their beginning actually before shooting, at the time the picture is being planned. In the case of a vacation or travel film, sequence planning must be done as the filer goes along but even this can be improved by advance study of travel folders to acquaint the filer with the location and points of interest which will beckon his camera.

Wherever possible, each bit of contemplated action should be carefully planned, then written out in scenario form. Camera angles, distances, etc., should be decided upon and followed to the letter, for its much easier to plan shots in leisure than to do so in the heat of excitement of filming on location.

Filming a sequence is more than just stopping and starting the shutter 8 or 10 times. Although the subject matter remains the same, the angles, close-ups, long shots, etc., should change repeatedly. This serves the double purpose of breaking up the monotony and creating added interest. Did you ever see a fight scene filmed in one continuous shot from the same point of view? In such a scene lasting a minute, 12 to 15 different shots quickly follow on the screen.

Ordinarily it is advisable to begin a movie with a long shot. This establishes the location, tells where the action takes place. Medium shots and close-ups follow as required. Starting a sequence sometimes with a close-up arouses more interest, but the next shots must indicate the locale clearly.

How about various effects for bridging sequences? A good question, and one too easily answered. Where there is a big lapse of time and change of location between sequences, a fade-out and fade-in is best. Where the time
remains about the same but the scene changes, a lap dissolve is the effect to use. If the tempo is fast and the two sequences are somewhat related, the wipe effect can be used. Titles can also be used to bridge action from one scene to the next. A carefully worded title, referring to the sequence just concluded and then referring to the one about to begin can smooth an otherwise bad break. Such titles are often written in a manner that compares or contrasts the two sequences.

Unless the series are very dissimilar and the change in time element great, a connecting scene is, perhaps, the best and easiest bridging medium for the amateur to achieve. One or two short shots, well planned and executed, will smoothly connect even the remotest of unrelated sequences satisfactorily.

When these connecting scenes can be filmed at any time, most filmers prefer to edit their film first, then study it to determine what kind of a connecting shot would best serve the purpose. When written out before filming begins, the scenes can be filmed to come together evenly. Sometimes an idea will present itself as the filming is taking place. Then again, it is not until the editor has screened the film six or seven times that he gets a good idea for the connecting link.

But regardless of the methods used in editing sequences, the continuity achieved repays in a clear film, a more enjoyable presentation, and the feeling that a more professional job has been accomplished.

Filming Yellowstone Park...

I've filmed Yellowstone over and over from one boundary to the other. But there is no reason why every movie amateur should have to do the same. Few are ever fortunate to return to recapture shots "muffed" the first time, and so, for those fortunate vacationists who will brave the rationing of tires and gasoline this summer to visit Yellowstone, I'll set down here as a guide information I have acquired in filming this famed National Park.

First of all obtain a Haynes Guide to Yellowstone on entering the park. This little book is an authoritative guide to the park and will help materially in aiding you find your way around.

First thing to remember is the altitude. You will be from 5,000 to 10,000 feet "up," which means the sun's rays are more brilliant at this height. So cut down your exposure proportionately. The difference might not be great in some instances—when you're shooting dark objects or when in the shade—but watch it when shooting in direct sunlight.

Plan to spend at least three days in Yellowstone. Three days are really required to "see" the park, and if you're taking many movies you'll find yourself wondering where the time went. Even a week passes all too quickly. I've spent two summers there and still have things to see and shots I want to make.

The four greatest points of interest are: Yellowstone Lake, Old Faithful Geyser, Mammoth Hot Springs, and the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone River.

But these four places are not the only ones at which you'll want to stop or film. The Grand Loop road takes one past many other points of interest just begging to be filmed. Just a few are: Fishing Bridge, Kepler Cascades, West Thumb on Yellowstone Lake, the different geysers basins, Tower Falls, and others too numerous to mention.

But let's make a short, experimental tour of the park and note what there is to watch for. Let's say we come into Yellowstone by the East Entrance. Fishing Bridge will be our first stopping place. We'll have ample opportunity for getting shots of happy fishermen at this spot—also of lots of happy fish.

Of course we'll want shots of the lake itself while we're there. With Kodachrome, a haze filter is advisable. And don't forget that when photographing a large expanse of water, it's a good idea to cut down exposure and to use trees, shrubs, or people in the foreground to add animation and distance to such shots.

Soon after leaving West Thumb, we come to the world-famous Old Faithful. This area, known as the Upper Geyser Basin, is the most important thermal region in the park. Here are the most important of the park's two hundred geysers, hot pools, springs, etc. It is important to remember that hot pools, being well above the boiling point, give off much more steam and vapor in the cool mornings than in the afternoons when it is warmer. It is a good idea, therefore, to shoot geysers in the morning, when the sun's rays are oblique and strike the rising columns of water at the side; and to film the pools at noon or shortly after. With the larger pools use wide-angle lens if possible and combine those shots with close-ups taken with your standard lens. If you back away to include the whole pool, you'll find very little of the pool...
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All of the important geysers and pools are named, and signs giving names and relevant interesting information are close by. Use the signs for the opening shots of your sequences of the various geysers. They are usually in such a position that they can be shot in the foreground with the geyser itself in the background. Get near the ground and shoot up when filming geyser eruptions. It adds to their height and the brilliant water column, the spray, and the details of the steam will stand out against the deep blue sky.

And while we're talking about the spray—be sure none of it falls on your lens. If any spray should happen to get on lens or filter, wipe it off immediately. If allowed to dry, chemicals in the water may etch permanent spots on the glass.

Having mentioned the deep blue sky, I am reminded of the clouds. Make a point to film beautiful cloud formations as soon as they appear. Over mountainous country, clouds travel much faster than at lower levels and may disappear entirely in a few hours.

The best vantage point of this area is Observation Point where one can get fine panorama shots of Old Faithful Village, Old Faithful itself, and the Upper Geyser Basin, all in one grand sweep. It's a short hike part-way up the side of a mountain, but you will be well rewarded for your effort.

Continuing northward from Old Faithful, we finally arrive at Mammoth Hot Springs. Along the way are many other points of interest: Midway and Lower Geyser Basins, Norris Geyser Basin, and Obsidian Cliff, just to mention a few.

While we're on route, we must not overlook the many opportunities that occur for getting shots of animals. Black and grizzly bears are frequently seen along the roads and in the forests close by the roads. Keep a sharp lookout for them and keep your camera ready, but don't get too close when photographing them. This will be firmly impressed upon you by signs and by the rangers as soon as you are in the park. There have been many unnecessary accidents because some visitors believed the bears to be tame. They definitely are not tame and the best way to film them is to use a telephoto lens and stand back!

Look for moose, elk, antelope, and deer. There's a better chance of shooting these animals early in the morning as they usually retire into the shade of the forest during the day. Rocky Mountain sheep and many small animals such as beaver are also to be found.

For the movie of the year...

The Lloyd Bacon Trophy is probably the greatest award that can come to any amateur movie maker. In the top prize cinemakers are shooting for in Home Movies' 1942 Annual Amateur Contest.

- Only four months remain to complete contest pictures. - Contest open to every movie amateur, 8mm. or 16mm. - No limit to length of picture. - Competition closes September 30th, 1942. - 17 trophy awards in all. - Register entry as soon as completed—don't wait for last week of contest!
which pretty well covers the fauna. For lovers of the flora, there are over six hundred species of wild flowers to be photographed in the park.

Proceeding to Mammoth Hot Springs, cinefilers will find a wide-angle lens handy for opening shots of the terraces and pools, the narrowing the views down to one or two pools of especial interest with a regular or telephoto lens.

There's no time like the present to remind movie amateurs to keep the human element alive in all of outdoor shots. Don't take movies of things that don't move without adding a person or an animal or swaying flowers and grasses. Get down on the ground occasionally and use flowers, grasses or shrubs as the moving part of the picture, as foreground or for framing.

Leaving Mammoth, we continue around the Grand Loop to the Grand Canyon. Between these points is Tower Falls. This falls is situated so it gets the best light in the morning. There is Mount Washburn, 10,317 feet high and offering an unparalleled view of the Grand Canyon and the whole adjacent portion of the park. Your hazy filter should be used here and exposure carefully calculated.

Grand Canyon is probably the most awe-inspiring sight the park has to offer. The Lower Falls of the Yellowstone River drops from a height greater than that of Niagara into a gorge over a thousand feet deep. The best vantage point for a picture is Artist's Point, and the first or "opening" shot should be made from here. Other camera locations are Inspiration and Moran Points.

Don't neglect descending to the bottom of the gorge by way of Uncle Tom's Trail. This trail brings one to the foot of Lower Falls and the most striking shots may be made from there. About half way down the trail near a sign facing the falls, the camerist is afforded opportunity for a fine opening shot of the falls or of the whole Canyon sequence.

Best time to shoot the Canyon is in late morning, when the sun is almost directly above. Shortly after noon, as the gorge runs in rather a north-east direction, the west wall of the chasm becomes shaded. Also, late in the season after August, it is impossible to get full illumination on the Grand Canyon, as the sun is too far south.

There are other aspects, too, that indicate the advisability of filming the park earlier in the season. In the early summer the air is still fresh and clear—not laden with dust, pollen, and smoke. The falls are more beautiful, vegetation greener, and the flowers are, perhaps, more abundant in the early summer. The period of greatest travel in Yellowstone is from July 15 to August 15. So travel early and avoid the heavy traffic of late summer months.

One important thing to remember is not to make your trip too brief. Good films will make the extra day or two spent in the park this summer worth while in years to come!
added and after suitable rehearsal during which the limits of movement are defined by direct observation through the "Sight," the action is shot. The film is then rewound. The model is mounted on Stage C and checked for position by observation. When all is correct, the second exposure is run off, the resulting combination of the two exposures being shown in Fig. 4.

Use is again made of the black cloth in the effect produced in Fig. 5. In this case, the model set acts as a mask as well. The castle walls are painted in black "poster" color on stiff drafting paper and the archway opening cut out. The scene is pinned to Stage C and the whole Frame covered with a black cloth to keep out all light. The Frame is then set up and directed on the black backdrop in such a way that the archway opening is covered by it. The limits of movement for the actors are fixed as before, by direct observation, being confined, of course, to the limits imposed by the "archway" mask. The first exposure is then made, the actors appearing in the center of the opening, walk in out from the castle walls and off to the side, until they disappear beyond the limits of the mask. The black cloth cover is removed from the Frame, the focus adjusted and after rewinding the film, the second exposure is run off on the miniature set. In the final combination of the two exposures, the actors will, of course, appear to walk through the archway, disappearing from view as they pass through on the other side.

Another variation on the neutral background is shown in Fig. 6. This time, it is white. A "High Diffusion" mask, with a cloud shaped opening is fitted into the mount on Stage A. If genuine rocks are not available, then artificial ones are made by drapes laid over collection of boxes. These are arranged to appear at the bottom of the opening and if a low camera position is chosen, the sky will form the necessary white background. Alternatively, a large white backcloth, or white washed wall may be used. The first exposure is made, showing the two children climbing up onto the rocks, over them, and dropping down, out of sight, on the far side, the action being confined, of course, to the limits of the opening in the mask. The reverse mask is then inserted in Stage A, and after rewinding and adjusting the focus, the second exposure is run off on the miniature scene of the Fairy Castle, painted in water color on stiff drafting paper and set up on Stage C.

The airplane shot in Fig. 7 is a special application of the foreground model. It occurs in a film of fantasy, in which the smaller members of the family climb aboard a toy airplane and are pursued by goblins, mounted astride a swarm of angry bumble bees. Cross cutting from pursuer to pursued builds up the excitement in the traditional manner of this film chase.

In this particular case, the Frame was mounted on two rockers and set up on a table. The pursuit planes, tiny cutouts, were pasted onto a sheet of glass which was slipped into the mount on Stage B. The airplane foreground model was set up on the table, just clear of Stage C and not attached in any way to the Frame itself. The juvenile pilot stood on the seat of a chair, gripping the back with his hands, the chair being lined up with the camera and model so that his head appeared to be above the cockpit of the plane. The background may be either natural sky or a white backdrop. The camera was set running, the pilot glancing back over his shoulder at the pursuit planes. Meanwhile, at intervals, the whole Frame was rocked from side to side by means of the rockers, previously mentioned. This results in the airplane banking in a realistic manner. The pursuit planes, being out of focus relative to the camera, obviously retain their position in the background. Rocking the camera avoids complication of the model and the actor can stay in his confined position without undue difficulty. As already pointed out, these trick shots must be short and well mixed with straight shots, otherwise the trickery may become all too obvious. The conclusion of this film may serve to illustrate the point.

The climax is reached when the gasline gives out and the children decide to jump for it in their parachutes. A very simple setup constructed of plywood showing a lot of fuselage and a cockpit, broadside on, was fixed up on a table with the sky for a background, using a low angle for the camera. The children climb out of the cockpit and jump. The children were then suspended in turn from a harness made of light rope and slung from the garage doorway. Shooting from inside the garage, a sky background was again obtained. By rocking the camera very slightly, close-ups of the children dangling and swaying at the ends of their parachutes were successfully achieved. These closeups were intercut with a number of shots of tiny model parachutes filmed in slow motion while they were in full flight after having been thrown from a first floor window. The parachutes reach the earth and a close-up follows showing the children struggling out of the enveloping folds of a white bed sheet representing the parachute itself.

A dissolve was wanted here, but was too difficult for a simple camera. The camera was therefore tracked forward until the whole picture area was a mass
of confused and heaving sheet, completely out of focus. The scene was changed. The camera was then tracked back from another mass of sheet, the changeover being quite unnoticeable, to disclose a sheet lying on the floor by the bedside, with the children still struggling for they have just fallen out of bed. Was it all a dream? They climb back into bed again, rubbing their eyes and the film fades out to a finish.

The concluding article of this series will appear next month and will deal with the process of filming a combination of human actors, animated puppets and scenes in "Alice in Wonderland" following with the aid of the multiple stage frame described in the March issue.

Forest defense filming ...

- Continued from Page 229


5. Regional Forester, U. S. Forest Service, Forest Service Bldg., Ogden, Utah. Attention: Mr. Chester J. Olsen.


9. Regional Forester, U. S. Forest Service, Glenn Bldg., Atlanta, Georgia. Attention: Mr. C. L. Davis.


The initial shooting script follows. It will be noted that there are numerous titles—about seventeen in all. So be prepared to do some title shooting as well as filming scenes on location. Those who will present their films with recorded narrative will, of course, omit the sub-titles where necessary.

Reference is made in script to driver "A" and "B" to distinguish between the two and make clear that same driver and companions are not to appear in both sequences of automobile scenes.

"FIRE, THE SABOTEUR"

Title: "Our Forests—vast storehouse of natural resources which have built a prosperous nation and given employment to countless thousands...."

Scene 1. Long shot—Beautiful forest panorama.

Title: "Today these trees take on a new value, a new responsibility—that of supplying vital materials for our war effort. Lumber for ships...."

Scene 2. Medium long shot—of ships in harbor.

Title: "Cantons...."

Scene 3. Medium long shot of army cantonment under construction (or completed.)

Title: "Defense housing...."

Scene 4. Medium long shot of defense housing project. Cut to

Scene 5. Medium shot of artisan (carpenter, painter, etc.) at work on one of the dwellings.

Title: "Forests furnish turpentine for the paint to finish our ships, planes and battlecraft...."

Scene 6. Closeup of painter pouring turpentine into can of paint and mixing same.

Title: "Forests provide watersheds that protect our vast power resources."

Scene 7. Long shot of forest. Cut to

Scene 8. Medium shot — running mountain stream. Cut to

Scene 9. Long shot—dam with powerhouse in foreground.

Title: "And no less important—recreation for thousands of American families."

Scene 10. Long shot—Mountain recreation center, playground, or mountain campsite.

Scene 11. Medium shot of some mountain camp activity.

Scene 12. Closeup of same action.

Title: "With the growth of our country has come deeper penetration of our forests by man, and with him, a new element of destruction—Fire."


Title: "Ninety-three per cent of all forest fires are man-caused, chiefly by careless smokers."

Scene 14. Medium shot of open car (convertible sedan or coupe) traveling down highway. Group of young people occupy car.


Scene 16. Closeup. Leaves, dried
Scene 17. Medium shot of preceding scene to show adjoining brush ablaze.

Scene 18. Closeup of flames.

Title: "A carelessly thrown cigarette and hundreds of acres are laid waste—vital defense materials are destroyed."

Scene 19. Long shot of burned over area. (Where such actual scenes are un- available, filmers may substitute an insert shot of a still photograph of this scene. Suitable photos are obtainable from the U. S. Forestry department.)

Title: "Disastrous forest fires can be curbed in two ways—by closing forests to travelers and vacationists or by educating smokers in more careful smoking conduct."

Scene 20. Camera dolls from medium shot position to full closeup of a "Closed Area" sign, revealing text.

Title: "Few of us realize how casually we reach for another cigarette or toss away a lighted stub. The action is more habitual than deliberate."

Scene 21. Series of three closeups of three different smokers carelessly throwing away a partially burned but still lighted cigarette. Fade scenes in and out or dissolve where possible. Use a girl for one of the smokers.

Title: "To control this habit in danger areas, the U. S. Forestry Department is providing travelers entering all National Forests with "Fag Bags"—tiny red muslin sacks into which the smoker places his pack of cigarettes and matches for duration of his visit. . . ."

Scene 22. Medium long shot. Extreame of ranger station at entrance of National Park. An open automobile with driver "B" and one passenger enter scene from behind camera and come to stop opposite ranger station. Ranger comes out and begins usual conversation with driver. Cut to

Scene 23. Medium closeup. Same scene as 22. Ranger, with several fag bags in hand, conversing with driver. Hands him fag bag, then offers one to driver's companion.

Scene 24. Closeup of Fag Bag in driver's hand.

Scene 25. Medium closeup. Camera at front of car in elevated position, shooting down on driver, companion and ranger. Driver takes pack of cigarettes and matches from pocket, places smoking fag bag, pulls drawer string.

Scene 26. Closeup of bag showing drawer string being tied.

Title: "Attached to each "Fag Bag" is a pledge which the smoker signs promising his cooperation in preventing forest fires."

Scene 27. Closeup of smoker's hand signing pledge.

Scene 28. Same as scene 23. Medium closeup. Driver places fag bag in pocket, bids ranger good day and drives on. Fade out.

Title: "Thus, when unconsciously reaching for a cigarette, the smoker is unable to extract one as conveniently as before. The "Fag Bag" stops him, makes him think twice before lighting a cigarette in closed forest areas."

Scene 29. Medium closeup of same driver and companion as they drive along highway. Driver chatting with companion. Casually reaches into pocket for a cigarette. Puzzled expression as he contacts fag bag given him earlier in day. Draws it out and looks at it. Indicates he understands; ad lib to companion; then with shrug of shoulders, returns fag bag to pocket. Fade out.

Title: Fade-in "Patriotic visitors to National Parks will heed the warning of the little red fag bag and forego smoking until reaching authorized smoking areas."

Scene 30. Medium closeup of driver "B" and companion in car (but from another camera angle than was used in scene 29). As they pass "smoking area" sign on highway, which is visible momentarily in immediate background, driver turns to look, then indicates slowing down of car.

Scene 31. Closeup of "Smoking Area" sign.

Scene 32. Medium long shot. Car coming to a halt at side of road. Driver and companion alight and driver extracts cigarettes from fag bag.

Scene 33. Medium closeup of driver and companion. He offers cigarette to companion. They both light up. Register satisfaction. Driver leans against car and looks around to survey beauty of mountains and trees in distance.

Scene 34. Long shot. An exception- ally appealing panorama of hills, trees, etc. This is the scene driver and companion are enjoying in preceding shot.

Scene 35. Back to scene 33. Driver turns to companion and speaks: "Smok- ing amidst such scenery is worth waiting for. I'd hate to think I carelessly sabotaged a spot like this with a lighted match or cigarette."

Scene 36. Back to scene 35 as driver completes speech. Places arm about companion and as they start to stroll away, fade out.

The END.

One of the props necessary in this picture is the little red Fag Bag with the tag attached. These may be secured without charge from any of the Forest Department chiefs already listed. Rangers are prepared to assist all filmers undertaking this forest conservation film- ing project and will also arrange for showing of films upon completion in any of the parks.
Defense
Filming . . .

• Continued from Page 222
titled, "City of Toronto." Shortly after beginning production of this film, which was to be adapted to sound, the government sent another request to the club to produce a 400-foot silent version of the same picture.

E. J. Beattie of the same club has also produced a defense film, "Copper Goes to War" which includes scenes of army maneuvers and armament manufacture. The production is in 16mm. Kodachrome.

Take your
camera to work

• Continued from Page 230
writers, adding machines, dictaphones, etc.—and then shots of the operators.

The title, "The Old Army Game" shows a queue of employees receiving paychecks. "Mess" introduces scenes of various employees eating lunch and then indulging sports during the remainder of their lunch hour. This part of the day's activities afforded greater opportunities for Eroddy to picture many of his fellow employees. Those who could not be filmed on duty were photographed in suitable activity at noon. There are shots of men eating in their cars; in groups in the factory yard; girls clambering into cars for a drive to a nearby restaurant or lunch room; the executives entering a swank cafe. Following this are scenes showing the men playing baseball, boxing, etc., and the girls playing cards, badminton, or just chatting in groups.

Back again indoors, Eroddy has shown employees in other departments in their actual duties, forging metal, spraying, wiring instruments, etc. The closing sequence is preceded by the title, "Company dismissed . . ." and is followed by shots of employees punching the time clock and going home. A final military touch was given the close of the picture with a shot of a bugle boy in uniform silhouetted against a setting sun and sounding retreat.

In analyzing this picture, one finds several things that make it more than usually interesting. First there is the military theme which tied the sequences together nicely. There are the titles, original and well staged. Then there is the photography, excellently done with many effective camera angles and frequent change of camera viewpoint that advances interest. Editing, too, shows a keen instinct for this branch of the art on the part of Eroddy. Scenes were well cut and to proper length to maintain an interesting continuity.

Few amateurs who have chosen this subject for a movie have treated it so well. On the other hand, many capable amateurs, stymied for a film idea, have overlooked the possibilities of an interesting movie that exists in their place of employment. The imagination and movie-mindedness of Eroddy was quick to recognize the possibilities of filming an ordinary documentary subject in a new way and it required only putting into action a resourcefulness in scriptwriting, photography and direction to turn out "A Day On the Western Front."

Information
Please . . .

• Continued from Page 224
rectly on a piece of cut film—say 3 1/4" x 4 1/4" in size—then make an enlargement from it. The 2" x 2 1/2" image you mention will also make a much better enlargement than the negative made by still camera as you suggest. Don't expect too great an enlargement of an 8mm. film frame. That's a pretty small area to blow up satisfactorily to 5" x 7" or 8" x 10".

Experimental
Workshop . . .

• Continued from Page 230
Sheet steel 1/16" thick was used in constructing the bracket. A hole is provided for tripod screw and two "ears" were bent up at back to keep device in proper position.

Holes for cable release were drilled with a No. 56 drill and threaded with a No. 6-32 tap. Only one cable release is required, being instantly interchangeable in the holes. Two are shown in photo to facilitate explanation.

—D. Ward Pear, Chicago, Ill.
TITLE troubles

BY GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

IF you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of HOME MOVIES or his residence, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. I want to make titles with moving backgrounds projected from rear. What material do you advise for the screen; also how can the title letters be made to appear white when background is projected—M. S., New Orleans, La.

A. Ground glass, artist’s tracing cloth, or opal glass may be used for transparent screen. Opal glass is best, possesses less grain, distributes light more evenly. Two methods will bring out whiteness of title letters: letters can be shot separately, then superimposed (double-exposed) over the projected background shot; or, a weak light can be played upon letters sufficient to emphasize them and make them stand out from the projected background.

Q. I use but a single photoflood in filming titles. The titles I film on reversal appear evenly lighted while those shot on positive appear unevenly lighted under identical lighting and filming conditions. What causes this?

A. The single photoflood is not giving good over-all lighting on your title card. There are “hot spots” which are not discernible to the eye. Two photofloods, one placed at each side of the camera, will provide more even illumination, remedy your trouble. Reason fault fails to show in reversal titles is because title background is black, reflects no light.

Q. How long should positive film be left in hypo? Some say until it clears, others say for twice this time. Which is correct?—A. M. B., Tyler, Texas.

A. Film manufacturers advise leaving film in hypo for twice the time required to clear it. Hypo does more than clear away visible “milkiness,” for when “milkiness” disappears, hypo’s job is only half done. Some slow-contrast films clear in a few seconds; the faster, “super” films require several minutes.

Q. Isn’t there a formula by which I may quickly determine how far away my camera should be to film a title, say, 9” x 12” in size?

A. Yes. Multiply width of title by 2 1/2. In this case, 2 1/2” times 12 is 30. Therefore camera should be placed 30” from title. This formula applies, of course, only to standard lenses—1” 16mm. and 1 1/2” 8mm.
CLASSIFIED  ◀ ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
- BASS SAYS: Long experience counts. Hard to get apparatus, old and new, USED CAMERAS
  - 16mm. DeVry, 100 ft., F/3.5 lens, $19.50.
  - B&W Kodak Model E, F/3.5 lens, $32.50.
  - B. & H. 70A, F/3.5 Cook, $44.50.
  - 16mm. Kodak Model 121, Cooke F/2.7, $57.50.
  - 8mm. Simplex Pockette Magazine, F/1.9 Kodak Anastigmat, optical film path, $44.50.
  - 16mm. B. & H. Model 141 Magazine, fitted with Cooke F/2.7 fixed focus, $83.75.
  - 8mm. F/3.5. Cooke F/1.9 lens, with case, $92.50.
  - Victor 3 turret, Cooke F/3.5, 1 F/5.5 Wollensak, 1 4 Telephoto and case, $124.50.
  - 16mm. B. & H. 70DA, 1 F/3.8 Cooke, 20mm. F/3.5 Cooke and 2 F/4 Wollensak, case, $235.00.
  - Cine Kodak Special, latest model, Kodak F/3.9 lens, $450.00.
  - Cine Kodak Special F/1.9 lens, 3" Telecine Tele, F/4.5, reflex image finder, carrying case, $475.00.
  - 8mm. B. & H. Single B, F/3.5 lens, $21.50.
  - 8mm. Cine Kodak Model 62, F/1.9 lens, $57.50.
  - 8mm. Cine Magazine, Model 90, F/1.9 lens, with case, $92.50.
  - 8mm. Zeiss Movikon, Zeiss Sonnen F/2 lens and case, $212.50.
  - B. & H. Aristocrat, with Cooke F/2.5, 1 3/4 Wollensak F/3.5 focusing, 1" Breef F/2.7 with finder lens, case, $207.50.

RARE CINE LENSES
- 25mm. Schneider F/1.9, focusing, F/2.7 mount, $52.50.
- 1.15" B. & H. Teleat F/3.5, $42.50.
- 2" Cooke F/3.5, C mount, $65.00.
- 3" Super Wide Angle, F/1.9, $117.50.
- 50mm. Meyer Macro Plasmat F/2.7, focusing C mount, $63.50.
- 35/180 Cooke F/3.5, C mount, $87.50.
- 4" Cooke Tele F/4.5, C mount, $87.50.
- 1/4" Meyer Trioplan F/3.5, focusing C mount, $15.50.

USED PROJECTORS
- 16mm. DeVry Model G, 200 watt motor drive, $17.50.
- 16mm. Kodachrome EE, F/2.5 lens, 750 watt bulb, $37.50.
- 8mm. B. & H. 75A, 400 watt lamp and case, $50.00.
- Bolex 8mm., complete with lenses and carrying case, $175.00.

HOLMES model 1/2-16mm. sound projector, mechanically perfect, case, $290.00. Bolex 16mm., Mayer 15 and Eastman 4 in., (2/7) all (11/2) with 15 lenses, $150.00. Eastman model 1/2 never been used, $50.00. FRANKLIN DAVIS, Ocilla, Georgia.

SHELL & HOWELL 16mm. Automaster, turret 1 1/4" gauge, silent, direct focusing, carrying case, like new, $175.00. P. O. BOX 515, Logan, Utah.

CINE SPECIAL, lenses, Extra 35mm., Sound Am. Amp. YSA., Calberson duospand dual turnable. Also for your film. Cine Supplementary list. Phone or write, no cost, sell list. No discount. AITTY GOLDBERG, 49 Pearl, Hartford, Conn.

SAVE—Easy to make your own B/B mm. action filmmaker. No shutter or moving parts—film appears on motion pictures. Send $1.00 today for blue prints and Instructions. B/W ELEY BROS., 1189 Broadway Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

WANTED
- WANTED used 8mm-16mm, Films, cameras, projectors. Spot cash for anything photographical. We, trade, 8085, 154 East 47th St., New York City.
- WANTED — used equipment. Bargain list on request. PETERS, 418 So. 4th St., Allegheny, Penna.
- PRIVATE party wants: Film Stock 70DA with or without lenses. Also Filmoc 16mm., projector, etc. LLOYD FAUST, 903 South Crescent Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
- TURN your idle camera, projector or binoculars into ready cash. Bring it or write us details to receive estimate. 3/72 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
- SOUND projector wanted, good condition—Bell & Howell or Ampex. Pay good price. STAHL, 51 Cooke Road, New York City.
- WANTED—sound projector in good condition. State make and model and lowest price. FRANCES A. FLAHERTY, 39 East 39th St., Wilmington, Del.
- WANT 8 & 8 viewfinder turret; Cooke 1" F/1.5; Cooke 1" fixed F/2.7; Cine Special accessories. THOS. PETERSON, Box 221, Tucson, Arizona.

- Have you something to sell?
  Turn it in cash with a Home Movies classified ad!

RATES: Ten cents per word: minimum charge $2. Cash with order. Closing date 16th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES does not guarantee results advertised. Send ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

FILM RELEASES
- 8MM.: 16MM. sound and silent films, projectors, and cameras—bought, sold, and exchanged. Trades or terms accepted. Free bargain bulletin. ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New York.
- 1000 Subjects Listed! New Catalog—8mm. complete 200 ft. each, brand new, $4.50. Liberal exchange for your subjects. ABBE FILMS, 725 Broadway, N. Y. City.
- 8MM.: 16MM. Films bought, sold, exchanged. Sil- lemm Sound odd rolls, $1.50. complete subjects $2.00. Catalog, sample film, 10c. INTERNATIONAL, 2120 Strauss, Brooklyn, N. Y.
- ASTOUNDING Offer! Purchase 1 film (any make) or exchange subjects and receive FREE 10" 35mm. movie screen, GARY FILMS, 369 East 55th, New York, N. Y.
- 16MM. Exchanges—Silent films, $1.00 real, sound $2.00. Also bought. sold. Castle, Official latest releases. BETTER FILMS, 742 New Lots Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
- "EASY STREET"—starring Charlie Chaplin. One of Chaplin's greatest comedies printed direct from his original print, for $10. 25c. per foot. 1/4 hour. $8.00 COPE STUDIO, 3720 So. Figueroa, Los Angeles, Calif.
- SALE rant B/B mm. silent or sound. Write for Official Films' circular. Over 50 releases. Also ed. comedies, educational, public and commercial films. L. A. PALMER FILMS, 8 East 11th St., New York, N. Y. Producers, distributors, 495 Films Ave., N. Y. C.

KODACHROME FILM RELEASES
- KODACHROME TRAVEL FILMS, Latest releases now available for distribution, in 8 and 16mm. A pocketful will bring listing, KENWOOD FILMS, 818 E. 47th Street, Chicago, III.
- MOVIES for grownups. (Not Arts). Many in Kodachrome. Includes—Kodak, handy lens cloth, dime. JENKINS, 392, Elmira, N. Y.

FILMS
- 8MM.: 16MM. Film, including processing, day-light loading, super-calendering. 31 ft. 8/Bmm. Masterprint 12, 85c; Weston 24-16, $1.25; Weston 84-40, $1.50. 1000 Subjects Listed, Weston, 315 West 40th St., New York. Weston 84-40, $4.00. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lymans Ave., Oak Park, Ill.
- ESOS saves you 50% on spoiled film costs. Ad on page 243.

PROCESSING SERVICE
- MOTION picture processing, 100' 16mm., 75c; 50' 16mm., 50c; 25' 8mm., 35c. 25' 8mm., 25c. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lymans Ave., Oak Park, Ill.
- ESOS is Licensed by Eastman to process your double 8mm. films. 8/10, ESOS-PICTURES, 3174 Central St., Kansas City, Mo.

HOBBY BOOKS
- SAVE MONEY in wasted film and increase your enjoyment of home movie making by having a complete textbook on operation of the camera and loss of enjoyment. If you're a beginner in cinemography, it will save a copy of "How to Use a Movie Camera." Just 50c and well worth it.
- This is a fun and sensible hobby for your own film, besides enabling you to use inexpensive bulk film. Full of instructions and advice by experts, plus complete, easy-to-understand plans for building your own processing equipment. "How to Make Film Movie" is never to be had at $0.50, postpaid.
- The basic textbook of home titling is another "must" for the amateur's library. This popular volume covers all about the titling technique to use, all about auxiliary lenses, and how to make your own hit lettering. Send 5c for your copy of "How to Title Home Movies." VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Movies of Kiddies...
will be better if you follow the filming ideas contained in this new 32-page book just off the press. Contains 50 separate ideas on how to film children—how to make home movies of your kiddies appealing and professional-like. It's the best $25 investment you can make!

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Planning Vacation Movies?

Read this booklet first...!

It's just as easy to make your vacation movie a compelling narrative by adding continuity and a few running gags. Try it this year! Instead of bringing back a series of pot shots, shoot with a purpose built around the host of ideas to be found in "50 Ideas for Vacation Films."

First chapter tells what and how to shoot in vacation and travel movies . . . there's a chapter on ideas for "Running Gags" that make for continuity and tie ordinary vacation scenes together . . . full continuities for vacation films are suggested in still another chapter that will make you want to shoot not one but several separate vacation movies this summer . . . Closing chapter contains 15 art titles drawn especially for vacation movies . . . it's a lot of book for only 25c—just one of HOME MOVIES' services for the amateur.

Send for your copy today and plan your summer filming now!

Mail 25¢ today!

Use This coupon!

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS,
6060 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find 25c for which please send me, postage paid, copy of 50 IDEAS FOR VACATION FILMS.

Name:
Address:
City: __________________________________ State: ___________________________
What Modernization Can Do for Your Filmo 8mm. Camera

If you'd like to do things beyond the scope of your Filmo, you needn't be deterred by the fact that the camera you need may be difficult or impossible to buy now. For it is probable that B&H craftsmen can give your present Filmo the versatility you want. Here is how Filmo 8mm. Cameras, for example, can be modernized.

Double Exposures and Lap Dissolves

With a camera equipped to rewind film after the first exposure, so that it can be run past the aperture a second time, making professional double exposures and lap dissolves is easy. Your Filmo 8 can be fitted, at the B&H factory, with the necessary Rewinding Attachment, which includes external rewinding knob and frame counter, and internal shuttle release lever and frame counter actuating sprocket. Prices, including installation: for single-lens Filmo 8, $40.85; for Turret 8, $43.55.

Special Effects Possible with Different Camera Speeds

Your Filmo 8 operates in one of two speed ranges: 8, 16, 24, and 32 frames per second, or 16, 32, 48, and 64 f.p.s. If it is the former, perhaps you'd like to take slow-motion scenes, which require the 64-speed. And some who originally chose the 16 to 64 range would now prefer the other, because 8-speed is useful for accelerating sluggish action and for taking pictures under weak light. Either speed range change can be made on any Filmo 8 Camera at the B&H factory or a B&H branch. Price, $10.65.

EnJOY SOUNd MOVIES AT HOME

The compact, portable Filmsound Utility is an all-purpose 16mm. projector . . . shows both silent and sound films. Amply powerful to serve in your church or club auditorium.

Timely Films for Home Showings

"War without Warning" Series

Intelligently compiled from various domestic and foreign sources, these films deal with the fighting fronts and the home fronts, too. Write for detailed lists.

"Know Your Neighbor" Programs

B&H Filmsound Library offers scores of choice films which increase our knowledge of our allied peoples and of the vital geography of this first global war. Details upon request.

8mm. Film Rental Library

Hundreds of popular Filmsound Library movies are now available for rental in the 8mm. size. Users of 8mm. projectors are invited to write for 8mm. film catalog.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY

Refinishing

Would you like to have your Filmo 8 Camera sparkle again as when new? At the B&H Chicago factory we'll remove the mechanism, refurbish the die-cast housing just as we do new cameras, and reassemble, all for $7.50.

New Ease in Determining Correct Exposure

A new exposure guide, to replace the one now on your Filmo 8, covers all the factors that affect lens diaphragm setting—not only seasons, hours of the day, and types of subjects, as covered by your present guide, but also film emulsion speeds, color filters, and camera operating speeds. Installed on your camera at B&H factory or branch, $3.50.

Pin-sharp Focusing through Any Lens

A Critical Focuser, applicable to any Filmo Turret 8 Camera at the B&H factory and branches, permits seeing a magnified image of your subject through any lens on the turret head. Thus you can focus visually for maximum sharpness. Price, including installation, $19.45.

MAKE YOUR FILMO LAST! USE THIS ECONOMICAL, NEW SERVICE

To help Filmo owners keep their cameras and projectors in fine condition during the time when replacement would be difficult, we have established economical, standard charges for each of three classes of service on each camera and projector model. You'll be surprised at how little periodic factory service costs, and at how much it will add to the satisfaction your Filmo gives you. Mark coupon for details.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1425 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Please send folder detailing and pricing modifications of: ( ) 8mm. cameras and projectors; ( ) 16mm. cameras and projectors; ( ) Filmsounds.

Send details on standard-price servicing of: ( ) Filmsound Utility; ( ) silent films for home showings; ( ) 8mm. film rental library.

Name
Address
City ... State ... ZIP 6062
Donald Duck

offers a blitzkrieg of comedy in these newest releases of Walt Disney animated cartoons. Here are films to enliven your home movie shows!

**DONALD GETS DUCKED** . . . 1560-A
Fancy skater Donald ventures too near the thin ice and gets a cold bath before his friend Mickey finally rescues him.

**DONALD DOWN MEXICO WAY** . . . 1563-A
Taking his Spanish Senorita for a spin, Donald finds his car believes it is fiesta time and a riot of fun results.

100 Ft. 16mm. ............... $3.00
50 Ft. 8mm. ............... 1.50

Mickey Mouse

and all his pals come to you in a new series of cartoons for home projectors. There are laughs galore in these two late releases:

**STOP 'EM FLYING** . . . 1517-A
Attacked by a swarm of bees, Mickey uses blitz methods in repelling the attack and grounds the entire air armada.

**RUNNING WILD** . . . . . 1519-A
Mickey takes Minnie riding on a steam roller. The pesky twins take over the throttle and have a holiday!

100 Ft. 16mm. ............... $3.00
50 Ft. 8mm. ............... 1.50

**TIMELY FILMS OF PACIFIC WAR ZONES**

**OUR NAVY**
Uncle Sam's pride of the Pacific, the U. S. Pacific Fleet, shown in peace-time maneuvers. Shows warships in impressive battle formations, smoke screen practice, and big guns in action.

(Order by number—137-A)

100 Ft. 16mm. ............... $2.00
50 Ft. 8mm. ............... 1.00

**AUSTRALAND**
A scenic panorama of the business and residential sections of Auckland, New Zealand, destined to play an important part in the war in the Pacific. An informative film for home libraries.

(Order by number—1101-A)

100 Ft. 16mm. ............... $2.00
50 Ft. 8mm. ............... 1.00

**LIFE ON EQUATOR**
A picturesque panorama of life in the Dutch East Indies before its recent domination by Japan. Affords a brief but interesting study of natives and equatorial modes of living.

(Order by number—433-A)

100 Ft. 16mm. ............... $2.00
50 Ft. 8mm. ............... 1.00

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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THE letters received every day from Reel Fellows are so full of enthusiasm and ideas, we feel we ought to share them with others of the fraternity by publishing them here.

In his letter, Martin G. Winterton says he’s a real dyed-in-the-wool movie fan and sends along a picture of himself and his equipment to prove it. "I consider the Reel Fellows an excellent movement to establish a nation-wide fraternity of movie makers and to promote friendly sportsmanship in this outstanding hobby." Winterton. "It has been my pleasure to enjoy amateur movie making uninterrupted for over ten years and I have found this hobby can lead a person to many interesting places and circumstances."

Reel Fellow Clarence S. Jordan, 92 Julius St., Hartford, Conn., writes he’s eager to assist brother Reel Fellows by supplying specially filmed footage of subjects in his area. "If there is any 8mm footage of Hartford wanted by other Reel Fellows, I’ll be glad to exchange same for 8mm footage of capital buildings of any state."

Somewhere on the bottom of the Atlantic lies the Reel Fellows emblem of member E. B. Wright, a victim of the war. "I received my Reel Fellows emblem and identification card o. k.," relates Wright, "and needless to say was delighted with it. However, I found the emblem to be an article that was not lasting enough, so am asking you to send another. The first one you sent me I pinned on my coat lapel. Eight days later the oil tanker on which I was engineer went to the bottom of the sea with cn2 of Hitler’s torpedoes in it. My clothes and pin went along with it."

"However I did manage to save a wallet containing all my papers, so I still have my identification card. I also saved my camera, which I had aboard, and which was loaded with Kodachrome, and I think, or rather hope, I have some lifeboat pictures of the in..."

*Continued on Page 294*
Thrilling pageant of our Capital in wartime! Washington in high gear... going day and night to get the job done... fast! Here is the fascinating record of a city teeming with life... vibrant with action! Here are the White House... the War and Navy Departments... other crowded government buildings! Here are color... excitement! Hurrying diplomats! High officers! Key personalities... key figures! Scenes you will treasure for a lifetime! Be the first to own and show this great war picture on your own screen!

All Castle 16mm are treated with Vap-O-Rate. All 8mm are also treated.

OTHER GREAT CASTLE FILMS’ WAR MOVIES
1. “AMERICA’S CALL TO ARMS.” America springs to action to beat the Axis!
3. “BRITAIN’S COMMANDOS IN ACTION.” Sensational! Actual battle scenes in Norway!
4. “U. S. NAVY BLASTS MARSHALL ISLANDS.” Amazing, filmed-unde fire record of our blitz!
5. “BOMBING OF PEARL HARBOR” and “BURNING OF S. S. NOR-MANDIE.” (Both in one film.) Fateful page in U. S. history as proud ships born, and tragic fate of 560,000,000 luxury liner.
6. “RUSSIA STOPS HITLER.” Grim, gripping battle scenes in Russia’s snows!
7. “MacARTHUR—AMERICA’S FIRST SOLDIER” and “BOMBING OF MANILA.” (Both in one film.) Stirring scenes from the life of America’s hero. AWFUL HOLOC AUST OF WAR IN BOMBED MANILA.

SEE YOUR PH OTO DEALER—OR SEND THE HANDY ORDER FORM BELOW TO HIM—NOW!
The Reader

Paper for Titles
Here's a tip for you titlers:

Dear Sirs: I note from the article appearing in the March issue of Home Movies entitled "How to Make Your Titles Black" the point is brought out that certain papers do not produce good results when used for title cards. This leads to subject of the titles printed in your magazine each month. The paper on which Home Movies is printed has a semi-gloss surface and reflects light when titles are filmed under artificial illumination unless lights are carefully placed. After some experimenting, I found best results can be had by filming these titles out of doors in the shade where there's ample light for good exposure. In other words, I find your titles photograph best under diffused light or when harsh light does not strike them directly. Believe this may be of interest to all your readers.

—Ina Kersney, Tulsa, Okla.

Let's Help the Boys!

Here's a simple request that should find immediate response among cine-fans everywhere. If you have no film to give, why not loan it to these boys?

Dear Editor: If you can find space in your column, "The Reader Speaks," I would like to ask some of your readers if they have some odds and ends in 8mm. film that they are tired of. Many of the boys in camp have nothing to do at night and I would be glad to show them any films thus obtainable as long as my projector will hold out.


Correction

We regret space did not afford a more complete description of the Baia Cine Transito, Jr., on page 191 of the May issue. Apologies are due our readers as well as the manufacturer.

Gentlemen: In looking over your article, "How to make fade-ins and fadeouts" in the May issue, we note the statement that the Baia Cine Transito, Jr., is controlled and motivated by cable release. We wish to correct you on this by stating that this accessory is operated by spring motor, the stopping and starting of which is controlled by cable release.


Revere Backwind

If you can help this reader, Home Movies would like to know about it, too. We'll gladly publish plans and description of your backwind.

Dead Editor: I have a Revere Double 8mm. model 88 camera for which I would like to build and install a backwind. Do you have any information on how this can be done or know of any cinebug who can furnish plans?

—Ned Northey, 606 E. Palm Ave., Burbank, Calif.

Sound Fan

We refer this reader, as well as others interested in sound for movies, to Arch Sanders, Oregon Coast Highway Ass'n., Marshfield, Oregon. Other sound fans we are sure also will be interested in corresponding with reader Ford:

Gentlemen: Can you give me the addresses of a few fellow-16mm. filmers who experiment with sound for home movies so I may correspond with them? And how about more articles on the subject?

—Art Ford, 1114 Hartzell Ave., Nile, Ohio

Do You Title?

If you dabble with positive film titles, here's a plea from a kindred hobbyist:

Gentlemen: I would appreciate if you would mention in your "Reader Speaks" column that I'd like to correspond with other amateurs who use tinted positive film for titles, for the purpose of learning more about procedure involved and results obtained.

—G. A. Sterkweather, 411 N. Spring St., Beaver Dam, Wisc.

Footage Wanted

Following is request for needed scenes, probably available from other amateurs. Readers in need of footage of distant towns, cities, or objects are invited to make their needs known in this column without obligation.

Dear Editor: I wish to obtain 50 feet or more of 8mm. film of the American Legion parade held at the Milwaukee convention last year.

—Ralph I. Pennell, 2712 Warren Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Take Color Movies of Victory Gardening!

It's Easy With A Revere 8 Camera

The fine movies that you get with a Revere 8mm. Camera of Victory Gardening and other outdoor activities of the summer season will bring you and your friends hours of entertainment all year long. The fine lens and precision-built mechanism of the Revere make it easy to take movies of which you will be truly proud. The Revere's exclusive reciprocating sprocket film control and other advanced features help you get the sharpest, steadiest home movies you have ever seen. Ask your dealer for a demonstration! Write for literature. Revere Camera Co., Dept. 7HM, 320 E. 21st St., Chicago, Ill.

Revere 8mm. Projector
Its time-proved 500-watt optical system, with F1.6 lens, shows 8mm. movies at their brightest. Model 80 (shown here) complete with lamp, lens and one 300-foot reel, $75.00. Model 85, same as '80" plus beam threading light, micro-tilt, light diffuser, and de luxe carrying case, $89.50.

Revere Quality 8mm. Equipment

Buy U. S. War Savings Bonds and Stamps Now!
announcing!

Auricon SOUND CAMERA
for 16 mm sound-on-film

* Simplified Threading
* High Fidelity Sound
* Self-contained in sound proof "blimp."
* Minimum equipment: maximum portability.
   Camera and Amplifier, complete, weigh only thirty-seven pounds.
* Kodachrome or black and white pictures
  with Auricon sound track will reproduce on
  any sound-film projector.
* Synchronous electric motor driven.
* Can be operated in the field from an
  Auricon Portable Power Supply.
* Daylight loading spools with 200-foot film
  capacity.
* Auricon Camera with type "C" lens mount
  (but without lens) and Amplifier complete
  with microphone, instructions, and cases
  $880.00

AURICON 16 mm RECORDER
* Variable-area sound on film, for double system recording
  with a synchronous motor driven 16 mm. camera. Amplifier has
  background-noise reduction and mixers for combining speech
  and music. With dynamic microphone, instructions and cases for
  Recorder, Amplifier, Accessories . . . $695.00

Ask your Dealer, or write today
for free descriptive booklet.

AURICON Division,
E. M. BERNDT CORP.
5515 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Information PLEASE

Filming Faults (Earl Widdecombe,
Oklahoma, Okla.)

Q. I'm just a beginner, have shot
just two rolls of black and white film,
and so far have not had much luck.
Scenes are not sharp or too "fuzzy," etc.
Can you suggest how I can improve my
pictures?

A. It's impossible to diagnose your
trouble without first screening your
film. No doubt its from lack of experi-
ence or perhaps we should say it's due
to lack of study of your camera in-
struction book. Eastman Kodak
Company includes a little folder with all
films returned after processing which
lists some of the most common movie
making faults and suggested remedies.
We reprint it here for your informa-
tion, believing careful study will en-
able you to promptly improve your pic-
ture making:

UNDEREXPOSED pictures are gener-
ally dark and lack detail. Cause: Camera
diaphragm opening too small or insuf-
ficient light. Remedy: Careful observ-
ance of exposure instructions enclosed
with film.

OVEREXPOSED pictures are too light
and lack highlight detail. Cause: Cam-
era diaphragm opening too large. Rem-
edy: Careful observance of exposure
instructions enclosed with film.

UNSTEADY Pictures. Any unstead-
iness of the camera is magnified on the
screen. Hold camera as steady as possi-
ble and panoram only where necessary,
and then very slowly.

BACK-LIGHTED and Side-lighted pic-
tures may have objectionably heavy
shadows and, possibly, lens flare. Cause:
Sun in front or to side of camera. Rem-
edy: Where possible use flat light with
the sun behind the camera. Flat light is
preferable for color pictures, the color
furnishing all contrast necessary.

CLEAR AREAS. Stray light entering
the camera, causes the image to become
entirely or partially transparent, but the
film may still show some color. Cause:
Beginning, end, or edge fog is caused by
exposure of the film to light; usually
due to incorrect loading or unloading.
Center fog occurs when the cover is re-
moved from a camera containing a par-
tially exposed film.

OUT OF FOCUS pictures. Cause: In-
correct setting of focussing scale. Remedy:
Judge distances accurately and adjust
the focussing scale carefully.

LOOSED O/'LAMP produces a double
image, or pictures that are badly blurred.
Cause: Short loop between gate and
sprocket due to improper threading or

camera out of adjustment. Remedy:
Thread camera carefully following in-
struction manual, or return to manu-
facturer for inspection.

CLOUDY OR FLAT. Cause: Lens of
camera or projector veiled with dust
or oil. Remedy: Keep lenses and filters
clean.

CAMERA SCRATCHES are continuous
or intermittent perpendicular lines.
Cause: Incorrect threading of film or
an accumulation of dirt and emulsion
particles in camera gate. Remedy: Care
in threading and cleaning of gate, fol-
lowing instructions outlined in your
camera manual.

CAMERA LIGHT LEAK causes clear or
colored flashes on the film at or near
a scene change. A severe light leak may
produce streaks throughout the roll.
Cause: Camera cover not properly at-
tached or has been sprung, preventing
a light-tight fit, or some leak in case.
Remedy: Return camera to the manu-
facturer for repair.

The following applies particularly to
Kodachrome:

YELLOW Filter destroys the correct
color balance and makes the pictures too
yellow. Only the Haze and Photoflood
Filters designed for the Kodachrome
Film (Regular) or the Type A Kod-
achrome Filter for Daylight for the Type
A Film are recommended.

EXCESSIVE REDNESS. Cause: Early
morning or late afternoon sun has an
overabundance of red. Remedy: Unless
photographing sunrise or sunset, pic-
tures should not be made too soon af-
ter sunrise or too near sunset.

EXCESSIVE BLUENESS. Cause: Type
A Kodachrome film used in daylight
without a filter. Type A Film used in
artificial light with Kodachrome filter
for photofloods; or used with "daylight" or
blue photoflood lamps. Remedy: Use
Type A Kodachrome filter for daylight
with type A Kodachrome film when
subject is in daylight. When type A
film is used in artificial light, Photo-
foild lamps are recommended for illum-
ination without use of filter. All day-
light should be excluded from the scene.

READERS: This department is for your
benefit. Send in your problems and our
technical board of professional cameramen
will answer your question in these col-
umns. If an answer by mail is desired,
enclose address stamped envelope.
THREE scenario films have been selected for review here this month for the opportunity they present to offer constructive criticism in a type of movie making in which many amateurs are less skillful. Filming a scenario is a pretty difficult task for a one-man producing unit that must serve as camera man, director, script clerk, title maker, editor, etc. Most amateurs excel in one particular phase of movie making and rate all the way from good to poor in the other departments.

Because this has become increasingly evident from the number of amateurs who lately are producing the more serious type of picture, it is all the more necessary that amateurs recognize their shortcomings and set about to rectify them if ambitious filming efforts are to be successful.

Ernest H. Brown, who recently completed "The Expensive Key," a 16mm. Kodachrome picture running 300 feet in length, has done a marvelous job with his camera. But unfortunately his story does not measure up to his technical abilities. The story concerns a tramp who arrives in a town by freight, begs a half dollar, gets drunk and kidnaps a child. He makes his escape in the car of the child's father, the key of which he had stolen earlier. The child escapes from the kidnapper's shack and the kidnapper, in pursuing her, is run down and killed by a motorist. The child is rescued and returned to her parents.

This filmer failed to state the camera or lenses used, but his resultant exposures are perfect with all shots, interior as well as exterior, sharply focused.

Tinting, too, is good. Titles were composed of block letters of the Knight type and nicely arranged and photographed, often with impressive fade or iris effects. Main and credit titles were superimposed over scenic backgrounds and correct exposures are an outstanding feature of this double filming.

Additional cutting would aid the story considerably. Action could be speeded up in the opening sequence showing tramp's arrival in town, by cutting directly from shot of approaching train to shot of tramp climbing down from freight car, thus saving two scenes. Also there is much unexplained action as when tramp takes wad of paper from trash can then returns it without indicating why. In the early part of the story, the tramp is shown walking the main street of the town; but there is too much footage devoted to this before he finally gets down to the business of begging a coin, then going into the bar for a drink.

In the bar, the first of several illogical activities takes place. Here the tramp is shown offering the bartender the fifty cent piece, for which the bartender places a half dozen drinks before him. This might have been more convincing had the scene been staged in a second rate "skidrow" dive instead of an attractive cocktail bar. Then in the closing sequences, after the tramp's demise by automobile, the rescuer returns the child to its home without any indication being given as to how he knew child's address. The child apparently was too young to give this information.

A few retakes and a little more trimming at the editing board will make this a first rate picture.

"Wedded Bliss- ters" is a clever comedy that requires only a little cutting and re-editing to improve its chances as a contest winner. Running 150 feet in 8mm. black and white, it was produced by H. E. Swanson of San Francisco. Story is based on the turnabout idea—the husband changing places with the wife, but in this case, in a dream.

The husband comes home from work to find no dinner prepared. When he chides his wife for the delay, she relates the extent of her day's chores and this is shown in split stage montage effect. As the wife hurries to prepare dinner, the husband retires to an easy chair in the parlor and soon falls asleep. He dreams he is the housewife and we see him arising in the morning in the garb of a woman, tidying his hair, then cooking, washing and tending other household duties. In the midst of this, his wife in overalls—now in his role as the worker—comes home bandaged and with a leg in a plaster cast. He explains how she fell from a scaffolding on the job and was sent to the hospital "for repairs."

The husband awakes when his wife calls him to dinner and he shows a
When you show the movies you take this Summer, you'll want the good screen brilliance and contrast characteristic of the best photography. So, consider these two Agfa Ansco films for your 8 and 16mm. work—Twin-Eight or 16mm. Hypan Reversible.

Hypan is an excellent choice as an all-purpose film. Its high speed, exceptional brilliance, full panchromatic sensitivity, fineness of grain and wide latitude are your assurance of great results with either outdoor or indoor subjects.

16mm. Hypan is available in 100 ft. rolls at $6.40; in 50 ft. rolls at $3.45. Twin-Eight Hypan is only $2.40 for double-width 25 ft. rolls. Prices include processing and return postage. Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, New York.
If, between your patriotic activities as air raid warden, Red Cross worker, U. S. O. aid, or Bond selling campaigner, you can find time for a little home movie filming this summer, it probably will be when the circus comes to town. Everything short of war stops when the “big top” arrives, and this year the circus offers all a major opportunity for really interesting filming now that gasoline and tire rationing makes touring for movies out of the question.

Rivaling flower gardens and autumn foliage as subjects for color filming are the gay posters, street parade, sideshow banners, bizarre costumes, and the inevitable balloon peddler, all of which contribute to the perennial atmosphere of the circus. Indeed all of these afford equally colorful contrasts for black and white filming, too.

Filming a circus is most easily treated in a documentary fashion unless the big show is to remain in town several days, thereby affording the time required for scouting locations and making shots at the right time of day for scenarized pictures on the subject. But for the most of us, we simply want to bring our camera along and “shoot as we go.” This does not necessarily mean shooting, aimlessly, a succession of cine snap shots. A little planning in advance, an admonition frequently voiced, will result in a documentary of the circus that will have lasting appeal.

Our planning in advance concerns the idea around which our circus action will revolve or perhaps a better way to state this is: our planning should concern the continuity idea or series of tie-up shots which we must make that can be intercut among our circus shots to mold the whole into an entertaining picture.

Probably the most appealing manner in which to present our picture is through the eyes of a child. In a way, children’s entertainment and circuses are synonymous. Circuses are staged especially to appeal to children. Small boys yearn to join the circus. Little girls admire the costumed bareback riders.

Continued on Page 216

Here is the main title for your circus film. Made especially for typewriter titlers, it should be cut out and pasted on a card of the size that fits titer.
FILMING your first movie . . .

The seventh of a series of lessons for the beginner

By STANLEY E. ANDREWS

WHEN, in January, we began the first of our series of 12 lessons for the beginner on how to make amateur movies, it was our aim to guide our class of students progressively through each of the fundamental steps of making good pictures. We began by describing the function of camera and lens; then we explained the characteristics of lenses and of filters; we dealt with the hows and whys of exposure meters; the value of multiple camera speeds; and, last month, the purpose and function of filters.

Now we have arrived at the stage of shooting pictures — theoretically, of course. Obviously, we did not expect an amateur with a brand new camera to put off using it until after this seventh lesson. But assuming you have been a constant student of our beginner's class, have carefully assimilated what information we have offered to date, you are now ready to go along with the class on its initial filming expedition. We won't bother with details of exposure, focusing, etc. You've had your lessons on those subjects and will know when and what to do with both.

We're concerned now with shooting a movie that will have continuity, compelling interest, and good photographic quality. Amateurs are constantly assailed with the term continuity. Some may be tired of it; others yet may not know its full meaning. However, let it be impressed upon all beginning amateurs that every movie must have continuity if it is to be a successful picture.

To have continuity, a movie — whether it be a mere 25 feet of 8mm, or 400 feet of 16mm — must have a recognizable beginning and an end. And this applies to films on any subject: sceneries, travel or vacation pictures, or record movies of the baby. Take movies of the baby for instance. That's where most home movies start, anyway. Its just as easy to begin such movies cleverly and to make each scene link with that preceding and succeeding it, as to shoot hit or miss.

The easy way for the unimaginative individual is to train his camera on the baby and shoot. But that's still picture technique. Let's plan a continuity sequence for a baby picture. We'll assume it's a new arrival in the family, just home a week or so from the hospital. We want to make some movies of her so we'll have a record of what she looked like at this age.

Let's set the stage for this sequence out on the porch — in the shaded area where bright sun won't hurt baby's eyes, but where there's enough reflected light to permit good exposure. Place mother and baby at ease, in a natural position. Make a shot from a distant spot of mother fondling the youngster, perhaps bending over the bassinet or baby carriage, talking baby talk, etc. Move in now for the next shot — a closeup of mother from a low angle as she fondles or talks to the baby. Moth-

• Most important in shooting pictures of children and pets is to make one or more shots in close-up. Close-ups increase human interest, give audiences opportunity to study subjects at close range.

• Continued on Page 293
NATURE photography with a cine camera is a combination of two hobbies, the oldest hobby and the newest. The earliest records left by prehistoric man show his interest in the world around him; his drawings made on the walls of caves are evidence of this. All through the ages men have interested themselves in the study of plants, animals, insects, and birds—studying their lives and habits, and, as a hobby, it has always been satisfying. On the other hand, the newest hobby, excluding fads, is the making of amateur motion pictures. This hobby is about twenty years old, and the other about twenty thousand. And so we have a union of hobbies, one from the old stone age, another, machine created, an outlet for man's primitive and modern

CLOSE-UP

filming of bees, butterflies and blossoms

BY JAMES H. MERRILL

interests, in the creation of motion pictures of the natural world.

In nature cinematography, care must be exercised in the choice of subject. The most important thing, in fact the only reason for the existence of motion pictures, is interest, and the interest must be a moving one. Consequently, motion pictures of flowers with nothing happening are not of much interest. If, however, the picture is a time-lapse one of the flower opening, or a bee working on it, or its functions are being demonstrated, it is another story. On the other hand, small animals and insects produce very interesting pictures. The most difficult part is to get them to act, and this is one of the fascinations of this type of work.

The most important problem in applying the cine camera to nature photography is focusing on small objects. Most cine cameras are equipped to focus on objects from infinity to two feet. Their lenses are not calibrated for shorter distances for the reason that depth of focus decreases rapidly as the plane focused upon approaches the camera, and it becomes impractical to estimate the subject distance accurately enough to insure sharp focus. Moreover, the finder systems available at the present time are not valid for very short subject distances, because of the displacement of the finder axis from the camera lens axis. The result is that the camera suffers from a sort of presbyopia. Overcoming this affliction will permit the application of the movie camera to nature photography. Classified according to focusing distance and field size, there are four subject classes in nature photography:

1. Normal objects at normal distances, which can be photographed without additional equipment.
2. Small objects, normally examined at about ten inches. The majority of subjects fall in this class.
3. Small objects which cannot be closely approached, for example, birds.
4. Very small objects, which are examined through a magnifying glass.

Means for filming the second and fourth classes are offered here. The prin-

Fig. 2

● This focusing frame may easily be constructed by any amateur. Similar to a tilter, it includes auxiliary lens holder and wire frame which defines field for ultra-close-up filming of nature subjects.

Continued on Page 283
TRICK SHOTS

Hollywood style

By GEORGE A. GAULD

READERS may remember that in last month's article, we introduced our amateur film actors in Hollywood-like studio settings by means of trick photography and the table top model rigged up on the Frame described in the March issue. These effects were obtained by use of either the split screen or neutral backgrounds and double exposure. With these mediums, life size human actors were made to play their parts on a lavish set of very small dimensions—a foreground model, not more than a foot or two in width.

Now it is but a single step forward to obtain the combination of human actors and animated puppets and scenes. For the second exposure on the models, single frames are exposed, one at a time, the necessary movement of the scene or puppet being made between each. Although this process may be somewhat tedious and calls for careful timing, vast new fields are opened up for the cinebug. The "Alice in Wonderland" film is no longer a dream but a real practical possibility.

An example of the animated model set is shown in Fig. 1. The scene depicts the interior of a clock tower and the two small boys are seen, peering over the balcony, watching the wheels go 'round. The model set is built up between Stage A and B on the Frame, the large cog wheel in the top left hand corner being set hard up against Stage B, receiving no illumination and therefore appearing in silhouette, giving depth to the picture. The cog wheels are cut to the full circle and arranged on pins so that they may be rotated. In addition, a small pendulum is rigged up near the main source of light so as to cast a strong shadow across the set. This is made to swing slowly backwards and forwards, throwing an eerie shadow backwards and forwards across the set in time with the movement of the cog wheels, for it must be remembered that they should move in jerks, not continuously, because of the escapement gear.

An opening is cut in the backdrop above the balcony covering both the door and door opening. This opening is used as the mask, and after the whole Frame has been draped in a black cloth to exclude unwanted light, the apparatus is set up and focused on the children standing on a box in a genuine full-sized doorway. In this way, they can push the door open, come forward a little and move from side to side within the limits of the doorway and in front of the open door. A black drape should be hung all around the actual

*Continued on Page 291*

† Pictures below are stills of actual sets used by author Gauld in filming 16mm. movie in which masking and split-stage photography was employed for illusive and fantastic effects.
AFTER a roll of film is exposed, processed, then screened, there is a fourth stage it should go through—a sort of "polishing" process. And if the filming involved more than one roll, editing is all the more important. Inevitably there will be lengthy scenes to shorten, over- and under-exposed frames to delete, and most important, re-arranging of the scenes to form continuity. Editing movies is as fascinating as filming, provided the job is approached systematically and with adequate equipment. Demonstrated is simple editing procedure.

First step is to screen picture and make notes as guide to cutting, editing and titling. Have pencil and pad of paper ready beside projector. If spill light from lamp-house is inadequate illumination for writing, provide a small desk lamp or other light source properly shielded from screen. If necessary, stop projector frequently in order to complete notes. Write text for sub titles.

At editing board, break down film into individual scenes except where scenes follow in proper order. Coil film strips, mark with identifying tag, slip of paper, etc., and place on editing rack in chronological order. Use scissors in cutting film and always sever at frame lines. When "breakdown" process is completed, all scenes should be arranged on editing rack ready for editing and splicing.

Referring to notes, inspect each scene carefully and trim as indicated. Start with scene number one and proceed to add subsequent scenes according to outline written during projection of picture, shortening each scene or cutting the action at a specific point. Edit to sustain interest. Shorten lengthy non-action scenes. Cut in close-ups after medium or long shots. Splice carefully.

Re-editing is invariably necessary. After first editing, screen picture again and again and note where additional cutting or re-arrangement of scenes will improve continuity. This is the time to complete text for all necessary titles. Invite members of family to sit in on these subsequent screenings and note their re-actions. Return to editing board with film and notes. Re-edit and title.
Controlling focus for better PHOTOGRAPHY

By WILLIAM J. BORNANN

An element of photography and particularly of cinematography little understood by the average amateur is depth of focus. When a camera is trained upon a scene or object, the customary step before exposing the film is to adjust the lens so it will focus sharply on it. If this is not done, the film image will not be sharp. Often the principle subject in a scene is out of focus and the background or foreground is in focus instead, indicating there is always a certain area within the scene that constitutes a field of sharpest focus. This field is not definite, being subject to change and especially to condensation or expansion through adjustment of the camera lens.

If you have ever watched a searchlight at night projecting a beam of light into the sky, you've seen the beam's brightest area come to an end at a fixed distance from the lamp house. Some of the light extends beyond but it is diffused. Length of the light beam can be shortened or lengthened by adjusting the searchlight's focusing apparatus.

In a similar way, the "seeing" ability of our camera lens reaches out on a beam before our camera, bringing a certain part of the area into sharp focus. If we set our lens to focus at 10 feet, objects at 10 feet distant will register sharply. Set the lens at 25 feet and objects at that distance will be in sharp focus.

This point of sharp focus, however, is something more than a "point." Actually it is an area or "belt" extending across the scene laterally, the depth of which depends upon another adjustment of the lens—the aperture opening. Familiar is the statement that "the smaller the lens stop, the sharper the focus." Actually, the smaller the lens stop, the deeper is the area of sharp focus. If we train our lens, opened to f/1.9, on an object 4 feet away, surrounding objects which make up the background and foreground and located within the area 3 feet 5 inches to 4 feet 10 inches from the camera will also be in sharp focus. Thus the sharp focus "belt" would have a depth of 17 inches. Let us stop down the lens to f/8 and the depth of this sharp focus "belt" is increased to a depth of 7 feet 15 inches!

Some may ask why is knowledge of depth of focus so important? If our object is 10 feet away and we set our lens to focus accordingly, what's the difference how much of the rest of the scene is in sharp focus? Well, for ordinary "snapshot" filming, it really doesn't make any difference. But serious cinematographers find frequent use of this knowledge to improve their photography and the really fine films are those where use of proper focus resulted in improved composition. We need only recall the widespread interest created by the deep focus photography in Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane" or our own individual reactions to it.

Not all the best photography consists of scenes in deep focus. Many times knowledge of depth of focus will enable filming an object so it will stand out sharply against a background that might otherwise prove confusing. Outdoors, when filming scenic panoramas, deep sharp focus is always desirable.

At the conclusion of this article there appears a table of hyperfocal distances which apply to the regular fixed focus lenses of 8mm. and 16mm. cameras. When a lens is set at the hyperfocal distance, objects will be in focus from 1/2 the hyperfocal distance to infinity. The hyperfocal distance varies with the lens opening or stop used. As an example let us suppose that we are filming a scene at f/8 with a 1 inch lens. Referring to the table of hyperfocal distances, we find that when a 1-inch lens is used at f/8 the hyperfocal distance is 11 feet. Therefore everything within the scene from 5 1/2 feet to infinity is in focus. To allow the greatest range of sharpness when using a focusing lens, always set lens at the hyperfocal distance for the diaphragm opening being used and everything will be in focus from one-half that distance to infinity.

This method is perhaps the easiest way to use a focusing lens set at "fixed focus" and yet enjoy the advantages of the focusing lens when its needed. It would probably be a good idea to copy the hyperfocal distance table and paste it right on your camera.

Next comes the question of filming an object at a certain distance and wishing to know how far in front and how far in back of that object will be in

* Continued on Page 290
GOOD TITLES

...and plenty of them...

"White Water," Movie of the Month boasts fifty per-cent footage in titles...

By J. H. Scohen

Many so-called experts on home movies would scoff at the idea of producing an acceptable amateur motion picture half titles and half pictures. But now that its successfully been done, the experts can chalk off another "don't" from their list of must-nots in the art of amateur movie making.

A film that proves the fallacy is "White Waters," produced by Reel Fellow C. A. Willis of Merced, California, and awarded Home Movies' certificate for the Movie of the Month. This beautiful and highly informative film runs 400 feet in 16mm. Kodachrome and has as its subject the famed waterfalls of Yosemite National Park. It traces the rivers, of which the falls are part, from their origin in melting mountain snows to their meeting with the sea. The imaginative Willis has captured with his camera a masterful and poetic story of the river.

Thousands of cine cameraists have journeyed to Yosemite to make color movies of its limitless scenery. Yet few ever bring to a successful conclusion a complete movie story of this wonder spot tied together in true cinematic sense with continuity made of artful editing and titling. Without the titles, "White Water" might be just another scenic film of Yosemite.

There is so much to film in Yosemite the average amateur is overawed if not confused. But Willis selected one phase on which to film a story: the story of the park's big feature—its waterfalls. And by so doing he included much of Yosemite's grandeur without detouring from his main subject.

Opening titles tell how over the vast Sierra Nevada snowfields the bright California sun plays, transforming the "white waters" into silver fluid. There's a beautiful panorama shot of snow capped peaks framed with swaying branches of pines. Then the title:

"First a trickle..."

followed by a closeup of a trickle of water issuing from beneath a cluster of melting snow. Other descriptive titles and their complementary scenes follow:

"...then a rivulet...."

"...a dashing stream...."

"then a mountain brook, as melting snows begin their journey to the sea."

Reproductions of these titles and accompanying scenes appear here. They display the artistry of the filer as well.

Continued on Page 272

Imaginative titling and fine editing combined to make "White Waters" the Movie of the Month. Some of its continuity is displayed in the title and scene reproductions at right.
Standing behind his Bolex "16" and part of the vast battery of lights he used, is Robert Harnsberger, member of the Reel Fellows, whose 16mm Kodachrome film of Luray Caverns boasts 38 prints in circulation.

REEL FELLOW films

the underground . . .

BY CURTIS RANDALL

Typical of the talent within the ever growing Reel Fellows organization is Robert C. Harnsberger, famed for some outstanding cine clicking in and about his home town, Luray, Virginia. Harnsberger got the movie bug just as you and I. He was married, there were children, and he thought it would be a swell idea to get a camera so he could make movies of the kiddies as they grew up. Afterward, he extended his movie activities in the usual way, shooting flowers, picnic trips and relatives whenever they chanced in for a visit. Today, Harnsberger owns a fine Bolex "Sixteen" and—well some of his other equipment may be seen in the photo at top of this page.

The reason we’re writing about Reel Fellow Harnsberger is because his employer thought so much of his last motion pictures, he ordered 38 prints to be made and put into circulation! Of course, like Postum, there was a reason. Harnsberger’s movie pictured the wonders of the Luray Caverns of Virginia, managed by his employer. It probably is the finest advertising that could be produced for this famed natural wonder which each year attracts thousands of tourists.

During the Fall of 1940, Harnsberger started to film the Luray Caverns on his own. Being an employee of the Caverns management he had full access to the cave and to many facilities not available to the average movie amateur. During the winter when tourist business was dull, Harnsberger worked underground daily with his camera and lights and by spring had accumulated quite a lot of Kodachrome footage on the principle points of interest in this subterranean wonderland.

Up until the time Harnsberger’s film was circulated by his employer, not many people west of Virginia knew of Luray Caverns. Now they are well known throughout the U. S. A., and more people will know about Luray as Harnsberger’s film gains wider circulation.

The caverns lie under a great hill in the Shenandoah Valley. They consist of many large rooms connected by natural corridors or passageways. Glittering stalactites, fluted columns, stone draperies in folds and a thousand tints, cascades of snow-white stone—all fill the mind of the visitor with curious sensations of wonder and admiration. To the movie bug, it sets his trigger finger itching uncontrollably. The caves are lighted by many incandescent lamps in reflectors carefully concealed among the depressions within the cave. The myriad of colors is unsurpassed by any other natural cavern.

Continued on Page 283

Two views of the beautiful multi-colored interior of the famed Luray Caverns of Virginia which Reel Fellow Harnsberger successfully lighted and filmed in Kodachrome.
A home-made press for

PRINTING TITLES

BY GEORGE CARLSON

A DESIRE of almost every movie amateur is to make professional-like titles from cards printed from type. Heretofore, cost of necessary equipment deterred many from even experimenting with this phase of title making for it usually meant expenditures for a printing press, type and ink. The last two items are negligible. It's the press that's expensive. And when a movie amateur encounters difficulty keeping himself in film, his chances of finding spare cash for printing equipment are pretty slim.

Experiments have proven that quite satisfactory printed title cards can be made without a printing press. All that is really required is a font of regular printer's type, a quantity of printing ink and a little ingenuity on the part of the cinebug to fashion from bits of wood, etc., the implements necessary to hold the type and produce a clean impression on paper.

Illustrated here is a compact and efficient home-constructed title printing outfit and the method for using it to print titles. The complete outfit is pictured in Fig. 1—type cabinet, chase, type tweezers, ink, ink roller and plate, and impression block. First step is to select the desired type, then to construct a box or cabinet to hold the type in orderly manner to facilitate easy selection of characters. As this outfit was designed especially for the printing of title cards for a typewriter titler, a type was selected corresponding in size to ordinary pica-size typewriter type.

The ideal type for printing titles is a gothic style—a type with a solid face such as the following:

1. Title Type
2. Title Type

Complete fonts, which include enough characters to compose the average title, may be purchased from any type foundry or printer's supply house. No. 1 type above is Kabel Bold; No. 2, Bold face Stymie. There are other Gothic faces equally as good. The two suggested are among the latest and most modern. A supply of lead spacers also should be obtained. These are the fillers to be placed between the lines of type. A small can of black ink can be had from the same source.

For the ink roller, buy an ordinary print roller from your photo dealer. The small size will do. Then for the ink "fount," use a panel of ordinary window glass. A bit of the ink may be smeared upon it and the roller worked over it in order to distribute the ink evenly on the roller as shown in Fig. 3.

In the printing business, the piece of equipment used to hold the assembled type and which is locked in place on the press is called a "chase." Usually this is a rectangular frame of steel. The type is centered within it and the remaining space filled out with wooden blocks called "furniture." Small metal gadgets called "quoins" are adjusted to lock type and furniture securely within the chase.

However, we need no such elaborate accessories. Our chase can be made from thin wood, such as obtainable from an apple box, and will in itself be

• Continued on Page 287

• Pictured is the simple paraphernalia required to print titles with type. The "press" is home made from cigar or apple box material. Type and ink require the only outlay of cash—and modest, too.
Parallax Corrector

Photo shows a highly efficient parallax corrector or alignment gauge for the Filmo eight. Construction details are shown in accompanying sketch. Materials are a piece of bar metal (aluminum, brass, or steel) ¼"x2"x9"; three ¼"x20 machine screws 1" in length; two ½" wing nuts; and a short piece of ⅛" brass rod.

Metal bar should be cut into two pieces as required, then the two pieces bent to shape before trimming down to final size. An inside radius of about ⅛" at the bends will do. Corners should be rounded as shown.

Most important dimensions are the 21/32" horizontal and 15/16" vertical differences between the centers of the lens and finder of the camera. The important thing is to locate properly these center points and build the rest of the gadget around them.

With these two centers located on the larger or stationary piece #1, draw diagonal line connecting the two and extend it ¾" as shown so that the two guide studs can be set that far apart and yet travel the full distance required. Best way to cut slot in piece #1 is by drilling a row of ¼" holes, all carefully centered on the diagonal line by pre-marking with center-punch.

First two holes drilled should be those separated by the ¾" dimension and this should be done with the #2 piece clamped together with the #1 piece in lower position. Drill should be allowed to penetrate only far enough to mark centers of holes on piece #2 as holes in this piece should be made with a No. 7 drill and tapped for a ¼" No. 20 thread. Filing of diagonal slot in piece #2 should be delayed until piece #2 is completed. This slot will be filed only wide enough to take the two ¼" studs snugly. There must be no play whatever between studs and slot.

Holes are tapped in base of #1 piece and also in top of #2 piece to fit tripod and camera screw respectively. Camera screw for piece #2 is fitted with wing nut, properly anchored, and the threads filed off for a quarter of an inch to permit screw to ride free in the base.

Photograph shows manner of attaching completed gauge to tripod and camera. Closeup shots are lined up through finder with camera in lowered position, and the shot made of the exact area seen through viewfinder when camera is locked in upper position.

---Henry M. Fishman, Greenbelt, Md.

Holds Bulk Film

Pictured is an ordinary ¼" rubber band, cut, and rejoined with rubber cement to form a tab. This is used to keep my rolls of bulk film from unrolling. I formerly used strips of various adhesive tapes but found that in warm weather, adhesive had tendency to part from tape and adhere to film with re-

---O. Ward Pears, Chicago, Ill.

Scroll Attachment

Eastman titlers and those of other makes can be improved to afford moving or scroll titles by the simple expedient illustrated here. Two tabs "B" are formed of light metal or tin and soldered or riveted to top of title card holder as shown. Two metal rods are then fitted into title card holder as shown at "A." These serve to keep the lengthy title flat and in focus while being photographed. The spool "C" can be made from a piece of dowel or a discarded roll film spool. It should be slotted at either end so it will fit into the tabs "B." The hand crank may be formed from a piece of coat hanger wire and driven securely into the spool.

To use, print title on strip of paper of required length, allowing about three inches of blank space as a leader. Insert leader into slot in spool and wind up to starting point. Title should be threaded with rods "A" in back of it. By holding title strip firmly at loose end, sufficient tension will be applied to title surface flat and at same time balance the winding action.
sult it collected in film gate of my camera. The tab, of course, makes it easy to remove rubber band or replace it on roll of film.

—B. C. Cool, Calgary, Albta., Canada

Meter Kink

Exposure meters in leather carrying cases may be carried safely on one’s belt or attached to camera case by improving case with simple eyelet and snap as pictured here.

Fashion an eyelet from piece of stout wire and insert in hole of meter carrying case as shown. Fit an ordinary harness snap to your belt or camera carrying case to which meter may be snapped when not in use.

—Dudley Tubbs, Elmira, N.Y.

Editing Aid

Accompanying picture shows a simple editing accessory I constructed to hold my film strips. I had tried pegs and nails, but the film unrolled and proved a nuisance. Round containers also proved bothersome as the film unrolls and clings closely to side of box making it difficult to readily extract it.

I secured a quantity of square pill boxes, separated tops from the bottoms, and tacked them in rows to a square board, as shown. Numbers from 1 to 99 on gummed and perforated paper were obtained from a stationary store and were used to number the boxes.

The coiled film expands when released, but is readily grasped with the fingers because of the square shape of the boxes.

—B. C. Cool
Calgary, Albta., Canada

Remote Control

This gadget applies to the use of a Keystone camera with a tilting device such as described by George Cushman in the April issue of Home Movies and is particularly adaptable for animation work, in that it provides for operating camera starting button by foot, leaving both hands free to manipulate the animation or title material.

The foot control consists of a wooden block on which is mounted an ordinary strap hinge A. A small spring B is attached between leaves of the hinge, as shown. A small corner bracket is soldered or bolted to top of hinge as shown at C which provides an anchor for the wire that runs through the flexible cable D to the camera starting button. This flexible cable is an ordinary spring curtain hanger obtainable from any dime store.

At the camera, a hinge is again employed at the terminus of the wire and flexible cable. Cable is anchored securely to it and a small bolt inserted in hinge in such a way as to provide a contact point with camera starting button. Other minor features are illustrated.

Foot control is placed on floor beneath worktable with cable extending to camera above. To start camera, hinge pedal is depressed drawing wire in flexible shaft which pulls second hinge against camera button.


Reel Retainer

I have owned several low-priced 8mm projectors and have found that the spring clips on reel spindles invariably weaken and fail to hold reels securely. After resorting to various remedial measures, I found a small rubber grommet, slipped over the spindle after mounting the reel, held the reel in place and was readily removable.

Such rubber grommets are available from electrical or radio supply stores in a number of sizes.

—D. J. Henninger, Tiffin, Ohio

Film Cleaner

Pictured is a simple arrangement made of simple materials for the purpose of automatically cleaning home movie film during rewinding process.

A wooden bracket attached to worktable or editing board supports four ordinary thread spools. Spools are attached with nails in such a manner as to permit free movement. Each spool is covered with a piece of felt cemented in place with ends meeting flush. This ar-

---

Continued on Page 294
To augment your home movie shows, make use of the fine libraries of rental films maintained by your photo dealer for owners of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Rental rates are surprisingly low and new films are added at regular intervals. Dealers listed below will gladly assist with suggestions for one reel to full evening programs:

### CALIFORNIA
- **BEVERLY HILLS**
  - Beverly Hills Camera Shop
  - 417 No. Beverly Drive
- **GLENDALE**
  - Kirk’s Camera Exchange
  - 1225 So. Brand Blvd.
- **HOLLYWOOD**
  - Bailey Film Service
  - 1651 Cosmo Street
  - Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
  - 716 N. La Brea Ave.
  - Castle’s Inc.
  - 1529 Vine Street
  - Morgan Camera Shop
  - 6262 Sunset Blvd.
- **LONG BEACH**
  - Winstead Bros., Inc.
  - 244 Pine
- **LOS ANGELES**
  - Films Incorporated
  - 1709 W. 8th Street
- **SAN FRANCISCO**
  - Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
  - Photo & Sound, Inc.
  - 153 Kearny St.
- **SANTA MONICA**
  - Stewart Photo Company
  - 1257 Third Street

### KANSAS
- **WICHITA**
  - Jeff’s Camera Shop
  - 139 N. Broadway
  - Lewis Film Exchange
  - 216 East 1st St.

### MASSACHUSETTS
- **BOSTON**
  - Don Elder’s Film Library
  - 739 Boylston St., Dept. HM.
  - Frank Lane and Company
  - 5 Little Building
- **DETROIT**
  - Detroit Camera Shop
  - 325 State Street

### NEW YORK
- **ALBANY**
  - Albany Camera Shop Rental Library
  - 204 Washington Ave.
- **KENMORE**
  - Nixon Camera & Photo Supply Co.
  - 2811 Delaware Ave.
- **NEW YORK**
  - Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
  - 30 Rockefeller Plaza
  - Films, Incorporated
  - 330 W. 42nd St.
  - Walter G. Gutlohn, Inc.
  - 25 West 45th St.
  - Haber & Fink, Inc.
  - 12-14 Warren St.
  - Medo Photo Supply
  - 15 West 47th St.

### IOWA
- **MASON CITY**
  - Decker Bros.
  - 201 No. Federal Avenue

### PENNSYLVANIA
- **PHILADELPHIA**
  - Kunz Motion Pictures
  - 1319 Vine Street

---

If you want a **FILM** to show

... NEWS OF TIMELY SUBJECTS
FOR HOME PROJECTORS

---

**For Stay-at-Homes**

Movie amateurs whose vacation plans were upset by rubber and gasoline rationing may still enjoy a "proxy" vacation by screening pictures of the very areas they planned to visit. Castle Films have made available for both 8mm. and 16mm. projectors a half-dozen or more films of America’s principle pleasure spots.


According to Castle Films, all subjects are priced at less than cost of unexposed film. Complete catalog may be had by writing them at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.

**Sport Beams**

Available as shorts or features are a series of interesting films trade-named "Sport Beams" and released by Official Films, 425 Fourth Ave., New York City. Topping the list is "Blue Bloods" a saga of the thoroughbred race horse from colt days to home-stretch triumphs at Pimlico and other famed.
tracks. Other "Sport Beams" subjects are: "Follow Thru" on the subject of Golf; "Monarchs of the Ring" featuring many famous stars in the making; "On the Trail," a film of sport and scenic beauty; and "Away With the Wind" picturing sailing craft from old square riggers to modern trim racing craft.

Brochure giving complete details and prices is available on request.

Civil War Scenes

Intercontinental Marketing Corp., 95 Madison Ave., New York, are releasing excerpts from D. W. Griffith's famed "Birth of a Nation" in both 8mm. and 16mm. widths. Now available is "The Assassination of Lincoln," the authentic story of one of America's greatest tragedies as so vividly pictured in Griffith's motion picture. Also, "Civil War Battle Scenes," proclaimed by many as the greatest war scenes ever photographed.

Either subject is available in 10 feet 8mm. at $2.00 or 100 feet 16mm. at $3.50.

U. S. Wartime Scenes

"Washington In Wartime" is title of latest Castle Films release which includes stirring, up-to-the-minute record shots of recent Washington activities. Pictured are the thousands of workers in War agencies; intimate meetings with the War leaders; President Roosevelt in the White House; Admiral King; General Marshall; Price Administrator Leon Henderson; W. P. B. Chairman Nelson, and many others.

This film, as with all Castle subjects, is available through photo dealers in five different footage lengths at usual Castle prices.

50 Filming Ideas 25c

... for Home Movie Filmers

"Fifty Ideas for FILMING CHILDREN"

Clever ideas for openings and single scenes . . . ideas for humorous running gags . . . titles that create continuity . . . three complete scenarios for babies . . . plots for continuity movies . . . title drawings for children movies, etc., are all contained in this inexpensive booklet. . . . Price 25c

"Fifty Ideas for VACATION MOVIES"

What and how to shoot . . . ideas for running gags . . . vacation continuities . . . continuity after filming . . . map inserts and title ideas . . . tailor made art titling for vacation movies, etc., are chapters in this booklet that every movie camera owner should have . . . Price 25c

Purchase at your favorite photographic store or direct from . . .

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS

6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Titles and plenty of them...

Continued from Page 275

as indicate the high type of content of the entire film.

After tracing the origin of the stream, Willis' camera then trains up on each of Yosemite's seven great waterfalls, treating each in a series of well composed shots. Each fall is displayed in a long shot followed by medium and closeup shots, when possible, and always the camera angle is altered, carefully chosen to lend the best possible composition.

Whether Willis wrote his titles first and filmed his shots to match, or wrote the titles afterward, we do not know. But each seems so dependent upon the other and so interestingly are they written, they enhance continuity almost as much as would spoken commentary. Here is one example of classic title composition which highlights the picture in more than one instance:

"Hemmed in on three sides by solid rock, echoes of crashing water reverberate from cliff to cliff." It is not hard to imagine the added interest these words create in the scenes that follow; how much more live and powerful they make the roaring turbulent water appear.

Willis' imaginative title composition makes his shots dramatic. Again the vividness of words make more real the action of the river when this series of titles describes a phase of the river's journey:

"The Merced river, coursing through mountain passes, is suddenly constricted in a rock-bound gorge." This is followed by two shots of swirling waters. Then:

"Then frees itself in a mad rush downward. . . ." The camera pans, following the water in its downward flight. Here another title is cut in "Straight down and down. . . ." The camera picks up the falls from another angle; then a title precedes a shot showing the water continuing on its way: " . . . and spreads into a giant fan."

Contrary to accepted belief, the abundance of titles offer no jarring visual reaction. This, for two reasons. First because Willis employed fades and dissolves in opening and closing his titles, and second, because each title was composed over a subdued pictorial background in keeping with the general tone of the scenes. Had the titles consisted of plain lettering on a light background, there is little doubt they would have become tiresome after

Movie of the Month

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it "The Movie of the Month." This movie is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker.

This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for rejudging with those films submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941

AUGUST: "Dedication," produced by Alex W. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. An 8mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

SEPTEMBER: "Through the Window Pane," produced by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.


NOVEMBER—No award.

DECEMBER: "Do It Again, Harry," produced by Herman Bartel, New Rochelle, New York. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 800 feet in length.

1942

JANUARY: "Latitude 26," produced by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.


MARCH: "Snip Happy," produced by Ted Geurs, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodachrome production, 700 feet in length.

APRIL: "Rita of Rocky Ranch," produced by Roland Ray, Los Angeles, Calif. An 8mm picture, 400 feet in length.


JULY: "White Waters," produced by C. A. Willis, Merced, Calif. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.

...talk!

They make those home movies of yours a finished product. Follow your hobby fully. . . . Have the fun of completed production by using

MITTENS TITLE LETTERS
Sets Priced $5.50 up

On sale at all leading camera stores. Ask for illustrated literature or write direct.

Ask for demonstration of New Super Professional Set!

Mittens Letter Company
REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA

PB MOVIE KIT for COLORFILM
$1.75 COMPLETE
1 PB Lens Shade and Filter Holder.
1 PB Haze Filter (the Kodachrome).
1 Conversion Filter (for converting Type A to daylight).
1 PB Filter Pouch.
For All Standard Makes of 8mm's.
PIONEER & BEST
1015 So. Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
 Close-up filming . . .

• Continued from Page 271

Pace Weston do "U" should simplify for call 10:00 the just its dismal notables 3:00 photographing Kodachrome. just 11:00 have. meter, stop. The to position while be this Yosemite, valuable follows: and Yosemite's precision. I cast, principle and temporary refocuses and precision. Since it is just outside the subject area, it does not show in the picture. A satisfactory and easily made attachment for photographing at a distance of ten inches is shown in Fig. 2.

While this focusing method is not continuously adjustable, experience has shown that such adjustment is not necessary, and that several fixed magnifications are quite satisfactory. The situation in photographing small objects differs from normal photography in that the subject distance is quite critical, and hence the definite subject plane is a simplification rather than a restriction. Moreover, it is a simple matter to move camera or subject when inches are concerned, but quite inconvenient when photographing at several feet.

Many uses suggest themselves for this focusing method, such as the study and teaching of some phases of natural history, the demonstration of hand work, technic, manufacturing operations, trick titling, and the many extreme close-ups necessary in producing plays. The greatest feature is its instant readiness and the fact that it
leaves the photographer free to concentrate on his subject. It is, of course, but a temporary solution of the problem, but until such time as photographic presbyopia is overcome, the camera design, the defect may be treated as are human eyes so affected, by the fitting of spectacle lenses.

As mentioned above, cine camera lenses are not designed to focus on objects closer than two feet. The supplementary lens is not only the simplest method of focusing for shorter distances, but it also has a decided advantage, since the indicated f/ aperture of the camera lens is still valid, even for very short distances. Thus, the same aperture setting is used for the photography of small objects as for distant objects, provided the supplementary lens is large enough to avoid cutting off the marginal rays.

When the camera lens is focused for infinity, the focal length of the supplementary lens required is equal to the distance of the supplementary lens from the object to be photographed. This is independent of the focal length of the camera lens. The supplementary lens may be regarded as creating a virtual image at infinity, for which the camera lens is focused. The light proceeding to any one point in the film plane, forms a parallel bundle between the camera lens and supplementary lens.

The degree of separation of these two, therefore, does not affect the focus: the spacing of importance is that between the supplementary lens and the object. The supplementary lens must not be so far from the camera lens that part of the image-forming light is cut off. As regards the optical quality required in the supplementary lens, for object distances down to 8 inches, simple spectacle lenses of the Bausch and Lomb Dexcel design will probably prove satisfactory, even with lens apertures of F 1.9. The theoretically preferable type is plano-convex, with the plane or flat side facing the object. For subject distances shorter than 8 inches, a camera lens of the required focal length should be used as a supplementary lens.

Details for constructing the special frame for close-up filming are as follows: The distance at which it has been found most satisfactory to film small objects such as flowers, butterflies, small animals, large insects, etc., is ten inches. Therefore, the first item we shall require is a length of board to form the base and which will permit attachment of the camera and provide for securing the wire frame at the opposite end as shown in Fig. 2.

The proper supplementary lens can be mounted easily with cellulose cement in a wooden upright, as shown, using a stepped circular hole made by an expansion bit. This lens is mounted close to the camera lens, and so that its center is on the camera lens axis. A decentering of 1/16 inch is not objectionable. The wire frame is not placed exactly at the plane of sharp focus, because it has been found impossible to surround all objects with the frame. It is therefore set 1/2 inches closer to the camera. Experience has shown that the estimation of the field of vision and limits offers no difficulty with this arrangement.

The frame, of wire 1/8 inch in diameter, is made to exceed the field limit by about 1/4 inch on all sides. The ends of the wire are secured to the base and a wooden cleat holds the frame in place. The frame is bent so that its geometrical center is on the camera lens axis. If one side of the frame appears in preliminary pictures, the frame may be shifted or bent as required. In order to attach the camera to the base, a hole is drilled for a 1/4 inch × 20 machine screw to engage with the tripod bushing of the camera. This hole is so placed that the camera rests against small blocks that assure replacing it exactly. The blocks are placed on the right side, as shown, to permit easy winding and reloading.

If desired, the supplementary lens mount may be hinged at the base, to remove it for distant photography, with which the frame does not interfere.

This focusing frame, as we choose to call it, may be designed for use with any make cine camera. It is not unlike a typewriter titler in construction and, in fact, some makes of titlers are so designed they may be used for the purpose of close-up filming. The focusing frame described has the improvement of the off-set centering frame which allows bringing small subjects into the exact plane of sharp focus.

With the focusing frame built and fitted to our camera, we are equipped for new adventures in movie making. Gardens and fields abound with interesting subjects—flowers, plants, insects, etc. Flowers, being the easiest to find and film, attract the greatest number of ultra-close-up filmmakers. But unless some action is planned for such movies, they may fall far short of the success expected of them. One smart filmer chose to picture the garden through the eyes of a bee, beginning his picture with a closeup of a bee buzzing near a large bloom. In clever sub titles, the bee tells of his adventures in flitting from flower to flower, describing flavor of nectar, and how the pollen "affects his sinuses," etc.

With little imagination plus the accessory described here, anyone can make an equally successful nature study film.
FOREST defense filming

IN view of the many requests for Fag Bags, mentioned in the May and June issues, from amateurs producing Forest Defense Films, the Forest Department is expediting distribution of the bags by placing an unlimited supply with the Los Angeles regional branch office. It is suggested that henceforth, interested amateurs make requests for Fag Bags directly to this office, directing their letters to U. S. Forest Service, Federal Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

Several reports are on hand of various amateurs and cine club groups who are actively engaged in filming a Forest Defense Film. All amateurs now engaged in filming a picture on this subject, whether or not it is to be entered in the contest, are asked to report on their progress to date to the Editors of Home Movies.

Reproduced below is letter received recently from the Regional Forester's office at Missoula, Montana, commending Home Movies and all amateurs on the project of filming Forest Defense films. Forester Evan Kelley, through his assistant M. H. Wolff, assures all amateurs in the Montana area of full cooperation from his office. There's a good suggestion for a Forest Defense film main title in the last line in his letter—"Red Enemy."

United States Department of Agriculture
Forest Service
Northern Region

Forest Service Office
Missoula, Montana

June 12, 1942

Arthur E. Gavin, Editor
Home Movies Magazine
6060 Sunset Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

Dear Mr. Gavin:

I have just read with genuine interest the article in Home Movies magazine in regard to filming forest defense movies, together with copies of the initial shooting script.

I am sure you have worked out an excellent idea and hope that you will get a generous response from amateur movie fans. As I think of the number of people who will be reached when these amateurs show their movies to friends and neighbors, I become more and more enthusiastic.

If any of your readers care to us for assistance we shall be happy to help them in every way that we possibly can. We certainly appreciate your fine cooperation in helping to protect our forests against the red enemy.

Very sincerely yours,

Evan S. Kelley, Regional Forester

Make sure of your pictures—
use the G-E exposure meter
to guide your camera

Movies or stills, you can be right the first time when you have a G-E exposure meter to help you set your camera. No need to waste a shot! On most pictures you'll get grand results by just pointing the meter as you point your camera. When making difficult pictures you can often get the best exposure by deciding where your interest lies, and use the meter to measure the light in that area.

The G-E meter gives you simple, one-hand operation, amazing accuracy, positive protection of shadow detail, and rich color (because of the sharply directional hood). See it at your dealer's.

Get more out of your filming. Get the new G-E Photo Data Book. It's crammed with suggestions on how to use your meter for better pictures. Copies with the G-E meter, or 50c at your dealer's.

General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
**Filming the Circus . . .**

- Continued from Page 269

And some of us cherish the boyhood experience of watering the elephants for a free ticket to the big show. A few recall the plight of a neighbor boy—perhaps even had the experience themselves—of eating too much popcorn, lemonade, and hot dogs, and the aftermath of tummyaches and early retirement without supper. Here, then, is a continuity idea for our circus film—assuming, of course, there is a small son or daughter in the family.

Let us shoot our circus scenes from the viewpoint of the boy. Weeks before the circus arrives, he is fascinated by the colorful posters on signboards around town. The big day arrives and the boy is on hand to watch the tents go up. Husky laborers drive stakes with heavy sledge swings in rhythmic strokes. Mechanical "donkeys" hoist poles and the canvas tops in record time. Sidewall banners are unfurled. Shortly the stage is set for the first afternoon performance. Then the street parade begins.

It's about time to make a shot of Junior eating a hot dog or drinking a bottle of pop. The parade vanguard approaches. Shots are made, and preferably from various vantage points, of the most interesting features. And we should remember not to shoot directly at the parade with the procession passing the camera at right angles. If we do, images will be blurred. Camera should be set up to shoot on an angle toward the oncoming procession.

As the spectators move to the circus grounds from the parade route, we take time cut to shoot on or more closeups of the boy to be used when editing the film. Make these shots showing him expressing delight at the passing parade or, having spotted the peanut vendor, to plead for a nickle for a bag of peanuts.

Returning to the circus grounds, interesting human interest shots can be made among the crowd of people surging before the ticket window and entrance to the "big show." Here, too, is the time to capture best shots of side-show barkers in action and character studies of attentive and prospective patrons crowded around the platforms. Make another shot or two of Junior eating a cone of snow candy or a box of Cracker Jack.

---

**EMULSION RATINGS FOR 8MM AND 16MM FILMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Westen</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>8MM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFA ANSCO</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13mm Pan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan Negative</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan Positive</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan X Pan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan X Pan Negative</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan X Pan Positive</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan Regular</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodachrome (6 and 16mm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodachrome &quot;A&quot; (6 and 16mm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **16MM** |
| GENERA | 25 | 25 |
| 16mm Super X Pan | 25 | 25 |
| 16mm Super X Pan Negative | 25 | 25 |
| 16mm Super X Pan Positive | 25 | 25 |
| 16mm Super X Pan Regular | 25 | 25 |
| 16mm Super X Pan Kodachrome (6 and 16mm) | 25 | 25 |
| 16mm Super X Pan Kodachrome "A" (6 and 16mm) | 25 | 25 |

**KODAK FILMS**

- **Film Type:** 25
- **Cassette Type:** 25
- **Color Type:** 25
- **Speed Type:** 25

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Sensitivity:** 25
- **Color:** 25
- **Contrast:** 25
- **Grain:** 25
- **Sharpness:** 25
- **Flatness:** 25
- **Contrast Balance:** 25
- **Color Balance:** 25
- **Noise:** 25
- **Sharpness:** 25
- **Contrast:** 25
- **Flatness:** 25
- **Contrast Balance:** 25
- **Color Balance:** 25
- **Noise:** 25
- **Sharpness:** 25
- **Contrast:** 25
- **Flatness:** 25
- **Contrast Balance:** 25
- **Color Balance:** 25
- **Noise:** 25
Whether successful shots can be made inside under the tent depends upon weather conditions and condition of the big top. If the canvas is fairly clean, is not painted and the day is bright, good pictures can be made inside with sunlight filtering through the canvas. With Kodachrome it will mean using the widest stop. With super speed panchromatic film, excellent shots can be made of practically everything within scope of the viewfinder.

Best shots of clowns will be had from ringside seats. Acts in the rings will require a telephoto lens for best results and this, of course, means using tripod or some other substantial camera support. Without a telephoto, filming of main events must be confined to those that take place in the nearest ring and in the immediate foreground. Save enough film for a windup shot of the grand finale or closing parade. If you visit the sideshows afterward, canvas conditions will again determine the possibility of gaining shots.

Back home and with some film remaining in our camera, we must stage a few scenes to complete our continuity. When the circus film is completely edited and titled, it will open with a shot of the family returning from the circus. The boy, wincing and feeling of his stomach, obviously suffers from too many hot dogs, etc. Entering the house he slumps into a chair and is soon fast asleep. His dream of the day's events follows. We see the boy reading the gay circus posters on a billboard. Then closeup of a newspaper announcement indicates the circus has arrived. This will be followed by a shot of the family en route afoot or by auto to the circus grounds. Following in order will be shots of the boy watching the husky laborers at work erecting the tent; the parade shots intercut with a shot of the boy eating a hot dog; and all the other shots we made in their regular order and frequently intercut with those made of the boy drinking pop or eating Cracker Jack or peanuts. To accent the comedy effect, cut back to a shot of the boy asleep in the chair showing him unconsciously rubbing his painful stomach.

We climax the picture with a shot showing all the family but Junior seated about the dinner table. Mother looks off scene and calls to Junior. We cut to a shot of Junior as he awakens momentarily. Hearing the word "dinner" he winces, rubs his stomach, indicates he wants no supper and settles back to sleep in the chair as the picture fades out.

All of these indoor scenes involving the family can be filmed at leisure afterward. An appropriate main title is provided on the opening page of this article.

Press for printing titles...

in the form of a small, shallow box when completed. Start with a piece of 1/2-inch material about 3 x 4" for the base. Around this, tack strips to form the sides. These should be sufficiently narrow to allow the type to extend above about 3/4". The type box or cabinet may be constructed along similar lines. Both are shown in Fig. 2.

Next item is what may be termed the "press"—the impression block that will be used in actually gaining an impression of the inked title on the type card as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. This can be made from an ordinary block of wood 1/2 thick and 3 x 4" in size. Cover one surface with two layers of felt. Our equipment is now ready to use. The next step is to set the type.

It is suggested that the chase be prepared in advance with spacers and blocks so that three or four slots or spaces are provided for setting the type as shown in Fig. 2. In this way the type may be arranged right in the chase. After the text has been arranged and centered, the assembled type and blocks may be locked—made firmer—by inserting wedges of wood or type metal between the blocks and sides of the chase.

One important thing necessary before completing the setting of type is to place one type character upside down in each corner of the box. This provides a support for the title card to rest upon so an even surface will prevail when the impression is made.

With the type locked in place, apply the ink by working the inked roller over the type until the whole is evenly coated. Too little ink will result in faint and uneven impressions.

Place title card over the type as shown in Fig. 4. The felt covered impression block should be carefully placed over the card and pressure applied by hand for a few seconds as shown in Fig. 5. A steady pressure should prevail and care taken not to "wiggle" or twist the hands while making the impression. After removing impression block, carefully lift the card to prevent smearing and allow ink to dry. Complete title cards will look like those in Fig. 6.

After a satisfactory impression has...
A Message to the public and the retailer:

GOERZ PHOTO LENSES
are an AMERICAN product since 1899
made by AMERICAN labor in an AMERICAN-owned factory

We have no connection with any other firm

TO THE RETAILER:
Because of the accuracy Goerz lenses are front line photo-optical equipment in many fields of activity of our nation at war. . .

The utmost is being done to meet the demands of the Government for these photographic precision tools . . . From time to time there may be available some of these fine anastigmats for civilian use and so we invite you to write us about your requirements . . .

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
Office and Factory
317 East 34th Street New York

Little wonder Harnsberger was moved to transfer this natural masterpiece to Kodachrome film. Although the cave is well lighted for visual inspection, there is not sufficient light for filming purposes—especially for good results with Kodachrome. Harnsberger rigged up several batteries of photo-floods in reflectors and placed these about the cave to augment the regular lighting when filming. Powerlines feeding the regular floodlights made it possible for him to tap current at any point for his photo-floods.

As each new roll of exposed Kodachrome was screened, a definite continuity began to take shape in Harnsberger's mind. And after the last scenic shot was filmed, he gathered together a group of people and one of the regular cavern guides and made several continuity or tie-in shots. These consisted of the opening shot showing guide escorting a group of tourists, descending a stair leading down to the caverns. Additional shots were made picturing the guide describing various points of interest; tourists inspecting stalactite formations at close range; and other similar bits of business to lend human interest to the completed picture.

These scenes were cut into the already edited reel of scenic shots to complete continuity.

Descriptive titles were next inserted throughout the film to convey the idea to an audience they were being conducted on an actual tour of the Caverns. These tie-in shots of tourists viewing the Caverns in company with the guide, further enhanced this illusion. The Caverns management was so enthused with the film, they had ten prints made and put into immediate circulation.

Elated with the success of his first "feature length" picture, Harnsberger looked about for another subject to film. Ten miles distant from Luray Caverns is another famous natural attraction—Shenandoah National Park and its famed Sky Line Drive. Most tourists visiting Luray Caverns also visit the park. So Harnsberger reasoned that he ought to feature both in a single film, and began a travelog of Shenandoah National Park as a companion subject for his Luray Caverns film. Three months later the park film was completed, edited and titled, then spliced to the Caverns film and screened for his employer.

He saw promise in Harnsberger's improved picture as a publicity medium and decided to have a narrative sound track added and 28 Kodachrome prints made for distribution through the Virginia State Division of Publicity. Harnsberger sent to New York to supervise production of a suitable sound track. Alois Havrilla, famed commentator, was engaged as narrator.

Most interesting phase of the production perhaps was the lighting of the huge underground interiors of Luray Caverns. Dozens of No. 2 and No. 4 Photofloods were used in reflectors. Harnsberger stated he employed the equivalent of 40,000 watts of light at all times and that even with this vast amount of light, he was obliged to shoot scenes at 8 frames per second with the lens opened wide to f/4.

"Lighting a cave for motion picture photography," said Harnsberger, "Is a difficult problem. The area that must be illuminated is so large and the colors are of such a nature they absorb rather than reflect light. Four special cables of three wires each were run to the main power lines. These were heavily fused and switches were so installed as to be able to cut off and on power at any point desired. At the end of each power line I installed a block of six outlets where branch lines could be plugged in.

"Because of the unusually large area to be illuminated it was necessary to place some of the lights within the area to be photographed. This made it necessary to conceal them behind stalagmites and stalactites so they neither could be seen nor cast light into the camera lens. Cables also had to be concealed and this required additional cable footage plus a great deal of extra time.
for stringing it so it would not be picked up by the camera.

"Other unforeseen problems were encountered such as the dripping water from stalactites. Often in the middle of a filming operation a photoflood bulb would burst due to a drop of water falling in its hot surface. Dampness is hard on all photo equipment and the lenses often became fogged especially after entering the cave from the outside. Electric shock was common due to handling the cables that became water-soaked.

"I started filming the Caverns with one 16mm. camera but found it was not versatile enough for my needs and traded it for a Bolex. Lenses used were a 1" Hugo Meyer f/1.5 with a Hyper Cinor attachment for wide angle shots, and a 3" f/3.5 telephoto. My meter is a Smethurst "High Light" and gave remarkable results. Mittens letters were used for the titles in the first 10 silent versions of the Caverns film. For centering on close shots, I used an Optix viewing device."

In spite of the success of this production, Harnsberger remains an amateur. He was not paid for his efforts and refuses to accept payment for any of his filming activities. "I prefer to keep movie making my hobby," Harnsberger said, "And to retain my amateur status as a Reel Fellow."

DEFENSE
filming activities

THAT Uncle Sam respects the abilities of advanced amateur cinematographers is evidenced by the government's recent decision to accept volunteers, from the ranks of amateur and semi-professional cine camerists, to undergo specialized training in professional cinematography under tutelage of some of Hollywood's outstanding studio camera men, as preliminary to staffing the Army Signal Corps' fast expanding photographic and motion picture divisions.

Qualifying applicants are receiving six weeks of intensive training, chiefly in night classes in various major Hollywood studios, but culminating in actual daytime field work under guidance of the industry's best camera men. Students who successfully complete the course will be assigned to active service as members of the Signal Corps' Photographic section.

Enrollment was opened to American citizens between 20 and 45 years of age.

---

You're Invited to join the

REEL FELLOWS

GET on the bandwagon! Join the finest bunch of movie amateurs that ever clicked a cine camera! For a greater measure of good fellowship among brother hobbyists, register now! Identify yourself as a Reel Fellow with a handsome gold Reel Fellow emblem and a Reel Fellow insignia on your camera. If you shoot 8mm or 16mm movies, or if you are interested in any of the aspects of amateur movie making, you are invited to become a member of the Reel Fellows. $1.00 membership fee is so low no amateur can afford not to join. Upon receipt of your membership application, you will be sent membership card, gold pin, and insignia for your camera. Be the first in your community to join! Fill out the Reel Fellows membership application below and send it in immediately! $1.00 is all you pay. No dues. No assessments.

---

Join now! Get your emblem!

---

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

THE REEL FELLOWS

REEL FELLOWS

c/o Home Movies
6060 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, Calif.

I am enclosing $1.00 membership fee, for which please enroll me as a member of the Reel Fellows and send me membership card, gold pin, and camera insignia.

I have been shooting movies (length of time)__________________________

My equipment is: 8mm.__________________________ 16mm.__________________________

Name

Address

City__________________________ State__________________________
Controlling focus . . .

focus. The illustrations for this article have been prepared to afford a better visualization of the principle of depth of field. It should be remembered that as the opening of the lens becomes smaller the area that is in focus becomes greater. Thus at a smaller f number we have a greater depth of field and this is explained further in the Depth of Field Table at bottom of this page. It will be noted that if our camera is focused at ten feet and the lens opening is f/2.7, it will be in sharp focus from 6 feet to 28.1 feet; but if we stop down to f/8 we will have a much greater depth of focus, from 3½ feet to infinity.

In the illustrations, the row of cards represent the various distances focused on. The ace represents the greatest distance or infinity and the King the closest distance our camera will cover. In Fig. 1 we have focused our camera at infinity on the ace and our lens is wide open or at the largest aperture. The ace is in sharp focus, the 2 is still fairly sharp, but the rest of the cards are out of focus, the image growing progressively fuzzier as it nears the camera. In Fig. 2 a camera is focused on the ace with lens set at infinity, but the lens is stopped down to its smallest opening which brings all cards up to the No. 7 into sharper focus.
Figure 3 represent the closest distance focused on with the largest opening. The King is in focus but the rest of the cards are not sharp. Figure 4 shows the same distance focused on but the lens is again closed down to its smallest opening and the focus is to approximately the 8. However we still do not have both ends of the row of cards in focus. The trick is to focus at approximately the middle of the distances we want sharp. Figure 5 shows the focus on 7 with the lens wide open. Even with the lens wide open we have the 6 and 8 in sharp focus. Figure 6 shows results when we focus on the 7 and again stop the lens down to its smallest opening. The depth of field extends approximately to both ends of the row of cards. Thus, at the same opening, and by focusing in the middle of the two distances desired, we get greater depth of field than by focusing on the nearer or farthest distances.

By using the depth of field table, one can determine the extent of areas wanted in focus at a given aperture by setting the lens accordingly. As an example, let us assume we are taking pictures of a parade and we do not want to change our lens setting. Closeups will be taken at about five feet and the longest shot we will take will be about 50 feet distant. The light calls for an opening of f 3.5. By referring to the Depth of Field Table under the f 3.5 column it may be seen that if a sharp focus area is wanted from 5 to 56 feet it is necessary to set the lens at 10 feet.

A careful study of the tables will prove enlightening and it is suggested they be clipped and carried along when filming as a guide to setting camera lens for better photographic results.

**Trick shots Hollywood style**

- Continued from Page 272

- Frequent mention is made in this article of the "Frame." This is a three-stage framework upon which various cut-outs and masks are arranged for trick effects. It was illustrated and described in detail in the March issue. A review of the March article is suggested to make clearer the procedure described here.

doorway to correspond with the shadowed area on the model set.

Having filmed the first part of the action, a black cloth is draped behind the opening in the set, the cover removed from the Frame and the second exposure made on the model. A readjustment of focus must, of course, be made as the film is put into motion, either by operating the wheels and filming at normal speed or by single frame animation.

A variation of the same type of effect is shown in Fig. 2. The seated figure was first filmed against a black backcloth, then superimposed by a second exposure on the dark area of the model set representing the deck of an ocean liner. The boat, railings and deck silhouette is cut out of cardboard and set up on Stage B, receiving no illumination. The sea and sky background is painted on good thick drawing paper, fixed to a cardboard frame and placed in position just clear of Stage C. During the second exposure, this background is moved very slowly up and down to suggest the rolling of the ship. This must not be done as the scene is placid and there must be no suggestion that a storm is raging.

In addition, moonlight was simulated in the following way. A ragged opening was cut in a piece of cardboard to conform to the "moon track" in the sea, and set up a few inches behind the painted drawing. Twelve inches further back, a lamp was fixed up and in front of it, another piece of cardboard, punctured with many small holes. Properly manipulated, the flickering light on the surface of the sea can be accurately reproduced. A lot of trouble, perhaps, for a single shot, but worth it if you want a belated fadeout finish to your cruise film.

Ordinary children's dolls are not good subjects for animation, but amusing shots of the type shown in Fig. 3 bring novelty to the routine family film. This is a simple split screen shot, using the balcony pillar to cover up inaccuracies caused by the difference in distances between camera and subject in the two exposures. When focusing down to the doll, the lens moves appreciably nearer the high diffusion mask placed in the mount on Stage A, and this tends to upset the exact register of the right and left hand masks. Complications of perspective in the table are avoided by choosing an "eye-level" position for the table top. The balcony in silhouette is simply a cardboard cut-out mounted on Stage B and serves to give depth to the picture as well as disguise any possible defects in the masking. Animation is given to the doll, of course, by single frame exposure. The glass screen is used to check the alignment of the table top. The frame is set up on the full size scene and the table top brought to coincide with one of the horizontal lines on the screen. When
CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS

with BLACK and WHITE fine grain Semi-Orthochromatic Re-versible Film for finest results— lowest cost.

16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film 100-ft. Roll, only $2.50 Rating Snelcher 18

8mm. Reversible Outdoor Film 25 ft. Double 8, only $1.25

Same day processing included. Ask your dealer or send money direct.

Write for prices developing and processing for Home and 8mm. films bought elsewhere.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION SUPPLY CORP.
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D-WILLARD FITE FILM!

1st TIME on 16mm Sound!

World's most memorable HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION FIGHT on July 4th, 1939! A professional film production, complete fight, unrestored (exactly as shown in theaters!) REG. SELL, NOW $48. 36-ft. with order, balance 5 months. Also, Louis, Calhoun, Pastor, Nova, Best in Film. Sound and mm. Silent. 

MOGULL'S
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setting up on the model, it is then an easy matter to see that the table top in this case again lines up with the same horizontal mark on the glass screen. In the same way, the figures are made of a similar size by noting the level of the top of the children's heads against the screen and arranging the position of the doll in the second exposure to correspond.

Without going to the extremes of cartoon work, lifelike animation is impossible, but very amusing effects may be carried out with figures cut out of cardboard and provided with simple jointed limbs. So long as the puppet is a puppet, such as a toy soldier, then the audience will not be critical of jerky movements, for they should naturally expect a toy soldier to move in this way.

Combining the activities of such puppets with those of the smaller members of one family is perhaps the most fascinating of all the varieties of camera trick work.

A typical example is given in Fig. 4. The sentry box is a proper model having genuine depth; the top of the wall and turrets beyond is a painted drop, hung between Stage B and C; the castle wall is a painted backdrop rigged up on Stage C. This enables the sentry to walk across the courtyard in the background, out of sight to the left, to reappear, coming in from the left in front of the sentry box. For this, false perspective must be introduced by having a second puppet sentry of smaller dimensions for crossing the courtyard. The interval between his disappearance and his return can be covered by a cut to another scene showing the approaching children.

For the first exposure, the backdrop is removed. With a mask in Stage A to cover the resulting opening, the sentry box and top of the wall line formed by the drop will provide a mask opening for the shot of the two children. The whole Frame must, of course, be draped with a black cloth and the apparatus set up on a suitable stone wall which will form the background. It will help the children to play their parts if a grown-up stands just clear of the mask to the left in the position which will later be occupied by the sentry.

The painted backdrop is replaced for the second exposure and the area already exposed darkened by hanging up the black cloth behind the model, in shadow, to cover the opening forming the "wall." To simplify the manipulation of the puppet, the Frame is set up in the vertical position with a piece of clear plate glass inserted in the mount on Stage B. The cardboard soldier may then be laid flat on the glass and animated by moving his legs and arms between each successive single frame exposure. Care must be taken with the lighting to avoid unwanted reflections from the glass surface.

This trickery is carried a step farther in Figs. 5 and 6. The black cloth is being raised to expose the house, plate and wave to the doll sitting in the chair on the veranda. Then they run towards the camera out of the picture. The second doll appears in the same doorway and joins in the farewell. We use all the tricks we have learned to accomplish this.

The seated doll, the cottage roof and post and some of the background are models set up between Stages B and C, leaving an opening for the full size background, which includes the door. A black cloth is hung inside the door to provide a dead black neutral background in the doorway. The glass plate is inserted in Stage B and the outline of the doorway carefully marked. The plate is then removed for later use.

After dropping the Frame in a black cloth and using the model set as the mask, the first exposure showing the children is made. A further fixed length of film is then run off on the same scene but with the children out of the picture. The film is wound back, the model set illuminated and, with the black cloth behind the opening on which the first exposure was made, animation of the seated doll is carried out on the first part of the film. Further animation of the seated doll is then carried out on the second part of the film, bearing in mind that in the finished picture, the second doll will have appeared in the doorway. This second part of film is now wound back.

By making use of the markings made on the glass plate, a mask is cut for insertion in Stage B having an opening corresponding to the doorway. The black cloth was in position behind this opening in both the first and second exposures and the film emulsion is therefore unaffected. The second doll is now introduced, appearing in the doorway, to join in the farewells by further animation throughout the second length of film. Careful cutting between the two lengths will enhance the illusion.

In combining real life with models, perspective must be watched. Matters are simplified if the camera is kept fairly level. If it is remembered that a level line through the camera lens passes on to the horizon, this "eye-level" can be marked on the glass on Stage B. It will then be a simple matter to see that the horizon line coincides in the two exposures. Exaggerated camera angles introduce complications but these can be dealt with as experience is gained.

WRITE - A to Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
75 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 339 New York, N.Y.
Filming your first movie...

Continued from Page 270

er's getting the breaks here, but we're building up a little suspense before revealing the baby. Now we cut in with a closeup of the baby — with the camera seeing her from the mother's eyes. Next cut back to mother as she lifts baby from carriage or bassinet, gives her a tender hug then places baby on her lap facing the camera.

Baby fingers and toes are always cute to look at. Make closeups of these as mother fondles them. Then, if you like, cut back to a full closeup of mother and baby. Thus we have a tight little sequence of the baby, wherein mother plays a supporting role, and which adequately serves as a sequence for the moviebiography of the child which will take form gradually as other shots are made at later dates.

Where many cine filmers fall down in their technique is in filming purely scenic material. When encountering breath-taking scenic vistas during travels, there's a natural urge to make a shot of the scene, snapshot fashion. If a dozen or more such shots are made consecutively and then screened in the same order, they will not be as impressive as though each had received a little buildup with complimentary shots. A series of single shots of each of the geysers in Yellowstone Park is interesting. They could prove bosomy. But the film who will concentrate on two or three of the most spectacular geysers, depicting each in a group of shots from various angles, will bring back the most interesting picture. How much more impressive than a single shot of Old Faithful in eruption, would be a sequence of shots, opening first, from a long-shot set up, the locale with groups of visitors awaiting for the scheduled eruption; a medium closeup of some of the visitors with their eyes, and their cameras, too, trained on the geyser's cone; then another shot of the visitors registering surprise and awe as the geyser begins to erupt; followed with a long shot of the geyser in full eruption.

The importance of shooting subjects in a sequence of long, medium and close up shots should not be underestimated. After all this is the established technique of the professionals and proven by them as the only formula that gives screen audiences a satisfactory glimpse of a subject. Because of the comparatively smaller screen, it is all the more important that most of home movie filming be done in closeup in order that the objects filmed may be clearly shown. In making movies of children, particularly, shots should be made in closeup and semicloseup to increase interest.

In filming straight vacation or travel pictures, that is, where no scenario or shooting schedule has been planned in advance, a "running gag" or a series of tie-in shots should be introduced that may be used later in editing the picture to tie all scenes together and thereby provide continuity. One "running gag" seen in a recent vacation picture involved one man in the party who failed to bring along a bottle opener. All through the picture, shots are cut in showing the man struggling to open the bottle. Toward end of the picture a girl in the party goes to the aid of the unsuccessful bottle opener, flips the cap off nonchalantly and walks away in apparent disgust. Another, mentioned within these pages numerous times, was the gag idea used on a vacation picture involving the camping trip of two couples. There are frequent scenes of some juicy food being prepared over camp fires. Following such scenes, a shot was cut in of one of the girls quietly munching on a hot dog which contrasted in a humorous way with the more delectable food shown in the preceding scene.

These ideas are as simple as they sound and as simple to film. But they add tremendously to an otherwise unplanned collection of vacation or travel shots. For a series of tie-in shots for vacation pictures, we can always recommend the one showing the gas tank being filled to overflowing. The vacation scenes are preceded by a planned sequence showing the vacationer driving into a gas station. His car is loaded with luggage, etc., and the dust of extensive travel is evident on the car.

The vacationer gets out of his car and begins to tell of his trip to the station attendant while gas is being pumped into the tank. Spoken subtitles indicate this and immediately following are shots of the particular part of the trip described. There are frequent flashbacks showing the two men talking and the hose still in the gas tank. Toward the end, the two men are shown in a medium shot — the station attendant listening attentively as the vacationer relates his travels. Then follows a closeup of the gas tank and hose, with gasoline overflowing, then a flashback to the attendant as he discovers the wasting gas.

Any movie amateur can, with a little imagination, devise equally clever running gags or tie-in shots for his pictures. They can be filmed more effectively.
REVIEWS...

• Continued from Page 267

Complete change in demeanor as a result of his dream.

Cutting or shortening of scenes is suggested in the action showing the wife explaining dinner delay to husband, then again in the action where husband, while watering lawn, inadvertently turns hose on next door neighbor’s washing.

This filmer did a nice job of titling. Main and credit titles were placed on a venetian blind and the transition from one title to the next was accomplished by closing then opening the blind. Another titling effect which made the action more logical was the super-imposing of a newspaper headline over the scene of the husband asleep in the chair.

“Trouble Takes Leave” suffers chiefly from lack of logic. Running 200 feet in 8mm. Kodachrome, this is a production of H. L. Brand of Palo Alto, Calif. Apparently this filmer intended as the plot of his story the disposal of his old car and the acquisition of a new one. However, continuity is somewhat vague. Much that is vital to the story is omitted.

Comedy gags are attempted, such as the effort of the man to repair the stalled car. The man is shown taking countless parts from under the hood.

This is carried too far in uninteresting footage to be effective. Comedy must be spontaneous and a better way to get this gag across would be to show the man starting to dismantle the motor then cut to a shot later showing the parts piled high beside the car. Its brevity in shots like this that determines the comedy effect.

Photography was consistently good but use of a tripod would have improved many shots considerably. Even without a tripod it is always possible to use some solid support for the camera which is essential for good cine photography.

Titles were made and developed by the filmer and suffer somewhat by a composition style that is definitely outmoded. Spoken titles were written thus: “Mary: Where are you going, Ted?” It is not necessary to indicate in a title who is speaking. The preceding action or the text itself should denote this.

Further study of continuity through repeated screenings of this picture should enable filmer to re-edit for improvement.

REEL FELLOWS...

• Continued from Page 262

Incident — providing the Navy censors release them to me.

Age is no barrier in the hobby of making movies. Reel Fellow Carl A. Sederquist, Malden, Mass., has been shooting movies ever since his 30th birthday. We welcome this veteran to our ranks! “Having read much of your Reel Fellows organization,” writes Sederquist, “I now send my membership application and one dollar to cover membership fee. I have been an amateur movie maker for the past 13 years. I am 63 years old and still going strong.” Which is amply evident from the accompanying photo.

Among the first to be accepted for specialized training in 35mm. cinematography for field service with the Army Signal Corps, is Dudley Porter, member of the national association of Reel Fellows and producer of “Fledglings,” the Movie of the Month for April 1941.

Porter has been an enthusiastic 8mm. filmer for many years and has several “feature-length” amateur productions to his credit. At the time of enrolling for the Signal Corps’ training, he had just begun a new picture depicting the everyday life of the average man rated 3-A in the draft.

Reel Fellows and Home Movies’ staff join in wishing Dudley Porter success in a new phase of a field that has always been more than a hobby to him.

WORKSHOP...

• Continued from Page 276

Arrangement is set up between winders and in path of the film. Film is threaded “under and over” as shown, with felts of first two spools moistened with carbon tetrachloride. This cleans the film. Remaining dry spools absorb the cleaner and at the same time removes dirt and oil from both film surfaces.

—Robert Nasir. Kansas City, Mo.
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TITLE troubles

By GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

If you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of HOME MOVIES or his residence, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. I have followed your recent suggestion to take meter reading of sheet of neutral gray paper to obtain proper exposure for Kodachrome titles. However white backgrounds still turn out over-exposed while dark backgrounds are under-exposed.—L. J. H., Terre Haute, Ind.

A. The suggested "gray paper" procedure, properly followed, will net accurate results for titles on colored backgrounds. In the case of extremes—white or black backgrounds—it will be necessary to compensate for same, allowing an extra stop for black and closing down one stop for white backgrounds or title cards.

Q. At what distance from camera should titles appearing each month in HOME MOVIES be filmed?—A. E. W., Salem, Ore.

A. HOME MOVIES' titles are designed especially for typewriter tilers focused at 6"—i. e., title card is set up 6" from camera lens. Such tilers provide a field area 2 3/8" x 1 3/4". Titles are 2 3/8" x 2 3/8", thus providing ample leeway should camera not be accurately centered. The extra margin also allows these titles to be used with some tilers set to photograph at a distance of 8". However, it then becomes necessary to mount title on another card to provide additional area required as the 8" distance allows for a field area of 3 3/8" x 3 3/8".

Q. When using an auxiliary lens for shooting titles with a camera fitted with a focusing lens, at what distance should camera lens be set?—D. W. G., Topeka, Kas.

A. Always at infinity, if it is desired to obtain sharp focus at the distance prescribed for the particular auxiliary lens. For example, a 5 diopter lens will focus titles sharply at a distance of 8 inches—providing camera lens is set at infinity.

Q. My titles filmed with positive under photofloods, are always lighter on one side than the other. What causes this?—B. B., Littleton, Colo.

A. Most probably uneven illumination. If you are using two photofloods, one may be brighter (used less) than the other, or one may be located closer to the title card than the other. Try placing photofloods equidistant from title card and make sure both lamps are of equal age.

Q. What is the accepted style of sub-titles? should they be plain or lettered over ornamental backgrounds? I've heard many "pro's and con's" on this.—C. H. R., Louisville, Ky.

A. Sub-titles should be as simple in composition as possible. Decorations only serve to detract the eye, consume time required to read text. Letters neatly arranged on one-color backgrounds are most acceptable. Decorations are o. k. for main, credit and end titles.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

- **BASS SAYS**: A hot tip—Buy from Bass for satisfaction. USED CAMERAS
  - 16mm. Stewart-Warner, 1st F-15. Gref, with case, $150.
  - 16mm. Cine Kodak Model E, F-3.5 lens, $125.00.
  - 16mm. B. & H. 70A, F-3.5 Cooke, $44.50.
  - 16mm. Magna 6, F-3.5, 3 1/2” Wollensak, $54.50.
  - 16mm. B. & H. Model 121, Cooke F-2.7 lens, $57.50.
  - 16mm. Simplex Pocketscope Magazine, F-3.9 Kodak 2000, $16.00.
  - 16mm. B. & H. Model 141 Magazine, fitted with Cooke F-2.7 fixed focus, $87.50. Magna 6, F-3.5 Cooke Magazine Kodak, F-1.9 lens, with case, $92.50.
  - 16mm. Victor 3 turret, Cooke F-3.5, 1st F-15 Wollensak, 3” Telephoto and case, $124.50.
  - 16mm. 6” F-2.7, 4” F-2.0 Cooke, 20mm. 3.5 Cooke and 3” F4 Wollensak, Case, $232.00.
  - 16mm. Boley, like new, with 1st F-15 Wollensak, 17mm. F-2.7 Wollensak focusing mount, 3” F 4.5 Wollensak, $275.00.

- **Cine Kodak Special**, latest model, Kodak F-19, lens $145.00.
  - 8mm. DeWitt-Well Companion F-3.5 lens, $42.50.
  - 8mm. Cine Magazine, Model 90, F-1.9 lens, with case, $32.50.
  - 8mm. Zeiss Movikon, Zeiss Sonnar F-2 lens and case, $125.00.
  - 8mm. B. & H. Aristocrat, with focuser, Cooke F-2.5, 1st F-15 Wollensak, 11/16 Britar F-2.7 with case.

- **RAKE LENSES**
  - 25mm. Schneider Optar, focusing C mount, $52.50.
  - 1” F-2.9, Focuser, focusing C mount, $55.00.
  - 1” F-2.8 Cooke lens in C mount, $42.50.
  - 2” F-2.8 Cooke, C mount, $45.00.
  - 2” F-2.8, Wollensak, $67.50.
  - 50mm. Meyer Makro Plasmat F-2.7, focusing C mount, $77.50.
  - 3” Cooke F-3.5, C mount, $87.50.

- **USED PROJECCTORS**
  - 16mm. DeVry Model G, 200 watt, motor drive, $175.00.
  - 16mm. Kodascope EE, F-2.5 lens, 750 watt bulb, $37.50.
  - 16mm. B. & H. STA, 400 watt lamp case, and $50.00.
  - 16mm. B. & H. Diplomat, 750 watt, brand new, $190.00.

In stock: New Film Masters 16mm, and 8mm.
Bass, F. Reynold, Keystone A-B, and A-D.
For your files: Bass Supplementary Price List of Cine Equipment—in the future, to be requested.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. HC, 179 W Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.

- **WANTED**
  - 16mm., 35mm. Join our Yearly Movie Club. Full line of movie-still camera films, accessories, supplies. COLLIER PHOTO SUPPLY, 508 Nelson, Cleveland, Ohio.
  - STEWARD Warner 16mm, camera with following accessories: special custom-built 2-lens turret with standard lens mounts; magnifying focusing tube; Bell & Howell tubular viewfinder; and lateral shift all-sprung group, +500 lenses, $25.00. BOX 77, Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
  - By parity of ownership, used, still film. Trades accepted MOGULL’S, 55 West 48th, New York.
  - 16MM, Ampico arc projector and rectifier. Arc lamp, lens, filter, complete condition, ideal for church and school auditorium. Without sound head. $475.00. REALITY MOTION PICTURES, 100 South Madison St., Green Bay, Wis.

WANTED

- **WANTED** used 8mm., 16mm. films, cameras, projectors, and anything for anything. Photographers: We sell, trade. BOBS, 154 East 47th St., New York, N.Y.

- WANTED — used equipment. Bargain list on request. PETERS, 41-B S. 4th St., Allentown, Penna.


- 16MM, ploter with sound printing aperture. Must be in first class condition. PAUL LENDON, 113 N. Lake Ct., Detroit, Mich. Lens, $150.00.

- EASTMAN Cine Special with case, lenses and etc. New or nearly new only, PAUL BRADLEY, 3712 N. LaSalle St., Indianapolis, Indiana.

- COMPLETE 16mm. camera, good used 16mm. sound frames for cash. Write details and price to BOX 92, Grandville, Michigan.

- 16MM. SAK, 1600 Eastman 8mm. camera, spools in quantities. Also 1600 foot 16mm. projection reels. FROM MATERGENER COMPANY, Davenport, Iowa.

- **Have you Something to sell?**

Turn it into cash with a Home Movies classified ad!

RATES: Ten cents per word, minimum charge $2, cash with order. Listing date 10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES does not guarantee goods advertised. Send ad copy to 5005 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

- **TITLING**

- TITLING and Closeup-Lens Kit—Six supplementary lenses of 16”, 18”, 20”, 24”, 32” and 40” focal lengths to be used on all titlers which provide for interchange of lenses. Also ideal for general close-up photography. Complete kit $13.50. Separate lenses, 60$ each. Also available in 6”, 8”, 12” and 18” focal lengths for ultra close-up work, HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS CO., 3221 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif.

- TITLING LETTERS that give you professional results. Pin letter and tacked back letters. Complete sets available $47.50. Write for descriptive literature. Ask about Santa Claus, Turkey and other title illustrations. Also available an assortment of titles and various style letters can be purchased by the letter to fill all titling needs. MITTENS LEITER CO., Redlands, Calif.

- FIVE Defense Stamps brings you animated handset Kodachrome presentation titles with your name, B. & W. three stamps. B. & W 16 mm, frame enlargements, three stamps. Sound supplementary layout projector for sale, MOVIE TITLE SERVICE, Sheridan, Indiana.

- **DUPLICATING SERVICE**

- ESOS. Monocolor 8mm, dupes of your favorite films, 25c per foot, up. ESOS PICTURES, 3945 Central St., Kansas City, Mo.

- **PROCESSING SERVICE**

- MOTION picture processing, 100’ 16mm., 75c. 50’ 16mm., 50c. 25’ B/W 8mm., 25c. 25’ 8mm., 25c. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

- ESOS is licensed by Eastman to process your double exposure, 16mm. Esos, 3945 Central St., Kansas City, Mo.

- **KODACHROME FILM RELEASES**

- **KODACHROME TRAVEL FILMS, latest releases now available for distribution, in 8 and 16mm. A complete travel textbook for movemakers. KENWOOD FILMS, 188 E. 47th Street, Chicago, Ill.**

- **MOVIES forgrownup (Not Arts), Many in Kodachrome 8mm. Lists, handy lens cloth, cine. JENKINS, 312, Elm, N. Y.**

- **FILMS**

- 8MM-16MM. Film, including processing, day, light loading, non-placement, 25 ft., 8mm. Weston 12, 85c; Weston 24-16, $1.25; Weston 64-40, $1.50 16mm. Weston 12, 18.50; Weston 24-8, $1.75; Weston 64-24, $2.00. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

- ESOS saves you 50 per cent on spoiled film costs. What is HOLLYWOOD SEPIA? See page 28.

- **HOBBY BOOKS**

- **SAVE MONEY in wasted film and increase your enjoyment of home movie making by having a complete hobby textbook on your own cam- era. Lack of knowledge results in wasted film and loss of enjoyment. If, $1.00 begins your interest, what more you'll want is experienced advice. Full of all your questions. All of the most valuable information, hits and mistakes, and tips. If you work long, and think long, you'll gain a valuable revenue stream. The basic textbook of home titling is another of our valuable tools for the amateur photographer. This is the best book you’ll want. What it tells all about techniques, what equipment to use, all about auxiliary lenses and how to make slides, etc. Send $1.00 for your copy of "How to Title Home Movies."**

- VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 5005 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Asain this year...

The Lloyd Bacon Trophy

is the top award in Home Movies' 1942 Annual Amateur Contest open to every movie amateur in America. This trophy is probably the greatest reward that can come to any amateur movie makers. It is equivalent to the famed "Oscars" awarded Hollywood's motion picture stars and producers.

SEVENTEEN AWARDS IN ALL!

In addition to the Lloyd Bacon Trophy, three trophies are offered for best films in the Scenario Class; three for best Family Films; three for best Documentary Films; and one for best Forest Fire prevention film. Trophies will also be awarded for outstanding achievement in photography, editing, titling, sound, technical, and for the most progressive amateur cine club of the year.

CONTEST CLOSES SEPTEMBER 30TH! START FILMING NOW!

CONTEST RULES

- Entries limited to 16mm. and 8mm. films. No 35mm. reductions eligible. No restriction as to length or subject. You may submit as many entries as you wish.

- Transportation on entries must be paid both ways by contestant. Where return postage is omitted, film will be returned via express, collect. All entries will be promptly returned after review by judges.

- Don't wait until final week to submit your films. Send them in as soon as ready. They will be reviewed, judged, and graded and a full report of same filed for consideration at time of final judgment. Films should be available for a second review by judges at close of contest if necessary.

- All entries should be titled at least to the extent of a main title. Adequately titled films improve their standing in the contest. Professional or laboratory produced titles are permissible.

- Be sure to label your film reels and containers, giving your name and address and the title of your production.

- No entry blanks are necessary. Enclose data with entry as to camera, lens, and film used; also, state whether filters, tripod, exposure meter, and any other equipment was used. This information has no bearing on the judging, but is of interest to the editors.
Marching Men...rolling tanks and gun carriers—America on the eve of its greatest military effort.

No mere spectacle this Independence Day.

Most subjects of military significance are taboo; but the welcome sign is up for parade pictures. See that your movie camera is with you, and that it is loaded with Ciné-Kodak Film—the film that makes the movie, sure as shootin'.
August - 1942
LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY AMATEUR MOVIE MAGAZINE!
Now...BOSKO Cartoons in 16mm. and 8mm.

SOMETIMES mischievous, sometimes the hero of fantasy, oftentimes the victim of his own pranks, little colored Bosko, is one of the most delightful characters ever to emerge from the cartoon field of entertainment. Whether his escapades take him into a haunted house or a hen house, the result is always one of great sympathetic humor. With his pal dog, Bruno, he is typical of the little waif who constantly gets himself all mixed up with nature and with fears of these things he never quite understands. You'll love Bosko, especially in all of his latest releases listed below:

BOSKO’S CIRCUS FLEAS... 1801-A
Bosko and Bruno go to the circus where he gets tangled in a toy balloon and is carried into the top of the tent. Climax is the release of the circus fleas, which stampede the animals and wreck the circus.

* BOSKO’S PHOTO FINISH... 1802-A
Simon-Legree is about to foreclose the mortgage when Bosko gets out Black Beauty to win the big race and save the farm. Degree removes the spring from the horse’s paw to win.

Also
BOSKO’S BAD WOLF... 1803-A
BOSKO’S BEAR ESCAPE... 1804-A
BOSKO’S SPOOKS... 1805-A
BOSKO’S BAD DREAM... 1807-A
BOSKO’S CANNIBAL CAPERS... 1809-A

HEN PECKED BOSKO... 1806-A
Bosko and Bruno seek the eggs for their Easter baskets. Bruno is temporarily forced to take the hen’s place and set on the eggs. When Mrs. Hen returns there’s hellsapoppin in the barnyard.

* BOSKO’S MAGIC CARPET - 1808-A
Bosko rubs his magic lantern and is carried away on a magic carpet into trouble in a Sultan’s palace. Finally, he remembers the lantern, rubs it, and is returned to find it was a very bad dream.

NOW READY!
Fifteen full length sound Bosko one-reel features in black and white or Kodachrome.
Black and White .... $17.50
Kodachrome ........ 67.50

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
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**The Reader SPEAKS**

**Faked Shot**

Interesting the ingenuity displayed by some amateurs in getting a needed shot; and think of the extra fun they have!

Dear Sirs: I was interested by Fred A. Hager’s letter in the Reader Speaks department of the April issue wherein he told of hanging out on the running-board of his car to get a shot of the car wheels turning to splice in with his vacation pictures.

You may remember seeing similar shots in my various travel films which have been sent you for review. However, I filmed these shots by a much safer method right in my own garage. I jacked up one of the rear wheels so the tire would just clear the floor. Then I set up my camera and focused on the wheel so bottom of tire just barely showed. To provide the effect of a very dusty road, I employed our Electrolux vacuum cleaner and a few handfuls of flour.

I had my son start the car motor and thus spin the jacked-up wheel equivalent to about 45 miles per hour, and with my daughter standing on the rear bumper rocking the car and my wife sifting flour in front of nozzle of vacuum cleaner which was adjusted to exhaust air, I made the shot in about 15 seconds. The shot was such a success it has become a “stock” scene for other movies made since, having been duplicated in extra footage by printing in my camera.

—R. C. Denny, Fresno, Calif.

**Wants Plans**

Here’s opportunity for some cinematographer to do a brother cinemag a favor:

Dear Sirs: I am interested in building a flexible-shaft-driven turntable for my Stewart-Warner 16mm. projector and would appreciate it if any Home Movies reader could give me construction details. Will reciprocate with footage from beautiful Banff and Lake Louise.

—W. G. Stendel, 404 Public Bldg., Calgary, Alta., Canada.

**Lucky**

Dear Editor: You possibly have read of the fairy that waved the magic wand and thus produced miracles. Well, here’s one for the books, too. Sometime ago, I was helpful in securing a contract for one of my friends that netted several thousand dollars. Sometime later, this friend visited my home and asked what his company owed me for my efforts in their behalf.

Of course, what I did was just a friendly courtesy and I expected nothing. However, as we talked my friend asked what would be the first thing I would buy if it became suddenly rich. I told him it would be a Bolex camera and a Brown Micromatic titler. We spent the rest of the evening playing cards and chatting about the war, etc., thinking no further about my wishes.

Two weeks later, the expressman delivered a box at my house containing a brand new Bolex camera and Brown titler—a gift from my friend’s employer.

Subsequently I bought a set of Tiffen title letters but have been unable to bring my titles into sharp focus with the f/1.9 lens. Please tell me where the trouble lies.

—Chas. T. Voller, Jacksonville, Fla.

(Of course, we wrote reader Voller and advised an auxiliary lens must be used for closeup filming with all cine lenses; suggested he refer to the tables on pages 76 and 77 of "How to Title Home Movies" for data as to proper auxiliary lens to use.—En.)

**Swap Opportunities**

The following letters tell of film wanted or footage to swap. They are printed without obligation. If you have a film to swap or need a scene or two of some distant locale, let your wants be known here:

Dear Sirs: I am in need of 8mm. black and white scenes of hospital activities and would like to obtain a complete hospital picture or one showing general interior hospital atmosphere and procedure.

—A. DeCaprio, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gentlemen: From my recent film production “Luray Caverns and Shenandoah National Park,” I have about 600’ of 16mm. Kodachrome scenes which was not used in the production. About 400 feet consists of scenes in Shenandoah National Park filmed along famed Skyline Drive and the balance is interior views of Luray Caverns of Virginia.

I will exchange this film as a whole

• Continued on Page 334
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Subscription Order Form
OWN FIRST 8mm. 16mm. MOVIES!

JAP FLEETS BLASTED!

BOTH IN 1 CASTLE FILM!

BATTLE OF MIDWAY!

Immortal page in U. S. history! A telling blow to Hirohito's fleet! See Army flying fortresses take off... Navy fighters rise from carriers to attack the enemy! See Jap bombers attack our ships... and be repelled! See Jap ships smashed and burning! The mighty movie that every projector owner should possess! Own it now!

BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA!

On-the-spot pictures of this historic battle! Filmed under fire as Jap bombers and torpedo planes attack! Ride on the U.S.S. Lexington as she steams into the conflict! See her planes fly out to make history! Then—the great ship stricken when her mission has been completed! ACTUAL VIEWS OF THE BURNING, EXPLODING LEXINGTON!

CHECK BELOW for Castle Films' New Free Catalogue

Send Castle Films' "Midway and Coral Sea Battles" (both in one film) in the size and length checked.

Name
Address
City
State

50 ft., 8 mm
180 ft., 8 mm
100 ft., 16 mm
360 ft., 16 mm
350 ft., 16 mm sound

$1.75
$5.50
$2.75
$8.75
$17.50

Remittance enclosed □ ship C. O. D. □ Send Castle Films' new 1942 Catalogue □
Information

Flaw In the Lens (James Mackamer, Houston, Tex.)

Q. I have a 8mm camera and the pictures I take with it seem to be out of focus on the left side. I have taken the camera personally to the factory for inspection and while the technical department admits that something is wrong, still they insist—after examining my camera—that both camera and lens are in perfect condition. I've made tests, too, projecting my film with several makes of 8mm projectors and in each instance the film projects with the left side of the picture out of focus. What do you think causes this trouble?

A. The only test you apparently have not made is to try filming with another lens in your camera. Go to your dealer or to the factory and ask them to fit another lens to your camera—loan it to you just long enough to shoot another roll of film. If the resultant roll is also out of focus, then you may be quite sure there is something wrong mechanically with your camera—probably in the channel of the film gate which does not allow the film to lie flat against the aperture. If the film comes up sharply focused, you'll know the fault lies with your present camera lens.

Safety Guaranteed (Harry Hilliard, Pueblo, Colo.)

Q. I would like to submit for review a film I made recently but I'm a little timid about risking it in the mails. You see, I wouldn't want to lose it or have it become damaged in any way. What is the best method for shipment?

A. If you'll mark your reel and container plainly with your name and address, then ship it to us via insured Parcel Post or Railway Express, it will arrive safely. All films sent the editors for review are returned by Railway Express and are adequately insured. To date, no films sent in for review have ever gone astray during transit.

Dolly Shot (Barry Horton, Dallas, Tex.)

Q. In shooting a dolly or tracking shot—that is, moving in closer to subject with camera while shooting—isn't it also necessary to gradually change focus of lens at the same time?

A. This would depend upon the aperture at which you were shooting. If you were using a small lens stop, depth of focus would be extreme, at least sufficient to keep subject in sharp focus throughout the average dolly shot. Under adverse light conditions or indoors with insufficient artificial light necessitating shooting at f/3.5 or less, it might be necessary to adjust focus of lens as you approach subject with camera in the dolly action.

Frame Size (Alfred Tucker, Hillside, N. J.)

Q. If an 8mm and a 16mm camera were set up side by side at a given distance from a scene or object, would they both register the same proportion of the scene?

A. Yes, assuming the 16mm camera is fitted with a 1 inch lens and the 8mm camera with the usual ½ inch lens.

Haze Filters (O. J. Seifert, M. D., New Ulm, Minn.)

Q. I own a 16mm Eastman camera. In making sunset shots, kindly advise if a haze filter should be used and also what lens opening. Also, if a haze filter should be used in close-ups or just long shots.

A. Purpose of haze filter is to enable lens to penetrate haze in distant scenes and thus obtain definition in distant objects such as mountains, etc. There would be no advantage in using it for sunset shots. Nor is there any benefit obtained in using a haze filter in medium or close-up shots.

Best sunset shots are obtained with lens stopped down to enhance silhouette effect of cloud formations.

Blue Photofloods (M. H. Roberts, Portland, Ore.)

Q. What is the Weston rating for regular Kodachrome when used with G.E. daylight blue Photofloods? I have four rolls of 8mm regular Kodachrome on which expiration dates are drawing near. In order to use this film before expiration, I'm obliged to film indoors. The use of daylight blue Photofloods seems to be the only solution. However, I have failed to find anything but opinions on the correct meter reading to use. If the color temperature of the blue

• Continued on Page 329
ENJOY "OFF-DUTY" HOURS
Again and Again!

TAKE BRILLIANT COLOR MOVIES!

With
A Revere 8
CAMERA

This summer, when short holidays from war work are the rule, make every hour off-duty bring extra pleasure! Take movies with a Revere! You'll have a grand time taking the pictures—and an even bigger thrill later when you see the action scenes of your family and friends projected on your home screen.

The Revere has a fine lens to record the image in sharp detail and an exclusive reciprocating sprocket film control to assure steady pictures (no tugging on the film gate). A visible footage counter, precision built mechanism with powerful motor and positive speed governor control, a choice of 5 speeds, including slow motion—and many other advanced features make the Revere today's outstanding 8mm. cine equipment. Ask your dealer for a demonstration of this camera and the famous Revere 8mm. Projector! Write for literature. Revere Camera Co., Dept. 8HM, 320 East 21st Street, Chicago, Illinois.

REVERE MODEL 88 CAMERA
uses economical 8mm. film, color or black-and-white. Easy to load and to operate. Eastman-licensed spool and spindles. 5 speeds, (8, 12, 16, 24 and 32 frames per second) for normal action, ultra fast or slow motion movies. Built-in optical view finder with large eye piece. Visible footage counter. Exclusive reciprocating sprocket film control. With fast Wollensak F 3.5 lens, $38.50.

REVERE 8MM. PROJECTOR
Its time-proved 500-watt optical system, with F 1.6 lens, shows 8mm. movies at their brightest. Model 80 (shown here) complete with lamp, lens and one 300-foot reel, $75.00. Model 85, same as "80" plus beam threading light, micro-tilt, light diffuser, and de luxe carrying case, $89.50.

Revere Model 80 Projector
**It's NEW to me...!**

By Cinebug Shopper

**Frame Enlargements**

A new service to 8mm. and 16mm. movie amateurs is available through the Superior Bulk Movie Film Co., 188 West Randolph St., Chicago. It consists of enlarging frames of 8mm. or 16mm. black and white or Kodachrome film to album-size prints. "Enlargo-Prints," as they are called, are 2"x2½" for 8mm. frames and 2¼"x3¼" for 16mm.

All that is required to order Enlargo-Prints is to send a section of film at least 6" in length with the frame desired to be enlarged properly marked on margin of film. Enlargo-Prints are offered at $1.00 for 8 pictures (2 prints each of 4 different frames) or 2 single prints from any one frame for 50c.

**Processing Service**

ESO-S Pictures, 3945 Central St., Kansas City, Mo., announce that they have been licensed by Eastman Kodak Co., to process all types of double 8mm. cine films including their own versatile line of seven emulsions.

Another recent announcement by ESO-S is the addition of a new film—the seventh—to their group of reversible 8mm. films and trade-marked ESO-C. This is a new monochrome emulsion in a warm sepia tone for all double 8mm. cine cameras. Price of $1.30 per spool includes processing, slit and return on projection spool.

**Chemical Fade**

Froader-Genera Co., Davenport, Iowa, have placed on the market a new prepared dye trade-marked Genera Fadeout for making chemical fades in 8mm. and 16mm. films after exposure. Solution is prepared from the dye, placed in a bottle or other tall container and the film immersed slowly then withdrawn. Fade results from impregnation of dye in emulsion of film. Price of Genera Fadeout is $1.00 per bottle.

**Filter Data**

Chess-United Co., Inc., Emmet Bldg., New York City, announce distribution of a new booklet entitled "A New Era In Filter Photography" which contains not only information on how to use Omag and other filters, but the latest exposure factors for Agfa, Defender, DuPont and Eastman films.

Brochure is available free by writing directly to Chess United Company.

**Modernize**

A complete modernization service is now available to owners of Filmo "eights" through Bell & Howell's factory at Chicago which enables Filmo owners to acquire special camera features ordinarily available on new models but curtailed because of war production.

Among the features which can be built into most Filmo "eights" at the Bell & Howell factory are windbacks, frame counters, critical focuser, modern exposure guide, and alteration of filming speeds.

For further information write Bell & Howell, Chicago, Ill., or their nearest branch office.

**Filming Ideas**

Unprecedented demand has made a second printing necessary on the two new booklets recently offered by Ver Halen Publications — "50 Ideas for Filming Children" and "50 Ideas for Vacation Films." Each booklet sells for 25c and is crammed full of plot and running gag ideas that will furnish incentive for filming the baby or one's vacation trip this summer.

Booklets are available from dealers or direct from the publisher, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

**Auricon Licensed**

The E. M. Berndt Corporation of Hollywood announces the signing of a license agreement for the manufacture of Auricon 16mm. "Talking Picture" cameras and recording equipment under patents and inventions of Radio Corporation of America, General Electric and Westinghouse.

This patent license agreement is said to cover all equipment bearing the trade name "Auricon" even though purchased before the new agreement was drawn up.

---

**TO OUR READERS**

We will appreciate calling our attention to any misleading claim made by any advertiser in HOME MOVIES whose product or service proves unsatisfactory.

Should an article prove other than advertised, or if a service is not prompt, immediate notification will enable us to enforce upon the advertiser necessity of adjusting his product or service to the maximum high standard of quality required by this publication of its advertisers.
MOST of us master one thing at a time. As we learn one lesson, we progressively move to the next. In due time, we know how to photograph, edit and title our movies and do it well. This is the object of HOME MOVIES' film reviewing service which endeavors to guide the amateur step by step toward the goal of good picture making. It is really an individual service as compared to the publication of reviews here.

Every reader of HOME MOVIES, whether a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his films for review and constructive criticism without obligation. Films that present problems which the editors feel are of general interest to all readers will be analyzed in this department. Each film will be graded one, two or three stars and returned with an animated leader indicative of the editors' evaluation.

Rating a 3-Star leader this month is "Rubbering 4100 Miles," an 8mm. Kodachrome picture 1100 feet in length by Alex W. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. Morgan is a good photographer, having a Movie of the Month already to his credit: his 8mm. Kodachrome picture "Dedication" reviewed in the August 1941 issue. His latest picture is a record of a vacation trip to Florida in which his genius at editing and titling is clearly evident.

Highlights are the zoom and flip-over effects in the titles and the animated map which opens the film and traces the route of travel which, incidentally was by automobile and hence the title. The film is narrated in titles spoken by a little toy teddy bear, a sort of mascot which is shown dangling from the mirror above the windshield in the opening scenes. Later, the little bear is to be seen in other locales as he is cut-in in closeup preceding a title.

Tie-in shots that maintained the thought of travel consisted of closeups of a revolving automobile wheel. Closeups of road signs were frequently used to indicate a location, city or town. Subject matter of scenes was interesting sights encountered in the trip to Florida and return.

This film could be improved for general audience screening by eliminating some of the inserts of the teddy bear. The repetition proves a little tiresome and his appearance before every title is not essential, as the opening sequence indicates the little toy as the narrator. Also, cut-backs to the revolving wheel and tire are altogether too frequent, especially in a picture of this length. And by deleting some of the road signs, especially those which precede titles, along with the deletions suggested above, this film can be materially shortened to advantage.

Good composition, consistent "on-the-nose" exposure, and some nice sun-set shots marked the photography as exceptional.

"Dreams" was classified as a 2-Star picture and is commendable for the ambitious effort of its producer at trick photography. It was filmed by Bob Mayne, Muskegon, Mich., and runs 75 feet in 8mm. black and white.

The picture begins by showing a mother reading a fairy tale to her daughter at bed time. The child smuggles the story book to her bedroom. After mother bids her good night, she snaps on the light and continues to read. She soon falls asleep, however, and dreams of the Teeny Weeny Tots, the subject of the fairy tale.

The sequences that follow are accomplished in double exposure trick photography in which the child is shown playing with a group of tiny playmates, smaller than elves. Effect was achieved by first filming the child normally, but with part of scene area masked off, then backwinding the film, masking off the area previously exposed, and by setting

* All amateurs, whether subscribers to HOME MOVIES or not, are invited to submit their films to the editors for review and helpful criticism.

Reviewed films will be rated one, two, three, and four stars, and films qualifying for two or more stars will receive, free, an animated leader.

Exceptional films qualifying for the distinction of the "Movie of the Month" will be treated in detail in a following issue of HOME MOVIES. In addition, a certificate evidencing the award of "Movie of the Month" and a special animated "Movie of the Month" leader will be returned with such films after review.

See The Heroes Of The Hour In Your Own Home

- O'HARE
- MACHU
- MACARTHUR
- CHIANG KAI-SHEK
- STILLWELL
- DOOLITTLE

Order From Your Dealer . . . Today!
8mm. SHORT $1.75 | 16mm. SHORT $2.75
8mm. FEATURE 5.50 | 16mm. FEATURE 8.75
16mm. SOUND $17.50

WRITE FOR LITERATURE
OFFICIAL FILMS
425 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Big News For Movie Amateurs!

Two Booklets full of Filming Ideas!

New from cover to cover—they’re packed with practical filming plots that are easy to shoot and certain to make your movies more entertaining. If your problem is lack of filming ideas these two booklets will supply what you need!

Only 25¢ Each!

Anyone can make movies of kiddies, but how many start filming with any idea of interesting continuity? Here’s a new book filled with filming ideas for children’s movies, published at the request of thousands of HOME MOVIES’ readers who recognize a need for such helpful service. Don’t shoot another foot of film until you’ve read this book—gotten an idea that’ll make your children’s movies the talk of the town! Its complete, too, with several art main titles. Only 25c, postpaid.

Order NOW!

...use this coupon

HOME MOVIES
4060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find $ for which please send postpaid copies of “50 Ideas for Filming Children.”

Name: __________________________
Address: _________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________
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HOME MOVIES FOR AUGUST
SCREEN 'EM WITH SOUND . . .

POST RECORDED SOUND NOW AVAILABLE AT MODERATE COST

BY GODFREY ELLIOTT

Because of the great improvement that has been made within the last few years in 16mm. recording equipment and technique, a great many home movie fans are just beginning to realize how easily and at what relatively small cost a sound track can be added to their prized reel of 16mm. film.

Chief among movie amateurs interested in the lowered costs of post recorded sound are those who have successfully produced Civilian Defense films and who now wish to add sound in the form of spoken commentary and musical background. Among the most recent amateur produced Civilian Defense films to which sound has been added are "Fire From the Skies" by the Long Beach Cinema Club and "Air Raid" by the Linden (New Jersey) Cinema Club.

In a recent article entitled "Sound Tracks for School Movies" (Home Movies, September 1941) this writer reported the results of a survey of post recording prices in effect in the 16mm. field at that time. It was reported then, and can be restated now, that prices for recording one 16mm. reel of music and/or commentary from script to combined sound reversal dupe range from $75.00 to an approximate average of $140.00, and up as high as one wishes to go.

Excellent results are being obtained with 16mm. recording by the laboratories charging from $75.00 to $125.00 per reel. The writer has used recording done at $75.00 per reel, and can report that it is of very acceptable quality. When one learns that this price includes narrator's fee and finished sound print in the form of a reversal dupe, the work becomes all the more amazing.

Suppose you have a cherished reel of family shots, a well-edited reel describing the tour you took last summer, a documentary reel you have shot for one of your local business houses or a film on Civilian Defense. Here's your opportunity to make a truly professional job out of your finished product. Imagine being able to dispense with the clutter of disc recordings you have been using with the film. For as little as $75.00 you can have the mood music or interpretative commentary added, then sit back and let the sound projector take over the remainder of the work for you.

Let's not forget that we're talking here of indirect or off-stage recording; recording of dialogue in synchroniza-

*Continued on Page 330"
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
IN SOUND-ON-FILM . . .

By Frederic Luther

OBSCURED by widespread interest in the production of sound on film by photographic means, some very interesting work has been done recently on sound film records produced by mechanical means. Two of these are outstanding because of the simplicity of recording and the inexpensive equipment required and particularly because they point a way to simple, low-cost sound-on-film production for amateur movies of the future.

One method, called by the trade-name "Philimil" after the names "Philips" and "Miller" which were connected with its development, was announced by one of Holland's largest electrical manufacturers just before the Nazi invasion of that country. The Philimil process was described as being eminently suited for use in broadcasting studios' transcription work, since the record is ready for immediate playback, and does not require photographic processing as would the better-known type of film record. Also, editing of the sound track is possible, and there is no abrasive action of a playback needle such as is encountered in disc reproduction. Briefly, the Philimil recording process is this:

A special film is used, its base being either the cellulose nitrate product used in Hollywood, or the slow-burning "safety" cellulose acetate base familiar to all home movie makers. Coated on the base is a layer of gelatin, which, in turn, supports an extremely thin layer of black opaque; it is vitally important to the quality of the reproduced sound that the thickness of this gelatin-opaque sandwich be held within very close limits of the set standard.

Recording is accomplished by a wedge-shaped cutting stylus, which looks much like a miniature snow plow. This stylus is held against the topmost surface of the opaque layer of the film as it moves past the stylus position; stylus pressure is regulated by a micro-meter screw on the support arm. When the film is driven past the stylus at a constant speed, the stylus, actuated by the movements of the diaphragm of the recording microphone, enters the opaque layer of the moving film at a direction perpendicular to the direction of film travel; in this manner, the fluctuations

*Continued on Page 322

• Below are two separate outfits, similar in principle, for the non-photographic production of sound on film, one an amateur development, the other professional. At left is apparatus designed by Dr. George Pasto, Portland, Ore., and adjacent, the Filmgraph. Both utilize principle of inscribing sound track on film by means of needle, similar to one system described above by Frederic Luther.
SUPER CLOSEUPS WITH EXTENSION TUBES . . .

By W. Emerson Clyma

If you have made movies of just about everything you can think of—the children, their mother, the family dog, and your Victory garden—I suggest you now try cinemographic, a big word which means simply the filming of ultra-closeups with the aid of extension tubes between lens and camera. Its feasible with either 8mm. or 16mm. cameras and the only additional accessories required are a set of extension tubes and a means for focusing the image sharply on the film plane.

Extension tubes are the means of opening up a fascinating new field of filming in which you can make the most absorbing movies of such common subjects as bees, bugs, beetles, spiders, house flies, etc.

While the regular 1-inch 16mm. camera lens and 1/2-inch 8mm. camera lens can be used with extension tubes, best results are obtained when a telephoto lens is used. The field area with 1-inch (and 1/2-inch 8mm) lenses used with extension tubes is usually too small for practical amateur use.

A few years ago, I succumbed to the desire to astound my family and friends with super-ultra-closeup movies of a grasshopper’s face. I set out to have a set of extension tubes made for my 16mm. camera. A toolmaker friend volunteered to turn the tubes on his lathe if I would supply the dimensions. In this instance, I decided upon extension tubes 3/4-in., 3/4-in. and 1 1/2-in. in length and these are shown in the second photo on this page. Brass tubing was used and after each section was accurately cut to size, it was threaded externally on one end to fit lens seat of camera internally on the other to take camera lens.

I’ve since discovered these tubes are a little too heavy and would have been better made of aluminum, dural, or one of the several plastic substances. Unfortunately, 

*Continued on Page 332
HOW to film simple trick shots . . .

A surprising number of professional trick shots can be filmed with a home movie camera. Such tricks do not always require extra accessories but rather a skill in handling the camera to achieve the trick result. Pictured and described below are four simple tricks that may be filmed with either 8mm. or 16mm. cameras. Such tricks may be used to enliven family or vacation films or may be written into home movie scenarios for added dramatic or comedy effect.

Knife Throwing illusion is produced by filming with camera upside down. The action is filmed in reverse and when screened appears normal. Subject is posed against fence and several knives to which long stout threads are attached are stuck lightly into the fence. As camera is started (in upside down position) knives are pulled out by threads, one by one. Make separate shots normally of knife thrower to cut in with closeups of knives leaving fence. When film is processed, cut out knife shots, turn end for end, and splice into film.

Rodeo Shots of bucking horses are easy enough to make; but how about closeups of the buckaroo in action? Here's a simple trick that will net these shots. Place rider on a teeter totter and rig up a set of reigns. Place yourself with camera on opposite end and have husky friend move plank up and down in short, jerky movements. A saw horse, barrel, or fence and a long sturdy plank will provide the teeter totter. An added note of realism can be injected by placing a saddle under your rider and focusing camera to include some of the saddle.

Tight Rope walking can be faked successfully due to cine camera's inability to capture third dimension, and thus a thrilling touch may be added to scenario movies with a shot of this kind. Long sturdy plank is laid across narrow chasm. A length of stout rope is nailed to edge of plank facing camera and this should be same width as plank. Camera is then set up directly in front of board and with lens on same plane as board. Actor then walks across board, simulating the careful steps of a tightrope walker. The plank will sway and bend under actor's weight, just as tight-rope would.

Split Screen shots enable you to cast one actor in a dual or "twin" role. To make a split screen shot, it is necessary to mask off one half of lens as shown in sketch, film one half the scene, then reverse the mask to cover opposite half of lens; back wind the film to starting point, and expose the opposite area of the frame. The same actor plays both parts, merely changing costume as required. Masks require a matte box to hold them accurately in place before the camera, and mattes should be placed well ahead of lens to obtain sharp dividing line. (See Page 147, April 1942 issue).
WHEN I consulted with the manager of our local camera store about the difficulties I first encountered in filming hummingbirds,” relates Mrs. Warner Seely, He said: "But you are attempting a serious scientific picture with only amateur equipment!”

Actually all Mrs. Seely lacked was a telephoto lens. This she borrowed from the obliging dealer, then continued with her amateur equipment to produce “Madame Hummer At Home,” one of the outstanding 16mm Kodachrome movies on hummingbird life. Awarded the Movie of the Month Certificate by Home Movies, it is the second film produced by Mrs. Seely to achieve this honor. Her Kodachrom picture “Through the Window Pane,” a documentary of nesting robins, was the Movie of the Month for September 1941.

“Madame Hummer At Home” runs 800 feet and is augmented with a fine selection of recordings for the musical score. A definite continuity style of presentation is evident from the very beginning when the picture opens with two girls reading a book on the subject of birds. They go out into the garden to study the hummingbird and the interesting scenes of Madame Hummer begin. This preamble to the record of a nesting hummingbird is well handled and is just brief enough to send the picture nicely on its way. There are occasional cutbacks to the girls in the garden as the picture unfolds, and the closing scene shows them returning to the house from the garden.

Madame Hummer is introduced in a close-up shot showing her sipping from a small bottle of artificial nectar which Mrs. Seely conveniently tied to a branch of a tree. Other scenes follow showing Madame Hummer gathering nectar from colorful flowers and presently we are shown her diminutive nest and its two pea-size eggs.

Nesting shots follow and eventually the young birds are born. Highlighting the picture are the many vivid close-ups of mamma Hummer feeding the two hungry fledglings, carefully thrusting her long rapied-like beak into their gaping throats to deposit pre-digested food as is the bird custom.

In due time the fledglings reach maturity, spend a day trying their wings before venturing from the nest, then embark upon their individual careers, never to return. A novel ending is the...
Vary your viewpoints and Camera Angles

By Fredric Graeser

Movie amateurs sometime overlook the obvious ease with which varied viewpoints and camera angles can be introduced to inject a dramatic punch in their pictures. The movie camera is essentially an instrument of drama and as such should be employed to exploit its potential capabilities to the utmost. There's no mystery in how this may be done. It's only a matter of thinking before unexposed film is started on its irrevocable journey across the lens.

The variety that comes from a little thoughtful planning in advance and careful editing after films are processed brings rich returns of satisfaction to the cine amateur who conscientiously wants to raise the quality of his efforts above the run of average pictures.

Instead of filming baby's first attempts at crawling, for instance, by shooting him in a continuous medium shot as he inches his way across the rug, this sequence can be presented in such a manner as to give the impression that baby's successful approach to an objective is in some doubt—actually injecting a measure of mild suspense into the sequence.

Here's a suggestion how drama can be accented through planned filming of this baby crawling sequence: Show baby in a long-shot moving from a sitting to a crawling position. Come up for a close-up of the first attempt at crawling. Take the camera off the baby and in a long-shot pick up a toy which is its objective. Move in for a close-up of the toy. Now assume a position permitting the camera to catch both baby and toy. Show baby stopping. Try to catch expressions indicating it is investigating. This injects a feeling of suspense; is the baby going to go on and reach the toy? Move in for a close-up of baby as it pauses and ponders; catch the head looking toward the toy. Back up for a long shot showing distance between baby and toy. Take a position behind the toy to show baby approaching it. Catch baby grasping toy and finish with a big close-up of child holding toy and smiling.

It is pointed out that this scene will consume little more film than the average amateur would have used in a less inspired shooting schedule. The outlined continuity sequence can be filmed in several short medium shots, a number of close-ups in another group, then all shots could be spliced into proper position by editing.

A little boy tossing a stick for his dog to retrieve can be filmed in a similar manner to create a feeling of dramatic interest in the completed film. Show boy in close-up leaning over to pet his dog. Show his hands presenting a stick to the dog. Then a medium shot will show the boy's arm drawing back and throwing the object. Follow dog as he starts out after the stick. Move camera to the other end of the garden or play area, have the stick thrown while the camera is pointed at a particular spot. Have the dog come into the camera view immediately; he picks up the stick in his mouth and starts back to his master. Then take a camera position back of the boy to show dog approaching him with the object. A close-up of boy patting and fondling the dog can end the scene. This little sequence may be filmed with little more film than would have been required for a single, but lengthier, shot from one location and yet there has been added a wealth of sustained interest and variety.

Here's how suspense can be achieved

- Continued on Page 331

- It's intimate, unposed shots made in closeup that mark good dramatic camera technique, a technique applicable to movies of any subject.
TAILORED to the requirements of war-time filming is this amusing and easy-to-film scenario in which the whole family plus some of the neighbors’ kiddies may take part. A timely, week-end filming project for those restricted to making movies close to home, “The Prodigal” plot is such it may readily be altered to allow inclusion of additional characters or incidents.

All shooting is out of doors and for this, use of a sunlight reflector is strongly advised to improve lighting, especially in the closing shots involving interior of the automobile.

"THE PRODIGAL"


SCENE 2. Medium shot. Front porch of house. Mailman is placing letter in mail box; proceeds on way.

SCENE 3. Medium long shot. Same scene as above but with camera farther back. Mother opens door, goes to mail box, takes out letter and casually opens it.

SCENE 4. Closeup of mother reading letter. Suddenly her expression changes to surprise and joy. Cut to—

SCENE 5. Same as scene 3. Mother looks up from reading, goes to porch rail and looks anxiously for children. Fails to see them and re-enters house.

SCENE 6. Same as scene 1. Same action as before.

SCENE 7. Medium shot. Exterior, back door of home. Mother comes out with letter in hand. Stops as she sees children; calls to them:

TITLE: "Butch is coming home...!"

SCENE 8. Same as scene 6. As children look up upon hearing mother speak.

SCENE 9. Closeup of one child as he or she reacts to mother’s words. Expression is one of joy and surprise.

SCENE 10. Same as above of another child but ending with child starting to run out of scene obviously toward mother.

SCENE 11. Same as scene 8. Children running out of scene toward mother.

SCENE 12. Same as scene 7. Children entering scene and asking mother for more news. She starts to read letter.

SCENE 13. Medium close up of mother, Son and another child. Mother is reading letter. Son matches letter from her excitedly and begins to read it. Other children in group crowd around him as he reads.

SCENE 14. Back to scene 12. Mother looks out of scene. Sees next door neighbor. Calls to her, and starts to walk over to neighbor out of scene.

SCENE 15. Medium closeup. Neighbor on opposite side of fence looking quizzically toward mother who enters scene from opposite side. As mother enters scene, she speaks to neighbor.

TITLE: "Butch is coming home."


(Here an additional sequence may be cut in depicting each child in the cast happily skipping down the street, hopping fences, or playing leap frog over a fire hydrant, and encountering other playmates and exclaiming, "Butch Is coming Home!" This sequence should end in a fade-out.)


SCENE 18. Closeup. Son, playing in front yard of home, looks up, sees father approaching; calls to other children as he starts on run towards father out of scene. Other children enter scene from behind camera and exit in direction of approaching father.

SCENE 19. Medium dolly shot. Father approaching camera. Smiles as he watches children approach. They come into scene almost simultaneously. Father puts arms about them affectionately. Son speaks up, excitedly as camera continues to travel ahead of the group.

TITLE: "Butch Is Coming Home—Tonight, at 5:15!"

SCENE 20. Back to scene 19, camera

Continued on Page 315
SINGLE-FRAME release

for Keystone camera

A simple home workshop
project for cinemachanics

by John Ritterath

UNKNOWN to many movie amateurs is the fact that several cine-
cameras are readily adaptable to single-
frame release installations, installations
which the camera owner may build and
complete himself. Two such cameras are
the models A3 and A7 16mm. Keysto-
nes, and I understand mechanisms of the
Keystone eights are similar.

I altered my Keystone 16mm. camera
to provide a single-frame release button.
The work required was exceedingly
simple calling for a minimum of me-
chanical skill and only a few tools,
mainly: a hand drill, pair of dividers or
compass, a No. 39 and a No. 45 wire
gauge drill, a screwdriver, small pin
punch, and a hammer. The material re-
quirements are even smaller: short
length of No. 40 wire gauge drill rod
and a piece of 1/4" wood dowel.

Diagrams of the internal mechanism
of the camera appear on this page to-
gether with details for drilling holes and
installing the single-frame release con-
trol. The single-frame action functions
around the camera’s start and stop gear
which can be seen through release arm
slot in the inside case when outside
camera case is removed. On this gear is
a stop pin which strikes against the ex-
poure release arm when the exposure
button is released after making an ex-
poure. When in open position, the re-
lease arm clears this stop, allowing
the start and stop gears to rotate freely
for duration of the exposure.

The single-frame action is obtained
by placing an additional obstruction
in the path of the stop pin on the gear.
This may be done by drilling a hole
through the inside and outside camera
cases and inserting a pin to interrupt
rotation of the stop and start gear as
shown in the side view sketch.

Holes for the rod are drilled in both
the inside and outside camera cases
with a No. 39 drill. Outside camera case is re-
moved by unscrewing screws 1, 2 and 3
shown in top diagram, plus the pin (4)
in the winding handle. This pin may
quickly be removed by tapping lightly
with a small punch or nail. When
screws 2 and 3 are removed, the knobs
they secure will lift off readily.

Hole in the inside case is drilled first,
and should be at least 3/16” away from
the exposure arm slot in the inside case.
After this hole is drilled, the rod should
be inserted. Catch the gear stop on it by
pushing forward the exposure release
arm. When thus caught on the rod, the
release arm will snap back into the ob-
structing position by the spring. Then,
when the rod is withdrawn the stop
and start gears will make one complete re-
volution, coming to a stop at the release
arm. This operation will produce a sin-
gle exposure of approximately 1/40 of
a second with the camera shutter speed
set at normal 16 frames per second.

At this point, shutter should be care-
fully checked to make sure it is fully
closed. If it is not completely closed,
it becomes necessary to re-position the
single frame rod inserted from the side,
drilling new holes in both camera cases
in the alternate position shown in dia-
gram.

Where hole must be drilled in alter-
nate position, the whole single-frame
procedure must be reversed. Instead of
the rod making the exposure, causing
the gear to stop against the exposure
arm, the operation will start at the ex-
posure arm, the gear completing its re-

Continued on Page 324
What the beginner should know about EDITING

BY STANLEY E. ANDREWS

Boiled down, the average cut and dried instructions on editing home movies run something like this: "After film is processed, project it—making notes indicating where to cut and how to re-arrange scenes at editing board. Then take film to editing board, trim excess frames, cut in closeups at proper points, and splice in titles."

Such advice, however, cannot be followed with success by the average beginning amateur, because invariably much of his filming consists of unrelated shots made "snap shot" fashion without any thought of continuity. Unless closeups, medium shots, reaction shots, etc., are planned in advance and carefully executed, they cannot be available when the time comes to edit the film.

The subject of editing, therefore, brings us right back to where we left off in our last lesson for the beginning amateur in the July issue—on the subject of shooting our first movie. Let us review the closing paragraph of the July article:

"To summarize our seventh lesson: the important thing in any motion picture is continuity. Continuity makes movies real. Next, but not least important, is the practice of building for sequence and altering our shots from long to medium or close-ups. All this must be done at the time of shooting and therefore requires a little careful thought and planning before pressing the camera starting button. But it pays dividends in the long run in pictures with more lasting interest."

Previous articles have made clear the importance of continuity and have explained how continuity is obtained in even the most casual sequence of shots of the baby, the dog, or one's vacation trip. Continuity begins with planning shots before they are made, with an eye toward continuity in the completed picture. When this is done, the subject filmed—the action pictured—is recorded in sequences of long, medium and closeup shots, often varied in camera angle. This practice is what is termed "camera editing" and makes the final job of editing successful.

So we come to the actual task of breaking down our roll of film into separate scenes, where necessary, preparatory to rearranging them and splicing them together again at the editing board. Before we proceed, it is timely to dwell upon some of the accessories which are vital to, as well as those which simplify, the process of film editing.

First requirement is a good splicer. They are available at various prices—the more expensive providing refinements not available in the simpler and less expensive types. As to which is best—straight or diagonal splice—it really doesn't matter to the average amateur.

Where one expects to do a great deal of splicing the "wet" splicer, which hastens the removal of the emulsion through the application of moisture may be preferred; however, an efficient dry splicer will remove emulsion just as quickly and make a dependable splice.

Next item is a pair of re winds. You can make these yourself, if you are handy, or they may be purchased at various prices. But they are absolutely necessary to an efficient job of editing. Next a means of viewing the film at the editing board should be provided. This can be a small magnifying glass or, if your pocketbook will allow, one of the action editors such as the Craig Projecto-Editor or the Bell & Howell Filmotion editor which permit viewing the film in motion exactly as seen on the screen. With such editing aids, critical cutting to the exact frame can easily be done.

In order to protect the separated film strips and make them readily available for splicing, a means for holding the strips or sections of film should be provided. Several editing boards for this purpose are on the market. One, the

- Continued on Page 327
Typing Title Cards

If your typewriter will not hold small title cards securely, here is a remedy. Using an ordinary sheet of typewriter paper, lay title card upon it and sketch outline with pencil. Then with a razor blade or sharp knife, cut four slits as shown in sketch, insert card, and type.

—J. H. Baldwin, Duluth, Minn.

Beaded Screen

A highly efficient glass beaded screen may easily be made as follows: Purchase a white window shade or a piece of white sign cloth of the size desired for the fabric base. Lay this over a panel of plywood or on a smooth table that is larger than the fabric. Stretch fabric by fastening rubber bands to edge and securing to table with thumb tacks. This serves to keep fabric from wrinkling while the paint-adhesive is being applied, also to take care of contraction and expansion due to application of paint.

Before painting, mask off the screen area, leaving a margin around the edge. Use masking tape, placing same inside the lines, leaving the margin clear. Paint the margin with a good quality flat black paint and after same has dried, remove the masking and re-apply over the black painted area, affixing it carefully along the inside margin. The screen area is now ready to be painted.

Cover this area with a mixture of Eagle white lead paste thinned with flattening oil to the consistency of thick cream. Add a few drops of blue paint to the white to increase its whiteness. When paint dries to tacky stage, remove masking tape, and apply the glass beads.

Best method for applying beads is to place in tall cardboard or tin box and cover same with a discarded silk stocking. Stocking serves as a strainer for the beads and facilitates spreading beads evenly over the surface of screen. Tilt screen to remove surplus beads and allow to dry.

Best glass beads for this purpose are the No. 10 grade and may be purchased from the Jos. Reidl Glass Works, 261 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C., or Frankel Importing Co., 28 West 38th St., same city.

—R. W. Consad, Lansdowne, Penna.

DON'T KEEP IT A SECRET!

Tell your brother hobbyists about those gadgets you've made to enliven your movie making pleasure. Those ideas for gadgets, tricks or shortcuts in filming, titling, editing or processing home movies — pass them on to fellow cinebugs through these columns. For each idea published, you'll receive two new projection reels. Extraordinary ideas will bring you a roll of film.

Write description of your idea plainly and when possible accompany it with a photo, sketch or diagram. There's no limit on number of ideas you may submit. Ideas not immediately published will be held for possible future publication unless they duplicate ideas previously submitted.

Important: Be sure to mention whether your cine equipment is 8mm. or 16mm. so we may promptly forward award adaptable to your use.

FOR STILL SHOTS

Until recently when filming movies, I found that whenever I wanted to make a still shot of one of the scenes, the scene would not match that of my movie camera by the time I got out my still camera and set it up.

I therefore made a simple metal bracket that would enable me to mount both cameras on the tripod as shown in illustration. As still camera covers same field as cine camera, I need only line up the shot with my cine camera viewfinder to serve both cameras.

—Bob Mayne, Muskegon, Mich.

THE EXPERIMENTAL

For Still shots

Until recently when filming movies, I found that whenever I wanted to make a still shot of one of the scenes, the scene would not match that of my movie camera by the time I got out my still camera and set it up.

I therefore made a simple metal bracket that would enable me to mount both cameras on the tripod as shown in illustration. As still camera covers same field as cine camera, I need only line up the shot with my cine camera viewfinder to serve both cameras.

—Bob Mayne, Muskegon, Mich.

Title Backgrounds

To simulate air-brushed backgrounds for your titles, in the absence of airbrush equipment, I prepare the titles as follows: First I design a suitable background by cutting out pieces of paper of various colors and arranging and pasting them in neat design on a cardboard. This design is placed in my titler and photographed with a diffusion filter in place, producing a soft-focus effect.

Film is wound back in the camera and the title text double exposed on the film with diffusion disc removed from the lens. Second exposure is made on soft black title card with white letters. Result is crisp, sharp letters over a soft patterned background.

—Paul Groz, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisc.

Yardstick

In order to judge accurately the distance from subject to light source when filming indoors under artificial light, I have marked the light cord extensions of my Photoflood reflectors in feet. Footage is marked by wrapping thin strips of white adhesive tape around the cord every 12 inches and marking on tape the number of feet in black ink beginning at the plug.

Thus, when setting up my lamps for a shot, the extension cord is first uti-
CINE WORKSHOP

lized to measure distance of subject from lights before connecting it to power source.
—Rolland Clark, Salem, Ore.

In order to make more conveniently ready for use the titles which appear in Home Movies each month, I cut them out and mount them on a 3"x5" index card and place them in a small card file.

THE DEFENSE PROGRAM promises to put an increasingly greater premium on the ingenuity of movie amateurs. To help cinebugs in their effort to make some of their own gadgets and accessories during the coming pressure of defense needs, the best of the HOME MOVIES cine workshop ideas have been collected into one compact volume. Complete with illustrations and simple explanations of how to make the various items.

Mail a dollar bill to HOME MOVIES today and a copy of this helpful gadget book will be in your hands quickly. It's an insurance investment against equipment shortages yet to come!

Loosen the sunshade and revolve until neutral position of second Polaroid lens is found and place mark on edge of sunshade. Fading is accomplished by rotating the loosened sunshade a quarter turn from this position, thus moving the second Polaroid lens to full polarizing position. Good results are obtainable with either panchromatic or ortho film.

where such titles are to be used as frames for a series of sub-title captions.
—Dorris Hamilton, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Use of this fading device requires opening the lens approximately 1 1/2 stops in order to film normally through the two Polaroid lenses in neutral position.

Title File

For those who like to carry splicer and rewinds along with projector when screening pictures away from home, here is an idea for a folding editing board that enables compressing the unit into smaller space without necessity of demounting rewinds or splicer. The idea is particularly suitable for those desiring to build their own projector carrying case in which splicer and rewinds may also be accommodated.

Editing board is divided into three units—the two end pieces being hinged to the central piece as shown by means of simple metal hinges A which can be made of short pieces of flat metal. In closed position, the two end pieces of the base are raised up and over the top of the central piece. Short pieces of flat metal secured by a single screw, as shown at B, are swung into position over the central panel when editing board is extended in order to keep end pieces rigid against pull exerted by film during rewinding operations.
—L. B. McCullough, M.D., Mansfield, Ohio.

Safelight

An ordinary flashlight may readily be converted into a handy, portable safelight to augment regular darkroom safelight by cutting discs of colored celluloid or cellophane and fitting them in back of the flashlight lens. Idea is particularly suited to home processors of movie film where hand held safelight is needed for close inspection of film. Use of two colors of cellophane as a filter for ortho or positive is suggested—one red and one green placed one over the other.
—T. A. Havler, West Liberty, Ohio.

THE SUNSHADE & FILTER HOLDER

1st POLAROID DISC

2nd POLAROID DISC
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To augment your home movie shows, make use of the fine libraries of rental films maintained by your photo dealer for owners of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Rental rates are surprisingly low and new films are added at regular intervals. Dealers listed below will gladly assist with suggestions for one reel to full evening programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CALIFORNIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood</td>
<td>Bailey Film Service 1651 Cosmo Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library 716 N. La Brea Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castle's Inc. 1527 Vine Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morgan Camera Shop 6262 Sunset Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>Winstead Bros., Inc. 244 Pine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Films Incorporated 1709 W. 8th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library Photo &amp; Sound, Inc. 153 Kearny St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Crawford Studios 235 Pine Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telephone Yukon 1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Monica</td>
<td>Stewart Photo Company 1257 Third Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library 1221 G St., N. W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ILLINOIS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berwyn</td>
<td>Colonial Camera Shop 6526 Windsor Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library 1925 Larchmont Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Films Incorporated 64 E. Lake Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Camera Company 2308 West Devon Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDIANA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>W. Stuart Bussey 17 East St. Joseph St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IOWA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason City</td>
<td>Decker Bros. 209 N. Federal Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KANSAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td>Jeff's Camera Shop 139 N. Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lewis Film Exchange 216 East 1st St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASSACHUSETTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Don Elder's Film Library 739 Boylston St., Dept. HM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Lane and Company 5 Little Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICHIGAN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Detroit Camera Shop 325 State Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW YORK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenmore</td>
<td>Nixon Camera &amp; Photo Supply Co. 2611 Delaware Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library 30 Rockefeller Plaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farms, Incorporated 330 W. 42nd St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walter O. Gutfiin, Inc. 25 West 45th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haber &amp; Fink, Inc. 12-14 Warren St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medo Photo Supply 15 West 47th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OHIO</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>Ralph V. Halle &amp; Assoc. 215 Walnut St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>South Park Photoshop 1027 Brown Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dayton Film (B-16) Rental Libraries 2227 Hepburn Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OREGON</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Films Incorporated 314 S. W. 9th Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pennsylvania</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Kurtz Motion Pictures 1319 Vine Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pacific Battle Movies**

Owners of home movie projectors can now show on their own screen authentic movies of the titanic air-sea struggle in the Pacific in "Midway and Coral Sea Battles," title of the latest War release by Castle Films.

The picture begins with scenes showing movement of troops to Australia in one of the war's greatest convoys. The Japs attempt to strike before greater strength is mobilized "down under." Assuming that Midway's defensive strength might have been neglected, they attack in that area, providing a field day for U. S. Army and Navy bombers and torpedo-carrying planes. A highlight of this sequence in the film is the bombing of a Jap heavy cruiser which weaves a snake-like wake astern in frantic efforts to escape hits.

In the battle of the Coral Sea, Castle Films shows in this News Parade the great role the old Lexington played in smashing the Jap invasion fleet before the Navy's ancient aircraft carrier caught fire. From vantage points aboard a destroyer News Parade cameramen secured a complete film story of her final hours. The explosion of her enormous gasoline tanks is a spectacular moment.

**Defense Films**

Civilian Defense and other patriotic groups are reported turning more and more to use of motion pictures in their training and morale meetings. Films have been found to be the best possible stimulator of attendance and enthusiasm under such headings as War Reports, Official Government Films, Victory Gardens, Emergency First Aid, Industrial Defense Plant Training, American History and Principles, Protection against Fire Bombs, and Air Raid War-
Under these headings the Bell & Howell Filmosound Library has just issued a catalog supplement, listing over 200 new films, all of them added since their 1942 catalog was completed in January.

Sennett Comedy

“Gymnasium Jim” is title of a new 8mm. release of one of Mack Sennett’s most popular Keystone Comedies. Prints are direct reductions from original 35mm. negatives which are available exclusively through the “Movie-a-Month” club plan of the Cope Studios, 3720 So. Figueroa, Los Angeles. Complete subject consisting of two reels, lists at $8.00. Catalogs listing other 8mm. subjects available free.

Swing It, Sailor

Another popular 16mm. sound reduction of a theatrical film is Post Pictures’ release of “Swing It, Sailor” featuring Wallace Ford and Isabel Jewell. Of timely interest it boasts a clever story of two gobs and a girl and some compelling action on an aircraft carrier with bombing practice furnishing the climactic finish.

Running time is 65 minutes for the seven reels.

Official’s News Thrills

Hollywood Sepia...

ESO-C

A New MONOCOLOR film. Enroll
in the field of all color film. Prices
are competitive and you get more
for your money. Ask for details.

For the color enthusiast! For the color
photographer! For the color collector!

ESO-C—Senpa ortho film, with full anti-halo base, Proto-
monochromatic. Recommended for exteriors only.
$1.20 per spool, $1.30 per three spools.

ESO-B—Super-orthochromatic film, full anti-halo protec-
tion for use on exteriors and interiors, three times as
fast as ESO-A. $1.25 per spool, $1.35 for three spools.

ESO-D—Super-orthochromatic film, full anti-halo base.
Excellent for prolonged exterior or interior use.
$1.20 per spool, $1.30 per three spools.

ESO-G—Standard films, full anti-
halo base. Recommended for interiors only. Price
the same as ESO-A. $1.25 per spool, $1.35 per three spools.

ESO-S—Super-halochrome film. A pleasing colorful picture—ideal as supple-
ment for Kodochrome movies. $1.25 per spool, $1.35 per three spools.

Ask for your 1942 catalog of short subject films, acces-
tories and two additional panoramic ESO-S films for
your 16mm camera.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
warranted. ESO-A, ESO-C, film and will replace any film
returns or refund the full purchase price if you are not
fully pleased with your results. YOU MUST be satisfied!

ORDER AT TODAY'S LOW PRICES!

ESO-S PICTURES

"Quality 8mm Service"

3645 Central Street
Kansas City, Missouri

New developments in sound

- Continued from Page 310

of the microphone’s diaphragm result
in rapid changes in the depth to which
the stylus cuts the gelatin-opaque sand-
wich. Since the stylus is wedge-shaped,
a greater depth penetration results in
a wider strip of the opaque being re-
moved; thus, a greater or less displace-
ment of the microphone diaphragm causes a greater or less depth
penetration of the gelatin-opaque sandwich by the stylus, with a resultant greater or less lateral cutting of sound track in
the opaque layer as shown in the accom-
panying diagram. A track produced by
this method rather closely resembles the
photographically-produced variable
area sound film record common in this
country.

In reproducing the Philklim track, the
film is run past the familiar sound head,
consisting of exciter lamp, sound
optics, scanning slit (in this case from
to 12 to 14 microns — approximately
0.000068 to 0.0000546 inch wide), and
photocell pickup. The speed of the film past
the scanning slit (and also, of
course, past the cutting stylus), since it is
in the limit of requirements that
has been set at 320mm. per second (a
little more than 65 feet per minute),
which makes a reel last about 30 per-
cent longer than if run at standard
sound picture speed of 90 feet per
minute. This speed was chosen for the sake
of economy, after tests had shown that
it was capable of resolution of pitch of
the order of 8000 cycles per second.

Units which were built for use in
European studios embodied dual combi-
nation recorder-reproducer machines.

With such a unit, a program can be
released by the United States Navy.

Volume 2 also includes the following:
R.A.F. Bombs Paris; British
Capture Madagascar; “Flying Tigers”
in the Far East; Chiang Kai-Chek and
Gener. Stillwell in Burma; MacArthur in
Australia and in the Philippines; Allied
Convoys Foil Axis Attacks.

These movies of historical import are
available in both 8mm. and 16mm. and
16mm. sound at principal photographic
dealers and film rental retailers.

Rental Catalog

Bailey Film Service, 1851 Cosmo St.,
Hollywood, Calif., has issued a new cat-
alog listing all 8mm. and 16mm. silent
films which they have available for
rental. Catalog is available free to in-
terested projector owners.

Above firm emphasizes they have
adopted policy of adding new films to
their library each month and strive to
make available all the latest films as
soon as available.

Colorado River Thrills

“Cruising the Grand Canyon” is a ti-
tle of one of latest 16mm. color films
made available by Bell & Howell
through their Filmsound Libraries.
Reel shows one of America’s greatest
natural scenic wonders from an unusual
camera angle. Filmed from a rowboat
during a cruise down the Colorado to
Lake Meade, the picture shows some
daring action on part of men maneu-
vering boat through the many rapids
and whirlpools for which the upper Colo-
rado is famous.

Photographed by Barry Goldwater,
the subject may be purchased outright
or rented. Further information, rental
or purchase rates, etc., may be had by
writing Bell & Howell Co., 1801 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago, Ill.
through recording and reproducing on machines running in interlock with the camera or projector.

The system, as used in this country, consists of an inexpensive unit taking regular 16mm. safety film. Normally, blank film is used, and a manual shifting device locates a sapphire cutting needle over the film in such a manner that 28 sound tracks may be indented side by side across the width of the film. The unit may be run at speeds anywhere from 24 to 36 feet per minute. Reproducing is accomplished by a customary pick-up needle, and the sound fed through standard amplifying and speaker equipment.

For use with 16mm. home movies, the track may be indented close to the sprocket holes of the exposed and processed picture film, in which case the sound obviously must be separated from its corresponding picture by an appropriate distance, as in other combined sound and picture films. Used in such a manner, the recorder-reproducer acts merely as a sound head attachment to the picture projector. In the case of 8mm. home movies, the sound cannot be recorded on the picture film because of the slow speed at which the film moves through the projector; approximate synchronization is obtained by recording and reproducing at a sound film speed greater than that of the picture projection. The manufacturers of this equipment claim that playbacks may be made "hundreds of times" without appreciable loss of quality.

In both these mechanical recording systems there are obvious disadvantages such as the necessity for recording if more than one copy is desired, and, in the case of the Russian system, the abrasion of the track by the reproducing needle. However, both systems possess definite advantages over photographic sound films and discs: the Russian system utilizes waste motion picture film entirely satisfactorily, which results in negligible operating cost; the Philmil system produces practically no wear whatever on the film during reproduction, because of its use of light beam scanning; both systems enjoy freedom from the bugaboos of complex processing machinery, gamma and granularity, recording time limitations of even 16-inch discs, and sprocket hole modulations.

In all of these aspects, mechanical recording of sound on film seems to face a bright future in the post-war world, when a more general and inexpensive method of producing sound for home movies is certain to develop.

---

**Have You Tried Du Pant 16 mm Films?**

Use them for all speed and light conditions

Make the kind of movies you've always wanted with this "all-purpose" pair of films, with the advantages of speed — wide exposure latitude — economy and permanence.

**SUPERIOR PAN** (high speed reversal). A professional film for personal movies. Does a beautiful job indoors or out. Superb for special effects, night shots and all subjects with poor lighting. A real "buy" at $6.40 per hundred feet, with processing (Wuson —100 day — 80 max.).

**REGULAR PAN** (standard speed reversal). The all-purpose economy film for outdoor use. Wide latitude makes it easy to use. Its brilliant gradation adds sparkle to your movies. $4.80 per hundred feet, with processing (Wuson 12-8).
**Exposure with filters . . .**

When using filters, it becomes necessary to open up the lens to compensate for the light held back by the filter. Just how much is often a problem. This can be determined accurately by the "Factor" of the filter. Factors of popular filters in relation to the various films are shown below. The next chart shows how to calculate quickly the correct exposure when the filter factor is known. For example: if light meter indicates normal exposure as f 8, correct exposure in combination with say, Dupont regular pan film that gives a 2.5 factor, would be f/5.1.

**FILTER FACTORS FOR POPULAR 8MM. AND 16MM. REVERSE CINE FILMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F I L M</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>K-1 Light</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>K-2 Dark</th>
<th>A00 1 Light</th>
<th>Orange</th>
<th>25-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;B&quot; Super X</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;S&quot; Safety</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cine Kodak &quot;S&quot; Super X</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansco 16mm. Flachochrome</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansco 16mm. Panchromatic</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansco 16mm. Triple &quot;S&quot; Pan</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansco 16mm. Hyspan</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getaret Panchro Super.</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getaret Panchro Micropan</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getaret Orthochromatic</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dupont Regular Pan</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kin-O-Lux 16mm. 10 ft.</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kin-O-Lux 16mm. 5 ft.</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** All figures are approximate. Figures such as 2.2 may be considered as 2.5 and 1.25 as 1.50 (or 1 1/4), and etc.

**FILTER FACTOR COMPENSATOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Exposure</th>
<th>Filter Factor Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f/2.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Emblem of a Friendly Amateur

Sponsored exclusively by Home Movies Magazine, the REEL FELLOWS is a friendly, chummy, coast-to-coast organization of movie amateurs whose purpose is to further the pleasure of amateur movie making and to encourage a wider and more beneficial contact among amateurs.

If you shoot 8mm. or 16mm. movies, or if you are interested in any of the aspects of amateur movie making, you are invited to become a member of the REEL FELLOWS. $1.00 membership fee is so low no amateur can afford not to join. Initial membership fee is all you pay.

Wear your REEL FELLOWS pin to identify you wherever you go! Upon receipt of your membership application, you will receive membership card, gold pin, and insignia for your camera. Be the first in your community to join! Fill out the REEL FELLOWS membership application below and send it in immediately! Write regarding charter for REEL FELLOWS clubs.

DETACH HERE

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

THE REEL FELLOWS

REEL FELLOWS

C/o Home Movies

6060 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood, Calif.

I am enclosing $1.00 membership fee, for which please enroll me as a member of the REEL FELLOWS and send me membership card, gold pin, and camera insignia.

I have been shooting movies (length of time)..........................

My equipment is: 8mm..................16mm..........................

Name..................................................

Address............................................

City..................................................State
Mrs. Seely films a hummer

Continued from Page 111

scene showing a "for rent" sign hung on the vacated nest.

Clever poetic titles do much to bind the bird scenes together and make for fluid c.c.n. unity. One appears in the series of frame enlargements reproduced here and shows also, the attractive composition which marked each title. Text, printed on a small card, was placed on a colored background and surrounded by beech leaves as a decorative motif—of the beechnut tree in which the birds lived.

This review of the picture is purposely brief to allow a more detailed account of Mrs. Seely’s activities in producing it. For to fully appreciate "Madame Hummer At Home," one must also appreciate that it was a vast undertaking for a woman to tackle single handed. Mrs. Seely developed the idea; filmed the picture; built "blinds" which enabled her to set up her camera within a few feet of the nest for the many remarkable closeup shots; wrote the poem, verses of which serve as titles; composed and filmed the titles; edited the picture; and then arranged the musical score.

"Ever since I completed my two films on robins," says Mrs. Seely, "friends have called me whenever they discovered other bird’s nests, and urged me to film them. When the challenge came to film a tiny hummingbird’s nest twelve feet above the ground, and the three inch bird herself, I started the project with some misgivings. I began by setting up my camera as near to the nest as possible—about nine feet distant. My first shots were made with 1 inch and 2 1/2 inch lenses. When the first roll of film was returned from the laboratory and screened, the nest could scarcely be located nor was focus any too accurate in spite of careful measurement with yardstick each time camera was set up.

"It was then I decided to consult my friend at the camera store, and I induced him to loan me a 4-inch telephoto lens. This enabled me successfully to make vivid closeup shots of the bird and its nest, all well centered and sharply focused.

"There were many other obstacles, baffling at the start, which I had to overcome one by one. The nest, unfortunately was so concealed that little sun reached it at any time, and this made it necessary to film most of the scenes at f 3.5 or f 1.9. At one time I

Movie of the Month

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it "The Movie of the Month." This picture is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker.

- This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for rejudging with those films submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941

SEPTEMBER: "Through the Window Pane," produced by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.


NOVEMBER—No award.


1942

JANUARY: "Latitude 26," produced by Leo Calioa, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.


MARCH: "Snap Happy," produced by Ted Geurts, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodachrome production, 700 feet in length.

APRIL: "Rita of Rocky Ranch," produced by Roland Ray, Los Angeles, Calif. An 8mm picture, 400 feet in length.

MAY: "Oliver Twist," produced by David E. Bradley, Winnetka, Illinois. An 16mm. picture approximately 4000 feet in length.


JULY: "White Waters" produced by C. A. Wills, Merced, Calif. A 16mm Kodachrome picture, 400 feet in length.


set up a mirror to reflect light into the nest, but the intervals of waiting for the bird to return were so long that invariably the sun had moved considerably obliging me to climb down from my camera position and adjust the mirror to the changing light.

"Madame Hummer indicated early that she did not like me closer to the nest than nine feet so I decided to camouflage myself and camera with pine boughs. But this deception failed to fool the bird and I decided to build a "blind" which would enable me to get as close as possible to the nest without having to perch uncomfortably for hours in the branches of neighboring trees.

"After consulting a local naturalist, an odd-looking but sturdy hideout was constructed using two tall step ladders, some planks, and pieces of canvas. Strange, because the bird seemed not the least concerned with this grotesque contraption which suddenly loomed before her nest one day. And from then on, shooting Madame and her daily nesting routine was simple as well as comfortable. Between shots, I relaxed upon a kitchen stool, wishing for a cool breeze or the bird's early return to the 'set.' Not having any previous knowledge of the life of tree-sitters or the unpredictable antics of this swift-flying and seldom-at-home bird, I must have presented a ludicrous sight to those passing by, as day by day I appeared with all kinds of paraphernalia, only to disappear into my beechnut hideout.

"Another trial was the heavy wind that invariably blew each day I set out to film. Later I discovered how to tie the branch bearing the nest to a pole driven into the ground below. The slow motion shots of Madame Hummer were taken at a feeding station located 25 miles from Cleveland. A hummingbird's wings beat 75 times per second when "treading" air in one position; 75 times per second when in flight. The camera speed of 64 frames per second used in making these slow motion shots permits interesting study of the bird's remarkable wing action.

"When filming of the birds was completed, my activities were directed to making the titles. I sometimes think I devoted more time and thought to this phase of the picture than it deserved. Having inquired of commercial title makers for prices on titles, I decided finally to make them myself. I planned to create a title which would suggest the atmosphere of out-of-doors, utilizing the predominating colors in the scenes—green and brown.

"I had a printer set up the verses in type and print them in green ink on small cards. These were placed over a brown background. Green beech leaves and brown twigs were then arranged about the cards and the composition photographed out-of-doors under sunlight.

"Only after completing my picture did I come across Norman Converse's book, 'Birds and Beasts—How To Film Them,' and noted this enlightening paragraph:

"'Experience in this kind of nature photography is, of course, a great help. But in general, each new scene or sequence in nature filming presents a new and different problem, and no two solutions are arrived at in quite the same way. . . . One should be a well-informed naturalist, a person of infinite patience, and finally, a combination of mechanic, psychologist, artist and movie maker. That's a big order for any one man. . . . My suggestion is to try and get a friend to work with you. . . . And how I wished, and often, for just such a friend!'"
volving cycle and coming to stop against the rod.

When the hole is properly located in the inside case, a corresponding hole must be drilled in the outside case. This is best done by using the two screw holes, A and B, as centers from which a radius is swung to intersect the center of the hole on the inner case. Then with outside case placed on the camera, the same radius is used to locate the holes at the intersections. Radius may be swung with a pair of dividers, a drawing compass or a piece of string with pencil attached. But great care must be exercised to insure drilling holes in inner and outer cases in alignment with one another. Extreme care should also be used to make sure none of the metal shavings from drilling operations get into the camera mechanism, otherwise serious trouble will result.
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against the stop and start gear it will extend one inch outside the camera case. A suitable handle for this rod is made from a short piece of the 1/2” wood dowel cut 1 1/2” in length. This is rounded at one end then a hole drilled through the center at the other end to enable placing it over the wire rod. A No.45 drill may be used for this. When hole is drilled, the rod may be forced into the hole where it will remain securely without need for gluing.

Inasmuch as this single-frame control pin cannot be permanently anchored in operating position, it may easily be lost through careless handling. Best preventive measure is to drill small pin hole through end of handle and insert small cord by which rod may be secured to camera winding key or looped over the lens for safety.
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Reviews . . .
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the camera considerably farther back, filming the group of children so they would look considerably smaller. Best shot was that where Teeny Tots appear to be romping about in palm of child's hand. The story ends with child awakening the next morning and making ready for school.

An important criticism is that titling was poorly executed. Camera was not carefully centered on title cards. Also, in the double exposed shots, perspective was not true. And we would suggest cutting down on the footage allowed the opening sequence of mother and child as the trick sequences are the meat of the story.

Another criticism concerns editing. Frequently the camera moves from a medium to a close-up shot, then back to medium shot. This occurs too often and without any logical reason. Further editing, however, will correct this fault.

"Colorado," 400 feet of 8mm. Kodachrome, was produced by Edward C. Miller, St. Louis, Mo. It is the customary vacation documentary depicting scenes and points of interest visited by the filmmaker. It also has the customary fault of many vacation films in that scenes are far too lengthy, particularly where the scene contained no action. Many amateurs, of course, once they film a scene, hate to trim even a single frame. Somehow they like to look at every inch of film they have exposed. But from the viewpoint of outside audiences of friends, etc., the picture must be carefully cut if it is to prove as interesting to them as it is to the maker.

Another fault with this picture was that many of the titles were improperly cut in. Frequently a title would appear announcing a point of interest, for instance, "The Will Rogers Memorial," but two scenes intervene before the memorial is shown. Titles should immediately precede the scene they describe or refer to.

The picture opens with several shots of a sunrise, and close with an equal number of shots of a sunset. The repetition of shots spoil the effect. It is far more impressive to make a fairly lengthy shot of a sunrise or sunset and use the one shot alone.

Mr. Miller is to be commended, however, for his efforts in producing a film of major length, and we are certain he will profit from the suggestions contained in the criticism sheet returned with his picture.

Information Please . . .

Continued from Page 304

Photofloods approximates true daylight, it seems reasonable that Weston 8 would be the correct rating on which to base my exposure for Kodachrome. What is your opinion.

A. Your deduction is correct. When using daylight Photofloods with any film exposed indoors, the Weston daylight rating applies.

Film for Magazines (Ralph King, Willows, Calif.)

Q. I have just purchased an Eastman 8mm., magazine loading camera. I notice several film distributors advertise bulk film. Is it possible to buy bulk film and then load it in a magazine for my camera? Do any other firms beside Eastman sell film in magazines for my camera?

A. Eastman Kodak Co. is the only company selling magazine or cartridges of film for the Magazine Ciné Kodak. They do not recommend utilizing the film magazines for home loading of bulk film.
slow tempo, while another may call for a faster tempo.

The next thing to do is to start writing the commentary, using the 144 words per minute as a starter. If Scene No. 13, for example, is on the screen 20 seconds, allot 48 words as the maximum commentary to accompany that scene; if the scene is on the screen five seconds, then you will be able to get in only twelve words. The job here, then, is to fit the length of commentary to the length of picture scenes. It’s much like trying to construct a complicated time-table, but after you get the scenes checked for length it isn’t much of a job to translate seconds into words then outline a rough draft of the commentary.

After the rough version of the commentary has been completed, go back to your projector. Run the film through again at sound speed, while reading the commentary aloud. This will give the first check on how well you have timed and cued the commentary to the picture. Don’t be surprised if you find yourself badly off in this first trial. Even the expert newsreader commentator is unable to hit his correct word-count and timing until after many trials.

The first trial at reading the rough draft of the commentary through as the film is projected will show up the more glaring of the errors in word-count and timing. As many of these as possible should be marked for correction, the corrections made, and then comes another session of reading the script through while trying to keep one eye on the screen. This second reading will reveal still more errors. Writing a good narration is not a one-shot proposition, but is a very careful process of trial-correction-trial that must be repeated over and over again until it reaches the end desired. Don’t try to do it all at one time; let the task stretch over several days, so that you can rest and think between trials. Better results will be achieved in this fashion.

As a final check on your commentary, ask several friends to sit in and act as critics while you read through your script while the film is projected. To achieve some degree of realism, plug a microphone into the sound projector, and station yourself behind the audience to do the reading. Reading through the music and speaker will give them a fair imitation of the final recorded nar-

---

**EMULSION RATINGS FOR 8MM AND 16MM FILMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheiner</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>G-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGFA ANSCO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm East Pan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 B&amp;W Pan</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16mm Pan-chromatic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak Royal</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Supreme Pan</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Supreme Pan, Negative</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Panchromatic</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Positive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Pan</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Pan, Negative</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight 8 Pan</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DUPONT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan (Rev. Type 321)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan (Rev. Type 302)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sup-2 (N-W-P) Type 301</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 214 Pan (N-P-Rev.)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Type 60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Record, Pos. Type 601</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EASTMAN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan, Super XX Pan</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Super X Pan</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Sound Pan</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan, Negative</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Positive</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodalchrome (4 and 16mm)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodalchrome &quot;A&quot; (4 and 16mm)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GAMA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Reversal</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchrome</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOLLYWOOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R. S. Pan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Ortho</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni-Ortho</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni-Ortho</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-Ortho</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAMMACHROME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superpan No. 160</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superpan No. 24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorama</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Notice to Movie Fans**

If you take four Dupont prints of any simplex cannot afford at a 1953, you can buy a slightly more expensive equipment from the testing manufacturers, provided the four Dupont prints are in a box. Since it is known to vary in density, contrast, and Leeds of this are no sound. Fancy is a better method of testing. CENTRAL CAMERA COMPANY 230 S. Wabash Depts. H-3 Chicago, Illinois

---

**Write Us For Photo Equipment**

---

**Emulsion Ratings**

* **Dupont**
  - Silver-halide emulsions known as are both camera and darkroom equipment at the South.
  - Black and white film for industrial, scientific, and motion picture. Length of time and equipment in the South.

---

**Bass Camera Co.**

179 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

---

**Cut Home Movie Costs**

with Black and White film for semi-orthochromatic reversible film for finest results—least cost.

16mm, Reversible Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll, only $2.50
Rating: Slowest.

8mm, Reversible Outdoor Film
25 ft. Double B, only..............$1.25

---

**VISUAL INSTRUCTION SUPPLY CORP.**

1757 Broadway, Dept. 12 Brooklyn, N. Y.

---

**A-to-Z Movie Title Making is Easy—Let Our FREE**

Try-it-yourself Kit Show You

WRITE A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES

175 Fifth Avenue, Dept. H-40 New York, N. Y.

---

**To 16 REDUCED**

Black and White and Kodakchrome

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY

Special Motion Picture Printing
955-A Merchanide Mart

---

**Screen ‘em with sound . . .**

- Continued from Page 309
ration. In this way you will have opportunity to see whether the whole product, sound script and picture, hang together and make an intelligent impression on an audience.

The script is ready to be put in mechanical shape for the recording laboratory. If recording is to be done by an out-of-town laboratory, don't expect the narrator to take your script and achieve the desired results unless you give him very specific and detailed instructions regarding the pacing and timing of the commentary.

Most laboratories will ask you to draw up a cue sheet in three columns: (1) picture scenes described and numbered, (2) narration, and (3) footage or time-length of each scene. As you write down the description of each film scene, set down the accompanying narration in the adjacent column so the narrator will know which words belong with each scene. If music and sound effects also are to be recorded, you will need a fourth column for cueing in these. It is suggested that you query your laboratory concerning the form in which they prefer the sound script written.

Finally, a few cautions to observe before you get too far along in the writing of your sound script:

(1) For a slight additional fee any laboratory will undertake to re-record on the sound track almost any type of standardized sound effect—telephone bell, train whistle, airplane motor, etc. However, be very careful not to plan sound effects that demand split-second synchronization with screen action. The best advice is to question the laboratory before definitely including sound effects of any type. They will gladly tell whether such effects are feasible.

(2) Don't compose a narrator's commentary in which the timing is dependent upon change of pace—slow at certain points, fast at others. Such a commentary will be exceedingly hard for the laboratory to work out, and will cost for the extra time thus used. Write the commentary so that any stranger can pick it up and master it in a few trials with your projected film.

(3) Don't include in the commentary any sentences or phrases that depend for their effectiveness upon the tone of voice or inflection of speech in which they are delivered, unless you can be absolutely certain that your directions will be understood clearly.

(4) If you plan to use music throughout the film as a background for the narration, examine the selections very carefully to see that they supplement and strengthen the narration. The wrong musical selection can destroy the effect of the narration. If your film is of a type whose effectiveness depends upon a clear, logical commentary, stay completely away from music except as an introduction and closing device. As a final caution, find out from the laboratory whether a copyright fee will be charged for any of the selections you want to use.

Vary your camera angles...  
*Continued from Page 314*

in a scene at the seashore, with possibly a man and woman as subjects. Take the camera into the surf and show the two approaching the water hand in hand. As their feet touch the water, the woman pulls back and refuses to go any further. Move in for a closer shot as the woman shivers. Move to the side and show the woman pull the woman toward the water. She breaks away and runs back to dry sand. Camera picks up man from position occupied by woman; he dismisses her as hopeless by appropriate gesture and plunges into the surf. Take a position back of the woman as once more she tries to brave the water. Get a close-up of her feet as she puts one toe into a retreating wave. She follows the wave out a few steps (in close-up of feet) and suddenly a coriner sweeps in unexpectedly and drenches her. A close-up of her face, dripping and gasping, would be excellent here. Then take a position from the side as she dives into a wave and swims out to the waiting man. Splice in a few shots of waves breaking on the shore at this point to denote a transition while subjects are swimming, then come in with a shot of the man and woman walking or running out of the water toward the camera and returning to dry sand. Close-ups of their dripping faces could complete this sequence, in an ordinary cutting movie, which has been filmed with just a little more thought than usual to achieve a continuity containing all the elements of drama.

Many amateurs make full use of the dramatic potentials of their cameras in other ways besides that of filming a suspenseful continuity of simple action. Contrast is another way of getting dramatic effects into a picture. One successful amateur opened his picture of a small baby by showing a man's hand completely filling the film frame. The hand slowly opened and revealed the tiny hand of a baby nesting in the adult's huge palm. Another filmer started a similar picture with the cam-

---

**The MOVIE MAKER'S FAVORITE**

This new 11-inch "Diffuser-Flector" for No. 2 floodlamps is highly effective, needs no diffusing screen. The strong spring clamp, swivel mount and 10-ft. rubber cord and plug from the push-switch socket completes this very portable unit. See it now at your dealer's or write for free descriptive folder. Price, including excise tax... $4.15

JAMES H. SMITH & SONS CORP.  
820 Lake St.  
Griffith, Indiana
Title those summer movies now before you forget!

For attractive professional looking titles use Mitten Pin-back or Sanded-back titling letters. Made in a wide variety of sizes and styles.

Illustrated above is the Professional MITTEN TITLING SET containing both lower case and capital letters. A most versatile set for either main or sub titles.

Price $7.50—sanded back letters. Price $7.95—pin-back letters.

Other sets are priced from $5.50 up.

See at your local camera store or order direct from

MITTEN LETTER CO.
REDLANDS CALIFORNIA

era lens very close to the diaper-covered bottom of his child. The baby slowly crawled away from the camera and came into focus as an individual instead of a piece of cloth.

When filming the spectacular Mt. Rushmore Memorial, a cinefilmer put several persons in the foreground to give contrast to the heroic carvings. Similarly, successful amateurs inject human interest, which is nothing more than drama on a simple plane, into their vacation scenic pictures by filming persons and their reactions in connection with natural sights and phenomena.

All of this is not a new discovery, but a proven technique by which movies—amateur and otherwise—are made more enduring in interest and entertainment value. It is the treatment that makes an amateur's movies welcome entertainment all the time.

Closeups with extension tubes

for most movie amateurs there's a slight catch to this extension tube business today in that unless you own an 8mm. or 16mm. magazine Cine Kodak or a Cine Special, you will have to have extension tubes made special for your particular camera and lenses the same as I did. The war-time restrictions on metals being what they are, it will probably be necessary to resort to tubular plastics unless you can locate a suitable length of metal tubing in your garage scrap pile. Use of extension tubes is also limited to those cameras with removable threaded lens mounts. Until recently, before the priority situation set in, Bell & Howell accepted special orders for extension tubes, custom-built to the customer's order.

One gadget still available for both 8mm. and 16mm. cameras is the Goerz Reflex Focuser which combines a 1/2 in. extension tube with a means for visually focusing lens on subject to be filmed. Lens is removed from camera and the Goerz Reflex Focuser screwed in to camera in its place. The lens is then mounted in front of the Focuser. A simple adjustment permits viewing the image as it will appear, highly magnified on the screen.

Use of extension tubes introduces certain problems which must be overcome if their use is to be successful. These problems are exposure and parallax. Moving the lens away from the film reduces its speed. Therefore, in extending the camera lens with an extension tube, its f/ value immediately changes. For example, by coupling a 1/2 in. extension tube on a 2 in. f/3.5 telephoto with the magazine Cine Kodak, the new f/ value of the lens becomes f/7.1 instead of f/3.5. A 4 in. extension tube would change it to f/12.44.

When you wish to calculate the revised f/ value of a certain lens-tube combination to correspond with light reading indicated by your exposure meter, proceed as follows: Divide the f/ number indicated by the exposure meter by the sum of the focal length and lens extension. Then multiply this figure by the focal length of the lens. The result will be the number at which the lens diaphragm must be set, in order to give the exposure indicated by the meter.

EXAMPLE: Focal length, 2 inches; extension tube, 1 1/4 in. (or 1.375 in.); exposure meter reading, f/8:

\[
\frac{8}{2 + 1.375} = \frac{8}{3.375} = 2.37
\]

This means that when exposure meter indicates a setting of f/8, the lens should be set at f/4.74. Of course, there is no such number on the lens, but it can be approximated by setting indicator about 1/4 of the distance from f/4 to f/5.5.

Where extension tubes are supplied for certain cameras, as in the case of the Eastman cameras already cited, the manufacturer has calculated the exposures and provides a dependable exposure chart applying to their tubes when used with the cameras and lenses for which they were designed. Any optical engineer, of course, given accurate figures as to distance of regular camera lens from film plane, length of extension tube to be used, plus lens f/ value, could readily calculate a new scale of f/ values for the lens-extension-tube combination.

To cope with the parallax problem, there are two reflex viewing attachments now on the market for this purpose: one, the Goerz Reflex Focuser, already described, and the Optix Viewer marketed by Arthur Wolf, Chicago. The latter, unlike the Goerz focusor, must be removed from the camera and replaced by the lens after centering is accomplished.

Lacking either of these devices, it then becomes necessary to center camera on object, focusing the image on a ground glass screen. This can be done by placing a piece of frosted cine film in the open film gate of the camera and
focusing upon it, viewing the result with the aid of a small mirror thrust behind the film where the film gate does not open sufficiently to permit full visual inspection.

The Eastman Cine Special has a built-in visual focusing device which views directly through the lens in taking pictures, while the Victor and Bell and Howell cameras have visual focus devices displaced from the actual taking position. The latter will simplify the measurement of distances, but will not locate the field.

It is helpful, of course, to know approximately what field will be covered by certain lens and tube combinations so that the right combination may be selected to fit the subject to be filmed. A smaller field will be required for filming a bee or an ant than would be used for filming a grasshopper. The following table indicates area of field covered with 2, 4 and 6-inch telephotos when coupled with the ½-inch, 3/4-inch and 1½-inch extension tubes previously described. Data on the regular 1-inch lens is purposely omitted as being inapplicable to average amateur use:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens</th>
<th>Extension tube</th>
<th>Distance from object</th>
<th>Approx. area covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-inch</td>
<td>¾ inch</td>
<td>14 inches</td>
<td>1-3/4x 2-3/8 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/4 inch</td>
<td>8 inches</td>
<td>13/16x1 3/16 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1½ inches</td>
<td>4 inches</td>
<td>3/8x 1/2 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-inch</td>
<td>¾ inch</td>
<td>46 inches</td>
<td>2-3/4x 4 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/4 inch</td>
<td>28 inches</td>
<td>1-9/16x 2-1/8 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1½ inches</td>
<td>16 inches</td>
<td>3/4x 1 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-inch</td>
<td>¾ inch</td>
<td>56 inches</td>
<td>2-3/8x 3-1/4 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/4 inch</td>
<td>31 inches</td>
<td>1-1/16x 1-1/2 inches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A point to remember is that depth of field is extremely shallow when extension tubes are used and when attempting to film living insects you may encounter difficulty in keeping them in sharp focus long enough to make the shot. Some means must be employed for fastening them to a small stage in front of the camera. One thing is certain, they won’t stay there without being made fast and you should not kill them because it is action you are after. Placing subjects on small bits of fly paper is probably the best expedient.

It is advisable, too, to speed up camera to 24 or 32 frames per second, for the motions of such tiny creatures are so rapid that they appear to much better advantage in semi-slow motion. Made to move slowly and ponderously on the screen, the minute subject takes on mass and added size, becomes something awe-inspiring.

A friend, who had a set of extension tubes made, patterned after mine, has a most interesting film of ants at work. Photographed in Kodachrome, it shows the ants building their homes and storing food for the winter. In the same film, he has scenes of a wasp fighting an unknown adversary—the cameraman who rolled tiny pebbles over the hole in which the wasp was at work. The wasp is shown struggling to remove the pebbles, affording study of this insect at extremely close range and in an unusual activity that could not otherwise be studied. Such pictures must be seen to fully appreciate their vast appeal. And they are within the means and ability of any cine camera owner.

Here are a few things to remember when filming with extension tubes. If you film insects under artificial light, keep photofloods as far away from subjects as possible, otherwise they may succumb to the heat.

The longer your telephoto lens, the farther from the subject you may work, which is advantageous. The standard 1 inch (or ½ inch, 8mm.) lens could be used, but this would make it necessary to work so close to subject, shadow of lens would fall upon it.

Two or more extension tubes may be joined together to gain added length in the extension. The more extension tube you add to a lens the smaller the field becomes.

Camera must not be hand held for the same reason it should not be hand held for any telephoto shot. Rigid support is necessary not only for camera but for the extension tube, when lengthy tubes are used.

---

Easy-to-film scenario...

- Continued from Page 355

coloring above: Father responds affectionately to boy’s statement as the group continues walking and talking.

SCENE 31. Front porch of home. Mother on steps looking expectantly toward approaching father and children out of scene. They enter scene and father kisses mother. She begins to tell him about Butch:

TITLE: "Butch is coming home—"

SCENE 32. Closeup of father as he speaks:

TITLE: "Yes, yes. The children have been telling me."
Scene 23. Closeup of mother as she speaks:
TITLED: "It's almost time—"
Scene 24. Medium shot of entire group on front porch. Son raises father's sleeve to look at wrist watch.
Scene 25. Closeup of watch. It is almost 5:30.
Scene 26. Back to scene 24, as son observes time of Butch's arrival is at hand. Runs out to curb and looks anxiously down street. Other children follow him.
Scene 27. Long shot. Taxi approaching in distance.
Scene 28. Medium shot as taxi pulls up at curb and stops. Before driver can get out, door of rear compartment opens and a husky but tattered man hastily exits and starts to brush himself off. His necktie is missing and it is evident his clothing was recently torn as though in a brawl. Son rushes into scene and up to him; looks around quizzically then asks:
Scene 29. Medium closeup of son and husky stranger as son speaks:
TITLED: "Where's Butch?"
Scene 30. Same as scene 28. Stranger looks gruffly at son then turning and pointing toward interior of taxi, says:
TITLED: "In there!"
Scene 31. Back to scene 30. Son reacts to stranger's words, then goes to taxi and reaches inside door.
Scene 32. Closeup. Interior rear compartment of taxi. On floor is "Butch," the family dog, tied to opposite door handle with stranger's necktie. Boy in immediate foreground is untying him, and as dog jumps into his arms, we cut to:
Scene 33. Same as scene 31. Son turns and faces camera with dog in arms. Stranger registers fear of dog, as he steps back suddenly out of reach. All members of family move into scene and heap affection on dog.
Scene 34. Slightly longer shot than previous scene. While family is engrossed with returned dog, Father steps toward stranger, reaches into pocket and extracts roll of bills.
Scene 35. Closeup, father and the stranger. Father pats stranger on shoulder and says apologetically:
TITLED: "I'm sorry I sent him away. I didn't know the kids missed him so much. Take this for your trouble."
Scene 36. Back to scene 35. Stranger takes money, pockets it, and starts to re-enter taxi.
Scene 37. Medium closeup of dog on ground. Some of the children playing with him. Dog suddenly looks up and out of scene, as though towards the stranger, and dashes out of scene towards him.
Scene 38. Medium shot. Taxi at curb. Stranger enters cab hastily to escape dog (not shown in scene) and orders taxi driver to proceed. Stranger looks apprehensively toward barking dog as taxi exits from scene.
Scene 39. Medium closeup. Son holding dog which is barking fiercely at departing taxi. The rest of the children are grouped around watching the departing taxi. Fade-out.

The End.
The scenes involving the dog are especially written so no acting ability is required of him, making it possible for you to use a neighbor's dog if you do not own one. The scenes in which he is shown barking toward the stranger can be filmed with someone out of scene causing the dog to bark as required.

Revelation of the dog as Butch in scene 32 is the climax and scenes immediately preceding this should be cut fast to build suspense. Your best actor should be cast as the stranger in order to heighten the effect of those scenes in which he appears.

The Reader Speaks...

or in part for equal footage of unexposed 16mm. Kodachrome in 100 foot rolls.

—Robert C. Harnsberger, Luray, Virginia

Dear Editor: Note to Denver 8mm. filmers: I can furnish 8mm. Kodachrome footage of Henry Ford's Greenfield Village, Niagara Falls, and Great Lakes marine scenes. I want 8mm. Kodachrome footage of Route 40 Berthoud Pass, Moffat Tunnel from Route 40 side, Trail ridge, and Pikes Peak area.

—George C. Winchell, Freedom Rd., Ravenna, Ohio.

Dear Sirs: I want 100 feet 8mm. Kodachrome of Tulip Festival in Holland, Michigan. Will trade 100 feet unexposed Kodachrome for same.

—Edward Oliver, 6619 So. Lullin St., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen: Wish to contact an 8mm. movie maker in Philadelphia who can supply me with Kodachrome footage of several places in that city. I'll swap equal amount of Kodachrome film. Please communicate for details of scenes wanted.

—Bill Ralph, 19839 Forest Ave., Hayward, Calif.
ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine

12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.
In Canada, $3.50—Foreign, $3.50
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. S.

HOME MOVIES
360 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Send to.

Address.

City........................................State..................................
□ New ..................................□ Renewal ..................................□ Gift

Send to.

Address.

City........................................State..................................
□ New ..................................□ Renewal ..................................□ Gift

Enclosed find $...........................................

Date......................................................19

Sent in by...........................................

Address...........................................

City........................................State..................................

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
TITLE troubles

By GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

If you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of HOME MOVIES or his residence, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. What is the simplest method for a beginner, not a fancy "letterer," to print title cards?—M. J., Glendale, Calif.

A. Typewrite them. If typewriter is not accessible (or if you can’t type), get a package of alphabet soup letters from your grocer, sort out a selection of unbroken letters, and compose your titles with them. They’re easily colored with show-card or water colors for Kodachrome, too. A dab of glue or rubber cement applied with a toothpick to backs of letters will hold them in place on title card.

Q. The titles in my pictures invariably jump up and down on the screen whereas the scenes do not. I photographed both my titles and the scenes, but the latter were sent away for processing while I processed the titles myself. I used double 8mm. film. What causes this?—C. S., Wilmington, Del.

A. Most likely your film slitter is at fault, failing to slit your film accurately resulting in "bulges" that have trouble passing through film gate of your projector and hence the jumpy action on the screen.

Q. How can I make an animated title that will show the letters appearing one at a time when my camera is not equipped for single frame photography?—H. L. K., Terre Haute, Ind.

A. Using reversal film and white letters over a black background, hold a piece of black paper or cardboard (same material as title card) over the letters and as camera operates, draw card slowly to right exposing one letter at a time. Where effect is to be applied to titles of more than one line, set up first line of letters and proceed as above; then stop camera and set up second row of letters and continue photographing as before.

Q. What is the closest distance advisable for shooting titles?—B. L. I., Sioux City, Ia.

A. It is not practical to shoot titles at distances less than provided by the average typewriter titler i. e., 6 or 8 inches. The smaller the title, the greater the magnification of detail on the screen which shows up any irregularities in printing, lettering or texture of title card or background.

Q. What causes lettering of typewritten titles to appear uneven in density on the screen?—A. J. T., Toledo, Ohio.

A. In most cases, too light an impression. When typing titles, best results are obtained where each key is struck twice—go over each letter a second time. Also a fresh black ribbon should be used. If titles are made on positive film, allow less exposure when shooting and develop the film longer to increase contrast.
**CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING**

**EQUIPMENT FOR SALE**

- **BASE SAYS:** Cine Leadership exemplified in complete stock of new and used cine equipment for immediate delivery.
  - 35MM SPECIAL CINE EQUIPMENT
  - USED CINEMAS
  - Cine Special, late model, 16mm Kodak F1.9, 24" Magnum, in excellent condition, F 5.5, $455.00; 16mm. Special late model, 11 Kodak F1.9, 1250 ft., $475.00.

- **Bell & Howell Companion, F3.5 lens, $45.00.**
- **Revere Model 99 Turret, F2.5 lens, 1/2" Wolsey lens, $75.00.**
- **Zeiss Movikon, Zeiss Sonnar F2 lens and lens case, $175.00.**
- **Bex, 12x12mm, Wollensak F1.9, 1" Waltz, F2.7 focusing mount, 1/2" Meyer Birtat F2.7 and case, $262.50.**
- **Kodak Model E, F3.5 lens, $72.50.**
- **Randall 8 & 6, 16x16mm, F3.5 Cooke, $44.00.**
- **Keystone Model A3, 1/1" F1.5 Wollensak, $75.00.**
- **Filo 121 Magazine, Cooke F2.7 fixed to 200 mm, $95.00.**
- **Simplex Pouchette Magazine, F1.9 Kodak Anagumplastic optical, $84.50.**
- **Kodak F1.9 lens, with case, $72.50.**
- **Filo 70A, with 1" Dallmeyer F0.99 focusing mount, case, $117.50.**
- **Filo 20B, F3.5 Cooke wide angle, F3.5 fixed focus, 1" Cooke F1.8 focusing mount, 3" long, $330.00.**
- **Filo Autoload Master turret, fitted with 1/1" Wollensak F2.7 focusing mount, 1/1" Wolsey F4, $72.50.**

**RARE CINE LENSES**

Write for current list. Price of lenses may have what you want.

**USED PROJECTORS**

- **Kodak C9, 200 watt lamp, $72.50.**
- **Kodak J8, 100 watt lamp and case, $29.50.**
- **Bell & Howell W1/2, 90 watt lamp, lamp and case, $47.50.**
- **Kodak Model 70, 500 watt lamp, like new, $54.50.**
- **Revere Deluxe, 500 watt lamp, case, $67.50.**
- **Keystone A74, 390 watt lamp and case, $77.50.**
- **Bell & Howell, 400 watt lamp, 2" lens and case, $150.00.**
- **Bell & Howell Auditorium, 1200 watt lamp, lamp and case, $350.00.**

In stock: New Film masters 8 & 16mm, Ampro 8, Pinell 8.

Write for Bass Supplementary Price List of Cine Equipment up to date—silent and sound and supply film.

**BASS CINEMA COMPANY, Dept. H.C., 171 West Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.**

**FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWANCE** for your Eastman model 20, 25, 60, or Magazine 8mm camera or your Bell Howell spotter or companion to appear in your Bass CINE LIVESTORE, New Eastman 2每一个人 inch lens, 6.5 & 4.5 inch lens. And Spectra, Motion Picture Cine Camera is needed. The Camera is new: B&H Companion, F1.3 lens, $75.00; 16x16mm, 3.5, 8.5, Simler Magazine, with F1.9 and 3 inch 4.5 and case, $275.00; 88mm Standard lens and case, $65.00; Bell & Howell 70D with 1.5 lens, $137.50; Bell & Howell 70 with turret, 1" Cooke lens, $75.00; B&H Perforator, 2.7 lens, $46.50; Unique 4.5 lens, $46.50; B&H automaster, 1.5 lens, $162.50; Bell 16x16mm, 1.5 lens, $175.00; Bell & Howell companion $37.50.

**PROJECTORS:** Eastman model, wished 2", 350 watt, $55.00, Victor model 117500 watt and case, $85.50; Bell & Howell smash- er, $149.50; Bell & Howell model 130, 1200 watt lamp, $127.50; Ampro UB sound projector, $137.50. Bell and Howell 1200 FILMOSOUND, $225.00; 375 two-speed geared heads with screen $147.75. LENSES, Hugo Meyer Cor-rectable Plasmat set having 3/4", 4.5, 24", 70" and 70", F1.7, F3.6, 3.7 at $75.00, 2 inch F1.5 Hugo Meyer Plasmat, $79.50; 3 inch F1.9 Leitz Hek- tor, $125.00; 3" 2.5, $100.00; 2" 3.5, $105.00; Cooke F3.5 foc., int., $72.00; 1/1" Dallmeyer F4.97$, 3 inch Dallmeyer F2.95, $47.95; 1 inch Hug Meyer, F5.5, $55.00; 1/1" Hug Meyer, F4.5, $88.00, wide angle lens and finder, $150.00.

For price list, write/letter or call Tolman 6-7343, 11 South Fifth Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

**AUTOMATIC fade-wipe device for 16mm, Bell & Howell, $200.00.**

- **Bosco Kodak 8, model 40, guaranteed against condition as good as new.** New price $240.00 delivered.

- **JOHN D. AUREN, 601 Main St., Layat- nee, Kans.**

**Have You Something to Sell?**

Turn it in cash with a Home Movies classified ad!

**RATES:** Ten cents per word, minimum charge 15 cents. Name and address due 10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES does not guarantee films sold. Send ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

**EQUIPMENT FOR SALE**

- **J. A. LINDON, 8mm, enthusiast says:** "I find your catalog superior to all your competitors, not only in price but also in quality and in downright friendliness!" Your copy is reserved for you, too. Write ESO-S PICTURES, 3945 Central, Kansas City, Missouri.

- **STEWART-Warner 16mm, camera with following accessories: custom built 2 lens turret with standard lens mounts; magnifying focusing tube; Bell & Howell tubular viewfinder; and lateral shift alignment gauge. No lenses. $25.00. BOX 77, Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.**

- **FACTORY reconditioned Ampex, $275.00.** Immediate delivery on new Filmo 8mm. projectors, cameras, Weston cine meters and Victor Animato- phone sound unit. Write/letter, BOX 39, North Fifth Ave., Birmingham, Ala.

- **BULK FILMSALES,** 16mm, 8mm, sound film and features for sale. $5.50 per reel and up. ROBERT MYRTAN, Heights Theatre, Houston, Texas.


- **KODACHROME FILM RELEASES**

- **KODACHROME TRAVEL FILMS, Latest releases now available for distribution.** In 8mm and 16mm. A postcard will bring listings. KENWOOD FILMS, 818 E. 47th Street, Chicago, Ill.

- **MOVIES for grownups. (Not Arts.) Many in Kodachrome.** 8mm, 16mm. Lists, handy lens cloth film, JAMES, 3720 S. Wabash, New York 6.

**FILMS FOR EXCHANGE**

- **16mm, FILMS exchanged!** 400 ft., real silent, $1.00 sound, $2.00. Latest releases, Free 40 page cata- logue. REITER FILMS, 742 New Lots Ave., Brook- lyn, N. Y.

**TRADE**

- **REVOLVERS, 22 target pistols—automatics and shotguns accepted in trade at very liberal allow- ances on all cine cameras, projectors, lenses, screen exposure meters, sound cameras and everything photographic. NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE Established 1914. 11 So. Film St., Min- neapolis, Minn.

**FILMS**

- **8MM-16MM, FILM, including processing, day light loading, non-skid, 25 ft. 8mm. Westcon 12 S, Westcon 24 E, $1.25. Westcon 14,40, $1.50. 100 ft. 16mm. Westcon 12, $1.85. Westcon 24.16, $3.75. Westcon 4-40, $4.00. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.**

- **ESO-S saves you 50 per cent on spool film.** What is HOLLYWOOD SERV? See page 322.

**PHOTO FINISHING**

- **& 8 exposure reel film developed and print- ed on a 25c. TERRY PHOTO Box 48, South- gate, Calif.**

**MICHELLEW**

- **STILL PHOTOGRAPHERS. Before your photos of individuals can be sold with safety, you must have them processed, then you have the right to sell the picture for publication or advertising purposes.** Please give full details. Letters printed in authentic legal manner 50 for 25c (coin postpaid). VER MILEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
FIRST AWARD
Home Movies 1942 Annual Amateur Contest

In addition to the Lloyd Bacon Trophy for best film submitted in contest, there will be THREE First Award trophies for best films in Scenario, Documentary and Family Films classes. Plaques will be awarded for second and third place in each class. In addition, SIX trophies will be awarded for achievement in photography, editing, titling, sound, technical, and outstanding amateur club activity. Every film entered has a chance to win one or more awards.

ONLY NINETY DAYS REMAIN
in which to complete your film and enter it in Home Movies' 1942 Annual Amateur Contest.

CONTEST CLOSES SEPTEMBER 30th!

CONTEST RULES

- Entries limited to 16mm. and 8mm. films. No restriction as to length or subject. You may submit as many entries as you wish.
- Transportation on entries must be paid both ways by contestant. All entries will be promptly returned after review by judges.
- Don't wait until final week to submit your films. Send them in as soon as ready.
- All entries should be titled at least to the extent of a main title. Professional or laboratory produced titles are permissible.
- Be sure to label your film reels and containers, giving your name and address and the title of your production.
- No entry blanks are necessary. Enclose data with entry as to camera, lens, and film used; also, state whether filters, tripod, exposure meter, and any other equipment was used. This information has no bearing on the judging, but is of interest to the editors.

HOME MOVIES
HOLLYWOOD'S MAGAZINE FOR THE AMATEUR
TO BE sure of getting 8mm. movies you'll be proud to show, use the camera that's precision-built by the makers of Hollywood's preferred studio equipment—a Filmo 8. It gives professional results with amateur ease.

Loading is simple. Film, color or black-and-white, drops into place—no sprockets to thread. Then sight through the fully enclosed spyglass viewfinder, press a button, and what you see, you get! Lifetime guarantee!

Filmo “Companion” 8 (pictured) is palm-size, weighs only 24 ounces, and has a built-in exposure calculator which covers every outdoor photographic condition. Operates at 8, 16, 24, and 32 frames per second, and makes single-frame exposures, too, for animation work. Lens is instantly interchangeable with extra speed and telephoto lenses, for which matching finder masks are provided. With 12½mm. F 3.5 lens, $52.80.

B&H Filmosound Library Offers

AMERICANS ALL

A Two-reel, 16mm. Sound Film
Produced and Narrated by

JULIEN BRYAN

for
The Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs

With animated maps and quickly moving camera, Americans All gives us a brief, over-all picture of our fellow Americans whose homeland stretches from Texas through Central America to the very tip of South America. Subject of this fast-moving film is Latin America's exciting history, varied geography, vast resources, and growing industries; its schools, games, work, and play. The accent is on youth; a major portion of the film is devoted to the young people.

Many other films on Latin America are available from Filmosound Library. Literature free upon request. Filmosound Library Catalog Supplement 1942-A lists more than 200 new film subjects.

Although many special-purpose lenses are now very scarce, we have a limited supply of fine telephotos. But ask your dealer now, before the most popular focal lengths are unavailable. The ¾” F 3.5 B&H Telate, for Filmo 8mm. Cameras, is $54.40; the 2” F 3.5 Telate for Filmo 8’s is $44.80. For 16mm. Filmos there are 2” F 3.5 telephotos at $44.80 and $75.75.

FILMO TRU-PAN TRIPOD

for steady pictures

Fine B&H pan and tilt head insures smooth action. Two-section legs are of selected, straight-grained birch; have reversible tips—steel and rubber. Price, $20.

B&H Color Filters are available in amber, red, green, and neutral density types for mono-chrome work, in sizes to fit all Filmo Camera standard and extra lenses. All are of dyed optical glass, widely preferred for its stability. Also available-Type A and haze filters for Kodachrome.

Send Coupon for Full Details

B&H & HOWELL COMPANY
1925 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Title-Craft Titles

Made to your order—any wording you desire effectively displayed on any background you select from the scores available. From 20c for 8mm.; from 25c for 16mm.

For Better Summer Movies...

Filmo “Companion” 8 Camera

The Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs

Latin American children play games, too

September • 1942
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NEW RELEASES

''SIX-SHOOTER MICKEY''
featuring
MICKEY MOUSE
Mickey is the dashing western hero of this rollicking fun film in which Mickey and Minnie Mouse is pursued by the villainous Peg Leg Pete. Mickey arrives in the nick 'o time, grapples with the villain and saves Minnie. No. 1413-B.

Black and White Silent Only

200 Ft. 16mm.......................... $6.00
100 Ft. 8mm............................... 3.00

"TALE OF THE VIENNA WOODS"
A beautiful animated cartoon picturing the escapades of Pan and a baby deer. Their play is suddenly interrupted by hunters but Pan cleverly outwits them and saves the deer. The excellent music and sound score makes this one of Hugh Harman's best films. No. 2129-C.

In 16mm. Sound!
400 Ft. (Approx.) Black & White... $17.50
400 Ft. (Approx.) Kodachrome...... 67.50

DONALD DUCK
in
"Donald's Mexican Romance"
Imagine Donald Duck as a troubadour, serenading Senorita Minnie as he gallops through the courtyard on his little donkey. No need to tip off the fun that follows. Donald Duck is always tops! No. 1457-B.

Black and White Silent Only

200 Ft. (Approx.) 16mm......$6.00
100 Ft. (Approx.) 8mm......... 3.00

BOSKO
in
"THE OLD HOUSE"
Bosko and Honey enter an old abandoned house, convinced there's no such things as spooks. But harrowing experiences with spooks, ghosts and skeletons soon change their mind. Music and sound effects are tops. No. 2137-C.

In 16mm. Sound!
400 Ft. (Approx.) Black & White.$17.50
400 Ft. (Approx.) Kodachrome.... 67.50

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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HOLLYWOOD'S MAGAZINE FOR THE MOVIE AMATEUR
The Reader SPEAKS

Keeps Camera Busy
Here's a timely idea for amateurs limited to shooting in their immediate neighborhood due to limitations placed on travel:

Dear Editor: I have been reading with considerable interest letters from various readers published under the department heading, "How I Keep My Camera Busy." Now I'd like to tell you how I keep mine busy.

Having several friends and neighbors who, or whose children, owned inexpensive toy projectors but no cameras, I canvassed them and offered to shoot pictures of their children, etc., charging only for the film used. The suggestion met with immediate approval, and I soon found myself and my camera working overtime.

Friends, who before advent of my suggestion, admired screenings of my movies and who had only commercially made short reels to project, now are grateful they, too, can have movies of their children and families to screen.

—Vaughn R. Heiner
California, Pa.

A Better Way
Where there's a cinebug, there's a way to get a thing done! We like this idea, know it will work if hard finished paper is used for title card. If paper is too soft, tuck won't brush off easily:

Dear Sirs: In the article, "A Homemade Press for Printing Titles" by George Carlson in the July issue, it states that unless a special white ink is used, lettering will appear more grey than white. This may be overcome by dusting the freshly printed title card with talcum powder. After the ink dries, surplus talcum may be brushed away, leaving the lettering chalky white with a soft finish that photographs well.

The same principle may be used for printing titles for Kodachrome on colored cards with white ink. Instead of using talcum, colored bronze powder may be dusted over the letters and allowed to dry. The powders may be purchased in art stores or paint supply houses.

—P. C. Hunger
Artesia, New Mex.

Patriotic Effort
Reader Banning is to be commended for his individual efforts as outlined in his letter. No doubt other movie amateurs will adopt the idea:

Gentlemen: I believe other readers will be interested in an activity which I have recently undertaken to contribute in a humble way to the war effort. I have purchased all the latest war film releases by Castle Films and others and have regularly been screening them at local Air Raid Warden meetings. In this way, the Wards are shown real war as it exists today and gain a more impressive feeling for their responsibilities. Some of the films are instructional, demonstrating the duties of various civilian defense volunteers.

This screening service I have personally conducted gratis. The idea has become so popular that we are completing plans to give regular showing of the films in churches and school auditoriums, selling War Stamps for admission.

Other amateurs can adopt this idea to personally do a bit to aid the war and at the same time enlarge their circle of friends and also their prestige as movie amateurs.

—George C. Banning
Columbus, Ohio

Wants and Swaps
Opportunities to furnish a brother cinebug with needed footage or to exchange film:

Dear Sirs: I need 8mm. Kodachrome footage of Yellowstone Park and Salt Lake City. Will appreciate hearing from amateurs having such footage to sell or exchange.

—George A. Abel
P. O. Box 1075, Cincinnati

Gentlemen: I have approximately 125 feet of 8mm. Kodachrome of the last (1941) Pasadena Tournament of Roses Parade. These scenes are more valuable now that this annual event is cancelled for the duration. Will trade for unexposed Kodachrome film.

—J. O. MacCracken
1411 Capistrano, Glendale, Calif.

Gentlemen: I would like to get in touch with 8mm. Reel Fellows or other amateurs who have extra Kodachrome footage of the various natural wonders of the U. S. A. for my reel "Places I Would Like To See But Cannot."

—P. S. Brown
475 E. 19th St., Peterson, N. J.
NOW OWN CASTLE FILMS'
ASTOUNDING WAR MOVIE!
FOR ALL 8MM. and 16MM. PROJECTORS
"FIGHT for EGYPT"
COSTS LESS THAN UNEXPOSED FILM!

See the mighty struggle for possession of Alexandria and Suez! Actual battle scenes filmed under fire by death-defying cameramen! See the surging tide of battle as the forces of Rommel and Auchinleck lock in a fight to the finish! See war in all its fury! Shells bursting! Tanks and planes exploding! Men attacking and counter-attacking! Close-up shots of dive bombers attacking convoy! Night and day battling on land, sea, and in the air! War pictures like these have never been filmed before! An astounding movie record that is a must for every projector owner! Own it now!

All Castle 16 mm. films are Vap-O-Rated.
All Castle 8 mm. films are also treated.

CASTLE FILMS, INC.
RCA BLDG., NEW YORK
FIELD BLDG., CHICAGO
RUSS BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

ON SALE NOW AT YOUR PHOTO DEALER! PHONE, WRITE, CALL OR SEND HIM THIS HANDY ORDER FORM TODAY!

Send Castle Films' "FIGHT for EGYPT" to the size and length checked.

50 ft. 8 mm. $1.75 100 ft. 8 mm. $5.50
100 ft. 16 mm. $2.75 350 ft. 16 mm. $17.50
360 ft. 15 mm. $8.75

Remittance enclosed \ Ship C. O. D. \ Send Castle Films' FREE Catalogue

Name:
Address:
City:
State: 

© 1942 CASTLE FILMS, INC.
Blurred Closeups (Gerald Provost, Sacramento, Calif.)

Q. Recently I made a close-up shot of a letter as an insert for an amateur photoplay we’re producing. The results were disappointing. The whole letter was out of focus although I set my lens to shoot at the closest possible distance. How can I get sharp focus in a shot of this kind?

A. By using an auxiliary lens before your regular camera lens; a wide angle lens which usually permits shooting at distances as close as 18 inches; or a telephoto lens. Lacking the last mentioned lenses, you will probably find the auxiliary lens the simplest and least expensive. First determine at what distance camera is to be focused on letter to obtain the required area, then purchase lens of necessary diopter size for the focusing distance.

The following table will aid in determining size of auxiliary lens to use. Figures in first column indicate focusing distance; those in second column indicate diopter size. In purchasing lens, order it according to diopter figure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Diopters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 inch</td>
<td>5 Diopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 inch</td>
<td>4 Diopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 inch</td>
<td>3½ Diopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 inch</td>
<td>2½ Diopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 inch</td>
<td>2 Diopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 inch</td>
<td>1½ Diopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 inch</td>
<td>1 Diopters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Safelight Safety (August Werner, Milwaukee, Wisc.)

Q. In working with positive film in the darkroom, how close to a red safelight may one work?

A. It would depend upon power of safelight lamp. While darkroom safelights are supposed to be just that—safe—it is wise not to subject any film to the safelight for too long a time. Using ordinary care, we’d say an exposure of as much as 10 minutes would do no appreciable harm if the lamp was kept at a distance of two feet or more.

Tinting Film (Ernie Rapper, Chicago, Ill.)

Q. I base just viewed the results of my first attempt to tint some black and white film with a commercial dye similar to Tintex. Results were very unsatisfactory. Chief trouble is that film did not take dye evenly. It is tinted heavier at some points than at others. There are many streaks and spots, too. What is my trouble?

A. Tinting is the process which colors the film base. Toning is the process which colors the film emulsion. You have tried the latter. Reason results were not successful is that you failed to soak film in clear water first to soften the emulsion, and thus prepare it to take the dye more readily and evenly.

Right Exposure (Charles T. Meredith, Danbury, Conn.)

Q. In calculating an exposure for a scene composed of one person against a mixed background of low foliage and bright sky, should I take the meter reading from camera position or with meter held close to the person in the scene?

A. Assuming the scene in question is composed of considerable sky area and that the effect desired is to photograph features of the person within the scene in normal tones, we would say that reading should be taken close to the person and particularly of the face, inasmuch as you would want the facial features fully exposed. To take meter reading from camera position would result in underexposure of the person as the great expanse of sky would unduly influence the meter with relation to the important subjects within the scene.

Follies Shots (Sam Bergman, Los Angeles, Calif.)

Q. When the Ice Follies open up here this season I wish to make movies of the entire show in Kodachrome. My lens is an F/3.5. Can I successfully use regular Kodachrome for filming this event?

A. Much depends upon the lighting that will prevail. However, Type "A" Kodachrome, not Regular, is the film to use. It is one stop faster under artificial light than regular Kodachrome and is especially color balanced for filming under incandescent lighting.
CASTLE FILMS PRESENTS NEW
MOVIES ON CIVILIAN DEFENSE
THREE DIFFERENT SUBJECTS
Of Vital Interest to Individuals, Civilian Defense Groups, Plant Employees — All Concerned With Furthering The War Effort!
8mm.-16mm. TITLED OR SOUND

"AIR RAID WARNING"
An authentic film which instructs air raid wardens in specific duties. Also instructs householders what to do in case of an air raid warning. Blackouts. Refuge rooms. Necessary equipment. Do's and don't's presented graphically, powerfully. The picture that should be shown at every post in every neighborhood.

"CIVILIAN FIRE FIGHTERS"
The incendiary bomb, and how to fight it. How to open doors in burning buildings. Types of hydrants. Ladders. Leg holds and lock holds. Hose loading. Civilian preparation for firefighting — A thorough, gripping film that can help to save lives and property in your town or village, or your industrial plant. Own it now!

"THE CIVILIAN SERVES"
Every home on the battlefront. All able-bodied citizens can serve. The Staff Corps. Messengers. Rescue squads. Auxiliary police. Air raid wardens. Auxiliary firemen. Fire watchers. Demolition crews. Other groups in which citizens can play a vital, helpful role in winning the war. This film impresses the need...urges all to serve. Own it! Show it in your locality NOW!

LOW COST!
FREE! DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF FILMS. CHECK BELOW FOR YOUR FREE COPY.

EACH SUBJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM. TITLED VERSION</th>
<th>16MM. TITLED VERSION</th>
<th>16MM. SOUND-ON-FILM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Castle 16mm. Films are VAP-D-RATED. All Castle 8mm. Films are also treated.

ORDER FORM

Please send the motion pictures checked in the size and edition indicated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8MM. Titled Version</th>
<th>16MM. Titled Version</th>
<th>16MM. Sound-On-Film</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"AIR RAID WARNING"
"CIVILIAN FIRE FIGHTERS"
"THE CIVILIAN SERVES"

Name: ________________________
Address: ________________________
City: ________________________ State: __________

Remittance enclosed □ Ship C. O. D. □ Send FREE catalogue □

RCA BLDG. NEW YORK
FIELD BLDG. CHICAGO
RUSK BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

AT YOUR PHOTO DEALER — OR SEND THE HANDY ORDER FORM BELOW TO HIM TODAY!
REVIEWS of Amateur films

BY J. H. SCHÖN

AMATEURS whose films are reviewed here, already have received a written criticism of their pictures with suggestions for improvement where possible. What follows is intended to point out to readers what clever cinematic touches are devised or the errors made by other amateurs, with the object of improving the reader's filming technique. There may be just a single idea here that you can use or a criticism that applies equally to your movie making. Some of the films described are entered in the 1942 contest.

Easily a three-star picture is "Six To Six With Baby" filmed in 8mm. Kodachrome with an Eastman Model 60 by John L. Young of Los Angeles, Calif. It is a delightful record of a baby that demonstrates what one can do with a little imagination to turn out a picture that is far and above the average baby movie.

Good camera and titling technique is immediately evident as the picture opens. The main and credit titles are well executed and fades and dissolves make for smoothness throughout.

The camera fades in on the opening scene of an ornamental alarm clock on a bedside pedestal. Shadows from low side lighting indicate it is early morning. There's a cut to a sunrise scene then to a child's crib. The camera picks him up as the tot actually awakens, rubbing his eyes then starting to cry.

In an adjoining bedroom mother awakens at sound of the cry. She hustles out of bed and to the child's nursery. Taking the baby in her arms, she then proceeds to give him his bottle.

There are some rare shots of the child grabbing the nursing bottle and putting it hungrily to its lips that are very amusing.

Following this is a sequence showing baby being bathed and dressed and other sequences follow to picture the baby's day with mother and father. Each sequence is treated as a unit, beginning with an identifying title and ending in a fadeout.

The photography is excellent and editing is among the best seen by this reviewer in some time. There are spots where some might criticize the length of a scene, but these are intimate shots of the baby—prized possessions which no father would trim even a frame!

Use of an exposure meter and a sturdy tripod throughout contributed much to the excellent pictorial quality of this picture.

A. R. Bowen of Denver, Colorado, has produced a 200-foot 8mm. black and white film entitled "46 For Safety." What the picture stands for is unexplained but the picture is intended for general showing as a means of impressing upon the public the precautions they should take in ordinary every-day routines.

The first sequence demonstrates the folly of leaving home for the office at the last possible minute and then attempting to make up lost time on the highway. A two-car crash follows and activities of the police department are shown in detail as police take charge of the crashed cars and the victims.

Carelessness in the home is demonstrated by a youth attempting to descend a stairs while burdened with a stack of boxes. He tumbles down the stairs, breaking an arm, and a member of the family, skilled in first aid, is shown treating the injured man.

Other sequences follow, each of which demonstrates an important safety lesson. Chief criticism is that continuity throughout the picture needs smoothing out. There are frequent abrupt jumps from one bit of action to another that taxes the audience's imagination.

Outstanding are the titles and the smooth manner in which fades, dissolves, and outros develop.

• All amateurs, whether subscribers to HOME MOVIES or not, are invited to submit their films to the editors for review and helpful criticism. Reviewed films will be rated one, two, three, and four stars, and films qualifying for two or more stars will receive, free, an animated leader.

Exceptional films qualifying for the distinction of the "Movie of the Month" will be treated in detail in a feature-length article in a following issue of HOME MOVIES. In addition, a certificate evidencing the award of "Movie of the Month" and a special animated "Movie of the Month" leader will be returned with such films after review.

Put Color in your black and white movies with Cine-Tintors

Set of 4 Monochrome Projection Filters

Black-and-White Cine-films will screen in greater glory, if tinted by the simple expedient of slipping one of the coloring filters over the front of the projection lens.

For instance, blue for snow-scenes and sea, red glow for sunsets, green for masses of forest and lawns, yellow for Epilepsy late afternoon and even to "warm up" Koda-chromes.

The four tints of the set will lend new enchantment to old reels which can be brought to the screen again "looking different."

The six adjustable prongs of the mount will make a perfect fit, secure and yet easily detached.

FOUR POPULAR SIZES
(Order By Size)

22MM.
- Keystone 8mm. *E. K. Mod. 80

27MM.
- E. K. Mod. 70 *Revere

32MM.
- Keystone A-75-16mm.
- E. K. 16-10 *B. & H. 8mm.

38MM.
- B. & H. 16mm.
- Keystone A-82 *Ampro

$2.95

*Adjust prongs

Mail Orders Filed

Willoughby's

110 West 32nd Street, N. Y.
World's Largest Camera Store
Built on Square Dealing
Established 1898
Through a vent in the bottom of the film track, Fan No. 1 draws clean, cooling air directly against the film as it passes through the film gate.

Fan No. 2 forces cooling air through the lamp house where it rapidly dissipates the heat and thus prolongs the life of the lamp and the film.

Safeguard Your Film

When You Use a Revere

The Revere's double blower cooling system, with a fan for the lamp and a separate fan for the film, draws cool air from outside the projector directly against the film in the film gate. Because this air does not pass through the motor before reaching the film, it is always free from oil particles—always clean!

For further protection of film, special roller film-guides hold the film in place on the large 15-tooth sprockets, prevent damage to perforations and insure smooth travel through the projector. A 500-watt optical system for brilliant illumination, fast power rewind, radio interference eliminator, fully enclosed precision-built mechanism and other advanced features make the Revere Projector first choice of experienced movie makers. Sold by leading dealers. Write for literature. Revere Camera Company, Chicago, Ill.
THE clear, sharp results possible with Agfa Ansco 8 and 16mm. Hypan Reversible Film have made it a favorite among all movie enthusiasts. Have you ever tried it?

Agfa Ansco Hypan is ideal for general outdoor work and has sufficient speed for much of your indoor shooting as well. It has full pan-chromatic color sensitivity, plus fineness of grain.

And its exclusive Agfa Ansco anti-halation coating helps to insure the sparkling brilliance characteristic of this film when projected.

Stop at your dealers today. 16mm. Hypan in 100 ft. rolls retails for $6.40, in 50 ft. rolls for $3.45; Twin-Eight Hypan is only $2.40 for a 25 ft. (double-width) roll. Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.
With closing date of HOME MOVIES' 1942 Amateur Contest less than 30 days away, movie amateurs who volunteered to produce Forest Defense pictures are putting final touches on their films with but a single thought in mind—winning the special trophy to be awarded by the U. S. Forest Department's Los Angeles regional office for the best Forest Defense film entered in the contest.

Ever since the Forest Defense filming project, sponsored by HOME MOVIES, was announced in the May issue, scores of patriotic movie amateurs from coast to coast have busied themselves with script writing, location hunting, and filming of scenes necessary to their pictures. Among the first to contribute movie making talents in the cause of safeguarding our national forests for defense production were Francis B. Whitman, Winsted, Conn.; Grover Seyfried, Ann Arbor, Mich.; D. Splaver, Visalia, Calif.; John B. Gale, Los Angeles, Calif., and F. J. Robertson, Corning, Calif.

These filmers early realized the opportunity which the project presented to utilize their home movie hobby in contributing a share to civilian defense. They were quick to solicit the counsel of William Mendenhall and Arnold Larson of the Los Angeles regional office of the Forest Service in securing data, ideas, and the little red Fag Bags mentioned earlier in HOME MOVIES as an important "property" in the special script published in the June issue.

The editors have been privileged to preview a part of the Forest Defense film now in production by F. J. Robertson of Corning, Calif. Ironically, Robertson had been planning a 16mm Kodachrome movie on the subject of forest fire prevention when announcement of Home Movies Forest Defense filming project broke. This supplied the impetus that started his camera rolling and today he is in the home stretch in production activities.

"I had written part of my scenario before your June issue reached me," Robertson wrote, "and I 'borrowed' some of your scenario and commenced looking for talent. I contacted the Forest Department at Paskenta, Calif., and members of the service there were very enthusiastic about my film and assured me of all possible help. Indeed I find forest rangers everywhere are quite aware of Home Movies' Forest Defense filming project and are happy to know that a real effective means is now at hand to get the Forest Department's vital message on forest defense before the public.

"I have since secured the assistance of friends in filming the 'careful camper' sequence and we have some very effective shots. I have made arrangements for two capable men to portray the 'careless hunters' whose negligence is responsible for starting a disastrous fire. "I hesitate to say it was fortunate for me that a forest fire occurred just recently in the vicinity of Bakersfield, and I am now trying to contact movie amateurs who may have made shots of it that I may acquire for cutting into my film.

"About a week ago I packed my camera and equipment to the summit of Bald Mountain where I made panorama shots of the broad expanse of forest and of the ranger on duty at the lookout station detecting and reporting outbreak of a fire. Schedule for next week—

Continued on Page 568

F. J. Robertson, Corning, Calif., credits much of the success of his Forest Defense film to cooperation received from U. S. Forest Department rangers and officials.
MOVIE of the MONTH

BY J. H. SCHÖEN

A CLEVER original story, fine camera technique, good editing and excellent acting combine to make "Murder By Magic" the Movie of the Month. Produced by a youthful group of little theatre players of Pasadena, California, bearing the impressive title of Ad-libber Productions, "Murder By Magic" commands additional attention when one considers the fact it is the Ad-libbers' first amateur movie effort. Photographed in 8mm., the picture runs 300 feet in length.

The original story written by Walter Tompkins concerns the affairs of a young married couple invited to the home of the husband's former flame. Ted Booth, the husband, receives a special message from ex-flame, Lana LaMarr, inviting him to a musicale to be held at her home. The note reluctantly adds he may bring his wife if he must. Ted shows the invitation to his wife, Mary, who, being a good sport, agrees to go along.

Chief attraction at the musicale is a celebrated singer, Madame Lowde-Honker whom the guests have assembled to hear. Cameraman-producer-writer Walter Tompkins demonstrates a notable flair for comedy in handling this sequence. To accentuate the ludicrous singing of the prima donna, Tompkins zoomed his camera forward, focusing it on the singer's open mouth to heighten the effect of her reaching a high note, then returned the camera to normal. There are cut backs to various members of the audience showing their reaction to the singing, then a cut to a framed painting of George Washington hanging on a wall. As the singer crescendo's again, George Washington's eyes open wide and almost bulge from their sockets!

Again when the singer reaches for a high note, the camera zooms forward, taking in a tight closeup of her wide open mouth. Superimposed at this stage is a single musical note, dancing in tune with the vocal vibrations. The camera then zooms in closer to the musical note. It is now transparent, and through it can be seen a small clock, the hands revolving fast to denote a transition of time. Indeed, this entire cinematic sequence is a distinct credit to a film director who might, in the light of his limited cine experience, be termed a beginner.

But getting back to the story: Ted and Mary are silently attentive to the singer. Lana LaMarr summons the maid and directs her to call Ted to the phone. When he responds, Lana tells him it was just a ruse and suggests they go out in the garden where they can be alone.

Madame Honker continues her singing, and presently Ted's wife grows anxious about him. She excuses herself to go in search of him. In the hall of Lana's home, Mary tip-toes carefully to each door, listening for any suspicious sound. Reaching the door to the den, she hesitates a moment to look back down the hall. At this instant the door opens. A man's arm reaches out, grabs Mary, and draws her into the room.

Inside, Mary is released by the strang- er who explains he is Lana's Uncle Fud; that Lana thinks he's crazy and keeps him in the den when there's company around; and that actually he's an inv- entor working on a secret defense weapon. He offers to demonstrate it to Mary after first apologizing for mistak- ing her for Lana who bothers him by snooping around his laboratory.

Uncle Fud shows Mary his secret weapon—a pistol that makes things disappear. He offers to demonstrate its power, and the two go into the drawing room where Madame Honker is still holding forth. Uncle Fud spits the pian- ist's feet banging away at the piano pedals, tells Mary to watch closely, and

* Continued on Page 362
A FEW weeks ago I arrived in Canada from England, a stranger alone in a large but friendly continent. I knew not a soul in its vast expanse from the sunny American south to the frozen limits of northern Canada. Everyone in the Canadian maritime states has made my comrades and I most welcome. Already we have made many friends. Yet among the many who crossed the "pond" to America with me, I alone knew before setting foot on these shores that there were several thousand strangers here who were already my friends through the common bond of my hobby—making movies.

Back home, of course, we have been closely allied in the American cine movement in thought and deed for many years. Little breaths of warm California breezes would periodically assail us in the arrival of Home Movies. Hobby interest was heightened with arrival of news of a new Castle Films release or of a new Agfa film emulsion; or the receipt of some new piece of Bell & Howell equipment.

We envied Americans these things for usually they came to our shores in limited quantities at high prices. Sometimes we were happy in the possession of our own unique equipment—Dallmeyer, Ross, Cooke and other English lenses, for example; 9.5mm. width film and the wide choice of associated equipment; Dufaycolor cine film; two-, three- and even five-gauge projectors. Once we had half standard width 17.5mm. sound and silent film. But always the States were one jump ahead of us.

We only heard about it when R.C.A. introduced their 16mm. sound camera; when Auricon first marketed a double-system 16mm. sound-on-film recorder; when Eastman produced 16mm. Kodachrome dupes; and when Craig brought out his projecto-editor for both 8mm. and 16mm film. Some of these items became available to us eventually, of course.

Happily, however, we still plugged on with ingenious, home-made substi-

• Formerly one of England’s ranking amateur cinefilmers, Holton Howell, the author, is now a member of the R.A.F. Photographic Division stationed in Canada. Two brother R.A.F. photographers are shown here removing camera and equipment from their plane upon return from a reconnaissant flight.

Britain’s amateurs go to WAR

But they're planning bigger films when Victory is won!

BY HOLTON HOWELL

• Continued on Page 366
COLOR ISN'T EVERYTHING . . .

Continuity is important, too, for scenic and vacation movies

BY CURTIS RANDALL

Experienced audiences no longer applaud in awe the screening of scenic movies in color. There was a time when an assortment of any kind of Kodachrome shots would elicit praise for the filmer. But today, a color movie must have something else beside color to hold audience interest. The glamour of color alone has pretty much subsided and now a picture must contain action as well as color to be considered extraordinary by critical audiences.

Reams have been written on the subject of combining continuity with good color photography in filming scenic and vacation movies, but too few amateurs have demonstrated they considered the subject seriously. One exception is Richard Thiriot of Salt Lake City who recently completed "Week End for Three," a scenic picture that contains all the elements of a "box office" movie—clever continuity, excellent photography and masterful cutting.

The subject of this picture is the scenic wonderland of Bryce Canyon, located in southern Utah. Bryce is a mecca for color camerists and is climatically situated to insure almost flawless results in photography. Crisp clear days prevail throughout the year and invariably there are fleecy white clouds skimming the horizon to enhance composition. Unless one keeps a firm grip on himself, it is easy to exhaust the supply of Kodachrome allotted for the trip in the first half hour's shooting, so enticing are the colorful canyon vistas of Bryce.

Thiriot, an experienced filmer of Utah's scenic wonderlands, had become accustomed to seeing endless reels of scenic movies of his state. And having much similar footage already to his credit, he decided to make a film of Bryce Canyon in a more professional manner, threading a light continuity through it. When continuity is woven into a scenic subject the scenes become doubly interesting. Each shot assumes more importance, more relevance, by virtue of the scene preceding and because of the story being told.

In "Week End for Three," the story concerns three youths who visit Bryce Canyon on a photographic jaunt. Armed with still and cine cameras, the three travelers arrive at the canyon rim to gaze at the awe-inspiring panorama of countless spires and myriad of colors. Terry, the more adventuresome of the trio, suggests they hike down into the canyon, assuring his pals he can guide them safely back. After some hesitation his comrades agree to follow.

Already Thiriot's camera has recorded some beautiful scenery in the introductory sequence that brings the story to this point. Then continues the cascade of camera shots of the beauties of Bryce, with shots of the boys intercut at well chosen intervals. After traveling . . .

• Continued on Page 369
What the beginner should know about Titling

OF all the phases of amateur movies, none is more neglected, less indulged in by the beginner than the making of titles. At first this might be attributable to sheer laziness on the part of the amateur were it not for the fact making amateur movies is definitely not a lazy man's hobby.

Still, far too many amateurs fail to make the slightest effort at titling, even to the extent of splicing on a main or end title. And careful investigation seems to indicate the trouble lies in many amateur's inability to successfully film an object closer than normally permitted by the 3 or 4 foot focusing limit of his camera lens. This, plus hesitancy or inability to letter title cards. Titling, therefore, continues to be considered by many as a cinematic diversion reserved for amateurs of widest experience and with the greatest array of equipment.

The truth is, of course, titles can easily be photographed with any make of cine camera using the very lens with which it is regularly equipped. Titles can be made without a titler, too, although, for the beginner, some form of titler should be employed to simplify the centering of title cards with camera.

Essentials of the titler are three, and are illustrated in Fig. 1. A—camera base, B—auxiliary lens and holder and, C—title card holder. Illustrated is the regular Eastman Cine Titler which is available for all 8mm. and 16mm. Cine Kodaks. This style titler is generally known as a typewriter titler because it was primarily designed to photograph title cards lettered with a typewriter. It takes a title card about 3 1/2" x 4 1/2" in size of which an area in the center 3 1/8" x 2 3/8" constitutes the limits of the title text. This area provides for about three lines of ordinary typewriter type, double spaced. Typewriter titlers are also available from other manufacturers for most all makes of 8mm. and 16mm. cameras and these, as well as the Cine Kodak titlers, also accommodate title cards printed by letter press or those hand lettered.

Many amateurs, of course, build their own titlers. This is a very simple task requiring but a few boards and nails and the use of simple tools. The essentials are a base on which to place the camera and means to secure it firmly to the base, an auxiliary or ultra-closeup lens and a support for holding it before the camera lens, and a title board on which to place the title card—all of which have previously been described. The title card area can be increased by moving the title board farther away from the camera and this requires that an auxiliary lens of the required size be mounted in the lens holder before the camera.

The auxiliary lens is the simplest means of transforming the regular camera lens into a short focal length lens. These may be purchased from photo supply and optical stores or lenses from...
In spite of restrictions imposed on the movie making activities of amateurs through gasoline and rubber rationing, enjoyment of home projection of films will continue unabated. In fact, this phase of the hobby is gaining greater impetus by virtue of the extraordinary films now being made available by such commercial producers as Castle Films.

The list of Castle Films releases for September, for instance, includes a wide array of timely as well as entertaining subjects, including war and civilian defense films, which are available in long and short versions for both 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. A new series of animated cartoons are available in color!

Topping the list of timely subjects is "Fight for Egypt." Filmed-under-fire at incredibly short range, the picture contains amazing fighting scenes from the terrific battle that has been raging in the desert. Savage tank attacks send up swirling clouds of dust, as point-blank artillery fire clears the way. Damaged tanks are picked up by huge trailer trucks in the very thick of the fire. The spectator rides with bombers as they dive into the thick of the fray, dropping their deadly load on enemy mechanized equipment.

Three films on the subject of home defense and produced in cooperation with the Office of Civilian Defense are available in both 8mm. and 16mm. as well as in 16mm. sound. The first, "Air Raid Warning," is an accurate, authentic film intended as instruction for air raid wardens in their respective duties. It also illustrates what the citizen should...
HOW to call your shots . . .

WHAT is a long shot? A medium shot? A closeup, or a medium closeup? These questions are asked by amateurs every day. The answers are important, especially when producing a scenario where each scene is defined in the script. Frequently what is a long shot to one filmer is considered a medium shot by another. There are four standard types of shots established by professional cinema practice: the long shot, medium shot, medium closeup, and closeup. All others are intermediate shots such as "medium long shot", "ultra-closeup", etc. Some intermediate shots are also known by other terms such as "knee shot", "waist shot", "two shot", etc.

A long shot is a distant shot used mainly to establish locale. It may include people in the distance, usually 50 feet or more in front of the camera. Indoors, a distant shot reaching through several rooms might be considered a long shot.

A medium shot takes in subjects at full length, usually with some area to spare above and below as illustrated here. With a regular lens (1" 16mm. or ½" 8mm.), subjects in a medium shot would be approximately 20 feet in front of the camera.

This is a medium closeup, takes in subjects from waist up. This is sometimes called a "two shot" by Hollywood's cinematographers. Using a regular lens, distance from subjects to camera should be about 7'. Even with camera at 5', the shot would still be a medium closeup.

A closeup consists of head and shoulders of a subject or it might include heads of two people as in embrace. With a regular lens, distance from camera to subject would be approximately 3 and a half feet. Some cameras require auxiliary or portrait lenses for closeup shots.
Keeping film and recordings in "SYNC"

By Stanley E. Jepson
Amateur Cine Society, Bombay, India

In most phases of the movie hobby, we amateurs of Bombay fortunately have been able to keep abreast of our brother hobbyists in Great Britain and America. Simultaneously with the increasing activity among American cinefilers in the development of sound for home movies, we, too, have discovered the tremendous uplift that may be given silent pictures by playing musical, sound effect or narrative recordings during projection of films. And we have also encountered the problem of keeping these recordings continually in synchronization with the screened picture.

With little trouble, it is quite simple to get fairly accurate synchronization by employing the use of stroboscopes. It is not possible to get split-second synchronization for dialogue, but with care it is certainly possible to get synchronization within a second or two. And provided the sound effects or commentary, etc., are carefully planned to fit the picture loosely with the musical background, this should be sufficient. In any case, the method of cutting records and playing them will be found in the end to be no more expensive than a complete set of titles for a film, and in some instances much quicker. Main titles will still be required, but the subtitles may be dispensed with altogether where narrative is included in the recording.

The basis of synchronization is the stroboscopic disc which is placed over the spindle in the middle of the record. At the correct speed of projection, the stroboscopic disc appears to remain stationary, an illusion created by the imperceptible intermittent flashes of spill light falling upon the stroboscopic disc from the projector, which will be explained more fully later. The record playing turntable, of course, must be located close to the projector on the right hand side.

I have had my recording apparatus and projector linked up electrically with a commutator and a neon bulb, which enables transferring the intermittent flashes from projector to the stroboscopic disc on the record while it is being cut. Once this cutting is synchronized it is very easy to play at the correct speed in sync with the film. The discs play for about 4½ minutes—each side—so that two discs—1 or 4 sides—will furnish the sound for one large reel of 16mm. film.

In playing these recordings during projection, two turntables or one dual turntable should be employed. A sync mark visible on the screen should be made on the film (holes made with paper punch are best) to indicate when to

Continued on Page 363

These stroboscopic discs may be cut out and used to time your record turntables to play in synchronization with your film. Use of each is explained here; also formula is given for determining number of bars required for a given stroboscopic disc.
By the time a real amateur movie hobbyist has shot his second roll of film, he realizes his movies are not complete without titles. And if such titles are not made with all the care that goes into shooting scenes, they are certain to detract rather than add anything to the film.

Titling to some amateurs means simply splicing on a main title—the label—and perhaps an end title. To others, it means a complete job of titling, including all the descriptive- or sub-titles necessary to explain the picture to the average audience.

While many amateurs shy away from the titling chore, the majority have found it a most interesting phase of cinefilming. It requires but one effort to convince most amateurs that the composition, lettering, photographing, and perhaps the developing of the title film, affords a means of keeping active with the hobby 365 days a year.

Of course, some become discouraged with their first efforts. Titles are off center, poorly exposed and otherwise disappointing. But that's all in the game. Our intention here is to point out the cause of discouraging title making experiences and show how to avoid the common mistakes and to make titles comparable to the professional product.

Greatest bugaboo, perhaps, is the problem of centering. Dozens of articles have previously appeared in Home Movies on this subject and it should hardly be necessary to dwell at length on this topic here. It is suggested the reader refer to the last article which appears on page 145 of the April issue and which illustrates six different methods for accurately aligning the title card with camera.

No less troublesome than centering is the proper exposure of titles. Often poor results ascribed to exposure are really caused by improper development (in the case of positive film) or processing. And thus we find development a companion to the problems that frequently plague the embryo title maker.

With few exceptions the title style followed by most movie makers consists of a black background with white lettering. With reversal film this is accomplished by filming title cards of black material on which the title text has been lettered in white. With positive film, the procedure is reversed—the title card is white and the lettering black, the values being reversed in the development of the film. Frequently, however, with the film given correct exposure and correct development, the titles do not have the maximum desired contrast. The backgrounds are frequently grey instead of black; or the backgrounds are black but the letters are a diffused grey instead of white; and sometimes both faults prevail—gray background and diffused lettering.

Maximum contrast in titles begins with the title itself, and particularly with the material chosen for the title card. Many paper stocks which appear black to the eye, appear dark gray to the

*Continued on Page 164*
Everready Tape Measure

Cinefilers relying on accuracy of tape measure to determine correct focusing distance will welcome this suggestion which makes the tape always ready for use. Attached to tripod as shown, need of a second person to hold tape is eliminated.

Tape measure illustrated is obtainable at most dime stores and the case may be taken apart to permit drilling two holes in one side. Countersink the holes and screw case to tripod, using flat head wood screws.

—J. M. Bigelow, Oakland, Calif.

Negative-positive Fades

With the negative-positive system, as with reversal, there are times when a fade is required after film is exposed and developed. Fades can be produced chemically on the negative similarly to the dye-fade process for reversal except that chemicals are used instead of dye.

The negative footage of the fade-out is bleached progressively so that, when the positive print is made in which values are reversed, the fade footage will grow progressively darker.

A solution for bleaching negative film for fades may be made as follows: to one gallon of water add three quarters of an ounce of sulphuric acid. Acid should be added a drop at a time in order to avoid violent chemical reaction.

Next add 62 grains of potassium permanganate and dissolve it thoroughly by stirring.

Fade is produced by gradually immersing end of film in solution frame by frame for the required length of fade. It is advisable to determine beforehand length of time required for solution to effect the fade. This may be done by bleaching a small piece of negative completely noting the time consumed, then dividing time by number of frames required in the fade. This will give amount of time each frame must be subjected to bleaching solution.

—Howard Estbrook, Pueblo, Colo.

Splicing Aid

When dry scraping film in splicing operations, there is usually an accumulation of emulsions particles which must be wiped off before cement can be applied.

A discarded toothbrush is ideal for this purpose. Equally good is the soft brush of a discarded circular typewriter eraser.

—Arthur M. Sharp, Centerdale, R. I.

Lens Holder

Utilizing heavy cardboard, \(\frac{3}{8}\)" thick, one may easily make a gadget for holding auxiliary lens or filter discs before camera lens. Three pieces, as shown in sketch are cut from the cardboard material and cemented together. The hole provided in the rear element of the unit provides for attaching gadget over the

Fade Smoother

One of the difficulties encountered in making chemical or dye fades is in eliminating the demarcation line between the fade and untreated portion of the film. The dye sets fast, even between the short interval film is transferred from the dye to the wash bath.

To overcome this, take a piece of cotton and work it between the palms, shaping it into a soft roll. Soak it in water, then bend it U shape around the film. This is done about 2" above the frame where the fade is to end so it will not interfere with placing film in dye.

When fade is completed, hold cotton in one hand and draw film through the fold with the other. Thus no time elapses between the dyeing and washing operation. The resultant fade is so gradual, it is difficult to detect where the fading actually begins.

This procedure is particularly useful in those instances where the initial immersion of film in dye is not sufficient and it is necessary to treat it a second time. Film can be dipped into the dye to the desired frame without any mark at the new stopping point.

After drawing film through the moist cotton, wash film in usual manner and allow to dry.

—Dr. Paul Edgren, St. Paul, Minn.
lens. It is important, therefore, that this hole be carefully cut to insure a snug fit. Also that it be accurately centered in order that, in the case of using an auxiliary lens, such lens be accurately centered with the camera lens when it is slipped into place in the holder.

—John R. Norris,
New Albany, Ind.

Film Trick

Filming an impromptu movie skit on one evening, we encountered the need for a revolver to be fired. Lacking a genuine revolver, we used a toy cap pistol of the "western" type and cut the scene abruptly as the actor simulated firing the gun. To inject realism into the action, we cut to a close-up of the gun, showing a curl of smoking spiraling upward from the barrel as though the gun had just been discharged. This was effected by setting the scene, then thrusting a lighted match into barrel of the cap pistol and filming the resultant curl of smoke.

—Leland Hauward,
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Library Film Covers

Those who like to store their films in a convenient place such as book case or library shelves, will be interested in the attractive book-like containers for reels which may easily be made of wood and cardboard. Details of construction are shown in sketch. First is the center-piece "A" of wood. This may be made of pine material, 1" thick for 16mm. reels, ¾" thick for 8mm. reels. Material should first be cut into blocks 9" x 10½" for 16mm. reels or 6½" x 7½" for 8mm. reels. Center may be cut out with bandsaw as shown. Pieces of heavy cardboard are applied with glue to the sides and the closed end. "B" finished with a strip of half-round molding. This gives the rounded effect to simulate a book end. This done, the molding should be covered with a strip of fabricoid or other material simulating leather and should extend around the sides at least 1" as with the trim of many book bindings. Where desired the reel number, title of film, and producer's name may be stamped in gold on the fabricoid by a local bookbinder before fabricoid is applied.

—Gregor Montgomery,
Toronto, Canada.

Filters

Satisfactory snap-on filters may be made by using heavy cardboard for the support, and colored cellophane for the filter. Prepare three pieces of cardboard—the thicker the better—with holes in the centers that will fit snugly over camera lens barrel. Cut a piece of cellophane—red, yellow or amber as desired—same size as cardboard pieces. Cement the four pieces together and allow to dry under pressure.

Care must be exercised to prevent cellophane from contracting into ripples. This can be minimized by allowing cement on cardboard base to dry to "tacky" stage before applying cellophane. After trimming edges, cut out space to clear viewfinder should camera require. Filter assembly illustrated is designed for use with Filmo 8mm. camera. Note portion cut out to clear viewfinder. Allow 2 stops for red filter, ½ stops with amber, and 1 full stop for yellow filter with pan film.

—Sterling Buggens, Jr.,
Lawrenceburg, Ky.

gadgets, tricks & shortcuts contributed by Cinebugs

Remote Control

An easy to make remote control for operating starting button of Filmo 8mm. cameras facilitates filming of difficult subjects such as bird life, animals, insects, etc., where operator must remain some distance from camera.

Gadget consists of short length of strap iron or other metal bent "L"-shape. This is fitted before camera and a hole drilled to allow for tripod screw. Another hole drilled at top of "L" provides for bolting on a small hinge. This is fitted a short piece of metal cut to proper length to contact camera starting button. A length of string attached, as shown in cut, extends to operator who merely pulls string to set camera in motion. Spring action of camera starting button returns lever to neutral position when string is released.

Travel of string from camera to operator is facilitated if a stake on which a small pulley or a screw eye is attached, is driven into the ground immediately below camera and the string directed through it.

—George Carlson,
Chicago, Ill.
Home movie LIBRARIES
Where to rent or buy 8mm. and 16mm. films

To augment your home movie shows, make use of the fine libraries of rental films maintained by your photo dealer for owners of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Rental rates are surprisingly low and new films are added at regular intervals. Dealers listed below will gladly assist with suggestions for one reel to full evening programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood</td>
<td>Bailey Film Service 1651 Cosmo Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library 716 N. La Brea Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castle's Inc. 1529 Vine Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morgan Camera Shop 6262 Sunset Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Films Incorporated 1709 W. 8th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photo &amp; Sound, Inc. 153 Kearny St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Crawford Studios 235 Pine Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telephone: YUKon 1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Monica</td>
<td>Stewart Photo Company 1257 Third Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library 1221 G St., N. W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berwyn</td>
<td>Colonial Camera Shop 4906 Windsor Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmosound Library 1825 Larchmont Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Films Incorporated 64 E. Lake Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Camera Company 2208 West Devon Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>W. Stuart Bostey 17 East St. Joseph St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Decker Bros. 297 No. Federal Ave.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KANSAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td>Jeff's Camera Shop 139 N. Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lewis Film Exchange 216 East 1st St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Don Elder's Film Library 729 Boylston St., Dept. H.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Lake and Company 5 Little Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Detroit Camera Shop 325 State Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Nixon Camera &amp; Photo Supply Co. 2811 Delaware Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>Ralph V. Haile &amp; Assoc. 215 Walnut St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>South Park Photoshop 1027 Brown Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dayton Film (8-14) Rental Libraries 2227 Hepburn Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Films Incorporated 314 S. W. 9th Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Kunz Motion Pictures 1319 Vine Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Life In Poland

"This Was Modern Poland" is title of newest Filmsoound Library release running ten minutes in sound on black and white film. Filmed just prior to the Nazi invasion, it pictures Poland's steel mills, coal mines, Gydynia harbor installations as well as the town, farms, factories, and the cultural and religious life in the Polish republic that was disrupted by the Hitler invasion. Production was supervised by Russell Wright. Rental and sale of "This Was Modern Poland" is being handled through Bell & Howell's Filmosound Library, headquarters of which is located at 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago.

Saga of Sails

Popular among the series of "Sport Beam" films currently released by Official Films, 330 West 42nd St., is "Away With the Wind," picturing all types of sailing craft in action from old square riggers to modern trim racing yachts.

Produced by cameramen wise in the ways of nautical filming, the picture boasts some of the most picturesque and thrilling sailing shots ever recorded in motion pictures, according to the producer.
"Away With the Wind," as with other films in the "Sport Beam" series, is available in both short and feature lengths in both 8mm. and 16mm. widths. A special 16mm. sound edition is also available. Films are now on sale by leading photo dealers everywhere, according to Official Films who offer a free brochure describing all their latest pictures to those writing for it.

Comedies in Sound

With the inauguration of its new selling policy of one-reel comedies at an $18 list price successfully launched, Comedy House is readying a second group of six pictures for September 15th release.

Literature and other information may be obtained by writing Comedy House, 130 West 46th St., New York City.

Reviews . . .

* Continued from Page 146

solves and other cinematic fades were executed.

Documenting the planning and execution of a parade float is the purpose of "That's An Idea," filmed in 8mm. Kodachrome by Ray Rieschel, one of Minneapolis Cine Club's most enthusiastic members. The picture runs 200 feet in length.

It boasts fair photography, the only criticism being many scenes are not sharp, and scenes important to building continuity were not played in closeup.

As the picture opens, an artist is shown sketching plans for a drug company's parade float. He submits it to the art director in the next office who implies by much waving of arms that he does not approve of it. Another idea is sketched by the artist, submitted, and refused. In both of these office scenes, the camera shoots toward the artist with the art director seated at his desk and with back to the camera. There should have been cuts to closeups at these points to increase interest in the characters and break length of the long shots.

The artist, stuck for an idea, goes home for the day and romps with his small son. Playing near a pool of water, they find a small turtle which gives the artist an idea for his float. Returning to the office next day, he creates a new float design with a turtle as the motif and this is accepted by the art director.

Balance of picture is devoted to showing actual construction and decoration of float and view of it in the parade. An artist by vocation, Rieschel's titles are of the best.

HOW TO GET MORE OUT OF YOUR

G-E PHOTOFLOODS

... AND BETTER PICTURES

1 USE 'EM IN GOOD REFLECTORS. You'll get more light to cover wider areas or to stop down for more depth of focus, more detail.
2 Keep bulbs and reflectors clean. Dust and dirt can steal more light than you think.
3 Measure the distance from lamps to subject so you're sure of correct exposure. Or use a good exposure meter.
4 Turn off your G-E MAZDA Photoflood lamps when you're not shooting. They'll last longer.

G-E Photofloods give you the best balance of lamp life, picture-taking light, color temperature and low cost for your needs.

GENERAL & ELECTRIC

MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

CAMERA OWNERS HAVE TAKEN TO

GEARMASTER

LIKE A DUCK TAKES TO WATER

The tripod head that has everything... and does everything better!

FOR ALL MOVIE AND STILL CAMERAS

$1750 TAX INCLUDED

No protruding handle to interfere with making the picture by keeping you away from your camera. Movie makers will marvel at the simplicity of making geared panorama shots by simply turning the pan crank. Still camera owners will appreciate being able to get to their range and view finders without interference from a protruding handle.

American Bolex Co., Inc.
155 E. 44th St.
New York, N.Y.
Craig 8 & 16mm. Senior Splicer
Makes perfect, straight, professional-like dry splices ... quickly, accurately, and without wetting film. Only four simple operations required. For Sound or Silent. $10.95.

— ALL DEALERS —

WRITE for Illustrated Folder
CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
1033 SOUTH OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

DEVELOP YOUR OWN MOVIES
IT'S EASY AND THRILLING
Send for our new 24-page mimeographed book "How to Develop Your Own Movies". We will send it free on receipt of your new registered check or bank draft. This book provides complete instructions for developing 8mm, 9.5mm, and 16mm movie film. A clear, step-by-step instruction manual inclusive of all necessary ingredients. Only $2.25.

SIMPLIFIED DEVELOPING OUTFITS (including chemicals)
8mm. 25 Reels—$3.90. 50 Reels—$7.95. 100 Reels—$15.50. 16mm. 25 Reels—$7.50. 50 Reels—$15.00. 100 Reels—$30.00. One Gallon Ultra学生 Solution—$3.95.

WRITE for Big Bargain Controllers, our unique film pricepg.
In view of the fine performances turned in by the principal members of the cast, we feel a duty in giving due credit to the individuals whose talents contributed so much to the picture. Clinton Wheeler played the husband, Ted, and was supported by Marianne Miller as his wife, Mary. Lanã LaMarr was played with professional finesse by Helen Eager. Eleanor Brucker handled her comedy role perfectly as the prima donna. The two sisters, whose capable mimicry was so important to plot of the story, were played by Mildred Estey and Eleanor Comeau. The pianist, was played by Russell Lynch.

It is presumed that producer Tompkins also handled editing of the picture, a chore in which he demonstrated a superior knowledge. In spite of the fact full of reigns which he held on this production, Walter Tompkins prefers that credit for success of ”Murder By Magic” go to the Ad-Libbers as a group, a gesture we are sure is appreciated by his associates.

"Syncing" film and records

start the first recording, and another sync mark should indicate when to fade to the second disc—or turn over the record, as the case may be. The second recording should, of course, be on a separate disc as usually there is not time to turn the disc over. Thus the reverse side of disc No. 1 should carry part 3 and the reverse side of No. 2, recording No. 4.

It is not essential, of course, to have two turntables. By employing only one, an interval in the commentary or music of 15 seconds can be provided which is ample time to turn over a record and re-start the turntable. But synchronization at starting is very important and during this interval of 15 seconds the projector will continue to run.

When the "end" sync mark appears on the screen at the conclusion of the record, the turntable is stopped, record turned, needle put on the first groove, and directly the next sync mark appears on the screen, the turntable is re-started. This is much simpler and a more practical method than lowering the needle to the disc in the dark.

A warning mark also should be placed in the film two and one-half seconds, or one foot of film, in front of each sync mark. A good system is to punch one hole for the sync mark and two holes for the warning mark.

In cutting the record, the stroboscope should be placed on the record. Those who make their own recordings will encounter certain problems arising in the case of lightly made portable recording sets. One of these is that the cutting time will not be the same as the playback time. I have timed my disc cutting very carefully with a stop watch and have found a lag of as much as 12 per cent due, of course, to the fact that the cutting needle is traveling through the acetate, wax, or whatever the record is made of. The cutting time will also vary with the age of the needle and depth of the cut. The latter is a most important adjustment on the recording machine and the grooves should appear as wide as they are deep when examined under a magnifying glass.

The sharp or black "hair" which comes off the record when it is cut must be collected in the center and should come off unbroken. If it is too thin and comes away in pieces, depth of the cut is too shallow. If it is very coarse, like the hair in a horse's mane, etc., depth of cut is too deep and there will be distortion in some notes of the music. Another important point is to see that the turntable is perfectly level, otherwise distortion will result. Check it carefully with a spirit level.

With my recorder the problem of difference between cutting time and playback time was overcome by altering a pulley on the friction drive. Thus it was found that if a recording is made at 80 revolutions per minute, it can be played back at 76 r.p.m. simply by changing the pulley. There is no variable speed control, of course, on the recorder. The "lag" is taken up by the difference of 4 revolutions per minute. If this is not done, quite apart from the difficulty of synchronization with the stroboscopic disc, the voice will be altered and will be unnatural high. The faster the record speed (over cutting speed) the higher the voice pitch and vice versa. Playing back at 76 r.p.m. produces a most acceptable tone of voice if the cutting has been done at 80 r.p.m.'s which would indicate that 76 r.p.m. playback time is about equal to 80 r.p.m. cutting time.

After a recording has been cut, a suitable stroboscopic disc must be designed for playback timing. Usually it is necessary to have an assortment of them designed particularly for the projector in use. The design, which involves only the number of uniform bars around the perimeter of the disc, is controlled by the number of blades in the projector shutter. Most popular makes

---

"JAIL BIRDS" Flip, a prison guard, rounds up a tough "jail bird" who has made a break. An exciting chase results!

"MOVIE MAD" Flip decides to become a movie actor with some very amusing results...at his expense.

"THE VILLAGE BARBER" Flip, as a barber, shows how to run the "complete tonsorial parlour."

"STORMY SEAS" Sailing the briny deep, Flip makes a daring and spectacular rescue of a fair maiden in distress.

"THE CUCKOO MURDER CASE" As a detective, Flip tries to solve a "murder" and finds himself faced with Death...but escapes.

"THE VILLAGE SMITHY" Flip, as the beloved blacksmith, again makes a daring rescue of a fair damsel.
A Message to the public and the retailer:

GOERZ PHOTO LENSES
are an AMERICAN product since 1899
made by AMERICAN labor
in an AMERICAN-owned factory
We have no connection with any other firm

TO THE RETAILER:
Because of their accuracy Goerz lenses are front line photo-optical equipment in many fields of activity of our Nation at War....

The utmost is being done to meet the demands of the Government for these photographic precision tools... From time to time there may be available some of these fine anastigmas for civilian use and we invite you to write us about your requirements...

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
Office and Factory
★ 317 East 34th Street
New York ★

NOW!!! Spend less to own and operate your movie camera— Load with
ONYX MOVIE FILM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ONEX</th>
<th>ONEX</th>
<th>ONEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Hi-Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ft. 16</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td>$4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 ft. 8/9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 ft. Univ...</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RATING—S-34-50 for Daylight Reversal Processing Free of Charge.
Write for price list of other types of film and chemicals for home processing.

KENWOOD FILMS
818 E. 47th St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

GRADUATE TO A Seemann 3-star SPLENDID

A more magnificent film processing machine
at a price unrivaled anywhere for the same performance

Dries wet plates directly—ideal for 16mm

Saves time, labor and storage space

Dry Soluble developer in a sealed container

No acids or poisons

Availale at all dealers

WHOLESALE PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY
7240 BEVERLY BOULEVARD 8- HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Test your titles...

• Continued from Page 357

camera lens under brilliant light and thus do not photograph black. And then, the blackest of black paper will reflect light if the illumination is not properly positioned with relation to the camera. The first precaution, then, is to choose a soft, suede-like black paper stock for the title card and to set the photofloods at such an angle that no highlights are reflected by the card. Look at Fig. 3 and you will see the result of improper placement of lights which created a "hot spot" in the center of the title, leaving the edges dark.

Our second precaution involves the ink used in lettering the titles. Many inks canals are really cream colored with a great deal of yellow in them. Where such inks are used with ortho or semi-ortho film, a clear white letter will not result in the finished title. Lack of pure density of color also affects positive film titles where the title is lettered in black ink on a white card. Here again, the title card must be right—white, instead of an offshade of white—and the ink must be jet black. In the case of typewritten titles, unless a fresh black typewriter ribbon is available, the titles should be typed directly through carbon paper instead of through the ribbon. This results in a sharp letter of even density.

With titles, as with picture shots, development or processing of the film affects the final result as much as any other factor. It frequently happens that in spite of the care taken to insure the blackest of title cards and the whitest of lettering inks, the resultant titles lack contrast. Many times this is due to the automatic processing systems employed by some film laboratories where a highly sensitive electric control tends to compensate for under- and over-exposure in rolls of pictorial film. In such instances, a roll of titles or a roll of film containing title shots would be "over-adjusted" by the automatic compensator. The titles would appear to the sensitive magic eye as under-exposed and the processing adjusted accordingly. To avoid such disappointing results, it is advisable to notify the laboratory beforehand that the film sent in for processing is composed entirely or in part of titles so that they may control the processing of the roll for best results.

We have, of course, assumed that exposure of titles has been correct—"on the nose" so to speak. But what happens when exposure is not correct? Well, when titles have been under-exposed, the black background will develop black but the lettering will be grey rather than white. The remedy is to increase exposure—open up the lens or increase the light.
With over-exposure, the lettering remains white but there is great loss of detail—the letters appear fuzzy and are hard to read on the screen. The background is grey instead of black and the whole title has a washed-out appearance. This condition also is evident in Fig. 3. The remedy, of course, is to reduce exposure—stop down the lens or cut down on the illumination by moving the lights farther back from the title.

One of the best short-cuts to successful home title making is to shoot a test strip consisting of a series of exposures, developing the film immediately afterward and before proceeding with the main job of title filming. In this way, the proper exposure can be accurately determined beforehand through examination of the test strip.

Frames from two such test strips are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows a title test filmed in sunlight while Fig. 2 shows a test shot made on positive film under artificial light. The figure 8 indicates the exposure f/8.

In shooting such tests, the title is set up in the titler. A small card, bearing the figure corresponding to the f/stop at which the exposure is made, is placed before the title card to indicate, in the finished title, the exposure of that particular test.

The problems touched upon here become all the more complex and difficult to diagnose when the title film is developed at home. It is usually difficult for the beginner to determine which is at fault: exposure, development, lettering, or title card stock, or a combination of all. So for the remainder of this discussion we shall deal with the titles filmed on positive and home-developed to a negative only, which reverses the values as described earlier.

Everything that has been mentioned above with regard to title card stock, color of inks, etc., also applies here. And if the original values are correct, then the positive titles resulting will be just as contrasty, just as satisfactory as those filmed on reversal. Under-exposure will cause the background to come out grey with the letters remaining white and sometimes fuzzy. Over-exposure will result in greying of the letters and the background becoming jet black.

And now a word about positive film development. Assuming titles have been correctly exposed, a good contrast developer used at the prescribed temperature and for the right length of time will result in crisp, easy-to-read titles. A good contrast developer is one which is not extreme in its action but capable of bringing out fully that which has been exposed on the film. It should contain enough potassium bromide to keep the whites clear and cause the black areas to develop true black. A...
good formula is Eastman’s D-11. It should be used for 5 minutes at 63 degrees. Another which has gained wide favor is Eastman’s D-72. It should be used full strength at 65 degrees for 2 or 3 minutes. For extreme contrast, D-9 is recommended at 2 minutes. Many other formulas are equally acceptable and may be relied upon to produce good title results when used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

It is difficult to determine by inspection just when a title has developed to the right contrast. For this reason titles should be developed for the correct time at the recommended temperature at least until the worker has gained the experience necessary to guide him by inspection alone.

By using the right developer according to specifications, the amateur then knows all doubts concerning development have been eliminated. Then after the correct exposure has been determined by trial and error, quality from this point on should be reasonably consistent.

Amateurs go to War...

- Holton Howell’s narrative of war-time England and the movie amateur will, we are sure, cause American movie amateurs to appreciate more fully their, as yet, unrestricted filming freedom.

Howell’s enlistment in the Royal Air Force did not end his photographic activities, for his prowess with a camera caused him to be assigned to the R.A.F. Photographic Division. Recently he was transferred to Canada. Prior to the War, Howell was active in the formation of several cine societies in England, and he plans to resume his cine activities in Canada just as soon as he can obtain the necessary lease to purchase camera and accessories.—Ed.

And now for those combinations, which are often hard to diagnose properly. When under exposed and under developed, the positive film will appear nearly black and transparent. When over-exposed and over-developed the letter will be clear and white but the background will not get black. It will get just so grey and that’s all. Prolonged development will not darken it.

When over-exposed and under-developed, the letters will be light grey and the background dark grey. As development proceeds, the background becomes darker, but so do the letters. When the film has been over-exposed and over-developed, the background is opaque and the letters are so dark they are barely discernable. Surface halation has nearly obliterated them.

Warm developers produce the same results as over-development, and cold solutions produce under-development. It is advisable to keep the developing solutions at the recommended temperature which, in most cases, is 6 ydeg. F.
scape shot with an almost invisible aircraft in the sky was literally an offensive shot and for a time much confusion reigned among officials on what shots were and were not to be considered unlawful. Eventually harrassed officials became less literal and a harmonious agreement was unofficially and unpretentiously agreed upon.

No artificially lighted night exteriors were allowed to pierce the blackout areas and even an f 1.5 lens and Kodak Super double X could make nothing of England’s dimly lit, moon-bathed streets and roads.

The fall of Holland has left Britain practically without projector bulbs. The only equipment available now is second-hand. Everyone works long hours and at different periods. Air raids frequently prevent indoor night filming.

Still the whirr of camera or projector motor may be heard faintly in the fortresses. Here and there amateurs give shows to Civil Defense and Service audiences. One amateur I know is making a revolutionary puppet film in Kodachrome; another, a cartoon on an astronomical theory; and another, a simple family film of his wife and children.

Most of the British movie amateurs are in the Forces. Some in lonely camps or overseas in hot Africa or India are writing scripts in their spare time for filming after the war. Others in Civil Defense spend most their leisure hours at Warden posts. Film society committees are dispersed over all the world but they still keep in touch with one another. Finished productions and valuable equipment are safely stored in the country away from possible bomb damage.

For awhile, the English movie amateur is shooting bigger game, and the hands that formerly fingered the starting button of a cine camera now control armament loaded with magazines of more deadly stuff than movie film.

This is the picture of war-torn Britain from a cinebug’s viewpoint—Britain, bravely fighting against tremendous odds. With the Nazis only 20 miles away from the White Cliffs of Dover, the Englishman still clings to his cherished hobby and the memory of a temporarily forfeited heritage which will be his again when Victory is won.

**About Titling . . .**

*Continued from Page 355*

inexpensive reading glasses obtainable in dime stores may successfully be used as auxiliaries.

By placing the auxiliary lens before the camera lens, objects as close as 6 inches can be photographed in sharp focus. Each auxiliary lens is capable of focusing only at a single set distance. For example, a 10 inch focusing auxiliary requires setting the title card at a distance of 10 inches from the camera lens. The camera lens, meanwhile must be set at infinity. Where it is desired to shoot titles at a closer or farther distance, a corresponding auxiliary lens must be substituted.

The focusing power of an auxiliary lens usually is indicated in terms of its focusing distance. The spectacle lenses previously referred to are usually marked thus:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Distance} & \text{Title Area} & \text{Aux. Lens} \\
\hline
\text{4 to 10} & \frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}'' & 8 \text{ in.} & 5.00 \\
4 & \frac{3}{4}'' & 10 \text{ in.} & 4.00 \\
4 & \frac{3}{4}'' & 12 \text{ in.} & 3.25 \\
6 & \frac{3}{4}'' & 16 \text{ in.} & 2.50 \\
8 & \frac{3}{4}'' & 20 \text{ in.} & 2.00 \\
12 & \frac{3}{4}'' & 30 \text{ in.} & 1.25 \\
16 & \frac{3}{4}'' & 40 \text{ in.} & 1.00 \\
\end{array}
\]

This table applies where the regular \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) (16mm. camera) and \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) (8mm. camera) lenses are used and with such lenses set at infinity.

The problem of lettering the title card also has much to do with the hesitancy on the part of many amateurs to embark upon titling. As already stated, typewritten title cards are frequently used and are the simplest to compose. Where the amateur is skilled in hand lettering, hand lettered titles should be made and, of course, printed title cards are best if they can be made available.

Going into the larger title areas, \( \frac{3}{4}'' \times 12'' \), etc., re-usable block title letters such as the Mittens, Knight, etc., are the most convenient to use in composing the title. Some of these letters have tiny pins protruding from the back permitting them to be stuck into the title card as a means of holding them in place.

Titles may be photographed out of doors in sunlight or indoors under Photosfor. Outdoors, a meter may be employed effectively to determine exposure. Indoors, best results are obtained through filming a short exposure test strip.

It is not always necessary to shoot titles on reversal film. Many amateurs have found success in filming titles on positive film which requires that the title card be composed in color values.

**New Features for Your Filmo**

- If you want features offered by newest Filmo models which your dealer can’t deliver immediately, chances are that B & H craftsmen can add them to your *present* Filmo Camera or Projector. New “Modernization Folders” give details and costs. Ask your dealer or write, stating your Filmo model.

**Use This Timely NEW SERVICE**

- If you own a Bell & Howell Camera or Projector, you have something that might be difficult to replace now. So you’ll want to take especially good care of it. Do this with assurance and economy by using our new Standard-Price Service Plan. See your dealer or write for prices on the three classes of our new, economical, maintenance and repair service. Bell & Howell Company, 1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; New York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C.; London. Established 1907.

**PRECISION-MADE BY**

**Bell & Howell**

---

**How to Title Home Movies**

What’s a movie without a title? How will your audience understand your picture without explanatory titles? Learn how easy it is to make your own. This easy-to-understand book tells everything you want to know about this fascinating branch of the home movie hobby, plus plans for building a simple titler. Gives tables for exposures, lens diopeters, field areas, etc. Mailed for only

$1.00

POSTPAID

On Sale At Dealers Or Order Direct From

**HOME MOVIES**

6560 SUNSET BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD  CALIFORNIA
opposite of the desired results. In other words, where finished titles are to be black with white lettering, the title card must be white with black lettering. The values are reversed in developing of the positive film.

Obviously the foregoing could only be a sketchy outline of title filming processes. It is intended to show the beginning amateur that making home movie titles is comparatively simple and fascinating work—important work, nevertheless, because no amateur motion picture is complete without adequate titles. It would take a book to explain the full procedure of title making, a book incidentally which is available at small cost to every amateur. This book is "How To Title Home Movies" and available from the publishers of Home Movies. It is recommended reading for all amateurs seriously interested in title making.

**New films for stay-at-homes**

- Continued from Page 354

"Civilian Fire Fighters" opens with sequences picturing the terrible fires started by the Nazi blitz on London. Shows the incendiary bomb, and how to fight it. How to open doors in burning buildings. Types of hydrants, ladders, leg holds and lock holds, hose loading, and civilian preparation for fire-fighting. A thorough, gripping film that can help to save lives and property in town, city or industrial plant.

Third of the series is "The Civilian Serves" demonstrating how citizens can serve in home defense as air wardens, members of rescue squads, auxiliary police, fire watchers, demolition crews, etc. It is an impressive film with a message urging all to serve.

"Sport Spellbinders" is Castle's newest sports-action film. Featured are the thrill and spills in a dozen sports that will leave audiences breathless. Daredevil stunts and hairbreadth escapes succeed each other in rapid succession in a variety of sports.

Not only are masters of well-known sports like high hurdles, broad jumping, pole vaulting and high jumping seen in swift paced action, but the thrills of more unusual sports are shown as well. Tuna fishing where three men are needed to haul in the giant fish. Skiing on sand with spills galore. Water skiing and sea sledding. Outboard motor boat racing with a skittering boat that runs wild on the shore, crashing over a parked automobile. Shooting swift-flowing, rock-infested rapids at a dizzy pace. And much more.

And as a comical and mirth-provoking climax there is the great jalopy race in which cars of ancient vintage race madly around a "race track" that is full of great bumps and mud holes.

Providing fun for young and old audiences alike are two new animated cartoons which are available in color as well as black and white. In "Little Black Sambo," Sambo has a hectic adventure with two tigers—one fake and one real. Sambo's Hound-Dog gets more than he bargained for when he dis-
the canyon paths for sometime, Terry's two companions grow apprehensive and suggest turning back. They encounter a direction sign and one of the boys calls Terry's attention to the fact it points in the opposite direction.

"It's wrong," says Terry, "We go this way." And the weary trio plod on. Eventually they come to a sign marked "End of Trail." Terry's two pals turn upon him. "I thought you knew all the trails!" one companion demands of Terry angrily and a fist fight almost ensues.

The boys now tired and hungry retrace their steps, walk all night long, in their anxiety to locate the main trail. With the rising sun next day, they gain their bearings and in due time reach the rim of the canyon completely exhausted. Terry's pals have nothing but vengeance in their hearts for him. Recovering from their arduous trip, they set about to even the score with their "know-it-all" companion. The final sequence opens showing Terry being forced at gunpoint to a tree where a noose is made ready and then drawn about his neck. The closing shot implies a hanging by showing only Terry's legs dangling beneath the tree.

Of course this hanging finale was only a gag, but it was handled with fine dramatic ability. No corny acts these boys, and when Terry feels the noose about his throat and the muzzle of his companion's rifle in his midriff, he looks as if his pals really mean business.

Those who are fortunate in seeing this picture, will observe how cleverly the story shots tie in with scenic shots; how unobtrusively are shown all the scenic beauties of Bryce Canyon while a story of three adventurers youths unfolds on the screen. Some rare color photography is also to be seen, for Thiriot's Kodachrome scenes are perfectly exposed. The sky in every scene is natural blue—not purplish. Colors of the trees and of the multi-hued rocks are exactly as they would appear to the eye were you to visit Bryce. Thiriot explains his successful exposures by taking all meter readings from the shadows.

"After many trips to Bryce," Thiriot said, "I have found the natural tendency is to under-expose Kodachrome. Due to the fact there is so much reflected light, meter readings are invariably too high."

A clever effect is that of night in the several shots depicting the boys tramping along the trail after dark. Thiriot employed a blue filter to lend a night effect to these scenes.

Contrary to advice generally given Kodachrome filmers bent on shooting distant mountain and scenic vistas, Thiriot did not use a haze filter. "My reason for not using a filter," he said, "is that there exists a definite purple haze natural to Bryce. To eliminate this would be to destroy part of the canyon's natural color.

Whether a filmor excels in photography or not, he can definitely improve interest in a travel or vacation picture by planning it around a little human continuity in which a few or all companions take part. If the locale to be visited is carefully considered in advance, a suitable plot or series of gag shots will easily suggest itself. And then, whether a shooting script is prepared in advance or shooting is done "off the cuff," a picture of far more lasting interest is certain to result.

Color isn't everything...

*Continued from Page 352
PARK CINE
Announces its new Title Catalogue #1
11 SMART TYPE STYLES
50 ARTISTIC BACKGROUNDs
PRICES THE SAME AS BEFORE!!
Now Available for the First Time!!
Beautiful Kodachrome titles... clever
animations... distinctive hand lettering.

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st St.
New York City

Free! TO EVERY HOME MOVIE FAN
Get this FREE BOOK! Every
Home movie fan should have it. Check
full with shortcut materials you
never saw. Daylight Loading Movie
film as low as 1 fuse low. Process-
ing included. Also bulk film, and
dreams of bargains in access-
cents, screens, reels, titles, etc.
Contains BIG NEW LIST of film subjects, plan-
ner films, cartoons, westerns, historical, adven-
ture and sports films. (5mm. and 16mm. Write
today. Your name on postcard brings this handy
book by return mail FREE!

ESRO FILM PRODUCTS
6718 S. Campbell, Dept. H-9
Chicago

Distinctive TITLES
and expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional
Home... Snips... Black & White, Tinted and Kodachrome
Write for our new Illustrated catalog
STAHLE EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

8 ENLARGED TO 16 REDUCED
TO 8
Black and White and Kodachrome
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing
95-5 HAMMER MERCANTILE Mkt
CHICAGO

PB MOVIE FILTER KIT FOR COLORFILM
FOR REVERSE CAMERAS
Including 1 Screw-in-Sunshade, 1 Haze Filter,
1 Tube A Filter, 1 Touch Floc, complete.
From All Leading Camera Dealers or
PONDER & BEST
1015 So. Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

When You Buy BAIA
You Buy the Best
Precision Made;
Guaranteed Perfect
$2.75
From Your Dealer or Direct
BAIA MOTION PICTURE ENG
160 Victor
Highland Park, Michigan

Notice to Movie Fans
If you take movies (8mm. or 16mm) you simply cannot
afford to be without a FREE copy of this latest Photoflood
Courier. You get all the latest moving picture equipment from
all the leading manufacturers, fellow clubmen's shows. The price
saves you money in many ways. You'll find the latest
in cameras, lenses, tripods, projectors, screens, film,
titling, etc. This bargain book is invaluable to you as
an equipment reference book. Don't wait a day longer
in sending for your free copy. Write us now.
230 S. Wabash
Dept. 1-9
Chicago, Illinois

PROTECT FILMS
AGAINST SCRATCHES
WITH CRYSTAL CLEAR
EGYPTIAN LINEN
WAX
FRAMES
FINGERED
WAX
IMPROVED
EMULSION
WAX
AND
FILTERS
ORDER DO
ASK YOUR DEALER OR PHOTOFINISHER
VAPORATE, INC. BELL & HOWELL CO.
158 W. 44th St., 1014 S. Larchmont, Chicago,
New York, N. Y. 716 No. LaBrea, Hollywood

Successful Club Program

WHAT AMATUR CINE CLUBS ARE DOING TO STIMULATE MEMBER INTEREST

In a survey of amateur cine clubs recently conducted by Home Movies, reports were obtained of the most successful club meeting programs or club projects. For the benefit of all clubs, some of these program ideas are presented here. They are freely offered for their value in bolstering membership interest and stimulating wider activity in club projects.

Demonstration Show
Our outstanding effort of the year was a "Home Movie Show" held at the Chamber of Commerce Building of our city is a means of acquainting prospective members and beginning movie amateurs with all phases of the hobby.

The show included booths at which were demonstrated such phases of home movies as projecting, editing, titling, processing, splicing, film cleaning and preserving, camera loading, care of lenses and other equipment. Construction of gadgets and advance technique on lap dissolves, double exposures, disappearing titles and other interesting trick effects. As a special feature of the Saturday afternoon and evening show, three short skits were presented on the stage. Photoflood lights were furnished by the club so that anyone desiring to film the plays could do so.

Several photographic dealers of the city also had displays of movie equipment, a privilege which solved our financial expense for the enterprise. Admission was by free ticket, obtained from any member of the club or from any photographic store in the city.

First Films Shown
Featured at one of our club's most interesting meetings were the first reel of pictures shot by each member. No cheating was allowed, and each individual brought the very first movies taken in his cinematic career. The mistakes and boners of the most talented and experienced of our members gave encouragement to the beginners and a very amusing meeting was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.

In Titling Letters
MITTEN'S
PIN-BACK and SANCED BACK
TITLE LETTER SETS
From $5.50 up at all leading camera stores.
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
MITTEN LETTER CO.
REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA

NEW 8MM.
HOLLYWOOD FILM

Going Like wildfire
Price includes guaranteed machine processing.
AMBERTINT $1.25
A practical everyday film for outdoors. Useable in daylight or any lighting conditions.
OUTDOOR $1.25
Excellent outdoor film with enough speed for almost all conditions. Wide latitude.
All film machine processed under Eastman Kodak Co.'s
California Customers include Raia Tax
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
SOUTH GATE
CALIFORNIA

16mm. KODACHROME 35mm. Slides
"THE END": 16mm. with fade-out, 50c each.
"Yosemite" : 10mm. any length, at 10c each. For $1.00 all.
"Yosemite": Kodachrome 35mm., 12 x 17, 50c each.
Other subjects (both 16mm. and Slides): The
Blooming Desert; San Francisco; Alaskan; Canadian Rockies, and others.

GUY D. HASELTON
7956 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.
TITLE troubles

By GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

I f you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of HOME MOVIES or his residence, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. My trouble is getting the title centered properly. What simple method can you suggest that will insure getting title lined up accurately with camera?—J. H. M., Pocatello, Idaho.

A. See page 145, April 1942 issue of HOME MOVIES for complete instructions. Also, a dependable title centering guide for your camera is available for only 10¢ by writing the editors.

Q. Your magazine speaks of making several test exposures in order to determine correct exposure for shooting titles on positive film. How about developing these test strips? Where can we send them?—A. A. G., Denver, Colorado.

A. Develop them yourself. A short test strip 2 or 3 feet long can be developed in a glass bowl, refrigerator pan, or any glass, earthenware or porcelain household receptacle. Necessary developer is available in small packages at photo supply stores. Ask for positive film developer which is packaged complete with instructions for use.

Q. In using an auxiliary lens before the camera lens in filming titles, at what distance should the lens be set? Mine is in focusing mount permitting shooting as close as three feet.—B. K., Bronx, N. Y.

A. Camera lens should always be set at infinity when using an auxiliary lens before it, otherwise sharp focus will not be obtained.

Q. I recently filmed a series of titles lettered on blank pages of a book. However, they did not turn out to my satisfaction as the turning of the pages was not smooth. I want to remake these titles and it has been suggested that I film them in reverse to smooth out the page turning action. What do you suggest?—S. R., Provo, Utah.

A. Film them in reverse as suggested, but with the camera, not the titles, upside down. The film, then must be turned end for end before splicing.

Q. In shooting titles on a small revolving drum, I'm troubled with reflection of light from the title card. There seems to be a highlight across the center of the drum in spite of the fact I used the blackest black paper I could find.

A. Changing the angle of your lights should eliminate the trouble. Elevate your lights until highlight disappears. This will probably require increasing exposure if lights are moved farther away from center of title.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

- **BASS SAYS:** We don't build better mouse traps, but we do have the finest selection in the U.S. A. always.
  **USED CAMERAS**
  Cine Kodak Special, late model, 1st Kodak F-1.9, $500.00.
  Bell & Howell 8mm. Autoset-loading, F-2.5 lens, $125.00.
  Bell & Howell Companion, F-3.5 lens, $45.00.
  Bwlm. Cine Kodak Model 60, F-1.9 lens, with case, $45.00.
  Bell & Howell Model 99 Turret, F-2.5 lens, 1/4" Wollensak F-3.5, $75.00.
  Bell & Howell Motion, Zeiss Sonnar F-2 lens and case, $125.00.
  Bwlm. Cine Kodak Model E, F-3.5 lens, $32.50.
  8mm. Bell & Howell 70A, F-3.5 Cooke, $45.00.
  8mm. Cine-Film12 Magazine, Cooke F-2.7 fixed focus, with case, $325.00.
  8mm. Simplex Pockette Magazine, F-1 Kodak Anagigmat, optical finder, $45.00.
  8mm. Cine Magazine Kodak, F-1.9 lens, with case, $125.00.
  16mm. Victor S. Fitted with 15mm. Wollensak F-2.7, and 35mm. Bell & Howell F-4.5, $145.00.
  16mm. Filmo 70DA, 1st F-1.8 Taylor-Hobson Cooke, 17mm. Wollensak F-2.7 in focusing mount, 3rd. F-3.5 lens. $40.00.
  16mm. double recording sound camera outfit. Includes Cine Kodak Special late model with 4x F-9 lens. Autonon 110 volt synchronous motor for lens and autonon recording platter with microphone, also heavy professional tripod. Price $1250.00.
  **USED PROJECTORS**
  8mm. Keystone J-E 300 watt lamp, case, $29.50.
  Bell & Howell 8-E 52, lamp, $65.00.
  8mm. Kodascope Model 80, 300 watt lamp case, $125.00.
  16mm. Keystone Model A-74, 300 watt lamp, case, $27.50.
  16mm. Kodascope B, automatic threading, with case, $12.50.
  Bell & Howell Diplomat, 750 watt case, $182.50.
  16mm. White sound on Projector, 750 watt lamp, complete, $247.50.
  In stock: New Filmmasters 8 and 16mm., Reverse Deckers, Cine Magazine 8 and 16mm., Filmo Autoloaders and Automaster models. Bell & Howell direct focus for Autoload or Automaster, $20.55. Focusing finder for Cine Magazine 9, F-1.60. Quick Set Jr, Cine Triplet, $20.00.
  16mm. Bell & Howell Filmmate Vueview complete with splitter, heavy duty 2 drawer case. Complete sound 8mm. equipment, all makes. Send for Bass Supplementary List of Equipments.

BASS CINEMATIC COMPANY, Dept. HC. 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, Illinois.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

- **KODACHROME FILM RELEASES**
  KODACHROME TRAVEL FILMS. Latest releases now available for distribution, including previously unlisted postcard will bring listings. KENWOOD FILMS, 3819 North Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
  KODACHROME BW, 8-16mm, film subjects for beginners, Color, color sample, 30c. No postals accepted. JENKINS, Elmer, N. Y., Dealers wanted.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

- **16MM. FILMS**
  EXCHANGES, commercial films, exchange for similar. ALL TYPES OF LOCATIONS, 16MM. FILMS for exchange. BISSER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, III.

TRADING

- **REVOLVERS,** 22 caliber pistols, automatics and shotguns accepted in trade at very liberal allowances on all makes of cameras, projectors, lenses, sound projection equipment and sound filming equipment. See everything photographic. NATIONAL CINEMA EXCHANGE, Established 1914, 11-30, Fifth St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

- **STILL PHOTOGRAPHERS** Before your photos of individuals can be sold with safety, you must have a model release. Not the same as a signature, and not to sell the picture for publication or advertising purposes. Model release follows any model's signature. please follow instructions printed in authentic legal manner. 50 for 25c (coins) postpaid. VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine

12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.
In Canada, $3.50—Foreign, $3.50
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. S.

ME MOVIES
50 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Send to...

Address...

City..........................State

☐ New ☐ Renewal ☐ Gift

Send to...

Address...

City..........................State

☐ New ☐ Renewal ☐ Gift

Enclosed find $..............

Date..........................19...

Sent in by..................

Address.......................

City..........................State

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
Last Call for Winners!

Midnight, September 30th, is the deadline for entries in HOME MOVIES’ 1942 Annual Amateur Contest. Don’t put off entering your films because you think they’re not good enough. Your entry may well be the “dark horse” in the contest. And remember, there are 17 awards—seventeen chances to win!

There’s the magnificent Lloyd Bacon trophy sponsored by Warner Brother’s ace director for the best picture in the contest. Then there are three awards in each of the Scenario, Documentary and Family Films divisions plus achievement awards for outstanding accomplishment in photography, editing, titling, sound, and technical results.

Read the contest rules—then enter your film today!

CONTEST RULES

• Entries limited to 16mm. and 8mm. films. No restriction as to length or subject. You may submit as many entries as you wish.
• Transportation on entries must be paid both ways by contestant. All entries will be promptly returned after review by judges.
• Don’t wait until final week to submit your films. Send them in as soon as ready.
• All entries should be titled at least to the extent of a main title. Professional or laboratory produced titles are permissible.
• Be sure to label your film reels and containers, giving your name and address and the title of your production.
• No entry blanks are necessary. Enclose data with entry as to camera, lens, and film used; also, state whether filters, tripod, exposure meter, and any other equipment was used. This information has no bearing on the judging, but is of interest to the editors.

HOME MOVIES
HOLLYWOOD’S MAGAZINE FOR THE AMATEUR
HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES

NEW EDITION
HOME MOVIE BEST SELLER
OVER 130,000 COPIES TO DATE!

On Sale Here

"HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES"
$2.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY • ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SIXTH 25,000 PRINTING
CURRENTLY CORRECTED
BUY A COPY FOR YOUR KIT WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN DISPLAYED
October - 1942

LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY AMATEUR MOVIE MAGAZINE!
Fifteen brand new Hugh Harman animated sound cartoons are now available to 16mm sound projector owners. Five of these latest films are described below. Each is a masterpiece in screen entertainment unsurpassed in sound and print quality.

These cartoon films are available in sound in either KODACHROME or BLACK and WHITE.

--- PRICES ---
Per Reel
BLACK and WHITE $17.50
KODACHROME $67.50

Ask Your Dealer to Screen These New Films for You!

CIRCUS DAZE. Bosko and his dog Bruno decide to take Bosko's girl, Honey, to the circus. Bruno upsets the trained flea act, scattering the pests throughout the circus. Lively and laughable dialog and music. Order by catalog No. 2139-C.

THE OLD HOUSE. Honey takes shelter from a thunder storm in an old abandoned house. Doors slam, shutters screech and Honey fears ghosts. Bosko and Bruno come gallantly to the rescue, encounter some hair raising experiences. Catalog No. 2137-C.

BOSKO'S PARLOR PRANKS. Bosko calls upon his sweetheart, Honey, and sets out to entertain her with songs and dances. His antics and clever dance routines are backgrounded by a fine musical and sound score. Catalog No. 2130-C.

TALE OF VIENNA WOODS. Pan and a baby deer dance through the woods until encountered by a pack of hunting dogs. Clever Pan outwits the dogs and saves the deer in a thrilling chase. Marked by an exceptionally fine musical score. Catalog No. 2129-C.

THE LOST CHICK. An appealing story of Eggbert, a little chick born in a squirrel's nest. Later rescued by its mother, a blizzard ensues, threatens the squirrels and Mother and chick brave the blizzard to save them. Fine dialog and music. Catalog No. 2132-C.

If Not Available from Your Dealer Please Write—

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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THE MOST FOR YOUR MOVIE MONEY

Measured in terms of what you get for what you pay KIN-O-LUX MOVIE FILMS prove their exceptional value by a speed and latitude that "gets" the picture and a projection quality that "gives" finer results and a more complete enjoyment in motion picture making. Be critical. Prove this to yourself.

FOR YOUR VERY NEXT ROLL OF FILM TRY

KIN-O-LUX MOVIE FILMS

INDEED ONLY
KIN-O-LUX GOLD SEAL
Weston 100; Scheiner 29°
(No Outdoor ratings)

OUTDOOR
KIN-O-LUX No. 3
Weston 50; Tung. 40
Scheiner 26°; Tung. 24

Go to your dealer today. Ask for KIN-O-LUX FILMS in the size and footage you require. They are still available. If your dealer cannot supply you (the demand grows greater every day) go to another nearby dealer or write directly to us.

KIN-O-LUX, Inc.
Dept. H10 • 105 W. 40 St. • NEW YORK CITY

The Reader SPEAKS

Sound

Here's response, and interesting, too, to one reader's plea regarding the addition of sound to home movies:

Dear Sirs: The following may be of help to Mr. Art Ford of Niles, Ohio, who inquired through "Reader Speaks" on how to add sound to his 16mm. films. I own a Motorola Automatic Record Changer, which plays 12 ten-inch records, and to twelve-inch (transmitting the music to any radio within the house.) This apparatus I have arranged so that I can plug it into my 16mm. sound Bell & Howell Projector, a simple and cheap arrangement which can be performed by anyone servicing such machines. The player has a "Rejector" by which a record can be rejected at any time, allowing the next one to fall onto the disc to be played, which is an advantage in order to time the music for a particular story.

To illustrate, I use a stop watch (although an ordinary watch will do) to determine the exact length of time my film will run. Keeping this time in mind, I run the Record Player alone, attempting to suit the music to the story and also, and this is an important point, have the music end as near as possible to the end of the picture. I mean by this to make a finished product of the whole thing. It means, of course, I must study my picture after I have titled it, to determine where music should change. I found very few changes are necessary, if my film is edited properly. I "reject" a record only for more suitable music, if the tempo or the meaning of the picture changes; and I may be able to let my Record Player run without "rejection" through a four hundred foot film, if a film story is not too choppy.

I frequently rent various films, splice them in with my silent, to make almost an hour show on a 1600 ft. reel. With practice, the change from the sound to silent film with record music cannot be noticed on the screen.

I used to think my titles added much to my films, but after "plugging in" suitable and timed music, well, that to me, toppled it all.

—R. H. Nordstrom, D. O., Providence, R. I.

Lucky

Confidentially, in spite of his luck, we'll wager reader Dennis has taken out some of that very inexpensive insurance on his movie equipment. Policies are available from most insurance companies that afford complete coverage on the average amateur's equipment and accessories for about $5.00 per year.

Dear Editor: This is to tell you how I almost went completely out of the home movie making business last winter. Our home was burglarized one afternoon, the culprit getting a number of items of my equipment. I was sure he would return to get the rest as he also picked up an extra key to the house. Sure enough, five days later he was back. We nabbed him and now he's cooling his heels in the penitentiary. I recovered the missing articles as he had not gotten around to disposing of them, although I was quite worried for a while.

Through his apprehension, a friend of mine also recovered a $50.00 cine camera that had been stolen from him several months previously. Just another way one amateur helped another—although the police did have a hand in it, God bless 'em!

—R. C. Dennis, Fresno, Calif.

Wants Matte Box

Here's opportunity for one of our Experimental Cine Workshop alumni to aid a fellow cinefilmer:

Dear Sirs: I have a 16mm. Bolex camera for which I want a matte box that will permit me to make split stage effects—one that can be attached to my tripod independently of the camera. Am interested in hearing from any amateurs who have built such a device.

—H. Michaels, 358 Union Ave., Paterson, N. J.

Film Swappers

Readers who have exposed footage to swap for other exposed footage, especially those who need scenes to fill out an incomplete reel, are invited to use this column for making their wants known.

Gentlemen: Wish to contact 8mm. movie amateurs in the following Texas towns to obtain certain scenes in 8mm. Kodachrome in each: El Paso, Alpine, Pecos, Lubbock, Amarillo, Wichita Falls, Ft. Worth, Tyler, Longview, Waco, Austin, New Braunfels, Kerrvville, Galveston, Golaid, Edinburgh, and Brownsville.

—Hugh J. Gray, 1111 Winston St., Houston, Tex.
HOME MOVIE SENSATION!

"Here comes the CIRCUS!"
UP WITH THE BIG TOP—RIGHT ON YOUR OWN SCREEN!

ALL IN ONE STUPENDOUS FILM!

Taming ferocious jungle cats
Death-defying acrobats
The queen of the high trapeze
Tumblers supreme
Bareback riders in the tanbark ring
Leaps through fire
Performing elephants
World-famous clowns
Beautiful Girls . . . Sideshows . .
The Giant Circus Parade

it's COLOSSAL!

DON'T WAIT!

CASTLE FILMS
INC.

RCA BLDG.
NEW YORK

FIELD BLDG.
CHICAGO

RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO

8 mm.—16 mm.
COSTS LESS THAN UNEXPOSED FILM!

Hurry, hurry, hurry to the biggest show on earth! Castle Films has captured on film for you all of the thrills of the circus! Never before filmed! Absolutely unique! The circus filmed during actual performance—under canvas! Here's drama, thrilling action, danger, swift-paced entertainment! Ten shows in one! Possess it all for less than the cost of unexposed film! Don't miss owning this picture! It will give you and your family the thrill of thrills!

All Castle 16 mm. films are Vep-O-Rated. All Castle 8 mm. films are also treated.

CHECK BELOW FOR CASTLE FILMS' NEW FREE CATALOGUE

HAVE CIRCUS NIGHT
IN YOUR OWN HOME! PROVIDE PEANUTS,
PINK LEMONADE, AND POPCORN—AND SHOW
THIS GREAT PICTURE FOR YOUNG AND OLD!

DON'T DELAY!

ORDER FORM

Send Castle Films' "HERE COMES THE CIRCUS" in the size and length checked.

Name__________________________

Address________________________

City____________________________

State___________________________

Remittance enclosed □ Ship C.O.D. □ Send Castle Films' FREE CATALOGUE

RCA BLDG.
NEW YORK

FIELD BLDG.
CHICAGO

RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO

8 mm.
□ Headline—50 ft. . . $1.75
□ Complete—180 ft. . . 5.50

16 mm.
□ Headline—100 ft. . . 2.75
□ Complete—360 ft. . . 6.75
□ Sound—350 ft. . . 17.50

Oct. 1937, Castle Films Inc.
Help Stop Unpatriotic Waste!

THE heat is on in Washington to conserve motion picture film. With the axe of economy justly aimed at Hollywood and its notorious wasteful methods, film moguls frantically seek a scapegoat to take the rap for them. The less articulate amateur photographer is singled out to be the fall guy and, today, Hollywood's peddling the idea that government film needs can easily be solved by simply shutting off the amateur's supply of film.

Greed, as usual, is behind the motion picture industry's idea—a greed that moved them, in depression years, to introduce double features to bolster waning box office receipts. But the depression is behind us all—far behind, and the double feature has long been recognized as the runk of waste. Any one who knows that 2 and 4 make 4 realizes that double features increase the well-being of no one but moguls of the motion picture industry which also includes the theatres. The public does not need double features—never did.

Greed for still more revenue from theatrical motion pictures now forces theatregoers to sit through programs three and four hours in length whereas the logical and long accepted unit of theatrical performance established by legitimate theatres, vaudeville and opera houses was a maximum of two hours—until advent of the double feature.

In spite of no increase in film costs and relatively little increase in production or exhibition costs, theatre admissions during the past 90 days have skyrocketed, having been increased as much as 50% without giving theatregoers any more for their money! In the face of Government efforts to curb inflation, theatres everywhere are establishing inflationary admission prices.

Undeniably unpatriotic in motive, the belligerent stand of Hollywood's studios and theatre chains against the ban of second features should be checked now. Here, as plain as day is the real answer to film conservation. It does not lie in curtailment of the mealy bit of film the amateur runs through movie and snapshot cameras each week.

Already the amateur photographer has suffered patriotically the curtailment of photographic and cine equipment. And he will gladly give up his film, if necessary. But he will not sacrifice it to greed. He isn't going to take it lying down if his sacrifice means that Hollywood's studios will be allowed to continue wasting valuable film as usual in the production of more pictures than are necessary during the emergency.

Voice your protest now. Clip the coupon below, paste it on a penny postcard, sign it and mail to your congressman today to insure that government check on film waste will be applied where it belongs—against continued production of unnecessary double feature motion pictures.

My Dear Senator:

The continued unpatriotic waste of photographic film by the motion picture industry in the running of double and triple features should be abated in the interests of war economy by limiting any motion picture show to two hours, thus saving the country millions of feet of valuable film.

You are urged to protest this unwarranted waste of film and the inflationary action of theatres in increasing admission prices 50% and more in face of increased business and no proportionate increase in overhead.

Wasteful film consumption and inflationary admission prices encourage other industries to demand same privileges. It is your duty as our Senator to curb this selfish and unpatriotic action by eliminating double bills and placing a ceiling on admission prices.

Very truly yours,
NEW CASTLE FILMS!

8mm. COST LESS THAN UNEXPOSED FILM! 16mm.

"AFRICAN PYGMY THRILLS"

Africa's tiny pygmies, menaced always by man-eating crocodiles, and pitted against the savage jungle, span a mighty, reptile-infested river, in a never-before-filmed adventure that you will delight in showing for years. Own this astounding movie now! Thrill your family and friends!

"SPORT SPELLBINDERS!"

Amazing sports action shots that will take your breath away! Thrilling tuna fishing... high hurdles and pole vaulting... water and sand skiing... sea sledding... dangerous rapid shooting... outboard racing... steeple-chasing... motorcycle and jalopy racing thrills... all in one terrific, action-crammed film! Here's the sports movie of super thrills and spills that every collector will be proud to own! Own and show it now!

OTHER GREAT CASTLE SUBJECTS YOU CAN OWN:

TWO NEW CARTOONS!

"PUSS IN BOOTS"—Famous fairytale comes to life on your own screen! A masterpiece in animation! Fun for young and old!

"SINBAD THE SAILOR"—Sinbad sails for distant lands! Meets pirates! Even parrot duels! A rollicking, rib-tickling comedy!

A TRAVEL GEM!

"BANFF AND LAKE LOUISE"—Beautiful panorama of the St. Moritz of North America! Lofty peaks! Sublime vistas! Stony Indians in tribal dances! Thrill to Lake Louise, loveliest scenery gem in all the world! Enjoy an outdoor vacation indoors with this great picture! It's a travel "must" for every collector!

All Castle 16 mm. films are Vap-O-Rated. All Castle 8 mm. films are also treated.

ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Headline 50 ft. Complete 100 Feet Complete 300 Feet Sound</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headline 50 ft. Complete 100 Feet Complete 300 Feet Sound</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headline 50 ft. Complete 100 Feet Complete 300 Feet Sound</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name

Address

City State

Remittance enclosed Ship C.O.D.

COPR. 1942, CASTLE FILMS INC.
A Message to
the public and
the retailer:

GOERZ
PHOTO LENSES
are an
AMERICAN product
since 1899
made by
AMERICAN labor
in an
AMERICAN-owned
factory

We have no connection
with any other firm

TO THE RETAILER:
Because of their accuracy Goerz lenses are front line photo-optical equipment in many fields of activity of our Nation at War... The utmost is being done to meet the demands of the Government for these photographic precision tools... From time to time there may be available some of these fine anastigmats for civilian use and so we invite you to write us about your requirements...

There is a Goerz Lens for Every Purpose
To help you in the selection of the proper lens our long experience is at your service—For detailed information and prevailing prices see your dealer or ADDRESS DEPT. HM-10

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
Office and Factory
★ 317 East 34th Street New York ★

CASH on the Line
Bass buys
Cameras

Paymaster Bass, they call me, for I lay the long green on the line for your camera or projector... then turn right around and sell it to someone else. That's why I can afford to be so $#*"* generous. Better act fast.

Charles Bass, President
I buy... trade... or sell
Bell and Howell - Leica - Contax
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HOME MOVIES FOR OCTOBER

REVIEWS...
of Amateur films

BY J. H. SCHOEN

ALTHOUGH all of the films reviewed here are entered in Home Movies' 1942 Annual Amateur Contest, the critical remarks that follow do not necessarily indicate the films' chances in the contest. Rather they are the result of concentrated analysis with the object of not only helping each producer in his future movie making efforts but to point out film improvement and reveal continuity ideas that should interest the average reader.

This department's sole aim is to help the amateur improve his home movie technique and to this end the following reviews are dedicated:

"You Can't Win," awarded a 3-Star merit leader by Home Movies' reviewers, is a clever continuity in 8mm Kodachrome running 177 feet and notable for many unique comedy touches.

The picture opens with attractive main and credit titles and proceeds to tell the story of several married couples brought into conflict through a poker game. In the first scene we see one husband hard at work editing his movie films. His wife sits impatiently in the parlor, wishing for something exciting to happen. The phone rings and the wife answers to receive an invitation from a neighbor for her and her husband to play bridge.

The busy husband refuses to accompany her and the wife reluctantly goes to the bridge game alone. After she leaves, comes a phone call for the husband. It's from his club, summoning him to a poker game. Putting away his films, he departs for the club.

At the club we see other members being phoned, also see the members on the other end of the line receiving calls. One man, unopposed by his wife, accepts the invitation and departs without incident. Another chap does not fare so well. He's busy washing dishes when his call comes. His wife answers the phone. Obviously, the real boss of the family, she stands by to hear the conversation. She agrees to her husband going to the poker game, "after he finishes the dishes." Reluctantly the kitchen slave goes back to his dishwashing while his wife resumes reading a magazine in the parlor. She soon falls asleep, giving her spouse oppor-
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LOW COST SOUND FOR EVERY MOVIE AMATEUR

Most every movie amateur is agreed that the next big development in the field of amateur movies will be in practical low-cost sound. Whether this is to be sound on film or a universal method of synchronizing films with disc recordings is difficult to determine at this time. But the increasing interest of movie amateurs in sound is undoubtedly due to a strong influence on the early stages of this inevitable new development.

In the meantime, however, there is no need for either 8mm. or 16mm. sound cameras to wait for new developments if they conscientiously want acceptable sound for their films. The sound-by-disc methods which so many amateurs have successfully employed are really very simple. The additional equipment required may be an ordinary electric phonograph or a dual turntable built especially for the purpose of playing recordings simultaneously with projection of films.

Where special recordings of narration and sound effects are desired, such records can be made with the assistance and use of recording equipment of one's local radio dealer. Nearly all large radio and musical instrument dealers have recording apparatus with which they make recordings of various sizes for the trade. In some of the larger cities, special recording service is offered movie amateurs. Then there are the many combination radio-phonograph-recorders which have been sold for home use which are capable of turning out very acceptable recordings to be played with picture projection.

After the war is ended, simple and inexpensive sound cameras for the amateur may be produced. Their practicability for ordinary filming of everyday amateur subjects is questioned, however. Sound relevant to the picture frame does not run adjacent to it but several frames in advance, and this would make the amateur's task of editing his films almost an impossibility. To provide the amateur with film he can shoot, but cannot afterwards cut, would seem to be against all his elementary principles. It is all the more evident, therefore, that sound — synchronized or otherwise — through the medium of records, will continue to prevail for sometime in the realm of strictly amateur movies.

Various enterprising amateur clubs have produced plays on 16mm. film with sound on discs and, by various ingenious electrical or mechanical methods, have synchronized projector with turntables. But such procedure again departs from the simplicity which the average amateur demands, and calls for endless "fiddling" about with more or less elaborate mechanism.

But assuming the film is planned, while making and cutting, to avoid critical synchronization with the sound, then the problem is greatly simplified. Ordinary turntables, singly or in pairs, which play at a constant speed and can be controlled, will provide ample synchronization of recordings with this type of film.

Before cutting a recording of commentary to be played with a film it is essential that the amateur first familiarize himself with the narrative which may or may not be continuous but will have background music designed to swell in volume during the pauses in the commentary. Or a commentary may be considered unnecessary and only music and sound effects played. But before this stage is reached the amateur should be certain that no further cutting or

*Recordings of narrative, music and sound effects are easy to produce with apparatus now at the amateur’s command.*

*Continued on Page 400*
SIMPLIFYING TITLES

COMPOSITION

By George W. Cushman

Some amateurs make their own titles while others prefer to have a commercial title laboratory make them. But in either case, the amateur must decide upon the kind and number of titles he wants, and, in most cases, compose or "write" them.

Composing a title—arranging the words, etc.—is as interesting as composing a scenic shot and it is surprising that so few amateurs give this phase of their hobby so little thought. For too often titles are composed and photographed in a hurry without much thought given to composition or to the effect they will have on an audience. Titles interestingly written, bind scenes together more firmly and make for a smoother flowing picture.

This laxity frequently begins with the main title and continues throughout the picture where there is no imagination in the name title and usually less in the picture as a whole. Examples of unimaginative main titles are "Our Vacation 1941" or "Our Trip Through the West" which have opened countless amateur vacation and travel movies. Such titles lack sparkle and glamour. Contrast these with such titles as "Roamin' In Wyoming" and "Flight of the Hawkes," the latter which captioned a film of a Pan-American airways tour of Central and South America by a family named Hawkes. Such titles are different, not "repeats" of titles used by other movie amateurs. A clever title, one that intrigues an audience, will, unless the photographic content of the film is bad, send a picture off to a good start and make it more thoroughly enjoyable.

Where it is desired to convey or indicate

• Continued on Page 398

• Verses from famous poems prove ready-written titles for many home movies—this from a movie completely titled with verses from several famous poems.
DURING the latter part of 1940, HOME MOVIES published a series of articles on the "Glorified 16," a 16mm. Filmo restyled by its owner to include built-in mechanism for automatically producing wipe-offs and dissolves. Not long after, V. L. Saint of Lyons, Kansas, set to work revamping his Victor camera along similar lines. His was a very successful job, too, and with it he filmed the picture we have selected as the Movie of the Month, "Pottery Making As a Hobby."

Filmed in Kodachrome, 400 feet in length, much of the success of this picture is directly attributable to the cinematic effects made possible with Saint's restyled camera. A documentary with educational value, "Pottery Making As a Hobby" flows smoothly from sequence to sequence through the mediums of wipes and dissolves that are as professional as anything turned out by Hollywood.

Inspiration for this picture resulted from a casual meeting with a Lyons housewife whose hobby of home ceramics was the object of wide admiration in the community. Saint suggested he'd like to make a motion picture record of her work. The housewife agreed, and then followed filming activities which spread over a period of several months. Because the ceramics hobbyist indulged in all branches of the art, from mixing her own clays to mould making, moulding, and pottery wheel manipulation, as well as glazing and firing the product of her industry, it was impossible to shoot the routines from A to Z in a couple of days Hollywood studio fashion.

Obviously Saint spent a great deal of time in studying the woman's interesting work and particularly every step in each branch of it. For his picture is probably as complete a document of pottery making as will be found anywhere. Some, for whom the picture has been screened, have ordered and since received duplicate prints of it.

The picture begins with an introductory foreword that tells of home pottery making as a hobby. The woman is introduced compounding clay into "slip" of which her pottery is made. All of the steps necessary to preparation of the slip are shown in close-up, as they should be, which accounts for much of the picture's interest. Saint knows his camera angles, the value of closeups and how to pour light into a scene for best photographic results, and these attributes become the more obvious as the picture unfolds on the screen.

After the slip is prepared, we are next shown preparation of the mould, pouring slip into the mould, and then the finished product ready for decorating and firing. Well written informative titles explain each step of the process.

The next sequence covers the art of forming pottery on the revolving pottery wheel, one of the oldest methods known to man but slightly modernized and still in use. Again the clay is shown being prepared in the manner required for this type of work, then placed on the wheel. As the lump of clay revolves, deft hands form it into a flower bowl.

Clay modeling, the third phase of the ceramist's hobby, becomes even more intriguing as with an assortment of tools, brushes, etc., we see the woman...
ADVENTURE IN TIME-LAPSE CINEMATOGRAPHY

BY ARTHUR M. SHARP

If all the Kodachrome movies of flowers were spliced together, they'd make pretty monotonous screen fare despite color or quality of photography. But let us imagine some of these floral movies filmed in time lapse photography — rosebuds swelling from bud to full bloom on the screen before our very eyes; a golden marigold opening and closing within the space of a minute in action that ordinarily takes hours.

Ordinarily considered "still" life subjects, flowers actually are live subjects and the cycle of their lives and particularly the drama of their flowering cycle furnishes spectacular movie fare. Time lapse photography of flowers and growing plants is possible with almost any cine camera that provides for, or that can be altered to permit, single frame exposures. In the last analysis, the success of the venture depends upon the apparatus built to automatically operate camera and lights at established intervals during the budding and flowering cycle. As far as this writer knows, there is no manufactured equipment marketed for this purpose. The amateur cinemographer must fashion it himself. This he can easily do, from materials fortunately still available, providing he is at all mechanically inclined.

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 on these pages illustrate a comparatively simple apparatus which I constructed for the purpose of operating my Cine Kodak in time-lapse photography of flowers. A discarded electric clock, a doorbell, two mercury switches, a toy train transformer, spring projector belt and miscellaneous plugs, wires, screws, binding posts etc. are the parts which were required in building it during spare hours in my garage workshop.

The mechanics of the device are quite simple. Every ten minutes the conductor B Fig. 2, replacing the minute hand, comes in contact with one of the six contact points on the face of the clock. At this instant the conductor A, Fig. 2, replacing the second hand, contacts another point causing the photofloods to light. A fraction of a second later contact is made with another point which actuates the single frame device that moves the camera starting button for a single frame exposure. As conductor A, Fig. 2, continues its journey, it breaks circuit with the two contact points. The photofloods are extinguished and the single frame device automatically is set for the next exposure ten minutes later.

This action, repeated over and over again, produces some of the most interesting movies I have had the pleasure to see. Flowers changing from bud to blossom; seeds growing to plants; formation of chemical crystals and the growing of toadstools are just some of the fascinating subjects comprising the new field of cinematography time lapse camera equipment opens up for the amateur.

Flowers are particularly good subjects for time lapse photography because of their color and the fascinating and dramatic manner in which they unfold in the transition from bud to bloom. Almost every known flower is a
ready subject for time lapse photography. Some flowers, like the poppy, four-o’clock, marigold and some daisies, provide a double thrill, opening and closing completely within a 24-hour period.

Imagine then, the tremendous appeal that can be given your garden record by the inclusion of dramatic action shots of your favorite flowers opening and closing. Compare a film of this sort with the usual “snapshot” movie of flower gardens. Highly educational as well as providing spectacular screen fare are time lapse movies of the growth of seeds and plants. Such studies easily can be filmed with the apparatus described here.

Construction details of the time lapse device will be better understood by studying the accompanying illustrations. In revamping the electric clock, I fitted a small panel of 1/8” prestwood over the face. Six holes were drilled in a circle at points spaced equally ten minutes apart. Contact points were formed of sterling silver wire and inserted in the holes, and all were soldered to a circle of copper wire at the back of the panel. To this was soldered one of the current leads as shown in Fig. 6.

Small pieces of discarded clock spring were soldered to the minute hand and the improvised double second hand. This new second hand was formed from brass spring wire, bent to proper shape. At the end, a piece of silver was soldered. It was found that electrical contacts of silver with silver eliminate arcing when the circuit makes or breaks. Low voltage (24 volt) from the toy transformer provides the current flowing through the minute and second hand contacts, then to the solenoids, A and B.

Two mercury switches, C and D, provide the contacts that control lighting of the photoflood lamps furnishing illumination for the subjects being photographed. The solenoids, A and B, are simply coils from an old doorbell magnet. When current is released through contact of the clock hands, these coils or magnets attract the metal contact points of the mercury switches, causing them to tilt downward. The fluid mercury inside flows around two electrical contact points completing the 110 volt lighting circuit to the photofloods.

The single-frame device which I built for my Eastman model K camera is actuated by the single frame solenoid (Fig. 6) which I made according to dimensions and data shown in the drawing. When contact is made by the clock hands, current is released through this solenoid which causes the metal plunger to move downward through hollow core of the coil. The spring belt F, Fig. 3, 4, and 6, attached to this plunger and connected with the single frame device, is pulled downward, operating the camera button for a single frame exposure.

A suitable case and stand for the camera and time lapse apparatus was constructed from wood with a sliding door on the clock compartment which was conveniently removed for the photograph Fig. 1. The camera base, shown in Figs. 1 and 4, is a piece of plywood hinged to front of the cabinet in such

• Fig. 6—Wiring diagram of author’s apparatus pictured on opposite page.

Frame enlargements from author’s film made with camera operated by home-made time-lapse control. Note transition of iris from bud to full flower.

* Continued on Page 406
One-day educational filming PROJECT

By ARTHUR ROWAN

WHAT movie amateur has not wished hopefully that someday he might spare a roll of film which could be squandered with abandon in the shooting of camera tests in lighting, exposure, use of filters, etc? The average filmer's experience that comes from shooting, frugally, a roll of film at infrequent intervals is marked by innumerable mistakes. His filming education is slow and long drawn out.

Possibly his camera is fitted with an f/3.5 lens. It provides four camera speeds. Yet he's never had opportunity to compare the depth of focus results between a shot made at f/11 and f/3.5; has never thought of filming at a speed other than 16 frames per second. Filters are comparatively inexpensive, but so far he's never used them; knows nothing of their possibilities except what he's read in magazines or books. Perhaps yours is a parallel experience.

On the basis that the trial and error method is the only sure system by which successful cinematography may be mastered, why not enter upon a one-day educational project in filming? Roughly the plan consists of loading camera with a fresh roll of panchromatic film, then shooting various test shots on the following subjects:

Exposure: Few amateurs ever have opportunity to compare the result of a difference of 1/2 to a full stop in exposure. Often films that appear properly exposed, actually are off 1/2 to a full stop. This frequently happens where an exposure meter is consistently used—particularly one that may register inaccurately. By employing some of our test footage on exposure trials, much valuable information may be gained.

Assuming a bright sunlit day is chosen for the tests, set up the camera focused on an average scene. Take a meter reading for the first exposure, then shoot the scene, allowing about eight seconds for the shot. Without moving the camera, next make a shot of the same length with the lens stopped down 1/2 stop, then again at one full stop less. Repeat the procedure with the lens opened up 1/2 stop, and again one full stop over the exposure allowed the initial shot. When screened, these shots will reveal some startling results and it may be found that best results with a particular camera and exposure meter will be obtained by setting exposure a half or full stop less or more than indicated by the meter.

Filters: Another test that can be

- Loading the camera with a roll of pan film and taking it into the field for the purpose of making a series of test exposures, as described here, is one of the most valuable home movie experiences the amateur can undertake.
In preceding issues, we have taken our class of beginning cinemateurs through the various steps of making home movies. Now we have reached the point where something should be said about the processing of film—not so much because some amateurs will want to engage in that fascinating phase of the hobby, home processing—but because every movie amateur should have a smattering of knowledge of the reversal process. However, our discussion will concern the routine of home reversal processes rather than professional laboratory procedure.

The term processing differentiates from the more common photographic term, developing, in that it describes a procedure of cine film development that is more than straight development. As most amateurs know, when a roll of still camera film is sent away for development and printing, we receive back from the laboratory the developed negatives plus prints of each exposure. In professional 35mm. cinematography, the original film is returned by the laboratory developed as a negative from which one or more “positive” prints are made.

But when we send our roll of reversal film to the processing laboratory, that same roll of film is returned to us in the form of a positive print—the result of processing which involves developing the film to a negative then redeveloping it to a positive. One film serves both purposes. There are no separate negative and positive films. The only exception to this is where 16mm. negative film is used in the camera instead of regular reversal film. Then the film is handled the same as 35mm. studio negative.

Many have discovered in home processing, a fascinating branch of the amateur movie hobby. Today many amateurs have built extensive processing equipment capable of handling 100 feet or more of film at one time, and enabling them to shoot a roll of film during the day, then completely process it and have it ready for projection the same evening.

Some amateurs have taken to processing their own movie film because it enables them to extend their filming activities. They purchase cheap bulk film in large quantities—200 and 400 foot rolls—shoot it, then process it themselves. Thus they gain considerable practice in the use of their camera, are able to test theories of exposure, composition, etc., then, when ready to film something important, load their camera with regular reversal film, sending it to the manufacturer’s laboratory for

*Continued on Page 398*
SUBSTITUTING miniature shots for the real thing is an old established practice in Hollywood studios, and one indulged in altogether too infrequently by the amateur cinematographer. Today with rationed sets and gasoline limiting the scope of professional producers, the miniature shot is being written into more and more current shooting scripts.

"When you can't shoot the real thing, shoot it on the miniature stage," is the Hollywood wartime order.

By the same token, the amateur who returns from a filming expedition minus needed scenes, often can bridge the gaps with cleverly filmed miniature shots of scenes or settings built to scale on the kitchen table or on the board of his film titler.

Take the case of Arthur Faure of Los Angeles. Last year he spent his vacation touring the Pacific Coast from Los Angeles to Seattle. En route he filmed in Kodachrome all the scenic highlights which abound in that area as well as many pictorial gems to be found only off the beaten highways.

Halfway to Seattle, an inspiration came to him. Somewhere along the route he had heard strains of the William Tell overture—probably over the radio in his car. The melody persisted in his mind and as he recounted the scenes he had shot and envisioned the pictorial possibilities of the beautiful countryside through which he was traveling, he saw possibility of interpreting music of the William Tell overture in terms of pictures. Not the composer's story, but rather the mood-story the music conveyed— the solemn break of day; the awakening countryside; gathering storm clouds; the storm; abatement of the storm; and the serenity following it.

Thereafter, Faure's filming became purposeful and objective. And when his trip had ended and all of his scenes were carefully inventoried, it was found the most vital sequence had not been shot.
Home Movies for October

One never fully appreciates the value of a windback on his camera until he acquires and uses one. About a year ago, a reader's request for plans for a windback were published in Home Movies. It set me thinking about my own camera. I'd thought of a windback but figured it was too complicated a job to install one myself. But as the idea persisted, I tinkered with my camera and finally figured out how I could install a windback in my 16mm. Keystone with very little trouble and with no risk of the mechanism.

For less than one dollar, materials were acquired for making and installing the simple windback sketched in detail in Fig. 1. Required were a piece of round brass bar, 1/2" in diameter and 1" in length from which the flanged shaft, shown at B, Fig. 1, was turned; a clock key, and a supply of solder.

The piece of brass was turned on a lathe to the proper diameter to fit the key which was to attach to the shaft after it was mounted on the camera. A flange, 1/8" thick was turned at one end and this was pierced with four 1/32" holes, as shown at C, to permit a flow of solder through the flange to the camera gear A.

This required removing the right side panel of the camera case. To do this the winding key, A-Fig. 2, the starting button B, the speed regulator C and the machine screw D were first removed. The winding key was dislodged from the shaft by forcing out a small pin in the hinge with a nail setting punch. Removing machine screws released both the speed regulator and camera release buttons.

With the outside case removed from the camera, a brass gear A, Fig. 1, may be observed through a 3/32" hole in the inner mechanism case. This gear drives the sprocket that moves the film through the camera and is the gear to which the windback shaft is attached permitting winding back the film for dissolves and other cinematic effects.

With the brass spindle machined and ready for use, the next step was to tin the exposed side of the gear A. This was accomplished by applying a thin coating of solder. Care must be taken in this operation not to allow any of the solder to lodge in the gear teeth. With some 16mm. Keystone cameras, the shaft to which this gear is attached protrudes a fraction of an inch on the exposed side. Where this is the case, then center of the spindle flange B must be reutd out with a drill to allow a snug fit over the protruding gear shaft as shown in Fig. 1.

This accomplished, next step was to tin surface of spindle flange. Then the flange was positioned over the gear A and when accurately centered, heat was applied to the flange causing the tinned surfaces of both flange and gear to fuse together. Additional anchorage was obtained by running melted solder down through the four small holes C drilled in flange.

A hole corresponding with that at D in Fig. 1 was drilled in the outside camera case, previously removed. This allows the windback shaft to protrude when the camera case is replaced. The final operation was attaching the clock key to the shaft.

Method of operation is quite simple. In executing lap dissolves I make fades of five seconds duration with the camera turning at normal speed. This involves 2 feet of film. After the initial

Fig. 1—Diagram of windback and method of installation.

Simple Windback for 16mm Keystone Camera

By H. F. Knowles

machine screw D were first removed. The winding key was dislodged from the shaft by forcing out a small pin in the hinge with a nail setting punch. Removing machine screws released both the speed regulator and camera release buttons.

With the outside case removed from the camera, a brass gear A, Fig. 1, may be observed through a 3/32" hole in the inner mechanism case. This gear drives the sprocket that moves the film through the camera and is the gear to which the windback shaft is attached permitting winding back the film for dissolves and other cinematic effects.

With the brass spindle machined and ready for use, the next step was to tin the exposed side of the gear A. This was accomplished by applying a thin coating of solder. Care must be taken in this operation not to allow any of the solder to lodge in the gear teeth. With some 16mm. Keystone cameras, the shaft to which this gear is attached protrudes a fraction of an inch on the exposed side. Where this is the case, then center of the spindle flange B must be reutd out with a drill to allow a snug fit over the protruding gear shaft as shown in Fig. 1.

This accomplished, next step was to tin surface of spindle flange. Then the flange was positioned over the gear A and when accurately centered, heat was applied to the flange causing the tinned surfaces of both flange and gear to fuse together. Additional anchorage was obtained by running melted solder down through the four small holes C drilled in flange.

A hole corresponding with that at D in Fig. 1 was drilled in the outside camera case, previously removed. This allows the windback shaft to protrude when the camera case is replaced. The final operation was attaching the clock key to the shaft.

Method of operation is quite simple. In executing lap dissolves I make fades of five seconds duration with the camera turning at normal speed. This involves 2 feet of film. After the initial

Continued on Page 405
Projector Stand

Here is a sturdy and handy projector stand, not too hard to make, safe, and easy to move around if necessary. It features a real pilot light that throws illumination when it’s needed.

The stand measures 46 inches in height, high enough to allow light beam to go over heads of people sitting directly in front of projector. Top of stand measures 12 by 14 inches. The four corner posts are 2 by 2 stock while the top and shelf are of 3/4 inch material. Quarter inch plywood is nailed on three sides, with the fourth side left open except for a four-inch wide piece of plywood at the top. This siding makes stand rock steady and is much better than four cross pieces alone.

The special wiring includes a double socket on under side of cabinet top, a single socket outside on top for pilot light and a single outlet plug on back of the stand near the bottom. This bottom socket takes extension cord leading to the main wall outlet in the house, and provides an accident-proof hookup. Anyone tripping over the cord merely pulls plug from socket and not the projector with it. Wire leads from this bottom socket to double socket under the top, one side of which leads to pilot light. A short cord plugging into the projector leads through a hole in back of stand to current supply. The removable pilot light, having a separate switch in its base, is an ordinary “nute lite” sold in dime stores.

A simple method of maintaining the pre-determined correct distance between projector and screen is by means of a length of cord. When ready to set up the screen, one end of the cord is placed under the projector to hold it and the other held fully extended at screen position.

—George Carlson, Chicago, Ill.

Filming Reverse Action

The following described gadget overcomes the troublesome result in making reverse action shots (with camera upside down) where right is changed to left, and vice versa. The gadget not only conveniently holds the camera in inverted position, but also provides a mirror set at the proper angle before the lens to pick up and reverse the image photographed. Instead of pointing camera at the object or scene, the mirror is focused upon the object.

Construction requirements are a piece of 3/16”x1/2”x12” strap iron, a small mirror, a wing bolt and nut, blocks of wood and a few screws — materials readily available around most garage workshops. Three 1/4” holes are drilled in the strap iron as shown in Fig. 1. One end hole is tapped to take a regular 1/4” No. 20 tripod screw.

A and B in Fig. 2 show construction of frame that holds the mirror. The two pieces of wood are joined together with screws. A hole drilled in member B admits the wing bolt by which the mirror and frame is attached to the iron support (Fig. 1). The small mirror may be cemented, as indicated, with rubber adhesive or taped at the edges with scotch or adhesive tape. The unit is then assembled with camera, as shown in Fig. 3, with mirror fixed at a 45° angle to the axis of camera lens.

An reverse action shots made with this gadget will appear with “rights” and “lefts” in normal position. Signs, newsprint, etc., will read right. Such scenes may be spliced right into regularly filmed action shots without the usual reversing of the subject. Of course, if this is done, changing focus is necessary during projection. But this may be overcome, too, by having a dupe made of such shots.

—Jack G. Strong, Los Angeles, Calif.

House Lights Control

Employing inexpensive materials still available from electrical or dime store counters, any amateur can make this simple but effective remote control for switching on or off room lights from the projector instead of leaving this chore to some inexperienced person in the home audience.

Sketch shows wiring arrangement. Materials needed are one base plug, one auxiliary baseboard outlet, one snap switch and a length of two-strand rubber covered cord, length of which will depend upon individual room requirements. One end of cord is connected to the posts of base plug. At a suitable distance, the auxiliary baseboard outlet is cut in, one wire by-passing the plug as shown in diagram. Snap switch is connected at other end of cord.

In operation, the plug is connected
with current source and a bridge or table lamp plugged into the auxiliary baseboard outlet. Throwing switch to "on" position completes electrical circuit to bridge or floor lamp. Note that single wire connected to baseboard outlet is broken before connecting to contacts as shown at X in diagram.

—H. R. Schmidt, Chicago, Ill.

Labeling Films

A simple and durable method for labeling films is to write or print title of film in ink on the white leader and then apply a coating of clear (uncolored) nail polish to the film over the lettering. If ink has tendency to "crawl" on surface of film, first moisten film with damp cloth, allowing it to dry before starting to write.

—John Tuchinsky, Aurora, Ill.

Projector Tripod

Pictured is portable projector stand easily constructed with a few tools from blocks of wood and a few lengths of pipe or broom stick for materials.

Base "A" is cut from ¾" pine, ½" larger all around than base of projector. Half-inch quarter-round moulding is tacked around top edge as a measure of safety for projector. The blocks "C" are made from pine material 2″x2″x4″, tapered at one end as shown. Holes are drilled in tapered surface to take the legs of iron pipe or broom stick and are finished for a snug fit. Length of legs depend upon individual requirements.

Unit may be assembled or knocked down readily and carried along with projection equipment.

—A. Lackmann, Norwood, Ohio.
## Home movie LIBRARIES

Where to rent or buy 8mm. and 16mm. films

To augment your home movie shows, make use of the fine libraries of rental films maintained by your photo dealer for owners of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Rental rates are surprisingly low and new films are added at regular intervals. Dealers listed below will gladly assist with suggestions for one reel to full evening programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CALIFORNIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood</td>
<td>Bailey Film Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1661 Cosmo Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmsound Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>716 N. La Brea Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castle's Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1529 Vine Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morgan Camera Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6242 Sunset Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>Winestead Bros., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>246 Pine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Films Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1707 W. 8th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmsound Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photo &amp; Sound, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>151 Kearny St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Crawford Studios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>235 Pine Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telephone: YUkon 1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Monica</td>
<td>Stewart Photo Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1297 Third Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmsound Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1221 G St., N.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ILLINOIS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berwyn</td>
<td>Colonial Camera Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4906 Windsor Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmsound Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1825 Larchmont Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Films Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64 E. Lake Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Camera Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2308 West Devon Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irving Park Camera Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4006 Irving Park Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDIANA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>W. Stuart Bussey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17 East St. Joseph St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IOWA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason City</td>
<td>Decker Bros.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>209 No. Federal Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KANSAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td>Jeff's Camera Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>139 N. Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lewis Film Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>216 East 1st St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASSACHUSETTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Don Elder's Film Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>739 Boylston St., Dept., H.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Lane and Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Little Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICHIGAN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Detroit Camera Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>325 State Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW YORK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany</td>
<td>Albany Camera Shop Rental Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204 Washington Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenmore</td>
<td>Nixon Camera &amp; Photo Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2811 Delaware Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW YORK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Howell Filmsound Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 Rockefeller Plaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Films, Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>330 W. 42nd St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 West 45th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Habel &amp; Fish, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1214 Warren St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medo Photo Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 West 47th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Cinema Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>671 Dey Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OHIO</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>Ralph V. Hall &amp; Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>215 Walnut St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>Dayton Film (B-16) Rental Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>227 Hepburn Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OREGON</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Films Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>314 S. W. 9th Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PENNSYLVANIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Kurt Motion Pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3139 Vine St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEXAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>National Ideal Pictures, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2024 Main St.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### If you want a FILM to show

... NEWS OF TIMELY SUBJECTS FOR HOME PROJECTORS

---

**Here Comes the Circus**

One of Castle Films' newest releases for 8mm. and 16mm. projectors is "Here Comes the Circus" filmed under the "big top" by Castle Films' crews during actual performances. Action includes taming of ferocious jungle cats, daring acrobats, thrilling leaps through fire, death-defying aerialists, performing elephants, and beautiful girls. Also featured are the clowns, the sideshows and the colorful circus parade.

"Here Comes the Circus," as with all Castle Films, is available in both 8mm. and 16mm. titled versions and 16mm. sound in a variety of lengths from photographic and visual aids dealers.

Release of two new animated fairy-tale fun cartoons is also announced by Castle Films. Available in color as well as black and white in all editions, these cartoons can be had in 8mm. or 16mm. silent and 16mm. sound.

"The Big Bad Wolf" is title of one cartoon in which the theivin' Wolf is outsmarted by Bo Peep and Boy Blue. "Sinbad the Sailor" is title of the second cartoon depicting the adventures of Sinbad in an action-crammed movie version of this famous old tale.

These films and others are illustrated.
and described in a new two-color catalog just off the press and available by writing to Castle Films, 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.

Guthohn Films
Certified Films, Inc., 25 W. 45th St., N. Y. City, through special arrangement with Walter O. Guthohn, Inc., is now distributing 9 new cartoons and 3 comedies for 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Subjects are also available in 16mm. sound. Titles of cartoon subjects are: Circus Capers, Fly’s Bride, King of Bugs, Gypsy in Egypt, Toy-town Tale, Jailbreakers, Red Riding Hood. Titles of Levibuilder Comedies are: Harvest Hands Uneasy Three, and Flip Flops.

New Catalog
Schools, Churches, Social clubs and home movie enthusiasts will be happy to learn that Post Pictures Corp. is now issuing a new catalogue listing 16mm. sound films for non-theatrical use. This catalogue contains a large and diversified selection of short subjects and full length features made by outstanding producers. The films included have been selected for their wide appeal, educational or recreational value, and excellent presentation; for which Post Pictures have obtained exclusive distribution rights.

War Films
Walter O. Guthohn, Inc., N. Y. City, are now distributing on a service charge basis the widely heralded film “Target for Tonight” in 16mm. sound. It runs 5 reels in length.

GEARMASTER
The sensational tripod head for all cameras, still and movie, full-size or miniature. Operates entirely through precision gears . . . eliminates the use of the awkward, get-in-your-way handle...makes complete pans easily.
$17.50, incl. Excise Tax

AMERICAN BOLEX WINDERS
For 8mm and 16mm film. Features "Tension Control" which holds the film in place regardless of the speed of winding. No need to spray feed by hand ... film cannot get away from you . . . sure-grip handles. Self-lubricating bearings. $6.00 ea., $12.00 pr.

BOUL CINE' FADER
Makes 64 interesting fades and dissolves. With the special extension tube, fades can be made with soft or hard edges. Also works effectively as a fader over the lens of a projector. Provision for holding filters $18.75, with extension tube and cable release. At Your Dealer’s, Or Order Direct!

AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, INC.
135 East 44th Street, New York, N. Y.

Western Representative: Frank A. Emmet Co., 2707 W. Pico Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

RECORD MEMORABLE MOMENTS
ON DUPONT 16MM FILM

AMATEUR movies can bring back memorable moments again and again.

Of course, you'll want to make your movies under all kinds of speed and light conditions, that's where du Pont Films will help you. They're an all-purpose pair for speed, wide latitude, economy and permanence.

SUPERIOR PAN (High Speed Reversal). A professional film for your own shots—indoors or out—special effects, night shots and all subjects with poor lighting. A real "buy" at $6.40 per hundred feet with processing. (Weston—100 day—85 max.)

REGULAR PAN (Standard Speed Reversal). The all-purpose economy film for outdoor use. Wide latitude makes it easy to use. Its brilliant gradation adds sparkle to your movies. $4.80 per hundred feet, with processing. (Weston 12-8.)
processing. Essential equipment for the home reversal laboratory are first, darkroom in which work is to be done—although some amateurs do quite well using bathroom or kitchen; the developing drum or rack; drying rack; and trays for holding processing solutions. In addition, a number of chemicals, formulas, etc., are also required, but we'll not go into that here inasmuch as this is not intended as a treatise on how to reverse home movie film.

The developing drum or rack provides for winding the film upon it in a spiral, each winding being separated by short pins set into the drum or rack ribs. A means of keeping the film taut is important as it becomes saturated in the developing solutions and shrinks back to normal position as it dries after completion of the reversal process. The drying rack is similar to the open developing rack. The film, after the final developing and washing, is transferred to it for drying. Equipment of this type may be seen in Fig. 2. Here the amateur has installed elaborate apparatus for rotating the developing and drying racks by motor power.

Films which may be processed by home reversal are panchromatic, orthochromatic and semi-orthochromatic—the last two being the low-cost films previously referred to. Thus far, it is not possible for the amateur to process color film.

For the benefit of amateurs who may be interested in processing their films, the following is a sketchy description of the procedure: The film is first wound upon the developing drum or reel in the darkroom. A darkroom safelight may be used at a reasonable distance from the film—green for panchromatic films and red for orthochromatic. Highspeed panchromatic films are sensitive even to the weak light of a green safelight, and for this reason are best handled in total darkness. After subjecting the film to a preliminary washing in clear water, the next step is first development.

The developing solution is placed in a tray that forms a part of the developing apparatus and the drum or rack set in place in the frame so it extends about two inches into the solution. The drum is rotated slowly during which time all the film passes through the developer a number of times. This continues until the film image is distinct when viewed from the shiny side. With ortho film, this can be observed under the red safelight. With pan film, this stage of development is usually determined through time and temperature development. When developed to the proper density, the film is removed from the solution and washed in clear water.

Thereafter the film is subjected to bleaching, flashing and redeveloping, then washed and transferred to the drying rack to complete the final stage of processing.

One advantage in home processing of cine films is that the amateur is in a position to correct over-and under-exposure either by control of the developing process or by reducing or intensifying the film with chemical solutions after reversal is completed and the image examined in bright light.

Actual reversal procedure is a complete study in itself to which many comprehensive articles and books have been devoted. Even today home reversal "experts" disagree among themselves as to formulas and ingredients, and often new and interesting results are accomplished in zealous amateur research.

Amateurs interested in extending the scope of their hobby to include film processing are referred to the several articles on the subject, which have appeared at intervals during the past two or three years in Home Movies, and also to the volume, "How to Reverse Movie Film," made available by the publishers of this magazine.

**Title Composition**

"What about processing . . ."

- Continued from Page 392

- Continued from Page 386
Some beginners, ambitious to title their films, have labored under the misapprehension that each scene in a travel or vacation movie should be preceded by a title. Experienced amateurs know that one title, properly inserted, covers the explanation required for a number of scenes or sequences. Frequently we see an amateur's film with a title such as "The cabin where we stayed overnight" followed by a scene of a cabin; next appears the title "The pretty view from our cabin" followed by a distant shot; then the title "Dad goes fishing in the lake" and the shot of Dad knee deep in the lake; and then another, "Two whoppers that didn't get away" which preceded a shot of Dad holding two large trout before the camera.

Such titles are merely captions. They lack action; and a good title must convey action as well as must the scene. Let us analyze further: all the first title conveys is that the cabin housed the party overnight; the next title is unnecessary. The audience can best judge whether or not the view from the cabin is pretty. The title states the view is from the cabin. This title could be eliminated by having a person come out of the cabin door, pause, and survey the surrounding vista. The scene that follows this bit of action will be understood as the view seen by the person from the cabin.

The title "Dad goes fishing" is unnecessary. The scene that follows clearly shows Dad fishing; and the last title likewise is superfluous because the following scene shows that the "whoppers" didn't get away from Dad.

Retitling this vacation sequence, we could drop all four of the titles and substitute one title to cover the sequence, cut in ahead of the first scene of the cabin something like this: "Our first night is spent on the shore of Lake Arrowhead." Here one sentence tells the complete story which the four separate titles attempted to tell. When the cabin shot appears it will naturally be understood that is where the vacationers spent the night. Next, the person comes out of the cabin and views the scene before him. Dad prepares to go fishing in appropriate action which will be understood by any audience, and when he holds up those fine big trout in the final scene, we'll know he was successful at fishing.

Thus, four stops in the film action are reduced to one. The audience knows a little more than it did before, and the whole sequence will be smoother as a result.

In this type of titling known as informative titling, the present tense should be used when the title is descriptive or referring to the scene. The title describes the scene but not what actually happened — the scene itself does that. Furthermore it keeps the film from sounding historical. Suppose Bob learned to paddle a canoe while at Trout Lake. "Bob learned to paddle a canoe at Trout Lake" does not have the same effect as "While at Trout Lake Bob learns to paddle a canoe." The scene that follows is unfolding right before us — so naturally the title referring to it must be in the present tense. The scene shows Bob paddling, but it doesn't tell us his name, name of the lake, nor the fact that he learned his paddling here. Thus the title is necessary to give these three facts.

Occasionally it is necessary to inform the audience exactly what they are about to see, for otherwise it may be missed entirely, or the importance of the scene lost. Such titles are known as emphatic titles and are used to direct attention to some certain phase of the scene or bit of action.

Only the inexperienced amateur will apologize in a title. "Bad weather was the cause of these poor shots," is extremely bad taste. If the scenes are so poor, better to eliminate them entirely. Calling attention to the fact a movie is being shown is also bad practice. "John poses for the camera" is the type of a title that makes an audience conscious of the fact they are seeing a movie, and a good producer tries to make his audience forget they are watching mere shadows on a screen, rather than call their attention to the process.

Good English is required in title writing the same as in any other form of composition. Quotation titles, wherein the exact words of the actors are shown on the screen, are the only permitted exception. But even in this instance the wording should be carefully planned and compared with the action it seeks to explain.

Humorous titles are an asset to most films, depending, of course, on the subject of the film. But humor must be in the film, for an ordinary film with a bunch of funny titles doesn't seem consistent, and the titles cease to be funny. If the film is funny, then the titles can be humorous as well. But if the subject matter is comedy, let the humor come primarily from the scenes and not the titles.

Many amateurs have discovered their titles already written in poem books. They have found certain verses of famous poems descriptive of scenes and action of their films and used poetic titles throughout to describe their pictures. Others have found writing titles an easier task when adopting the letter idea — writing a letter to a friend or relative and narrating the picture with occasional closeups of paragraphs of the

---

**You, too, can have the Photographic Exposure Computer that was designed for the ARMY and NAVY**

For Only $1.00 Postpaid

This new exposure guide designed for photographers of the U. S. Navy, the U. S. Army Air Corps and the U. S. Army Signal Corps in any part of the world is now available for public use. It's the perfect guide for ground and aerial photography. It is printed from the same plates as the military editions, with a lighter weight cover material. It is simple, accurate, reliable, covering a wide range of light conditions for determining proper photographic exposures. Pocket size 3 1/4 x 5”. Durable as well as practical.

**MAIL ORDERS FILLED**

**USE COUPON**

WILLOUGHBY'S, 32nd St., near 6th Ave., N.Y.

Please send me postpaid the Photographic Exposure Computer that was designed for the Army and Navy, for which I enclose $1.00.

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City State ________________________________

H. M.

110 West 32nd Street, N.Y.

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

Established 1898
letter. This permits a freedom in description that often fails one when attempting to compose a title in a single sentence.

Writing titles calls for no unusual literary talents. Simple statements that tell facts not implied or pictured in the film are all that are necessary in a subtitle. Narrating events just as you would orally, were no titles in the film, provide the simplest basis for title composition.

Sound for amateurs...

*Continued from Page 185*

As I have already said, a recording of each short film should be made. The recording is for the purpose of providing a commentary which supplements the visual presentation of the film. When the commentator is seen, it is unnecessary to have a microphone, but it is advisable to provide one for his use.

The microphone is connected to a turntable, which records the action of the commentator as he speaks. The turntable may be placed in any convenient position, but it is best to have it near the screen, so that the commentator can refer to it as he speaks. The turntable is connected to a speaker, which reproduces the sound from the turntable. The speaker is connected to an amplifier, which increases the volume of the sound. The amplifier is connected to a receiver, which reproduces the sound from the amplifier. The receiver is connected to a loudspeaker, which reproduces the sound from the receiver. The loudspeaker is connected to a power supply, which provides the necessary electrical energy for the operation of the equipment.

This equipment is necessary to make a recording of the film. It is not necessary to have a turntable, amplifier, receiver, loudspeaker, or power supply. However, these items are necessary to make a recording of the film.

Once a recording is made, it is essential to have a copy of the film available for use in the show. The copy of the film should be made as follows: The film is placed in a projector, which is connected to an electric light source. The projector is connected to a power supply, which provides the necessary electrical energy for the operation of the equipment. The projector is connected to a screen, which provides a surface for the projection of the film. The screen is connected to a stand, which raises the screen to a suitable height.

In this way, the picture is small enough to show up brilliantly inside the box lid in a room dimly lighted, permitting me easily to write notes. No commentary should be spoken during the projection of any titles; nor should the musical background or sound effects be too diverting, otherwise the audience's attention will be distracted.

The next step is to select recordings for the musical background. Your music dealer will be glad to assist you in the selection if your project is made known to him. The records should be played over several times alone with projection of the film, e.g., without the commentary being spoken. Dual turntables should be used where possible, permitting a fading in or out of one record with the other. Number the records 1, 2, 3, etc., affixing labels to them. The fader switches on the turntable panel will enable fading from record to record, or to tone down volume of the music when commentary begins, and vice versa. After the music is properly timed and the fading points marked on the records, they should be played again, accompanied with the spoken commentary.

At this point we decide whether or not to project our pictures this way—playing recordings and speaking the commentary with or without aid of a microphone, or to make a master recording which will combine our narrator's voice and the musical background.

Where recording service is available, the most logical step, of course, is to make the recording. Thereafter, it may be played time and again with the film, with none of the annoyances of operating the turntable faders or reading a prepared commentary under unsatisfactory light.

Only one bugabooy may arise, and that is the problem of synchronizing projector and turntables and keeping them in "sync" during projection of the film. This may be overcome by employing a stroboscope disc, as explained in my article last month on page 356. The stroboscope disc is placed over the recording on the turntable and illuminated by the spill light coming from the projector film gate. This method insures keeping both projector and turntables in absolutely synchronization, whereas the use of
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an ordinary stroboscope disc and neon glow lamp insures constant speed only for the turntable.

The uninitiated amateur may ask: "Is all this trouble worth while?" The answer is definitely, "Yes!" Provided are sound movies at a price within the means of any amateur. By simply placing a loud speaker or radio behind the screen, the sound comes from the direction of the screen, in logical manner. This is infinitely better than standing by the projector and talking while projecting the picture, when the voice has to compete with the projector noise. Also, the extemporaneous method of commentary is extremely difficult even for the trained commentator. When a sequence starts, it may be five, eight, ten, or twenty seconds long. One cannot possibly remember the time each sequence runs; and when we attempt this method and start our sentence, chances are we'll be left in the middle of it after the sequence has ended on the screen. A divided attention results leaving the audience confused.

Putting it all on one or two records makes it really professional.

Reviews of Amateur Films

A package of film has always gone farther since I owned my Master" states the professional. "Until recently, however, I thought mainly of correct exposures and little of film conservation. But to-day, a photographer needs the film-saving advantage of the Master. Its extreme accuracy, and the Weston Exposure Meter that enables you to get exactly what you want on each negative, saves plenty of film and gives it double-value in these less-plentiful days." Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 585 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

REEL FELLOWS!

Mark your home movie films with the badge of prestige—the new animated Reel Fellows leader now ready for distribution to members of the Reel Fellows organization of movie amateurs. When ordering be sure to indicate 8mm. or 16mm. size. We ship postpaid.

8MM.  16MM.

50¢  60¢

GARMUR CABLE RELEASE ADAPTOR for Remote Control

Eliminates jarring; simplifies single frame exposures; eliminates hand and delayed; no interference with loading, winding or tripod mounting.

MODELS: Revere, Films Companion, Sportster.
PRICE: $1.00 (plus tax in Calif.); does not include cable.

Garmur Products P. O. 6079 Metropolitan Sta. Los Angeles, Calif.
Also: MATUS CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
5206 Wiltshire Boulevard Los Angeles, Calif.

PHOTOGRAPHY

HOMES MOVIES FOR OCTOBER

...that of the storm. Not even a squall was encountered during the whole trip, although storms frequently had threatened and these furnished Faure with many of the spectacular shots of gathering storm clouds which highlight his picture. He had shots that indicated a coming storm, but he stopped at this point—until he thought of shooting them in miniature.

Setting up his titleer on a table out of doors, Faure placed a photograph of a mountain scene in color in the card holder of his titleer. Next he placed about it, leafy twigs taken from trees in his backyard. These were arranged at either side, sometimes at the top, so they appeared to the camera as branches of trees framing the scene. Before starting the camera, an electric fan was set up outside of camera range and trained upon the miniature setting. To produce the effect of lightning, Faure used an ordinary reflector fitted with a No. 1 photoflood. This was held at one side of the title holder and back toward the camera. This equipment combined to produce the effect in the scene of strong wind and lightning. Breeze from the fan rustled the leaves of the twigs and lightning was simulated by periodic flashing of the photoflood lamp.

Several such scenes were assembled in like manner and photographed, each time a different photograph was used in the titleer and a different arrangement of twigs placed about the frame. Some of the shots called for rain and this was produced by holding a sprinkling cane above the setting, allowing the spray to fall into the scene as the camera recorded it. This additional effect, of course, called for the assistance of a second person.

On the screen these shots are difficult to detect from the original full scale scenes with which they are intercut. The flashing of lightning is natural as also is the falling rain. Sprinkling can, shrubbery, a few photographs and that extra something possessed by born cinematographers, combined to produce a

---Continued from Page 192---

...that of the storm. Not even a squall was encountered during the whole trip, although storms frequently had threatened and these furnished Faure with many of the spectacular shots of gathering storm clouds which highlight his picture. He had shots that indicated a coming storm, but he stopped at this point—until he thought of shooting them in miniature.

Setting up his titleer on a table out of doors, Faure placed a photograph of a mountain scene in color in the card holder of his titleer. Next he placed about it, leafy twigs taken from trees in his backyard. These were arranged at either side, sometimes at the top, so they appeared to the camera as branches of trees framing the scene. Before starting the camera, an electric fan was set up outside of camera range and trained upon the miniature setting. To produce the effect of lightning, Faure used an ordinary reflector fitted with a No. 1 photoflood. This was held at one side of the title holder and back toward the camera. This equipment combined to produce the effect in the scene of strong wind and lightning. Breeze from the fan rustled the leaves of the twigs and lightning was simulated by periodic flashing of the photoflood lamp.

Several such scenes were assembled in like manner and photographed, each time a different photograph was used in the titleer and a different arrangement of twigs placed about the frame. Some of the shots called for rain and this was produced by holding a sprinkling cane above the setting, allowing the spray to fall into the scene as the camera recorded it. This additional effect, of course, called for the assistance of a second person.

On the screen these shots are difficult to detect from the original full scale scenes with which they are intercut. The flashing of lightning is natural as also is the falling rain. Sprinkling can, shrubbery, a few photographs and that extra something possessed by born cinematographers, combined to produce a

---Continued from Page 192---
masterful bit of color photography.

Give a man in an artistic pursuit a movie camera and invariably he turns out pictures above the average in composition and quality. Faure is a display artist by profession. Others of his guild consistently turn in excellent films—Herman Bartel of New York City, Ray Rieschel of Minneapolis, and Albert J. Ohlson also of New York, to name a few.

This account, of course, should include a review of Faure's film which bears a "sleeper" title—"California-Oregon Coastline." Frankly, it deserves more impressive title, one more in keeping with its artistic content. As the strains of the William Tell overture begin, the first scene fades in on the screen—a fine sunrise shot. Other pictorial scenes follow, in keeping with the music to suggest the beginning of day—beautiful landscapes, seascapes, and peaceful pastorals in which lambs frolic about.

As the strains of William Tell swell, foreboding clouds are seen folding over the peaks of distant hills. Assembling fast, the sky is near overcast, and the branches of trees framing a shot quiver in tempo with the now vibrant music. The miniature shots of scenes now cut with lightning, the falling rain, etc., follow, and this climactic sequence is made the more dramatic by the musical score of phonograph records.

As the overture slackens in pace, scenes indicate abatement of the storm. Somber clouded scenes, almost devoid of color, are followed by scenes of clearing weather—true post-storm clouds, soft and amber in tone, moving across the heavens to reveal the blue of the sky.

Pastoral scenes in quiet beauty follow suggesting aftermath of the storm. We see sheep and cattle grazing again, beautiful landscapes dotted with wildflowers nodding in the sun, flicking lingering raindrops from their leaves.

The last sequence, accompanying the finale of William Tell, continues from the motif of sky and clouds to that of forests with some excellent trucking shots again calling attention to Faure's good camera technique.

Here, again, is another amateur film that attests to the extraordinary filming possibilities latent in many musical compositions. Herman Bartel's "Singing Shadows," an outstanding film in last year's HOME MOVIES contest, is another fine example of this type of production. Many musical selections, popular melodies as well as operatic airs, suggest continuities that easily may be filmed by the amateur possessing imagination and ability.

Faure's ability as a cinematographer recently came to the attention of the government through the scenic production just described. After reviewing it, U. S. Air Corps officials accepted Faure's enlistment as a specialist and a six weeks training course in professional cinematography under tutelage of some of Hollywood's ace cameramen resulted. At the moment he awaits Uncle Sam's command to active duty on the motion picture staff of the Air Corps reserve.

Movie of the Month

• Continued from Page 387

an fashion a statuette of a bear from a lump of clay wrapped around a tight wad of newspaper which provided support and reinforcement for her model.

The final sequence embraced the finishing off processes—firing, glazing and re-firing.

In a huge kiln, all of the pottery objects we saw modeled, moulded and turned on the potter's wheel are placed within the huge kiln and there subjected to intense heat. After a gradual cooling process, the kiln is opened and the pottery, now almost pure white in color, is removed and made ready for the next step—application of color glaze.

This is applied by a hand operated spray gun, with the article of pottery placed upon a pedestal within a spray box. The glaze thus applied, all of the objects are again placed within the kiln and subjected to a second firing. This produces the almost indestructible glaze with which we are all familiar. A montage of closeups of the various colorful articles of pottery concludes the picture.

Save for two or three shots which were on the "fuzzy" side, probably due to the softer focus of the wide aperture limited lighting made necessary, Saint's camera work can be rated among the best. Continuity is excellent and here again smooth flow of the picture must be credited to the well executed transitions which, combined with good editing, resulted in a picture that is destined to gain wider fame.

Most of the scenes, according to Saint, were shot in a workshop less than 12 feet square. Such an area certainly presented many problems in lighting as well as camera set-up. The fact Saint was able to vary his camera angles as frequently as he did is a distinct credit to his resourcefulness.

In addition to the Victor "special" camera, equipment used in this production were tripod, Weston Master exposure meter and Victor lighting equipment.

SHOW YOUR PICTURES at their Best ... on the same quality RADIANT SCREENS . . .

Proudly Serving Our ARMED FORCES

* U. S. Navy
* U. S. Army
* Army Air Corps
* U. S. Marines
and many other Government Agencies

For War Training
For Recreation
For Production Training
For Civilian Defense

The choice of Radiant Screens by such critical judges of quality tells the story of Radiant superiority . . . the many exclusive advantages of the RADIANT AUTOMATIC models . . . the brilliance and clarity of pictures shown on Radiant's "Hy-Flect" glass-beaded screen surface . . . the way Radiant Screens "stand up"! You, too, may enjoy these same advantages. Ask your dealer for a Radiant Screen.

Illustrated Folder and Screen Fabric Sample FREE—Write for it!

See War and Victory on a Radiant Screen

Official U. S. Army Pict.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
1140 W. Superior St.
Chicago, Ill.
One day filming project...
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made while camera is set up in this position is the effect to be gained by use of filters. Obviously it will first be necessary to have an assortment of filters on hand for the purpose. If a set of filters are not already a part of your movie kit, they can be borrowed for the test from most any photo dealer if he feels a sale may ultimately result.

Only the most commonly used color filters should be employed in the test—the yellow, orange, and red. Where possible, of course, a diffusion disc and a polaroid filter should also be tested. The factor of each filter should be determined either from the dealer, manufacturer's instructions, or from the filter factor charts which appear on page 245 of the June (1942) Issue of Home Movies. This will indicate the amount of additional stops the lens must be opened above normal—in order to obtain satisfactory photographic results. For example, a K-1 (yellow) filter when used with any of the Eastman Panchromatic films has a factor of 1.5. But when used with Agfa panchromatic the filter is 2.

The filter factors may be converted to terms of exposure by again referring to the charts on page 245 in the June issue of Home Movies. If, for example normal exposure is established at f/3.5, the use of a filter with a 1.5 factor (with Eastman panchromatic film) would call for increase of exposure to f/4.5. A filter factor of 3 would require exposure to be increased to f/3.2 (or f/3.5). To proceed with the tests, place the first filter to be tested before the lens in a suitable filter holder. After setting the calculated exposure, shoot a nominal amount of footage. Replace filter with another, and continue filming. When tests are completed, it will be possible to observe on the screen the actual effect filters have on the film used as well as the general color correction imparted to the scene. Incidentally, if there is any possibility that confusion may arise later as to what exposure or filter was employed in each shot, it is advisable to "label" each shot in advance, using a slate or piece of cardboard on which the data is written, holding it at proper distance before the camera and shooting a few frames.

Focusing: One of the most important tests to be made is that of focusing. Many articles have appeared in Home Movies and other photographic publications in which the effect of various combinations of focus and exposure settings were illustrated. Such tests are better studied on the motion picture screen. We know that a stop of f/3.5 will provide less depth of focus than f/11. Yet great depth of focus is not always a desirable element in every motion picture shot. Frequently, in professional films, exposure is deliberately made at f/2.7 in order to obscure an uncomplimentary background. On the other hand, there are times when maximum depth of focus in a scene is highly desirable. The cinefilmer should know how to obtain focus of the desired depth when wanted, and a series of tests will prove invaluable experience for him.

The same scene, used for the above tests, may be used for the exposure tests, but will require that they be made under various light conditions. In other words, since normal speed of the camera is 16 f.p.s., and normal exposure, say for 12 o'clock noon is f/11, obviously to shoot this same scene at a wider opening of f/3.5 at the same time of day would result in gross overexposure. The f/3.5 shot would have to wait until near sundown or a cloudy or overcast day. The results, however, would have considerable bearing on the future film technique of the amateur; would lead him to consider filming scenes at only certain times of day to achieve wanted results instead of shooting haphazardly at any time of day.

Camera Speeds: The various camera speeds should come in for a full share of testing. More than 75 per cent of cine camera owners never make movies with anything but the 16 f.p.s. camera speed. Unique trick effects—slow motion, "Keystone Comedy" chase action, etc., are available to the amateur who will but reset the speed control of his camera and shoot.

Lenses: The use of telephoto and wide angle lenses should certainly be tested. Here again, the amateur may be without such equipment, but he can usually arrange for the loan of them from his dealer for purposes of making tests. Certainly, barring the filmers' inability to buy, a sale will ultimately result; for a telephoto lens is one of the most important items of equipment for the serious movie amateur. Long shots should be made of a distant vista, then followed up with shots of the same scene made with telephotos of various focal lengths.
race where the horses are galloping straight for the camera but appear to be covering very little ground considering the speed at which they're traveling. This effect results from making the shot at a distance with a telephoto lens. Where a standard lens is used, the same action would appear normal as seen by the cameraman at the time the shot was made.

Kodachrome: There are many other phases of cinematography which should also come in for its share of testing and by no means is it our intention to overlook the need for making tests with Kodachrome. Panchromatic film was first suggested because of its comparative low cost, also because it enables tests of filters to be made.

However, the beginning amateur can invest a fifty foot spool of Kodachrome in no better way than to make a series of tests for exposure. Many amateurs have had the experience of shooting a scene with Kodachrome at f/16, relying upon the exposure indicated by their meters only to find gross under-exposure resulting. As Eastman consistently warns: regardless what the light meter indicates, never shoot Kodachrome in daylight with the lens opened to more than f/11.

The rule for average Kodachrome filming is therefore definitely established. But more general knowledge is required of the characteristics of color film when used in filming scenes under adverse light conditions, in shadows, and in the early morning and late afternoon hours. Certain allowances must be made in exposure; Kodachrome filters can be used to advantage under these extraordinary conditions to secure best results. Actual tests are the one shortcut to this knowledge.

If one considers the actual value of the footage spoiled through incorrect exposure, of the loss in cinematic effect through ignorance of the wide latitude of both film and camera as well as camera accessories, over a nominal period of time, there can be little doubt about the wisdom of undertaking this testing project without delay.

**Keystone Windback**

- **16mm. Kodachrome Slides 35mm.**

Movies: "THE END" 16mm. with fade-out. 50c each. Without fade-out, 3 for $1.00. "Yosemite" 16mm. any length, at 50c per foot. "Blues Gangster" 16mm. $1.00 each. etc.

**Guy D. Hasleton**

2906 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Backwinding continues for ten complete turns of the key. Since the film sprocket on the shaft turned by the windback key passes eight frames of film with each complete revolution, 10 counter-clockwise revolutions of the gear wind back the film 80 frames or a feet of 16mm. film.

To complete the lap dissolve, remove the lens cap and fade in the next scene, making the fade-in of 5 seconds duration—to correspond with the fade-out. A second type of transition consists of ending the scene without a fade; winding back 5 turns (1 foot of film) with lens capped; and double exposing the next scene over the last foot of film of the previous shot. Transitions of this type are more suitable when used to join associated scenes that are made at about equal camera distance, while the lap-dissolve is better when the transition is to be from long shot to closeup.

The plan described here does not provide for takeup, on the film supply spool, of the film as it is wound back from the exposed film spool. I discovered that two feet of film can easily be wound back without any danger of jamming the camera. There is enough room in the case to allow two feet of film to accumulate in folds in such a manner it will readily make the return trip through the film gate without buckling or wavering.

Time-lapse photography...

*Continued from Page 38*

a manner to permit time-lapse photography when focusing same on a subject.

After completing the apparatus, the first subject I filmed was an ordinary clock. This was to determine if all my contacts were good and, happily, the device caused an exposure to be made every ten minutes as provided. The test reel proved my apparatus worked successfully the very first time, and I have since used it innumerable times in photographing nature subjects.

While the construction of my time-lapse equipment dates back several months, I feel it is more timely than ever as a means of keeping me active with my hobby. Tire and gasoline rationing may restrict the filming of other amateurs, but I can hole up for the duration with nothing but my home and garden as filming territory and keep my camera busy.
**TITLE troubles**

By GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

If you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of HOME MOVIES or his residence, 104 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. I have a choice between using shims or an auxiliary lens in making titles. Which will give the best results?—H. S., New Haven, Conn.

A. Both, properly used, will give equally good results. The auxiliary lens being easier to obtain and use, is most frequently used by the average amateur in filming titles.

Q. What method do you suggest for making tinted titles—using tinted base positive film or and/or toning black and white film?—S. M., Lawrence, Kansas.

A. Using tinted base positive. It costs no more than black and white and eliminates the tinting or toning process and, with it, the everpresent possibility that you might not dye the film evenly.

Q. Can title cards in color originally made up for Kodachrome be photographed satisfactorily with black and white film?—S. F. C., Gross Pointe Pk., Mich.

A. Depends upon the colors and whether you use pan or "color-blind" ortho or positive film. Where Kodachrome depends upon differences in color for contrast, black and white film depends upon differences in light and dark tones. Colors register on black and white film in tones of grey or black. A title consisting of yellow letters over a light blue background would not register satisfactorily on black and white film whereas a red title card with blue lettering would register with reasonable contrast.

Q. Title card area of my titler is 2 1/4" x 3 1/2". Are there any block letters on the market for use on title cards of this size?—G. C., Altoona, Pa.

A. None that we know of. For short titles, particularly main titles, you can use alphabet soup letters. Buy them at your grocers. You can paint them, too, for Kodachrome titles.

Q. Where can I obtain plans for building a home made titler?—W. A. S., Newton, Ia.

A. Plans for a versatile titler capable of trick effects and accommodating title cards of various sizes were published in November and December 1948 issues of HOME MOVIES. They were later incorporated into content of the book, "How to Title Home Movies," now available from the publishers of this magazine. The price is $1.00 per copy.

NOTE: The "end" title cards in the next column are a new innovation in film finals for cinematic hosts who serve a snack or cocktail after the show is over. When complete it consists of three separate shots—the two cards shown here, and another shot, using the last card with an illustration of sandwiches or drinks carefully cut out and applied over the lettered area.
Here are books that TELL YOU HOW!

There's nothing like a handy, authentic book when your's stack for the answer to an amateur movie problem. All of these books belong in every amateur's kit of movie making equipment. They not only supply answers to problems but offer incentive for expanding your hobby —pointing out the pleasure of titling movies, home processing, and gadget and accessory building. All books shipped postpaid. Order today!

$1

How to Title Home Movies

Now in its second edition! Most popular book on the subject yet published. Gives all data and charts needed for every type of home movie titling; explains use of shims for ultra closeups; gives data on exposure with photofloods, field of view, auxiliary lenses, AND complete plans for building your own tiller. Mailed prepaid for only $1.00.

$1

How to Use a Movie Camera

This is the book that takes up where your camera instruction book leaves off. Makes clear the functions and operation of all parts of your camera and lays the groundwork for good photography with your first roll of film. Points out mistakes to avoid which will save many times its price in film. It's a "must" for every beginner. Price 50c, postpaid.

50c

How to Reuse Movie Film

Processing home movie film is far more fascinating than developing snapshots. It's extremely simple too; and if you're a real amateur, eventually you'll want to process your movie films. Here's the book that tells you how; gives all formulas, plus plans for building your own processing equipment. It's a dependable advisor, and only 50c.

50c

Home Movie Gadgets

With priorities curtailing equipment and accessories, you'll have to build the gadgets you need. But it's a lot of fun and here's just the book that pictures and describes many helpful gadgets for lenses, filters, tripods, for fades and lapped dissolves, ultra-closeup filming, title, etc.—approximately 100 pages of vital data and plans for only $1.00.

HOME MOVIES 6060 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Filmo 8mm. motion picture cameras are precision-built by the makers of Hollywood's preferred professional equipment, embodying craftsmanship for which all Bell & Howell equipment is famed. "What you see, you get"—and what you get, you're proud of!

Filmo "Sportster" & Camera

Filmo "Sportster" & has fully enclosed fly-up glass viewfinder... "what you see, you get," instantly. Fast, or intermediate speeds. Loading is simple... no sprocket to thread... film, color or black-and-white, snaps into place. Fits, fast 12½mm. lens; automatically reset film from dial. Lifetime guarantee.

Filmo 8 "Aristocrat" has all the advantages of the single-lens Filmo 8's, in addition to many other features, including the versatility of a three-lens turret head...any one of three lenses, each with its matching viewfinder objects, may be placed quickly in photographing position simply by rotating the turret.

WHAT'S NEW IN THE FILMOSOUND LIBRARY

MEXICO MARCHES—A 16-minute film tribute to our fighting ally, Mexico. Power-ful combination of artistic Russian pictures with modern material supplied by Mexican Govern-ment.

MIDWAY—CORAL SEA BATTLES—latest war news release—thrill- ing ACTUAL COMBAT mo-tion pictures of our naval and air forces in action against the Japs.

THIS WAS MODERN POLAND—a 10-minute sound film showing steel mills, mines, harbors, facto ries, farms, and cultural life of ancient people temporar-ily crushed by Nazi invaders. War material makes about 20% of the film, correctly related to economic and his-toric phases.

AND MANY OTHERS—send for catalog —the pick of the pictures... educational, recreational, inspirational including FILMS THAT FIGHT FOR FREEDOM. A colorful list of these will be mailed you—send coupon.

SEND COUPON!

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Name...
Address...
City... State...
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HOLLYWOOD’S MAGAZINE FOR THE MOVIE AMATEUR
Low-cost Home Entertainment

Keep up home morale with regular showings of these low-cost, laugh-packed Walter Lantz animated cartoons. Available for both 8mm. and 16mm. home projectors. Start now to build a permanent library of good film entertainment. Ask your dealer today for a demonstration screening of any of these films!

PRICES

100 Ft. — 16mm. .................. $3.00
50 Ft. — 8mm. .................. 1.50

HOUSE OF TRICKS—Meany, Mny and Moe, trapped in a House of Magic, encounter all sorts of trick devices and try them out one by one with laughable results. Order by catalog number, 1215-A.

MIDNIGHT SPOOKS—Meany, Mny and Moe, caught in a rainstorm, seek shelter in the House of Magic. Trapped by loss of the key when locked in, many hilarious events result. Catalog No., 1214-A.

THE AUTO RACE—Mny, eager to enter an auto race, is hired as mechanic by driver of a powerful race car. They win the race easily after a delayed start. Plenty of action. Catalog number 1213-A.

THE AUTO RACE—Oswald, as pest exterminator, gets call from Madame Hen to rid her garden of a mischievous gopher. But when Oswald arrives, gopher plays tricks. Catalog No. 22-A.

Oswald's Goofy Gopher—Oswald, as pest exterminator, gets call from Madame to rid her garden of a mischievous gopher. But when Oswald arrives, gopher plays tricks. Catalog No. 22-A.

DOG TEAM RACE—Oswald enters dog-team race against superior competition. But the way he wins in a whirlwind finish over his tricky opponents is a surprise. Catalog number 1-A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Information PLEASE

Loop Loss (Raymond R. Rutledge, Wilmington, Del.)
Q. I have a 400 foot reel of 16mm. film accumulated over several years. Naturally there are a great many splices in it. Whenever this film is projected it continually loses loops, making it necessary to stop the projector a dozen times or more and retread the film. Please explain what causes this.

A. It is difficult to diagnose your trouble without seeing the film. Loop loss is attributable to two causes—film shrinkage and bad splices. Both interfere with proper passage of film through the film gate. The intermittent claw fails to connect with a sprocket hole when the film is momentarily slowed by a bad splice or where the film shrinkage is great. If your trouble is splicing, would suggest resplicing, taking care to match up sprocket holes and using the minimum of cement. If shrinkage is the cause, a film laboratory may be able to remedy this by washing the film in water and allowing it to dry normally.

Film Curtain (J. F. Ross, Cincinnati, Ohio.)
Q. Is it true the Government will soon stop production and sale of 8mm. and 16mm. film for the amateur?

A. No one knows the real answer but Uncle Sam. As the Government's demand for 16mm. film increases for training film use, it is natural to expect some curtailment in the amount of film allowed amateurs. So far there are no definite indications one way or another—only rumors.

Processing (H. V. Hardin, No. Hollywood, Calif.)
Q. Do all film processing laboratories do dependable work—that is, do they process film one certain way, or is it possible for them to partially correct faults in exposure?

A. We are not familiar with the work of all laboratories. However, it is well known that companies like Eastman and Agfa have the most advanced machine processing equipment which features an automatic control that compensates for a reasonable amount of under- or over-exposure.

Club Production (Ray Stewart, Newark, N. J.)
Q. Our club, about to start a new scenarized film production, would like your opinion as to the most important things to be considered in producing a club film?

A. That's a pretty big order, for in our opinion, all phases of production are important. However, from observation of many amateur scenario films that have come to our attention, we'd say ample time and study should be given the story and preparation of the shooting script. Next, persons should be assigned to the cast who really have some dramatic or acting ability. Your story may be good, but it will fail to register on the screen if actors can't put across their characterizations effectively and sincerely. A great deal of the actor's success, of course, depends upon good direction.

Contest (Errol Chase, Boston, Mass.)
Q. What is meant by "Uncut film contest?"

A. An uncut film contest is where a group of amateurs set out to produce a complete continuity in a 50 or 100 foot roll of film and which must be complete in continuity without resorting to editing, cutting or insertion of titles. All scenes must be shot in regular order and allowed the right amount of footage. Descriptive titles, if any, must also be filmed at the proper place in the film.

A contest of this kind is valuable for sharpening skill of the filmer, teaching him to shoot scenes with an eye to editing.

INCREASE YOUR FUN
by learning to process your own movie films. It's easy and productive of real enjoyment. "How To Reverse Movie Film," published by HOME MOVIES, is the leading textbook in this field for the amateur. It illustrates and describes how to build home processing equipment; gives all popular reversal formulas and tells how to intensity or reduce over- or under-exposed films. It's a valuable addition to your hobby library. Send 50 cents today to HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. Your copy of "How To Reverse Movie Film" will arrive promptly, postpaid.
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MOVIE
MONEY

Measured in terms of what you get for what you pay KIN-O-LUX MOVIE FILMS prove their exceptional value by a speed and latitude that "gets" the picture and a projection quality that "gives" finer results and a more complete enjoyment in motion picture making. Be critical. Prove this to yourself.

FOR YOUR VERY NEXT ROLL OF FILM TRY

KIN-O-LUX
MOVIE FILMS

INDOOR ONLY
KIN-O-LUX GOLD SEAL
Winston 102; Scheiner 29°
(No Outdoor ratings)

INDOOR-OUTDOOR
KIN-O-LUX No. 1
Winston 50; Tung. 40
Scheiner 26°; Tung. 24

OUTDOOR
KIN-O-LUX No. 2
Winston 12; Scheiner 20°

OUTDOOR
KIN-O-LUX No. 1
Winston 8; Scheiner 18°

Go to your dealer today. Ask for KIN-O-LUX FILMS in the size and footage you require. They are still available. If your dealer cannot supply you (the demand grows greater every day) go to another nearby dealer or write directly to us.

KIN-O-LUX, Inc.
Dept. H11 • 105 W. 40 St. • NEW YORK CITY
NOW Own 1942's GREATEST HEADLINES IN CASTLE FILMS'

ALL THIS IN ONE HISTORIC FILM!
★ YANKS FIGHTING 'ROUND GLOBE!
★ RUSSIA'S HEROIC STAND!
★ BATTLE OF ATLANTIC!
★ DIEPPE: PRELUDE TO SECOND FRONT!
★ JAPS BOMB ALASKA
★ MIDWAY VICTORY FILMED BY COMDR. FORD!
★ BRAZIL WARS ON AXIS!
★ U. S. MARINES SMASH JAPS IN PACIFIC!

Subject to change if warranted by last-minute events.

The only complete and authentic 8 mm.-16 mm. movie record of the entire year—costs less than unexposed film!

See the tumult of a tortured world! See stupendous events that dwarf all past history! See the clash of armies! The earth-shaking meetings of men! Defeats and victories! Grim, gripping action scenes on your own screen! Here is a great historic document that every projector owner should possess! Don’t wait! SEND THE ORDER FORM BELOW TO YOUR DEALER TODAY!

CASTLE FILMS INC.

RCA BLDG.
NEW YORK

FIELD BLDG.
CHICAGO

RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO

ORDER FORM

Send Castle Films’ “NEWS PARADE OF THE YEAR” (1942) in the size and length checked.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________________
State ________________________________
Remittance enclosed □ Ship C. O. D. □

8 mm.
Headline $1.75
Complete $5.50

16 mm.
Headline $2.75
Complete $8.75

Sound $17.50

Over 1942, Castle Films, Inc.
It's a BIG HIT
with Photo Fans!
THE NEW
G-E
PHOTO DATA BOOK
(more than 50,000 of the 1940 edition
in use)
New 1942 edition, completely revised, now ready!

TELLS how to get more out of your meter for movies or "stills".
SUGGESTS easy way to correct E-stop value for extreme close-ups.
EXPLAINS how to make "stills" by metered flash, and how to control background emphasis.

- You'll like this handy guide to better pictures! Its 112 pages are full of practical picture-making tips, useful tables, essential technical data, and helpful suggestions covering all angles of black-and-white and color photography. Actual size, 3 by 5 inches.

Includes: film speeds, movie-camera shutter speeds, developing formulas, correct flash exposures, paper and film speeds, filter factors, and other data essential to good picture making. Fifty cents at your dealer's. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

* * *
If your dealer cannot now supply you with a G-E exposure meter, here's the reason: Materials and facilities are needed to produce equipment for our armed forces and vital war industries. Our efforts are being expended to speed VICTORY for the United Nations. We know you'll understand.

The Reader SPEAKS

Sound Fan
We know the response this reader will get from his letter, for the fraternity of dabblers-in-sound has grown by leaps and bounds during the past six months:

Dear Editor: I have been getting much "meat" out of Home Movies and I think my films the past year show much improvement over previous ones due to the tricks and hints picked up from your magazine.

I have been experimenting with making recordings to go along with the showing of my films. These mainly consist of musical, sound effect and narrative with no attempt made at split-second synchronization. I would like to have from other home movie fans who are dabbling along the same lines. I also have actual sound effects, musical themes and fanfares, etc., to exchange with other amateur recorders.—Milton R. Grady, 1820 2nd Ave., Des Moines, lowa.

Titling Problems
Here's an interesting comment from a reader that ought to bring interesting response from those amateurs who regularly film their own titles. Your comments and opinions on this question are invited:

Gentlemen: In your September issue an article appears on the subject of titling, written by Stanley Andrews. In column 2, page 367, it is stated that the distance from title card to the camera should be measured from title card to camera lens when an auxiliary lens is used.

My optometrist, who is quoted as an authority on lenses by General Electric Science Forum, says that the measurement must be determined from title card to center of the concave side of the auxiliary lens instead of the camera lens. Who is right?—F. M. Spoonagle, Alplaus, N. Y.

Film Exchange
There is little doubt but what other clubs will readily take advantage of the Seattle Movie Club's offer to exchange films. This is an activity that should be participated in by all responsible amateur clubs, other clubs desiring to exchange or loan films, will always find these columns open to them:

Gentlemen: The Seattle Amateur Movie Club is interested in extending its exchange list and would appreciate the names of two or three well established amateur clubs willing to send us one reel, either 8mm. or 16mm. per month in exchange for similar film from us.—W. B. Bowden, Secy.

Swappers
Gentlemen: I would like to contact someone who would film about 50 feet of 8mm. Kodachrome of Pittsburgh, Pa., and the Turnpike Highway for me. Would also like a few shots of Ticonderoga, N. Y., and a sunset at Burlington, Vt. Will shoot equivalent footage in this area in exchange.

—Donald N. Walter, 714 Columbia St., Aurora, Ill.

Dear Sirs: Am anxious to obtain 8mm. Kodachrome pictures of relatives living in Trinidad, Colorado, and Portland, Oregon. Interested parties are urged to communicate with me at once.

—Harry H. Dintelman, 14716 Lincoln St., Harvey, Ill.

Dear Editor: I wish to contact a 16mm. Reel Fellow or other amateur filmer who can supply me with original Kodachrome footage of the following Alaskan scenes: Mt. McKinley, midnight sun on the Yukon, midnight baseball games in Fairbanks, big game hunting, salmon in rapids, and views of Sitka, Wrangell, Metlakatla, Craig, Klawock and Kake.


Gentlemen: Wish to contact Reel Fellows or other movie amateurs who may have made 16mm. movies of the parade of old hand pumper fire apparatus which was held in Boston about a year ago.

—W. A. McDonnell, 1351 Sweitzer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen: I have a 100 ft. roll of 16mm. extra Kodachrome scenes of night life on Hollywood Blvd., before the Dim-out showing neon signs of Night Spots, Studios, Motorcycle Hill climb, etc. These are all perfectly exposed extra shots that I cannot use in a reel that I am completing and could be used to advantage in some Amateur's Color News Reel. Will swap or trade for 16mm. Kodachrome shots of New York City, showing buildings, traffic, etc.

—Leo Calia, 145 W. Ave. 28, Los Angeles, Calif.
LONG after the Christmas tree has faded and the bright trimmings have been put away, Revere 8 mm. Movies, in sparkling black and white or brilliant full color Kodachrome, will bring back all of the exciting details of this happy occasion. Anyone can take fine movies with the Revere 8 mm. Camera. Just look through the built-in optical view-finder and press the button! What you see, you take. Five speeds for slow motion, normal action or ultra-fast comic effects. A precision-built mechanism. An exclusive reciprocating sprocket for steady pictures. These and other advanced features combine to give you the finest and clearest home movies that you have ever seen. The precision built Revere projector shows these movies at their best. Revere Camera Company, Chicago, Illinois.

Revere Model 88
Wollensak f3.5 lens $13.50.

REVERE "99"
Same as "88" plus turret head and extra optical view-finder. With one Wollensak f3.5 lens, $17.50.

REVERE "85" PROJECTOR
has duo-shield light diffuser, beam threading light, micro-tilt and deluxe carrying case. Complete with 500-watt lamp, f1.6 lens, one 300 ft. reel and case, $89.50.

Revere Quality 8 mm Equipment
We'd like to review here all of the films submitted in Home Movies' 1942 Amateur Contest, but, of course, limited space makes this impossible. Therefore we shall review a few of the films selected at random and will endeavor to review as many of the others as possible in succeeding issues.

"Oh Doctor" failed to place in the contest only because there were too many other films just a little bit better that displaced it. It's potential prize stuff just the same and qualifies for a 3-star merit leader. Running 200 feet in 8mm. black and white, it was produced by Bill Russ of New York City who also plays the leading part.

Story concerns a wacky character who visits a doctor's office in search of dope. Refused narcotics, the man submits to a physical examination. Exigent by a pair of pretty legs, the fellow allows the doctor's thermometer. Doctor decides to operate and here is introduced clever cinematic technique wherein closeups of the incision in the patient's flesh is faked with the use of the carcass of a dressed chicken. After operation is completed, doctor discovers he left instrument in patient's stomach, must operate again.

Patient revolts, declares this time he'll operate, and pursues the doctor. Catching and proceeding to choke him, nurse comes to the rescue, knocking out the crazed patient with a broomstick.

Commendable is the good photography, interior lighting, and titling. Story is highlighted by many comedy gags and clever dialogue, and skilled cutting-in of spoken titles increased comedy effect.

"Emer Came to Dinner" is another 8mm. black and white comedy film but its effectiveness is lost somewhere about the middle of the reel where the producer evidently lost track of his plot.

Running 150 feet in length, picture was produced by E. E. Leonhart of Piedmont, Calif. A foreword reminds us of familiar meal time morons whose table manners are nil and states the picture shows how one couple handle them. However, it is difficult to tell from the picture which of the two men—the host or his guest—are the most offensive as both are shown in questionable table behavior.

Briefly the picture opens with a couple impatiently awaiting arrival of guests, a man and wife. They arrive and are seated at dinner table. Food is brought and the host waffles stalk after stalk of celery while his male guest is shown sparring with a roast of beef. In the end it's the guest who becomes irritated by his host's table manners.

Photography is good, so is cutting and titling. Particularly commendable was treatment of table scenes in close-ups. Main fault with this picture was lack of clarity in story. It has been awarded a 2-star merit leader.

"The Toy Party," running 150 feet in 8mm. Kodachrome, was filmed by Joseph McDermott of West Haven, Conn., and is essentially a movie record of a family Christmas. To provide some element of continuity for the record as a whole, this filmmaker begins picture with good main and explanatory titles, followed by scenes of toys, dolls, etc., in animation. Dolls suggest putting on a show, and a demonstration of mechanical dolls, toys, etc., follows. A spoken title indicates they pause in their celebration to look down upon the earth below. They see Santa Claus packing his toy sacks and go out into the night to distribute toys. Following this are intimate scenes of the family gathered about the tree opening gifts, then eating Christmas dinner, etc.

Commendable is animation work, in-
Successful Club Program

IDEAS

What progressive cine clubs are doing to stimulate member interest.

Service to Shut-Ins
Early in the year we had the happy thought that there are in homes, hospitals and various institutions those unfortunate who because of disability, etc., never get to the outside to be entertained by moving pictures. We realized that among our members we could find sufficient material for the entertainment of these persons by using our own travel films, comics, and the like to institute a program of "Movies for Shut-ins." During the year we entertained upwards of two dozen organizations. Our programs were well received and our efforts were well paid for by the joy we brought to many. In the coming year we hope to reach more people than we did in our initial effort.

—North End Cinema Club
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Filter Program
Our outstanding program of last year was a discussion on the practical use of filters. One of our members spoke of and demonstrated the use of filters in cloud photography, pseudo-night scenes and the application of the polar screen in black and white and color photography. Of special interest was a 200-ft. picture which accompanied the talk.

—Suburban Amateur Movie Club
Berwyn, Illinois

Group Demonstrations
We have organized our club into groups to work out in laboratory sessions certain phases of the home movie hobby. These projects include such processes as reversal technique, various types of titling, etc. After working out the problem in the laboratory, the group gives a practical demonstration before the entire club. This plan has given us several outstanding programs during the year.

—Stamford Cinema Club
Stamford, Connecticut

Lecture Programs Best
The outstanding programs we have had, judging by unanimous opinion of members, have been the two lectures given by a representative of an exposure meter manufacturer on the use of exposure meters and a talk given by one of our members on titling equipment and the method of making titles.

—Union County Cinema Club
Elizabeth, New Jersey

Shooting a Script
It seems to be the consensus of opinion that our most interesting program of the year consisted of the shooting of a complete picture at one of our meetings. We had prepared a script and picked the actors at the meeting and completed shooting "The Diary of the Condemned," including titles. The meeting was rather lengthy but those present stayed until the end.

—Norfolk Amateur Movie Club
Norfolk, Virginia

Titling Demonstration
Our most interesting program was a lecture and actual demonstration of title making and title film developing, both the positive and reversal method, presented by a veteran. Since most members were rank amateurs when the club was organized, very few had done any actual titling and editing of films, so naturally this demonstration reminded how badly their films needed a little work done on them. Dating from this demonstration meeting, 100 per cent improvement can now be seen in members' films.

—Grand Rapids Amateur Movie Club
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Ladies' Night
Since we are just in the process of organizing our club, we have as yet had no meetings we could call outstanding, except a Ladies' Night event at which the best films of the members were shown. The meeting served to give the "other half" of the members' families an insight into home movie production.

—Thompson Cinema Club
North Grosvenordale, Conn.

Making Frame Enlargements
One of the most interesting meetings of our club was one in which a demonstration was given of making frame enlargements from movie films. Rewinders and enlargers were brought to the meeting and the correct procedure

IMPROVED MODEL!
DA-SCOPE
VIEWER
FOR VIEWING KODACHROME TRANSPARENCIES

A compact, folding "vest pocket" slide viewer handsomely made of unbreakable red and white plastic, that practically makes Kodachrome stills "breathe."

Here are a few of its features:
Attractive contrasting colors.
Longer focus lens for greater coverage of picture.
No distortion.
Pictures easily slide in and out.
Storage for 3 slides in cover.
Transparent cover for almost illumination.
Weight only two ounces.

$1.95

VICTORY
TRIPOD

$15.00

A new all-steel tripod designed to give maximum satisfaction when used with movie or still cameras. The legs are of two-sectional construction giving the tripod extra rigidity. In addition the height is controlled by a new patented device that locks the legs quickly and securely in any desired position. This is accomplished by simply twisting the leg. Fitted with non-skid rubber tips that won't mar fine floors. These tips are removable and can be reversed, disclosing needle tips for outdoor use. The VICTORY TRIPOD is equipped with a smooth working 'pan and tilt' top. A long handle gives it added convenience and facilitates the making of skillful panorama shots.

WEIGHT: 6 lbs. 10 oz.
LENGTH: Extended 60" Closed 14"

Mail Orders Filled

Willoughbys
110 West 32nd Street, N. Y.
We're the Largest Camera Store
Built on Square Dealing
Information - To Help You Score More Often

If you have any technical photographic questions . . . or if you are puzzled about any of your screen results, perhaps we can help you.

Agfa Ansco maintains an information service for you to use at any time you wish, free of charge.

We hope, particularly in these times, that you will make use of this service so that every one of your scenes will be usable. That not only saves your money, but also conserves film.

**WHEN SHOOTING UNDER POOR LIGHT**

Meanwhile, here is a tip for shooting indoors, or under any poor light conditions, or when you are using slow motion: Get the advantage of the extreme speed in Agfa Ansco Triple S Pan Reversible Film. Because of its great exposure latitude, it's also an ideal film for use under changing light conditions.

In addition, you'll find that the Triple S Pan emulsion has remarkable fineness of grain for so fast a film, as well as a balanced contrast that prevents harsh effects when your pictures are taken with artificial light.

Try it. And address your technical questions to Agfa Ansco Information, Binghamton, New York.

---

Agfa Ansco
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

FIRST WITH THE FINEST FILMS

A Century of Service to American Photography
SPECIFICALLY, there are two types of amateur movies: those planned in advance and shot from prepared scripts and those filmed as we go, such as vacation and travel movies and family cine snapshots. What makes either of them interesting, when they do prove interesting, is continuity.

Continuity means that a picture begins logically, that the succeeding scenes bear close relationship with one another, and that the whole picture moves forward steadily on a basic theme or plot. Continuity certainly does have a place in the making of the second type of picture—the unplanned vacation, travel or family movie filmed at random. Unfortunately, this fact is too often disregarded or overlooked entirely by many filmmakers.

Rarely does the average amateur on an outing, who brings along his cine camera to picture his trip, ever plan his shooting in advance. It just isn’t practical to do so, especially if the places to be visited are unfamiliar. But this fact needn’t prevent picturing the travel or vacation in such a manner as to enable screening it as an interesting continuity rather than a reel of movie snapshots. The secret, of course, lies in making shots interesting to begin with, filming with such purpose that will enable these shots to be arranged in sequences to produce a continuity that will capture and hold audience interest.

The element of picture continuity consists of a series of scenes that embrace a complete action in which a climatic point is reached somewhere in the sequence. The climatic point may be a human interest shot, a vivid close-up or a dramatic angle shot, or a shot of spectacular action.

In filming children or babies, movies will prove more captivating if the subject is filmed, not in one or two long shots of un-related action, but in a sequence of shots—a long shot, medium shot, and a vivid closeup. For example, introduce subject in a medium long shot toddling across the scene or toward the camera. Move in for a medium close-up of the child as he stops and smiles toward some object out of scene. Then make this shot objective by cutting to a closeup of a dog or kitten, which the child obviously sees; then back to the child as he proceeds toward the pet; then wind up the sequence with a closeup of a child as he picks up and fondles the pet. Simple isn’t it? And what a difference compared to the usual one or two-three random shooting procedure usually employed in filming children.

The secret, of course, is to make the pictured action tell a story.

This same technique should be followed in filming other subjects. The thing to keep in mind is that closeups are important to build interest; that it is necessary to lead the spectator gradually but definitely toward the subject at hand in a series of shots that increase in interest because of camera angle or action depicted therein.

Far too many amateur movie scenes are made in long shots, not enough in closeups. The home movie screen being considerably smaller than theatre screens, requires that the subjects of interest occupy the greater part of the screen. Unless there is something unusually interesting in the dress or costume of the people we film, long shots of them should be quite short and where possible eliminated entirely. It’s their faces our audiences wish to see.

The illustration at top of this page is an example of cine composition that makes home movies interesting. Neither a long shot nor closeup, it nevertheless brings the subjects up close to us on the screen, enabling a study of expression and action which motivate the shot and which definitely would be lost in a long shot.

The lack of closeups in home movies marks an inexperienced filmer just as we find the owner of a new box camera will invariably shoot his subjects at a distance with plenty of foreground, sky and scenery surrounding them. However the still camerist has one advantage not available to the cinefilmer. He can crop or trim his pictures to secure

• Moving camera in close for an interesting shot of expressions and action like this is a good way to climax a short sequence. In unplanned filming, keep close to subjects on all shots.

• Continued from Page 439
THE WINNERS—in Home Movies' Annual Amateur Contest...

BY J. H. SCHOEN

Here they are! The best amateur motion pictures of 1942—winners of Home Movies' 1942 Annual Amateur Contest.

Topping the list to take the Lloyd Bacon Trophy, coveted award for the best picture in the contest, is "Warriors of Another World," produced by Dr. Richard L. Cassell of Los Angeles whose picture "Hummingbirds" captured first place in the 1940 contest. Dr. Cassell, therefore, becomes the second amateur thus far to twice capture top awards in Home Movies' Contests. Herman Bartel of New Rochelle, N. Y., set the pace when he repeated again last year with first place in the Documentary Films Class.

All awards this year consist of trophies which are inscribed with the lucky contestants' names plus text concerning status of their pictures in the contest. One more division was added this year—that of Forest Defense Films—for which a handsome trophy, a plaque made of woods native to Southern California, was contributed by the U. S. Forest Department through Wm. V. Mendenhall, Forest Defense Coordinator.

As in former years, trophies have also been awarded for outstanding achievement in the fields of photography, editing, music, sound, and technical accomplishment.

The staff of Home Movies magazine and Lloyd Bacon, Warner Brothers director, are happy to announce the winner of the 1942 Lloyd Bacon Trophy

Warriors of Another World—800 feet 16mm. Kodachrome production by Dr. Richard L. Cassell, Los Angeles, Calif. Division winners are as follows:

**Scenario Class**

1st Place: Rita of Rocky Ranch, 400 feet 8mm. black and white by Roland Ray, Los Angeles, Calif.

2nd Place: Latitude 26, 400 feet 16mm. black and white by Leo Calioia, Los Angeles, Calif.

3rd Place: Well I'll Be..., 400 feet 16mm. black and white by Parkchester Cine Club, Bronx, New York.

**Family Films Class**

1st Place: Tom Sawyer, 550 feet 8mm. Kodachrome, augmented by selection of orchestral records, produced by J. A. Potter, Berkeley, Calif.

2nd Place: Letter To Our Daddy Over There, 135 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by C. A. Thomas, Salt Lake City, Utah.

3rd Place: Congratulations, 100 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by A. E. Leonard, Arlington, Va.

**Documentary Class**

1st Place: White Waters, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by C. A. Willis, Merced, Calif.

2nd Place: Week End for Three, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by Richard Thiriot, Salt Lake City, Utah.
3rd Place: Tiny Factories, 600 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by W. S. Jennings, Independence, Mo.

Forest Defense Films
1st Place: (only award) Carelessly They Start, 125 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by J. O. McCracken, Glendale, Calif.

Honorable Mention
Films receiving Honorable Mention in the contest are listed here according to alphabetical order. The order of their listing is not to be construed as indication of their relative merit in this particular division.

Ardent Amateur, 400 feet 8mm. Kodachrome augmented by selection of orchestral records, produced by Mr. and Mrs. Al Morton, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Bettas, 350 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by John Larson, Brooklyn, N. Y.
California-Oregon Coastline, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome augmented by selection of orchestral records, produced by Arthur Faure, Los Angeles, Calif. (See Pg. 512, Oct.'42 Home Movies).
Colorful Borderlands of The Colorado, 700 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by R. C. Denny, Fresno, Calif.
Do It Again Harry, 800 feet 16mm. Kodachrome augmented by selection of orchestral recordings, produced by Herman Bartel, New Rochelle, N. Y. (See Pg. 573 Dec. '42 Home Movies).
Free Week End, 500 feet 8mm. black and white by Merwin C. Gill, Los Angeles, Calif.

Greatest Show On Earth, 200 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by Bruce Johnson, Rockford, Ill.
In Our Garden, 250 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by Mildred Caldwell, Long Beach, Calif.
Madame Hummer At Home, 800 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleveland, Ohio. (See pg. 313, Aug. '42 Home Movies).

Pottery Making As a Hobby, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by V. L. Saint, Lyons, Kansas. (See Pg. 587 Oct. '42 Home Movies).
Six To Six With Baby, 200 feet 8mm.

Dr. Richard L. Cassel (left) receives congratulations and Lloyd Bacon Trophy, top award in Home Movies' Annual Amateur Contest, from Lloyd Bacon, ace Warner Brothers' motion picture director. Ceremony took place on sound stage where Lloyd Bacon was directing scenes for his current production, "Action On the North Atlantic."
Mood Music for Your Movies

By Robert E. Johnson

So many 8mm. and 16mm. films are being screened these days with sound and musical accompaniment that more and more amateurs have come to recognize the tremendous "lift" sound gives home movies. Result is that nearly every serious home movie filmer is new sound-minded but finds his ambitions thwarted for the time being through inability to purchase recording equipment. However, radio-phonographs and turntables are now to be found in a greater number of homes and, for those who intend to buy, such equipment may still be had from dealers. Actually, a simple record player is all the equipment required by the amateur who wishes to add elemental sound to his movie screenings. This elemental sound consists of music, and the right music played during the projection of a picture produces such an illusion of real theatrical sound that many amateurs are content to arrange an album of musical recordings for their films and leave the addition of sound effects and narrative for future experiment and development. Moreover, employing only music, there is none of the bothersome synchronization to contend with as when sound effects and spoken commentary are made part of the sound presentation.

There is more to playing music with a film than merely placing a phonograph record of one's choice on the turntable. Unless the selection is carefully chosen to fit the mood of the picture or of the particular sequence for which it is intended, the effect will be lost and the real purpose of the music nullified. It is necessary, therefore, that the amateur have a reasonable knowledge of the almost unlimited music available to him in the form of phonograph records, the content of the records, and the mood they convey.

Where sound is to consist of background music only, it is first necessary to analyze the film — break it down (theoretically) into scenes or sequences according to mood — fast, exciting, gay, etc. — and then select music to fit each mood. A library of about twenty well-chosen records should supply the average amateur with all the musical accompaniment needed for his films.

String quartets and quintets, choral music, swing, and vocal renditions are not, as a rule, suitable for background music. Orchestral music is best and of this, symphonies, overtures, and suites offer the best material to choose from.

In the symphony, each movement — and there are usually three or four — represents a different mood. For example, the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is a very fast allegro. The second is slow and soothing. The third is light and gay and the fourth is in march tempo. Each symphony usually contains contrasting fast and slow tempos and often the music of one symphony can be used to background an entire film.

The overture in many instances resembles the symphony. Some are complete in one or two 12-inch records while many run three to five records in length. Moods in overtures, as a rule, remain the same. There are exceptions, of course, as in the case of Rossini's famous William Tell Overture. Here the first part is quiet and peaceful, symbolizing dawn. The second part suggests a storm and the third, calm and peace again. The fourth and final part

Home Movies for November
WHY DIDN'T MY FILM WIN . . .?

Some of the reasons why contest films failed to place

By J. H. Schoen

To amateurs whose films failed to place in Home Movies' Annual Contest just closed, the editors feel an obligation to point out here the filming faults that kept many pictures out of the winner's circle. Of course, not all of the films that failed to place exhibited the shortcomings that will be analyzed here. Many receiving Honorable Mention, for example, provided dangerous competition for the trophy winners which were adjudged the better films after careful analysis and comparison by the contest staff.

Generally speaking, some filmers failed to place in the contest because they sought to express themselves in an art, the implements and technique of which they had not yet fully mastered. They know how to thread and expose film in a cine camera, but have not, through study and practice, yet acquired a thorough knowledge of the many important elements that go together to make what is accepted as a good amateur motion picture.

The chief faults are catalogued and analyzed as follows:

Errors in Exposure: Over- and under-exposure prevailed in many films, due chiefly to lack of attention to exposure chart or meter before shooting.

Lack of Sharp Focus: Where this was obviously due to the camera equipment, this fault was minimized by the judges; but many filmers exhibited a carelessness in this department, were evidently those not yet trained to check focus before each shot.

Unsteady Camera: Next to excessive panning, nothing is more annoying on the screen than jittery camera movement. While a good tripod is the recommended corrective for this fault, it is nearly always possible to find a fence, wall, tree or lamp post on which to rest camera while shooting, thus insuring rock-steady pictures.

Effect Transitions: Some films contained far too many effect transitions such as dissolves, iris-dissolves, wipe-offs, etc. Some filmers, once they acquire a skill in producing these effects, have a tendency to over-do them. There were many films in which practically every cut from a long or medium shot to a closeup was effected by means of a lap-dissolve. A lap-dissolve should be used sparingly and then only to cut from one sequence to another.

Bad Splices: There were several films received, review of which was

Continued on Page 436

- Lack of titling, too, forced many otherwise good films out of the winners' circle. Painstaking titling paid dividends in trophy awards.

- Failure to use a steady camera support-

- To check exposures carefully-

- . . . and to set focus sharply each time, contributed much to the failure of many films to win a place in the contest.
BACKGROUND facts
for title makers...

BY GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

Every title has a background. It may be no more than a plain black card, or it may be a beautiful picture. Each type of background has its place in a film, and the wise amateur will choose his title backgrounds carefully.

Backgrounds may be classified into many groups, starting with the plain, solid black background to the triple exposed moving background. All are interesting to make and powerful in the strength they add to a film.

Let's analyze for a moment the requirements of a good title background in order that we may select the type best suited for a given film or title. Technically speaking, a good title is one that is easily read. To be easily read the title should stand out from the background, or, in other words, have good contrast. Extreme contrast would consist of black over white, and if legibility is the prime requisite, white letters on a black card will afford maximum contrast. It is impossible to obtain good contrast in the film if the background is dark grey instead of flat black.

It frequently happens that some amateurs over-do this matter of contrast. They believe the background should be opaque and the letters white as snow. But no one has yet advanced a reason for this. Titles are still legible with only an average amount of contrast. This being true, it is then possible to bring about some design or pictorial effect in the background but still retain sufficient contrast with the white letters to keep them legible. Mottled backgrounds are always interesting. Backgrounds of rough fabrics such as burlap are popular, as are scenic landscapes, providing they are dark enough to permit lettering to appear prominently.

Another requirement of a background is that it should not be so obvious as to detract from text of the title. A pictorial background containing sharp detail would do this. Simplicity, therefore, is preferable, and a slightly hazy or foggy out-of-focus appearance in the title background containing design is much better than wavy definition.

A good background, also, should conform to the theme of the film and remain in keeping with the subject. A picture of a locomotive, for example, would make an interesting background for the title "A Trip Through Old Mexico," but it would be most absurd if the trip recorded in the film had been made by automobile. Far better to have a shot of the car, or a scene of Old Mexico as the background.

Neutral backgrounds, such as mottled effects, birch bark, foliage, wallpaper, etc., are acceptable for practically any film. With a light background, such as birch bark and the lighter shades of wall paper, desired contrast is obtained by using black lettering. When using Kodachrome, contrast is gained through the use of different colors. But even with color titles, the appearance on the screen is better when maximum light and dark values are carried out between lettering and background.

We have been discussing, of course, backgrounds for main and credit titles, for these are the only titles for which pictorial or ornamental backgrounds should be used. For subtitles, the plainest of backgrounds should be used. Today, having become accustomed to sound movies, the public finds titles in motion pictures a deterrent to smooth flow of continuity. Therefore the fewer descriptive titles and the shorter they are, the better. If the subtitle is laid over an ornamental background, the eye is certain to be distracted by the decoration, and the title must remain longer on the screen if the spectator is to be able to read it completely and observe the background, too.

A question frequently asked is: "Should subtitle backgrounds be uniform in style and treatment, or can they be varied?" Best answer to this is: observe a book. Paper and style of type is uniform throughout the book. And so it should be with movie subtitles. Titles which are uniform in treatment lend unity to the film. In short, subtitles should consist of plain, unadorned backgrounds simply lettered. In Kodachrome, title backgrounds should be of one solid color with lettering in a contrasting color.

Why can main titles have picturesque backgrounds while subtitles should be plain? First of all, a main title fades in and creates a softer, more dramatic effect on the screen than the sub-title. Second, it is slower in tempo and can remain longer, thereby giving ample time for viewing the background. Third, the main title does not retard the screen action, since the action has not yet begun. The effect of a well designed main title with appropriate background, can be tremendous in setting the stage for the picture about to follow. Done correctly it increases the desire to view the picture about to unfold.

It's one thing to decide upon a good background, but it's entirely something else to get it. What are some of the sources of good backgrounds? If a photographic background is desired, the wise amateur will take a few snapshots of his scenes while shooting with his movie camera. These may be enlarged and lettered for the titles. Magazine illustrations afford another source, presenting possibilities the amateur cannot easily duplicate with his own still

*Continued on Page 440*
B eing one of a group of cinefilers with "connections" leading to professional sound recording equipment that I might use at any time, I long had wished to make a short musical sound film using an ordinary phonograph record as the basis of both the music and story. "Obey Your Air Raid Warden" is the result—a 100-foot sound-on-film short in 16mm Kodachrome. "Obey Your Air Raid Warden" contains nothing new from a professional standpoint. From the amateur standpoint however, it is an interesting illustration of just what can be done with an ordinary phonograph record such as one might buy at any music shop. When we—my associates and I—planned the picture, we first cast about looking for a record that might easily be portrayed in a sound movie. We wanted it to tell a story and offer opportunity for some action on the part of the players.

The record heard strains of Tony Pastor's recording of "Obey Your Air Raid Warden" wafted through his apartment window from a neighbor's radio several weeks before. It sounded promising, and the record was duly purchased. The first operation, after deciding definitely to do the film, was to jot down an outline of the tentative action. In brief, the song tells of eight rules to observe when an air raid warning sounds. We decided that we could present these rules visually as well as audibly would be to print each rule on a black card. Inasmuch as the record had three male voices singing the ditty, we decided that the singers could bring those cards into position as the words were sung.

We would like to say at this time that none of the actors' voices were actually heard from the screen at any time. We merely went through the motions of singing while the record was played, much in the manner that Hollywood gives some of its glamorous stars professional singing voices. Without knowledge of our deception, however, we challenge anyone to view the picture and detect the process.

The eight-bar orchestral introduction was partially allotted to the main title, sharing time with an opening sound effect of a wailing siren. Camera angles were figured out for the synchronous shots of the singers. We then discovered that there was a total of one full minute in which no words were sung, as the Tony Pastor group got in their "licks."

It seemed that the logical thing to accompany this musical interlude was a quick montage of the activities of various citizens during an actual black-out. These we decided to picture in a humorous vein, as will be described later.

With the tentative shooting script now planned, the first actual step toward making the film was to rerecord Tony Pastor's recording on 16mm sound film. This was necessary in order to measure exact footages and so build the scenes for the picture, and was done at the Calvin Company studios on their professional Berndt-Maurer 16mm recording equipment. We used a direct-positive track instead of a negative track because we planned to make a composite print on Kodachrome. For all reversal work, including Kodachrome, the positive track is used instead of the negative track for technical reasons.

These preliminaries led to the actual photography of the sync shots. White coats were worn by the three singers to give the black cards and lettering nice contrast. Two American flags were criss-crossed in the background, with the Air Raid Warden emblem placed between them. During rehearsals in which lip movements were matched with the recording, our original record was played on a highly accurate turntable running at constant speed. This assured that lip movements would correspond exactly on our sound track.

The sound track could not be played
Snow cannot few is the one about the Oz. termed roll and developing total the developing used under-exposed, tunim. great 'Farmer's i. prolonged laboratory his 428 amateur's tlc procedure, his movie handling mistakes. Unfortunately, this is not possible with Kodachrome; but with black and white film, if one or two scenes—or even the entire roll—turns out over- or under-exposed, the film can be made screenable and by the amateur himself.

While we purposely avoided detailing the extensive routine of processing reversal film in the preceding article (October issue), we do not hesitate to set forth here the simple home procedure by which any amateur can salvage his exposure mistakes.

While it is true that the processing laboratory takes care of some of the amateur's errors in exposing film, it is understandable there must be some limits to the corrective ability of modern automatic processing equipment. And if a film is greatly over- or under-exposed, the laboratory can only partially correct it.

When a roll of film is received and you find the most important scene of all is under-exposed, you can clip it out of the roll, go into the kitchen or bathroom, and with the aid of a few chemicals, a developing tray or suitable substitute, subject the film to corrective treatment. The treatment given the film is termed reducing. There are a number of prepared reducers on the market, but the formula most popular and easiest to handle is "Farmer's Reducer." It consists of the following ingredients and should be prepared immediately before using as it decomposes rapidly after mixing together the A and B solutions:

**Solution A**
- Water ............... 1 Oz. (32.0 cc)
- Potassium Ferricyanide .......... 15 grains (1.0 gram)

**Solution B**
- Water ............... 32 Ozs. (1 liter)
- Hypo ............... 1 Oz. (30.0 grams)

Where only short lengths of film such as individual scenes are to be reduced, a developing drum or rack such as used in the reversal process is not necessary. Instead, two photographic trays are all the equipment required—one to hold the reducing formula and one for the washing water. Where regular photographic trays are not available, two glass refrigerator trays or deep china or porcelain kitchen utensils will serve the purpose.

Prepare the film to be treated by subjecting it to a thorough wetting in clear cold water. As soon as the film has been soaked sufficiently, prepare the reducing bath by mixing solutions A and B together in the second tray and immersing the film at once. The film should be constantly agitated while in the solution. It should be inspected frequently to determine when reduction has reached the desired point. Then film should be removed to the tray of fresh water and washed thoroughly before drying.

The mixed formula, of course, will have to be destroyed as it cannot be stored successfully. However, the solution already prepared and in the tray will treat more than one strip of film, providing the work is done all at once. New solution will have to be added only where the process is prolonged and the solution becomes too weak to perform within the customary time.

To correct an over-exposed scene or section of film, an entirely different formula must be used, although the process of treating the film is practically the same. Let us take one of the badly over-exposed scenes which we deleted from a roll of film some time ago and correct it. We'll give it a bath in a compound intensifier solution which should bring the image up to as near normal as possible depending upon the extent of over-exposure.

Placing the film in a tray of cold water, as before, we allow it to soak thoroughly. This bath in cold water is absolutely necessary in order to completely soften the emulsion to allow quick and even penetration of the intensifier solution.

The following formula is the only
Today's Movies, Our Future History Books

BY JACK IRWIN

Movie amateurs who fail to take advantage of the unprecedented opportunities existing to build a motion picture library of today's history-making events, are missing one of the best bets in their cinematic careers. Already hundreds of amateurs are keeping their cameras busy recording the changes taking place almost daily in our economic life—the draft of men, tire shortage, sugar and gasoline rationing, women in uniform and in industry, etc.—factual motion pictures which will prove of immeasurable historic value in the future.

The more important events, however, which underly the great changes taking place in our every-day life are, for the most part, outside the reach of amateur cameras. But motion picture records of these events in both 8mm. and 16mm. are being made available. Their future historic value is as yet not fully appreciated. But five or ten years from now when din of the present strife has subsided and these days become less vivid in our memories, there will be times when a factual motion picture record of this eventful 1942 will prove immensely valuable and educational.

Bringing to the amateur motion picture screen practically ever major event of importance occurring during 1942 is

• Personal film records of the outstanding men of this war will prove invaluable in years to come.

• Pictured here are some of the events, motion pictures of which go together to make up Castle Films' "News Parade of 1942."
THE EXPERIMENTAL

Stop camera when opaque area completely covers lens. To make a fade-in, reverse this procedure.—C. D. Everest, Burbank, Calif.

Emergency Aid

It is not uncommon for a splice to break after it has passed through projector gate, thus causing the break to go unnoticed and the film to pile up on the floor instead of going to take up reel.

A handy item in an emergency of this kind is a piece of soft flannel with which to clean film of dust as it is being wound back upon the reel. Fold flannel around film so it covers both sides and hold with fingers, applying just enough pressure to remove dust particles as film passes between the folds. A drop or two of carbon tetrachloride will insure removing all dust, dirt and oil.—H. I. Jamison, Toronto, Ont.

Fading Glass

An effective fading glass for making fade-ins and fade-outs can be made from two pieces of clear, flawless window glass ½”x4”. Partially smoke surface of one glass over a candle flame as shown in sketch, darkening glass from clear to full opaque from point in center to one end. Make sure not to scratch smoked surface.

Place second piece of glass over smoked surface of treated glass, then seal together, using scotch or adhesive tape applied over the top and bottom edges only.

To make a fade-out, pass glass before lens while camera is in motion so that clear area moves across lens first.

Title Backgrounds

There are occasions when it is desirable to use for a title background, the pages of a book, a map, poster, picture, etc., on which it is impractical to letter the title text. One way to complete the title, of course, is to film the background object, then wind back film and superimpose the title.

A more practical way is to place the background object on a table, then lay a panel of glass above it supported by blocks of wood of sufficient height. The title letters may then be arranged on the glass surface and the title and background filmed together at one time.

With a little attention to placing lights, attractive shadow effects from the letters can be made to fall upon the background.—F. G. Halperin, Denver, Colo.

Film Shipping Box

Offering durability and utility in film shipping containers is a wooden box with lid which provides for owner’s name and address permanently lettered on one side, and reversing of lid for affixing label carrying name and address of person to whom film is to be shipped.

Lid is secured in place by four screws instead of nails, making it easy for container to be used over and over again. When film is to be returned to owner,
CINE WORKSHOP

lid of container is reversed so owner's name and address appears on outside.

Shipping containers of this kind are easy to make in spare time from lightweight lumber easily obtainable. D. E. Forrest, Baton Rouge, La.

Secures Film

If you've switched to scotch or adhesive tape to replace rubber bands as a means of securing ends of film on your projector reels, the tape will be much easier to remove each time if one end is folded back for a distance of 1/4 or 1/2 inch on gummed side as shown here. This forms a convenient tab which may readily be gripped with the fingers in unwinding the film, particularly where film does not quite fill the reel making it necessary to insert fingers some distance into the reel to reach the film.—B. C. Dernier, Toledo, Ohio.

Leaders

An idea which serves a dual purpose is that which involves using white leaders at the beginning of reels and black leaders at the ends.

White leaders at beginning of reels serve to indicate reel is rewound and ready to project. Black leaders at end of reels provide a better “closing” of the film presentation. They allow time to switch off projector lamp and thus prevent the white flash that usually appears on screen when end of film passes through projector.—I. J. Kalminson, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Single Frame

If yours is an early model Keystone 8mm. camera, you can obtain consistently even single frame exposures without altering camera by the following method:

Allow motor to run down completely. Then, wind motor spring one and one-half turns. This produces enough pressure in the motor spring to permit flicking the starting button with finger and obtaining a single frame exposure. Exposure speed will be just half of that at regular 16 f.p.s. camera speed.—A. B. Cornell, Joplin, Mo.

Wipeoff Device

A simple device for making wipeoff effects may easily be put together by any amateur for either 8mm. or 16mm. cameras. Obtain a piece of heavy cardboard, 1/8 to 3/16 of an inch in thickness, and cut out pieces to form the wipe blade mount as shown in sketch. No dimensions are given here as figures differ for each make camera. However, wipeoff blade should be wider by 1/4 inch than diameter of lens barrel. With this dimension established, size of mount which fits over lens can be determined.

With cardboard pieces cut to proper size, glue them together in “A, B, C” order shown in sketch. A hole should be carefully cut or drilled in center of piece C to permit a snug fit over camera lens.

Wipe blade should be cut from a thin but rigid piece of black paper or cardboard 1/32" in thickness. Using sharp pocket knife or razor blade, cut out open area of blade as shown. When inserted in the mount, blade should move smoothly when passed from left to right or vice versa.

To produce wipe effect with this gadget, blade should be set with open area before lens. When wipe is to be started, blade is moved at desired speed across lens until lens is covered.—G. H. Irion, Massillon, Ohio.

Reinforce Splices

A remedy for chronic splice-parting is the reinforcement of all splices with transparent scotch tape. On shiny side of film, apply short piece of tape the width of the picture frame.—E. F. Greene, Seattle, Wash.

Tripod Anchor

Here is an idea that's helpful when filming with camera mounted on tripod from an unsteady platform such as that of a train, top of an automobile, etc. To prevent tripod slipping or being shaken from its position, a piece of clothesline tied to tripod screw or top of tripod and extended to a screwhook in the floor will, when tightened with turns of a short stick, anchor tripod securely.

Where it is impractical to use screwhook in floor or platform, a loop or stirrup made at lower end of rope provides means of using foot to apply necessary force to hold tripod steady.—J. K. Lambert, Albuquerque, N. M.
Home movie LIBRARIES
Where to rent or buy 8mm. and 16mm. films

To augment your home movie shows, make use of the fine libraries of rental films, both sound and silent, maintained by your photo dealer for owners of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Rental rates are surprisingly low and new films are added at regular intervals. Dealers listed below will gladly assist with suggestions for one reel to full evening programs:

CALIFORNIA

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
716 N. La Brea Ave.
Castle's Inc.
1520 Vine Street
Morgan Camera Shop
8627 Sunset Blvd.

LONG BEACH

Winstead Bros., Inc.
244 Pine

LOS ANGELES

Films Incorporated
1707 W. 8th Street

SAN FRANCISCO

Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
Photo & Sound, Inc.
153 Kearny St.

Robert Crawford Studios
250 Pine Street
Telephone: YUkon 1234

SANTA MONICA

Stewart Photo Company
1297 Third Street

CONNECTICUT

WATERBURY

Majestic Pictures
P. O. Box 1125

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
1221 G St., N. W.

ILLINOIS

BERKLYN

Colonial Camera Shop
1096 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO

Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street
General Camera Company
2508 West Devon Avenue

INDIANA

INDIANAPOLIS

W. Stuart Bussey
17 East St., Joseph St.

IOWA

MASON CITY

Decker Bros.
209 No. Federal Ave.

KANSAS

WICHITA

Jeff's Camera Shop
131 N. Broadway

MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON

Don Eldon's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM.

Frank Lane and Company
5 Little Building

MICHIGAN

DETOIT

Detroit Camera Shop
335 State Street

NEW YORK

ALBANY

Albany Camera Shop Rental Library
204 Washington Avenue

KENMORE

Nikon Camera & Photo Supply Co.
2811 Delaware Ave.

NEW YORK

Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Films, Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Walter G. Gaultlie, Inc.
25 West 45th St.

Hebar & Fink, Inc.
1214 Warran St.

Medo Photo Supply
16 West 47th St.

National Cinema Service
49 Day Street

OHIO

CINCINNATI

Ralph V. Halle & Assoc.
275 Walnut St.

DAYTON

Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Herdman Ave.

OREGON

PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. 9th Avenue

PHILADELPHIA

Kuiz Motion Pictures
1319 Vine Street

PENNSYLVANIA

TEXAS

DALLAS

National Ideal Pictures, Inc.
2224 Main St.

WEST VIRGINIA

CHARLESTON

Eimer & Ehrler
818 W. Virginia St.

If you want a FILM to show

... NEWS OF TIMELY SUBJECTS FOR HOME PROJECTORS

War Films

Castle Films are distributing a number of films produced by authority of the Office of War Information. These pictures were conceived to keep the public informed on the various aspects of the War effort. All of the films are in 16mm. sound and priced at actual print cost. A 350 ft. subject, for example may be had for only $7.20.

Titles of subjects are as follows: Aluminum, Bomber, Building a Bomber, Tanks, Building a Tank, Power for Defense, Ring of Steel, Lake Carrier, and Women In Defense.

Further information regarding content and prices of films may be had by writing Castle Films, R. C. A. Bldg., N. Y. City.

Scientific Films

"Making the Dead Appear To Live" is title of one film in a new series on scientific subjects just announced by Bell & Howell Filmo-sound Libraries. Demonstrated in this film is what happens to specimens sent to museums by scientific expeditions. Fish, mammals, etc., are mounted and finished in life-like appearance.

Other subjects in this series are: Yellowstone Wildlife, Let's Look At Trees, Querziel Quest, Desert in Bloom, and Pea Fowls of Indo-China.
Films are available for both rental and sale. Inquiries should be addressed to Bell & Howell Filmsound Library, 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

**Welding Films**

General Electric Company reports that over 2000 reels of their 16mm instructional series, "The Inside of Arc Welding" produced by the Raphael G. Wolff Studios of Hollywood, are now in circulation throughout the nation. The films are being used by Army, Navy and vocational schools in speeding and facilitating training of arc welding operators.

Made in full color as well as sound, the series is six reels in extent. Each reel was so conceived it may be shown independent of the others, treating completely as it does one phase of arc welding procedure.

Further information may be had from General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York.

**Castle Cartoons**

"Puss 'n Boots" and "Dick Whittington's Cat" are two new fairytale fun cartoons just released by Castle Films, N. Y. City. The first is an exciting rescue story in which Puss and his kitten family turn tables on a wicked Ogre. The latter film concerns a cat afraid of mice. Aided by his nine ghostly lives the cat drives the pesky mice from the palace.

Both films are available in either 8mm or 16mm, from the usual sources and at usual Castle Films prices.

**Official Films**

Official Films, Inc., 423 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City, announces that Volume 3 of their "1942 News Thrills" is now available for release. This latest Official
A Message to the public and the retailer:

A Message to the public and the retailer:

GOERZ
PHOTO LENSES
are an
AMERICAN product
since 1899
made by
AMERICAN labor
in an
AMERICAN-owned
factory
We have no connection
with any other firm

TO THE RETAILER:
Because of their accuracy Goerz lenses are front line photo-optical equipment in many fields of activity of our Nation at War ... The utmost is being done to meet the demands of the Government for these photographic precision tools ... From time to time there may be available some of these fine anastigmats for civilian use and so we invite you to write us about your requirements ...

There is a Goerz Lens for Every Purpose
To help you in the selection of the proper lens our long experience is at your service — For detailed information and prevailing prices see your dealer or ADDRESS DEPT. RM-11 C. P. Goerz American Optical Co. Office and Factory ★ 317 East 34th Street New York★

For all movie filter needs!
★ Harrison Cine Kit

4 FILTERS and DUALSNAPE SHADE TO MEET ALL MOVIE FILTER NEEDS—both Kodachrome and Black and White.

The new Harrison CINEKIT contains a special Aero Lock Ring, a Dual-Neop Aluminum Sumbado, and the following de luxe Durafilter: YL-6, GY-4, RD-4, and GR-4. Case is of durable 5-oz. Elkhide, felt lined. 65.00 and up.

If desired, Kodachrome users may substitute a C-4 and HAGE filter for any two of the above.

HARRISON & HARRISON
OPTICAL ENGINEERS
8351 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

film contains news in action-pictures of the following events:
U. S. Rangers raiding Dieppe in collaboration with Canadian and British troops; U. S. Marines capturing Solomon Islands; United Nations stopping Rommel's advancing Axis columns; and 1100 U. S. and British planes bomb Germany.

"1942 News Thrills" is available in several lengths and prices in both 8mm. and 16mm.

New Catalog
Schools, Churches, Social clubs and home movie enthusiasts will be happy to learn that Post Pictures Corp. is now issuing a new catalogue listing 16mm. sound films for non-theatrical use. This catalogue contains a large and diversified selection of short subjects and full length features made by outstanding producers. All the films included have been selected for their wide appeal, educational or recreational value, and excellent presentation; for which Post Pictures have obtained exclusive distribution rights.

Special attention is called to a group of films including "Flip the Frog," "Poetic Gems," "Mickey McGuire Comes..."

or an ordinary sound projector while we matched lip movements because the speed of these commercial machines was found not accurate enough. We used a synchronous motor on our Cine Special camera, too. This motor drove the camera at exactly 24 f.p.s., corresponding to our sound track speed. An effort was made to keep our scenes as short as possible for two reasons: first, to make it easier to keep lip movements synchronized with the record with less memory work and second, to allow opportunity to vary the camera angle and so reduce the monotony of a single camera position throughout.

Our "beer parlor" scene opened with a table, supposedly in a tavern, with a bright, red-checked table-cloth over it, and with several beer bottles, glasses, bottle caps, etc., serving as appropriate props. This scene opened showing the top of the table, then the camera slowly panned down and at a given cue, three inmates in various states of disarray poked their heads out from underneath the table cloth and warned, "Stop, Look and Listen." As the table cloth dropped, a "downwire" took us to the next scene.

Our second shooting session took care of the "gag" scenes used to fill-in the 45-second interval of music. Our first scene was to show a robber opening a safe. We faded the music slightly, then brought-in a siren strong shortly after the scene started. The air raid warden taps the thief on the shoulder and points to his light. The ludicrous reaction of the thief is to turn off his light and wait for the raid to end, ostensibly to resume operations.

Our next scene was of a couple on a divan, obviously too shy to get together. As the air raid sirens sound, however, the male of the duet extinguishes the nearby table lamp. The gal responds quite surprisingly by jumping into his lap. We used a special blue light to illuminate the set after the room lights were snapped off.

Later in the picture, there was another ten-second interval during which there were no words to sing, and we found it necessary to fill-in with other photography. We devised a short montage showing various lights going off, switches being pulled, etc., with the sound of airplanes from a stock sound track supplying sound simulating a real air raid.

For those who might ask how we matched the lip movements to the sound track during editing, we can say it was just a matter of reading lip movements...
on a Moviola film editor and positioning the sound track accordingly. Each scene had to be synced separately, of course. It was not possible to use the professional clap boards for a picture of this sort.

During editing, we also made two sound tracks. One track, the original music track, remained uncut. The other contained the sound effects and was later rerecorded with the music into one track for printing purposes. The photography was first edited as a black-and-white "scratch" print. This practice is common in both the professional and commercial fields. This cheap "scratch" print of the color film serves the purpose of portraying the original until the picture is assembled in its final form. At that time, the originals are assembled to match exactly the work print.

As a final touch the film was effect-edited by a Calvin Company staff editor. Fade-outs, dissolves and various wipes were added.

The picture screens for just a little over three minutes. Our "End" title was superimposed over the last few seconds of singing action. The credit title following this contained as sound only the drone of planes. Photography was done by Lloyd Thompson, scenario and editing by the writer with the assistance of Bob Davis, and art work by Fred Kaufman, all of Kansas City, Mo.

Movies, future history books ...

Continued from Page 429

Castle Films’ "News Parade of 1942" now being sold through camera shops, department stores, visual aids distributors and wherever 8mm. and 16mm. motion pictures are on sale or rented.

Subject to last-minute changes, the job of editing the stupendous events of the past year into a vivid, comprehensive reel has been completed. This year’s "News Parade" is, for Americans, the most significant of them all, embodying as it does almost a full pictorial year of the United States at war. The News Parade of the Year is particularly important because it is the only known film covering the news of the entire year.

For us, naturally, the war activities of Americans are of most interest. The News Parade this year features not only the "global war," as a whole, but also our relationship to it. There are vivid scenes of our armed forces in Iceland, the British Isles, China and India. Somehow, these pictures of Americans on the far-flung battle fronts do more than anything else to bring home the

"On any movie camera"
MAKE YOUR TRANSITIONS
WITH A Bool CINE FADER

Thousands of movie makers have testified to the efficiency of this precision-built, automatic "trickster." 64 varieties of fades and vignettes can be made with the BOOL on any movie camera. Perfectly timed lap-dissolves when used on movie cameras with rewinding mechanism. Built in Switzerland, of stainless steel, with precision clock-work mechanism to last for years. You simply fasten it to your camera lens by means of adjustable set-screws—any camera lens for 8mm and 16mm—wind the mechanism and press the button—the BOOL CINE FADER does the rest. Booklet with BOOL gives complete instructions for all transitions. So simple, anyone can do it.

Still priced at $18.75 including Excise Tax, while they last. At your dealer’s, or order from us direct. Fully guaranteed.

American Bolex Company, Inc.

HOME MOVIES

TITLE CENTERING GUIDES

10¢ EACH

Available for every popular make and model 8mm. and 16mm. cine camera are these simple centering guides that assure quick, accurate centering of camera with title board—regardless of size of title cards used.

Mereply place guide in card holder (with typewriter titlers) line up through camera viewfinder, and shoot title. Large title areas require enlarging guide lines with ruler and pencil according to illustrated instructions.

Centering guides, printed on durable paper stock, available for the following cameras:

8MM, FEVERE (ALL MODELS) 8MM, SINGLE LENS FILMO
8MM, MAGAZINE CINE KODAK 8MM, TURRET FILMO
8MM, CINE KODAK 20 8MM, CINE KODAK 2E
8MM, CINE KODAK 60 8MM, CINE KODAK 6

16MM, KEYSTONE 16MM, CINE KODAK "K"
16MM, FILMO "111" 16MM, FILMO "111" MODELS
16MM, FILMO "111" 16MM, CINE KODAK 1E
16MM, VICTOR 16MM, CINE KODAK 1E

BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!

HOME MOVIES 6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
unity of the war—the "onesty" of the struggle.
Scenes of severe air-fighting are shown around the vital outposts at Dutch Harbor, Alaska, Port Moresby, New Guinea, and Darwin, Australia. The fury of the Jap attacks on these strategic points show their importance as military bases. As the coverage of the global conflict continues, we gain insight to the never-ending Battle of the Atlantic. Ships go down—too many of them for comfort—but we see also the steady tightening measures of counter warfare, from giant convoys to depth-bombing patrol planes.
Next reviewed is war on the home front. War Production Board Chairman Nelson gives a grim warning that we are not yet doing our best. There are glimpses of just a few of the weapons that soon will make our enemies sing a different tune. Tanks in mass production. Gigantic seaplanes take the air. The new Army Commando Planes to carry air borne infantry and even Jeeps and artillery! New Liberty ships slide down the ways in ever increasing numbers. New fighting vessels are launched. The scene shifts to our neighbors to the south. Mass demonstrations hail the entry of Brazil into the war—another link in the United Nations' chain!
Amazing action shots are seen of Russia engaged in her life-and-death struggle against the ruthless invaders. Russia fights on, adding new leaves to her laurels and gaining precious time for her allies to mount an offensive. England's Churchill flies to Moscow for a series of vital conferences with Stalin.
The prelude to the second-front offensive which must come is seen in the ever-growing strength and fury of the R. A. F. attacks on Occupied France and Nazi Germany. American bombers participate! Then the daylight Commando and American Ranger raid on Dieppe, France is shown, the real tip-off to the serious business ahead. Other as yet un-announced last-minute shots to reach Castle offices complete this historic movie picture. These films will be the "collector's items" of the future.

Why didn't my film win...

• Continued from Page 421

interrupted by frequent pairing of splices. It is unfair, of course, to expect the judges to patch films as they review them and the interruptions thus caused detracted from the films' appeal.
In addition to the above faults in use of picture making equipment, many pictures failed because of lack of continuity, bad sequencing, or inadequate titling and editing. Outstanding perhaps, was the lack of close-ups in many films—pictures would begin, roll on, and end all in long shots without a single long or medium shot cut in to emphasize important points. With one picture in particular, its success depended upon a surprise twist in the final scene. Yet this scene was played in a medium shot instead of the tight closeup that would enable spectators to catch the gag instantly to make it successful.
Inadequate or just poor titling continues to be the one big stumbling block of many amateurs. Lack of sufficient descriptive titles tops the list of shortcomings, with poor title composition next. Technical quality of titles, surprising enough, was considerably better than in previous years, proving that amateurs are learning how to make titles. Many, however, tired easily; made a main, end. and possibly one or two sub-titles for their films, and called it a day. This criticism applies, of course, where the film definitely needed more titles to explain the picture and make it more coherent. Many contestants need to study more the art of composing a descriptive or spoken title, to understand the magic which well-worded titles impart to a picture. "White Waters" which placed first among the documentary films and received the achievement award for titling is a splendid example of fine title composition. The captions aroused interest in the picture at once and held it until the final scene.
Many contestants, especially those who submitted travel and vacation films, failed to maintain interest in their pictures through the medium of sequencing built on patterns of long, medium and closeup shots. Behind this fault, of course, was the lack of forethought in planning a filming expedition. In many films, there were shot after shot of scenic vistas, but few interest-holding sequences of people doing things within the scenes. By neglecting the human interest angle and failing to inject interesting shots of subjects close to everyday life, these filmmakers left out the real motivating factors of their pictures.
Last and no least important, many pictures lacked a general theme. Obviously these films were not planned as contest entries at the time they were photographed, but were sent in later after the whole had been spliced together and titled. Here, drastic cutting and retitling would have done wonders. There were several entries in the contest run-
ning hundreds of feet in length that might be trimmed as much as 50 per cent and thus become the equal of many trophy winners.

Indeed, except where poor photography prevails, almost every film that did not place in the contest can be improved by re-editing, re-titling, or both.

In short, a clear cut idea, good photography that includes interesting camera angles and closeups, plus a ruthless use of the scissors in editing, and adequate titling invariably land a film in the winners’ circle.

**Guide to indoor exposures**

**W**inter time is indoor filming time—time to get out photofloods and reflectors for filming movies of festive days ahead—Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years.

A guide to quick exposure setting where photofloods are used is the table below which is based upon use of photofloods with approved reflectors and careful attention to footnote data.

---

### EXPOSURE TABLES FOR PHOTOFLOOD LAMPS

For Use With Good Reflectors

| Photoflood Lamps | Distance to Subject in Feet | *Diaphragm opening for films with Weston Madea speeds of:*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/10</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/10</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For Weston speeds of popular films refer to Exposure Meter Guide on another page. (See Table of Contents.) This data based on interiors and subjects of medium color.

For light colored subjects and interiors close diaphragm one-half stop.

For dark colored subjects and interiors open diaphragm one-half stop.

---

### Better Results with the new 8 mm Baia FILM VIEWER

**$8.50**

It's the low-priced viewer that professionals and amateurs have been waiting for! The brilliant image can be viewed with both eyes at the same time. Contains accurate film snotcher eliminating waste in splicing.

**THE PERFECT XMAS GIFT FOR THE 8MM. HOME MOVIE FAN.** See your dealer now.

---

**EVERY 8MM. FAN WANTS CINE EXTENAR**

It's the new WIDE ANGLE lens that every cine fan needs to catch the whole picture. Simply screws over regular 8mm. lens, providing identical focal length and definition plus a WIDE ANGLE.

**$27.50**

For full particulars, write today

**CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.**

48 West 29th Street

New York City

---

**NOVEMBER 8MM. MOVIE FILM**

**ONYX**

*100 ft. 16...**$2.25**

*25 ft. 8/8...**$1.00*

*30 ft. Univex...**$0.65*

**RATINGS**—30-DAY GUARANTEE for Daylight Processed.

**Weston 50 MIN.**

**KEMWOOD FILMS**

**BERNOI-MOURE RECORDER**

**GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY**

**16mm SOUND on Film**

**BERNOI-MOURE RECORDER**

**295-A Merchandise Mart**

**CHICAGO**

---

**When you Buy BAIA You Buy the Best**

*Precision Made—Guaranteed Perfect* 

*For Your Dealer or Direct* 

**BAIA MOTION PICTURE ENG.** 

**BAIA MOTION PICTURE ENG.** 

**160 Victor** 

**Highland Park, Michigan**
Mood Music for Movies...

- Continued from Page 424

be found in the libraries of average music stores and are listed here according to mood:

Calm and Peaceful

Spring Song (Mendelssohn)
Narcissus (Nevin)
Hungarian Rhapsody No. II (Liszt)
Afternoon of a Farmer (Debussy)
Andante Cantabile (Tschaikowsky)
William Tell Overture (Rossini)

Sad, Slow

Rivor Moldau (Smetana)
Largo-New World Symphony (Dvorak)
Valse Triste (Sibelius)
Andante Cantabile (Tschaikowsky)

Light

Mignon Overture (Thomas)
Pomme (Fibich)
Anitra's Dance (Peer Gynt) ( Grieg)
Benvenuto Cellini Overture (Berlioz)
Dance of the Hours (Ponchielli)

Gay

Poet and Peasant Overture (Suppe)
Entry of the Gladiators (Fucik)
Parade of Wooden Soldiers (Jessel)
Zampa Overture (Herold)
Bartered Bride-Ballet (Smetana)
Dance of Mirlitons (Nuricrack, Tschaik)

Fast

Light Cavalry Overture (Sappe)

MIDNITE MOVIES FOR NOVEMBER

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it ‘The Movie of the Month.’ This movie is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker. This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for judging. Those films submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1941


1942

JANUARY: “Latitude 26,” produced by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.


MARCH: “Snap Happy,” produced by Ted Geerts, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodakochrome production, 700 feet in length.

HUNGARIAN DANCES & S (Brahms)
Pique Dame Overture (Sappe)
Prelude in G minor (Rubinstein)
Hungarian March (Berlioz)
Tambourine Pt. 2 (Wagner)
Flight Bumble Bee (Rimsky-Korsakow)

MAJESTIC

Meistersinger Overture (Wagner)
Tannhauser Overture (Pt. I) (Wagner)
Siegfried Funeral March (Wagner)
Aida-Grand March (Verdi)
Marche Slave (Tschaikowsky)

WILD, TEMPESTUOUS

William Tell Overture (Pt. IV) (Rossini)
Flying Dutchman Overture (Wagner)
Die Walkure-Kite Valkyries (Wagner)
Rienzi Overture (Wagner)
Overture of 1812 (Tschaikowsky)

WIERD, MYSTERIOUS

Dance Macabre (Saint-Saan)
Fingal’s Cave Overture (Mendelssohn)
Night on Bald Mt. (Moussorgsky)
Cathedral Engstulee (Debussy)
Sorcerer’s Apprentice (Dukas)

DANCE

Blue Danube Waltz (Strauss)
Emporer’s Waltz (Strauss)
Tales from Vienna Woods (Strauss)
Skater’s Waltz
Minuet (Bocherin)
Glow Worm (Finche)

DEVELOP YOUR OWN MOVIES IT’S EASY AND THRILLING

Send for one of these low cost sets and develop your own movies. It is possible to develop both color and black and white film, and prepare prints developing powders. Simple step-by-step instructions. Write for literature and prices.

SIMPLIFIED DEVELOPING OUTFITS

Complete curved tube set

Cost $1.00 each

Write for free catalog giving all prices and descriptions of sets.

FROMAGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

100 W. Church Street
Elmira, N.Y.
Movie amateurs will find further assistance in selecting a library of records in the many books available describing the mood and content of classical music. An example is Cobbett's Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music, also Grove's Dictionary.

In addition to musical recordings, sound effect recordings are also available—many of them from musical dealers or directly from makers of records. Any home movie that is filled with action will be the more realistic when screened if recorded sound effects are also added to the presentation.

Combination phonograph recorders have now become so popular and inexpensive that many amateurs have availed themselves of the opportunity to make complete recordings for their films on this combination equipment, combining background music, narrative dialog and sound effects in one recording. With priorities, however, causing recording equipment to become scarcer every day, most amateurs must be content with playing musical recordings with their films for the duration. But the skill they will acquire in this comparatively new phase of their hobby will better prepare them for the wider field of sound for home movies that is certain to open up for them after the war.

Salvage those shots...

*Continued from Page 428*

Intensifier known that will not change color of the image on reversal or positive film. It gives proportional intensification and is easily controlled by varying time of treatment:

**Stock Solution No. 1**

*Avoidophos Metric*

Silver Nitrate... 2 Ozs. 60.0 grams
Distilled Water to make... 2 Ozs. 1.0 liter
Store in brown bottle.

**Stock Solution No. 2**

Sodium Sulphate... 1 oz. desiccated, (Eastman Kodak Co.)... 2 Ozs. 60.0 grams
Water to make... 32 Ozs. 1.0 liter

**Stock Solution No. 3**

Hypo... 3½ Ozs. 105.0 grams
Water to make... 32 Ozs. 1.0 liter

**Stock Solution No. 4**

Sodium Sulphate... 1 oz. desiccated, (Eastman Kodak Co.)... ½ oz. 15.0 grams
Elon... 34.5 grams 24.0 grams
Water to make... 96 Ozs. 3.0 liters

Prepare the intensifier for use as follows: Slowly add 1 part of solution No. 2 to 1 part of solution No. 1, shaking or stirring to obtain thorough mixing. The white precipitate which appears is then dissolved by the addition of 1 part of solution No. 3. Allow the resulting solution to stand for a few minutes until clear. Then add, with stirring, 3 parts of solution No. 4. The intensifier is then ready for use and the film should be treated immediately. The degree of intensification obtained will depend upon the time of treatment which should not exceed 25 minutes.

Examine the film closely at frequent intervals to determine when proper degree of intensification has been reached, then remove the film from the solution and immerse it for at least two minutes with agitation in a plain 30 per cent hypo solution. Follow this with a thorough washing in cold water, either running or changed at frequent intervals. Do not allow a stream of water to play on the film at any time as this will damage the emulsion. After the film has been thoroughly washed subject it to drying by wiping off, with a chamois or viscose sponge, all excess water. Suspend film where a flow of air will complete the drying process.

Intensification seldom gives as much improvement in a film as is necessary to make a good shot out of a bad one, and unless the shot is an important one which cannot be retaken, it is hardly worth the trouble. On the other hand, an underexposed shot, unless it is so dark as to be pretty well opaque, can usually be thinned out sufficiently to be worth the trouble of reducing it.

Build continuity...

*Continued from Page 421*

an interesting print. With the cinemator, he must make his shot right at the beginning. And certainly the widespread practice of still photographers in cropping their shots in the final printing stage proves the theory that excluding extraneous subject matter from a scene and concentrating on the main subject or subjects, makes the most interesting picture.

Once the movie amateur understands the importance of ultimately accenting his pictures with closeups, he will begin to understand the fundamentals of good movie editing and will, as a result,
endavor to prepare the right kind of material for editing at the time of shooting. In time, the more experienced cinefilmer will learn to appraise the subject on which he is about to train his camera lens; will analyze its most interesting point, then build gradually toward this point with one or two shots, climaxing with the closeup.

And this applies to all the average subjects of amateur movie filming: children, flowers, vacation trips, etc., as well as to the more serious kind of motion pictures. Before we can have continuity we must have sequences of shots which move logically to a climax. These, edited together properly, will provide continuity.

**Backgrounds for titles...**

*Continued from Page 436*

camera, and certainly at much less expense. Prints for such background use should be slightly diffused and printed quite dark as shown in Fig. 2. The lettering, of course, should be white where black and white reversal film is used for the titles. For positive film titles, a negative or "reverse" print should be made of the background illustration and the title text lettered in black.

If the background subject is a photograph or picture of value which would be marred by lettering, the lettering can be applied on a panel of celluloid or glass and this laid over the background illustration. This expedient may also be followed where rough fabrics or paper are used for the background.

Double exposure is still another method by which valuable backgrounds may be used without the necessity of applying lettering to them. The title is lettered or printed on a flat black card and photographed. The film is then wound back in the camera and the background photographed next. Result will be a superimposition of the title over the background which is the method followed by many professional titlemakers. A feature of this method is the fact control of contrasts is permitted. The background exposure can be reduced to obtain the required subdued effect.

In short, the rule to be followed in making titles is to "keep the background in the background" for subtitles—don't let the background dominate the title.

### Emulsion Ratings for 8mm and 16mm Films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulsion</th>
<th>Schlarer</th>
<th>Weston</th>
<th>E.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGFA Ansco</td>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Panchromatic</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Supremat. Negative</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Panchromatic</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Filmmatic</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Twin 8.Pan</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Twin 8.Pan</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Twin 8.SSE Pan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Twin 8.SSE Pan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Straight 8 Pan</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Straight 8 Pan</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUPONT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan (Rev.) Type 203...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan (Rev.) Type 239...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Pan (Rev.) Type 203...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sup.-2 (N-P or Bt.) Type 203...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 231 Pan (N-P or Bt.)...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Type 600...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bound Record. Pan. Type 68...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTMAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Simon X Pan...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Simon X Pan...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Safety...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Sound Pan...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Pan...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16mm Positive...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Simon X Pan...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Simon X Pan...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm Positive...</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodachrome (4 and 10mm)...</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodachrome (A) 10mm...</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodachrome (B) 10mm...</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEMERAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Pan...</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ratings for last four Dupont films are for straight development. Ratings for reversal depend upon processing formulas and technique employed.**

**With filter.**
Contest Winners

Kodachrome by John L. Young, Los Angeles, Calif. (See Pg. 346 Sept. '42 Home Movies).

Snap Happy, 700 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by Ted Geurts, Salt Lake City, Utah. (See Pg. 104 March '42 Home Movies).

Story of An Egg, 1100 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by M. M. Rosenbloom, Petaluma, Calif.

Story Yosemite Tells, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by George L. Rankin, San Francisco, Calif. (See Pg. 64 Feb. '42 Home Movies).

That's An Idea! 200 feet 8mm. Kodachrome by Ray Rieschel, Robbinsdale, Minn.

Ten Gallons of Gas, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, Calif.

The Magic Closet, 150 feet 8mm. black and white by W. D. Garlock, Los Angeles, Calif.

The Ugly Duckling, animated cartoon, 100 feet 8mm. Kodachrome augmented by re-recorded music on disc, by Denny Plumlee, Amarillo, Texas.

Achievement Awards

Photography—Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, for the fine camera work in his 16mm. picture, Latitude 26.

Editing—Roland Ray, Los Angeles, for excellent cutting and editing of his picture, Rita of Rocky Ranch.

Titling—C. A. Willis, Merced, Calif., for outstanding achievement in titling his picture White Waters.

Sound—Jack Helszowski, Los Angeles, for technical excellence in post-recording disc sound with Synchro-Sound system for his 200 foot 8mm. Kodachrome picture Trials of Life.


Limited space compels us to forego describing the content and merits of the winning films. This will be postponed until the December issue at which time we shall also tell about the individual accomplishments that won for contestants the achievement awards.

Home Movies staff wishes to congratulate each and every contestant for his splendid efforts. Especially do they wish to commend those amateurs who participated in previous contests and who came back again this year with films that demonstrated marked progress and improvement in technique. Those who failed to place in the contest, we sincerely hope will strive harder than ever to be numbered among those in the winners' circle next time.
Reviews of amateur films

Continued from Page 418

terior lighting and general photography. Cutting and titling are very good. A 2-star merit leader was awarded the film.

"Don't's Wedding" is patterned after the 16mm. wedding picture produced sometime ago by Pat Rafferty of Long Beach, Calif., and reviewed at length in August, 1941 issue of Home Movies. Filmed by W. E. Tymeson of Wallingford, Conn., the picture is in 8mm. Kodachrome, 150 feet in length.

Briefly it is a record of a wedding that takes in practically every very important phase from the wedding announcement in close-up to the final scenes showing the groom carrying bride over the threshold of their new home.

Camerawork is good with some under-exposure noted in a few scenes. Continuity idea is good, the treatment of which was fair. More of a story treatment would enhance the value of this film for audiences outside the maker's family. Nevertheless, it rates and has received a 2-star merit leader from Home Movies' reviewing staff.

Round Table

One of our most productive and instructive programs was one in which the club was divided into sections for round table discussions. Each member could choose which of several groups to join for the evening, including those for beginners, trick photography, exposure, etc. In this way we all were able to gain the benefit of the experience of other club members who were qualified to exchange helpful information.—Metro Movie Club, Chicago, Illinois.

Unique Program

Each year the program furnished by a local doctor who shows films of his summer fishing trip to the Lake of the Woods in Canada is a highlight of our year. Price of admission is old clothes, shoes, hats, jewelry, toys, etc., or anything that Indians of the reservation in which he fishes can use. Last summer after his lectures of the previous year he took with him 65unny sacks of stuff to the Indians and you should see them clamor for it! The doctor was made an honorary chief.—Kalamazoo 8mm. Cinematographers, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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TITLE troubles

By GEORGE W. CUSHMAN

If you have any questions pertaining to titles or title-making, Mr. Cushman will be glad to answer them. Address him in care of Home Movies or his residence, 504 Stanton Avenue, Ames, Iowa. In explaining your title troubles, include information such as type of equipment used, film, light source, and where possible, send along a sample of the title film. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish an early reply.

Q. How can I animate titles—that is, make letters appear one by one—when my camera does not provide for single-frame exposure?—A. N., St. Louis, Mo.

A. Assuming titles are black with white letters and are to be filmed with black and white reversal film, simplest method is to cover entire title with card of same black material as title background. Start camera, then move card—exposing the words one letter at a time. This is applicable, of course, only with short titles of one to three words.

Q. Using positive film, is it possible for me to get greater contrast by composing my titles of black cut-out letters pasted over tissue paper and illuminating them from the rear?—H. B., Tulare, Calif.

A. It is very doubtful. Unless source of backlight was considerably diffused, an objectionable “hot spot” would appear in the title. Correct exposure and proper development of positive film titles made the regular way—titles lettered in black on white cards—will produce necessary contrast.

Q. Various articles and books on titling suggest the use of “sans serif” type where title cards are to be printed. I do not find the word “sans serif” in the dictionary. Please explain this term.—J. K. D., Miami, Fla.

A. Sans serif type faces are those in which the characters do not have the short fine finishing lines at top and bottom as in the case of the type used in this paragraph. Sans serif type is a bold face type like this—A, B, C—where all lines composing the character are of the same width and are undecorated. Such type is recommended for titles because it photograph better, is easier to read on the screen.

Q. I’m trying for some searchlight “beam” effects in a major title. So far I’ve had poor success. Can you suggest how I can get the same effect as the professionals do?—J. M. McK., Kenosha, Wis.

A. Most of the professionals obtain the “beam” effect by having the beams painted on panels of celluloid which are laid over the title and rotated to give the desired effect. Sometimes the beams are photographed first and the title text superimposed over it. You can do the same.

Q. What is the proper manner of presenting a picture in the opening or main titles—how should main titles be worded?—H. O’N., Utica, N. Y.

A. Best answer is to study main or introductory titles of any current theatrical motion picture. Most amateurs begin thus: “John Doe presents Our Family Album”—usually all in one title, followed by credit title: “Photographed by John and Mary Doe.” If the picture is a scenario, title listing the cast follows.
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ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine

12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.
In Canada, $3.50—Foreign, $3.50
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. S.

HOME MOVIES
360 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Send to

Address

City . . . . . . . State . . . . . . .

☐ New ☐ Renewal ☐ Gift

Send to.

Address

City . . . . . . . State . . . . . . .

☐ New ☐ Renewal ☐ Gift

Enclosed find $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sent in by

Address

City . . . . . . . State . . . . . . .

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
THE REEL FELLOWS

c/o Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, California.

I am enclosing one dollar (1$1) membership fee, for
which please enroll me as a member of The Reel Fellows
and send me my membership card, camera insignia, and
gold emblem pin. I have been shooting movies (length
of time)..................................................................

My equipment is 8mm. 16mm. ..............

Name........................................................
Address..................................................
City .............................................. State

Send This WITH ONE DOLLAR ... W

HETHER your equipment
is 8mm. or 16mm.—and no matter
how long you have been shooting
movies—you should enroll now and
join that grand organization which
incites a friendly and fraternal feeling
between all amateur cinematog-
raphers, THE REEL FELLOWS.

All sorts of advantages immediately
become available to aid you on your
glorious trip to more fun, friends,
knowledge, economy, prestige and
standing in the ranks of non-profes-
sional movie makers—when you join
THE REEL FELLOWS.

First you sign the coupon above
and send it in to headquarters
with one dollar. It is just as simple as that.
You then receive a gold pin, the em-
broid of the organization which intro-
duces you to every other member on
site. Also an insignia for your camera
which labels your equipment. Your
membership card completes the cre-
dential package you receive just as
soon as your application has been re-
cieved by THE REEL FELLOWS.

Upon request, the club will then
forward to you a list of other members
in your community so you may make
friendly contact with all those ama-
teur movie cameramen pledged to
cooperate with you. According to the
locality in which you live you may or
may not find that there is already a
charter branch of the organization. If
not, help the others start one. In any
case, boost with your fellow members
for your own local club of THE REEL
FELLOWS.

Give a helping hand wherever and
whenever you can. You'll find the
other members doing just that for
you. That's the spirit of the finest
bunch of movie amateurs that ever
clicked a cine camera. You'll really
begin to appreciate it when you join
the question-and-answer correspond-
ence phase of the club now being en-
joyed by hundreds of members across
country. Or when you go on your va-
cation and discover that wherever you
go, you'll find THE REEL FELLOWS.

Yes, if you own a camera and have
the slightest spark of enthusiasm in
your blood, you owe it to yourself to
join today. Then watch that spark
explode and free those pent-up emo-
tions of yours—to go places and do
things—shooting for "The Movie of the
Month" and the many other awards available to all members of
THE REEL FELLOWS.

REEL FELLOWS

FRIENDLY FRATERNITY OF MOVIE AMATEURS

And Become ... A REEL FELLOWS

You Owe It To Yourself To Get The Most Fun
Out Of Making Movies By Joining Right Now!
Your boy writes you a letter on a sheet of paper—regular letter size. This is photographed on Kodak microfilm—is reduced in size to about a quarter of a square inch. Now it has only 1/100 of the weight of normal mail.

With thousands of other letters—85,000 letters weighing 2000 pounds weigh only 20 when reduced to microfilm—it is swiftly flown from his distant outpost to America.

Here, again through photography, the letter addressed to you is "blown up" to readable size—folded, sealed in an envelope, and forwarded to you. It is as clear as the original writing. It really is the writing of your boy because it's a photographic print.

And your letters to him, which you write on special forms, go by the same space-saving, time-saving V—MAIL.

Kodak developed and perfected the process... Pan American Airways and British Overseas Airways, the two great pioneers in transoceanic air transport, blazed the air trails... and the three companies, as Airgraphs, Ltd., offered the service to the American and British governments.

In April, 1941, under the trademark "Airgraph," England first employed the system to solve the problem of getting mail to and from the forces in the Near East. The Airgraph System was gradually expanded until it knits the British Empire together with about a million letters a week—personal and official.

And now the men serving overseas in the American armed forces also have the benefits of this form of speedy correspondence.

Airgraph, or V—MAIL as it is called here, is an adaptation of Kodak's Recordak System which has revolutionized the record-keeping methods of thousands of banks and business houses. Many records of the U.S. Census, Social Security, and Army Selective Service are on microfilm—error-proof, tamper-proof, lasting photographic copies of the original bulky records...Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Price 25c
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION, $2.50

HOME MOVIES

December - 1942
LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY AMATEUR MOVIE MAGAZINE!
CHRISTMAS entertainment . . .

Highlight your holiday entertainment with a home movie show featuring animated cartoons from renowned Hollywood Producers—movies of popular animated screen characters now available to you for home projectors.

MICKEY PLAYS SANTA CLAUS—Mickey and Pluto as street musicians, are mistreated by a rich family. Taking toys and tree of spoiled rich boy, they make Christmas merry for poor family. No.—1401-B.

MICKEY’S ORPHAN CHILD—An orphan left on their doorstep, Mickey and Pluto have a hilarious time caring for it. They soon find orphan is more than a match for them. Order by No.—1501-A.

CHRISTMAS CHEER—Featuring the three monkeys, Meany, Miny and Moe, who bring cheer to a poor family on Christmas day. An ideal yuletide film for children. Order by catalog No.—1205-A.

DR. OSWALD—Oswald administers a mustard plaster to his patient only to have it boomerang back at him with hilarious results. Entertaining to young and old. Order by No.—9-A.

BOSKO'S BAD WOLF—Bosko dreams he is chasing a big wolf and gives the animal the worst of it, only to find it was his pal Bruno disguised in a wolf-hide rug! Order by No.—1803-A.

BOSKO'S SPOOKS—Bosko and Bruno investigate a deserted house, run on to what they think are spooks, only to discover they have unwittingly been fooling themselves. Order by catalog No.—1805-A.

by Walt Disney

Featuring:
Mickey Mouse
Minnie Mouse
Pluto
and others

by Walter Lantz

Featuring:
Oswald Rabbit
Meany
Miny
and Moe

by Hugh Harman

PRICES

100 Ft. 16mm. $3.00
50 Ft. 8mm. 1.50

Except 1401-B, “Mickey Plays Santa Claus”—priced as follows:

200 Ft. 16mm...........$6.00
100 Ft. 8mm........... 3.00
Copyright 1942 and published monthly by Ver Halen Publications, Hollywood, Calif. No part of magazine may be reprinted without specific permission.
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Merry Christmas to all!
THE MOST FOR YOUR MOVIE MONEY!

That’s the aim of every camera user—and that’s what you have with KIN-O-LUX MOVIE FILM. For the speed and latitude to “get” the picture and the projection quality to “give” finer results provide a more complete enjoyment in motion picture making—at prices lower than any other film of comparable quality.

KIN-O-LUX MOVIE FILMS

KIN-O-LUX GOLD SEAL Indoor Only
(No Outdoor Ratings)
Weston 100; Scheiner 29

KIN-O-LUX No. 3
Indoor-Outdoor
Weston 50; Tung 40
Scheiner 26

KIN-O-LUX No. 2
Outdoor
Weston 12; Scheiner 30

Go to your dealer today. Ask for KIN-O-LUX FILMS in the size and footage you require. They are still available. If your dealer cannot supply you [the demand grows greater every day] go to another nearby dealer or write directly to us.

KIN-O-LUX, Inc.
Dept. H12 105 W, 40 St. NEW YORK CITY

Information PLEASE

Readers: This department is for your benefit. Send in your problems and our technical board of professional cameramen will answer your question in these columns. If an answer by mail is desired, enclose addressed stamped envelope.

What’s A Stop? (Don Smith, Camp Young, Calif.)

Q. Please explain just what a lens “stop” is. Is it the difference in lens opening between whole numbers? In other words—would setting a lens from f/9 to f/11 be considered closing down one “stop”?

A. Rather than a definition of a stop, we assume you wish to know to what extent increasing or decreasing exposure constitutes a full stop. Although not all lenses are calibrated alike, the following table embraces the English-American series of stop numbers. Each f/ number is a full stop:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{f/1} \\
\text{f/1.4} \\
\text{f/2} \\
\text{f/2.8} \\
\text{f/4} \\
\text{f/5.6} \\
\text{f/8} \\
\text{f/11.3} \\
\text{f/16}
\end{array}
\]

Closing down the lens from f/9 to f/11 would amount to 1/2 stop.

Switching To Eight (Jas. Landon, Duluth, Minn.)

Q. I’m going to economize for the duration and switch from 16mm. to 8mm. Can I have my library of 16mm. films reduced to 8mm? How much will it cost?

A. Yes, your 16mm. films can be duplicated in 8mm. width. There are a number of laboratories who specialize in this work, one of which is the George W. Colburn Laboratory, 99 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill. You will have to write to them for prices.

Light and Meters (Jerome Halsey, Seattle, Wash.)

Q. What is the difference between the terms "incident light" and "reflected light" as applied to the use of exposure meters?

A. The light falling upon an object is called the incident light. Reflected light is that reflected by the scene or object towards the camera. With the latter, reading is taken with meter at camera position or with meter pointed

Continued on Page 477

A Message to the public and the retailer:

GOERZ PHOTO LENSES
are an AMERICAN product since 1899
made by AMERICAN labor
in an AMERICAN - owned factory

We have no connection with any other firm

TO THE RETAILER:

Because of their accuracy, Goerz lenses are front line photo-optical equipment in many fields of activity of our Nation at War.

The utmost is being done to meet the demands of the Government for these photographic precision tools.

From time to time there may be available some of these fine anastigmats for civilian use and we invite you to write us about your requirements.

There is a Goerz Lens for Every Purpose
To help you in the selection of the proper lens our long experience is at your service—for detailed information and prevailing prices see your dealer or address Dept. NH-12

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
Office and Factory
317 East 34th Street New York

FOR ALL MOVIE FILTER NEEDS!

Harrison CINE KIT

4 FILTERS and DUAL SNAP SHADE TO MEET ALL MOVIE FILTER NEEDS—both Kodachrome and Black and White.

The new Harrison CINE KIT contains a special Aero Lock Ring, a Dual-Snap Aluminum Sunshade, and the following 4 base Durline Filters: YL-6, GY-4, RD-4, and GR-4. Case is of durable 5-mil. Elkhart, felt lined, 14%3 and up.

If desired Kodachrome users may substitute a C-F and HAZE filter for any two of the above.

HARRISON & HARRISON
OPTICAL ENGINEERS
8351 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Write for Free Illustrated Folder Today
The children's woe at finding no gifts turns to joy after a rollicking movie cartoon treat! Santa arrives! Wooden soldiers march! Mice steal toy train! Like magic the missing gifts appear! A grand Christmas movie for your family! Order it—show it this Christmas!

All Castle 16 mm. Films are Vap-O-Rated.
All Castle 8 mm. Films are also treated.
GET IT or give it for Christmas

The new G-E Exposure-meter Manual is packed with "practical stuff" that you can use every time you take, print, or enlarge a picture. Contains 97 pages of answers to puzzling exposure-meter problems—all up to date, all authoritative, all checked by the G-E Photo Data Service Bureau.

HERE'S ONLY A PARTIAL LIST OF THE CONTENTS

Exposure of color film
How exposure affects the picture
Subject and color brightness
Reflected-light readings
Incident-light readings
Technical explanation of exposure problems
Using the exposure meter as a light meter
Using the meter in the darkroom
Procedure in control printing

Don't be without this fund of exposure-meter information. You'll get better picture results—more fun out of your picture making—and you'll make the most of your photo materials. Get this new book at your G-E photo dealer's today. General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

PRICE, $1.00
SOLD THROUGH PHOTO DEALERS ONLY

GENEral G-E
006-315

The Reader SPEAKS

Lens To Title

In the November issue, reader F. M. Spoonagle questioned Stanley Andrews' statement in a recent article on the subject of titling to the effect that "... distance from title card should be measured from camera lens when an auxiliary lens is used." Spoonagle contends measurement should begin, not from the camera lens, but from center of concave surface of the auxiliary lens placed ahead of the camera lens for titling purposes.

Answering Mr. Spoonagle this month, at our behest, is Dr. A. K. Baumgardner of Peoria, Ill., a specialist in optics and one of Home Movies' Advisory Editors:

Sirs: Regarding Mr. Spoonagle's statement, I am inclined to think that we are splitting hairs to a finer degree than is necessary for our purpose, but am pleased to advance my ideas and develop them further if there is any need to do so.

To refer to the article by Stanley Andrews in which he states that the distance should be measured from the camera lens to the title card when an auxiliary is used, I feel that he is correct, with the provision that auxiliary lenses are always placed as close to the camera lens as is possible. All instructions relative to the use of auxiliaries stress the importance of this, considering that deep lens mounts or shades, or matte boxes which would hinder one in placing the auxiliary close to the camera lens should be removed or modified. However, the camera lens with an auxiliary added should be considered as a complete unit and if the two elements are in reasonably close contact, the measurement is practically the same. At any rate the difference is so slight that it can be ignored for all practical purposes.

To explain this further, we know that we must set the camera lens for infinity which, if used alone, will focus parallel rays of light at its own focal length. When we photograph a title at short range, we do not have parallel rays of light and therefore place the auxiliary in front of the camera lens which will render them parallel before entering the lens system in order to retain the same focal length.

If, however, the two lenses cannot be placed close to each other, certainly the distance should be measured from the inner surface of the auxiliary to the title. In advanced optical computations this is the general practice. Therefore, I do not feel that Mr. Spoonagle's optometrist friend is wrong because he suggests his theory, as he is applying advanced optical principles which is commonly used in lens systems. In ophthalmic lenses which are usually curved to correspond to the excursions of the eye, we have what we know as vertex refraction and refers to the effective power of the lens on its ocular or back surface, and all computations are made from there. There is such a wide variety of lens powers for the ophthalmic adaptations that they also involve lenses of various thickness and curve, and since all spectacle lenses are worn at about the same distance from the eye, computations are made from there. If a spectacle lens is drawn away from the eye, it increases in power or has effectively more "plus."

The main reason for placing an auxiliary photographic lens close to the camera lens is to avoid the marginal distortion of the auxiliary itself. The rays of light going through the auxiliary remain parallel for the interval which exists between the two lenses, if the lens is of proper power to correspond to the distance of the title. If the lens is drawn away, marginal distortion increases and although the rays of light would still be parallel as long as the proper distance is maintained between title card and auxiliary, we would soon be photographing the lens itself rather than the light which comes through it.

It is my contention that for all standard lens mounts which are considered regular equipment on present 8mm. and 16mm. cameras, an auxiliary placed in front of the camera lens will be close enough that the measurement can be made from either the auxiliary or the camera lens without endangering the quality of the photographed image. The interval between the two lenses should be no more than half an inch at most and usually less. This difference appears to me to be too slight that it is doubtful if one could distinguish two titles photographed with each of the two measurements.

I shall be pleased to continue any controversy that may arise from this and, if necessary, to go deeper, will offer any information I can.—Dr. A. K. Baumgardner.
Many people who had planned to buy Revere 8mm movie equipment for Christmas will be unable to do so this year. It is, therefore, more important than ever that those who are fortunate enough to own equipment share their pleasure with others.

If you have a camera why not take movies of your neighbor's children now and surprise them with a reel of film this Christmas?

IF YOU are planning to buy a Revere 8mm motion picture camera or projector for Christmas—you had better start looking now! Some dealers still have a few available. But their stocks are dwindling fast. For Revere is now fully converted to the production of precision-built aircraft instruments and war supplies.

On land and sea as well as in the air, precision-built Revere radio instruments and parts help to maintain vital communication contacts—so essential to coordinated war efforts.

Other Revere made war products (the nature of which cannot be disclosed) are also helping our armed forces rid the world of tyrants who would destroy freedom, self-government and everything we hold dear. Revere is proud to have been entrusted with the production of these war supplies all of which require high standards of accuracy. Revere craftsmen, accustomed to meeting rigid specifications for precision in making Revere Cameras and Projectors, welcome the privilege of applying their skill to products which will help speed the final victory. Revere Camera Company, Chicago, Illinois.
The rapidity with which this outfit can be set up...its sturdiness and flawless panning make it a perfect combination.

- Assures steady horizontal movie panoramas.
- Panning and tilting control.
- Legs twist to shorten or lengthen.
- Top is easily removed.
- No more annoying handles to get in the way.

$27.50

Mail Orders Filled

Willoughbys

110 West 32nd Street, N. Y.

World's Largest Camera Store
Built on Square Dealing
Established 1898

REVIEWS...

of Amateur films

by J. H. Schoen

MOVIES of children continue to make up more than 60% of amateur filming. While some of these pictures consist of nothing more than an assortment of record shots filmed at random and at widely separated intervals, still an increasing number of fathers and mothers who own cine cameras have gone in for more serious picture making of their children with the result that more and more good continuities lately have been submitted to Home Movies' editors for review. The reviews which follow are of three such pictures—each one a masterfully production from the standpoint of continuity and editing.

"The Things I Like To Do" embodies an idea applicable to almost any family with children, combining scenery with shots of a little boy and girl in natural every-day activity. Picture opens to introduce the two children in a beautiful garden. They stop to rest close by a flower bed and the little boy asks: "What do you like to do best?"

By way of reply, what the little girl likes to do best is told in sequences of scenes of her favorite activities. She tells the boy she likes to play in a beautiful garden and there is a sequence, well edited, that shows her walking through flower beds and smelling of the pretty buds and blossoms. She likes to swing, play in the surf at the beach, to swim, and dozens of other activities all of which are pictured in sequences that begin after each spoken title in which she tells the boy of her likes.

The picture is in 16mm Kodachrome, running 225 feet in length. It is excellently photographed and marked by consistently good exposure in spite of the fact many of the shots were made in full or semi-shade.

Tilting is an outstanding feature both from standpoint of composition and execution. Text, well composed, was arranged in block title letters over wall paper backgrounds in harmony with theme of picture.

While this picture received a 3-star merit leader, it came pretty close to making the Movie of the Month.

"Adventure At Six" at once suggests a splendid idea for a picture of a child—a picture that depicts a tot's activities after six-o'clock when most of them are put to bed for the day. In this instance, a naughty little boy put to bed early, dreams he runs away from home.

The dream sequences show him breaking his pig bank and then wrapping up the coins and a few meager belongings in a red bandanna and stealing out of the house without bidding his parents goodbye. After traveling some length, he smells the inviting aroma of mulligan stew cooking over a campfire and encounters some tramps encamped beside a railroad track.

The tramps, friendly at first, invite the lad to join them. One spies the lad's kit and asks him to show what is in it. When the tramp spies the coins he attempts to snatch them from the lad and a tussle ensues. At this point the boy awakes to find his mother actually tussling with him in an effort to awaken him for breakfast.

The story was carefully worked out and flowed fairly smoothly. Interest in the climactic scenes could have been heightened by cutting to a few more closeups, especially where boy encounters tramps. What is needed here is a closeup of the tramp as he discovers the boy peering at them from a nearby thicket; the tramp calling slyly to the boy; and then a closeup of the boy showing his expression in reaction to this. On the other hand, filmer employed closeups at other points to accent interest in the story, indicating he knows the full value of this medium. The picture received a 3-star merit leader. It was in 8mm and ran 200 feet in length.

A splendid story idea backed up by fine photography and good editing and titling is "Lemonade, Inc.," a 200-foot 16mm Kodachrome picture produced by A. A. Merrill, Schenectady, N. Y. Story concerns two teen age girls who are confronted with the dilemma of a circus in town and no funds with which to take it in—having spent all of their weekly allowance.

Taking a cue from the circus, they decide to set up a lemonade stand on the lawn in front of their house. A neat and imposing affair it is, too, with clean, sparkling glasses and attractive pitchers of lemonade and orangeade. However, the business is a flop. They even mark down the price from 10c to 5c per glass but sales fail to materialize.

Finally a farsighted playmate—a boy...
Now-own the all-American "Football Home Movie"

Flashing runs! Smashing tackles! Lightning plays by famous players! Breath-taking moments from the year's greatest games! Here's a thrill a second! A great sports masterpiece! The football epic every fan will want to own and show! Order now!

All Castle 16mm. films are processed by VAP-O-RATE.
All Castle 8mm. films are also treated.
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PEAK MOMENTS FROM THESE GREAT GAMES!

ARMY-NAVY
YALE-HARVARD
INDIANA-PURDUE
BOSTON COLLEGE-FORDHAM
NORTHEASTERN-IllINOIS
DUKE-NORTH CAROLINA
OHIO STATE-MICHIGAN
NOTRE DAME-WISCONSIN
DARTMOUTH-PRINCETON
MINNESOTA-IOWA

(Subject to change and addition)

ON SALE AT YOUR PHOTO DEALER—OR
SEND HANDY ORDER FORM BELOW TO HIM
HERE'S a full page of yuletide movie titles prepared by Edmund Turner especially for Christmas Movies. Designed to fit the average typewriter titler, many of them suggest ideas for a complete holiday continuity.
PLANNING YOUR CHRISTMAS MOVIES NOW...

BY WALTER BROWN

Th ere are two ways to film a Christmas movie. One is to begin shooting, Christmas morning, without any definite plan. The other is to prepare a shooting script in advance—and follow it. Usually, where we follow the first plan, we eventually find ourselves staging a few post-Christmas shots in February or March in an effort to strengthen the continuity weaknesses observed in a leisurely post-holiday study of filming results on the screen.

The thing to do, then, with Christmas just a few weeks away, is to plot our holiday picture now. Let us survey the picture possibilities in terms of continuity of our family and home, and plan a series of sequences that, when carefully edited, will net us an interesting and successful motion picture of our holidays.

A young married couple without children will plan a different movie story than the father and mother with a couple of eager youngsters who believe in Santa Claus. The family planning a big dinner and a houseful of guests must slant their movie filming accordingly. Regardless of the group in which you belong, your movie must have a logical beginning and end, with continuity linking sequences in between.

Most filmers like to begin their Christmas pictures with a symbolic shot—a snowy outdoor landscape, a wreath on a door, closeup of Christmas cards being addressed, or of children writing letters to Santa Claus, etc. Some filmers will shoot their entire picture in symbolic shots, picturing Christmas activities in a series of closeups of hands in action—hands addressing cards, writing letters to Santa, checking off Christmas lists, wrapping gifts, trimming the tree, hanging up stockings, tucking the last gift among others at the foot of the Christmas tree; and then on Christmas morning, switching on tree lights, opening gifts, examining them, setting the dinner table, eating, and finally—switching off the lights at close of a happy Christmas day. This, of course, is a very sketchy record of Christmas, but it is complete and retains continuity until the final scene.

In a few words, continuity in a Christmas film story means beginning the picture and following through with our camera step by step as the day's events take place. We decide to begin with a closeup of Jerry fast asleep. He awakens, clambers out of bed and makes for the living room. We pick him up with camera as he comes through living room door; as he stops in awe at sight of the gaily decorated tree and the myriad of toys beneath it. Our camera follows him as he moves toward the tree and we move in closer to capture the interesting expression that comes over his face as he reaches the electric train Santa brought. In this same manner we treat other interesting action throughout the day. We shoot it in short sequences instead of recording the action pot-shot fashion.

And what about Christmas filming ideas? Usually the movie amateur will have little trouble choosing a basic idea for his holiday film. Where there are children in the family, action naturally will center around them. The story can begin with the usual activity of writing letters to Santa and mailing them; of shopping at the gaily decorated store windows; hanging stockings over the fireplace; trimming the Christmas tree, mother placing the gifts; about the children having gone to bed. A variation of this, of course, is to have father costumed as Santa, distributing toys beneath the tree.

Following this should be a sequence showing the children discovering their toys on Christmas morning and plenty of closeups should picture their action in unwrapping gifts or playing with their newly-acquired toys.

For those whose Christmas will consist of a large gathering of friends and relatives for dinner, the film record can begin with addressing and mailing of invitations or Christmas cards. The arriving guests can be pictured individually as they deposit gifts beneath the tree and again as they gather around the festive dinner table. Concentrate upon individual closeups when gift distribution takes place after dinner, if that is the plan, and some amusing shots may be had. Often Christmas movies are brought to a close showing all gathered about the piano, singing Christmas carols.

Continued on Page 47
Eleven Prize Films
And How They Won

Were it possible for every reader to witness a screening of all the prize-winning films in Home Movies' 1942 Amateur Contest, they would observe, in the exceptional quality of photography, editing and titling, the unmistakable results of Home Movies' unceasing editorial efforts to raise to higher standards the average movie amateur's technique. In every instance, winners of the eleven trophy awards showed marked improvement over contestants of previous years.

The Lloyd Bacon trophy winner is an outstanding example of conscientious amateur motion picture production. And when Richard Cassell, its producer, was ushered onto one of the sound stages at Warner Brothers' studios to receive from director Lloyd Bacon the top trophy award for his brilliant effort, he must have experienced the thrill that comes once in a lifetime. For Cassell deliberately had set out to win this award.

"Warriors of Another World," running 800 feet in 16mm. Kodachrome, is a documentary of fighting insects presented in a highly dramatic manner. It depicts such insects as ants, black widow spiders, scorpions, the praying mantis and others in combat with natural adversaries. Each battle was staged in a replica of natural surroundings: desert for the battling scorpions, a brick wall for the encounter between black widow and a Jerusalem cricket, etc. Careful attention was given to lighting. Lucid titles give interesting data concerning subjects in the film and Cassell's exceptional microscopic photography bring live closeup studies on the screen of the multi-faceted eyes of the fly, the sting in a scorpion's tail, the awesome face of the black widow spider and others. All photography was microscopic or semi-microscopic, achieved through use of lens extension tubes. More complete details on the filming of this picture are given by the producer elsewhere in this issue.

Receiving the trophy for First Award in the scenario films class was "Rita of Rocky Ranch," a 400-foot black and white 8mm. picture produced by Roland Ray of Los Angeles. This picture was the Movie of the Month for April 1942 and was described in detail in the April issue of Home Movies.

Story concerns an attractive though dishonest young woman ranch owner with a piece of land to sell. Saturating a patch of it with oil, she leads a prospective buyer into believing it's oil-bearing land. A secret service man disguised as a cow-hand nips the plot and a bang-up fight, western movie style, climaxes the picture. Camera work in this picture proves it is possible to obtain photography of depth and sharp focus in 8mm. when camera is in the right hands. Editing was an outstanding feature of this picture and netted Ray a second trophy for Achievement in Editing.

"Latitude 26" captured second place in the scenario films class. Produced by Leo Caloia, Los Angeles, the picture runs 400 feet in 16mm. black and white and was the Movie of the Month for January 1942. Story concerns a hen-pecked husband given to day dreaming. Given a schedule of Sunday chores, the husband falls asleep and dreams he's transported to the tropical island of "Ah" 8000 miles away where he's dined and entertained by beautiful native girls. Just as he's about to receive a kiss from one, he's awakened by his dog licking his face. His irate wife intercedes at this point to put him back to work mowing the lawn.

A well developed original story, fine direction, and exceptional editing and titling are highlights of this picture, second only to the fine camera work which also brought Caloia the special trophy award for achievement in photography.

"Well I'll Be," a production of the Parkchester (N. Y.) Cine Club and photographed by George Kirstein, took third place award in the scenario films class. Marked by a fine original story, good photography, and clever titling, this picture concerns a young married couple and particularly the wife whose efforts to wheedle her husband into buying her a fur coat have been unsuccessful. A girl friend suggests she resort to a little trickery, put her husband on the spot so, in an effort to square himself, he'll buy the coat.

The husband is persuaded into hiring a secretary on the pretense he looks overworked. Wife's girl friend poses as secretary, lands the job. According to

- J. O. McCracken with handsome plaque awarded him in Home Movies' contest by U. S. Forest Service for his Forest Defense Film, "Carelessly They Start."

- Continued on Page 4-6
Choosing a type for your Titles

Last month we mentioned that backgrounds for titles should be chosen that harmonize with subject matter of the film. Now we go a step further and state that even the style of lettering should be in keeping with the subject matter. If theme of film is powerful or dramatic, titles should likewise be bold and substantial. If the film covers the subject of flowers, or children or small animals for example, a more delicate, even slightly "arty" title style may be followed. A successful film definitely affects emotions and reactions with its theme, and this result can be made more effective by supporting it with proper title style.

Inasmuch as an extensive titling job should, and usually does, involve the use of printer's type, our discussion will treat the various popular type faces available for this purpose. That type faces possess personalities that have very definite influences upon people is supported by typographers who use type to attract reader attention. A message set in the right type face goes far to condition receptiveness of the reader. And so it is with titles.

Little wonder, then, that the movie amateur who wants his film to be complete in every respect will be particular in choosing a style of type for his titles that not only will conform with, but compliment theme of his film.

Some film subjects suggest no certain mood, were not intended to; and these, of course, may be titled with any of the simple type styles—even with typewriter type. But the amateur with a film that carries a strong message or theme will pay particular attention to type selection and, where titles are to be made by some commercial laboratory, will insist upon selecting the type face himself.

Suppose the film in question is a documentary about trains. Observe the chart of titling type on this page. Which type would you choose for the main title? For the sub-titles? Trains usually suggest power, massiveness. Obviously, then, we should choose for the main title a face like Othello, and Franklin or Bernhard gothic for the sub-titles.

Contrast these and other type faces in groups 1 and 2 with those in group 3. The latter are more appropriate for the lead titles of films on the subject of trees, flowers or any other subject of a graceful or delicate nature. These type faces never should be used for sub-titles. Their delicate lines and fine serifs would be lost in reproduction and projection, rendering titles composed of them hard to read from the screen. This is especially true for 8mm films.

Previously in these pages we have stated how important it is to have sub-or descriptive-titles as simple as possible—plain backgrounds with the plainest of type used in composing the title text. The most acceptable type styles for sub-titles are those known as sans-serif—without serifs. Serifs are the fine lines that decorate a type character at top or bottom. So fine are they, they become lost in the finished title because of inadequate optics used by most amateurs in title making, and this results in confusion for the spectator trying to read the title as it appears on the screen.

Of all the type faces in group 2 which are particularly adapted to sub-titles, only one—Cheltenham Bold—is a serif type; but the serifs are bolder than many others and this type photographs very well. In fact it is used exclusively by one news-reel company in all its titles.

The skilled hand letterer who prints his own titles with lettering pen and • Continued on Page 473
16mm. SCREEN TESTS
aiding talent search...

BY CURTIS RANDALL

ONLY yesterday young men and girls, aspiring to movie stardom, came to Hollywood to work in service stations and drive-in sandwich stands close by the studios, hoping to be discovered by the searching eye of a studio talent scout. And many were. Today it's a different picture. There's a shortage of players in Hollywood—both male and female. Studios are scouring the hinterlands for potential Lamours, Grables, Paynes and Gables.

Playing an important role in this talent search is the 16mm. camera. Quick screen tests are filmed in 16mm. Kodalochrome, screened the next day in the studio's projection room. But more important: Studios now are actually encouraging movie aspirants in distant cities to submit their own screen tests on 16mm. film for the studio's consideration.

In the van of this revolutionary movement is RKO studios, whose chief talent executive, Ben Piazza, recently announced that his company is encouraging every talented young man and woman with screen aspirations to have a screen test made of themselves with a 16mm. camera and submit it to RKO.

To date, RKO has placed under contract, more than twenty new youthful players on the strength of 16mm. film tests. Not all of these tests, of course, were amateur-made. Most of them were filmed on the studio lot with a 16mm. Bolex by Jack Bentley, RKO's screen test cinematographer. But the amateur-made tests received equal consideration, and where the material was not ample, in judgment of the talent office, the film was returned with suggestions for shooting additional footage. Where re-screening of the expanded test reel indicated promising talent, the hopeful aspirant was summoned to Hollywood for personal interviews and additional tests.

All this has resulted in RKO setting up a definite formula which the amateur may follow in shooting a screen test. "Most important," states Mr. Piazza, "is the necessity of shooting most of the footage in closeups and to allow enough footage to each shot that will enable us to study the person on the screen without having to project the film over and over again." Obviously, the usual editing technique of holding each scene to a minimum of footage cannot hold true in a screen test.

The accompanying illustrations are frame enlargements from a 16mm. test made of Jean Brooks, on the strength of which Miss Brooks was signed to a long-term contract by RKO. These pictures illustrate the type of shots called for in RKO's screen test formula. If there's a potential actor or actress in your family or among your circle of friends—a boy or girl genuinely photogenic who has had some dramatic experience, amateur or professional—here's your opportunity to help them along toward a screen career by making a screen test they can submit to Ben Piazza at RKO studios in Hollywood.

First thing to remember is that all screen tests must be on 16mm. Kodalochrome. No black and white or 8mm. films will do. And where possible, they should be filmed at 24 frames per second, although this is not absolutely essential. No exaggerated makeup should be used on your subject—just the usual face powder and cheek and lip rouge. All scenes should be shot out of doors under natural light and, as much as possible, in shade where there is ample overhead or reflected light. This makes for more naturalness in subject's expression, eliminates wrinkles and squint otherwise caused by strong sunlight.

The whole routine of the test should be carefully planned in advance, although it is unnecessary to make all shots in the exact order in which they will appear in the finally edited picture. If the aspirant is a skilled rider, roper, top-dancer, skier, swimmer, etc., he or she also should be filmed in such action with the camera placed to compose the shot to the best advantage to subject.

The opening shot of the series should

• Frame enlargements from 16mm. screen test of Jean Brooks, RKO player, showing type of scenes desired in screen-test reel.
HIS BARNYARD MOVIES PAID OFF!

BY WARREN CARIN

This service cost but $1 for each merchant, and there were plenty of takers for this inexpensive advertising. In due time, more far-seeing business men prevailed upon Smith to produce full reel pictures of their business or service, and thus Smith had come of age as a business film producer—and at the ripe old age of fifteen years!

That fall, Smith was commissioned to make a trip around the state and film all the candidates of one political party up for election. Smith's neighbors began employing him to make movies of weddings and their children's birthday parties. Requests for putting on benefit shows became too numerous to handle. In fact, by now, his producing in-

* Continued on Page 474
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NOW THEY'RE SHOOTING 35 . . . !

BY JACK IRWIN

When Uncle Sam needed a couple hundred cinematographers in a hurry, where did he look for them? You guessed it—among amateur movie makers. Here was a vast array of capable cine camarists with a wealth of experience behind them. Uncle Sam's Signal Corps was faced with the monumental task of either training raw recruits in the art of cinematography or conscripting most of Hollywood's studio cameramen. To do the latter would seriously impair the government's program for morale and training films and, of course, to train men with no photographic experience whatever would require more time than available. Speed is essential in this war. Obviously, the already trained amateur was the logical answer to the problem.

With cooperation of the Research Council of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, the Signal Corps formulated a training program that included some of Hollywood's ace directors of photography as instructors. Advanced movie amateurs were invited to enlist in the Signal Corps Reserve and receive this coveted professional training. To date, some 300 of the best amateur and semi-professional cine photographers have been accepted for schooling and, within the sound stages of Hollywood studios evenings and Sundays, the cream of America's movie amateurs have received instruction in the fundamentals of professional cinematography under tutelage of such important cameramen and technicians as John Arnold, chief cinematographer for MGM, Alvin Wyckoff, and Emery Huse, motion picture film expert of Eastman Kodak Company.

And who were the lucky movie amateurs chosen by the Signal Corps? Well some of them are pretty well known to readers of this magazine. There's Dudley Porter, producer of the 8mm. Movie of the Month for April 1941. Porter was a student in class 1 guided by that old master of motion picture photography, John Arnold. He graduated with top honors and is now receiving secondary training at Camp Crowder, Missouri.

Harry Downard of Redding, California, is another. Downard, long a keen student of cinematography, has been a frequent contributor to Home Movies, topped the marks of all his fellow students, and was chosen by John Arnold to remain in Hollywood to act as assistant instructor as long as the amateur training sessions shall continue.

David Bradley, known for his many multi-reel 16mm. productions such as Peer Gynt, Oliver Twist, and others is now schooling, getting consistently high marks in his weekly exams. Bradley's sensational 10-reel (4000 foot) 16mm. production of Oliver Twist was the Movie of the Month for May 1942.

Then there's Arthur Faure, a Los Angeles amateur whose fine 16mm. Kodachrome work was described in the October 1942 issue. Faure has completed his schooling and is also receiving his

• Pictures show MGM's John Arnold (checkered coat) demonstrating to rookie cinematographers proper method of carrying tripod-mounted camera; difference between over- and under-exposed negatives; and care of lens equipment.

• Potential Signal Corps cameramen were given thorough training in use of all makes of standard 35mm. cameras. Here Arnold coaches student in art of quickly focusing lens of Mitchell camera,

• Continued on Page 471
HOW I MADE MY PRIZE-WINNING FILM

BY DR. RICHARD L. CASSELL

Warriors of Another World, documentary of fighting insects and 1942 Lloyd Bacon Trophy winner, is the result of a filming adventure in the realm of natural science. How did I happen to film this picture? What gave me the inspiration? These questions have been asked many times. Frankly, along with amateur movies, natural science has been a kindred hobby. Hence the desire to combine the two in one supreme effort. And supreme it was, too! The entire picture was filmed nights between the hours of 10 p. m. and 2 a.m. when sensible people—not camera daft—were reposing in the arms of Morpheus.

I hadn't progressed very far before I was gulping in mild desperation at a bite too big to swallow. Many obstacles at once presented themselves and, having no previous experience in cinemicrography, considerable footage was wasted in experimentation. I had witnessed many pictures—still and moving—on natural science subjects which, to my way of thinking, left much to be desired. It seemed other photographers had been content to record nature factually. They overlooked the tremendous possibilities in presenting nature dramatically. This then, was my cue: to film a number of interesting insects in natural action and to present them dramatically. To dramatize such subjects, it followed they must be filmed in action—unusual action. So I decided to film only insects with fighting instincts and to picture them in fighting action.

The characters chosen for my film were field ants, an insect known as the ant lion, orb-weaving spider, field spider, black widow spider, scorpions, and praying mantis. In subordinate and less fortunate roles were moths, butterflies, a blue burglar wasp, and a Jerusalem cricket, each of which succumbed to the preying or pugnacious instincts of the previously mentioned insects. Houseflies, bees and ants had small roles in a brief prologue opening my picture, the purpose of which is to demonstrate on the motion picture screen the tremendous strength and other attributes of the average insect. A lone ant was pictured carrying a matchstick with apparent ease—a load several times its own weight. A closeup of the compound eye of the ordinary fly was emphasized in a montage showing the multi-faceted eye-surface. This shot was made after shooting several feet of film of a girl poised with a fly-swatter held as though about to pounce upon a fly—just as the fly would see it.

The sprocket holes were carefully trimmed from the footage and the film cut into strips of equal length and cemented side by side on a panel of clear glass. Then a panel of opal glass was placed on the other side, making a sandwich, and the composite panel illuminated from the rear. Training my camera upon this, the closeup of "what a fly sees" was obtained.

Most of the subjects were collected in the desert wastes of Imperial Valley, two hundred miles south of Los Angeles. I made several trips in search of them and because I had not yet learned how to keep my diminutive actors healthy in captivity, especially during the long, hot trip back to my home, I had to retrace my steps in attempts to bring them back alive. I soon discovered I could put my specimens to sleep until time for their appearance before the camera, inducing suspended animation by placing them in a thermos bottle half filled with cracked ice.

Many of my subjects were anesthetized with a whiff of chloroform. Fooling around with these bugs I learned much about gas decontamination and resuscitation. Many an insect was "brought to" by gently vibrating its abdomen, thereby ventilating the sphericals therein. Anesthetized insects always photograph well because what reflexes remain active cause just enough movement to be picked up normally by the camera. Normal movement of some insects is too rapid to be photographed successfully at any camera speed.

There were four phases in the actual production of this film: photography, with its myriad of unexpected problems; editing, with its all-engulfing exactitude and the tedious splicing to camouflage the fact it was a splice; construction of miniature sets and its attendant camera angle problem; and finally, testing and selecting insects which were sufficiently photogenic as well as willing actors.

As a performer, due credit must be given the black widow spider. Pour on all the light—and heat—you want, point your camera toward all of her eight eyes, and gives her a playmate (or victim) ten times her size and watch...
Filming your first movie SCENARIO

BY STANLEY E. ANDREWS

HAVING guided our class of beginning movie amateurs through eleven sessions devoted to the essentials of good amateur movie making, we shall apply our final session to the subject of producing a scenarized picture. A scenarized picture is one that is filmed from a prepared script. It may be a pretentious dramatic effort, a documentary, or a simple playlet built around family incidents with members of the family making up the cast.

Assuming the filmer is fully qualified to undertake filming a scenario by virtue of extensive previous camera experience, two things are important before undertaking a production: a capable cast and an acceptable story. The most satisfactory length for a story film is 400 feet 16mm. or its equivalent in 8mm. Therefore, it is important to choose a story which can be told in approximately 100 to 150 scenes or shots. Upon the cast will depend the success of a story, good or bad, for unless they deliver to the best of their individual abilities, the picture will suffer. It is important, therefore, to place the leads or most important parts in hands of the most capable persons regardless of family connections or politics. And believe me, having to favor certain relatives or friends in casting a home movie play is often one of the most difficult obstacles to surmount.

Much of the cast’s acting success depends upon capable direction by the producer. If each actor is thoroughly rehearsed and given definite lines to speak in every scene in which he is supposed to have something to say, his action will be nearer professional than when left to his own devices.

Another thing: don’t undertake at first a picture requiring a large cast. If this is done, considerable difficulty is sure to follow in getting everyone together on the days shooting is to take place. And if one important player fails to show up, shooting simply cannot go on; for unlike with a stage play, another player cannot carry on in his place before the camera. It is important therefore, not only to have a very definite commitment from each of the cast to be on hand for every scene in which they are to take part, but to stick with the production until the very last scene is made. Another thing that must be considered too, at this time, is casting men who may be called up in the draft before the picture is completed. This has happened several times recently with result that production had to be abandoned.

One thing the amateur must strive for at all times is to avoid anything that will appear corny on the screen—overacting, bad makeup, silly situations. Remember, people are accustomed to seeing good dramatic pictures and fine acting performances on the theatre screen—in sound. The amateur cannot hope to match the Hollywood product and should not attempt to ape it. There is a happy medium which the amateur can follow and follow successfully. We cite as examples some of the amateur films which have been reviewed in Home Movies and credited as excellent pictures, namely: Fledglings, A Pain In The Night, Cock and Bull Stories, Latitude 26, Father’s Time, Rita of Rocky Ranch, Murder By Magic, Mister X, and Well I’ll Be!—all excellently acted, directed and produced.

And where should one look for good stories to film? Well, sometimes that is a task. The nine films just mentioned are from original stories, conceived and written by the producers or the production staff. Good ideas abound in every day events about your home, in newspaper headlines, and in magazines and books. Amateurs are usually free to use any published material for home photos as long as the completed film is not to be put to commercial use.

Those who decide to write their own dramatic story will, no doubt, put in some time studying theatrical motion pictures. In this way the method of pre-
NO shafts from Klieg lights pierced the skies when "Mister X" was given its world premiere Hollywood-fashion in a cozy little Glendale home theatre. But all the rest of the Hollywood fanfare that customarily accompanies a world premiere was there—a galaxy of sumptuously dressed notables, the microphone in the lobby into which guests spoke briefly as they passed into the theatre, the usual speeches and all the rest. Thus, a little differently, did "Mister X" make its debut—the film that has since been selected by the editors as the Movie of the Month. Thus, also, did Norman Brown, producer of the film establish himself as a master showman as well as a successful amateur film producer.

Sharing the spotlight with Brown in his noteworthy production is his wife, Alice, who wrote the clever story and continuity. The picture, in 8mm. Kodachrome, runs 200 feet and is augmented by a well chosen selection of musical recordings. The story concerns a man, Mister X, and a mysterious character played, incidentally, by Norman Brown, the producer. And here we must add that Mrs. Brown also assisted with the production, taking a turn at the camera whenever her husband was called upon to carry on with his role before it. Which was often. Brown appears to be a spy or perhaps a detective in the opening scenes. He's lounging nonchalantly against a lamppost when the Daylight Limited pulls into Glendale station. Mister X alights, looks furtively about, and scurms to the nearest taxicab. Brown hops in his car and follows.

At a mid-town intersection, Mister

X alights from his taxi and continues his journey afoot. Brown leaves his car and continues trailing his man several paces behind. Seeking to elude his mysterious pursuer, Mister X ducks into a movie. But Brown stakes out nearby, takes up the chase again when Mister X emerges hours later from the theatre.

By this time Mister X is pretty worried. In an effort to elude Brown, he ducks into a department store and attempts to conceal himself behind counters and clothing racks. But persistent Brown is right behind him, although having lost the trail momentarily. This is soon regained, however, when Mister X gets to his feet to get the lay of the land, finds he's come up between a customer and a saleslady demonstrating a

Continued on Page 475
**THE EXPERIMENTAL**

**Wall Screen Adaptor**

A wall-type, roll up movie screen can easily be adapted to hang on one of the regular photoflood light standards thereby converting it to a tripod type screen. A piece of wood, 2 inches wide and 1 inch thick is cut the same length as the screen case. In the center of this strip a hole is bored through the edge to fit over the adjustable sliding rod of the stand. It should be a fairly snug fit. A washer is soldered to the light stand about 2½ inches from the top to prevent the wood piece from slipping down. Two strong screw hooks are used at each end of the wood strip in the same position as the two eyelets on the screen case.

In use, the screen case is hooked over the screw hook, the screen pulled down, and the height regulated by adjusting the light stand rod.—George Carlson, Chicago, Ill.

**Kodachrome Fades**

A very simple method of fading-in and fading-out lead and end titles when using Kodachrome may be made by using regular Kodachrome film with photofloods employing the blue corrective filter for artificial light. Since regular Kodachrome under artificial light has a Weston rating of 3 it is necessary to open up the lens about four stops larger than under the same lighting conditions when using Type A Kodachrome. This being true, by starting the camera with the lens stopped down to F 16 and opening up to the correct exposure, which in my case was a little over F 3.5, a very excellent fade-in can be obtained. To fade-out, reverse the process, or close down to F 16.—C. B. Robertson, Baton Rouge, La.

**Rewind Brake**

Few commercially made film re-winds are equipped with brakes for applying tension on either or both reels while re-winding film. A simple braking device may be made for most all makes of re-winds from a piece of metal, a strip of felt and a small spring.

Most practical perhaps is to use a metal picture hanger for the purpose, slitting it lengthwise which provides two pieces—one for each rewind. The hanger is already curved to fit over the rewind spindle, saving one operation otherwise necessary where a straight metal strip is used.

Straighten out the other curved end of the hanger and drill a small hole in to which insert the end of a small spring or stout rubber band. Attach other end of spring or rubber band to editing board base with a staple or screw hook.

Line the curved surface of hook with small piece of felt. The hook is then fitted over the rewind spindle close to the rewind housing, furnishing tension to brake the speed of the rewind when revolving with loaded reel. Brake may be released by un-hooking the hanger from spindle. With some re-winds, brake must be applied to end of spindle after reel is placed upon it.—H. E. Moore, Los Angeles, Calif.

**More Light**

Replacing the regular 500-watt lamp with a more powerful 750 watt lamp in the Keystone R-8 projector will increase picture brilliance about 30%. To install larger lamp, loosen set screw and move back lamp reflector flush with lamp housing. Next remove lamp socket, then lengthen the slots in socket base by ½ inch. Bend top of air converter to accommodate increased size of 750 watt lamp.

Replace lamp socket and screw in 750 watt lamp. Move socket toward rear of lamp house as far as it will go and tighten set screws. Make sure lamp is accurately centered.

I have used the larger lamp in continuous projection for intervals of 4 hours, except for stops for changing reels, etc., without overheating projector or damaging film.—John Schuler, Scranton, Pa.

**Portable Editor**

Illustrated is a portable editing case in which is combined all the usual items; splicer, re-winds, film viewer, and space for cans of film. It folds into a box when not in use, protecting the accessories, yet making it possible to carry this equipment in as small space as possible. Inside dimensions of the kit are but 6-in. x 6-in. x 8-in.

The sides are of ¾” plywood and are attached to a ¼” plywood bottom by hinges. The ¾” plywood top is rigidly fastened to the back. When opened, the sides lie flat to form the complete editing board, as shown.

Attached to the bottom are the film viewer and water and cement bottles. Re-winds are mounted on either side and in such a manner they fold against the sides, the spindles protruding through holes as shown. Splicer is mounted on the front panel. Electric cord for illuminating viewer is wound around the viewer and I also provide a battery-powered light in case outfit is to be used in the
**CINE WORKSHOP**

field where regular house current is not available.—J. Marvin Blair, Hollywood, Calif.

**Iris Fader**

An excellent iris control to enable making fade-ins or fade-outs with 8mm. and 16mm. cameras can be readily made from a dime-store saw blade. The only tools necessary are a pair of pliers, a file and a hacksaw.

From the hacksaw blade, cut a strip 3/16 inch wide and 5 to 6 inches long, depending upon the size of the lens mount. File the piece to shape and bend to fit the lens mount, as shown in sketch. Slip a piece of rubber tubing or adhesive tape over the curved portion to assure a firm grip and prevent scratching lens mount.

In use, simply press at the point shown and slip over the lens. Remove it in the same way. The spring tension will hold it securely in place.

This gadget is far superior to any available commercially, because it can be attached or removed instantaneously, will not damage the lens mounting, and provides a firm, slip-proof grip.—H. C. Godbe, Salt Lake City, Utah.

**Filmviewer Improvement**

Illustration shows method of converting the F-R Action Editor into a projection model, providing for a projected image instead of a viewed image through the customary magnifying glass.

First step is to remove lens and mounting bracket from the editor. Next mount editor on its side on a plywood upright supported by a wooden base as shown. From plywood or metal, construct the framework shown in sketch which supports the projection lens, mirrors, and ground glass screen. Lens from your projector may be used and this may be mounted in a spring clip which will make its removal and replacement easy.

The two mirrors should be adjusted to focus on the ground-glass screen and the distance between mirrors will determine size of screen. Side position of F-R Action Editor permits threading film in usual manner yet obtain projected image right side up.—C. M. De Lauder, Holliday's Cove, West Va.

**Scene Index**

Movie shots may be marked and identified readily with the aid of simple device sketched below. It consists of a numbered dial which fits into a loose-leaf notebook, pages of which serve as records of scene footage, exposure and other data.

From a sheet of heavy white paper or cardboard, cut a piece the size of the notebook leaf. Punch holes along one edge to correspond to the notebook clips. Print figures 1 to 5 (or as many as desired) on one side, and continue with the numerals on opposite side. Figures cut from a calendar page and pasted on the card serve admirably. Next make two arrows from black paper or cardboard and fasten one on either side of the card with an eyelet or brass paper clip.

To use gadget, hold in front of camera with arrow pointed to proper numeral to identify scene, and shoot 3 or 4 frames. Other data may be written in note book. When film is processed, each scene will be numbered according to its proper position in the script.—John J. Lloyd, Long Beach, Calif.
Home movie LIBRARIES
Where to rent or buy 8mm. and 16mm. films

To augment your home movie shows, make use of the fine libraries of rental films, both sound and silent, maintained by your photo dealer for owners of 8mm. and 16mm. projectors. Rental rates are surprisingly low and new films are added at regular intervals. Dealers listed below will gladly assist with suggestions for one reel to full evening programs:

**CALIFORNIA**
HOLLYWOOD
Bailey Film Service
1651 Cosmo Street
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La Brea Ave.
Castle's Inc.
1529 Vine Street
Morgan Camera Shop
6242 Sunset Blvd.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1707 W. 8th Street

SAN FRANCISCO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
Photo & Sound, Inc.
153 Kearny St.
Robert Crawford Studios
126 Post Street
Telephone: Yukon 1234

SANTA MONICA
Stewart Photo Company
1297 Third Street

**CONNECTICUT**
WATERBURY
Majestic Pictures
P. O. Box 1125

**DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA**
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St., N. W.

**ILLINOIS**
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
4904 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1826 Larchmont Ave.
Films Incorporated
84 E. Lake Street
General Camera Company
2208 West Devon Avenue

**INDIANAPOLIS**
W. Stuart Botky
17 East St. Joseph St.

**IOWA**
Des Moines
Desker Bros.
3rd No. Federal Ave.

**KANSAS**
WICHITA
Jeff's Camera Shop
139 N. Broadway

**MASSACHUSETTS**
BOSTON
Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM.
Frank Lane and Company
5 Little Building

**MICHIGAN**
DETROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

**NEW YORK**
ALBANY
Albany Camera Shop Rental Library
204 Washington Avenue
KENMORE
Nixon Camera & Photo Supply Co.
219 Delaware Ave.

**OHIO**
CINCINNATI
Ralph V. Haile & Assoc.
215 Walnut St.
DAYTON
Dayton Film (B-18) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.

**OREGON**
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

**TEXAS**
DALLAS
National Ideal Pictures, Inc.
2024 Main St.

**WEST VIRGINIA**
CHARLESTON
Emery B. Simpson
818 W. Virginia St.

**CASTLE RELEASES**
Xmas Films

Prepared especially for holiday home entertainment is Castle Films' latest animated cartoon release, "Christmas Cartoon," built upon a gay, human interest story. A brother and sister, disappointed at finding no presents awaiting them Christmas morning are made happy after a rollicking home movie show in which they see good old St. Nick and familiar fairy tale characters frolicking in a gay animated cartoon. The show concluded, room lights are flashed on and all the presents they were expecting are awaiting them under the Christmas tree.

This special Christmas treat may be had in either 8mm. or 16mm. Other Castle Films yuletide subjects include "Merry Christmas" and "Christmas Time In Toyland."

Announced simultaneously with the above holiday film is Castle's "Football Thrills of 1942" featuring closeup action of the season's major gridiron games as gathered by the telephoto lenses of newsreel cameras. This film shows the great moments of the games you saw or of those you wished you could have seen from that seat on the fifty-yard line you failed to get.

Games from which action is included:

- Scene from "Christmas Cartoon."

- Football Thrills of 1942.

in this reel, subject to possible last minute changes, are: Army-Navy, Harvard-Yale, Boston College-Fordham, Notre Dame-Wisconsin, Ohio State-Michigan, Duke-Georgia Tech., Northwestern- Ill...
**HOME MOVIES FOR DECEMBER**

**PACE ft. cost sound new.**

INDIANAPOLIS, in. available Sound 16mm. a record Colors 1942" Laglen. starring "Trip" Zenobia" includes Housekeeper's All is Woods from "Woods" Stal.'ngrad. lovely, any Exposure-meter "hit" Kenneth Meter aton "Daughter," Adolphe and Royce's Amateur daughter. thousands of Converters with H.D. Hardy, Harry Lang- don and Billie Burke. "Trip" with Roland Young and Con stance Bennett; and "Captain Fury" starring Brian Aherne and Victor Mc Lagen.

**Housekeeper's Daughter**

A sparkling comedy, which was a boxoffice "hit" all over the country, has just been released in 16mm. sound by Post Pictures Corporation, 723 Seventh Ave., New York City. Entitled "The Housekeeper's Daughter," and starring lovely, dark-tressed Joan Bennett and suave Adolphe Menjou; it is the story of the glamorous daughter of a Park Ave. housekeeper who meets and finally mar ries the son of her mother's employer.

Other Hal Roach features available from Post Pictures in 16mm. sound in clude "There Goes My Heart" featuring Fredric March and Virginia Bruce; "Zenobia" (An Elephant Never For gets) with Oliver Hardy, Harry Lang don and Billie Burke. "Trip" with Roland Young and Con stance Bennett; and "Captain Fury" starring Brian Aherne and Victor Mc Lagen.

**Sound Advice**

"Sound Advice" is the timely title of a new and interesting booklet that tells how you can have sound movies with any 8mm. or 16mm. projector. Written by Kenneth Carlson, prominent sound engineer, it covers such subjects as stereo scopes, how to build dual turntables, how to synchronize projector with turntable, how to make a sound movie, how to connect a record player to ra dio for amplification, sound movies without a recorder, and a shooting script for a sound movie that does not require a recorder.

"Sound Advice" is available direct from Sound Advice, Box 19, Burnet Woods Station, Cincinnati, Ohio. Price is $1.00 postpaid.

**G-E Meter Manual**

Just off the press is a new 97-page Exposure-meter Manual published by the General Electric Company. A companion to the G-E Photo Data Book, the Manual deals with scientific aspects of photography related to exposure. Complete, easy to read, the Manual is sold through photo dealers at $1.00 per copy.

---

**American Bolex Company, Inc.**

155 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y. West Coast Representative: Frank A. Emmer Co., 2707 W. Pico St., Los Angeles, California

---

**KODACHROME 8MM. TRAVEL FILMS 16MM. SUPERR FILMS IN GLORIOUS COLOR**

"WAIKIKI HULA GIRLS," filmed in Hawaii. You will be delighted. Color Slides for $1.00 in each, and complete lists. A 4 ft. 8mm., or 5 ft. 16mm., color strip for projects, $1.50. We offer hundreds of fine film subjects for grown-ups; for children; color, black and white, silent or sound. Not to be confused with cheap toy films. Castle, Official, Hollywood Films.

**PARTY RECORDS**—Something new in adult entertainment. In stamp brings catalogues. RECORDINGS MADE TO ORDER—Music and Sound Effects. Any Recording Duplicated. 25-1/2 or 78 R.P.M.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

BAIL precision Al-Metal 8mm. Film Slitter, $2.75. 
FOTOFAX DYK for making Chemical Prints... 2.50
FOTOFAX WIPE-OFF TAPES, per roll.......
GUITAR, 6 string, or 6 strings with instructions...
DUPONT VISCOSE SPONGES, each... 
HOMO MOVIES, Rock Issues...
Not all months in any year, 1949-41-42... 3.90
TITLE DEVELOPER, tubes, each make 36 oz...
HYPO FIXING BATH, each make 24 oz...
CAMERA SPOLS WITH CANS—Each

Double 8 CANS, 8mm. Unique Supply... 25c
EXTRA CANS, Double 8mm. and Single 8 size...
100 ft. and 50 ft. 16mm.

**MOVIE TITLES ARE EASY TO MAKE**

Color. 20-25 ft. 50c; 100 ft. $1.50; 400 ft. $5.00; 700-700 ft. 50c; 100 ft. $1.00; 400 ft. $3.00; 700-700 ft. 50c; 100 ft. $1.50; 400 ft. $5.00; 700-700 ft. 50c.

**AT LAST**

Practical Sound Movies With ANY Size Film!

Revealed By a Sound Engineer In This Amazing Book...

---

**SOUND ADVICE**

A Book Explaining How You Can Make Sound Movies WITH or WITHOUT a Recorder.

ONLY $1.00

Going Fast!—Better Order NOW!

"Sound Advice"

Box 19, Burnet Woods Station CINCINNATI, OHIO
Filming your first scenario

Continued from Page 464

sensing a story on the screen can be absorbed much quicker than from reading dozens of books or magazine articles on the subject. Before we can begin a story we must have a plot. And this plot must develop logically to a forceful climax in the closing sequence of our film. If it does not, then we haven’t an acceptable screen story.

Many good ideas are presented factually that, with a little more imagination applied, could become outstanding amateur pictures. By adding one or two twists, the plot may be given real dramatic punch. I have in mind a story by one amateur. As he had written it, it involved a poor couple. The wife had just received a rare old clock, gift from an aged grandmother, recently deceased. Although, unknown to her, it was of immense value. She put the clock aside, valuing it only as a keepsake. The husband, ashamed of their increasing poverty, attempts to dispose of the clock for a few dollars. However, when one money lender offers more than he expected for it, he decides to shop around for a still better price. The way this film writer had written his story, the man eventually is offered $5000.00 for the clock and he and his wife are made happy. However, there is no suspense in the story. It is merely a factual account of the poor couple’s transition from poverty to riches.

It was suggested that the story be changed in the last sequences so that some misfortune occur to the man, temporarily at least, to deprive him of the clock for which he had been offered so much money. The story was changed so the man loses the clock unbeknown to his wife. She had declined all suggestions to sell it because it was a last gift from her dear departed grandmother. She would not part with it for any price.

However, the good husband, observing his wife doing without food and clothing, steals out of the house with the clock, makes his calls among the money lenders and then when offered the astounding price of $5000.00, returns home with the clock and to tell the good news to his wife and obtain her consent to sell it. The clock disappears during the night, and the manner in which it is retrieved coupled with the suspense already built up, made a fine dramatic picture.

Last, but not least important, is the need of adequate tools to work with in producing a photoplay. For unless there are plenty of photofloods and reflectors, good indoor scenes will not result. If sunlight reflectors are not used on exterior shots, photography will suffer in quality. Best bet is not to undertake an extensive production alone, but to enlist assistance of brother movie amateurs and friends. Give them a part in the film, too, and a smoother, more successful production will result. And don’t overlook the importance of giving every person connected with the production ample screen credit in the credits titles of your film. Everyone likes to see their name in print — especially when its on the motion picture screen.

How I made prize film . . .

Continued from Page 465

the fireworks! She’s a miniature demon!

The most photogenic, perhaps, is the Praying Mantis—so named because of the kneeling posture he assumes. His odd angular form, vicious appearance in ultra-closeups, easy taming, and absolute safety in handling, makes him the ideal subject for cinemicrography. Among the fighting insects he is death personified. He is somewhat light sensitive, but a little coaxing under subdued lights enabled me to obtain fine action closeups of him devouring butterflies and moths.

The battle between the scorpions was one of the dullest and most tedious to film. The scorpion is strictly a nocturnal insect. With lights off, action between the two battlers was fast and furious. But just as soon as the photofloods were snapped on, action stopped abruptly. It was only by persevering over a period of two months, shooting flashes of these insects at 8 frames per second, that a staggering pile of 16mm. footage was accumulated from which action strips, perhaps only a few inches in length would be cut and spliced together to produce a sequence of fighting action of reasonable length. Filming action of the other battlers: Spider versus fly; Ant Lion versus ant; Black Widow versus Jerusalem Cricket; and Praying Mantis versus moths and butterflies, was simply a matter of perseverance and proper adjustment of lights in order not to burn subjects
alive. One of the first problems I encountered was the light problem. If my photofloods were too hot, how was I to have enough light to make pictures? This problem was handled by changing lens equipment on my camera, using a combination of extension tubes with my one-inch or two-inch lenses. This enabled me to set up camera farther away from subjects and at the same time, move lights back, too.

The high degree of magnification required in cinemicrography made impractical the use of my regular tripod. Purchase of a heavy, more sturdy tripod followed, plus a substantial tilt-head. To this was added some specially hand-made equipment of my own, designed and built for the occasion. There was the plastic extension block, which may be seen in the accompanying picture, and which served two purposes: extended my camera so tripod legs would not be in the field of view, and absorbed some of the vibration transmitted to the camera whenever someone would move about the house. The slightest vibration you know, is highly magnified on the film in cinemicrography. Not all of the vibration effect was eliminated and it became necessary to trim the first and last half-dozen frames from each scene where vibration set in while starting and stopping the camera.

Another gadget was the micrometer head between the plastic block and the camera. This I constructed from various parts obtained in my laboratory. It enabled me to make the minute adjustments of distance between camera and the stage upon which subjects were to perform.

The stiffest problem of all was editing. No less than 80 percent of the entire reel is built upon an illusion. Action of the Praying Mantis leaping upon a butterfly was filmed over a period of two days—separate action which was carefully spliced together to appear as continuous. I don't mean to imply that nature faking was the result, but to the contrary. I was obliged to go to unbelievable lengths in order to create what actually transpires in insect life. Where the insects refused to perform continuously before the bright and sometimes too-hot lights, the action had to be captured piece by piece and carefully edited to appear naturally as continuous action.

Midst the discouraging moments and confusion which attended the making of this picture, there were also many laughable moments. One night two Scorpions scrambled off stage and disappeared. One was soon captured but the other really lost himself. We overturned every piece of furniture in the room, each moment expecting to be stung by the recalcitrant creature. After an exhaustive search, we finally lo-
16mm. screen tests . . .
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introduce subject in a closeup of head and shoulders, with a "slate" bearing necessary data regarding subject included as shown in the first photo, top row, of Miss Brooks. This "slate" should carry subject's name, age, height and weight. Allowing sufficient time for this data to be read from the screen, subject should then lower the slate to reveal a full, head-on closeup. And its o.k. for him or her to gaze full into the camera and smile if the urge occurs. And remember, forget the practice of allowing but five or ten seconds to a shot, as with regular home movies, and give ample footage to each take.

At this point it is timely to remind that subject should be pictured as naturally as possible—no gestures, no dramatics. That will come later, at the studio. To insure this naturalness, it is suggested that subject be given definite lines to speak to a person outside camera range. If subject is a man, allow him to light up and smoke a cigarette.

After the initial "identification" shot the routine is to shoot subject in closeup as he or she turns slowly from left to right. At start of camera, subject faces left with left profile toward camera. Remaining in this position about 10 seconds, subject is then directed to turn slowly toward the right until right profile is toward camera but stopping several seconds in each position so that action consists of "left profile, full face, right profile."

This routine should be repeated again, this time in a three-quarter shot, with camera about eight feet distant—taking in subject from waist-line up. And if you wish, subject may change costume or attire for this shot. Repeat this procedure a second and third time—each time with subject in different dress and posed against a different background.

The background against which subject is to be pictured is highly important to the success of a good test, for settings should be chosen which will enhance subject and which do not include distracting elements. For this reason, RKO now shoots all of their 16mm. tests out of doors in a garden spot not far from the studio.

Next should be added several three-quarter shots with subject facing camera but gazing out of scene—upward, downward, then toward camera—thus presenting a complete study of the face in various natural movements.

A series of "study" shots should follow next and these may be medium long shots that take in the entire figure, or shots of subject in some casual activity—reading a book or reposing on lawn or beach in a bathing suit or sun suit, for example.

All of the amateur's camera technique should be brought into play in filming a screen test. Some shots can be made in full sun, but for the most part they should be filmed in subdued or diffused light. Where possible, reflectors should be employed to lighten shadows or scims placed overhead to soften strong sunlight.

One hundred feet is good average length for a screen test although there is no limitation placed on the footage by RKO. Some test reels have run as much as 400 feet. However, the screen test should be as carefully edited as any other cine production. Anything objectionable in subject's action or photographic quality of the film should be eliminated from the reel. In editing, after the initial introductory shot, the shots should be varied. In other words, cut back and forth from closeups to medium or three-quarter shots. If there are any action shots of subject in dance, riding, diving, or other routines, these should be held for the very last as a sort of climax. The real climax, though, should be the most flattering closeup shot made in the entire series.

The aspirant—your screen test subject—definitely should have some dramatic experience—high school, church, or little theatre, etc.—otherwise you will be wasting time in making and submitting a test reel to a studio. Mere good looks, wavy hair and a six-foot stature mean nothing unless there are brains, personality and an aptitude for acting to back it up. The same applies to girls, except, of course, they certainly must not be six feet tall!

You, as cameraman, should know your camera angles and f stops exceedingly well, for upon the success of
Now they're shooting 35...
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basic training prior to receiving a camera crew assignment.

George Oliver Smith, who has been shooting 16mm. movies ever since he was in knee pants and whose cine exploits are recorded elsewhere in this issue, is another top ranking student who has completed his course. Still others are: Ed Whittemore, Jacob De Vries, Leonard Meyer, Don M. Miller, Russell Meyer, Robert Stewart and Matty Kemp who rated next to Downard in final exams. These are but a few of some 200 who have enlisted in the services of Uncle Sam to become field photographers and photo technicians in the Signal Corps Reserve.

Speaking of this training plan and the success it has achieved, chief instructor Arnold said: "Put to tests according to high professional standards, these amateur cine photographers have given an impressive account of themselves." We even suspect that many of them greatly surprised some of the old time professionals with their technical knowledge.

Schooling consisted of a six weeks' course, later increased to eight, in which the theory of cinematography was taught by specialists, like Emery Huse, for first half of the course, and practical camera work covered in the remaining weeks. Windup of each course was one or two days in the field actually making 16mm. films with professional cameras and equipment—Mitchells, Bell & Howells, Eyemos, etc. Each class would go out on location with a battery of cameras. Each student was given an assignment on which he was to select his own camera set-ups, determine his own exposures and shoot. The resultant films were screened and criticised during final session of the class.

The dream of many an amateur movie maker is someday to get behind

Movie of the Month

- Each month the editors of HOME MOVIES select the best picture sent in for analysis and designate it "The Movie of the Month." This movie is given a detailed review and a special leader is awarded the maker.

This award does not affect the eligibility of such films for entry in the annual HOME MOVIES CONTEST. They are automatically entered for rejudging with those films submitted especially for the annual contest. Films awarded the honor of MOVIE OF THE MONTH during the past 12 months are:

1942

JANUARY: "Latitude 26," produced by Leo Calola, Los Angeles, Calif. A 16mm picture, 400 feet in length.


MARCH: "Snap Happy," produced by Ted Geirw, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm Kodachrome production, 700 feet in length.

APRIL: "Rita of Rocky Ranch," produced by Roland Ray, Los Angeles, Calif, An 8mm. picture, 400 feet in length.

MAY: "Oliver Twist," produced by David E. Bradley, Winnetka, Illinois. A 16mm. picture approximately 4000 feet in length.


JULY: "White Waters" produced by C. A. Willis, Merced, Calif. A 16mm. Kodalchrome picture, 400 feet in length.


NOVEMBER: (No award).


your photography may rest the future of a potential screen star. All test reels should be directed to RKO Studios, Hollywood, California, attention Mr. Ben Piazza—and with ample postage included for their return. Those residing east of the Mississippi may send tests to RKO's eastern talent representative, Mr. Arthur Willi, RKO Bldg., Radio City, N. Y.
A Buy at $1.75... ESO-F

You can't believe it! 'Till you see it. New 16mm monochrome film-rated Weston 3/4-H for the low price of $1.75 per reel. Three reels, just $4.90! For all double 8mm. cameras at Fast enough for those last afternoon shots, yet right for bright days, too. Fitted Yes! Price includes spooling, processing and return postage. - film ready for your projector. PL!... our MONOCOLOR films. ESO-A-None-contrast semi-orthochromatic film with anti-halo bases. Recommended for interiors. Weston 8-2. $1.20 per spool. $3.20 per three spools. ESO-B-Super-orthochromatic film, full anti-halo protection for use on interiors and outdoors. 600 feet. as fast as ESO-A Wiston 8-1, $1.25 per spool or $3.75 per three spools. ESO-C-Ortho ortho film, with full anti-halo base. Projects as an attractive, warm amber. Excellent supplement for your Kodachrome movies. Weston 8-2. $1.30 per spool. $3.90 per three spools. ESO-D-DeFeust super-speed, ortho film, for dark exterior and interior photography. Four times as fast as ESO-B. Weston 8-0, $1.50 per spool. $3.50 per three spools. These emulsions available for single-run 8mm. cameras also. Write for prices.

Ask for your Fall catalog of short subject films, spool envelopes, and titling service.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-F PICTURES unconditionally guaranteed. These 8mm. films and will replace any film purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not fully satisfied with the results. YOU MUST be satisfied!

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY DIRECT MAIL.

"Quality 8mm Service"

ESO-F PICTURES

8mm-16mm-35mm.
KODACHROME
OF THE BEAUTIFUL
CAVERNS
OF LURAY

This extremely interesting and most unusual film will make a valuable addition to your film library.
36-2 x 2 KODACHROME SLIDES for... $1.00
100 ft. 16mm. KODACHROME P P 10.00
30 ft. 16mm. KODACHROME O A 6.00
90 ft. 16mm. KODACHROME S I 6.00
26 ft. 8mm. KODACHROME T D 3.50

LURAY CAVERNS, Bx. 1076, Luray, Va.

Barnyard movies paid off...

- Continued from Page 48

In the old days when motion pictures were the order of the day, Smith was keen on making films of the animals and insects that he used in his shows.

But the trend has changed, and now he is more interested in making films of the animals for the entertainment of adults.

This year, Smith has produced a number of barnyard movies, and he says that the results have been very satisfactory.

He has found that the public is very interested in seeing the animals in their natural state, and that they enjoy watching them work together.

As a result, he has decided to concentrate on producing barnyard movies in the future, and he is planning to expand his operation to include the production of more films of this type.

The Barnyard movies are not only entertaining, but they also provide an educational opportunity for the audience.

They are a good way to learn about the different species of animals and their behavior.

Smith is very pleased with the results of his barnyard movies, and he is looking forward to continuing to produce them in the future.

EMULSION RATINGS FOR 8MM AND 16MM FILMS

AGFA ANSCO
16mm S 8 Pan 29 27 100 80 125 100
16mm Panchromatic 21 20 16 12 24 18
16mm Supremex Pan Negative 27 23 14 100 68
16mm Positive 24 9 8 9 10 7
16mm Panachrome 27 22 10 12 20 15
8mm Twin-8 Hypan 24 23 32 24 48 32
Pan Filmmate 22 20 12 10 16 12
Twin 8mm Pan 24 23 32 24 48 32
Straight 8mm Pan 24 23 32 24 48 32

**DUPONT Regular Pan Type 321** 29 21 17 12 24 18
Super Pan Type 302 29 21 17 12 24 18
Super-3 (320) 29 21 17 12 24 18
Type 214 Pan (T.-P. or Rev.) 21 20 16 12 24 18
Positive Type 600 24 23 32 24 48 32
Sound Record, Pos. Type 001 17 9 6 1 1 1

EASTMAN
16mm Supremex 20 18 5 12 16 12
16mm Suprem Pan 21 20 16 12 24 18
16mm Pan, Negative 26 21 16 14 22 16
16mm Positive 24 10 9 3 16 4
8mm Suprem Pan 24 23 32 24 48 32
8mm Suprem Pan 24 23 32 24 48 32
Kodachrome "A" (8 and 16mm.) 18 21 8 12 15 17
Kodachrome "A" (8 and 16mm.) 18 21 8 12 15 17

GERBER
Super Reversal 23 21 12 14 22 18
Panbro 20 18 5 12 16 12
Ortho 21 17 11 12 6 24

**Ratings for last four Dupont films are for straight development. Ratings for reversal depend upon processing methods.**

**With filter.**
successful egg producers—men employing scientific methods of raising poultry and eggs. The whole business from baby chick to candling and packing graded eggs was skillfully handled.

When Smith offered his services to the Government as a cinematographer in the Signal Corps Reserve, he had plenty to recommend him both in experience and in glowing letters of recommendation or praise from those for whom he had produced pictures. He is only 21

**Movie of the Month...**
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briassere! Observing Brown, Mister X dives into a dressing room. Brown starts after him. As he opens the dressing room door, a patron steps out, eyeing him suspiciously. Closer inspection shows Mister X to have disappeared completely. Brown decides to linger around a bit.

By coincidence the department store has a fashion show scheduled for that day in the ladies apparel department where Brown has taken up his post of watchful waiting. There follows a parade of pretty girls in attractive gowns and some displaying lingerie. Brown still sticks around.

Presently a striking creature in a gorgeous fur coat descends the winding stairs leading to the stage, is introduced by the master of ceremonies, and proceeds to strut before the patrons. One woman, caught by the attractive red hat worn by the fur-coated model, takes hold of a dangling tassel to feel of the material. The chapeau falls to the floor revealing the model to be Mister X who had hoped to elude his pursuer with the feminine disguise.

At this point Brown enters the scene, takes hold of Mister X and thrusts a paper into his hand. And guess what it is—a summons in a divorce action brought by X's wife! The final fadeout pictures Mister X going into a faint.

As soon as the opening title of this picture is flashed on the screen, it is apparent that a skilled cine photographer is behind it all. Backgrounding the title is a scene showing the feet of a man walking among shadows as though trailing someone. The title "Mister X" fades in on the screen, superimposed over the scene, and the same background continues for the screen credits.

With the exception of one or two interior shots, made with assistance of a wide-angle attachment of poor quality, photography of this picture is remarkably good. Much credit is due Brown for the careful study given camera angles, particularly in his interior shots. The story is paced well, building nicely to the climax in the closing scenes. Editing and titling is above average. Credit is due both Brown and his exceptionally fine cast for the smooth manner in which cast performed before the camera.

"Mister X" was entered in Home Movies' 1942 Contest and received Honorable Mention. Subsequently re-edited along suggestions made by Home Movies Staff, Brown submitted the film again for review, whereupon it was chosen the best film of the month.

**Type for titles...**

- Continued from Page 459

India ink will, for best results, follow the bold character styles of printer's type. For those less skilled, there are devices which will aid him in turning out a professional job of lettering with little effort. On the market are two lettering outfits: one, the LeRoy and the other, Wrico. Both outfits offer a transparent celluloid lettering guide by which the pen may be guided in making uniform letters as shown in the example reproduced under group 4 in the illustration. This method for lettering titles is fast gaining popularity particularly because it is so adaptable for lettering the smaller title area required by type writer titlers. With a little practice any amateur can letter a small title card of six or eight words almost as fast as he can type it.

Amateurs who like to use printer's type may do so without expenditure for either type or printing press. Type for each title card can be set by Linotype and printed by the block proof method—taking an impression by hand of the inked type. On page 277 of the July 1942 issue, George Carlson explained how to make a simple proof press for printing titles from type. The Linotype service, mentioned above, may be had from most printers. They make a nominal charge for typesetting on an hour-
Now!!! Spend less to own and operate your movie camera—Load with

ONYX MOVIE FILM

DNX DNx DNx ONX 24
100 ft. 16.00 $2.25 $4.25 $4.75
25 ft. 8/8 1.00 1.50 1.65
30 ft. Univex .65 .95 1.10
RATINGS—B-24-50 for Daylight
Reversal Processing Fee of Charge.
Write for price list of other types of film and
details of New films. RENTAL LIBRARY.
KENWOOD FILMS
616 E. 47th St. CHICAGO, ILL.

Priced Within Your Reach!

16mm S. O. F.—Musicals
DAY DREAMS—A delightful imaginative Christmas
Panoramic portraying the experiences of a child pro-
tected into the aura of Santa Claus.
GAY LDL DAYS—Frank Luther's faithful rendition
of songs of the Gay Nineties.
THE FACE OF THE PARITY—A dandy maid with
the Cubic Kids, comes to the rescue of Mrs. Wayne's
party. Good Negro Singing.
HARLEM HARMONY—Aunentia Negro songs ren-
dered in their inimitable way.
ALPINE RENDEZVOUS—Swiss Mountain songs con-
tained with yodeling and skiing.
THE SONG PLUGGER—Sylly Poon and Brook
Adams go on a tour in a movie stage. Real miscel-
aneous singing.

A BARREL OF LAUGHS!

LAFFBUILDERS

CARTOONS—COMEDIES

Complete Edition
8 MM. $5.50
16 MM. $8.75
16 MM. SOUND $17.50
Dealer Discounts Available
CERTIFIED FILM DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street NEW YORK, N. Y.

"Personalized" BINDERs

for your HOME MOVIES

Handsomebly bound in blue leatherette, each binder holds 12 issues. Easy to insert or remov any issue. Personalized with your name engraved in gold on cover.
$1.50 POSTPAID

HOME MOVIES
5060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Reversible Film, 100 Ft. $1.95
8mm. Double, 25 Ft. $1.50
Prices include Processing
Silly Simplicios, Charlie Chaplin and other features at 79c per foot for complete subject. Write today for our catalogue of finished subjects.

STAR SAFETY FILM
806 Ninth Ave. Film Center Bldg., N. Y. C.

NOW take your dealer or photofinisher

VAPRATEC Inc. BELL & HOWELL CO
130 W. 44th St. 101 Larchmont, Chicago
New York, N.Y. 716 N. LaBrea, Hollywood

PROTECT FILMS

Against Scratches, Furrows, Finger Marks, Snaps

NOW give your film the best possible protec-
tion. Ask your dealer for VAPORATEC PROFIL.

How prize films won...

Continued from Page 45.

plot, secretary sits on lap of husband just as wife pays unexpected call at office. Husband attempts to explain and wife exits in a Huff. Secretary suggests he can square himself by bringing home a gift. Of course he remembers the wife's desire for a fur coat, orders it delivered to his home. He arrives home from the office to find wife trying on coat in pseudo-secretary. "Well I'll Be...!" is just the beginning of what he said upon discovering he was tricked.

In the family films class, "Tom Sawyer," produced by J. A. Potter, Berkeley, Calif., won first place. This was an ambitious undertaking, yet successfully accomplished with the aid of a cast that adequately filled the acting requirements of so well known a story. The pictures runs 330 feet in 8mm. Kodachrome and was augmented by a fine selection of records for the theme music. Photography is exceptionally good, editing and titling above average, and the production as a whole a very noteworthy effort.

Trophy for second place in the family films class went to C. A. Thomas, Salt Lake City, Utah, for his 125-foot 8mm. Kodachrome entry, "A Letter To Our Daddy Over There." A timely theme, picture tells of a little girl writing a letter to her daddy in the service. Frequent dissolved from little girl to some of her activities indicate what she is writing. A well rounded continuity resulted, marked by good photography and editing.

Third place award in the family films class went to A. E. Leonard of Arlington, Virginia. His 100 foot 8mm. Kodachrome picture, "Congratulations" is a record of a baby—a new arrival in the family. It is capably done, resulting in a continuity that holds interest right to the last scene.

In the documentary films class, "White Water," Movie of the Month for July 1942, captured first award. Produced by C. A. Willis of Merced, Calif., this picture runs 400 feet in 16mm. Kodachrome and is a document of the various water falls and their source of Yosemite National Park. Comprising some of the best scenic photography screened by Home Movies staff in years, it is the very thorough and skilful titling of this picture that gives it life and interesting continuity and also netted Willis a second trophy for achievement in titling.

Trophy for second place in the documentary films class went to Richard Thiriott, Salt Lake City, for his fine 400 foot 16mm. Kodachrome picture, "Week End for Three" which was described in the September issue. This is a documentary of Bryce Canyon in southern Utah made doubly interesting by a clever continuity woven through it involving the escapades of three youthful travelers. It boasts exceptional photography plus fine editing and titling.

J. O. McCracken of Glendale, Calif., won the special plaque awarded in this contest by the U. S. Forest Service for the best film submitted in the forest defense filming class. Running 125 feet in 8mm. pictures sounds a warning against those who would imperil our vast forest preserves through careless smoking, use of matches, and camping. The careless smoker and camper are depicted in sequences showing how carelessness small fires start, grow into an inferno, leaving charred hillsides as monuments to their thoughtlessness. Masterful camera work, good editing and titling mark this a fine picture in spite of its limited footage.

Credit has already been given those winning achievement awards for photography, editing and titling. In addition, awards were made for sound and technical achievement. To Jack Helstoski, Los Angeles, went the trophy for achievement in sound based upon the technical excellence in post-recording synchronized sound-on-disc with the Synchro-sound System for his 200 foot 8mm. Kodachrome picture "Trials of Life."

H. J. Theiler, Whitinsville, Mass., received trophy for technical achievement for outstanding accomplishment in time-lapse cinematography in the production of his 400 foot 16mm. Kodachrome picture "Revelation." Depicting flowers swelling from bud to full bloom, it is a thoroughly professional job with none of the inconsistent exposure which so often marks amateur efforts in this type of cinematography.
Limited space makes it impractical to describe even briefly those films which were listed last month as receiving Honorable Mention certificates. Many in this division barely made out in the trophy awards simply because there were films in competition just a little bit better. But excellent films, nonetheless. Even those that finished out of the running altogether had some merit. In most instances, the filmmaker was strong on photography but weak on editing or titling; good on titling but lacking the ability to put a picture together with a semblance of continuity. Many of these someday will make the winners’ circle. All they need is to strengthen the weaker spots in their movie making technique.

Information Please...

* Continued from Page 450

toward scene or object. Taking a meter reading of the incident light, the meter is held near the object with the light cell pointed toward light source.

Aged Screen (Allan Pearson, Warren, Pa.)

Q. I understand there is a method by which beaded movie screens yellowed with age may be restored to original whiteness. How is this done?

A. Most beaded screen manufacturers recommend that yellowed screens be exposed for several hours to direct sunlight. The sun will bleach the screen surface restoring the original white color.

Light Meter For Dim-Out (Berton Lamb, Santa Barbara, Calif.)

Q. I understand I can use my exposure meter to measure light in foot candles in determining light brightness about my home which is in the Army’s regulated dim-out area?

A. Yes you can. If your’s is a General Electric exposure meter, for example, you can remove the hood, thus causing the meter to register in foot candles. Place meter on surface on which light falls and read meter from that position with cell pointing toward light source.

Will Splices Hold? (Jas. H. Dunn, So. Bend, Ind.)

Q. I’m planning to store my films indefinitely while I’m in the army. All have quite a number of splices. Will age affect these splices causing them to part on projection later?

A. If splices were well made and especially if a good quality of fresh cement was used, they will last indefinitely. In splicing safety film, each section is virtually welded together—the cement momentarily dissolving base of the film causing a fusing of the two sections.

Reviews of Amateur Films
* Continued from Page 451

—chances by and suggests they change name of beverage to “Victory Punch” and employ some modern business methods in selling it. All the kids in the neighborhood are pressed into service as salesmen and salesgirls. Some are sent on a door to door canvass of the neighborhood to take orders while others are given sandwich ad boards to wear. This brings a flood of trade and, of course, money for the circus for all.

A little closer attention to direction — and we know making kids act is a real job—and a fine contender for Movie of the Month would have resulted. From a strictly amateur standpoint however, it’s a swell movie and it has been awarded a 3-star merit leader.

Plan Christmas Movies now...
* Continued from Page 457

Naturally no Christmas film is complete without those little intimate comedy touches which are so easily staged and filmed. If there is a cat or a dog in the family, it can be pictured getting into trouble with the tree decorations—the dog innocently dislodging and breaking an ornament with his wagging tail, the broken ornament pictured in closeup followed by a shot of the dog’s expression as he is reproached by his master or mistress out of scene. Or of a playful kitten, toying with a tree ornament, knocking it to the floor and scampering away at sound of the crash. One filmmaker built up interest in the several gifts delivered to the house by Christmas, by having the dog bark and challenge each delivery boy as he called to leave a package.

Then there is the old familiar gag of having Dad monopolize Junior’s toy train to the dismay of Junior who retaliates by trying on Dad’s gift ties, or smoking one of his gift cigars. In short, the usual action of the family at Christmas continues your continuity—your shooting script. All you have to do is film the highlights of the day’s activities in the most skillful and interesting manner, in sequences, inject a running gag or a little humor here and there, then edit the whole carefully and insert necessary titles. Done this way, your Christmas film will prove entertaining long after Christmas is forgotten.
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Typewriter gadget: 16.
With the Reel Fellows, department: 52, 92, 138, 208, 276, 282.
With the Yeahsticks: 449.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Have you something to sell?

Turn it into cash with a Home Movies Classified Sale.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum charge, $2 cash with order. Closing date, 10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES does not guarantee gas prices.

WANTED

- WANTED—silent films: sports, travelogues, events, etc., also recording sound camera and projectors. Contact: M. A. HOGAN, 201 So. Main St. Ann Arbor, Mich.

- WANTED—Cine Special or B & H 70DA outfit in good condition. Camera, Write WM. Alden, 300 W. 93 St., N. Y. C.

- WANTED—sound-silent 16mm. features and shorts. Send details to ROBERT MARNERKE, 2120 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

- WANTED—Excellent or perfect Leica G III or Contax III, in foot only; or Kodak Extra and accessory lenses. Also want Cine Kodak Special and complete outfit. Write for fullest description. M. A. HOGAN, 201 So. Main St. Ann Arbor, Mich.


- WANTED—silence films: sports, travelogues, events, etc., also recording sound camera and projectors. Contact: M. A. HOGAN, 201 So. Main St. Ann Arbor, Mich.

- WANTED—Cine Special or B & H 70DA outfit in good condition. Camera, Write WM. Alden, 300 W. 93 St., N. Y. C.

- WANTED—sound-silent 16mm. features and shorts. Send details to ROBERT MARNERKE, 2120 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

- WANTED—Excellent or perfect Leica G III or Contax III, in foot only; or Kodak Extra and accessory lenses. Also want Cine Kodak Special and complete outfit. Write for fullest description. M. A. HOGAN, 201 So. Main St. Ann Arbor, Mich.

TITLING

- TITLING and Close-up Lens Kit—Six supplementary lenses of 16", 18", 20" 24", 32" and 40" focal lengths. Can be used on all filters which provide for tittering. Also ideal for general close-up photography. Complete kit $300. Separate lenses, 60c each. Also available in 6", 8", and 12" lenses. Send order to: HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS CO., 3221 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 10, Calif.

- TITLING LETTERS that give you professional results. Pin letter and sanded back letters. Complete set available for $7.50. Write for descriptive literature. Ask about Santa Claus, Turkey and other film specialties. Big variety of size and varied style letters can be purchased by the letter to fill all titling needs. MIINTS LEITTER CO, Redlands, Calif.

FILM RELEASES


- EXCHANGE your 16mm. full subjects used or new for brand new 8mm. subjects. No exchange fees. Also send for free 8mm. full subjects, cartoons, comedies. ABBE, 1265 Broadway, N. Y. C.

- BUCKLEY, SILENT and sound films. Cameras and projectors. Billed. Complete outfit. P.O. Box 154 East 47th St., N. Y. C.


- HOME MOVIES, 8th St., 2120 South, Cleveland, Ohio.


- COMPLETE 16mm. sound subjects, $1.00—need splicing. All sizes film bought, sold, exchanged. Catalogue, same as INTERNATIONAL-H 2120 Strauss, N. Y. C.

- BARGAINS in 16mm. sound film rentals. Producers, directors, students, etc., send for big lists free. V AND W FILMS, 1253 W. 18th, Chicago 6, Ill.

- 8MM. FILMS— All major producers, New—used prints. Sales, exchanges trade-in, RINED FILMS, Dept. HM 1924, 2070 Jun. Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.

- MOVIE FANS—Want exchange 8mm. film—sound films. Use our yearly rental plan. Over 1000 subjects, color, black & white; latest classics. ORGANIC, 2261 West 12th St., Los Angeles 5, Calif. 2 builders and many others. COLLIER PHOTO SALES 4428, Telephorne Diamond 4386, Cleveland, Ohio.


- KODACHROME FILM RELEASES

- KODACHROME Travel Films—leases-now available for distribution in 8 and 16mm. Dime will reserve your lot. Write for free samples. KENWOOD FILMS, 188 E. 47th St., Chicago, Ill.

- BECKON—8mm. film subjects for group or individual use. Write for free literature. JENKINS, Elmira, N. Y. Dealers wanted.

FILMS

- 8MM-16MM, film, including processing, daylight loading, non-halation, 25 ft. 8-8mm. Weston 12 65c, Weston 24 164c, $1.25, Weston 46 44c, $1.50, 100 ft. Weston 12 3.00, Weston 24 3.00, Weston 46 4.00, 44c, RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

- ECO-C. Hollywood scoops for your double 8mm. and UniveX cameras, $1.35 per 25 foot double-8mm. roll, 85c per two reels UniveX. ECO-S, see page 474.

DUPLICATING SERVICE

- $1.25 PAYS for a fifty-foot 8mm. duplicate of your favorite reel. Our Monocolor duplicates will preserve those fading Kodachrome movies. Partic- ulars, ECO-S PICTURES, 3945 Central, Kansas City, Mo.

PROCESSING SERVICE

- MOTION picture processing, 16mm., 35mm., 70mm., 16mm. and 35mm. Kodak Film, $20.00 per 25 foot roll, $60.00, RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

- ECO-S is licensed by Eastman Kodak Co. to process your double 8mm. films, 45c. UniveX, 35c. 3945 Central, Kansas City, Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS

- STILL PHOTOGRAPHERS! Before your photos of models can be used—send us letter of intent! We have a model release giving legal right to sell the negatives. Letter of intent for publication must be signed. Model release forms are now available, real- ly printed in authentic legal language. 50c for 25c (color not included). VER HELDEN PUBLICATIONS. 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

- EXCHANGE: silent pictures, $1.00 reel; sound, $2.00. Send for our catalogue. Selected sound programs, reasonable rentals. BETTER FILMS, 742 New Lots Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
TIMELY GIFTS—
for you or a brother cinebug!

A BOOK that supplies answers to your cine problems is a handy thing to have around, always. Why not make yourself a gift of one—or all four of these books this Christmas? Or perhaps there's a friend just now in this fascinating hobby or your cine club who'd appreciate a gift of one of these helpful volumes.

Handsomely and durably bound, each volume is a complete treatise on its subject, written by men who know amateur movies from A to Z. All books shipped postpaid. Order early for Christmas!

Now in its second edition! Most popular book on the subject yet published. Gives all data and charts needed for every type of home movie titling; explains use of shims for ultra closeups; gives data on exposure with photofloods, title areas, field of view, auxiliary lenses, AND complete plans for building your own titler. Mailed prepaid for only $1.00.

$1

How to Title Home Movies

Processing home movie film is far more fascinating than developing snapshots. It's extremely simple too; and if you're a real amateur, eventually you'll want to process your movie films. Here's the book that tells you how: gives all formulas, plus plans for building your own processing equipment. It's a dependable advisor, and only 50c.

$1

Home Movie Gadgets

With priorities curtailing equipment and accessories, you'll have to build the gadgets you need. But it's a lot of fun and here's just the book that pictures and describes many helpful gadgets for lenses, filters, tripods, for fades and lap-dissolves, ultra-closeup filming, titling, etc.—approximately 180 pages of vital data and plans for only $1.00.

6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

50c

How to Reverse Movie Film

This is the book that takes up where your camera instruction book leaves off. Makes clear the functions and operation of all parts of your camera and lays the groundwork for good photography with your first roll of film. Points out mistakes to avoid which will save many times its price in film. It's a "must" for every beginner. Price 50c, postpaid.

50c

How to Use a Movie Camera

Processing home movie film is far more fascinating than developing snapshots. It's extremely simple too; and if you're a real amateur, eventually you'll want to process your movie films. Here's the book that tells you how: gives all formulas, plus plans for building your own titler. Mailed prepaid for only $1.00.

Now in its second edition! Most popular book on the subject yet published. Gives all data and charts needed for every type of home movie titling; explains use of shims for ultra closeups; gives data on exposure with photofloods, title areas, field of view, auxiliary lenses, AND complete plans for building your own titler. Mailed prepaid for only $1.00.
LET MOTION PICTURES BRIGHTEN THIS WARTIME CHRISTMAS... for you and your neighbors, too!

A world at war! Brave voices singing, "Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men"—in battle-scarred churches! In millions of homes, vacant chairs tell mutely of loved ones fighting to bring true the dream of peace and happiness to all mankind. But that is not the complete picture of this wartime Christmas...

Millions of homes and thousands of schools, churches, and clubs will rededicate themselves to the high ideals for which we fight. Fortunately, indeed, will be those who can enjoy the inspiration of fine motion pictures that fit the times and mood in which we carry on. There are morale-lifting films that tell of the war—and escape films which help one momentarily to think of other things. Yours is the choice.

You can be among those so favored, if you will but put your projector to work. For yourself and your own family there are fine films to be bought and rented. But here, also, is it not 'more blessed to give than to receive'? Think of the happiness and inspiration you can give by using your projector for social service to your community!

Make this a movie Christmas—give films—the gift that brings joy to the whole family, and to many more besides

For the more serious note, official war films—like this British picture "Words for Battle," and many U. S. Government films—can be rented for as low as 25 cents per reel. (The first reel on any order carries a 50c charge.)

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Please send full details about: ( ) Filmo Aristocrat Turret 8 Camera; ( ) Catalog of available Accessories; ( ) Filmo 8's; ( ) Filmo 8mm Camera; ( ) Latest film releases by Government available on rental basis; ( ) Films for training and morale building.

Name
Address
City State

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1825 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Established 1907

BELL & HOWELL
PRECISION MADE BY

FILMO
Aristocrat
TURRET 8

WHAT'S in a name? A lifetime of fine performance—when the name is Filmo Aristocrat Turret 8—the camera that brings Hollywood versatility to low-cost 8mm. movie making.

With the Aristocrat you are master of every situation... with three lenses mounted on the turret head, any one of which may be placed in photographing position simply by rotating the turret, you can make long shots, medium shots, and close-ups without moving from the spot.

Viewfinder objectives matching the lenses are also mounted on the turret. When a lens is in photographing position, so is its matching finder... automatically! You see exactly as much of the subject as will appear on the screen... and "what you see, you get." Speed range is 16, 32, 48, and 64 frames per second.

All of these advantages are in addition to the time-tested features of single-lens Filmo 8's... daylight loading, no sprockets to thread, no loops to form... enclosed positive finder... rotary disc shutter... single frame release for animation work. Price, with Taylor-Hobson 12.5mm. F 2.5 UF lens and matching finder objective, not including critical focuser, $116.80.

Only FILMO Accessories can match Filmo Camera quality

VIEWFINDER OBJECTIVES—for your Turret 8; a matching viewfinder objective should be used with each lens of different focal length. The objective is mounted beside the lens and will fill the viewfinder area with the field covered by that particular lens.

For 12.5mm. lens (standard on Turret 8): for 1-inch, 1 1/2-inch, and 2-inch lenses, $6.40 each.

TELEPHOTO LENS, for photographing far-away subjects—for single lens or Turret & Filmo; 1 1/2-inch F 3.5 B&H focusing lens, $6.00.

See your Filmo camera dealer for other B&H special purpose lenses, also.

FOCUSED ALIGNMENT GAUGE—for Filmo Turret & Camera; permits using the Filmo Turret critical focuser to the full extent of its capabilities. Title cards, maps—any subject, in fact, may be sharply focused and accurately composed within the film area and then photographed with complete assurance of desired results. Price, $5.00.

CABLE RELEASE—for absolute immobility—a necessity when doing critical work with a telephoto lens, or single-frame exposure work with any lens. Permits you to operate the starting button without touching the camera. Cable release for single-lens 8's, $3.45. For Turret 8's (including installation at factory), $5.75. For Auto Load and 141, $3.45; for Auto Master, $3.75.

Cases for Filmo 70 Camera

Compartment Case
for Filmo 8

Sheath Case
for Filmo 8

CARRYING CASES for all Filmo Cameras! Your Filmo Camera deserves a carrying case built for it—built to the same quality standards of the camera. To get the case best suited to your individual needs, consult your Filmo Camera dealer. Prices range upward from $3.26.

"E" for Excellence

A 16-minute sound motion picture on national service charge.